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Abstract
THE POLICE OFFICER AS SURVIVOR:
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT OF EXPOSURE TO DEATH
IN CONTEMPORARY URBAN POLICING

by
VINCENT E. HENRY

Advisor:

Robert Jay Lifton, MD

All human encounters with death, whether they involve a casual contact with the death of
another person or the realistic threat of one’s own demise, have important psychological
consequences that result in new modes of adaptation, thought and feeling. In the course
of their duties, contemporary urban police officers frequently encounter the deaths of
others and some participate in mortal combat situations that credibly threaten their own
lives. The psychological dimensions of police officers’ professional exposures to the
deaths o f others are to a large extent shaped by the specific duties and responsibilities
prescribed by their formal task environment, while the experience of surviving mortal
combat is shaped by a range of objective and subjective situational variables.

This

dissertation applies Robert Jay Lifton’s formative-symbolic paradigm and his psychology
of survival to explore police officers’ death encounters and their individual, cultural and
organizational consequences and implications.

These psychological transformations

become manifest in the psychology of survival’s five themes:

psychic numbing, the

death imprint image, death guilt, suspicion of counterfeit nurturance, and the struggle to
make meaning o f the experience. Using a shared-themes approach and relying upon
depth interviews and other forms o f direct observation, it examines the experiences of
officers operating in four task environments (rookie officers, patrol sergeants, crime scene
unit technicians and homicide detectives) as well as officers who survived mortal combat
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events in which they participated in the death of another person. The study illuminates
how death encounters serve in a functional and integrative way to socialize new officers,
how the ‘professional numbing’ they develop protects them from various emotional
hazards o f police work, how the themes of survivorship are reflected in the officer’s
working personality and the occupational culture’s ethos, and how these encounters shape
the development of the officer’s personal and professional self identity. Finally, it
explores the formative-symbolic paradigm’s utility in explaining various aspects o f police
behavior through the paradigm’s emphasis on achieving and maintaining a sense of
symbolic immortality and feelings of movement, connection and integrity in the face of
profoundly threatening death immersions.
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The Death and Policing Nexus 1

The Police Officer as Survivor:
The Psychological Impact of Exposure to Death
in Contemporary Urban Policing

Chapter 1
The Death and Policing Nexus

This dissertation is about the psychological struggles and transformations urban police
officers experience as the result of their routine work-related exposures to the deaths of
others, as well as from more profound and personally consequential encounters with their
own mortality.

Psychological struggles and transformations around encounters with

death are significant concerns in all human psychology, but they are particularly salient in
the context of contemporary urban policing. Urban police officers can have frequent
encounters with the deaths o f others, and their death confrontations can take place across
a broad range of circumstances and situations. Some police officers have experienced
death encounters of an entirely different and infinitely more consequential kind; they
have experienced mortal combat situations that posed an objectively credible threat to
their survival, but somehow managed to remain alive.

Every human encounter with death is to some extent a painful reminder of one’s own
mortality, and every death encounter entails some degree of psychological trauma that
results in subtle or profound psychological transformation.
permeated with an overarching perception of danger

Police work, though, is

— contemporary urban police

officers perceive in their work the realistic potential for meeting their own demise. In
conjunction with the frequency of their death encounters, the wide range of circumstances
and situations in which the death encounters can occur, and a variety of other factors
intrinsic to police work, this perceived potential for a highly personalized death encounter
sets the police officer’s experience of death events apart from ‘ordinary’ death
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The Death and Policing Nexus 2
experiences, and it sets the experience apart from exposures in other death-work
occupations as well. Exposure to death is a highly relevant and influential, if infrequently
recognized, variable in police psychology.

This research draws its underlying theoretical assumptions and principles primarily from
Robert Jay Lifton’s psychoformative paradigm and the ‘psychology of survival’
perspective it subsumes. This paradigm is organized around psychological principles of
death and the continuity of life, and it stresses the importance of images in man’s
vitalizing quest for ongoing symbolization.1 The psychology of survival deals with the
lasting intra-psychic impact or imprint of an encounter with death (either the death of
another or a confrontation with one's own mortality), and with the universal
psychological tendencies that inevitably result from that encounter. A survivor is one
who has come in close contact with death in some bodily or psychic fashion and has
remained alive (Lifton, 1967, p. 479). This fundamental framework is supplemented and
complemented by insights and data drawn from a fairly broad body of empirical and
qualitative research on the psychology and sociology of death encounters and on the
psychology and sociology o f police officers. A fairly eclectic mix of theory, research and
data was employed in this dissertation in order to adapt the psychology of survival and
locate it within a conceptual framework reflecting the practical realities of contemporary
urban policing. The specific interview and field observation techniques used to collect
our data and the theoretical assumptions used to analyze them are described in greater
depth in subsequent chapters.

Both the method of data collection and the analytical

framework generally conform to the method Lifton used in his studies of death-related
psychic trauma and the adaptive processes that accompany death encounters.

1 In his earlier work, Lifton calls his theoretical model for understanding human behavior
the ‘psychoformative paradigm.” In later work that fleshed out and expanded upon his
conceptual framework, he uses the terms ‘formative-symbolic’ perspective and
‘continuity-of-life model’ to describe the paradigm.
The terms are essentially
synonymous, and are used interchangeably throughout this dissertation.
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To explore the contemporary urban police officer’s exposures to death and the kind of
psychological transformations resulting from them, we will examine the psychological
and social processes that shape the way officers experience and make meaning o f their
death encounters. We will explore the psychological sequelae of police death encounters,
distinguishing the effect of routine job-related death encounters with the deaths of others
from the more profound and personally consequential transformations that result from
actually surviving a life-or-death mortal combat situation. More specifically, we will
examine how four different task environments or types of assignment in policing —
those of the rookie police officer, patrol sergeant, homicide detective, and crime scene
technician — determine the conditions of death exposure and shape officers’ individual
and collective responses to them. We will examine how these fairly routine exposures to
the deaths of others differ from the extraordinary experiences of a fifth group: those who
survived mortal combat.

These routine and extraordinary death encounters have a

powerful impact not only on the officers who personally experience them, but on the
police culture as a whole.

We will utilize a ‘shared themes’ approach to illuminate how officers and their subculture
are shaped by different types o f exposures in different task environments. Because so
many individual and situational variables can be present or absent in a given death
encounter, and because each o f these variables can have different levels of meaning to
different officers, every officer experiences a death encounter somewhat differently.
Rather than focusing entirely upon a single individual’s unique and subjective reaction to
particular death events — an approach typically used in case study research — the
shared themes approach looks for commonalities in the experience of numerous
similarly-situated individuals who have gone through comparable or analogous events.
The shared themes approach, which is often used in psychohistorical research, allows us
to delve into a particular task environment and the kinds of death exposures it typically
presents and to observe and analyze the common themes of experience among officers
operating in that environment.
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Psychology has long recognized that virtually all human encounters with death are potent
reminders of our own mortality that entail important psychological consequences.
Whether death encounters involve casual exposures to the deaths of others or are more
extreme and more personally meaningful encounters involving the realistic potential for
one’s own extinction, they are emotionally difficult events from which some degree of
emotional or psychological trauma is almost certain to accrue. Moreover, the individual's
subjective experience of the death encounter may be magnified or diminished by the
presence or absence of myriad individual, social, cultural and contextual factors and
variables. Given the multiplicity of forms, situations, causes and circumstances of death
that may occur in a cosmopolitan urban environment, and in light o f the fact that urban
police officers attend virtually every death scene occurring outside a medical facility,
police encounters with death can be conceptualized as occurring along a continuum of
psychological significance.

This continuum of significance ranges from brief and

relatively impersonal encounters with the deaths of strangers through the most profound
encounters that involve the realistic prospect o f the officer's own demise. By dint of their
overlapping and at times conflicting social roles as social service providers, first
responders to violent crimes and medical emergencies, law enforcers and criminal
investigators, urban police officers encounter death in virtually all its myriad forms. Each
of these roles and situations entails a specific array of prescribed tasks and duties that
further influence the type and quality of exposure. The seasoned patrol officer who
responds to a death scene at which an elderly person died in his sleep from natural causes,
for example, is likely to have a very different subjective experience and will perform
entirely different tasks than a novice officer who responds to his first fatal traffic accident
or a veteran detective who is called to investigate a particularly gory multiple homicide in
which one or more victims is a child.

To explore this continuum of death-related experience and their psychological impact on
officers, I carried out field observations and conducted structured interviews with New
York City Police Department officers in the four nominal categories or task environments
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The Death and Policing Nexus 5
mentioned above. For the most part, officers in these four task environments attend the
deaths of strangers, and so their death encounters are somewhat routine and fairly
impersonal. I also interviewed a number of officers whose experiences with death have
been extreme and extraordinary -- those who were severely injured and/or who witnessed
the violent death of a partner, and/or who have taken a human life in a line-of-duty mortal
combat situation. The goal o f these interviews and observations was to explore each
officer’s subjective experiences in relation to death events, and to discern in them
common patterns or ‘shared themes’ o f psychological response.

The interviews and

observations sought to elicit, define and distinguish the range and types of routine and
extraordinary police exposures to death as well as the patterns o f psychological
transformations and social consequences resulting from them.

By illuminating and

describing these shared themes and common threads of experience, this dissertation seeks
to add color, context and dimension to the academic landscape o f contemporary policing
and to provide additional insight into the police officer’s social and psychological worlds.

As in virtually all qualitative studies in the ethnographic tradition, the researcher’s own
experiences, perspectives, insights and biases are critical elements in the research and
analysis process. In this instance, my own experience in various patrol, investigative and
supervisory assignments during more than nineteen years of service in the NYPD were an
integral part of the research process.

This dissertation is informed by my own

experiences as a police officer, particularly as they relate to comprehending and analyzing
the subtleties and nuances o f police culture and its powerful influence upon the behavior
of its members. To some extent, my experience as a police officer and membership in the
police culture comprise a double-edged sword, though: at the same time they afford me a
special capacity to access and make sense of raw data, they also implicate the issue of
objectivity.

Issues related to my role as police officer cum researcher are discussed

throughout this dissertation, but particularly in Chapter 4’s methodology section.

The issues involved in this research project are both profound and complex, yet they have
received relatively little scholarly attention — the body of research and theory relating
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directly to the meaning of death in the police context is sparse. Collectively, these factors
militate for an exploratory study that incorporates data, theory, insights and methods
derived from several disciplines.

The poverty o f relevant research

Significant intellectual inquiry into death-related issues has taken place within the past
several decades, and this emerging willingness within the social and physical sciences to
deal conceptually with these issues signals a turning point in the history of Western
attitudes toward death (Aries, 1974; 1975).

As Ernest Becker (1973; 1975) has so

cogently noted, a predominant and fundamental theme throughout Western civilization
has been an unwillingness to deal emotionally or conceptually with death, and as recently
as 1955 Gorer characterized death as the "new pornography" — a topic that contains
simultaneous elements of perverse attraction and aversion and is patently unsuited for
discussion in polite company.

Despite the recent interest, many factors still obscure and constrain intellectual inquiry
into the psychological and philosophical issues surrounding death. As Freud (1961),
Feifel (1959; 1969), Janet (1889) and a host of other psychological theorists have
emphasized throughout their work, fear of death is a primary and fundamental source of
human anxiety, and we cannot ignore the impact fear, denial and psychic defense have
had (and continue to have) upon the overall research process. Researchers who wish to
penetrate this complex web o f fear, denial and defense must be particularly attuned to
these processes and especially mindful of their impact.

Various social and psychological theories seek to explain man’s aversion to dealing with
death, but despite their different approaches each embraces the essential notion that the
fear of death is a universal element of human psychology. Without minimizing the many
substantive differences between these perspectives, particularly those differences relating
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to the etiology of death fear, each concurs in asserting that humans engage in various
behaviors that function to deny, diminish, or attenuate the fear of death. In a general
sense, each perspective also embraces the notion that dealing with death results in
emotional trauma and in psychological transformations that in turn lead to the evolution
o f new modes of adaptation, thought and feeling within the individual who encounters
death.

A number o f social and psychological studies have examined how members of various
occupations deal with death, and the studies certainly provide some useful insights that
may be broadly applicable to police officers’ encounters with death. We must be careful
in selecting and applying observations drawn from other occupations to police work,
though, because none of these occupations is quite like policing and because none of their
members deal with death in exactly the same way as police.

Every death-work

occupation differs from others in important ways, including the way its members are
trained and socialized, the tasks and duties its members undertake, the social role its
members fulfill, the way work is organized and distributed among its members, and the
social, psychological and environmental settings in which its members encounter death.
Each of these factors shapes the ways an occupation’s members experience the death
event, so there is potentially a great danger in making sweeping generalizations from one
occupation to another. Some excellent research has been conducted among members of
the medical and medico-legal professions, for example, and observations about the ways
in which doctors, nurses and other medical personnel routinely deal with the deaths of
patients can shed some light on the ways police officers experience some types of routine
work-related encounters with the deaths of others.

Another useful and pertinent body of literature deals with the death encounters of rescue
workers and military combat personnel, since death encounters within these occupations
can entail a significant and credible threat to one’s own mortality. Their experiences with
death are also similar to some types of police experiences with death. Like some police
officers, combat soldiers encounter death in the context of a real and significant threat to
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their own mortality, and they frequently face a ‘kill or be killed’ situation under highly
personalized though morally ambiguous circumstances.

As discussed more fully in

subsequent chapters, police officers may never actually encounter these profound combat
situations, and certainly few officers encounter them on a regular or recurring basis, but
the potential for taking a life or losing one’s own life certainly exists in policing and
certainly influences the police officer’s cognitive and emotional processes. While studies
of the way other occupations deal with death may not be entirely pertinent to the police
experience with death and may not deal directly with the central issues explored in this
dissertation, they can nevertheless shed an oblique light upon the way police officers
respond when they operate in analogous situations.

The general theoretical literature on death has also explored or touched upon ways in
which physical or social settings, occupational cultures, prior experiences and exposures
to death, the frequency and duration of exposures, and other specific circumstances
mediate or influence the human experience of death events. Extensive or systematic
explorations specifically relating to the impact of death encounters upon contemporary
urban police officers, though, are conspicuous in their absence.

By virtue o f the frequency, range and types of death encounters to which they are
exposed and the tremendous number of subjective and objective variables police death
encounters may entail, contemporary urban police officers are remarkably appropriate
candidates for a study of the psychological impact of repeated routine exposure to the
deaths o f others. In addition, some officers' profound work-related encounters with their
own mortality or the mortality o f fellow officers make them appropriate candidates for a
study o f extreme and highly personalized confrontations with death. The unique range of
circumstances under which police death encounters may occur and the unique features of
the police occupational culture clearly distinguish police death experiences from those in
other occupations.
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Unlike most other occupations and professions that entail death work, police officers
inevitably become involved in dangerous and life-threatening situations, and
circumstances may demand that they employ physical force or deadly physical force to
preserve their own life or the life of another. Similarly, circumstances may arise when
deadly physically force is used against the officer, and on occasion these struggles may
result in the officer's demise. In his insightful and comprehensive analysis of the function
of police in modem society, Egon Bittner (1980) asserts that the legitimate capacity to
exercise non-negotiable coercive force — including deadly force — is the central and
defining characteristic o f the police role, one that sets it apart from all other social and
occupational groups. As a practical matter, the contemporary urban police officer whose
duties and job-related experiences have not placed him

in objectively dangerous

situations at one time or another is rare indeed (van Maanen, 1980). Danger and the
potential for a violent line-of-duty death are defining variables o f the police personality,
and police differ from all other occupational groups in that they are the only
contemporary peacetime occupational group other than the military with a systematic
record o f death and serious injury from instrumental violence (Skolnick, 1994, p. 46) and
the only non-military occupational group legally empowered to employ deadly physical
force (Wenz, 1979). An enduring and overshadowing consciousness of the potential for
becoming involved in a deadly encounter of the most extreme and perhaps most intimate
type is thus an intrinsic and ineluctable feature of the contemporary urban police
experience.

The available academic literature yields surprisingly few descriptions or substantive
conclusions regarding the psychological impact of death exposure on police, although
theory, intuition, and anecdotal evidence would suggest that the impact is potentially
great. Indeed, evidence o f this impact is more readily discernible in the popular nonacademic literature of policing, including police novels, memoirs and bildungsroman.
Niederhoffer and Niederhoffer (1978) and Klockars (1983), for example, have argued that
this popular literature often provides an appropriate window through which to access
police experience and glimpse many of its subtler and more nuanced features. Because
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popular literature can serve as a useful adjunct to supplement rigorous academic research,
I have referred to appropriate literary sources on several occasions in this dissertation in
order to bolster or depict a particular concept or dynamic.

Systematic descriptions or qualitative explorations of the processes, defenses, and
dynamics involved as officers struggle to maintain psychic equilibrium in response to
their exposures to death are also notably absent within the academic literature of policing.
Indeed, a diligent search of the academic literature reveals that while some sources may
reference death-related themes in a tangential fashion, no extensive, systematic and
comprehensive descriptive studies of the social and psychological effects of police death
encounter have been conducted to date within any academic discipline.

Only one brief article in the academic sphere (Henry, 1995), in fact, has sought to explore
the psychological and social dimensions and repercussions of police officers' exposure to
death in this way. In that article, I attempted to integrate strands of psychological and
sociological theory along with general observations of police behavior within a
theoretical and analytic model based upon Lifton's psychology of survival perspective.
My article on the police officer as survivor was intended to generate debate and dialogue,
and perhaps to shed some initial light upon the meaning of death within the police
occupational culture, rather than to reach substantive and unequivocal conclusions
(Henry, 1995). In terms of its direction and goals, this dissertation is in many respects a
continuation of that article’s explorations. This dissertation undertakes to elaborate on
that research by exploring in greater depth and in a more systematic fashion some of the
psychological dynamics, responses and behaviors evidenced by contemporary urban
police officers in relation to their death encounters, as well as the ways these
transformations are expressed in the attitudes and behaviors that prevail in the police
occupational culture.
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The Importance o f Police Culture

Occupational cultures are potent mediators of subjective experience (Deal and Kennedy,
1982), and the police occupational culture is certainly no exception. As a whole, the
literature of policing supports the notion that officers are socialized into a distinct
occupational culture, that the norms, beliefs and value systems differ of that culture
significantly from other occupational cultures and from the larger overall culture, and that
this police culture plays a potent role in shaping officers' individual and collective
experience o f reality. The experiences, belief systems and values that officers bring with
them at the time they enter into police work are to some extent imported into the
occupational culture, and the events and situations they encounter in their work further
shape the contours of their culture (Black, 1980; Brown, 1981; Burbeck and Fumham,
1985;

Crank, 1998; Manning, 1977, 1997; Niederhoffer, 1967; Reuss-Ianni, 1983;

Skolnick, 1994;

van Maanen, 1985;

Westley, 1953, 1956, 1970;

Manning & van

Maanen, 1977).

Particularly during the early stages of their careers, the formal and informal training
afforded to officers tend to increase in-group solidarity and homogeneity, differentiate
officers from the public, and reinforce elements of the existing police culture rather than
inculcating them with the attitudes, values and belief systems of the general public
(Kapeller, Sluder and Alpert, 1994, p. 100-101). Social isolation and anomie, objective
and perceived danger, and the conflicting or ambiguous demands of the police role are
frequently cited as fundamental operant bases for the sense of estrangement that pervades
the police subculture, especially at the initial stages of a police career.

Because

occupational cultures play a formidable role in shaping behavior and interpreting workrelated experience, we can easily infer that the police occupational culture shapes the
officer's experience of the death encounter as well. At the same time, I have argued
elsewhere (Henry, 1995) that police encounters with death are a formative experience or
rite of passage that play an important role in the socialization process through which
police norms and values are communicated and learned.
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Numerous observers have described and analyzed police behavior and police culture, and
they have operated from within a variety of disciplines and perspectives; we have a host
o f sociological, psychological and even anthropological interpretations available to
inform our explorations of policing, and this dissertation makes liberal use o f them. In
seeking to understand the complex phenomena that are this dissertation’s subject, it is
entirely appropriate to eclectically draw upon the data, observations and insights other
disciplines provide. At the same time, one seeks to maintain an ordered perspective
throughout the dissertation — to explain the phenomena using a consistent paradigm or
analytic framework.

To this end, I am often so presumptuous as to incorporate an

observation or insight derived from, say, a dramaturgical analysis of policing, but to
recast or explain that observation in terms of Lifton’s paradigm.

By virtue o f the fact that this dissertation represents exploratory research, it makes no
pretense to being a comprehensive and exhaustive final treatment of these issues, and
makes no claim to absolute generalizability.

Rather, it is an attempt to amplify the

landscape of contemporary urban policing by describing a psychologically and
sociologically important aspect of the police experience. As discussed in the section on
implications for further research in Chapter 11, many of the issues touched upon in this
dissertation require further exploration, inquiry, and verification. Beyond the admittedly
limited light it sheds, the primary value of this dissertation may lie in its heuristic value - in the questions it raises rather than answers.

This systematic exploratory study of the psychological and social consequences of police
encounters with death was undertaken in an effort to illuminate some arcane aspects of
the police culture and some features of police behavior, to inform and broaden the various
theories and perspectives on human reactions to the phenomena of death by providing
insight into some conspicuous aspects of the police experience, and to complement the
literature o f individual and occupation group responses to death. It seeks to address a
current void in the literature of policing by exploring an important sphere of police
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activity, and to point out processes and experiences that have thus far escaped academic
attention and inquiry. The dissertation also openly seeks to influence police agencies’
policies, particularly those related to the psychological health of officers and to the
processes by which police agencies manage the training and socialization of their officers.
It also seeks to influence clinical practice by clarifying and by sensitizing clinicians to the
needs and experiences of officers who have survived mortal combat situations as well as
less traumatic death exposures.

A final note

Because this dissertation represents exploratory qualitative research that attempts to
integrate theory and insights from a variety of academic disciplines, and because its fairly
broad scope demands the use of several research methodologies, its structure departs
somewhat from the typical dissertation format. In many traditional dissertations, a brief
introduction is followed by a comprehensive review of the academic literature germane to
the subject and a series of well-defined research hypotheses derived from the literature
review. A methodology chapter then typically explains the research procedures used to
collect the data and test the hypotheses, followed by a chapter or two that present the
study’s major findings. Finally, the typical dissertation includes a chapter containing a
summary of the conclusions, policy recommendations (if applicable), and perhaps a
discussion of the study’s heuristic implications. Many dissertations deal with issues and
topics that are amenable to such a compartmentalized structure, but this dissertation is
different.

The literature review chapter following this introduction, for example, does not pretend to
be a comprehensive review or summary of the germane academic research. Instead, I
have attempted to present a very broad and generic initial exposition o f some major
principles and concepts involved in the study, and to introduce other research findings in
subsequent chapters to support and provide context for the psychological and behavioral
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phenomena discussed in them.

Because Lifiton’s psychoformative paradigm and the

psychology of survival it subsumes are so central to the overall understanding of the
phenomena, and because they have not previously been applied to policing, they merit a
more comprehensive discussion in a separate chapter. A subsequent chapter attempts to
integrate an overview o f police socialization and acculturation processes within the
psychoformative perspective. The methodology chapter provides an overview of the
research methods used throughout the study, but because methodological issues and
challenges are often uniquely tied to the phenomena they reveal, I frequently discuss
specific practical aspects o f methodology in the chapters describing the phenomena.
Because the dissertation seeks to explore how death encounters effect five different
groups or categories of officers, it includes separate chapters to describe each group as
well as a final chapter to integrate and compare the findings across all categories. Like
traditional dissertations, though, this research project concludes with a summary of
conclusions, policy recommendations and heuristic implications.

Among the benefits in using this non-traditional dissertation style is the fact that it
permits a narrative style that hopefully adds color, context and meaning to the phenomena
under consideration in a way that other formats simply cannot. This dissertation is, in a
sense, the sum o f the experiential narratives of the officers who made it possible by
sharing their thoughts, images, emotions and personal accounts of their death encounters.
As Lifton points out, the meaning-making process aims at objectivity, but in the final
analysis it always proceeds from an understanding of one’s own experiences and
therefore remains somewhat subjective. Thus the experiences, insights, prejudices and
advocacies the researcher brings to bear in uncovering and making sense o f the data are
justifiably a part o f the research as well. Intellectual integrity demands that the researcher
acknowledge these experiences, insights, prejudices and advocacies as well as their
impact on the research process, and that he incorporate them into the narrative. The
dissertation therefore alternates at times between first-person narrative and the objective
grammatical case.
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It should also be noted that with the exception of a few occasions where I refer
specifically to female officers, the masculine case is used throughout the dissertation.
This grammatical device is used primarily to avoid the kind of clutter that often results
from continually reminding the reader that police officers can be men or women, and
should not be construed as ignorance or a failure to recognize that fact. With a few
important exceptions, this exploratory dissertation does not attempt to distinguish
differences in the behaviors or experiences of male and female officers relative to their
death encounters. If such differences exist, they are more appropriately the subject of
future research.
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Chapter 2
Death Work: The General Context

The central premise of this dissertation is that unique psychological and social
transformations result from the police officer's encounters with death, and that the extent
and dimension of these transformations are shaped by a number of variables. In itself,
this premise is neither remarkable nor surprising: police officers are human beings, and
they are susceptible to the same universal human tendencies and transformations that
would affect anyone who witnesses death. Even the fact that police officers encounter the
deaths of others frequently and intimately is not all that unique, since members o f other
occupations also deal frequently and intimately with death. The police officer’s response
to witnessing death is not ‘ordinary,’ however, because the specific array o f variables and
factors that may be present to shape these universal human tendencies in the policing
context are so unique and, often, so powerful. Moreover, the psychological and social
worlds in which the police officer functions — what may be referred to as the police
officer’s ‘working personality’ and the ‘police culture’ or ‘police subculture’ — are
potent mediators of experience, and they differ in significant ways from the milieus in
which members of other occupations operate.

These variables often interact and intersect in a complex fashion, and they include the
values, attitudes and belief systems prevailing within the police subculture, the officer's
prior experience in dealing with death and his own attitudes and belief systems about
death, the specific facts and circumstances of the particular death encounter, the physical
and social settings in which the encounter occurs, and the tasks and procedural
responsibilities the officer is required to perform in relation to the death encounter. To a
significant extent, the officer's task environment and duty assignment determine the
number and types o f death he encounters, just as the physician's choice o f specialty
"dictates, to a large degree, what his experiences with death will be (Hendin, 1973, p.
126).” Collectively, these individual and environmental variables conspire to make the
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police officer’s death encounters quite different from those of other death work
V

occupations.

*'

The thrust o f the dissertation lies at the virtually-unexplored nexus of two disparate
bodies of theory and research: policing and the psychology of human responses to death.
The fact that this nexus has not been well amplified by direct research poses several
distinct impediments to systematic inquiry, not the least of which is a distinct lack of
substantive data and clear theoretical foundations upon which to draw summary
conclusions about police death encounters. Just as the complexity of the issues, concepts
and behaviors involved in this project require a comprehensive method of inquiry that is
simultaneously flexible and rigorous, the absence of previous research in this area
demands that special attention be paid to supporting observations with verifiable facts
and empirical evidence.

Because this study necessarily implicates many practical

realities of the police officer's task environment that are not well described or analyzed in
the academic literature, quite a few assertions and observations made throughout the
dissertation are derived from my own preliminary research (Henry, 1995) and from more
than nineteen years of experience as a police officer and supervisor.

Paradoxically perhaps, the lack of research, data and firm theoretical foundations also
provide a singular opportunity for basic

exploratory social

science research

unencumbered by the limitations and structures that rigid paradigms and highly
developed theoretical bases tend to impose.

The goal o f this chapter is to set forth some basic principles and concepts about human
responses to death that have been discerned in other death work occupations and seem
particularly applicable in the police context. Because the principles and assumptions of
Lifton’s formative-symbolic paradigm and psychology of survival perspective integral
features of the overall research project, they merit the expanded coverage and delineation
given them in Chapter 3. The literature cited here derives from many diverse sources,
and so this chapter is organized according to general areas of research which are intended
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to serve as a prelude or introduction to the psychology of survival as it pertains to
contemporary urban policing. In this chapter, I first present a general overview of the
psychological and sociological literature of several analogous death work occupations in
the medical and medico-legal fields, where death is often routine and its psychological
impact is relatively benign. I then discuss the literature as it concerns more dangerous
and personally consequential exposures to death in the military context as well as
exposure to grotesque death among rescue workers. The chapter then turns its attention
to some highlights of the limited body of knowledge relating to police death encounters,
leading to a discussion of some dynamics involved in extraordinary encounters with one's
own mortality -- the type of mortal combat situations experienced by officers who have
taken a life or who have been severely injured through instrumental violence in the line of
duty. Finally, I present a series of general research expectations that distill and integrate
appropriate inferences from the literature of other occupations but seem applicable in
policing.

Death work occupations

Much o f the literature on death work occupations concerns the social mechanisms and
psychological processes that contribute to the routinization of death work, and some of
these mechanisms and processes appear to be operant in policing. Charmaz (1975; 1980)
makes the general but quite salient point that death workers typically make death routine
by erecting protective barriers between their work and their self image, constructing a
social reality that implicitly distances and separates them from death’s reality and permits
them to manage the complex emotional and intellectual issues death raises.

This

constructed reality, Charmaz says, typically involves the interaction of four major stances
toward death: minimizing, hiding, flaunting and acknowledging death (1980, p. 175), and
these four stances appear to operate in policing as well. For example, police officers
often minimize the psychological impact of death, either through explicit behaviors that
deny its impact or through the use of language that derogates death or linguistic forms
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that depersonalize it. Officers hide death by exercising their discretion to limit public
access to the death scene, and by avoiding discussions and situations that might reveal to
others their intimacy with death events.

At other times, officers ostentatiously or

comically flaunt death by making macabre jokes about it or by otherwise forcing others to
confront it (Henry, 1995). As this dissertation will describe, some officers (tenured
officers in particular) come to acknowledge death as an inevitable part o f human
existence, and they tend to deal with it in a more mature, rational and somewhat
intellectualized fashion. Each stance, though, functions to insulate or distance the self
from the psychological trauma accompanying death encounters.

Medicine: The Professional Approach to Death

These four stances appear to exist within the medical professions as well, although the
educational and socialization processes of medicine differ quite significantly from the
police occupation's training and socialization in the ways they acquaint practitioners with
death’s realities. Physicians' training involves an extended period of gradually increasing
responsibilities for patient care and gradually increasing accountability for patients' lives,
and student physicians’ technical and ethical performance is continually monitored by
peers as well as by superordinates specifically charged with that responsibility (Bosk,
1979).

Medical education trains physicians to think in an objectively dispassionate,

scientific and analytic manner in which death is intrinsically depersonalized (Cassell,
1973), and Coombs and Powers (1976) make the general assertion that medical training
and socialization processes as a whole tend to minimize or mitigate death's psychological
repercussions.

In contrast to the police, medical professionals typically deal with death in a clinical,
'medicalized' setting in which a socially-prescribed clinician-patient relationship has been
established and in which the clinician has a high degree of referent and expert power.
Because medical personnel often operate in teams within a hierarchical system that
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divides labor according to expertise and area of specialization, psychologically difficult
tasks (such as notifying the patient he has an incurable disease or notifying family
members that a patient has died) are easily delegated, and any sense of responsibility or
guilt the physician feels for a patient’s death is easily diffused. Police encounters with
death, however, often occur under volatile, objectively dangerous, emotionally charged,
and highly ambiguous circumstances in which immediate social and psychological
supports are absent, and they frequently involve death in its most grotesque and traumaprovoking forms. Periods of formal police recruit training are significantly briefer than
those in medicine and the allied medical occupations, and police training tends not to
emphasize death issues or deal with them in a particularly compassionate way. Rachlin
(1991) tracked several New York City Police recruits through their Police Academy
training and into the early stages of their career socialization, and he observed both that
many police recruits are not aware of the extent to which their work involves death
exposure and that the scant training they received did not adequately prepare them for
their first death encounter. Hall (1982) espoused a similar view, leading her to conclude
that much o f the death-related training that does take place is simply not relevant to the
day-to-day realities o f policing.

Medical doctors are aware from the earliest stages of their training that medicine entails
contact with death, and according to Herbert Hendin their career choice may even
represent a counterphobic reaction to death fear (1973, p. 135). Feifel (1969) set forth a
similar hypothesis, arguing that physicians hope to engage and conquer their aboveaverage fear o f death by entering a profession where death encounters occur with some
frequency. Hendin also observes that the medical student's first professional contact with
death occurs in the anatomy lab, where the mechanical process of dissection and the fact
that the cadaver is anonymous in name and background implicitly depersonalizes death
(1973, p. 125).

He further asserts that although students resolve many of their

ambiguities about death by the time they complete their medical education, few
physicians ever really adjust to losing a patient (1973, p. 127).
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Dickinson and his colleagues (1997) conducted an empirical study o f ‘detached concern’
and death anxiety among medical students before and after taking the gross anatomy
course, and they make the point that the first-semester gross anatomy course is a stressful
but highly functional rite o f passage for physicians in training. As students grapple with
the stress of committing a tremendous amount of information to memory, they also deal
with the social and psychological aspects of cutting and touching a dead body and with
the questions this experience inevitably raises about their own and others’ mortality. In
the short term, these difficulties are compounded when classmates and advanced students
subject them to horror stories about cadavers, but the horror stories also serve, in a
positive and functional way, to help create a social and psychological world comprised of
medical insiders and outsiders and emotionally tough or weak medical students.
Emotionally toughened medical insiders are those who deal effectively (i.e., they perform
their required duties with rather little overt dissonance or emotional distress) with death,
while the weaker medical outsiders remain emotionally unsettled or intimidated by it.
Although Bosk (1979) was more concerned with the latter stages o f medical socialization
— specifically the training of surgical interns and residents — he describes how young
medical practitioners are exposed to horror stories about patients’ deaths, highlighting the
importance of cautionary tales that increase stress at the same time they informally
communicate medicine’s norms.

It is in gross anatomy class, however, that medical

students begin to learn how to deal with the mental stress involved in the practice of
medicine (Dickinson, et al., 1997, p. 202).

Dickinson and his colleagues (1997) point out that the culture of medicine presents the
physician with a host of conflicting roles and expectations, among them the problem of
how to provide compassionate and humane care without becoming too intimate with or
emotionally attached to the patient. This identity conflict, which can become particularly
acute when dealing with a terminally ill patient, is partially resolved as physicians are
socialized throughout the course of their medical training to embrace a disposition of
‘detached concern’ — students become possessed of the idea that in order to provide the
best possible medical treatment the physician should remain somewhat detached or
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emotionally uninvolved with the patient. This stance of affective neutrality permits the
physician to understand a patient’s social and psychological needs and to treat him in an
objective and clinical way, all the while avoiding some of the costs of emotional
attachment.

Detached concern permits the physician to retain enough objectivity to

exercise sound medical judgment and allows him sufficient latitude to practice his
technical skills and scientific expertise unhindered by the conflicts of emotional
involvement. As we shall see, similar attitudes of detached concern are involved in
police work, and are a part of what Lifton calls ‘partial professional numbing.’

Using survey instruments administered before and after the first-semester gross anatomy
course, the researchers measured new medical students’ levels of death anxiety as well as
the strength of their belief in the need for detached concern.

Dickinson and his

colleagues (1997) found that slightly more than half the students showed less death
anxiety after the introductory course, less than thirty percent showed increased death
anxiety, and less than twenty percent showed no measurable change. With regard to their
commitment to medical norms of detached concern, the researchers found no measurable
change in half the students, an increase in support for detached concern in twenty-three
percent, and less commitment to detached concern in twenty-seven percent o f the medical
students.

Although Dickinson and his colleagues (1997) intended to conduct a

longitudinal study to determine medical students’ desensitization to death and the
development of a detached attitude over the entire course of their medical education, the
study was terminated before additional information could be collected (Dickinson,
personal communication, April 27, 1999). However, even this limited data clearly points
to the fact that the experience of intimately dealing with dead bodies during the gross
anatomy course brings about important changes in the dimensions of medical students’
death anxiety and the strength of their commitment to the norm of detached concern.

Death anxiety has multiple dimensions, of course, and anxiety related specifically to the
handling of human remains is only one of these dimensions. Nevertheless, anxiety over
handling remains is a potent dimension, as evidenced by the universal tendency
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individual and cultural levels — to avoid physical contact with corpses. While it is
unfortunate Dickinson et al.'s (1997) research was prematurely concluded, and while it is
unfortunate the survey instrument was not precise enough to measure this dimension
more completely, the preliminary data certainly lends empirical support to what we mightintuitively expect: the experience of intimate physical contact with a corpse generally
contributes in some way to reducing subsequent death anxiety. We might infer that the
first-year medical student — or the rookie police officer for that matter -- who forces
himself to overcome his natural revulsion at the prospect of handling a dead human body
learns that he can at least partially defeat or deflect this fear and do what his social role
and task environment demand of him. When subsequently faced with this unpleasant
task, the medical student or rookie officer is likely to find his fear has lost at least some of
its potency. What is less well understood, though, and what the data, conclusions and
insights provided by Dickinson et al. (1997), Hendin (1973) and Bosk (1979) cannot
reveal is the specific subjective psychological processes operating to alleviate one’s
aversion to intimate contact with dead bodies. As discussed later in this chapter, some
research describes the psychological outcomes of dealing intimately with grotesque forms
of death at disasters, but it similarly reveals little about the subjective experiences and
psychological processes involved.

Like others in the medical and medico-legal fields, coroners and medical examiners
develop self-protective strategies to maintain the routine character of their work and to
limit strained interactions with bereaved individuals, and their claims to professional
status are an effort to legitimize their emotional distance (Charmaz, 1975). Coroners and
medical examiners — here the distinction is purposely blurred — encounter the deaths
of others with great frequency, and Charmaz (1975) observes they demonstrate both an
avoidance of death and discomfort at expressions of grief.

Death is explicitly

externalized and almost completely separate from the coroner’s everyday emotional
world, and they interpret personal involvement as an interfering element that prevents
them from properly fulfilling their duties and professional responsibilities (Charmaz,
1975). In a general sense, the coroner's job seems fairly analogous to that of the police
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crime scene technician, who also encounters a tremendous number of deaths and
performs specialized technical or scientific tasks which do not implicitly require a great
deal o f interaction with bereaved parties.

The Literature o f Military Psychology and Psychiatry

Research in military psychology and psychiatry, particularly as it relates to the
psychological consequences o f extreme combat experiences, also bears upon police
officers’ routine and profound encounters with their own mortality and illuminates some
o f the basic dynamics and psychological dimensions of death encounters within policing.
Due perhaps to a preference for empirical research, psychiatric technicism or
psychological reductionism, most o f the research in this area is concerned with the extent,
prevalence, correlates and experiential precursors of either combat stress reactions or the
diagnostic category of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD); qualitative or descriptive
research into the phenomenology of soldiers’ reactions and adaptive mechanisms is fairly
sparse. Bartone, Ursano, Wright and Ingraham (1989) comment that in general there is
little understanding o f the phenomenology and specificity of human responses to disasters
and other traumatic exposures to death, and they note that many researchers have
operationalized their research primarily in PTSD terms since the diagnostic category was
introduced in the DSM III in 1980. They point out that although the PTSD diagnostic
category has an obvious utility for researchers, it is premature to restrict attention solely
to that category because a host of other psychological phenomena other than PTSD can
follow exposure to traumatic stress.

Such restriction constrains clinical and research

activities into trauma-related reactions (Bartone, Ursano, Wright & Ingraham, 1989). By
focusing almost entirely upon the clinical and pathological aspects of PTSD? this body of
literature also tends to obscure the fact — central to Lifton’s paradigm — that death
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encounters may have functional and in some cases quite positive adaptive consequences
for the survivor.1

This dissertation focuses on the area of human psychology that Bartone, Ursano, Wright
and Ingraham (1989) have properly identified as lacking in most PTSD research: the
phenomenology and specific psychological processes that take place in relation to a
traumatic death encounter.

Unlike the vast majority of research in PTSD, Lifton’s

psychology of survival is specifically concerned with intra-psychic matters and with
subjective experience. Also in regard to the specific similarities and differences between
PTSD and the psychology o f survival, it is clearly not the goal of this research project to
explore the clinical aspects or dimensions of psychopathological disorder among police
officers, nor is it within my capacity as a researcher to attempt a credible diagnosis of
psychiatric symptoms. Instead, this research is closely and narrowly focused upon the
psychology of survival among officers and the immediate and long-term non-pathological
adaptations and transformations that accompany the vast majority of police exposures to
various kinds of death-related psychological trauma. Despite these caveats, we can apply
some general principles gleaned from PTSD and combat stress reaction research to the
kind o f death encounters that occur in policing.

1It is important here to emphasize the important differences between Posttraumatic Stress
Disorder, a clinically defined pathological disorder, and the adaptive human responses
that are the subject o f this dissertation. While many similarities and points of
correspondence may admittedly exist between police officers’ extreme encounters with
death and the traumatic experiences that may give rise to PTSD among combat veterans
and others, and notwithstanding the fact that some police officers may ultimately develop
the clinical symptoms o f Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, these two constructs are
conceptually and operationally distinguishable. It must be recognized that exposure to
death, per se, is neither a necessary or sufficient cause of PTSD — the diagnostic criteria
do not demand that a death encounter occur, and one may in fact experience multiple,
extreme, and personally consequential encounters with death and never develop the
relatively durable clinical symptoms of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. In marked
contrast, the death encounter is a necessary and constituent element of Lifton’s
psychology of survival perspective.
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Solomon (1989), speculating that the high rate of acute and chronic distress among some
combat veterans may indicate a greater initial vulnerability to traumatic stress reactions,
points out that some individuals in combat do not appear to manifest overt symptoms of
distress while others who participated in the identical combat actions display or seek
treatment for acute combat stress reactions. Some individuals subsequently adjust well
and regain their emotional balance after time and after the immediate stressors of combat
are alleviated, but others continue to display chronic symptoms and a number of these
ultimately suffer profound pathological consequences and/or psychiatric disorders.
Solomon (1989) infers that the individual soldier’s inherent psychological resilience may
determine whether or not he will break down under the pressure of battle or subsequently
suffer from elevated stress or psychopathology.

Solomon’s (1989) inferences also highlight (without directly articulating) the importance
of prior experience, attentiveness to potentially traumatic stimuli, relationships with
others involved in the traumatic event, and levels of emotional arousal in the subjective
interpretation o f traumatic incidents. Solomon’s (1989) observations do not detract from
the conceptual viability of the psychology of survival as a universal adaptive human
response.

We can scarcely argue against the notion that relatively permanent

psychological transformations occur in response to death-related psychic trauma, but
while others may cast these transformations in pathological terms, Lifton’s psychology of
survival more optimistically asserts they are for the most part essentially beneficial and
result in some kind of illumination or personal growth. To a large extent, these positive
adaptations permit the individual to continue operating psychologically (and ultimately,
physically) in a relatively healthy way after exposure to a trauma that might otherwise
prove immobilizing. Indeed, the lack of overt clinical symptoms in the majority of cases
Solomon (1989) studied may well reflect the soldiers’ adaptive and non-pathological
responses to their death encounter. Moreover, Lifton concurs with the observation about
individuals’ predisposing vulnerability to intrusive death imagery, but he cautions that
“predisposition is only a matter of degree: if the threat or trauma is sufficiently great, it
can produce a traumatic syndrome in everyone (1980, p. 169).”
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Because the roles o f the combat soldier and the contemporary urban police officer share
some common features, though, the literature o f military psychology and psychiatry
allows us to draw some analogies and make some general inferences about the
psychology of police exposures to death.

Solomon’s (1989) research into the

psychological sequelae o f the combat experience among Israeli combat veterans is again
a case in point. Solomon (1989) measured the long-term psychological outcomes of war
among a group o f soldiers who suffered acute stress reactions, comparing them to a
socio-demographically matched control sample of soldiers who served in the same front
line combat units but displayed no overt symptoms. Solomon (1989) examined these
psychological outcomes with a particular reference to two major intra-psychic
manifestations of distress: intrusion and avoidance. As a constellation of symptoms,
intrusion
refers to the penetration into consciousness of thoughts, images, feelings,
and nightmares about the war, and to a variety of repetitive behaviors.
Avoidance reflects the tendencies of psychic numbing, conscious denial of
meaning and consequences, behavioral inhibition, and counterphobic
activities related to the stressful event. Intrusion is generally the initial
phase, followed by avoidance. Intrusion and avoidance may then alternate
in the course of the posttrauma period, according to the individual’s
idiosyncratic pattern, until working through occurs (p. 342).
Solomon (1989) determined that subjects who displayed combat stress symptoms evinced
significantly higher levels of chronic distress one, two and three years after the combat
experience, that measurable levels of distress in both groups declined over time, and that
indicia o f PTSD symptoms were present in both groups. He concluded, based upon
interviews that strongly suggested that subjects’ ongoing psychological difficulties were
closely related to a sense o f failure as soldiers, that the elevated levels of distress
represent a continuing artifact of the soldier’s diminution of self image. In Israel (as in
the police occupational culture), the masculine identity is closely linked to the capacity to
perform competently and effectively in a combat situation, and those who break down in
the face of battle are viewed as having failed in a major role (p. 345).
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Solomon (1989) found that intrusive thoughts, images and feelings are more intense
shortly after the traumatic event, and he asserts that as time passes and adaptation occurs
the process o f psychic numbing and the struggle to make meaning of the experience takes
on an increased prominence. The successful outcome of the struggle to integrate and
make meaning o f the traumatic experience becomes manifest in reduced distress. He
concludes that the elevated levels of avoidance and numbing found within the control
group may also be attributable to a residual resistance to recalling and dealing with the
war, or alternatively to the functional effects of an idiosyncratic pattern of response to
trauma (Solomon, 1989).

These conclusions point up the importance of psychic

numbing, showing that its extent and quality, both proximate to and after the exposure,
fosters adaptive change by preserving the psychological integrity of the self and by
impeding the onset o f intrusive or pathological symptoms that might otherwise lead to
immobilization and breakdown. The significance of these and other conclusions, and the
degree to which they complement the psychology of survival, will become more apparent
in Chapter 3’s explication of the formative-symbolic paradigm.

Solomon does not support.his conjectural process of alternating intrusive and avoidance
symptoms with any empirical evidence, and at first glance this pattern appears to
challenge Lifton’s assertion that the five themes of survivorship occur simultaneously and
contemporaneous with the death exposure and that all five themes remain viable
afterward. It is quite possible, however, that particular themes or responses are more
readily apparent to the individual or are closer to consciousness at particular times, and
therefore more likely to be detected by a clinical instrument or interview process.

While concurring that a complex set of predisposing individual personality factors and
recovery environment factors (i.e., social supports, subsequent events and social attitudes
toward the event) influence adaptation to a catastrophic event, Green, Lindy, Grace and
Gleser (1989) combined empirical and qualitative research methods in an attempt to
discern the predictive effect of specific types of assignments, combat duties and war
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stressors on the development of PTSD and other related clinical diagnoses among
Vietnam veterans.

The wartime experiences most closely associated with a PTSD

diagnosis were particularly dangerous combat assignments (such as long-range
reconnaissance patrol, being a medical corpsman, “tunnel rat” duties, and demolition
work) in which soldiers worked alone or without the close physical and social supports
offered by larger units.

The life-threatening aspects of infantry patrol (including

perimeter guard duties, receiving sniper fire and being in a fire fight), and exposure to
grotesque and mutilating death either in the course of other assignments or as the result of
‘graves registration’2 duties were also closely associated with a PTSD diagnosis. Of
these, the most potent predictive experiences were dangerous special assignment
activities that involved exposure to grotesque death — this combination was highly
predictive o f PTSD with allied panic and phobic disorders, and exposure to grotesque
death was in itself highly predictive of subsequent alcoholism.

The association between exposure to grotesque death and subsequent alcohol abuse
among Vietnam veterans mirrors the findings of Laufer and his colleagues (1984), and an
analogy might be drawn to the police culture’s endorsement of after-work drinking
parties (‘choir practice’ or a ‘four-to-four’) often organized in response to death
encounters (Henry, 1995; Wambaugh, 1975). Machell’s (1993) clinical treatise also
discusses connections between death encounters (specifically, combat-related PTSD),
excessive role immersion, and alcoholism among police officers. Notable among the
effects of alcohol consumption, of course, is a general numbing of emotional experience

2 Graves registration is a military euphemism for the tasks and duties involved in
recovering, identifying and processing the bodies of combat fatalities.
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and a concomitant relaxation o f inhibitions. This artificial relaxation o f inhibitions, in
turn, often leads to feelings of vitality or exhilaration.3

Serving in an artillery unit or in offensive helicopter operations, on the other hand,
predicted a decreased risk for PTSD. Green and her colleagues (1990) submit that being
in offensive helicopter operations “contributed to decreased levels o f disorder, suggesting
a protective function of distance from ground combat activities, or feelings of increased
control over one’s destiny or that of other individuals (p. 333).” By virtue of their
assignment and task environment, artillerymen and helicopter crews were effectively
distanced from many o f the dangers and other personalized aspects of combat, both in
terms of their physical proximity and by the technical nature of their work.

In reviewing the literature, Green and her colleagues (1990) observed that the intensity of
the combat experience as well as the experience of killing civilians or participating in or
witnessing abusive violence increases the risk of traumatic stress. Grady, Woolfolk and
Budney (1989) similarly determined that participation in or exposure to abusive violence
was significantly related to postwar adjustment problems and was the single most
powerful predictor of combat-related Posttraumatic Stress Disorder among members of
their sample group. This result was also obtained in several previous studies by different
researchers (Laufer et al., 1984; 1985; Breslau and Davis, 1987; Gallers et al., 1988;
5 Alcohol has a prominent place in the informal rites and rituals of policing’s subculture,
since drinking is a legal and (to large extent) socially acceptable means of numbing
oneself to emotional traumata. With particular reference to residual death trauma, groups
o f police officers often engage in excessive alcohol consumption following police
funerals. Indeed, excessive alcohol consumption was a defining issue in the minor
NYPD scandal following the 1995 Police Memorial Day ceremony in Washington, DC:
following a solemn ceremony commemorating the line-of-duty deaths of officers from
across the nation, officers from a host of agencies gathered at a nearby location where
alcohol was freely served. Local news media aired lurid stories and images of drunken
officers (including NYPD officers commemorating the recent line-of-duty deaths of two
members o f the agency) cavorting at the post-ceremony party. The official NYPD report
on the incident simplistically blamed their behavior on the effects of alcohol. Internal
Affairs personnel are now routinely assigned to supervise police funerals and the annual
Washington event in an effort to prevent drinking.
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Woolfolk and Grady, 1988). Veterans who reported witnessing or participating in brutal
acts o f dubious morality demonstrated the highest levels of maladjustment, a result that
challenges unidimensional models of war zone stress that focus primarily on the threat
posed by physical danger.

Lifton (1973) also deals extensively with the psychic

repercussions o f having observed or participated in atrocities, identifying in Vietnam
veterans a protracted and conflicted cycle of self condemnation and further
desensitization, leading ultimately to an awareness of individual and shared forms of
guilt.

Perhaps the most salient conclusions to be drawn from this cluster of research — at least
in terms of this dissertation’s focus on policing — are that empirical research confirms
that different types of assignments implicitly involve different dimensions or conditions
o f exposure to death, and that the potential magnitude of resulting trauma varies as a
function of these assignments. By cautiously generalizing these findings to contemporary
urban policing, we can begin to glimpse how certain task environments entail different
levels and depths o f exposure to death, and consequently, somewhat different traumatic
experiences and outcomes.

More specifically, this cluster o f research shows that the factors mediating the subjective
response to death exposure include the dangerousness of the encounter (i.e., the real or
perceived level of threat to the individual organism), the availability or absence of social
and psychological support systems, the physical presence or absence of other persons, the
amount of situational control the individual exercises over the event’s outcome, his
physical proximity to the death event, the degree of attention paid to technical tasks
during the encounter, the objective gruesomeness of the death scene, and the perceived
morality of the actions undertaken by oneself and others. The research also show that the
performance or dereliction of culturally-prescribed role expectations has a profound
impact on the subsequent preservation or loss of self identity, as well as on the extent and
intensity of psychic consequences.
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Rescue Workers and Grotesque Death

Both the literature o f military combat psychology and the psychology of disaster rescue
workers strongly support the notion that exposure to massive or grotesque death as well
as to individual dead bodies is a disturbing and often frightening experience that produces
significant psychological consequences.

Victims, onlookers and rescue workers in

disaster situations are often traumatized by either the experience or the expectation of
confronting death (Jones, 1985; Ursano & McCarroll, 1990; Ursano et al. 1995), but
there are relatively few data available on the specific psychological effects of exposure to
dead bodies and body parts (Hershiser & Quarantelli, 1976; Jones, 1985). Ursano and
his colleagues (1995) point out that both the anticipation or expectation of handling
bodies and the actual handling of human remains engenders significant distress; the data
leads them to conclude that individuals who have not handled remains but whose job is
likely to require it at some point in the future are made more anxious by the prospect than
those who have already participated in body recovery activities (Ursano et al., 1995).
Similarly, rookie police officers often experience anxiety prior to handling corpses
(Rachlin, 1991), but experienced officers often handle remains with little apparent
anxiety (Henry, 1995). In conjunction with Dickinson et a V s observations about firstyear medical students’ reduced death anxiety after completing the gross anatomy course,
these observations lend additional support to the desensitization hypothesis outlined
above: actually performing the psychologically difficult task of handling corpses tends to
decrease one’s anxiety in subsequent situations.

Especially within the context of grotesque death, exposure to a child’s remains is
particularly traumatic because the child’s innocence, untimely death, and appearance of
complete victimization stimulates emotional involvement and a sense of familiarity, often
to the extent that the sight of a dead child will conjure intrusive images and recollections
of the rescue worker’s own children (Ursano & McCarroll, 1990; Ursano et al., 1995;
Fullerton, et al., 1992). Pathologists articulate a distinct aversion to performing autopsies
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on children, and rescue workers report high levels of distress in working with victims’
personal effects since that task tends to enhance identification with the victim (Ursano &
McCarroll, 1990).

Similar observations were made by Fullerton and her colleagues

(1992). Clearly, factors that enhance emotional attachment or identification with victims
can exacerbate the anxiety and psychic trauma that is engendered by physical proximity
to human remains.

Not surprisingly, perhaps, those who are experienced in dealing with grotesque death
employ a variety of strategies to insulate or distance themselves from psychic trauma.
Some individuals may reify their identification with the dead in a magical way, believing
that as a person cares for a body on the battlefield or in a disaster, someone would one
day take care of him should it become necessary. Experienced rescue personnel often
caution new workers not to look at victims’ faces, not to get emotionally involved, and
not to think o f remains as a person (Ursano & McCarroll, 1990), and as we will see later,
comparable depersonalization strategies can be noted among police officers.

An extremely bothersome aspect of body handling is profound sensory stimulation
usually involving the smell of bodies, although visual and tactile sensitivity is also
frequently reported (Ursano et al., 1990; Fullerton et al., 1992). Body handlers who
worked at the Jonestown Guyana mass suicide and the Beirut Marine barracks bombing
developed behaviors and strategies to mask the overwhelming odors, including burning
coffee grounds, smoking cigars, working in the cold and using fragrances (Cervantes,
1988), and virtually identical strategies are utilized by police at death scenes (Henry,
1995). Ursano and McCarroll (1990) observe that the body handler
is traumatized through the senses: through viewing, smelling and touching
the grotesque, the unusual, the novel, and the untimely dead. The extent
and intensity of the sensory properties of the body such as visual
grotesqueness, smell and tactile qualities are important aspects of the
stressor. Exposure to a child’s mutilated body appears to be extremely
toxic, regardless of the body handler’s age or whether she/ he has children.
Although all sensory modalities are involved in contact with a body, odor
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may have the highest potential to recreate significant past episodes in a
person’s life (pp. 397-398).
Police officers may have occasion to observe images o f grotesque death while performing
rescue work at the scenes of disasters, automobile accidents, fires, homicides, suicides
and other scenes where multiple or particularly bizarre casualties occur. Beverly Raphael
and her associates (1984) studied police officers, firefighters, emergency medical
personnel and other rescue workers after a rail disaster in Australia, and found that the
helper’s role and sense of agency in the rescue effort are critical in determining
psychological outcomes since occupational and organizational roles provide guidelines
for action at the time o f the disaster. When the actions undertaken by officers conform to
organizational and personal role expectations, the individual is less likely to experience
feelings of helplessness and frustration and less likely to experience subsequent
depression or emotional disturbance. When occupational roles are less well defined,
though, or when the individual is in some way prevented from fully participating in the
rescue activities, feelings of frustration, helplessness, distress and depression become
more prominent (Raphael et al., 1984). These findings seem to complement Solomon’s
(1989) observations about role expectations among Israeli combat soldiers and their
impact on the development of pathological symptoms.

Almost half of the police officers in Raphael et a/.’s (1984) study identified feelings of
helplessness, which they variously described as feeling inadequate, unprepared or
frustrated at the inability to act more vigorously to aid victims, as the single most
distressing aspect of their involvement in rescue activities.

Another prominent and

related pattern of responses among police officers involved distress at being powerless to
alleviate the anguish of relatives and the suffering of the injured, as well as identifying
with these victims or relatives. Interestingly, demands to work under pressure to release
the injured and to prevent the realistic possibility o f their own deaths were the least
frequently identified distress factors among rescue workers (Raphael et al., 1984). It is
apparent that the performance of physically dangerous work, which is central to the
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police officer’s role and identity (Skolnick, 1994), did not produce a sense of role
incongruence in the same way a lack of agency or sense of helplessness did.

We can better understand this sense of helplessness at being unable to provide solace to
victims by recognizing that the social role of police is, like the police self identity,
complex and multifaceted. There are several implicit dualities in the police role, and their
etiology and dimensions are spelled out in subsequent chapters. At this point, though, it
should suffice to point out that police are expected to have the capacity to act with
toughness and courage in the face of danger or when enforcing the law, as well as to
behave compassionately and humanely with regard to those in need. One difficulty in
resolving this basic duality is made apparent in the fact that a single situation may present
multiple and seemingly contradictory demands for both kinds o f action.

This

constellation o f potentially conflicting expectations results in part from public demands,
in part from subcultural demands, and in part from the officer’s own police identity -his subjective sense of self-as-police-officer.

When an officer is unable to fulfill or

adequately respond to one o f the demands, expectations or images that comprise the
constellation, a kind o f failed enactment occurs and a host of psychological consequences
can be triggered.

Fullerton and her colleagues (1992) conducted a study of firefighters’ responses to deaths
encountered in the line of duty, obtaining results that are generally consistent with other
findings about rescue workers. They found four characteristic patterns of psychological
response to death trauma: identification with victims, feelings of helplessness and death
guilt, fear of the unknown, and physiological reactions. Fullerton and colleagues (1992)
also determined that the type and quality of available social supports, the support and
sympathy o f leaders, the level of training or preparation for rescue work, and the
effectiveness of such distancing rituals as gallows humor all tended to mediate the
psychological impact o f exposure to grotesque death.
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Police Death Encounters

New York Police Department procedures and the New York City Administrative Code
mandate that police investigate all deaths occurring outside medical facilities. Police
death encounters may therefore occur in public or private locations, and may involve
homicides, suicides, accidents and deaths from chronic or sudden illness.

Several

relevant variables that elude precise quantification may also be present or absent at a
particular death scene, and they can significantly influence the officer's subjective
experience o f the death event. These variables include the extent to which the corpse is
physically mutilated or decomposed, the extent to which the officer interacts with
witnesses or the deceased's family members, the quality and duration of that interaction,
the officer's preparedness to deal emotionally and cognitively with the range of
conditions at the death scene, and his previous experience in dealing with death events.

The fact that patrol officers encounter death frequently and repeatedly is well supported
in the literature of policing. Wenz (1979), for example, examined the frequency with
which officers in one unnamed agency encountered death, noting also that the exposures
took place across a wide range of situations and circumstances.

He found that 43.3

percent has their first job-related encounter with death in their first year of service and
nearly all encountered death by their third year of service.

Lewis (1973) surveyed

another agency where officers reported that the average officer encountered a death once
every three months.

It is unfortunate that neither Wenz (1979) nor Lewis (1973)

specified the agency they studied or provided greater detail about its characteristics,
including the demographics of the communities they serve. The absence of these data
make it difficult to generalize from those agencies to policing in the New York City
context, since community and agency demographics as well as violent crime rates
certainly influence the number, type and quality of death exposures an officer may have.
Intuitively, the frequency of death exposures Wenz (1979) and Lewis (1973) cite seem
fairly low by New York City standards.
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Any attempt to assess the frequency with which NYPD officers in particular assignment
categories or task environments are exposed to death must be undertaken in light of
several important caveats. In 1999, for example, there were approximately 2,000 NYPD
Sergeants and about 14,000 Police Officers assigned to 76 Patrol Services Bureau
precincts, 225 Sergeants and 1,700 Police Officers assigned to nine Housing Bureau
Police Service Areas, and about 210 Sergeants and 1,350 Police Officers assigned to
eleven Transit Bureau Transit Districts.4 Additionally, approximately 1,500 investigators
in the rank of Detective or Police Officer were assigned to precinct detective squads, and
about 60 Detectives and Police Officers were assigned to the Crime Scene Unit. In the
same year, 671 homicides were investigated, 137 people died in fatal auto accidents, 99
suicides were recorded, and almost 11,000 other DOAs5 were officially recorded.

It would be incorrect to assume, however, that the various types of death exposures are
equally distributed among all the Department’s seventy-six patrol precincts, nine Police
Service Areas and eleven Transit Districts, just as it would be incorrect to assume that
every officer assigned to a command has an equal probability of responding to one of
these deaths. A Transit District officer, for example, would not ordinarily encounter the
at-home death by natural causes o f an elderly person, any more than a Housing PSA
officer would ordinarily encounter a ‘man under’ — a person crushed to death under the
wheels o f a subway train — or a ‘space case’ -- a person crushed between a platform
and a train.

With the exception of the Crime Scene Unit, staffing levels for these

commands vary greatly according to the geographic area covered, the population served,
crime rates and a variety of other operational and workload factors. Patrol precincts, for
example, might as few as 150 or as many as 350 Police Officers assigned to them.
4 Police Service Areas (PSAs) and Transit Districts are the functional equivalent of
precincts within the Department’s Housing and Transit Bureaus. Housing Bureau
officers patrol the city’s public housing developments, and Transit Bureau officers patrol
the city’s rapid transit system. It should also be noted that some small proportion of these
patrol personnel are assigned to non-enforcement or administrative duties such as arrest
processing, Property Officer or Integrity Control Officer duties.
5 As used here and throughout this dissertation, “DOA” refers to “Dead On Arrival,” a
euphemism used in the NYPD and elsewhere to refer to a dead human body.
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The population demographics and violent crime rates of particular commands are also an
important factor in determining the number and type of deaths officers may encounter —
officers and detectives working in precincts with high murder rates, for example, would
necessarily have a statistically greater likelihood of responding to a death by violent
means than officers working in less violent areas. By the same token, officers assigned to
precincts characterized by a large number o f multi-generational working class families
and a high percentage of elderly residents can be expected to encounter a greater number
o f deaths in which an elderly person dies at home o f natural causes. It would also be
incorrect to assume that death exposures are equally distributed among all the officers
working within a particular precinct, since rookie officers tend disproportionately to
receive these assignments (Henry, 1995). Finally, it would be incorrect to assume that
only one or two officers respond to each death scene — given the abundant variety of
factors influencing police response and assignment practices, it is both conceivable and
likely that multiple officers will attend the same death scene. Given the variety o f factors
that may or may not be present at a given death event, the duration of their individual
exposure will also be subject to great variation. Notwithstanding these caveats and our
inability to precisely estimate the frequency of exposure within each category, on the
basis of these data we can generally conclude that NYPD officers have ample opportunity
for frequent encounters with the deaths of others.

Although police procedures governing the initial investigation and processing o f any
death scene assign specific tasks, roles and responsibilities to patrol officers, patrol
sergeants, and the precinct Desk Officer, it must be emphasized that it is a conventional,
if informal, practice within the NYPD that the least-tenured available officer (i.e., a
‘rookie’) actually performs virtually all the prescribed administrative tasks (Rachlin,
1991; Henry, 1995). These required tasks and duties include the preparation of various
official reports and forms, notifying friends or relatives that a death has occurred,
performing a physical search of the corpse and the premises, the removal and
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safeguarding of valuables or evidence, and assisting the Medical Examiner, detectives,
and morgue personnel in various ways (see, generally, NYPD Patrol Guide section 106).

The paperwork and administrative duties involved in recording the death and
investigating and safeguarding the death scene are not particularly complex or onerous by
Police Department standards, but they play an important role in mediating the officer’s
experience of the death exposure. Charmaz (1980) comments generally that bureaucratic
procedures contribute to the process of routinizing death work: bureaucratic procedures
tend to attenuate or dilute a death’s social consequences by providing the worker with an
element o f control as he manages and defines the situation as well as the strained social
interactions it may involve. By focusing his attention on requisite tasks and procedures,
the death worker can limit or avoid uncomfortable interactions with bereaved family or
friends and find protection from anxiety, embarrassment or personal feelings (p. 182183).

On quite another level, the police officer’s procedural responsibilities and report-taking
duties also appear to serve as an important functional mechanism of police socialization,
since they provide supervisors and tenured patrol officers with the opportunity to
informally evaluate the rookie's technical proficiency, willingness to share the risks and
burdens o f policing, and capacity to deal with unpleasant or emotionally-taxing deathrelated tasks (Henry, 1995). In light o f the informal practice of assigning a rookie to the
death scene, and in conjunction with the data cited above, we can safely infer that rookie
police officers are exposed to the deaths of others fairly early in their careers. Indeed, my
own survey of probationary police officers in a recent Police Academy class (described in
Chapter 4) indicates that almost seven percent of rookie officers had a death encounter -that is, they were assigned to at least one DOA job — during their first month of patrol
duties.

Wenz (1979) found that rookie officers experience a higher level of death anxiety than
more-tenured officers, and that for all officers death anxiety was inversely proportionate
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to length o f service. He suggests that repeated or extended exposures desensitize the
officer to the fear o f death and, in a functional way, permit him to deal more effectively
with the death events he subsequently encounters.

Subcultural support for this

desensitization hypothesis may also explain why senior officers (like the medical students
Bosk (1979) described) sometimes go to great lengths to enhance the rookie's discomfort
at the death scene (Henry, 1995). This is not to say that senior officers are motivated to
engage in such behavior through a conscious belief that it will ultimately benefit the
rookie. A far more plausible explanation, and one that compliments Charmaz’ (1980)
observations on flaunting death, is that they simply enjoy ‘showing o ff how inured they
have become to death, or because they simply enjoy ‘breaking a rookie’s chops.’ By
demonstrating their comfortability with death and how inured they have become to it, the
tenured officers also subtly draw attention to their own seniority and the higher levels of
experience they bring to bear in police work. Whatever its motivation, if the behavior
results in the rookie’s desensitization to death it has a functional outcome.

The concept of anticipatory grief, as advanced by Kutscher (1973), would seem to bear
on this desensitization dynamic as well. Kutscher (1973) argues that the experience of
grief and bereavement resulting from superficial exposures to the deaths of others prepare
us to cope with greater and more personally significant losses, including the deaths of
loved ones, valued others, and ultimately the loss of our own life.

By ensuring the

rookie's exposure to the deaths of others at the earliest stages of his career, the subculture
may be operating functionally to ensure the development of adaptive processes that will
prepare the rookie for the greater and more personally significant losses police work may
potentially entail.

It may also operate to better prepare the young officer to deal

psychologically with potential danger and with future threats to their own mortality.
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Police Interactions with Others

Like other death workers, the police officer's involvement and interaction with co
workers and grief-stricken relatives or friends at a death event exerts a potent influence
over his subjective experience of it.

While the tasks and responsibilities of patrol

sergeants and crime scene technicians implicitly require little interaction with bereaved
individuals at the scene of a homicide, patrol officers and detectives tend to spend more
time at death scenes and have more extensive interaction. Observation and intuition also
point to the fact that the type of death (e.g., violent homicides versus death by natural or
accidental causes) influences the character of grief experienced by family and friends. In
turn, this influences their interactions with officers and shapes the officer’s experience of
the event.

Yarmey (1992, pp. 91-92), for example, describes a two-phased pattern of reactions
among close relatives of homicide victims: an immediate period of acute grief followed
by a longer period o f reorganization.
Immediate post-homicide reactions appear to be more powerful and more
difficult to control for family survivors than those that occur in response to
other types o f death. A profound sense of violation and loss, compounded
by the violent nature o f the death and mixed with obsessional thoughts and
vengeful desires to hurt the killers, are common reactions.
Over the longer term, grieving friends and relatives attempt to reintegrate and come to
terms with their loss by trying to make intellectual sense of the death, a quest that is often
complicated when the facts and circumstances of the murder are objectively ‘senseless’
and absurd. Survivors often struggle with the philosophical question of what issue or set
o f circumstances could be so important as to merit the taking of a human life. This quest
for emotional reintegration and cognitive meaning is in pursuit of closure - of going
beyond the acute grief phase to ‘get on with life.’ Police officers, especially homicide
detectives, can and do play an integral role in this struggle to find or make meaning of
death, both by providing information (i.e., supporting the cognitive process of integrating
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factual data about the circumstances of the death to facilitate their cognitive
comprehension) and in the emotional support and comfort they provide.

Homicide

detectives often struggle with conflicting internal and external demands: the need to
solve the case quickly and efficiently competes with the humanistic urge to render
comfort and support to these secondary victims.

The need to resolve the basic conflict between the professional responsibility to be an
impartial finder o f fact and a personal tendency toward empathetic feeling for grieving
family and friends constrains the police officer to handle death scene interactions with
tact and compassion — concern for the well being of bereaved family and friends "must
be coordinated with the officer's need for professional detachment in order to carry out
basic police tasks (Yarmey, 1992, p. 92)." The inherent incongruence between a personal
and benevolent concern for the survivor and a professional mandate to impartially
investigate the facts and circumstances of the death can be exacerbated when the case is a
death by homicide.

Danger, Violence and the Police

The academic literature o f policing, psychology and death work occupations provide
rather little direct information about the psychological impact of death encounters on
police officers, and this seems especially true of police officers’ extreme encounters with
their own mortality. Psychological theory, intuition and anecdotal evidence, however,
suggest that the impact is formidable. The literature also provides little insight into the
psychological and social effects of surviving mortal combat, primarily because none of
these other occupations (excepting that of combat soldier in time of war) involves the
credible potential for encountering one's own demise as the result of fulfilling the
demands o f the occupational role. Because the experiences and emotions conjured by
extraordinary personal confrontations like mortal combat are of an entirely different order
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than routine exposures to the deaths of others, we might also expect that the
psychological transformations they engender are also of greater magnitude.

Officers are keenly aware that the potential for violence and for meeting a violent death in
the line of duty exists, and it is widely acknowledged that this knowledge plays an
important role in the police officer's day-to-day activities as well as in the police
socialization process (Cullen et al., 1983; Bayley & Garofalo, 1989; van Maanen, 1980).
This awareness of the potential for violence and death also operates in the formation of
subcultural belief systems and norms (Westley, 1951, 1953, 1956, 1970) and the forging
o f the police officer's "working personality" (Skolnick, 1994).

Research on police

perceptions of danger are particularly relevant to police attitudes toward death, insofar as
both are ultimately potent reminders of one's own mortality and are primarily
distinguishable in terms of their degree and intensity. Nevertheless, little research has
been specifically directed toward illuminating the subjective psychological and social
impact this knowledge has upon officers and their behavior.

Jerome Skolnick offers some important insights into the ways the perception o f danger
shapes the officer’s world-view, particularly in what he terms the "symbolic assailant" —
the construct of an unspecified other who represents the potential for danger, serious
injury or death. According to Skolnick (1994), the occupation’s inherent potential for
danger permeates and sustains the police subculture: the element of danger “requires the
police officer, like the combat soldier, the European Jew, the South African (black or
white), to live in a world straining toward duality, and suggesting danger when ‘they’ are
around (p. 46).” Practically everyone the officer meets, with the exception of other
officers, represents a potential symbolic assailant.

The literature o f policing is replete with references to the use of deadly physical force by
and against officers, but despite the extensive compilations and analyses of empirical data
about deadly force encounters (Fyfe, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1988; Skolnick & Fyfe, 1993;
Binder & Scharf, 1980; Scharf & Binder, 1983; Geller & Scott, 1992; Alpert & Fridell,
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1992; Fridell & Pate, 1992; Pate & Fridell, 1993), these quantitative studies generally fail
to elaborate upon the quality or personal significance of mortal combat situations.
Scholarly depictions of police violence and the impact of shootings on police officers
tend to minimize
the immediacy of threat and danger, reduce to quantitative measures
matters of qualitative concern to police officers, and brush aside the world
within which the police live as if it were merely a source of mystification
and confusion rather than a source of value and meaning (van Maanen,
1980, p. 147).
Given the tremendous variety o f circumstances these "messy matters" may encompass,
police mortal combat situations are much less amenable to typification than routine
encounters with death. They are typically "hot, frantic, hair-raising, lurid and insane"
events that "are inchoate, highly variable, and shaped by contextual, historical and
technological background features" that conspire to defy attempts at precise cognitive
classification (van Maanen, 1980, p. 146). Police mortal combat situations, in other
words, have all the requisite elements of absurdity.

Van Maanen (1980) generally describes how mortal combat events are felt and acted
upon throughout the police organization, and he found that three distinct versions of the
event —an official, a collegial and an individual subjective interpretation -- are likely to
be constructed. Official versions are impersonal recitations of factual circumstances that
are generated by police administrators and are reflective of organizational interests. For
example, the official NYPD reports prepared whenever an officer is involved in a
shooting or killed in the line of duty are dispassionate narratives that explicitly avoid any
reference to the incident’s emotional content. When the incident is investigated and
found to be a ‘clean’ shooting, the officer may be nominated to receive one of several
grades o f combat medals, and here a somewhat different official version emerges. The
official post hoc citations are crafted for the Department’s annual Medal Day ceremony
and they relate the basic facts of the case, but their primary focus is on the officer’s
heroism and the way his actions symbolize the public image the agency seeks to project:
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invariably, they omit any reference to the horror the officer may have experienced and
they emphasize his selfless actions on behalf of others.

Collegial versions or "war stories" are a type of "introverted or hermeneutic
organizational history within which key characters, events, places and relations can be
located and understood (van Maanen, 1980, p. 152)." These symbolic depictions take the
form o f cautionary tales that illuminate the culture's shared meanings and interpretations
of shooting events, affirm the occupational culture's "cynical, hardened, violent, and
involuted" belief systems and values, and serve as an important medium of police
socialization (van Maanen, 1980). Rookie officers eager to ‘learn the ropes’ from an
admired seasoned veteran are particularly attentive to such cautionary tales, and tenured
officers who relate ‘war stories’ — their own or others’ — not only provide important
tactical information, but they raise the rookie’s overall level o f anxiety and subtly
reinforce ideas about policing’s inherent dangerousness and the absurd unpredictability of
situations the rookie may one day face. In this way, deadly force ‘war stories’ serve
much the same function as the cautionary tales imparted to medical students:

they

emotionally toughen the rookie, provide practical information on how to avoid critical
missteps and errors, and help create a world of policing insiders (those who are privy to
policing’s absurdity and danger) and outsiders (those who are not). To some extent,
internalizing the complicated lessons of these vicarious experiences also provides the
officer with a kind of tentative plan for action should he ever face an analogous situation:
in a very practical way, the stories tell him how to behave (or not behave) in the face of
imminent threat, as well as how the subculture expects him to behave and feel after the
event.

Individual subjective interpretations of deadly force encounter, van Maanen (1980) says,
are significantly less scrutable.

He emphasizes that the subjective meaning-making

process involves an attempt to protect the officer’s sense of self, and notes that this
process is shaped by the particular circumstances of the shooting as well as by the
relationships the officer maintains with his colleagues and organization.
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"personalized responses are deeply penetrated by the immediate reactions o f the various
valued members of the audience the officer must confront on a day-to-day basis (p. 155)."
The officer who survives a deadly force encounter, then, may find his initial subjective
interpretation of the event and his subsequent behavior significantly at odds with what
others expect.

Danger: The Perception and the Reality

Although police work is undeniably a physically dangerous occupation, particularly for
officers in certain assignments and locales, objectivity demands that we recognize several
caveats.

Police officers tend, for example, to overestimate and overstate the actual

quotient of violence they encounter and the degree of danger that violence poses to them
(Bayley & Garofalo, 1989; Cullen et al., 1983; Gamer & Clemmer, 1986). Research by
Cullen and his colleagues (1983) found that although officers believe their work is
dangerous and in fact perceive it as a lot more dangerous than most other occupations,
their view is shaped by a consciousness and sensitivity toward the potential for physical
injury that is inherent in police work and to the types of situations and settings they enter,
rather than to the actuarial probability of being hurt.

Cullen et a/.’s (1983) study

determined that despite officers’ deeply held conviction that theirs is an implicitly
dangerous job, less than ten percent of those surveyed responded affirmatively when
asked if many o f their workmates were physically injured in the line of duty. While
every officer will ultimately experience situations that are or that threaten to become
dangerous, they need not actually experience an objectively hazardous situation in order
for the overshadowing and perhaps overblown perception of danger to take on its
psychological and behavioral significance. Rather, the perception of danger results from
officers’ close identification with other officers who have been injured or killed
(Skolnick, 1994, p. 47).
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Cullen and his colleagues (1983) also argued that the officer's overblown perception of
danger is concomitantly functional and dysfunctional — the perception of danger
encourages officers to remain cognizant and vigilant, but this sensitivity "is not without
its negative personal effects (p. 461)." Indeed, they determined that the perception of
danger was positively and significantly associated with work stress as well as with
depressive symptomatology (p. 459-60).

Other empirical data supports the view that policing is a far safer occupation than many
would imagine. Southwick’s (1998) economic analysis of the murder and accident risk
for police officers nationwide shows that police are significantly less likely to be
murdered than members of the public in a comparable age and sex cohort, although
police do run a moderately higher risk of accidental death than other workers.6 After
controlling for annual increases in the number of American police officers employed,
Southwick’s (1998) aggregate data also reveals the police officer’s actuarial risk of being
murdered — either on- or off-duty — has steadily declined since 1960, with a total
decrease of more than sixty percent since that time. Since about 1980, the police officer’s
overall risk of being killed by a felon has actually been lower than the corresponding risk
faced by members of the public.

The police officer’s risk of accidental death (in

automobile accidents, for example) has remained fairly constant since 1960, while the
accidental death rate for all other workers shows a steady downward trend. The police
officer’s risk o f accidental death has consistently exceeded that of other workers since
about 1979. Southwick’s (1998) data shows the police are about ten times more likely to
be assaulted than members of the public, with about fifteen percent of all officers likely to
be assaulted in a given year, but he cautions this data may in part result from a higher
tendency among police to report these crimes.

6 Because age and sex breakouts are not available for the National Safety Council’s
accidental death data, Southwick’s conclusions about accidental death risks are based on
a comparison of police to all American workers.
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The actuarial decline in the murder rate for police officers may be attributable to various
factors, including better tactical training and the increased use o f bullet-resistant soft
body armor, but the perception of danger and of an increased likelihood for meeting
one’s demise through instrumental violence remains rife in policing. Indeed, we can see
how increased use of body armor and increased or improved tactical training supports this
perception:

psychologically, the daily ritual of strapping on body armor and the

discomfort it causes throughout the workday is in itself a reminder of the potential for
violence, and one goal of an effective tactical training program is precisely that o f raising
and maintaining officers’ awareness of the dangers they face. The psychological dynamic
is similar to one described by Fyfe (1980) in his study of policies requiring officers to
carry their weapons while off-duty: on- or off-duty, the highly symbolized accouterments
of policing subtly but continually remind the officer he must be prepared to deal with
danger at a moment’s notice. In terms of subjective psychological importance, symbols,
images and experiences that reinforce the officer’s firm (if erroneous) belief that his work
is particularly dangerous are more salient than almost any amount o f empirical data to the
contrary.

The salient points emerging from this constellation of research — that police tend to
overestimate the potential for danger in their work and that this perception infiltrates their
worldview, subcultural belief systems and work-related behaviors — are complemented
by empirical research conducted by Gamer and Clemmer (1986). That research exploded
the police subculture's staunchly held conventional wisdom that domestic dispute calls
account for more police officer injuries and deaths than any other type of enforcement
action — mortality and assault statistics simply do not bear out this notion. Instead,
Gamer and Clemmer (1986) point out that the ambiguity, volatility, uncertainty and high
levels o f confusion and emotional discord typically present during many police-citizen
encounters (specifically family disputes) magnify the officer's perception of the
combatants' hostility toward each other and toward the officer.

In these emotionally

charged and chaotic environments, officers tend to overestimate the danger they face,
equating potential danger with objectively real danger. In a broader sense, this body of
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research suggests that officers’ perceptions of danger are magnified when their degree of
control over the outcome o f an encounter is diminished.

Training and the Potentialfo r Violent Death

Evidence that mortal combat situations have significant consequences for all officers (and
not merely those who are personally involved in them) can also be readily discerned in a
variety of police behaviors and agency practices.

Officers often discuss the mortal

combat experiences other officers have had, and the important tactical lessons the
encounters may convey are also reinforced through various training modalities.

For

example, it is the NYPD’s policy to base a significant portion o f its pre-service and inservice firearms and tactics training and role play scenarios upon actual combat events.
This training, as well as policies and subcultural systems that encourage or permit officers
to carry their weapon while off duty, underscores the potential for becoming involved in a
combat situation and encourages officers to remain in a state o f perpetual preparedness
and hypervigilance (see, for example, Fyfe, 1980). This training also emphasizes (within
the bounds of culturally-prescribed conventions) the tactical lapses and errors other
officers have committed.

This emphasis on correcting tactical lapses is carefully placed, insofar as the subculture is
tacitly reluctant to associate tactical errors or omissions with a personalized notion of
blame or fault. Criticizing or ascribing blame to an officer in such cases is taboo, since it
might subtly mitigate the culpability of his assailant and erode the threat of the ‘symbolic
assailant’ construct that helps to sustain the culture. Rather, the scenarios are presented in
a manner that is congruent with the subculture’s characteristic belief in a dangerous
generalized other or symbolic assailant such as described by Skolnick (1994):

the

training scenarios explicitly externalize the source of threat, relieve the officer of any
complicity or responsibility for his injury or death, and generally impart a conviction that
the officer’s death was due to a series of inexorable factors and circumstances that
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conspired against him. As a rule, officers staunchly resist ascribing blame to injured or
deceased officers through ‘Monday-moming quarterbacking.’

An important goal of this training is to encourage dialogue and discussion about officer
safety and proper tactical responses, in line with the view that the more officers know
about and talk about tactics and potential combat situations the more likely they are to
respond effectively should they ever encounter such a situation. In contrast to many other
elements of the NYPD’s in-service training programs (whose curriculum are often
maligned and dismissed by officers as irrelevant to the practical realities of street
policing), very few officers demonstrate any resistance to attending the Department’s
semi-annual firearms and tactics qualification training and very few display
inattentiveness during this course of instruction.

This is true not only of officers

performing the type o f operational and enforcement duties that entail a realistic potential
for combat, but of officers in administrative and support assignments as well.

Tactical lessons and combat considerations also resonate in police ‘war stories’ — the
type o f cautionary tales described by van Maanen (1980) that comprise and communicate
a sort of organizational memory or subcultural mythology. These dramatic and often
emotionally-compelling tales delineate the contours of the subcultural value system, and
the lessons they convey are often clearly discernible through symbolic or dramaturgical
analysis.

Police Funerals: Reminders o f Death

Further evidence that a consciousness of the potential for meeting one’s demise in mortal
combat resonates in urban policing can be found in police line-of-duty funerals. Line-ofduty funerals are a unique study in the sociology of policing because they involve
distinctive police behaviors, ceremonies and symbolism and because, like all funeral
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practices in all cultures, they bring members of the subculture together to affirm
subcultural values and beliefs.

To an extent not found among members o f other occupational groups, police officers
individually and collectively feel tremendous empathy for fellow officers who are killed
or seriously injured in the line of duty, as well as for those officers’ families.

The

empathy, affinity and solidarity felt within the police organization and within the police
culture as a whole is evidenced by the number of officers who are motivated to travel
great distances at their own expense to attend the funerals of officers from other
jurisdictions. The fact that some NYPD line-of-duty funerals draw well in excess of ten
thousand officers (Firestone, 1994; Alvarez, 1996; McAllester & Plevin, 1994; Lyall,
1988) also speaks to the sense of commitment and sense of connectedness officers feel
for their fallen comrades. Clearly, because officers are so keenly aware of their own
potential for being killed in the line of duty, the death or serious injury of another officer
holds significance beyond the mere loss of a friend, colleague or member of the same
occupation.

Both the specific circumstances under which a line-of-duty death occurs and the officer’s
actions during the incident also appear to influence how meaningful the death is to
members o f the subculture. When the circumstances and actions reflect some elements of
the subculture’s mythology or value system, or when they effectively dramatize or
convey a cherished value or subcultural belief system, officers can more readily identify
with the officer and the circumstances of his death. The subcultural constructs serve as a
kind of cognitive template that help officers more easily integrate and understand the
death.

Concomitantly, officers seem to invest certain deaths with greater esteem and honor than
they do others. The honor and esteem in which officers hold a particular death seems to
vary proportionately to the extent that the death upholds or illustrates a subcultural value,
and the differential esteem is evident in the number of officers who attend the funeral.
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The funeral of an officer who died a ‘hero’s death’ (as defined by the subculture) with
which other officers can readily identify by virtue of their own experiences in similar
situations or through their identification with the particular police role the officer was
fulfilling is likely to draw a significantly larger crowd of police mourners than a less
‘heroic’ death. The death o f an officer as the result o f instrumental violence directed
against him by a criminal who is committing or fleeing a serious felony crime, for
example, complements subcultural notions of the inherent danger and unpredictability of
enforcement situations. Such a death would likely be afforded greater status and would
have greater personal significance for officers than an officer who died, for example, of a
heart attack while directing traffic. It is quite likely that significantly more officers would
attend the funeral of a ‘hero’ cop than the funeral of an officer who died a more prosaic
line-of-duty death.

Police wakes and funerals serve several integrative purposes, including bringing members
of the agency together at a particular time and place to essentially celebrate and reaffirm
their shared identity and shared values. The shared identity and values are manifested in
a number of very subtle yet telling behaviors, including the fact that detectives and other
plainclothes officers will frequently attend in their dress uniforms, a potent and visible
universal symbol o f the police identity. The salience of this behavior as a mode of
expressing common identity is made all the more apparent by the fact that a plainclothes
assignment generally entails greater status than a uniformed assignment. Niederhoffer
(1967), for one, has linked status in the police organization to the attainment of an
assignment that does not require the wearing of a uniform. By attending the wake or
funeral in uniform, these officers put aside their status in favor of expressing their own
connection through a more universal and more unifying symbol.

Further, while attending wakes for several police officers killed in the line o f duty, I
noted that virtually all the off-duty civilian-clothed officers present wore their police
shields pinned to their outermost garment.

There was no instrumental reason or

functional purpose to this spontaneous and highly symbolic display of credentials other
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than to signify, perhaps unconsciously, their solidarity and the singularity o f their
identity. Certainly, no one was going to challenge their identity, status, rank or right to
attend the wake.

In the NYPD and many other agencies, tradition also dictates that

officers affix black mourning bands to cover the crest of the City on their shields upon the
death o f an officer, and while regulations stipulate the period of time officers may wear
the mourning bands, these limitations are frequently exceeded; some officers wear the
mourning bands for protracted periods without reproof from supervisors. The NYPD’s
regulations also require uniformed officers to wear breast bars denoting their
commendations and medals above their shields, and insofar as these service ribbons that
convey the type and quality of the heroic acts for which the officer has been recognized
and are decipherable only to other officers, they are important in-group symbols o f status
and experience. Officers who knew or worked closely with a fallen officer often attach
unauthorized “in memory of...” plaques above these symbolic representations o f their
own heroism, tangibly commemorating their affinity for a fallen officer.

These

commemorative bars also symbolically convey the prestige they ascribe to their own loss,
their sense of connection to the fallen officer, and a vicarious participation in that
officer’s heroism. Although superiors have often instructed cops to remove unauthorized
American flag breast bars and other unofficial emblems, I have never heard of a case in
which an officer was instructed to remove this particular non-uniform item.

Real and objective physical danger, as well as the magnified potential for physical
danger, are thus part and parcel of the police occupation and its culture, to an extent
simply not found in any other death work occupation.

Police work is unique and

emotionally hazardous, in part because it is “one of the few occupations in which one is
feared, sometimes hated, occasionally reviled or even assaulted in the ordinary
performance of one’s duties (Symonds, 1970, p. 155).” The core role of the police

—

the exercise of non-negotiable coercive force upon citizens (Bittner, 1980) — inevitably
engenders some degree o f public resentment, hostility and the potential for violence
against the officer. However overblown or exaggerated this perception of danger may be,
the officer’s psychological reality is that he continually faces the prospect o f violent
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death, and that reality is more important than almost any amount of data to the contrary.
No other non-military occupation is defined by its capacity to use force, and in no other
death work occupation is the potential for meeting one's own demise through
instrumental violence encountered in the line of duty so intrinsic an element of the
member's subjective or objective reality. The realistic prospect of meeting one's own
demise in the performance of duty is simply not as viable for other death workers, with
the possible exception of military personnel in time of war, as it is for police officers.

Summary of Research Findings

In summary, the academic literature of policing rarely deals with the psychology of police
encounters with death — especially qualitative issues related to profound mortal combat
experiences — but intuition, observation, and a host of anecdotal and theoretical data
allude to the fact that these encounters have profound psychological consequences for
officers. In the absence of a firm grounding in the literature at this point, we can draw
few substantive conclusions about the extent and dimension of these consequences, or the
specific processes by which they become manifest in the police occupational culture, in
enduring individual images, or in individual and collective experience. Moreover, many
of the inferences we can draw are by analogy from observations about other occupations.

The literature does permit us to conclude with some certainty, though, that police
encounter death frequently and under tremendously varied physical and social
circumstances, and that a number of variables potentially influence the officer's
experience of the death event. These variables include the extent to which interactions
with grieving others take place, the officer's previous experiences in dealing with death,
the grotesqueness and physical condition of the remains, and the extent to which the
officer identifies with the victim and the victim’s circumstances. The different roles and
task responsibilities prescribed by various police assignments mediate both the
subjectively-experienced quality of death exposures and the number of deaths an officer
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is likely to confront, and within each task environment the relative strength and coherence
of an officer’s role conceptions and professional identity may also account for differences
in subjective experience during and after a death encounter.

A variety o f psychic and social processes can operate to depersonalize or routinize death
work, to erect psychological barriers that suppress emotions and protect the self from
death anxiety, and to facilitate the officer's capacity to perform effectively in the face of
death. Police officers' interpretations of their death encounters are also impacted by the
value and belief systems operating within their occupational culture, and their awareness
that police work entails the potential for meeting a violent death or serious injury plays an
important role in shaping their day-to-day behaviors and worldview. The potential for
encountering death or violence at the most profound level of personal significance is an
overshadowing feature o f the police experience, and regardless of whether an officer is
ever called upon to actually participate in a mortal combat situations, this potential
resonates through the contemporary urban police experience. Perhaps the most salient
observation to be drawn from this literature review, though, is how very little substantive
information exists about the qualitative and subjective psychic impact death encounters
have upon police officers.

Research Expectations

Up to this point our review of the literature of death work in various occupations has led
to some preliminary insights and conclusions about those occupations and what we might
expect top find in policing once we gather and examine some relevant data. It is common
in dissertation research to follow the literature review with a series of carefully defined
research hypotheses — a set of specific assumptions or statements the dissertation will
attempt to prove or disprove. Due to the exploratory nature of this project, though, I am
reticent to specify our assumptions too precisely or to characterize them as ‘hypotheses,’
even though they have hypothetical elements. Because we are taking a natural history
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approach to explore some important features of police experience, it seems inappropriate
to set forth a detailed slate of specific statements, much less to ‘prove’ or ‘disprove’
them. Instead, the following general statements comprise our research expectations —
what we expect or, based upon the limited information available to us in the literature,
what we believe the data will show us.

•

Because different types o f police assignments entail different degrees of exposure to
death, we should expect that officers who operate in different task environments also
differ in terms o f their subjective experiences and the degree of trauma they accrue.
Despite the tremendous range of circumstances, mediating factors and situational
variables presented

across the spectrum o f police death encounters,

and

notwithstanding individual differences in susceptibility or vulnerability to deathrelated trauma, we should also expect to discern similarities or shared themes of
experience among officers within the specific assignment categories.

Since the

experiences common to members of an occupational group or sub-group shape the
development of group values, belief systems and occupational cultures, we should
also expect to find that each assignment category produces somewhat different deathrelated attitudes, beliefs and behaviors among its members.
•

We can also infer that officers with a poorly defined role identity or whose sense of
efficacy and agency is in some way diminished will experience greater distress.

•

While the concept of identification is a complex and multifaceted variable mediated
by a host of other subjective and objective factors, we can expect that the extent to
which an officer identifies with the victim or the circumstances of death will also
affect the psychological outcome of his experience.

•

The availability or absence of social support systems, including the presence or
absence of other officers and the roles they play at the death scene will have
immediate and long-term impact on the officer’s experiences as well as on psychic
outcomes.
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•

An officer’s previous exposures to death (in either a personal or professional context)
can be expected to affect his experience at a particular death scene. As a general
statement, officers with greater experience in dealing with the deaths of others (the
result o f either earlier police experiences, prior deaths of friends and family members,
or participation in another death work occupation) are likely to manifest somewhat
less distress than officers with fewer death-related experiences.

•

The extent of interaction an officer has with others at the death scene, including
interaction with officers, with civilian witnesses and grieving persons, will also affect
his experience.

Many types of interaction are possible at death scenes, and each

functions to enhance or diminish the officer’s distress.
•

The extent o f subjectively perceived or objectively real danger present in a given
death encounter will affect the officer’s experience of it. Officers in more dangerous
situations will have greater distress than officers in less dangerous situations.

Conclusion

This chapter broadly sketched some generic observations about the human response to
death encounters, and how these responses are shaped by the tasks and experiences
common to members o f various death work occupations. From these broad observations
and from some of the limited research on police death encounters, we then distilled some
more-specific observations about the social and psychological impact of exposure to
death in contemporary policing. These observations, in turn, led us to identify several
research expectations about the psychological and social phenomena we might find in
policing and the impact they can be expected to have upon officers who have had one or
more death encounters.

But this dissertation seeks a more precise and thorough

knowledge of death’s impact in policing, and it seeks to set forth and explore the police
officer’s death encounters within a coherent and comprehensive theoretical framework.
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Our goal, then, is to achieve a perspective or understanding that is at the same time more
precise and more global — to understand the breadth and the depth of the phenomena at
issue -- and for this reason the following chapter sets forth the basic contours of Lifton’s
formative-symbolic theory. After examining that theory and the methods used to collect
data, we will be better prepared to turn our attention to the phenomena involved in police
encounters with death, to explore and analyze them, and to reach substantive conclusions.
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Chapter 3
Police Survivors of Death Encounters: A Theoretical Perspective

This dissertation utilizes Robert Jay Lifton’s formative-symbolic paradigm and
psychology of survival perspective as the analytic frameworks with which to explore
police officers’ encounters with death, and this chapter provides an overview o f the
paradigm’s basic orientation and essential processes as well as a brief explication o f the
psychology of survival perspective. Lifton developed this paradigm and perspective in
his studies o f survivors —individuals and groups that have had profound encounters with
death in some physical or psychological way but nevertheless managed to remain alive
(Lifton, 1967, p. 479). The holocausts and events experienced by these survivors vary
tremendously in terms of their intensity, personal and collective impact, and historical
significance,1 but the survivors nevertheless share certain psychological tendencies.
These universal psychological responses to profound death exposures, of which a great
deal more will be said throughout this dissertation, take the form of five characteristic
themes o f survivor psychology:
•
•
•
•
•

psychic numbing;
the death imprint;
death guilt;
suspicion of counterfeit nurturance; and
the struggle for meaning.

The constancy and consistency of these psychological themes among survivors o f such
vastly different events points up the psychology of survival’s strength and coherence as
well as its overall explanatory power. The themes may find different expression even

' Among the groups Lifton studied were survivors of the Hiroshima Atomic bombing
(1967; 1970), natural disasters (Lifton & Olsen, 1976), and Vietnam veterans (1973).
The perspective was also developed and refined in studies of Nazi doctors and the
medicalization of killing (1986), the psychology of genocide (1986; 1990), and the threat
of nuclear extinction (1982; 1987; 1990) and the dynamics of cults and the process of
‘thought reform’ (1963).
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among survivors o f the same event, but their universality and the extent to which they
transform and inhabit the survivor’s sense of self are compelling evidence that they are
natural and universal adaptive human responses to death encounters.

Because the

psychology of survival has such strength, coherence and explanatory power for profound
death encounters, it is also applicable to less extreme encounters.

The psychology o f survival is appropriate to this dissertation for a number of reasons.
Both the psychology o f survival and this dissertation are concerned in a general sense
with the human response to death, and principles of survivor psychology have already
been successfully applied to members of other death work occupations (Lesy, 1987)
including police officers (Henry, 1995). The psychology of survival is also appropriate
because it is part o f Lifton’s larger paradigm, in which the human sense o f immortality
and the continuity o f life are central ideas or ‘controlling images.’ Because this larger
paradigm is rooted in the some of the most compelling issues and concerns of our time, it
permits us to examine features o f the contemporary urban police officer’s experiences
beyond those narrowly related to the death encounter.

Because the formative-symbolic paradigm and the psychology of survival are so central
to the dissertation’s subject and to the psychological and social dynamics it explores, it is
necessary to explicate or outline some of their main points. This chapter therefore seeks
to set out Lifton’s overall perspective and the psychology of survival it subsumes in a
fairly broad framework, pointing out some of the ways they apply to police and police
death exposures. Subsequent chapters dealing more closely with police officers’ death
experiences will expand upon the paradigm and the psychology o f survival and flesh
them out within the specific context of policing.

Paradigms are fundamental cognitive models or schemes that shape our understanding of
something, and as Lifton points out (1976, p. 22), they are important in psychological and
social research because they determine what he calls the ‘controlling image’ or the central
idea around which we organize our understanding.

To a large extent, a paradigm’s
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controlling image determines the type of problems and issues we examine, the methods
we use to explore them, where we look for information, and the kind of information we
consider most relevant in our search for answers. Thomas Kuhn (1962) is often credited
with bringing the term ‘paradigm’ into the common vernacular (Horwich, 1993), and
Kuhn used the term to describe how a specific set of organizing principles, concepts,
definitions, ideas and assumptions about physical phenomena shape the way scientists
make sense of the world. Paradigms, Kuhn said, not only shape the way the physical
sciences understand the world, but they also propel or inhibit scientists’ progress toward
learning more:

knowledge tends to increase incrementally within the paradigm’s

conceptual bounds.

In this sense, adherence to rigid scientific paradigms tends to

promote orthodoxy and stifle exploratory ‘outside the box’ thinking. Paradigms in social
science are a sort of general point of view about human nature and the factors that shape
it, and they also provide the conceptual and operational tools we use to excavate and
make sense of knowledge.

Paradigms also operate in the social sciences to promote orthodoxy and stifle exploration.
In psychology, for example, the tendency toward psychological reductionism limits the
scope and impact of behavioral research by insisting that complex human behaviors be
explained solely in psychological terms. A less restrictive search for explanation would
incorporate data and insights from other disciplines and would make better use of the
methods other disciplines use to excavate and explain data. A number of paradigms
operating in the social sciences provide useful insights into human responses to death, but
only Lifton’s is organized around principles of death and the continuity of life.

As the preceding chapter made clear, what little we know about death’s impact in
policing derives from work done in several disparate disciplines using different
paradigms. This fact, and the fact that studies of human responses to death exposures
have historically been stifled by a kind of orthodoxy of denial, practically demand that
we break free o f these paradigmatic bonds to take a fresh look at the meaning of death in
policing. Lifton’s continuity-of-life model and the psychology of survival provide this
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fresh look; moreover, they accommodate and encourage the use of methods and data
from other disciplines.

Freud’s psychoanalytic paradigm, which has had a profound influence on 20th Century
thought, is organized around controlling images of sexuality and moralism, issues which
were o f compelling significance during the late Victorian age in which it emerged. The
Freudian paradigm also emphasizes duality and the clash between instinctual drives and
restraining forces whose resolution (largely through the defensive and compensatory
mechanisms Freud proposed, especially repression) shape human behavior in generally
predicable ways. Now that “unlimited technological violence and absurd death have
become more pressing themes for contemporary man,” Lifton (1976, p. 26) argues, a
paradigm organized around controlling images of death, the innate human sense of
immortality, and the continuity of life is more appropriate and meaningful.

Because

concerns with death and expressions o f man’s sense of immortality are so much a part of
contemporary human experience, we need to develop new ideas and new theories that
will include them and lead us to a more comprehensive understanding of the behaviors
and psychology of our times. Because death encounters are also so much a part of
contemporary urban police experience, it seems appropriate and necessary to seek
understanding of police behavior and police psychology (or at least police behavior and
psychology involving death encounters) within a paradigm organized around these same
issues, ideas and theories.

Just as the controlling images of death, the sense of

immortality and the continuity o f life in Lifton’s model illuminate in important ways the
broader landscape o f contemporary existence and contemporary psychology, this
dissertation also seeks a broader and more illuminative understanding of police
psychology and police behavior through exploration of the same controlling images and
the particular meanings they have in the police officer’s world.
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Here it is important to clarify that man’s sense of immortality does not equate with a
complete denial of death’s reality or a firm belief in literal afterlife. Notwithstanding the
fact that many cultures and theologies include concepts of literal or spiritual afterlife, and
despite considerable numbing to death and death-related issues, man’s sense of
immortality can be seen as a “corollary to the knowledge of death itself, and (it) reflects a
compelling and universal inner quest for a continuous symbolic relationship to what has
gone before and what will continue after our finite individual lives. That quest is central
to the human project, to man as a cultural animal and to his creation o f culture and history
(Lifton, 1983, p. 17).”
The traditional Freudian psychoanalytic paradigm deals inadequately and
tangentially with issues of death, and especially with man’s sense of
immortality as a life-affirming expression of continuity and
connectedness. Freud, ever the realist, outright rejected the idea of
immortality as a literal afterlife, insisting instead that man confront and
acknowledge the reality and finality of biological death. By rejecting the
idea o f a literal afterlife, Freud also summarily cut off the psychoanalytic
school’s deeper exploration of the psychological importance of
immortality as a symbol and the role it plays in human psychology. Man’s
flirtations with ideas of immortality and denials of death’s reality, he said,
occur as a function of repression. Due to his insistence that death has no
representation in the unconscious, Freud explained death anxiety as a
derivative of the fear of castration - placing the fear of death within the
ambit of psychosexual conflict his paradigm stressed.2

2 Freud’s insistence that fear of death is compensatory and secondary to the fear of
castration is inaccurate, Lifton (1979) asserts, and is the result of two confusions. First,
Lifton challenges Freud’s claim that death has no representation in the unconscious (and
therefore cannot be a primary experience or a primary motivation for behavior) through
the notion of death’s inchoate image, as described below. Lifton also points out that
although the fear of death and the fear of castration (i.e., fear of the loss of masculine
vitality) are often related, man is often willing to risk death on behalf of a larger vision —
either a vision one wishes to affirm or a fear or doubt (including doubts about
masculinity) one wishes to combat. In both cases the larger motivating image is one of
vitality and life. Accordingly, castration anxiety and fears about masculinity should be
subsumed by a larger symbolic structure of death and continuity, and not the reverse
(1979, p. 47- 49).
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By dogmatically and prematurely closing discussions of role of death and the sense of
immortality within his system of human psychology, Freud preempted their further
discussion and relegated them to an area of study better suited to philosophers and
theologians than to psychological theorists.

Although Freud and his system had no tolerance for expressions o f immortality, Jung
recognized the pervasiveness or universality of immortality themes in the constitutive
mythology of all cultures, and saw fit to include them in his system of psychology. Also
in contrast to Freud, Jung demonstrated less regard for the rational demands of scientific
knowledge in the way he addressed psychological issues, including questions o f death
and immortality. He recognized that there are a host of opinions about immortality and
no scientific proofs of life beyond biological death, concluding that questions of man’s
literal immortality are simply beyond knowing.

At the same time, his system of

psychology emphasized that the human psyche is comprised, in part, of ingrained
primordial images and symbols older than historical man, and that a full life is one lived
in harmony with these images and symbols. In terms of psychological health, he said,
intellectual or scientific certainty is less important than a harmonious concordance
between our thinking and the primordial images of the unconscious. Man cannot ignore
these primordial images because they exist and fulfill important functions whether or not
we understand their source or purpose, and whether or not they are objectively real or
scientifically knowable.

One of the fundamental images and symbols that has

transcended time and is present in every culture, he observed, is the idea of immortality:
from time immemorial, a large majority of people have felt the need to believe in the
continuation of life (Jung, 1933, pp. 111-114).
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Jung believed the idea o f immortality and religious teachings about some type of life after
death were psychologically important and relevant. As a physician, he was convinced
that it is psychologically beneficial
to discover in death something towards which one can strive; and that the
shrinking away from it is something unhealthy and abnormal... When I
live in a house which I know will fall on my head within the next two
weeks, all my vital functions will be impaired by this thought; but if on the
contrary I feel myself to be safe, I can dwell there in a normal and
comfortable way. From the standpoint of psychotherapy it would
therefore be desirable to think of death only as a transition - one part of a
life-process whose extent and duration escape our knowledge (Jung, 1933,
p. 112).
The psychologist Otto Rank (1950; 1958) also observed that man shows a universal need
for reassurance of the se lf s eternal survival and a related tendency to create and embrace
“immortality ideologies.”

For Rank, as for Freud, the sense of immortality was

irrational. Where Freud dismissed such ideas because they are irrational, though, Rank
saw them as irrational but nevertheless recognized their importance in human
psychology.

Lifton’s formative-symbolic paradigm draws upon many general Freudian and Jungian
concepts and incorporates observations drawn from Rank’s work, but it places much
greater emphasis upon the importance of symbol formation as the fundamental process in
man’s psychic life. Rather than focusing on particular symbols as representations or
equivalents for some other thing (a flag as symbolic of a nation, for example, or a pencil
for a penis), Lifton’s emphasis, which is influenced by Cassirer’s and Langer’s work on
symbolization,

is on the continual psychic process of creating and re-creating

experiences as viable inner images, forms and meanings. Although the term ‘image’ is
typically used to describe visualized ‘pictures’ in our inner world, it can be extended to
include any kind of psychic representation of experience. We can therefore speak of
auditory, tactile, olfactory or taste images as well as visual images.

The formative-

symbolic paradigm is based on the principle that
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in human mentation we receive no perceptions or stimuli nakedly, but
inwardly re-create each exposure or encounter in our on-going struggle
toward form. That re-creation is always retrospective as well as
prospective... but must be understood in terms of its own timing, in terms
of the present. The image is the more immediate link between nervous
system and environment. It suggests a picture, though the word can be
extended to imply an anticipatory interpretation of the environment (or
‘schema for enactment,” in Olsen’s term). “Form” (or constellation) in
this sense... contains many images, and tends to be more enduring than
most images. Being more highly symbolized, it possesses greater
structure and contour evolved from more elaborate psychic re-creation.
Thus employed, the term “form” has the philosophical meaning of “the
essence of something as opposed to its matter” (Oxford English
Dictionary), rather than the seemingly opposite popular meaning of
appearance as opposed to content or reality (Lifton, 1976, p. 74-75; italics
in original).
Lifton says, in other words, that the sensory stimuli we take in from the surrounding
environment are perceived as mental images. The immediate images we experience at a
given moment connect with and activate similar pre-existing images from past
experience, and both the immediate and pre-existing images combine or integrate in some
way.As the two connect and integrate, both are to some extent changed: the pre-existing
image becomes more highly symbolized and more complex as it integrates new
information from the immediate image, and the immediate image is interpreted or given
meaning (i.e., it is perceived and understood) in light of the images from earlier
experience. Thus the immediate images or experiences take on cognitive and emotional
qualities from environmental cues as well as from past experience. This ongoing and
continual psychic process of symbolization leads to the development of increasingly
complex and sophisticated inner images that allow us to cognitively and emotionally
interpret our experiences, and as inner images connect with each other they become even
more sophisticated forms or constellations of images. Because our inner images, forms
and constellations are highly complex and because they give meaning to immediate
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images, they provide a kind o f plan or schema for action that gives us some ability to
anticipate future experiences.3

In Lifton’s view, the image is integral to human life, and images are the source of all
human motivation. The individual images resulting from the interaction of environment
and the central nervous system (i.e., sensory experience) combine with other preexisting
images during the symbolizing process to create increasingly complex forms or
constellations, so each image and form must be understood in terms of a configuration in
itself as well as part o f a larger configuration (Lifton, 1976, p. 70). This process of
creating and re-creating images and forms is the basis of symbolization, as well as a
source of vitality.

The self is the most inclusive of all individual forms:

it is the

symbolization o f one’s own organism and the sum of all one’s images and experiences.
Because every new experience results in some subtle or overt alteration in our inner
images and forms, our sense of self is constantly evolving and changing.

3 An extremely simplified example can be found in the case of a child who bums his
hand on a hot pot. Every parent has warned his child not to touch objects on a stove
(“No! Hot!”), creating in the child an incipient and undeveloped image that in itself holds
relatively little meaning. When the child nevertheless touches the hot pot, the sensory
stimuli he receives in the form o f an immediate tactile image (“Ouch! Pain”) connects
with and activates the existing image; the existing image becomes more sophisticated and
complex, and both the immediate and pre-existing image take on meaning: the child now
better understands the meaning of “hot,” his understanding of “no” becomes more
sophisticated, and he comes to associate “no” with “hot” and “pain.” On the next
occasion the child experiences the image of a pot on the stove, he will (hopefully)
connect that image to his now more elaborate psychic image (“No! Hot!” and “Ouch!
Pain!”) and follow through on the anticipatory interpretation or schema for action it
provides — he will avoid touching the pot. In time, images from additional experiences
will activate and connect with the image of the hot stove and its association with pain,
adding even more sophistication and complexity as well as a more comprehensive
anticipation o f the environment. Thus the image will move further toward form and, as
the process continues, ultimately become a constellation. At some point, the simple
image of “hot stove” becomes part of a much larger and more highly symbolized
constellation o f “dangerous and potentially painful things that should be avoided.”
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Maintaining the life of the self, then, is essentially the process of continually creating and
re-creating viable inner images, forms and constellations. The absence or breakdown of
images or the impairment o f the symbolizing process threatens the viability and vitality of
the self (Lifton, 1983, pp. 38-39). As Lifton points out, all of “human existence can be
seen as a quest for vitalizing images and image-constellations (Lifton, 1983, p. 39).”

Lifton’s model also places great emphasis on man’s sense of immortality as an expression
of continuity and connectedness, asserting that we have a “middle knowledge” of the idea
o f death: we know intellectually that we will die, but also resist and fail to act upon this
knowledge. No matter how profound our resistance to the idea of our own death may be,
we can never completely obscure or evade the fact that we will someday die, and man
requires symbolizations of continuity and other imaginative forms of transcending death
in order to continue functioning psychologically and to avoid becoming completely
overwhelmed and immobilized by the prospect o f death. For Lifton, the need to transcend
death by clinging to ideas and symbols of immortality and continuity
represents a compelling universal urge to maintain an inner sense of
continuous symbolic relationships, over time and space, with the various
aspects of life. In other words... a sense of immortality is in itself neither
compensatory nor pathological, but is man’s symbolization of his ties with
both his biological fellows and his history, past and future (Lifton, 1974,
p. 275).
From the continuity-of-life model’s point of view, man’s sense of immortality is neither
rational not irrational: it is an appropriate and psychologically necessary symbolization of
our biological and historical connectedness. The sense of immortality reflects man’s
inner quest for a continuing symbolic relationship between the self and that which existed
before and will continue to exist beyond the biological death of the individual. The sense
of immortality finds expression in five general modes (Lifton, 1987, p. 14).
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Five Modes of Symbolic Immortality

The biological mode is the most fundamental and universal mode, and in its most basic
form involves the sense o f living on in one’s sons and daughters and their progeny, as
well as ties to one’s biological forebears.

At some level of consciousness we can

envision an endless succession of biological attachments — “blood ties” -- to others,
and the attachments stretch into the future as well as into the historical past. Because
man is a cultural animal, though, the biological mode never remains entirely biological.
Rather, it takes on biosocial elements and extends outward to encompass cultural and
biosocial connections that include kinship groups, tribes, subcultures, people, races and
nations. In the broadest sense, the biological mode of symbolic immortality provides the
individual with an image or idea that he can transcend death because “I live on in
mankind” (Lifton, 1976, p. 32; 1983, pp. 18-20).

Within policing, the biological mode can find expression at an immediate level in what
we might call the ‘family tradition’ of policing: perhaps especially in the NYPD, many
officers have parents, children or other blood relatives who are or were members of the
Department, and they feel a special kind of connection to them. At a more universal and
ultimate level the biosocial mode can find expression in the shared sense that all officers
belong to a unique and special group that is tied together by common experiences,
traditions, attitudes and belief systems. This sense of belonging is one basis for the
strong bonds and affinities within the police subculture, and it is a particularly powerful
form of connection because it affords the sense that one is tied to the past and to the
future through the enduring subculture.

In the theological mode, we can see the pervasive theme throughout world religions of
transcending the burdens of a profane or earthly existence to some sort of existence on a
higher plane, usually achieved through some sort of spiritual attainment.

The

philosophical notion of an ‘immortal soul’ is associated with this mode of symbolic
immortality. Although many religions and faiths entail belief in a literal afterlife of either
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corporeal or spiritual dimension, a more important and more universal idea is that of
transcending death by achieving unity or harmony with a spiritual state — one becomes
connected in some way with an eternal principle that extends beyond the self and beyond
the individual biological life span. Lifton (1983, p. 20) points out that a common thread
in all great world religions is the hero-founder’s spiritual quest that leads to the
realization of ultimate principles. These ultimate principles permit him to confront and
transcend death, providing generations of followers with a life-model that promises to
divest death o f some or all o f its ‘sting.’ In many theological systems, the spiritual power
that permits one to symbolically or actually transcend death comes from an affinity for
some philosophical doctrine or set of ethical principles, or by living one’s life according
to the precepts o f a faith. In the Christian tradition, Lifton (1974, p. 276) points out, the
symbolic state of possessing a spiritual power over death equates with the term grace; in
the Japanese Shinto tradition, the idea of transcendence is linked to connectedness with
others and with nature and is conveyed in the term kami, a complex concept that literally
translates as “divinity” and refers to particular mythological creator-gods, but also
connotes the life force or sacredness that is implicit in all things. At the heart o f all
theological systems, though, there is the image or idea of an attainable spiritual energy or
knowledge that in some way affords the individual a mystical or actual power over death
(Lifton, 1976, p. 33; 1983, pp. 20-21; 1987, p. 14).

Another theme of symbolic immortality is that achieved through creative works that have
enduring impact or significance: the idea that we live on or are remembered because we
have had a profound or meaningful influence upon the lives or thoughts of others, or
because we somehow ‘made a difference’ in the world. One can also symbolically extend
one’s life and influence by undertaking or contributing to some lasting project that
continues to have influence beyond one’s biological death: scientists, physicians and
members of the professions, for example, experience this sense of continuity and
connection by participating in a tradition or an enterprise that is larger, more enduring
and more important than the individual. While the creative mode can certainly find
expression in great works o f art, literature, or scientific achievement, it can also be seen
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in the more commonplace influences we have on people around us.

The works or

achievements with which one symbolically extends one’s life and influence need not be
of enormous consequence and need not be publicly recognized for their importance, but
can include everyday acts of kindness or altruistic service that carries forward in the lives
of others. The urge toward philanthropic activities as well as ideas about ‘leaving a
legacy’ or making important lasting contributions to society are certainly tied up with this
mode of symbolic immortality, but any form of acting upon others in a way that alters the
course of the other’s life span or the contours of the other’s self contains elements of
timeless consequences (Lifton, 1974, p. 277; 1976, p. 33; 1983, pp. 21-22; 1987, p.
15).

Police officers certainly have ample opportunity to influence (positively or negatively)
the lives o f others, and their participation in the ongoing enterprise of policing includes
them in a tradition that is larger, more important and more enduring that the individual.
Although some officers may be initially reticent to proclaim the value they place on
altruism and unselfish public service, many or most were to some extent motivated to
enter policing by a sense of idealism — the idea they can make a significant contribution
to society by working to ‘do justice.’

To the extent that altruistic acts positively

influences the individual lives of others and contributes to the betterment of society as a
whole, ‘doing justice’ offers access this mode of symbolic immortality.

The sense of immortality can also be expressed in the theme of connectedness with
eternal nature — embracing imagery that links the self to the enduring and limitless
aspects o f nature.

Lifton (1974, p. 277) points out that this expression of symbolic

immortality is especially pronounced and vivid in Japanese Shinto beliefs and can be
glimpsed in European Romanticism, but it appears in one form or another in every
culture. This mode involves the perception that the natural environment is timeless and
eternal, and the idea that by our symbolic connection to it we share in its enduring
elements. Because the natural environment continually renews itself through seasonal
change that is representative of the cycle of life, death and rebirth, connectedness with
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nature provides images of continuity and of things that are greater and more enduring
than the self (Lifton, 1976, p. 33-34; 1983, pp. 22-23; 1987, p. 15).

The fifth mode of expression for symbolic immortality is the attainment of a state of
experiential transcendence — an ecstasy or rapture so intense that one’s sense of the
material world, of time and place, of past and present, and o f death and disintegration
disappear. This euphoric state of ‘losing oneself can be achieved through an intense
focus on a creative process (such as creating or appreciating art, writing or music),
through athletic exertion or sexual activity, through the ecstasy of battle, through
religious or secular mysticism or meditation, through drug experiences, or through any
other activity that brings one to a transcendent state of extraordinary psychic unity and
perceptual intensity. In many cases, achieving this transcendent state is accompanied by
a process of symbolic re-ordering of one’s life — one feels somehow different and
changed after returning from such a state, and in this sense it may be likened to a
symbolic death-and-rebirth experience. In these ecstatic states, the self feels uniquely
alive and vital, and centered in the moment. Importantly, the transcendent state often
involves cultural or religious images of communion with others, producing an inner sense
o f unity and connectedness as the boundaries of the self are diminished. Once these
temporal and psychological boundaries are reduced, the self is free to experience a sense
o f greater participation in the larger human process (Lifton, 1987, p. 15; 1976, p. 33-34;
1983, pp. 25-35).

Once again, the contemporary urban police experience provides various types of access to
this mode of symbolic immortality.

Many officers who find themselves engaged in

mortal combat experience a kind of ecstasy, and many or most officers will at some point
experience the exhilaration and unique perceptual intensity that often accompanies other
forms of physical combat. The ‘thrill of the chase’ that may accompany the hot pursuit of
a criminal can be a transcendent experience, as is the ‘adrenaline rush’ of responding to
an emergency or crime in progress. There can be an invigorating sense of elation or
euphoria in witnessing a birth or saving a life though the administration of first aid, and
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many officers experience a sense of transcendent elation in the simple acts of integrity
and decency they perform each day. Indeed, any act that provides connection to a mode
of symbolic immortality can lead to an ecstatic sense of vitality.

Each o f these five modes of symbolic immortality, it should be well noted, involve
images o f vitality, continuity and connection to some tangible or intangible thing that is
greater or more permanent than the individual self, and each mode is threatened or
challenged by images of death, discontinuity or disconnection.

The Sense o f Mortality

A theory that places such great emphasis on man’s sense of immortality and involves
images and symbolizations of immortality, though, must also account for man’s sense of
mortality: the idea or image o f death as biological extinction of the self that develops
over the course of the life cycle. Lifton accounts for the sense o f mortality by describing
a process in which the psychic representation of death evolves from rudimentary and
relatively unformed articulation in the young organism’s inchoate imagery and moves
toward more sophisticated symbolizations in maturity.

The inchoate image is an innate tendency, direction or physiological ‘push’ that is
present in the young human organism, and the undeveloped ‘wired-in’ inchoate image
involves an “interpretive anticipation of interaction with the environment.” From the
time of birth, the infant has innate inclinations for certain behaviors that cannot be
explained by learning or by instinct. The infant ‘expects’ to be fed, and it ‘knows’
something about the breast and how to make use of it to enhance its own life process: it
has an inchoate biological inclination to receive nourishment and is equipped with the
basic images — the suckling response — necessary to act upon it (Lifton, 1983, p. 39).
This unlearned knowledge and expectation of nurturance exemplifies the inchoate image:
“an inborn psychobiological plan or scenario” that “determines the direction of an
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organism’s activity and calls forth the energy necessary for that activity.”

As

physiological and psychological development occurs through maturation, sensory
impressions and images add to and flesh out the inchoate image, leading to increasingly
complex and increasingly symbolized constellations of feeling that eventually include
ideation (Lifton, 1983, p. 40).

The Struggle for Vitality

Just as man struggles from the time of birth to maintain the integrity and viability of the
physical organism and to avoid biological extinction through physical death, so too does
man struggle psychologically to create form and to preserve a sense of the self as alive
(i.e., to achieve and maintain a sense of vitality) while struggling against formlessness
and a sense o f the self as dead. This motivation toward the life-affirming creation of
images and forms is the basis of the paradigm’s emphasis on the importance of imagery
and symbolizations of human continuity.

The continual struggle for vitality and

continuity takes place simultaneously at proximate and ultimate levels. At the proximate
level, the struggle involves immediate feelings and images, and at the ultimate level it has
to do with symbolizing our connection to the continuity of history and biology. The two
levels combine not only in the struggle to remain alive, but in the struggle to feel alive.

At a proximate level, the struggle for vitality involves three polarities or sub-paradigms:
connection versus separation', integrity versus disintegration', and movement versus
stasis. Each polarity or sub-paradigm represents, psychologically as well as physically, a
fundamental life-long struggle to achieve vitality and wholeness while avoiding death and
disintegration. When, in any or all of these polarities, the struggle to achieve images of
vitality and wholeness fails or when these images are somehow unavailable, alternative
images of death and disintegration arise.
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Lifton calls these images of separation, disintegration and stasis death equivalents, and
they serve as psychic precursors and anticipatory models for the more highly symbolized
images and allied feelings about death that will develop with maturity.

These

rudimentary images and death equivalents continue to develop through the formativesymbolic process and they shape death imagery throughout the life cycle.

As one

matures and develops cognitive skills and increased capacity for complex symbolization,
images that evolve from death equivalents lead to a more complex understanding of death
(Lifton, 1983, pp. 53-72).

Each o f the subparadigms, Lifton notes, progresses from
physiological inclination to enactment to inner imagery to symbolization
(or psychoformation). Each takes shape initially in relation to bodily
impulses and physical relationships to sources of nurturance and
protection; each issues ultimately in complex adult capacities mediated by
symbolization:
capacities for participation in love and communal
relationships, for moral and ethical commitment, and for maintaining a
sense o f self that includes symbolic development, growth and change,
(1976, pp. 70-71).

Connection versus Separation

The struggle for connectedness and against separation first becomes evident in the
infant’s simple movements toward the mother and her nurturance of physical needs, but it
eventually comes to involve connection with other people, attachment to groups, and
affinity for ideas and historical forces:

the struggle becomes a life-long quest with

emotional and psychological components. As a social animal, man seeks meaningful and
satisfying human connections with others, and these connections and commitments
become manifested as the basis for all sorts of affinities and group living arrangements.
The quest to achieve connectedness is inseparable from social and cultural life, and in
many respects it underlies the sense of connectedness and comradeship felt by members
of the police subculture. Similarly, the quest for connectedness ultimately extends to
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commitments and affinities for philosophical principles, ethical convictions and belief
systems. These affinities, too, are a source of connection and meaning that bind officers
together, and many of the convictions and belief systems are subsumed by the idea of a
police personality (see, generally, Balch, 1972; Murrell et al., 1978; Smith et. al. 1970;
and Skolnick, 1966; 1994). Where the psychic struggle for connectedness fails or when
images o f connectedness are unavailable, alternative images of separation arise. These
images of separation are a kind of psychological precursor for the idea of death, and they
develop through the same kind of process that leads to images of connection. In the
police context, images o f separation also figure prominently in officers’ struggles around
retirement (see, generally, Raub, 1988; and Gaska, 1980).

Integrity versus Disintegration

The struggle between integrity and disintegration is, again, first manifested in physical
terms in the infant and his innate fear of physiological threat. Perhaps especially in the
infant, the sense of disintegration is often associated with separation and isolation, and
these two sub-paradigms often have an extensive overlap. In early life the struggle for
integrity is primarily associated with maintaining the physical integrity of the biological
organism — with maintaining wholeness and avoiding physical deterioration. Although
the image of physiological disintegration never loses its potency, integrity eventually take
on ethical or psychological dimensions, and we see the development of larger principles
about morality and ethical integrity. Especially toward the end of the life cycle, when
awareness or anticipation o f actual death activates all kinds of death imagery, we see the
emergence of compelling ideas and images related to the integrity of one’s death ~ the
idea, for example, that the manner and circumstances of death, as well as one’s
relationship with the prospect of death, should equate with the way one lived his life.
Concerns develop around the image of death without integrity or dignity — a death that
is disintegrative because it involves elements of humiliation, incoherence, absurdity,
physical deterioration or prematurity. To the extent that one’s death illuminates one’s
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life, to imagine a death without integrity, dignity or meaning is to see one’s life in the
same terms (Lifton, 1983, pp. 100-101).

Movement versus Stasis

In terms of movement and stasis, Lifton points out that an infant held so tightly that it is
unable to move becomes extremely anxious and uncomfortable, and it struggles to move
freely: the infant’s thrashing of arms and legs are its first expressions of individuality and
vitality. In early life the meaning of movement is most often the literal idea of movement
from one place to another, but with maturation and development the image later takes on
symbolic qualities tied to physical, emotional and intellectual development, and to
progress, growth and change. The absence of movement in either a literal or figurative
sense is a form of stasis, a death-like experience closely related to psychic numbing.

Centering, Decentering and Grounding

In discussing the formative-symbolic process we have touched upon the idea that the self
undergoes changes as new images and experiences are incorporated. This capacity for
change ensures the psychic and biological survival of the self since it imparts a vitalizing
sense of personal movement and growth and because it permits one to respond to new
environmental conditions that could threaten its survival. This idea raises the important
question of how the individual maintains the fundamental images that form the core self
while avoiding too much change, too quickly. Absent the capacity for change, the self
would become static and incapable of anticipating or responding to future events, but too
much change could erode the fundamental contours of the self.

Here the related

capacities for centering, decentering and grounding come into play.
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Centering and decentering work in conjunction to essentially filter and assess new images
and experiences and selectively incorporate them. Centering ensures the integrity and
continuity of the core self by distinguishing between images that lie at the core of the self
and those that are less important, and decentering is a kind of detachment that permits the
limited incorporation o f images that do not serve exclusively to maintain the status quo of
the core self. Decentering thus permits the individual to change, innovate and adapt in
response to a changing environment and to alter the boundaries of the self in a less
permanent or less fundamental way. If one fails to maintain an appropriate flexible
balance between centering and decentering, the self becomes incapable of incorporating
new images and becomes static.

Either radical centering or radical decentering can

prevent the self from symbolizing, from moving forward in adaptation to the
environment, and from feeling alive (Lifton, 1983, pp. 26-27.

Centering and decentering both depend on grounding, or the relationship of the self to its
individual and collective history as well as to its biological organism, to maintain their
flexible equilibrium. When grounding becomes impaired or overwhelmed — when one
loses connections to his history or biology — the centering and decentering processes are
disrupted. The self becomes estranged from the environment and it cannot adequately
respond to it, a situation that leads to a loss of the capacity to symbolize. Lifton calls this
state of impaired symbolization “psychic numbing.” Psychic numbing
is characterized by various degrees of inability to feel and by gaps between
knowledge and feeling. Its subjective experience need not be only that of
apathy or “deadening,” but can take the form of anger and rage (at those
seen as responsible for the “killing” of feeling or meaning) or even guilt
and shame (where one takes on the responsibility for the “murder”).
Psychic numbing, as the central impairment within the formative process,
can occur in association with the entire gamut of survivor experience,
including that of everyday life (Lifton, 1976, p. 79).
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Psychic Numbing

Although psychic numbing entails the experience of diminished feeling and impaired
symbolization, it can also result from over-inclusion of stimuli when the individual is
seemingly bombarded or overwhelmed by unmanageable images and emotions, as well as
from real or perceived threats to the organism. Further, Lifton (1976, p. 79-80) points
out, psychic numbing can be understood to exist along a kind of continuum: at one pole
exists a debilitating and profoundly immobilizing loss of the capacity for symbolization
due to the physical or psychological viability of the self that Lifton calls '‘p sychic closingoff, ’ while at the other pole there exists a constructive kind of selective perception that
Lifton calls ‘partial professional numbing.'

When psychic closing-off occurs, the

individual loses the capacity to symbolize, and images cannot adequately anticipate future
events and, depending upon the circumstances surrounding the event and the potency of
the threats it presents, it may result in complete physical and psychic immobility. The far
more frequently encountered in-between forms of psychic numbing include the sort of
everyday numbing that accompanies the technological distancing and bureaucratizing of
human relations that are so much a part of contemporary existence.

The constructive dimension o f psychic numbing —partial professional numbing —can be
glimpsed in
the surgeon who operates the more skillfully for not permitting himself to
feel the potential consequences of failure, the pilot who lands his plane
more safely by focusing on the technical details rather than on the beauties
of the sunset, or the artist who avoids certain kinds of imagery and feeling
in order to give fuller expression to those he has chosen to re-create
(Lifton, 1976, p. 80).
Partial professional numbing suggests an enhanced capacity for function and
symbolization by blocking, managing or failing to immediately integrate images of
internal or external threats that would otherwise impair the formative process. Insofar as
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psychic numbing protects the self and permits the organism to continue functioning in the
face of potentially immobilizing physical or psychic threat, it is not always a bad thing
(Lifton, 1976, pp. 78-80).

The psychological responses and experiences of the survivor -- the individual who has
had a close physical or psychic confrontation with death but remained alive — can
scarcely be understood without a discussion of psychic numbing and especially of its
more extreme form, psychic closing-off.

Contemporaneous with a profoundly

threatening event or image, the survivor experiences a debilitating loss of the capacity to
symbolize, and often the concomitant loss of the capacity to fully experience emotion. In
the face of profound threat, the survivor experiences a kind of temporary separation of the
affective and cognitive components of the self — the affective components become
suppressed or extremely diminished, but to large extent the cognitive components
continue to operate. This temporary suppression of affective elements is quite functional,
insofar as it permits the individual to react and to deal cognitively with the threatinducing situation that might otherwise result in his injury or demise, without the
interference of potentially overwhelming emotions.

At some point after the threat

subsides, the affective and cognitive components re-integrate, often resulting in a flood of
images and emotional energy.

The more debilitating forms of psychic numbing are

invariably tied to trauma and threat, and in this regard numbing is the desymbolizing
center of the survivor’s experience.

Psychic numbing, then, is bound up in desensitization, the breakdown or impairment of
the symbolizing function, and a related reduced capacity to experience a sense of vitality.
When connections to vitalizing images and forms are lost or impaired, alternative images
o f stasis, disintegration, and separation arise.

Because psychic numbing involves so

many aspects of breakdown in the symbolization process as well as the rudimentary
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images that are the psychic precursors o f death imagery, the more extreme states of
psychic numbing are in themselves ‘death equivalents.’4

Numbing and Dissociation

Psychology has long recognized that dissociation or psychic numbing is a complex
neuropsychological process in which a disturbance or alteration occurs in the normally
integrative functions o f identity, memory, or awareness. Theorists of various schools
have also recognized that the extent or depth of the dissociative response runs along a
continuum ranging from the normal everyday experience of intently focusing on an event
or activity to the exclusion of other stimuli (getting ‘lost’ in a book, for example, or being
so caught up in an activity that time seems to ‘fly away’) to the most profound and
permanent dissociative disorders.

Pierre Janet was the first psychological theorist to systematically study dissociation, and
he asserted it is a crucial defensive process with which the organism protects itself from
potentially overwhelming trauma. When frightening or novel experiences do not fit into
the existing cognitive schemes or frameworks, Janet theorized, memories of the
experience are split off from conscious awareness and voluntary control. Fragments of
4 Lifton also makes clear the distinction between the term ‘psychic numbing’ and the
Freudian concept of ‘repression,’ a term which suggests the act of forgetting experiences
and ideas by actively excluding them from consciousness and relegating them to the
realm of unconscious. As part of the Freudian model, repression refers to the organism’s
compensatory effort to cope with the instinctual forces that dominate emotional life. In
the formative symbolic paradigm, psychic numbing does not equate with the repression
of instinctual impulses and does not so much encapsulate and banish formed memories to
the realm of the unconscious as it impairs the formative process by which images are
created and integrated. Psychic numbing is an adaptive form of desensitization that
involves the blocking or absence of inner forms or imagery that can connect with such
experience in the first place (Lifton, 1974, p. 273; 1976, p. 26-27). Lifton’s model also
sees psychic numbing as a reversible form of symbolic death, undertaken defensively in
order to avoid a permanent physical or psychological death. In the case of acute psychic
trauma, the undertaking is entirely involuntary.
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these unintegrated events, Janet said, may later show up as involuntary pathological
‘automatisms’ — actions, behaviors or psychological events that are triggered by ideas
and accompanied by emotions (van der Kolk & van der Hart, 1989).

Janet articulated some important and enduring observations about the nature of
dissociation and its links to trauma, noting that “traumas produce their disintegrating
effects in proportion to their intensity, duration and repetition,” and that a significant
period of time may elapse between the traumatic event and its full-blown
psychopathological expression (van der Kolk & van der Hart, 1989, p. 1532).5

Janet also pointed out that the relative severity of a traumatic event’s immediate and
lasting impact depends in part on one’s capacity to cognitively integrate the events, which
in turn depends upon temperament and prior experience, the novelty o f the situation, the
speed o f events, and the individual’s physical state at the time the traumatic event is
experienced.

Arousal, intoxication, fatigue, depression and other physiological or

emotional states thus influence the cognitive appraisal of the situation, its integration in
the memory system, and its lasting impact (van der Kolk & van der Hart, 1989, p. 1533).

Janet’s contributions continue to inform contemporary perspectives on the nature and
treatment of dissociative disorders, and they bear upon Lifton’s concept of psychic
numbing.

Both Lifton and Janet agree, in substance, that an adaptive psychological

process involving the separation of cognition and emotion takes place in the face of
overwhelming psychic threat, and both agree that this diminution of feeling can give rise
to subsequent patterns of withdrawal, depression, apathy and despair.

5 This observation was borne out in Kardiner and Spiegel’s (1947) study of soldiers
traumatized in battle and the subsequent traumatic neuroses they suffered, and is also
supported by a host of research in the area of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder. Hilton
(1997), for example, describes a case in which a flood of traumatic images that had been
dormant for more than fifty years were triggered when a veteran watched media images
of WWII combat.
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Within the specific context of potentially overwhelming images and stimuli related to
death encounters, Lifton (1983, p. 173) goes beyond this and sees a “close relationship
between psychic numbing (including its acute form, ‘psychic closing-off) and deathlinked images o f denial (“If I feel nothing, then death is not taking place”) and
interruption of identification (“I see you dying, but I am not related to you or your
death”).”

Trauma, Numbing and Perception

In summarizing a broad body of research on trauma and dissociation, Charles Marmar
(1997) notes the clear relationship between previous traumatic life experiences and a
general propensity for dissociative response: those who have had especially traumatic
life experiences continue to demonstrate a propensity for dissociative responses even in
relation to situations that might otherwise not induce dissociation. In line with Lifton’s
model, one might say that prior experiences with death trauma (and the constellations of
death imagery they provide) make numbing (and death-equivalent states) more readily
available to the survivor. Marmar (1997) also notes that trauma victims often report
alterations in the experience o f time, place, and person, conferring a sense o f unreality to
the event as it is occurring. He terms these acute dissociative responses to trauma as the
event is taking place “peritraumatic dissociation,” noting that they may
take the form of altered time sense, with time being experienced as
slowing down or rapidly accelerated; profound feelings of unreality that
the event is occurring, or that the individual is the victim of the event;
experiences of depersonalization; out-of-body experiences; bewilderment,
confusion, and disorientation; altered pain perception; altered body images
or feelings of disconnection from one’s body; tunnel vision; and other
experiences reflecting dissociative responses to trauma (1997, p. 1).
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It should be well noted that each of these dissociative phenomena can be seen in terms of
impaired symbolization. Marmar goes on to note that
emergency services personnel with less work experience, more vulnerable
personality structures, higher subjective levels of perceived threat and
anxiety at the time o f incidence occurrence, greater reliance on the
external world for an internal sense of safety and security, and greater use
of maladaptive coping strategies are more vulnerable to peritraumatic
dissociation (1997, p. 2).
Marmar’s (1997) observations echo those of Reiser and Geiger (1984), who applied this
concept more specifically to police. Recognizing the functional nature o f the dissociative
process among police officers involved in highly traumatic situations, Reiser and Geiger
(1984) note that officers often experience a traumatic reality as if they were dreaming or
watching a movie. They assert that during deadly force encounters and other traumatic
incidents, police officers
often experience perceptual changes that are a function of shifting into an
altered state of consciousness. This shift can affect all five senses,
especially sight, hearing, and touch. It can also affect one’s perception of
time. Moving into an altered state of consciousness affords the officer a
protective mechanism that enables him or her to react and perform in ways
not possible in the normal state of perceiving and reacting (p. 318).
Among the perceptual effects Reiser and Geiger (1984) described as common and typical
are the development of ‘tunnel vision’ or the narrowing of the visual perceptive field,
distortions in hearing, and a ‘slow-motion effect’ they assert occurs to about fifty to sixty
percent of officers involved in shooting incidents. This perceived slowing of time makes
more reaction time available to the officer, allowing greater concentration and a
heightened capacity to focus cognitive attention in an objectively narrow time frame.

Reiser and Geiger (1984) do not speculate about the specific psychological processes
underlying these perceptual distortions, but the formative-symbolic model suggests they
result from impaired symbolization and the related functional suppression o f the affective
components o f the self in the face o f trauma. In each of these perceptual phenomena, the
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distractions o f emotion are absent or severely diminished, permitting the individual to
cognitively focus his attention on the business of ensuring survival. In terms of surviving
these and other real or perceived threats to the viability of the organism, the functional
nature of psychic numbing and affective dissociation is quite clear. But less extensive
numbing and partial distancing can accompany many other kinds of less threatening
situations police officers face, and can be quite beneficial.

Regardless o f his assignment or role, the police officer’s capacity to perform his required
duties with minimal emotional distraction and minimal psychic cost is quite functional on
both a personal and professional plane. As I have argued elsewhere (Henry, 1995),
partial professional numbing permits the officer to maintain his composure in the face of
adversity and chaos -- a quality that is thought to inspire public confidence — and the
distancing o f emotion endows the officer with a certain ‘edge’ or degree of situational
control. As importantly, partial professional numbing permits the officer to maintain the
appearance of composure — the kind of impassive and depersonalized professional
demeanor that, in the extreme, is perhaps best illustrated by the stereotypic “just the facts,
Ma’am” attitude of the Dragnet television series’ fictional Sergeant Joe Friday. On a
personal level, the distancing o f emotion can prevent burn-out from the cumulative
effects of the emotions the officer encounters on a daily basis.

Numbing and the Psychology o f Survival

The processes of psychic numbing, dissociation and desensitization are essential to an
understanding of the formative-symbolic paradigm and to the subject of this dissertation,
not merely because they impair the formative-symbolic process of symbolization but
because that impairment lies at the very core of survivor psychology. Psychic numbing is
one of the five themes of survivor psychology, and the other themes are closely
associated with the numbing, dissociation and desensitization the survivor inevitably
experiences in the face of a traumatic death event.

In the face of such potentially
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overwhelming death-related trauma, the numbed survivor “initially undergoes a radical
but temporary diminution in his sense of actuality in order to avoid losing that sense
completely and permanently; he undergoes a reversible form of symbolic death in order
to avoid a permanent physical or psychic death,” and this diminution of the capacity to
process viable new images is neither voluntary nor conscious (Lifton, 1967, p. 500;
1983, p. 137). Although the extreme form of psychic closing-off that takes place in the
face of profound threat may be temporary, less acute forms of psychic numbing
eventually become chronic and take on features of depersonalization, insensitivity, and an
impaired capacity to think and feel.

The survivor is never quite free of residual numbing, since each of the other themes of
survivor psychology continue to evoke and reinforce a numbed response.

Psychic

numbing may begin as a defense against the psychic trauma presented by threats in the
immediate environment, but it is not so selective that the survivor is numbed only to
those immediate threats: if the threats are sufficiently compelling, numbing spills over
into other areas of the survivor’s life. Numbing inundates the survivor, characterizes his
entire lifestyle, and overshadows virtually every aspect of his existence to the extent that
he may no longer feel fully connected to the social world around him (Lifton, 1967, p.
500). Among survivors of extreme death encounters, Lifton finds a “pervasive tendency
toward sluggish despair — a more or less permanent form of psychic numbing that
includes diminished vitality, chronic depression, and constricted life space, and which
covers the rage and mistrust that are just below the surface (1967, p. 504).”

There can be circumstances, it should be noted, in which the survivor confronts an
immediate image of such extraordinary horror, destruction, grotesqueness and devastation
that there are no existing psychic forms and images with which it might connect. These
images are, literally, unimaginable.

While events of this dimension (i.e., events

presenting images for which absolutely no images or forms are available for connection)
invoke the same kind of psychic paralysis and inaction as relatively less extraordinary
events (i.e., events in which psychic images and forms are available but connection with
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them is radically impaired), they are not typically part of the police officer’s everyday
world. Generally speaking, in fact, the contemporary urban police officer is equipped
with a range of images, forms, constellations and anticipatory models for many of the
death events he may encounter.

Because of his training, experience and general

understanding o f the nature of police work -- especially an acute awareness that he may
face the threat of assault and/or be called upon to use deadly physical force — the police
officer can easily conceive of these death encounters and usually has at least rudimentary
anticipatory plans for dealing with them. This is not to say that the police officer’s forms
and images o f potential death encounters are realistic, accurate or fully formed or that his
anticipatory models are entirely viable and appropriate to all situations he may encounter.
The fundamental problem for the police officer lies not so much in the absence of
adequate forms and models, but in the more universal human difficulty of connecting
with and adequately enacting them.

The police officer who witnesses the death or severe injury of a partner during a gunfight,
for example, is confronted with an immediate traumatic image combining horror at the
situation, profound fear for his own personal safety, and compassion for his partner, as
well as an immediate plan for action. The plan for action contained within the immediate
image might consist of an urge to render aid to his partner, to neutralize the threat to his
own personal safety, or to undertake some other action or combination of actions the
anticipatory model prescribes, but the circumstances and perhaps the overriding demand
to ensure his own physical survival may preclude full actualization of the anticipatory
plan. The officer can ill afford emotional feelings of compassion or rage that might
distract him or increase his vulnerability to the threat, and because o f numbing he does
not in fact experience those emotions. Nor, because of numbing, can the officer fully
connect the immediate image to preexisting images and forms, and he is therefore unable
to fully actualize the emotional and cognitive components of the anticipatory models they
might otherwise provide. Instead, attention and cognition are narrowly focused on the
event and on surviving it. Although the officer may deal cognitively with the situation
and therefore remain alive, at that time he feels nothing and perhaps does nothing for his
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partner.

Neither the emotional elements of the immediate image nor the emotional

elements of its anticipatory plan for action are fully enacted.

At some point after physically surviving the encounter, once the traumatic image and the
threat have subsided, psychic numbing abates and the individual becomes once again
connected to the historical self, to preexisting images and forms, and to the anticipatory
models they contain. The affective and cognitive components of the self reintegrate, and
the vitalizing process of creating and integrating images and forms resumes, albeit in an
impaired fashion. With the resumption of the symbolizing process comes a renewed
quest for vitality, connection, movement and integrity, and that quest may take on special
urgency or salience. At that point, although the survivor has physically lived through the
encounter, he inevitably recognizes the disjuncture between the actions he has taken or
not taken and the anticipatory model’s ultimate demands for action. More importantly,
perhaps, the survivor recognizes the ethical and moral disjuncture between what he
should have felt and was actually felt. One inevitably comes to feel “responsible for what
one has not done, for what one has not felt, and above all for the gap between the physical
and psychic inactivation and what one felt called upon... to do and feel (Lifton, 1983, p.
171).” This sense of responsibility is the source of an enduring death guilt.

The survivor also retains an extraordinarily powerful and indelible image or death imprint
of the encounter -- an image that keeps resurfacing in dreams and in waking life
precisely because it has never been adequately integrated or completely enacted. The
survivor continues to replay the image of the death encounter, perhaps attempting to
reexamine the situation or scenario and find a more acceptable and less blameworthy
enactment in an attempt to expiate his sense of guilt and responsibility.
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The Death Imprint

This indelible and enduring death imprint is another of the five themes of survivor
psychology, and it is closely associated with guilt at having survived while others died.
The death imprint is an intrusive and durable image that continues to evoke and reactivate
images and feelings associated with the death encounter as the survivor struggles to
master and integrate it. The struggle for mastery is further complicated by the fact that
the death imprint also conjures and reactivates images and feelings associated with prior
death encounters and with earlier death equivalent states. When the death imprint results
from a traumatic death encounter involving an extreme or protracted exposure or a
particularly absurd or grotesque death, it can be practically impossible to master and
integrate. Lifton also stresses the subjective impact of personal vulnerability to death
imagery due to previous death encounters and preexisting images of separation, stasis and
disintegration, but says that this relative vulnerability is simply a matter of degree: if the
threat or trauma is sufficiently great, it can produce an enduring death imprint in anyone
(Lifton, 1983, p. 169-170).

The death imprint is closely tied to death guilt, but it also involves continuing struggles to
resolve the important questions and integrate the ultimate meanings raised through the
death encounter. The survivor’s extreme death immersion reactivates prior images and
constellations of separation, stasis and disintegration, shatters his magical sense of
invulnerability and challenges his sense of immortality at a profound level.

The

survivor’s relationship or connection to each of the five modes of symbolic immortality
may be challenged, and part of his ongoing struggle involves reconnecting to these modes
in order to recapture and reinforce the damaged sense of immortality. The survivor is
confronted with a compelling need to reconstruct all these forms and constellations in a
way that reasserts vitality and integrity and restores some sense of immortality, but that
need can never be entirely or adequately fulfilled. The survivor has a sense that the death
imprint has forever changed him, and at some level feels irrevocably tainted by death.
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This ‘death taint’ derives not only from the survivor’s perception o f himself as
permanently imbued with or possessed by death, but from others’ irrational anxiety that
death’s corruption is somehow contagious. Although the survivor of a profound death
immersion may pose no actual threat of ‘infecting’ others with death, the notion of
death’s contagion takes on its symbolic qualities simply because others associate him
with the same chain of fears that possess the survivor:
fear of death, particularly of violent and premature death, of symbolic
world breakdown, and of the loss of human connection and the sense of
immortality. The essence of contagion anxiety is “If I touch him, or come
too close, I will experience his death and his annihilation.” (Lifton, 1967,
p. 518).
The death imprint imparts a lifelong sense of vulnerability to death and to death imagery,
but that vulnerability can take one of two separate paths or polarities. On the one hand,
the survivor experience can heighten and intensify one’s sense of vulnerability to death
and death imagery, since the survivor’s profound encounter with his own mortality
shatters important protective illusions of personal invulnerability and replaces them with
a penetrating awareness of death’s reality and inevitability. This sense of heightened
vulnerability often permeates the survivor’s entire world view, and it may include acute
sensitivity to death equivalent states of stasis, separation and disintegration.

At the other pole is a sense of reinforced invulnerability derived from a sense of having
conquered death

— a sense that the survivor, like the classic hero of myth, has

encountered, been immersed in, and overcome death, returning with a special knowledge
or mastery of death that is not available within the realm of ‘ordinary’ human experience.
The survivor is set apart from ‘ordinary’ society by dint of his intimate knowledge and
supposed mastery of death’s mysteries. This sense of reinforced invulnerability, though,
can be quite fragile and because it does not involve true mastery can easily revert to the
state o f heightened vulnerability it tends to mask (Lifton, 1970, p. 481-482).
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Because mastery o f the death imprint can never be achieved through full and appropriate
enactment, the survivor remains in its thrall and becomes subject to subsequent symbolic
reactivations.

Exposure to death equivalents or to images and experiences that are

specifically reminiscent of either the profound death encounter or of earlier death-related
experiences can easily trigger intrusive imagery and feelings related to the survivor
experience — what some have called ‘flashbacks.’

The indelible image can take the form of a single horrible image that encapsulates the
totality of the death event and evokes intense guilt feelings, and because the survivor may
not be able to move beyond the image (i.e., achieve some form of appropriate enactment),
he may become “stuck” in a static pattern of guilt and psychological incapacity that
eventually leads to traumatic neurosis. The indelible image may also encapsulate the
trauma o f the event in the form of a relatively benign image that is related to or part of the
event, but at the same time seems collateral to its horror.

These ‘screen images’ or

‘screen memories’ are nonetheless indelible, but they function to shield the survivor from
even more painful images and feeling-states. Some survivors, though, find some sort of
alternative enactment for the haunting image, and the pursuit of alternative enactment
may become a vehicle for personal transformation and moral growth.

Death Guilt

Death guilt is an inevitable consequence of every survival experience in which one
person dies before another, since this sequence implicates the unconscious notion of
survival priority -- that one’s own life was somehow purchased at the cost of another’s.
The survivor’s question, “Why did I survive while another died?,” has an ethical
corollary: “What right have I to live while another is dead?” In a larger sense, death guilt
involves the feeling that the survivor is somehow responsible for the death o f another
because of his own inactivation, and his feelings of self-condemnation can be exacerbated
by the moral conflict of feeling relief or joy at having himself survived. Death guilt can
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be compounded and reinforced when the circumstances of the death encounter provide
the survivor with rational or factual reasons to believe his inactivation may have led to
the death of another, or at least with well-founded doubts that he may have contributed to
it in some way. Perhaps the single most carefully documented case study of this dynamic
can be found in Wambaugh’s (1973) The Onion Field, a non-fiction work which relates
the experience o f a Los Angeles police officer whose sense of responsibility for his
partner’s murder was exacerbated by his department’s response.

Whether or not he is plagued by rational doubts about his complicity in the death, the
survivor feels he has no right to be alive and no right to experience vitality until some
adequate and appropriate sort of enactment is achieved, and he may avoid vitalizing
mental or physical activities (Lifton, 1983, p. 171). At the same time, the survivor feels
the need to overcome his impairment and devitalization by reestablishing life-affirming
connections, and he may experience a life-long struggle between the alternative polarities
of embracing or rejecting vitalizing activities and relationships.

The process of identification with the dead — of putting oneself in the dead person’s
situation and imagining what he did or might think, feel and act — can also compound
death guilt. Guilt and shame are always bound up in issues o f connection to others and in
what one ethically should or should not do and feel as a result o f that connection, so
identification seems a natural consequence of the need to reestablish viable forms of
human connection. In identifying with the dead, the survivor feels himself to be dead,
condemns himself for not being dead, and condemns himself even more for being
relieved that he is not dead (Lifton, 1970, p. 496).

Psychic numbing, death guilt and impaired symbolization are also at the core of two other
themes of survivor psychology: suspicion o f counterfeit nurturance and the survivor’s
quest to make meaning of the death encounter. Both these themes are tied up in the
survivor’s struggle to re-experience himself as a vital human being (Lifton, 1983, p. 176).
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Suspicion o f Counterfeit Nurturance

Because numbing, guilt, and a sense of overall devitalization infiltrate every aspect of the
survivor’s life, he develops special needs and special vulnerabilities. The specific needs
and special vulnerabilities may take different forms depending upon the individual and
the circumstances under which the death encounter took place, but they invariably
involve the need for emotional comfort and support and may include the need for some
sort of physical assistance as well. Numbing and devitalization, though, also impair the
survivor’s capacity to develop and maintain the kind of satisfying relationships that might
otherwise provide emotional comfort and restore a sense of vitality, especially the
important relationships involving a great deal of intimacy and trust.

Moreover, the

survivor’s sense of victimization and the feeling that he is tainted by death create severe
conflicts over autonomy and dependency and make him particularly sensitive to actions
or events that remind him o f his weakness.

The survivor, possessed of a strong sense of guilt and an acute awareness of his own
vulnerabilities, becomes noticeably ‘touchy.’ This ‘touchiness,’ which may become
manifest in a host o f behaviors ranging from extreme withdrawal to explosive anger,
presents yet another obstacle to establishing satisfying human relationships since those
around the survivor must tread carefully in order not to provoke him. In the case of a
profound or severe death immersion, the survivor’s impairments, dependencies and
weaknesses become a permanent feature of the his life and lifestyle.

The survivor

ultimately comes to feel abandoned and misunderstood when those with whom he seeks
satisfying and vitalizing relationships either cannot or do not provide adequate comfort
and sustenance.

Lifton calls this theme of sensitivity to one’s own vulnerabilities and concomitant
resentment of offers of help that remind him of his weakness suspicion o f counterfeit
nurturance. The survivor, tainted by death and haunted by the indelible image and the
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feelings of guilt it repeatedly conjures, resents and comes to suspect the legitimacy of
offers of help because they confirm his tainted self-image, his weakness and lack of
autonomy, and his overall devitalization.

The survivor struggles with a set of seemingly contradictory attitudes that comprise an
unmanageable ‘Catch 22’ situation:

on the one hand, he seeks affirmation and

acknowledgment of his status as one transformed by the death encounter, while at the
same time he resents overtures that reactivate his sense of guilt, dependency and
continued devitalization.

If offers of help and assistance are not forthcoming or if

requests for help are not fulfilled, he feels the rejection is due to his survivor status and
the death taint it conveys. He feels abandoned, devalued and misunderstood. If others do
respond to his special needs, though, he sees the offer of nurturance as inauthentic
because it again confirms his weakness, dependency and death taint: he feels abandoned
to the manifestations of a narrow victim identity. By confirming his survivor status and
survivor identity, these offers o f nurturance magnify his dependency, reaffirming his
separateness and fundamental devitalization.

The basic conflict, Lifton observes, is

intrinsic to any form of victimization: “the victim inevitably feels himself in need of
special sustenance, which, when received, intensifies his ‘victim consciousness’ and
thereby perpetuates a vicious circle of counterfeit nurturance and abandonment.
Nurturing offered threatens to isolate the victim and further undermines his self-esteem,
but the humiliating temptation to accept it is always there” (Lifton, 1969, p. 194).

Closely related to the survivor’s predisposition toward viewing others suspiciously are his
identification with death and his tendency to form an identity around death and
victimization. Lifton calls the more extreme forms of victim consciousness ‘survivor
paranoia,’ noting that images and feelings of victimization can become entwined with
feelings of profound rage at having been rendered helpless. By projecting this rage and
sense of complete victimization onto the ‘enemies’ surrounding him (for example, those
who do not or cannot provide authentic nurturance) the survivor can at once express
vitality as well as an acceptable sense of himself as victim. This does not, of course,
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resolve the survivor’s struggle, since projected rage presents yet another obstacle in his
quest for authentic, satisfying and vitalizing human relationships.

Suspicion o f counterfeit nurturance explains the survivor’s intolerance for evasiveness,
equivocation, and broken promises. This intolerance can easily translate into a sense that
the survivor has been betrayed by those around him, especially when offered nurturance
fails to materialize or is insufficient, or when others refuse to recognize the survivor’s
special status. This theme was evident among the police officers I interviewed, to the
extent that many officers who experienced a profound death encounter came to resent the
medals conferred upon them and the unfulfilled promises made to them by ranking
Department officials.

Another significant impediment to the development and maintenance of satisfying
relationships that comfort and sustain the survivor’s special needs is his death taint and
the fear of contagion it conveys to others. Throughout history, survivors who have been
seen as contagious ‘carriers’ of death’s supernatural evil have often been subject to
outright hostility, although subtler forms of real or perceived resentment are more
common. Lifton notes (1967, p. 520), for example, that while Jewish survivors of Nazi
persecution are frequently asked the question, “Why didn’t you fight?,” the question is
often unconsciously interpreted as “Why didn’t you die?” Beyond the fact that such
specific questions about the death encounter are likely to reactivate the survivor’s sense
o f death guilt and his entire constellation of death imagery, it is clear that the fear of
death’s contagion often causes others to raise issues that reinforce the survivor’s doubts
about his right to be alive, undermine his fragile self-esteem, or otherwise exacerbate his
struggles. In terms o f the latent hostility they subsume and the extent to which they
illuminate the survivor’s devitalization and special needs, these issues clearly impede the
development of nurturing relationships.

The struggle around death taint and contagion anxiety may lead to what Lifton calls
survivor hubris: a tendency to embrace and reify the ‘special knowledge’ of death to the
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point o f rendering it sacred. Efforts to reinforce this potent and vitalizing sense o f power
over death can result in a fascination for death or a passionate craving for the process of
survival (Lifton, 1967, p. 521). In a quest to restore and hold onto a sense of symbolic
immortality, the survivor may draw upon images of death and destruction and his sense
o f power over them to create a compelling fantasy of eternal survival — the survivor may
imagine himself indestructible and engage in recurring close flirtations with various
forms o f death. Survivor hubris and the fantasy of eternal survival may become manifest
in the survivor’s pursuit of dangerous or potentially life-threatening activities that evince
a preoccupation with death and destruction, leading to repeated engagement in extremely
dangerous activities — what one might term, in the common parlance, a ‘death wish.’

The survivor’s tendency to embrace and reify death is also related to the pattern of
survivor exclusiveness, or an absolute distinction on the part of survivors between those
elites who have touched and been touched by death and those who have not.

The

survivor’s sense of exclusiveness emanates from the conviction that in possessing a
unique knowledge of death, he and other survivors possess the highest and purest form of
experiential knowledge, as well as from the perception that in the eyes of others this
special knowledge renders them untouchable bearers of death and death taint. Survivor
exclusiveness binds the survivor to others who possess the same knowledge and who
have had a similar set of experiences at the same time it underscores the survivor’s
distinctiveness and isolation from those who have not. The survivor’s own sense of
contagion and death taint therefore reinforces his exclusiveness (Lifton, 1967, p. 524).

The Quest to Make Meaning

The fifth and final psychological theme of survival is the survivor’s lifelong struggle to
restore some sense of coherence and order to the world their death encounter has rendered
absurd. The survivor’s quest to make meaning of his death encounter and its aftermath
seeks an equilibrium or mastery o f death that will in some way permit him to return to the
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kind o f ordered symbolic universe he experienced before the death encounter.

Once

again, impaired formulation, death guilt and the quest for renewed vitality are involved in
the struggle, as is the survivor’s acute sensitivity to the counterfeit and to matters of
hypocrisy. In his quest for formulation and meaning, the survivor seeks redress for the
wrongs committed against him through recognition that he and others have suffered,
through the identification and proper punishment of those responsible for it, and through
some sort o f reparative action that will at least partially restore his sense of vitality and
help make his tainted victim identity more acceptable. In formulating a new identity that
incorporates the death encounter and at the same time permits him to experience a sense
of vitality, the survivor must first understand and attribute causality to the absurd event
that has so devitalized him. At least part of the survivor’s sense of victimization stems
from the fact that numbing, at the time of the death encounter and afterward, deprives
him of the capacity for understanding why he was victimized through traumatic exposure
to death. In an ordered universe, everything has a reason or cause, and the survivor’s
attempt to understand why he has lived and why others have died compels him to seek a
rational explanation for the circumstances leading up to the encounter.

In this quest to make meaning of the death encounter, survivors may be consumed with a
compelling urge for justice. The kind of justice the survivor seeks, though, extends
beyond simple acknowledgment of the wrongs committed against them and punishment
for those who perpetrated them, and includes the restoration of a morally ordered world
in which their suffering can be made comprehensible to themselves and to others. In their
quest for justice and meaning, survivors demand that others appreciate both their
victimization and the moral absurdity of their experience.

Two manifestations of the quest to make meaning are the survivor’s tendency to
scapegoat or exclusively focus blame on the person or groups perceived as responsible for
his victimization, and the will to bear witness about the death event and the moral wrongs
committed against them. Both manifestations give meaning to the survivor’s experience,
both tend to expunge residual death guilt, and both are a source of vitality.
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The survivor’s conflicts can easily lead to scapegoating, in which he seeks to relieve or
externalize his own guilt by focusing it exclusively on a particular person, group or
symbol. In some cases the circumstances of the death encounter lend themselves to the
legitimate placement o f blame on the person or persons factually responsible for the
survivor’s sense of victimization, while in other instances resentment is irrationally
focused on targets that are entirely symbolic or at least somewhat removed from
legitimate factual responsibility.

In either case, the tendency toward scapegoating

emerges from the survivor’s struggle between internal and external blaming, giving him
the opportunity to express his guilty outrage and become less of a victim by victimizing
or vilifying others. Scapegoating also permits the survivor to confer an element of order
and causality to their understanding of the death event. In this regard, the tendency
toward scapegoating and fixing blame is functional and adaptive. Lifton observes that
the more closely these scapegoating tendencies attach themselves to the
actuality of events, the better the survivor’s chance to transcend them, or at
least combine them with more inclusive approaches. What the survivor
seeks from his scapegoating formulation is the reassuring unconscious
message that “You, and not I, are responsible for the others’ death and my
suffering, so that I have a right to be alive after all.” It is a message that he
can neither fully believe nor entirely cease to reassert (1967, p. 531).
Because scapegoating never completely expurgates the survivor’s death guilt and because
its guilty anger can be difficult to sustain, it can readily disintegrate into an amorphous
bitterness that once again impedes the development of vitalizing relationships.

The

survivor, angry with everyone and everything, can become mired in an existence
characterized by absurdity, guilt and rage. This static rage can prevent his reconnection
with the kinds of connection, movement and integrity that are necessary to recapture the
feeling of vitality and the sense of immortality. By channeling his indignation and rage
into a constructive project, though, the survivor can find meaning, purpose and
significance for his existence, re-establish some moral order to his world, and achieve
some sense of vitality.

Hence the survivor’s universal quest to bear witness to the

traumatic event and to the wrongs committed against him and others.
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The impulse to bear witness, which often begins with a sense o f responsibility to the dead
and may involve elements o f scapegoating, “can easily translate into a ‘survivor mission’’
— a lasting commitment to a project that extracts significance from absurdity, vitality
from massive death (Lifton, 1980, p. 123).” In contrast to static rage, involvement in the
survivor mission is vitalizing precisely because it permits access to forms of connection,
movement and integrity: the mission creatively joins the individual with others in an
common cause or ongoing crusade in which ethical and moral issues are a primary focus.
When the survivor mission takes on the characteristics of a moral crusade — an ongoing
endeavor that is larger and more important than the individual -- the mission also
provides some access to the creative mode of symbolic immortality.

Moreover, the

survivor mission permits the survivor to recapture some self-esteem by reformulating a
self identity in which death taint, death guilt and the traumatic death experience are
meaningful and significant.

The survivor mission may include such common practices as establishing memorial
foundations or endowing charitable trusts, the involvement of crime victims in political
campaigns to rectify perceived inadequacies in the law, or a host of other activities that
seek to carry on the victim’s life work or complete some worthwhile endeavor in which
the victim was involved. The survivor mission can involve any activities that operate
psychologically both to honor the life of the victim and to concretely reify a tragic death
into a vehicle that reclaims or sustains some noble, humane and life-affirming purpose.
Whatever form their survivor mission takes, though, survivors seek to achieve a kind of
personal transformation by restoring a lost sense of order and meaning to their world. In
time, the quest to find meaning through the survivor mission may seem to lose some of
its urgency as the self identity is reformulated and the sense of order and meaning is
restored, or as the specific goals they set out to achieve come to fruition. Although
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survivors may eventually devote less time and effort to the mission, they remain forever
sensitive to the moral .and ethical issues involved.6

The survivor mission can take many forms in the context of policing, and we will explore
them in subsequent chapters. The scope and direction of police survivor missions are
shaped by many factors, but once again they tend to reflect the unique concerns of the
police subculture and the social demands of the police role. We can see some aspects of
the survivor mission in the profound commitment some officers have to finding a kind of
justice for certain victims, and especially in the tendency some homicide detectives to
develop a kind of fixation with a particularly meaningful case and to continue pursuing
the investigation long after other cases have taken precedence (see, for example, Sudetic,
1995; Gourevitch, 2000; James, 1992; Hampson, 1994).

Conclusion

This chapter presented a basic overview of the formative-symbolic paradigm and the
psychology of survival, and pointed out some general examples of how these principles
apply in contemporary urban policing. Despite my best attempts to introduce them in a
simplified way, the theoretical principles set forth here may initially appear to be fairly
intricate or complex. In truth, they are intricate and complex because they deal with very
complicated and fundamental issues of human psychology. The cognitive models we use
to organize our understanding of any phenomena can appear, at first glance, to be

6 We can see elements o f the survivor mission in the host of constructive legal and
political projects undertaken by survivors on behalf of crime victims: the so-called
‘Megan’s Law’ and ‘Kendra’s Law’ come to mind as projects initiated by survivors as a
testament to their own suffering and as a memorial to the victim. We can also see a
remarkable survivor mission in the political career of Representative Carolyn McCarthy,
a Long Island nurse and housewife whose husband was murdered and son critically
injured in the December 1995 Long Island Rail Road massacre. Her resulting advocacy
on behalf of gun control led to a political career as one of Congress’ staunchest advocates
for gun control and victims’ rights.
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complex and unwieldy, but much o f our inability to fully grasp them derives from our
lack of familiarity with them and from our inability to immediately apply or evaluate
them in the context of real-world police experience. When we do, in fact, apply theories
or paradigms to real-world phenomena we often find that both the cognitive models and
the phenomena make much more sense. As previously noted, my strategy in presenting
the formative-symbolic paradigm and psychology of survival in this way is to give the
reader a basic acquaintance with them;

they will be amplified and made more

comprehensible as we begin to explore police officers’ death-related experiences.

Before we begin to explore or analyze those experiences, though, it is necessary to
understand how the data were obtained. The following chapter therefore sets out the
methodological strategies I used to access and collect data about officers’ death-related
experiences.
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Chapter 4
The Strategy of Inquiry: Methodological Issues

To explore the psychological features and transformations resulting from police officers'
encounters with death, this dissertation utilized a rigorous method of inquiry which
combined an eclectic review of the literature of survivor psychology and the literature
related to police and other death work occupations, a series of structured and unstructured
interviews with officers, as well as unobtrusive participant observation activities and
some analysis of quantitative data gleaned from New York City Police Department
records. The nature of the study, as well as the range of intertwined social, cultural, and
psychological issues it embraces, demand a method of inquiry which is simultaneously
rigorous and flexible. The same range of factors and issues collectively defy any attempt
to locate the research within a single discipline.

This study is primarily psychological in its orientation, but the psychological features
involved are influenced and mediated by many social and cultural factors, and they must
therefore be considered in light of principles derived from sociology and cultural
anthropology.

The death encounters which are the focus of this research take place

within a criminal justice setting, specifically that of a major metropolitan police
organization, so organizational demands also play a role in mediating officers’
experiences.

The psychological transformations and adaptive themes explored here

certainly affect the officer’s sense of self and his world-view, and to a significant extent
they also affect the officer’s social interactions with others inside and outside the police
culture. These interactions include relations with other officers, with family and friends,
and with members of the public. The academic literature supporting the theoretical and
practical research issues is also drawn from several disciplines, including psychology,
psychiatry, sociology, anthropology, criminal justice and organizational behavior. The
complexity o f the issues involved and the constellation of psychological, social, cultural,
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organizational, environmental and individual variables they implicate therefore requires a
comprehensive and flexible method of inquiry.

Multiple Methods, Reliability and Validity

One strength of a multi-faceted method of inquiry in qualitative research is that it lends
itself to triangulation of data sources and methods o f inquiry, a process which enhances
the reliability and validity of the data as well as the research findings which proceed from
them. Triangulation, in this sense, refers not to the use of three methods, per se, but to
the practice of approaching the same fact or data from multiple angles or points o f view.
As Webb, Campbell, Schwartz and Sechrest (1966, p. 173) point out, there is usually
insufficient justification for the use of a single system o f observation in qualitative
research. They strongly assert that “no research method is without bias. Interviews and
questionnaires must be supplemented by methods testing the same social science
variables but having different methodological weaknesses (Webb et al., 1966, p. 1; italics
in original).” They also observe that the
most fertile search for validity comes from a combined series of difference
measures, each with its idiosyncratic weaknesses, each pointed to a single
hypothesis. When a hypothesis can survive the confrontation o f a series of
complimentary methods of testing, it contains a degree o f validity
unattainable by one tested within the more constricted framework of a
single method (Webb et al., 1966, p. 174).
In triangulating, the researcher is able to focus on the same phenomena from a variety of
perspectives and in doing so exploit the best and most productive elements of each
method. Triangulation of sources and methods permits researchers to assess the precision
of the information they obtain and the accuracy of the tentative conclusions they draw,
and through comparison and contrast to develop especially rich, robust, and conceptually
dense data. Conceptual density, in turn, often points up relationships between variables
in a way that single-method analysis simply cannot, concurrently giving essential context
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to the phenomena. The relative complexities of integrating several methods and the quest
for objectivity, though, make it incumbent upon the researcher to provide an especially
comprehensive discussion of the overall research process and of the way each method
was used to generate and assess data.

Objectivity, like the issues of reliability and validity it subsumes, is a central issue in any
research endeavor, but the specific strategies and practices used to achieve objectivity in
qualitative research differ in several respects from the strategies and practices prevailing
in the natural or ‘hard’ sciences.
In the natural sciences, objectivity is obtained in two ways. First,
experience is reported in such a way that it is accessible to others, for
example, when reporting an experiment every effort is made to describe
the way the experiment was carried out, just in case someone else would
like to try the same thing. Second, the results are reported in terms of
theoretically meaningful variables, measured in ways that are themselves
justifiable in terms of the relevant theories (Kirk and Miller, 1986, pp. 1314.)
Although the vast majority of qualitative social scientists would certainly agree that the
objectivity o f the natural sciences is an admirable goal, direct replicability, rigorous
hypothesis testing and precise measurement of variables are often not relevant or
practicable in the type of studies they undertake. For reasons we have discussed, they are
also impractical here: the social and psychological phenomena we are concerned with
simply cannot be easily expressed in quantitative terms without sacrificing their human
essence and character.

Instead, qualitative social scientists achieve a high degree of

objectivity by adopting research practices which address reliability and validity — the
constituent elements of objectivity (Kirk and Miller, 1986, p. 14). Reliability is primarily
a matter of “whether a particular technique, applied repeatedly to the same object, would
yield the same result each time (Babbie, 1992, p. 129)” while validity “refers to the extent
to which an empirical measure adequately reflects the real meaning of the concept under
consideration (Babbie, 1992, p. 132; italics in original).”

The ‘real meaning’ of a
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concept, o f course, is always a matter of some conjecture and so validity is always a
relative issue.

Babbie (1992, p. 133) points out that in any type of social research there often exists a
fundamental tension between reliability and validity, and that the strain of trying to
maximize both goals often results in a trade-off between them. In the interests of trying
to achieve reliable (and easily replicable) measures which will increase the
generalizability of the findings to other individuals, settings and populations, one often
seeks to carefully operationalize and define the concepts, variables and measurements at
issue. This conceptual narrowness and high degree of specification enhances reliability
but limits validity by depriving concepts of their richness of meaning. Although this
persistent and inevitable dilemma is never fully resolved, Babbie (1992, pp. 134-35)
recommends that it be partially allayed by using multiple measures or by assessing
concepts along several dimensions.

Interviews and other field methods, when properly conducted, usually generate highly
valid data and richly detailed descriptions o f social and psychological phenomena
(Babbie, 1992; McCracken, 1986, 1988; Brinberg and McGrath, 1985; Kirk and Miller,
1986). They permit greater access to the deeper meanings of processes and interactions
than most quantitative methods, but due to the possibility of researcher bias, selective
observation, and subjective interpretation, they always implicate the risk o f diminished
reliability. Although I will revisit the issues of reliability and generalizability in greater
depth in the final chapter and discuss them at other points in this dissertation, it should be
noted here that because this is an exploratory study of psychological and social
phenomena which have not previously been well elaborated, the primary objective was to
achieve validity through description and interpretation.

This study deals with the

experiences of contemporary urban police officers in New York City, and the essential
question of whether the principles illuminated here can be readily generalized and applied
in other police settings and contexts is more properly addressed in subsequent studies.
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Interviews were the primary means of data collection in this study, and the specific
interview format and method of administration was based on the interview style Lifton
used in his explorations of similar death-related issues.

No matter its method of

collection, though, all the data was analyzed using Lifton's continuity-of-life model and
psychology of survival, and Lifton’s ‘shared themes’ approach was taken.

This

incorporation of Lifton's interview style, approach and perspective is entirely appropriate
given the fact that they derive from the same set o f interrelated theoretical bases and
assumptions (Strozier and Flynn, 1992), and have been successfully utilized in other
studies o f death-related matters, including a study of police death encounters (Henry,
1995).

The interview data was supplemented by participant observation activities.

These

included spending five extended tours of duty (a total of fifty hours) with Crime Scene
Unit technicians to observe the types of tasks and duties they perform as well as to
observe their interactions with other squad members and with Homicide Detectives and
uniformed officers at death scenes. I accompanied Crime Scene Unit technicians, rather
than Homicide Detectives or uniformed patrol officers, for several very pragmatic
reasons. First, I knew rather little about the specific technical aspects of their work and
about how they organize their activities to fulfill their responsibilities. The organization
o f work — for example the division of labor within teams -- can reveal a great deal
about those who do it.

Secondly, I was interested in observing various types of

interactions which occur at homicide scenes, and the tremendous number of death scenes
they visit, as compared to Homicide Detectives and patrol officers, seemed a likely way
to make the most efficient use of my time. Finally, this strategy gave me the opportunity
to observe and discuss their work and their emotional responses as the CSU technicians
were actually doing the work.

Other forms of direct observation included attending parts o f the criminal trial of an
individual charged with the murder of a police officer. This activity permitted me to
observe the testimony of practically every police officer testifying in the case and, at the
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conclusion of their testimony, to informally discuss the death event with them as well as
their reactions to it. I also attended the wakes and funerals of several officers killed in the
line of duty. Although I have attended many of these in the past, while collecting data for
this study I approached these events in somewhat different way:

I paid particular

attention to the police occupational culture’s rites and rituals with a view toward
understanding them in formative-symbolic terms.

‘Investigator as Instrument ’

My personal experiences and insights as a police officer — particularly those relating to
my own death encounters and my observations of police behavior through the years —
also informed the research.

This was both inevitable and desirable.

The notion of

"investigator as instrument" has been widely applied in the literature to emphasize the
fact that the interviewer "cannot fulfill qualitative research objectives without using a
broad range of his or her own experiences, imagination and intellect (McCracken, 1988,
p. 18)." The notion of self as instrument does not imply that the researcher substitutes,
projects or impresses his own experience upon that of the individual observed, but rather
is analogous to a “bundle o f possibilities, pointers and suggestions that can be used to
plumb the remarks o f a respondent.” Elements of one’s own experience and the practical
insights derived from them are a tool the researcher uses to seek points of correspondence
and divergence between his own experience and that of the respondent (McCracken,
1988, p. 19). Particularly when a researcher is working within his own subculture, these
practical reality-based experiences and insights facilitate conceptualization and analysis
because they help illuminate, interpret and organize interview data into similar conceptual
models. This seems especially true when the research issues are complex and nuanced.
By drawing upon my own practical experiences during the interviews and field
observations and by using them as a rough template with which to assess the officers’
behavior and experience, I gained important insights into their feelings and personalities
as well as my own.
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The interviewer who works within his own subculture "can make the interview do
powerful work. It is by drawing upon their understanding of how they themselves see
and experience the world that they can supplement and interpret the data they generate
(McCracken, 1988, pp. 11-12)."

At the same time, my familiarity with the police

subculture might have a deleterious impact on the research if I permitted it to blind me to
cultural assumptions and practices (McCracken, 1988, p. 12). This treacherous potential
was at least partially allayed by my sensitivity to and critical awareness o f the limitations
cultural familiarity can impose on research. Throughout the research process, I was quite
cognizant of, in McCracken's (1988) terms, the need to "manufacture distance" between
myself and the culture and the need to remain sensitive to the underlying taken-forgranted beliefs and assumptions submerged within it (p. 22-23). Manufacturing distance
refers not only to the limitations imposed by the researcher’s interpretation of submerged
meanings, but to the respondent’s expression of them as well.

Taken-for-granted

meanings are often expressed in aphorisms or code phrases which make little sense
outside the culture or which can have subtly different meanings depending upon the
context in which they are used. They can also be easily misconstrued by researchers.1

1 The phrase “back to command, no meal” illustrates this point. The term derives from a
superior officer’s discretionary ability to give officers working outside their usual
command (at parades, demonstrations or other details) an early dismissal from duty (i.e.,
‘an early blow’) or to require them to return to patrol duty at their command while
forfeiting their meal period. Depending upon the context in which it is used, this simple
phrase can refer concretely to such a dismissal, to the actions of a ‘by the book’
supervisor, to an event which spoils an otherwise pleasant aspect of duty, or to
management’s overall disregard for the welfare of officers. Similarly, an allusion to the
ubiquitous ‘Detective McCann’ - as in “the case was referred to Detective McCann” —
does not refer to a particular person but to a type of police-citizen interaction. At one
time, when a detective determined that the likelihood of solving a case was minimal but
the complainant continued to pester him about it, it was a common practice to inform the
complainant that the case had been assigned to Detective McCann. Every cop knew that
a person calling for Detective McCann (the name derives from a trash can) was to be
informed that he was in court, working another tour, or on vacation; in time, the
complainant would lose interest and stop calling. In a more general sense, the name of
this illustrious investigator is invoked to refer to any case or assignment in which a
citizen is ‘stroked.’ Police jargon is replete with such nuanced aphorisms.
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As suggested by McCracken (1988, p. 24), I frequently used conversational cues and
direct questions in an effort to have officers using such aphorisms articulate their
embedded meanings more precisely. I was also scrupulous in ensuring that my own
beliefs and assumptions did not obscure or constrain my objectivity, and used my
experience solely as an analytic tool: unless otherwise noted, my own experiences were
never used as a source of data in this dissertation.

The notion that the researcher must bring his own experiences, advocacies and
convictions to bear in qualitative interview research is central to Lifton’s method, which
demands that the researcher openly and honestly discuss the moral, intellectual and
psychological struggles encountered in conducting the research.

Claims to moral

neutrality in exploring profound issues are disingenuous, and they detract from the candor
as well as the intellectual and personal integrity of the research (Lifton, 1983, 1986).
Moral concerns are always implicated in explorations of profound issues, Lifton says, and
integrity demands that the researcher strike an appropriate balance between "advocacy"
and "detachment" in approaching them (Lifton, 1986, p. 14).

Advocacy and Detachment

In this research, personal and intellectual integrity demand that I briefly digress to
candidly address my own advocacies and convictions. My advocacy takes the form o f a
sincere concern for the welfare of fellow officers and a generally optimistic view of
police officers’ behaviors and motivations.

Notwithstanding my admitted areas of

cynicism, my familiarity with police officers over the course of a nineteen-year career
and my associations with them while growing up in a police family have confirmed rather
than eroded my belief that the overwhelming majority of officers are men and women of
good impulse who are often placed in psychologically, socially and morally untenable
positions. I am a cop, and I like cops.
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Having experienced the deaths of others — as a rookie patrol officer, as a plainclothes
Anti-Crime officer operating at the edges of homicide and suicide investigations, and as a
patrol Sergeant supervising activities at death scenes — and having reflected deeply on
these matters over the past several years, I am perhaps particularly attuned to the
emotions of other officers in relation to their death encounters. Over the course of my
career, I’ve also encountered objectively dangerous situations that threatened my own
survival and raised concerns about my own mortality. While I am an admitted advocate
for police officers and am sensitive to their emotions, my view is not encumbered or
obscured by simplistic romanticized concepts of cops or of the subculture we share. The
cynicism and skepticism accrued over nineteen years of police work have served me well
in the academic sphere, as has my training in the investigative aspects of building a
factually strong and legally viable criminal case. Like many other officers, I’ve learned
to accept little at face value, but rather to always probe beneath the surface for deeper
meaning or an ulterior motive. Scrupulous skepticism and rigor encourage objectivity,
and they were very much a part of this study.

In terms o f detachment, the staff position I’ve held for the past several years makes me a
de facto member o f management, and my knowledge of police operations is informed by
a somewhat broader and more holistic view than that of many other members of the
agency. Elizabeth Reuss-Ianni (1983) has argued persuasively that the notion of a police
culture actually subsumes a ‘street cop culture’ and a ‘management cop culture’ whose
subtle differences are distinguishable in terms of an incongruence in their value systems,
expectations, loyalties, status systems and mobilizing principles. Her conclusions and
observations are important and well-founded, and I reference them at other points in this
dissertation.

In this interpretation, my assignment casts me as a member of the

management culture although my heart is in the street cop culture. The personal and
career struggles I’ve encountered in trying to resolve the two bears upon the research
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methodology insofar as my position in this middle ground adds a distinct layer of
detachment from both.2

Subjectivity and Meaning

Lifton insists that objective interpretations of complex phenomena must not only proceed
from an understanding o f one’s own and others’ subjective experiences, but that the
interpretations must include the voices and perspectives of the individuals studied
(Strozier and Flynn, 1992). As Fontana and Frey (1994, p. 373) point out, an insistence
on including the voices and perspectives of others reflects a current trend in interviewing:
The “other” is no longer a distant, aseptic, quantified, sterilized, measured,
categorized, and catalogued faceless respondent, but has become a living
human being, usually a forgotten or an oppressed one... up to now
sociologically invisible, finally blossoming to full living color and coming
into focus as real persons, as the interviewer recognized them as such.
Also, in learning about the other we learn about the self. That is, as we
treat the other as a human being, we can no longer remain objective,
faceless interviewers, but become human beings and must disclose
ourselves, learning about ourselves as we try to learn about the other.
Throughout the research process I sought to incorporate the voices and experiences of the
officers who are the subject of this inquiry, to appreciate and convey their humanity, and
to bear witness to the way their lives and world-views were shaped by death encounters.
To interpret how these events influence shared images and symbolic relationships and
reveal the motivations and values of the police subculture, it is essential that we grasp the
officer’s subjective definition of the situations he encounters.

2 Because ‘management cops’ are more removed from the kind of situations that are
likely to involve death encounters, and because virtually all data was obtained from those
in an operational sphere, unless otherwise noted all references to the police subculture
should be construed as pertaining primarily to the ‘street cop’ culture.
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My status as a serving member of the NYPD helped me to grasp officers’ subjective
meanings and definitions, just as it helped me gain their trust and get honest answers
from them. The men and women I interviewed knew that I encountered situations and
events similar to their own, and this gave me a certain credibility another purely academic
researcher might not receive. Our common membership in the department also impacted
their trust in my assurances that the information they provided would be held in the
strictest confidence, since I stood to suffer a loss of credibility and professional standing
if I divulged sensitive information or engaged in any deception. While I am not aware
that any officer ‘checked me out’ or assessed my reputation for honesty and integrity with
other officers prior to our discussions, I was aware that my credentials as a cop — in
which operational units and precincts I had worked, for example — were o f more than
passing interest to some participants. Because several officers discretely inquired as to
my operational experience and bona fides as a street cop prior to our discussions, I made
it part of my repertoire to indirectly reference my cultural credentials as part of the pre
interview trust-building process.

The Interview Approach: Mutual Exploration

McCracken (1988) observed that the interview is one of the most powerful methods in the
qualitative researcher's repertoire precisely because it permits us to enter and explore the
individual's cognitive and emotional world and to glimpse the subjective images,
processes, categories and logic by which he or she organizes and makes sense of
experience (p. 9). No other method, according to Webb et al. (1966, p. 172-73) permits
the investigator to “swing his attention into so many different areas of substantive
content, often simultaneously, and also gather intelligence on the extent to which his
findings are hampered by population restrictions.” In Lifton's view, the interview is the
"fundamental approach to psychological knowledge" (Strozier and Flynn, 1992, p. 135)
and the "pragmatic core" o f his method (Lifton, 1986, p. 6). Although Lifton’s interview
style is adapted from the conventional psychoanalytic interview, it differs insofar as it
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rejects the classic psychoanalytic distinction between patient and therapist. Rather, this
interview style seeks to establish a relationship of mutuality in which experiences,
images, feelings and formative processes can be jointly explored in something resembling
an open dialogue.

Lifiton (1974, pp. 31-32) describes the relationship as
neither that of doctor and patient nor of ordinary friends, though at
moments it can seem to resemble either. It is more one of shared
exploration - mostly of the world of the person sought out but including a
great deal of give and take, and more than a little discussion of my own
attitudes and interests. It requires, in other words, a combination of
humane spontaneity and professional discipline.
While research o f this type may be undertaken in a therapeutic spirit, the interviewer
must never cast himself primarily in a therapeutic role. That is, while the interview
encourages the subject to discuss and express his feelings, and in elaboratingthem
perhaps gain insight into his

personal experiences, these potential benefits must be

separate and distinct from the goals of research. The researcher's goals — to collect
qualitative and perhaps some empirical data —can easily be obscured by the obligations
and commitments entailed in a therapeutic relationship.

Illumination and personal

growth may result from the interview, but the interviewer’s primary interest and emphasis
must be on collecting useful data.

Indeed, quite a few officers commented favorably and without prompting that the
interviews had therapeutic value, asserting that they gained insights into their own
feelings and behaviors as well as those of other officers. ‘I never thought about it much’
and ‘I never thought about it in this way before’ were frequent refrains during the
interviews. This was not simply a manifestation of the denial of death, since their images
and feelings were rather easily accessed and expressed.

The fact is that the police

officers’ world is full o f complexities and ambiguities which do not promote
introspection and self-analysis. The fast pace and, often, the rapid flow of novel images
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in policing permits little time or motivation for reflection or contemplation.

Police

officers are not ordinarily given the opportunity to explore profound experiences and
highly personal feelings with another officer in a confidential and supportive
environment, but I became quite used to seeing moments of self-discovery during the
interviews. The only officer who requested copies of the interview tapes, for example,
spoke directly to the interviews’ therapeutic benefit -- he joked that a psychiatrist would
charge one hundred dollars an hour for what I had done for free, but then stated in a more
serious way that he wanted to listen to the tapes again in order to give the issues more
thought. Another officer likened the interviews to a good session with his Alcoholics
Anonymous sponsor.

It is all to the good if some or even all the participants in this research project benefited
by gaining insight and perspective on their feelings and behaviors, but it must again be
emphasized that this was not one of the project’s goals or objectives. Stating that I did
not pursue a therapeutic goal and did not conceive of the participants as beneficiaries of
therapeutic intervention, though, begs the question of precisely how I did perceived our
relationship.

Throughout the project, I conceived of and referred to the officers as my collaborators in
a research endeavor, and openly addressed this position from the earliest stages o f contact
with them. A sense o f mutuality and collaboration provides the basis for a fuller and
ultimately more humane exploration of issues, at the same time it cements the bonds of
trust and expectations of confidentiality that are so essential to honest self-disclosure.
While the term “research subject” suggests a relationship in which one individual is
subordinated to the power and authority of another in order to be dispassionately
scrutinized or examined, collaboration implies a degree of reciprocity, empathy and
partnership for a joint intellectual effort. I therefore never conceived of or referred to the
research collaborators as ‘subjects.’
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I also eschewed the role of expert or therapist, making it clear that I sought access to their
experience in order to serve as a conduit for its expression — to honestly and humanely
explore the officers’ subjective worlds and bear witness to them in an honest and humane
way.

I candidly discussed my philosophy of collaboration with each officer,

acknowledging that although I stood to benefit from the dissertation’s completion I was
also deeply concerned that police officers as a group benefit from it as well. To the
extent that their witnessing sensitized others — academicians, clinicians and police
officers — to the psychological realities and struggles of police work, the collaborators
would be performing a service to all officers. This appeal to the greater good of police
officers was well-taken, as evidenced by the number of officers —those who I solicited to
participate as well as those with whom I casually discussed the overall project — who
spontaneously volunteered to assist me in the research.

The sense of mutuality and ethos of joint exploration I sought to achieve is an integral
part of Lifton’s shared themes approach. This approach is partly empirical, insofar as it
gathers data, partly phenomenological or formative insofar as it emphasizes gathering and
interpreting images that are simultaneously individual and collective, and partly
speculative or conceptual insofar as it combines interview material with other modes of
observation and analysis (Lifton, 1974, p. 32; Strozier and Flynn, 1992). The shared
themes approach is based in the classical psychoanalytic notion that what goes on inside
of people is most important, but its focus is less upon the individual than upon the
collective historical experience (Lifton, 1974, p. 31).

The shared themes approach

examines the "role of metaphors and images in the construction of narrative and the sense
of self and world" and elicits from them the "psychohistorical images held in common by
a group of people" —the commonalties which "shape personal and collective experience"
(Strozier and Flynn, 1992, p. 134). The approach thus emphasizes the recurring images
and meanings shared by members of groups who have had similar historical experiences.
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The Interview Technique

To explore the themes o f survivor psychology and officers’ death-related transformations,
I conducted structured and unstructured interviews with officers in each of the five
categories described earlier.

The number of interviews necessary to explore each

officer’s police-related death encounters varied as a function of his experience and tenure.
The rookie police officers I spoke to, for example, had generally experienced only one
death encounter during their limited careers, and the single encounter could easily be
explored in one interview of approximately an hour’s duration.

More experienced

officers necessarily required two or more interview sessions, and I spent as many as nine
hours interviewing a single officer. As a general rule with tenured officers, the interviews
were typically conducted in three stages, each session lasting an hour or more. The initial
round o f tape recorded interviews was structured by a formal interview protocol and
directed primarily toward the collection of basic empirical and descriptive data about the
facts and circumstances of the officers' exposures to death. The protocol's open-ended
questions were crafted to encourage a wide range of associations and images, but were
not so rigid as to preclude the pursuit of other potentially illuminating avenues that
opened spontaneously during our discussions. The open-ended format and flexibility of
the protocol facilitated the exploratory and conversational tone I tried to foster throughout
the interviews. While the initial interview sought to collect basic data, the second and
subsequent interviews examined and conceptually refined the shared themes and images
which emerged from the first, focusing upon and clarifying ambiguous or nebulous
responses to the initial protocol's questions. The follow-up interviews narrowed in on the
shared themes and explored in much greater depth the extent and dimension of
collaborators’ death encounters, the constellation of individual and shared images, and
their individual and collective meanings. I often revisited topics discussed in the earlier
interview and probed them in greater depth, a strategy which permits a greater density of
relevant data (Webb et al., 1966, p. 33).
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This technique combined the best and most productive features of structured and
unstructured interviewing.

Fontana and Frey (1994) point out that the structured

interview aims “at capturing precise data of a codable nature in order to explain behavior
within preestablished categories,” while unstructured interviews are “used in an attempt
to understand the complex behavior of members of society without imposing any a priori
categorization that may limit the field of inquiry (p. 366).” Highly structured interviews
rarely permit room for variation in the way questions are asked or answered, and because
they are geared toward minimizing quantitative error the interviewer is encouraged not to
deviate from the sequence or wording of questions, not to permit interruptions or
extended answers, and not to communicate his own thoughts, views or reactions (p. 36364). This style “often elicits rational responses, but it overlooks or inadequately assesses
the emotional dimension (p. 364).”

On the other hand, unstructured interviews permit access to a greater depth of meaning,
but they are more dependent upon the interviewer’s capacity to establish rapport.
Interviews are “more honest, morally sound, and reliable” when the interviewer can
interact “at the level of the respondent and engage in a ‘real’ conversation with ‘give and
take’ and empathic understanding.” This interactive style “treats the respondent as an
equal, allows him or her to express personal feelings, and therefore presents a more
‘realistic’ picture than can be uncovered using traditional methods (Fontana and Frey,
1994, p. 371).” Although I used the protocol to ensure that every issue was raised and
discussed with every collaborator, my overall tendency was toward a more unstructured
and relaxed interview style.

Thus the sequence in this research project moved from the collection of basic empirical
and personal history information using a structured interview style toward accessing the
emotions, feeling-states and transformations resulting from specific death events, to more
encompassing transformations of self and of world-view using a more spontaneous style.
It progressed, in other words, from ‘what happened’ to ‘how did it feel’ to ‘what does it
mean’ to the collaborator, both as a police officer and as an individual.
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The Interview Protocol

The interview protocol was conceptually developed through a process of careful
reflection on the issues which emerged from the literature review, from my own
experience,

and from my observations of police officers.

This

subjective

conceptualization process identified a range of experiences common to the police
experience which I believed could help discern and illuminate the shared themes and
psychological transformations. In order to make these subjective interpretations more
objective — and therefore more valid and reliable — I conducted a series of informal
and unstructured trial interviews with police officers with whom I am acquainted. These
officers were effectively precluded from participating in the actual research project by
virtue o f an existing personal friendship or professional relationship with me, and because
my goal at that point was to operationalize a viable protocol rather than to collect data for
the study their interviews were not recorded and I did not include their observations and
experiences in the dissertation per se. These informal discussions were geared toward
developing, expanding, and refining my preliminary subjective sense of the range of
issues and variables typically involved in police officers' death encounters, and they
pointed up suitable objective open-ended questions for inclusion in the interview
protocol. This process of trial interviews also allowed me to craft the specific language
of the interview protocol and to predict or evaluate the actual research participants'
interpretations of those questions.

It should also be noted that a slightly modified version of the protocol was prepared for
each category of officer. Each version was crafted to address the same research issues,
albeit with slightly different language to reflect the realities of the participants' tenures,
assignments, and task environments.

In keeping with the collaborative spirit and

conversational character o f the interviews and in order to avoid setting a mechanical and
perfunctory tone, I used the protocol as a springboard into the collaborators' subjective
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experience and as a sort of check list to ensure that all issues were addressed in each
interview. Therefore I typically did not read the questions verbatim from the protocol.
While I may have rephrased the question and tailored it to the flow of conversation and
the specific experience of the collaborator, every issue and question contained in the
protocol was addressed.

The Sample Frame

The sample frame for this study consisted entirely of serving or recently retired sworn
personnel in the New York City Police Department whose assignment and duties
qualified them as members of one of the five nominal categories. The decision to confine
this exploratory study to members of the New York City Police Department was shaped
by a number of practical, methodological and theoretical constraints, including my
familiarity with and access to members of the agency as well as the potential difficulty of
gaining access to other agencies and of achieving sufficient familiarity with the subtleties
and nuances o f their occupational cultures and task environments. The New York City
Police Department gave its approval to this research project, and the Police
Commissioner agreed to permit me to conduct confidential interviews with on-duty
officers.

As a general rule, I tried to schedule the tenured collaborators for three

interviews about one week apart. However, due to many collaborators’ rotating work
schedules and such ‘exigencies of the service’ as tour changes due to arrests and court
appearances, I frequently encountered logistical and scheduling problems requiring that
more than one week elapse between interviews. In a few instances several weeks elapsed
between interview sessions.

Because this project involved in-depth explorations and descriptions of subjective
psychological processes and does not aspire to the goal of absolute generalizability, it did
not require an extremely large sample.

Indeed, the important issue was not

generalizability but sample bias, which I addressed in my sampling technique. Strozier
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and Flynn (1992, pp. 137-38) observe that the depth and rigor o f Lifton's method have
permitted him to interview a small number of survivors but nevertheless obtain robust
data, and they comment that Lifton always takes pains to clarify for readers the number of
individuals interviewed.

In all, a total of nearly one hundred hours of tape recorded interviews took place. These
were supplemented with innumerable brief and less formally structured discussions with
collaborators and with experienced cops in a variety of assignments and task
environments. The formal interviews included more than twenty hours of interviews with
thirteen rookies, twenty-eight hours o f interviews with eight Sergeants, sixteen hours of
interviews with five Homicide Detectives, about eight hours of interviews with four
Crime Scene technicians, and more than 26 hours of interviews with seven Police
Survivor collaborators. It should be noted that while all the collaborators had the rookie’s
experience of a first DOA, and were therefore interviewed about those experiences,
several collaborators had other unique professional experiences that shed light on task
environments other than the one in which they currently operated. Thus one highly
experienced Sergeant, a former Homicide Detective and former field training officer for
rookies, provided personal insights into three task environments. Several collaborators in
different categories had worked in a precinct where an officer was murdered in the line of
duty, had investigated an officer’s suicide and/or a line-of-duty death, or had a close
personal relationship with a murdered officer. They were able to describe the kind of
events, feelings and emotions that take place around these events.

In addition, I spent over fifty hours observing and working with Crime Scene technicians
as they performed their duties, as well as observing their interactions with Homicide
Detectives and other officers at various kinds of violent death scenes including one in
which an officer killed an adversary in a gunfight.

I also attended the trial o f an

individual charged and ultimately convicted of a police officer’s line-of-duty murder, and
was able to examine the evidence and hear virtually all the police testimony in that case.
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Sampling Technique

To avoid sample bias, potential collaborators were identified using a purposive or
judgmental sampling technique, which Babbie (1992, p. G5; 292-93) describes as a kind
of non-probability sampling, appropriate for qualitative research, in which the researcher
selects individuals from an array of candidates based on his own judgements about which
ones will provide the most comprehensive understanding o f the subject and are
representative of the population. These judgements, in turn, are based upon an intuitive
feel for the subject that comes from extended observation and reflection.

As an

additional safeguard against sample bias, I incorporated a snowball sampling technique:
collaborators identified through judgmental sampling were asked to nominate additional
people for interviewing.

In each category o f officer other than rookie, I contacted officers who fit the category
definition, explained the study's goals and methods, assured them of confidentiality, and
solicited their participation as collaborators.

Every collaborator was also asked to

nominate other officers in his own or other categories whose experiences would be
valuable and informative, and I solicited those nominees to participate. This snowball
sampling process was repeated with each successive collaborator.

A slightly different (though equally non-biased) sampling technique was used to identify
rookie officers who might consent to be interviewed. The Police Academy’s recruit
training program includes a field training component in which recruit officers who have
successfully completed the majority of their training are assigned to supervised patrol
duties in precincts for a one-month period prior to graduation. They return to the Police
Academy at the conclusion of the field training component to assess their street
experience, to finish the remaining academic curriculum, and to take their final
examinations. Because they perform a range of patrol duties, some of the rookie officers
are exposed to deaths during field training.
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The Police Academy’s field training component provided a unique opportunity to
interview rookie officers who had a recent death exposure, and to select officers in a
completely non-biased fashion. I contacted the Academy and requested that they survey
the entire class o f 1,592 recruits to identify those who had an assignment which entailed
the death of another person. The Academy provided me with a list of 109 recruit officers
fitting these criteria, along with the recruit companies to which they were assigned. This
rudimentary survey revealed that almost seven percent of the recruit officers had a jobrelated death encounter during their first month o f operational police work.

I arbitrarily chose to conduct interviews on three successive weekdays and determined
which recruit companies were working day tours on the three days and were assigned to
Physical Education class at selected times.3 The officers who fit the criteria and who
were assigned to those companies -- about twenty-five in all — assembled in the
Academy’s library on the first weekday morning, and I explained the research project to
them as a group. All but three of the recruit officers volunteered to discuss their first
police-related exposure to the death of another person, and twelve of the volunteers were
given scheduled interview appointments.

The twelve were selected in an arbitrary

manner, specifically on the basis of their company number.

3 At the time this portion of the research was conducted, the Police Academy operated on
a seven-day basis and recruits were assigned to the same rotating “scooter chart” duty
schedule many patrol officers work. In the “scooter chart” cycle, officers work five day
tours followed by two days off, then five four-to-twelve tours with three days off.
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Ethical Considerations

Virtually all research projects involving human beings raise ethical issues and concerns,
and this dissertation was certainly not an exception. The research implicated a raft of
privacy issues including the manner in which sensitive personal data would be acquired
and discretely managed, as well as the exploration of experiences and emotions which
were potentially anxiety-provoking, and the fact that both the researcher and the
participants are members of the same police organization and police subculture added
another ethical dimension to the research. To ensure that my own substantial concerns
for the protection of participants' dignity and privacy as well as the academic norms of
ethical research are satisfied, I incorporated a variety of measures into the research design
to ensure that it was conducted in an entirely ethical and principled manner.

Academic norms of ethical research impose several burdens and constraints on the
researcher, including the demand that participants are volunteers who are fully apprised
o f the purpose and intended uses of the research project before any data is collected from
them, and that no harm come to the participants (APA, 1982; Babbie, 1992; Punch, 1993;
1994).

The canons of ethical research also impose strict limitations on the use of

deception and demand the project be approved by an impartial Human Subjects Research
Committee. No deception was involved in this research, and the project was approved by
the City University’s Human Subjects Research Committee. In the interests of informed
consent, a research ethics protocol modeled after one suggested by McCracken (1988) for
use in interviews was prepared and signed copies were obtained from all collaborators
prior to their first interviews. In line with Punch’s (1994) suggestion, the protocol also
informed collaborators their comments might be quoted in the dissertation and any other
research papers derived from it, but in no case would they be identified. As noted, all
collaborators were volunteers, and they received no tangible benefit or reward as an
inducement to participate.
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The American Psychological Association also requires researchers to consider the
potential costs and benefits to participants (1982, p. 27) and imposes a responsibility for
the researcher to protect their welfare during and in some cases after the research process.
Although the study’s subject might at first glance appear likely to engender some minor
anxiety or distress, the issues were explored in a supportive and sensitive manner.
Moreover, since the collaborators were police officers who exist in a high stress
environment, the potential anxiety or discomfort their recollections might conjure pales in
comparison to many of the day-to-day activities they routinely undertake. The protocol
reflects the fact that collaborators were cautioned they might experience some anxiety or
recall unpleasant memories, it assured them they could discontinue the interview at any
time, and, if necessary, arrangements would be made for them to access professional
counseling services at no cost to them. Although the situation never arose, I would have
unilaterally discontinued an interview if I observed signs o f excessive anxiety or distress.

Confidentiality and Discrete Management o f Data

In essence, confidentiality in research means that the researcher is able to identify the data
provided by a given individual, but promises not to do so publicly (Babbie, 1992, p. 467).
I undertook a number o f tactics to ensure that the norm of confidentiality was not
compromised, and apprised the participants of the steps I took to ensure it. A single
master list cross-referencing the participant's name with an identification number and a
pseudonym was created, and it remained under my sole and secure control.

The

participant's name did not appear on any document other than the master list and the
ethics protocol, and only identification numbers appeared on the audiotape cassettes and
written interview notes. No descriptors or unique data which might tend to identify a
particular individual appear in the dissertation, and individuals are identified by
pseudonyms or identification numbers.
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Participants were assured that the interview data -- the audiotapes, research notes and
other documentation —would be protected from scrutiny by the Police Department or by
any individual. The tapes, notes, master list and signed ethics protocols were stored in a
locked file cabinet in my home for the duration of the research, and were available only to
me.

Nominal Categories o f Research Collaborators

Up to this point in the dissertation, I have mentioned or alluded to the fact that data was
collected from five nominal categories of officers operating in four task environments.
Because this chapter deals with the methods and strategies used to collect data, it is
appropriate here to operationally define the four task environments and five nominal
categories.

This study examined the death-related experiences, imagery and psychological
transformations common to contemporary urban police officers, but more specifically it
sought to further illuminate these psychological features by comparing and contrasting
the ways that different task environments — different sets of officially prescribed duties
and responsibilities the officers perform in relation to a death event

— shape the

individual and collective psychohistorical experience. Notwithstanding the tremendous
number of variables that can shape the subjective impact of a death event, it is possible to
identify and operationally define four task environments in which police officers are
exposed to death and to describe some of the variables typically present in each
environment. The operational definitions and brief task environment descriptions listed
below were based upon an examination of the duties and responsibilities required of
officers under the NYPD’s Patrol Guide, as well as upon my experience and observation
o f officers within each nominal category.
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Rookie Police Officers:

By virtue o f his limited tenure and limited experience as a police officer, the rookie patrol
officer has usually attended few death scenes, but these exposures may encompass a
range o f causes and circumstances of death since patrol officers and patrol Sergeants are
required to respond to all deaths occurring outside medical facilities. The instrumental
duties they are required to perform are fairly complex, though, and may be emotionally
taxing. The Patrol Guide allocates some administrative tasks and notifications to the first
officer arriving at the death scene and allocates others to the Patrol Supervisor, but in
practice they are often performed by an available rookie officer whether or not he or she
was actually the first officer at the scene.

Various items of paperwork must be

completed, and regulations require that a chain of custody over the human remains and its
effects must be maintained. They also require that a preliminary investigation into the
cause and circumstances of death be conducted pending a determination by Medical
Examiner’s Office personnel that the remains can be released from police custody. The
entire process can be quite protracted, and the rookie is often required to remain in close
proximity to the corpse for a prolonged period. The corpse and the death scene must be
searched, and personal effects must often be removed from the body and vouchered.
Official notification of the death must be made to next of kin (except in the case o f a
homicide, where this responsibility is sometimes assumed by detectives. All these duties
are typically relegated to a rookie officer, and their traumatic impact may be exacerbated
or mediated by factors which include the presence or absence of the deceased’s friends or
relatives as well as other police officers and the extent and quality o f personal interaction
the officer has with them, as well as the circumstances of death and the state of
decomposition in which the corpse is found.

For the purposes of this research, "Rookie Officers" were operationally defined as:
New York City Police Department officers in the rank of Probationary
Police Officer who have been assigned to patrol duties for a period o f not
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more than one year, and who have been assigned on at least one occasion
to an aided case involving a dead human body.

Patrol Sergeants:

Patrol officers and Patrol Sergeants are required to attend the same types o f death events,
although they differ in the frequency and duration o f their respective death exposures.
Patrol Sergeants are mandated to attend all death scenes occurring within their precinct
during their tour of duty, but their duties are not extensive and they generally remain at
the scene for a relatively short period of time. The patrol Sergeant's interactions at the
scene are primarily with other police personnel, and revolve primarily around his
supervisory duties — interaction with witnesses or the deceased’s friends or relatives is
infrequent and may be largely superficial. The Sergeant's role and duties at the death
scene are brief and highly routinized, and are typically limited to witnessing the patrol
officer’s search of the corpse and the premises and endorsing the requisite forms and
reports prepared by the officer.

For the purposes of this research, "Patrol Sergeants" are operationally defined as:
New York City Police Department officers in the rank of Sergeant who
have been assigned to patrol duties for at least one year, and who have
been assigned on at least one occasion to an aided case involving a dead
human body.

Homicide Detectives:

Detectives attend significantly fewer death scenes than either rookies or patrol Sergeants,
since they are not typically summoned to deaths which are clearly the result of natural
causes. The deaths they attend are generally of the more grotesque and macabre type —
homicides, suicides and deaths by other violent (if accidental) means. Once summoned
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to these death events, Homicide Detectives may remain in close proximity to the corpse
for a significant period of time while they conduct their preliminary investigation at the
scene.

Although Homicide Detectives are required to perform certain administrative

tasks and prepare various reports which might contribute to the process of routinizing
death, these chores are typically completed at the office at some later point in time.

Detectives at a death scene often have fairly extensive physical contact with the dead
body, and they interact substantially with witnesses and with the deceased’s friends or
relatives in order to gather the information necessary to solve the case. This interaction
often continues over the course of their investigation and well into any criminal
proceedings which result. Detectives usually conduct an extensive investigation into the
victim's background, lifestyle and relationships and often come to possess a great deal of
intimate knowledge about the victim. In this sense, Homicide Detectives may develop a
kind o f relationship with the victim, and the potential exists that they will come to
identify with the victim in various ways.

The relationship between homicide

investigators and the victim's family or friends can be distinguished from the
relationships developed by other officers involved in the case by its depth, intensity and
duration.

It is also worth noting that homicides in New York City are jointly investigated by
precinct detectives and homicide specialists -- the precinct detective who "catches" the
case and has the responsibility to bring it to closure is often teamed with a detective
assigned solely to assist in homicide investigations.

Both precinct detectives and

homicide specialists were interviewed in this research.

For the purposes of this research, "Homicide Detectives" are operationally defined as:
New York City Police Department officers in the rank of Detective or
higher rank who have been assigned to perform or supervise general
investigative duties or specialized homicide investigations for a period of
at least one year, and who have conducted or supervised at least one
homicide investigation.
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Crime Scene Unit Technicians:

The duties of Crime Scene Unit technicians are predominantly technical in nature, in that
these specialists are tasked with the identification, collection, documentation and
processing of forensic evidence at the death scene.

Crime Scene personnel do not

ordinarily attend death scenes other than those which a preliminary investigation has
determined to be by homicidal, suicidal or suspicious means. The deaths they attend are
therefore often extraordinary, macabre and grotesque deaths resulting from instrumental
violence. The particular tasks and responsibilities they undertake are specific to the case
itself, but generally include photographing the scene and examining the corpse, dusting
for fingerprints, creating a precise crime scene sketch, and the collection and preliminary
processing of various items o f forensic evidence. Because none of the scientific or
technical tasks performed by Crime Scene personnel implicitly require interaction with
witnesses or with the victim's family and friends, they are unlikely to develop meaningful
relationships with them.

While the number of homicide cases a precinct detective or homicide specialist handles
may be comparatively small, NYPD statistics indicate that the average Crime Scene
specialist responds to several dozen homicides, suicides or suspicious deaths annually.

For the purposes of this research, "Crime Scene Technicians" are operationally defined
as:
New York City Police Department officers in the rank of Police Officer or
Detective who have been assigned to the Department's Crime Scene Unit
for a period of at least one year and who have collected forensic evidence
from at least one homicide scene.
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Police Survivors:

At some point in their career, officers in any enforcement capacity or task environment
may encounter a situation in which deadly physical force is directed against them or
another officer present, or where they use deadly physical force against another person.
Some o f these encounters result in death. The ambiguous nature o f these situations and
the multiplicity o f factors and variables that may define it conspire to defy attempts to
neatly or simply classify them. Police officers may encounter a deadly force situation at
almost any time, in almost any place.

For the purposes of this research, "Police

Survivors" are operationally defined as:
New York City Police Department officers who have had a profound
encounter with their own mortality as the result of actively participating in
or witnessing a mortal combat situation in which another person died, but
who themselves remained alive.

Conclusion

Up to this point in this dissertation, we have conducted a basic review o f the academic
literature as it relates to various death work occupations, examined some basic
dimensions of police officers’ exposures to death and their duties in relation to death
events, outlined the fundamental principles of the formative-symbolic or continuity-oflife paradigm and the psychology of survival, and described the methodological strategies
used to collect data.

It is now time to turn our attention to the data, and to begin

exploring the substantive issues that are the central concern of this research: how various
kinds o f death encounters shape the contemporary urban police officer’s experience and
his self identity. We begin our exploration in the following chapter with a formativesymbolic interpretation o f police socialization and the initial formation o f the police self
identity.
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Chapter 5
‘Becoming a Cop:’ Basic Social and Psychological Processes

The social and psychological worlds of the rookie police officer are in large measure
shaped by the officer’s involvement in a fundamental transformative process in which he
struggles with a raft of potentially conflicting social roles, each with its own set of unique
rules, norms and prescribed or proscribed behaviors. The transformative process is a
central feature of the new officer’s quest to develop viable personal and occupational
identities and to integrate them in a cohesive sense of self, and this process of
transforming identity involves incorporating the images provided by police experience.
The psychological struggle to incorporate new images and forms in order to resolve and
make sense o f the conflicts and ambiguities that characterize police work may begin even
before entry into the police academy, but it typically endures through the initial training
and socialization process and well into or even beyond the police career. The effort to
resolve conflicting social roles, to decipher police work’s ambiguities, to cope with its
physical, emotional, social and ethical demands, and to define a personal identity as a
police officer may, in fact, become a life-long undertaking for those who choose police
work as a career.

This array of struggles and conflicts shapes and affects the rookie’s everyday activities,
experiences and feelings, and they infiltrate the rookie’s thoughts and behaviors both onand off-duty. The struggle to resolve and integrate these diverse images becomes an
impetus for adopting police-like behaviors and attitudes, and the rookie is motivated to
emulate the attitudes and behaviors he perceives in police role models in order to project
the appearance or illusion of comfortability with his new social role. The process of
radically redefining the self thus begins with emulation and conformance of the
outwardly presented self, but is not complete until new elements of the police self are
incorporated and incompatible elements of the civilian self are restructured in a way that
diminishes their relative importance to the overall identity.

These more immanent
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elements of the police identity are acquired primarily through the images acquired in jobrelated experience, including death encounters.

This gradual process of becoming a police officer — of altering the contours of the
existing ‘civilian self through the integration of new images, forms and constellations —
is essentially a formative-symbolic process, albeit a process that is greatly influenced by
the social context in which it takes place.

Police work and police socialization

experiences present the individual with a host of new and unique images that combine
with existing forms and constellations, ultimately altering them in profound ways.
Eventually, this continual symbolizing process transforms the individual’s core identity:
a somewhat different symbolization of self emerges as the sum of all the individual’s
images, old and new.

Because the new self identity develops through ongoing

symbolization, the rookie officer experiences the same sense of vitality that accompanies
any process of creating and re-creating viable new images, forms and constellations. This
vitalizing process is implicitly rewarding, but it can be made all the more meaningful
when the images connect with one or more of the symbolic modes of immortality or with
the elements o f connection, integrity and movement that are involved in the overall
struggle toward vitality and against formlessness.

Further, the new officer’s transformation of self can help alleviate many of the social, role
and identity conflicts he faces at the beginning of the police socialization process. As the
new sense of self emerges, the officer forges new and meaningful connections and
relationships, he experiences a satisfying sense of movement toward achieving his career
aspirations, and he begins to find a kind of integrity or consonance between the idealized
self (i.e., the self-as-police-officer he desires to become) and his actual self. Like the
police socialization process that integrates and moves the young officer toward a
vitalizing membership in the police culture, the psychological process of growing toward
the police self-identity is in large measure a struggle against the formlessness and anomie
that confronts the newly appointed officer.
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Because the images and experiences a rookie officer encounters during the socialization
process take place in a personal context of great social conflict, it is important to
understand how these conflicts play out and how the rookie officer seeks to resolve them
in his work. This is important not only because the social conflicts shape the overall
contours of the officer’s persona but because they are clearly manifested in the first death
encounter. In interviewing my collaborators, I found that the same pervasive themes of
conflict, ambiguity and struggle to create identity — in both the psychological and social
dimensions — that characterize the overall rookie experience also resonated within their
narratives o f the first death encounter. Because the first death encounter is in itself a
profound socializing experience and a psychologically important point of passage along
the rookie’s path to acquiring a professional identity, it constitutes a microcosm through
which many o f the larger conflicts can be glimpsed.

Clearly, the process of ‘becoming’ a police officer — of acquiring a police self-identity
and being recognized and accepted by others as a police officer — involves the interplay
o f social and psychological factors, and the social context should not be ignored. The
social conflicts and pressures the rookie faces have multiple dimensions: involve the
rookie’s relationships with his family and friends as well as his relationships with other
officers and the civilian clientele encountered in his work. The conflicts and pressures
alter his social relationships with all these people, and in terms o f his internal
psychological life they shape and affect his evolving sense of a professional or
occupational self. In this chapter, my goal is to delineate the social settings and contexts
that shape the images and experiences involved in the rookie’s overall identity change. In
the next chapter, we will more closely examine how the images specifically provided in
death encounters take the process a step further in forging the police self.
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Conflict and Ambiguity in Social Relationships

The processes of police socialization and of recasting personal identity may actually
begin long before the recruit enters the police department’s employ: the transformations
often begin with the conscious decision to consider a career in policing, since the very act
of publicly announcing one’s intended or hoped-for career is an often risky articulation of
one’s commitment to a set o f beliefs and to a lifestyle which inevitably sets the candidate
apart from the body politic. Publicly articulating a desire to become a cop is often the
first step toward redefining the social relationship between self and other, and depending
on how others respond to his decision the articulation may be the police aspirant’s first
experience with the social conflicts he will face throughout his police career.

The rookie’s conflicts are firmly rooted in ambiguity — both in terms of personal
ambivalence or lingering uncertainty about the career choice and in terms of society’s
inconsistent attitudes toward police work and police officers. Bonifacio (1991, p. 23)
maintains that “(v)irtually from the day he enters the police academy, the police officer is
the target of ambivalence from just about everyone. He is confronted by ambivalent
messages from the public, from the police department itself, from his family and friends,
and from fellow officers.” This ambivalence may “take the form of ‘mixed’ or ‘double’
messages” and the officer may even endure countervailing “feelings of admiration and
contempt, affection and hostility, love and hate from the same individual at almost the
same time (p. 23).” Public ambivalence is an important psychological factor in shaping
the officer’s world, Bonifacio (1991, p. 24) says, and it stems from the tremendous power
and authority police officers wield as well as from the element of perceived or real danger
that pervades their world.

As Bittner (1980 p. 6-7) points out, police work is a tainted occupation in the public’s
view, and the historic origins of the stigma are buried in the distant past.

While

contemporary police may no longer “represent the underground aspects of tyranny and
political oppression (p. 6),” they nevertheless continue to maintain a monopoly on the
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legitimate use of non-negotiable coercive force in society, and the vestiges of old
attitudes endure:
the mythology of the democratic polity avidly recounts the heroic combat
against the police agents of the old order. But even if the police officer of
today did not evoke the images of the past at all, he would still be viewed
with mixed feelings, to say the least. For in modem folklore, too, he is a
character who is ambivalently feared and admired, and no amount of
public relations can entirely abolish the sense that there is somewhat of the
dragon in the dragon-slayer (p. 7).
Indeed, Bittner’s (1980) entire analysis and perspective on the social role of the police
rests in their monopoly on the legitimate exercise of non-negotiable coercive force. In an
earlier article, Bittner (1974) points out that the police mandate to impose or coerce a
solution upon emergent problems they encounter is extremely broad, and in fact “extends
to every kind of emergency, without any exceptions whatsoever (p. 17).”
I am saying more than merely that patrolmen, like everyone else, will
suspend the performance of assigned tasks to turn to some extraordinary
exigency. While everyone might respond to the call of an emergency, the
policeman’s vocational ear is permanently and specifically attuned to such
calls, and his work attitude throughout is permeated by preparedness to
respond to it, whatever he might be doing (emphasis in original, p. 25).
Bittner (1974) summarizes a long and quite diverse list of potential police involvements,
noting they have in common the fact of “something-that-ought-not-to-be-happening-andabout-which-someone-had-better-do-something-now! (emphasis in original, p. 26).” The
police officer is, in formative-symbolic terms, expected to respond immediately and
forcefully with appropriate enactment to the images he encounters in a wide range of
exigent and emergent situations, many of which involve the potential for great personal
danger or significant emotional costs. Regardless of the physical danger or the emotional
costs involved, the officer’s role, his mandate and his professional identity demand
appropriate enactment under very difficult conditions.
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A policeman is always poised to move on any contingency whatever, not
knowing what it might be, but knowing that far more often than not he
will be expected to do something. The expectation to do something is
projected on the scene, the patrolman’s diagnostic instinct is heavily
colored by it, and he literally sees things in the light o f the expectation that
he somehow has to handle the situation (emphasis in original, p. 29).
Skolnick (1994) argues persuasively in a similar vein that danger, authority and the
potential for violence are defining features of the officer’s ‘working personality,’ and
Westley’s (1953; 1956; 1970) seminal work also illuminates the centrality of violence
and secrecy in policing as well as the isolating impact violence and secrecy have upon the
police culture. In fleshing out the police officer’s ‘working personality,’ Skolnick (1994)
alludes to the simultaneous sense of attraction and aversion that danger, violence and
authority holds for the public as well as for the police. Because police specialize in
dealing with the type of dangerous situations the public fears, Skolnick (1994) argues,
danger and the potential for violence set police apart from society, intensify public
estrangement and resentment, and galvanize the police culture’s solidarity and insularity.
Police must cope not only with public ambivalence rooted in danger and authority, but
with internal ambiguities as well. Skolnick (1994) comments that the “police officer, as a
personality, may well enjoy the possibility of danger, especially its associated excitement,
while fearing it at the same time (p. 46).” Officers experience a kind of ambiguity or
internal conflict in relation to danger, he says, but they do not “necessarily emphasize the
peril associated with their work when questioned directly and may even have well
developed strategies of denial. The element of danger is so integral to an officer’s work
that explicit recognition might induce emotional barriers to work performance (p. 46).”

Arthur Niederhoffer (1967) also wrote extensively about the experience of ambiguity and
anomie at various stages of the police career and about the social and psychological
conflicts officers encounter while interacting with the public and the department. He
observed that the young officer’s initial sense of idealism is rather quickly eroded and
replaced with a protective mantle of cynicism as he struggles to harmonize the seemingly
insuperable ambiguities presented by police work. The images of optimistic idealism that
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may have impelled the officer toward a police career are never completely lost or
extinguished, however; they remain with the officer but become a less prominent feature
o f his identity and his outwardly-presented self. The seeming paradox of the hard-edged
officer who is nevertheless capable (at times) of performing acts o f great kindness and
altruism can be explained in terms of the durability of idealistic images and
constellations:

these images and constellations remain below the surface of the

outwardly-presented police self and they can easily be reanimated by vitalizing
experiences, especially those tied to connection with others and matters of personal
integrity. Interviews with collaborators as well as my own observations point to the fact
that these acts o f kindness often take place in non-public settings, and that some officers
— perhaps especially younger officers — are somewhat embarrassed when they are
‘caught’ performing an altruistic good deed. Their embarrassment can be attributed to
informal role demands prescribing that cops present a stoic aura of strength and
detachment in public settings. This paradox or duality -- the perceived need to balance
stoic professional detachment with compassionate and humane behavior — resonated
throughout my collaborators’ narratives.

The literature of police cynicism, which is primarily based in sociological analysis,
reveals both that measurable levels of cynicism vary at different stages of the police
career and that cynicism tends to correlate with the degree of ambiguity and role conflict
present in the officer’s occupational life. Niederhoffer (1967) and other investigators
(Lotz and Regoli, 1977; Wilt and Bannon, 1976; Regoli, 1976; Singer, Singer and Bums,
1984; Regoli, Crank and Rivera, 1990) consistently found that measurable cynicism
increases rapidly during police academy training, continues on a more gradual upward
cline for the first several years o f service, and then levels off before declining in the later
stages o f the career as the officer comes to find greater comfortability with social conflict,
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ambiguity and anomie. More specifically, Niederhoffer’s (1967) work1showed that over
the course of a typical twenty-year career, the tendency to maintain a cynical outlook
eventually reverses and officers move toward increased idealism in their last four or five
years o f service. Police cynicism is certainly a sociologically complex dynamic, but it
has psychological components as well. In terms o f the formative-symbolic paradigm, we
might say that in conjunction with increased social comfortability, police experience
eventually provides images that broaden the officer’s concept of his role to permit
altruistic acts as well as images that reanimate his dormant idealistic constellations.

Niederhoffer (1967) encapsulated the public’s ambivalence toward the police officer and
its rootedness in the officer’s power in this way:
The policeman is a “Rorschach” in uniform as he patrols his beat. His
occupational accouterments - shield, nightstick, gun, and summons book
— clothe him in a mantle of symbolism that stimulates fantasy and
projection. Children identify with him in the perennial game of “cops and
robbers.” Teen-agers in autos stiffen with compulsive rage or anxiety at
the sight o f the patrol car. To people in trouble the police officer is a
savior. In another metamorphosis the patrolman becomes a fierce ogre
that mothers conjure up to frighten their disobedient youngsters. At one
moment the policeman is a hero, the next, monster (p. 1).
The rookie police officer has certainly chosen an occupation and a social role imbued
with inherent and unavoidable conflict, but these conflicts extend well beyond the
public’s potential antagonism or appreciation. On a more personally meaningful level,
the recruit, the rookie and the tenured officer may continually encounter a similar
constellation of conflicting attitudes

— ranging from respect and admiration to

ambivalence or outright hostility — from friends and family members.

1 Niederhoffer’s basic research was conducted as part of his 1962 doctoral dissertation, in
which he developed a police cynicism scale and administered it to New York City Police
officers in various assignments and at various career stages. The remarkable consistency
o f his results in successive replications in so many agencies speaks to the durability o f the
fundamental conflicts shaping the cynical attitude among police.
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Conflict and Ambiguity in Personal Relationships

Skolnick (1994) agrees that the conflicts of the police role, especially those involving
danger and authority, impact upon personal relationships by promoting social isolation
and police solidarity. The dangerous aspects of police work make the officer suspicious
and distrustful o f others and “especially attentive to signs indicating a potential for
violence and lawbreaking,” even when off-duty in social settings. This attentiveness to
images of violence and lawbreaking — which may become manifest in hypervigilance2 - is the basis for what Skolnick (1994) calls the ‘symbolic assailant’ — a constellation
that also serves as an anticipatory model for action. In formative-symbolic terms, these
individuals present an image or set of images that animate the constellation, raising the
officer’s suspicions and mobilizing his senses to prepare for some kind of action.
Skolnick (Skolnick, 1994) goes on to point out that the danger inherent in the
character of police work makes an officer less desirable than others as a
friend, because norms of friendship implicate others in the officer’s work.
Accordingly, the element of danger isolates the police socially from that
segment o f the citizenry that they regard as symbolically dangerous and
also from the conventional citizenry with whom they identify. The
element of authority reinforces the element of danger in isolating the
police (p. 42).
Bonifacio (1991) alludes to the young officer’s sense of estrangement when friends begin
to regard him differently:

2 The tactical considerations cops learn on the job also become habituated and intrude
upon their personal off-duty lives. Experienced cops will often peer through a store
window before entering, lest they be taken unawares by a ‘dangerous’ or criminal
situation unfolding inside. Other manifestations include standing to the side when
knocking on a door (someone may shoot them through the door) and insisting on a seat
that allows them to watch those entering and leaving a bar or restaurant. These and other
ritualistic off-duty behaviors can be (and often are) a source of annoyance and concern for
friends and family members.
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One of the most frequently reported occupational hazards of police work is
that the officer’s friends treat him differently once he joins the department.
Even as a recruit he finds some friends are reassessing their relationship
with him because he is no longer the friend they knew —he has become a
cop. Once sworn in, he may be told that he cannot be invited to parties
because some guests may do drugs there and the host does not want them
to risk being arrested by the police officer. Another common experience is
having friends refer to the cop in the past tense: “You were a nice guy, but
now that you’re a cop I don’t know how I feel about you.” Those friends
who continue to maintain their relationship with the police officer also
express ambivalent feelings toward him (pp. 36-7).

As evidenced by the tremendous number and variety of television shows and films
reputedly depicting the realities of police work, there exists a great public appetite for
‘inside’ information about the world of the police officer, which is often seen as
mysterious and exciting. This appetite does not always translate into an appreciation for
police officers, nor does it seem to be based in a true intellectual quest for understanding
the complexities of police work.

Instead, public interest in police work tends to be

voyeuristic, vicarious, and laden with overtones of cautious misgivings and latent or overt
resentment.
Because they are posted on the perimeters of order and justice in the hope
that their presence will deter the forces of darkness and chaos, because
they are meant to spare the rest of the people direct confrontations with the
dreadful, perverse, lurid, and dangerous, police officers are perceived to
have powers and secrets no one else shares. Their interest in and
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competence to deal with the untoward surrounds their activities with
mystery and distrust (Bittner, 1980, p. 7).3
Every police officer has at one time or another been present at a social gathering where
other guests display great interest, tinged with elements of fascination and revulsion, for
the type of work police do and the darker side of human existence they often witness.
Police are frequently pressed to describe their work or to relate ‘war stories’ about their
experiences, and questions often revolve around how realistically a particular television
series portrays police work. Paradoxically, the same kind of simultaneous fascination and
revulsion that underlies a great deal of the public’s interest in police — an interest

3 The extent to which Bittner’s (1980, p. 7) description infiltrates the police psyche can
be seen in the images and symbols some units or precincts adopt. In particular, we can
see how their position “on the perimeters of order and justice” and their battles to “deter
the forces o f darkness and chaos” are reflected in what we might call the ‘fortress
mentality.’ The embattled 41st Precinct in the Bronx gained notoriety as ‘Fort Apache’
in a book written by its former Captain that was subsequently made into a controversial
film o f the same name. Other precincts adopted, with a modicum of self-mockery, such
enduring names as ‘Fort Despair,’ ‘The Alamo,’ and ‘Fort Surrender.’ Most germane to
our exploration of death imagery, though, is Brooklyn’s 73rd Precinct, known as ‘Fort Z.’
While many officers today believe the name alludes in some way to being ‘at the end of
the line,’ old-timers know the precinct was originally dubbed ‘Fort Zindemeuf’ — a
reference to the doomed fort in the Foreign Legion film Beau Geste, in which the major
themes are brotherly loyalty, honor, sacrifice and treachery. Movie buffs will recall how
the desert garrison, essentially written off as expendable by superiors and commanded by
a brutal and sadistic Sergeant, was separated from relief forces and attacked by an
overwhelming surrounding force. The film’s climactic image is particularly powerful and
evocative of the police officer’s sense of integrity and connection in the face of
separation, stasis and disintegration, as well as his sense of irony and cynicism: a relief
column arrives to find the ‘infidels’ have given up their attack on the indomitable outpost,
and as they enter the fort they find the entire command dead but still propped at the
parapets. Even in death, there is integrity: the heroic troops have repelled the forces of
chaos and fulfilled their duty.
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experienced officers often deride as ‘buff stuff4 -

may also have initially attracted the

police aspirant toward his own career choice. The opportunity to vicariously or actually
experience images from the side of human existence has a powerful draw, and this
attraction was evinced in many of the interviews I conducted.

In particular, several

detectives commented on the status afforded them when people at parties or informal
social gatherings learn they are homicide detectives. As one opined, most people are far
less interested in meeting a Chief or even the Police Commissioner than they are in
meeting a real homicide detective.

Doctors, lawyers and others in high-status

professions, he said, are inevitably in awe of the homicide detective. The same basic
conferral o f status seems to apply for other police ranks as well.

As we will see in

subsequent chapters, the intrusive nature of the police role gives legitimacy to many
officers' excursions into the macabre.

In pressing their demands for ‘inside’ information on the mysteries of police work,
civilians subtly confer some measure of expert status and upon the officer, and this
attention can have quite an impact on young officers whose police identity has not yet
solidified. This seems especially true of rookie officers who have not yet earned respect
and status from their peers but are clearly seen as full-fledged police officers by naive
civilians who fail to appreciate or distinguish their relatively low status in the police
world. Civilians will often draw an officer out for his ‘expert’ opinions on crime and
criminal justice matters, but the tone and tenor of such conversations often change
direction quickly. The officer may have to vigorously defend his opinions or the actions
o f other officers to a civilian who cannot or will not understand the reality the officer
knows. In time, the officer may learn the hard way that in order to avoid this kind of
4 A ‘b u ff is a citizen with a great interest and some knowledge about police work. For
the most part, buffs have a strong positive regard for cops, they often sprinkle their
speech with police jargon, and in almost a fawning way they have a seemingly insatiable
appetite for police ‘war stories’ and other ‘inside information.’ While their inquiries may
confer some status upon the rookie, experienced cops generally regard them as pests and
dismiss them as ‘wannabes,’ largely because they’ve never had direct police experience.
They want to be ‘part o f the club,’ but they haven’t paid their dues. Buffs also seem
particularly fascinated with the elements of power, danger and authority in police work.
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conflict it is often simpler not to reveal his occupation or even to lie about it in casual
social interactions. At the same time a young officer is solidifying and coming to terms
with his role and his occupational identity, he learns not to proffer that self in casual offduty encounters.

Given the public’s fascination for the sordid side of policing and the potentially macabre
aspects of the police experience, it should not be surprising that many of the questions
posed at social gatherings concern images of violence, death and mayhem. It is not at all
uncommon for a civilian to initiate conversation by inquiring whether an officer has ever
killed someone or been shot at, and to betray some vague disappointment upon learning
that he has not. Between police officers, on the other hand, it is considered taboo (or at
least very poor form) to casually pose such a question. This is not to say that such
information is secret or concealed, merely that it is recognized as a potentially sensitive
topic and is not casually discussed. Indeed, an officer can ‘read’ or decipher the breast
bars worn on a uniform, surmising with some degree of accuracy the extent to which
another cop has been involved with danger and whether he has survived a mortal combat
situation. The breast bars and medals for heroic actions in the face of danger are, of
course, to some extent emblematic of one’s status and overall police experience.5

5 Department regulations (Patrol Guide procedure 105-01) require officers to wear all
authorized breast bars or the corresponding medals at all times while in uniform. These
medals include the Medal o f Honor, which is awarded (often posthumously) to “a
member who intelligently and in the line of police duty distinguished himself/herself by
the performance of an act of gallantry and valor at imminent personal hazard to life with
knowledge of the risk, above and beyond the call of duty.” The Combat Cross is awarded
“for the successful performance of an act of extraordinary heroism while engaged in
personal combat with an armed adversary at imminent personal hazard to life in the
intelligent performance of duty.” The Medal of Valor awarded “for an act of outstanding
personal bravery intelligently performed in line of duty at imminent personal hazard to
life under circumstances evincing a disregard of personal consequences.” The Purple
Shield “awarded to members o f the service who have suffered extremely serious physical
injury or death, permanent disfigurement, protracted or permanent impairment o f health,
or protracted or permanent impairment of any bodily organ function” in the line of duty
(Patrol Guide 120-34). As a practical matter, with few exceptions the recipients of the
three top medals have killed an adversary in the line of duty.
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Conflict and Ambiguity: Family and Friends

Quite apart from his social interactions with members of the public and with casual
acquaintances, it is clear that the police aspirant sets in motion an assortment of conflicts
with family and close friends when he announces and acts upon the desire to enter
policing. Virtually all the officers I interviewed noted the ambivalence or outright
antipathy o f family, friends and significant others toward the career choice. Mothers and
spouses, in particular, seem especially likely to oppose this career choice, and most
collaborators described the opposition as centering around the notion that police work is
physically dangerous, with somewhat less recognition or emphasis on the emotional
hazards involved. This is certainly understandable, since few mothers or spouses would
be expected to look favorably upon the prospect of their loved one taking up an
occupation in which the possibility of physical injury or death is a salient, if often
somewhat exaggerated, feature. There is also, generally speaking, less public knowledge
of or appreciation for the emotional hazards of police work than for its physical dangers.
These observations, corroborated through my interviews with rookies and serving
officers, raise the interesting empirical question of how the potential for serious physical
injury or death contributes to the officer’s later minimization of danger and denial o f the
possibility of death in the line of duty. I will touch upon this issue at other points in the
dissertation.

The ambivalence of family members may take an interesting turn when the aspirant’s
parent, relative or close family friend is a police officer.

Family members may be

simultaneously proud and dismayed at the career choice, once again reflecting the theme
of ambivalence: the sense of pride emerges from the police candidate’s embrace of a
career and a belief system they personally cherish, while the dismay often arises out of an
intimate knowledge of policing’s hazards and an impulse to protect the aspirant from
them.
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Despite the fact that in many police agencies, including the NYPD, there exists a strong
tradition of sons (and more recently, daughters) following their fathers (or mothers) into
police work, officers who proclaim that they would be pleased to see a son or daughter
enter police work appear to be the exception. Their failure to actively encourage, or more
accurately, to admit actively encouraging a son or daughter to enter the field is itself
indicative o f the life-long personal ambivalence with which officers regard their work.
My discussions, observations and personal experience as a member of a family with a
police tradition points to the fact that despite lingering concerns about safety, many
officers are pleased and proud when the child makes that career choice.

Crank (1998) comments upon the transmission of police culture through family
generations, noting that officers’ children generally develop strong esteem for police
officers as a group and strong loyalties toward the culture and its values, regardless of the
career they ultimately pursue. These children possess an absolute belief in the good that
police can do for society, and they staunchly believe that the police are a powerful moral
force acting in the best interests of society. At the same time, officers are also concerned
that exposure to the darker side of human existence will erode their children’s idealized
view of police and police work (Crank, 1998, p. 192). This concern partially explains the
reluctance many officers feel for frankly discussing some aspects of their work with
family members, including their general tendency to avoid discussing issues of death,
danger and emotional hazards.6

Many officers go to great extremes to protect and insulate their families from the realities
of police work. They not only withhold or make light of the details o f dangerous or
disturbing situations they encounter, but they justify their silence on grounds of
protecting the family from undue worry. Some collaborators went so far as to offer the
6 Officers do not typically present an objective view of policing when (and if) they
discuss their work with children and spouses: they generally do their best to down-play
the physical and emotional dangers, and they generally emphasize the prosocial aspects
of their work. Further, the adventures they share tend to be of the humorous rather than
the dangerous kind, or they serve as cautionary tales.
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view or rationalization that a spouse’s concrete knowledge of the specific dangers and
difficulties faced would increase family tensions and possibly inhibit the officer while
performing his duties: if the spouse’s concerns about safety began to intrude upon the
professional sphere, the officer might hesitate or be distracted during a dangerous
confrontation, thereby increasing the possibility of injury or death. In a larger sense,
though, actions taken to protect the family from worry serve to separate and
compartmentalize the personal self from the professional self. Officers struggle with
competing urges to shield family members from the dangerous or disturbing aspects of
their work and, at the same time, to find a kind of solace in frankly sharing their
occupational burdens with a loved one. Some officers are fortunate to have a partner at
work with whom they can speak frankly about the images and experiences bothering
them, but to some extent the burdens always infiltrate the officer’s family life.

The realities and difficulties of police work inevitably impact the family despite cops’
efforts to separate their two worlds in protection of the family. In many police families,
there exists a kind of informal ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ policy: officers try to present a
sanitized version of their work environment, and family members do not press them for
sordid details even if they suspect the presented version is somewhat less than complete.
It is this sanitized and idealized image of police work that gives rise to the loyalties,
idealized images and romanticized belief systems Crank (1998) observes in cops’
children. By withholding information and by minimizing the emotional and physical
dangers of police work, police officers are to some extent misleading their loved ones,
and this can become especially problematic if a cop’s child decides to pursue a police
career.

A great many cops I know from police families related that their father, uncle or brother
sat them down for a cautionary talk to elaborate upon the difficulties of police work,
ostensibly so that the career decision would be an informed decision. The same behavior,
though, can also be seen as an attempt to come to terms with lingering personal
dissonance or ambivalence about the police aspirant’s career choice. While part of the
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ambivalence is surely rooted in the continued urge to protect a loved one from the
emotional and physical hazards of police work, the officer’s sense of personal integrity
may also demand he make clear the realities he may have previously hidden from his
children.

The same urge to protect and shelter may, however, also compete with the powerful draw
of mutual participation in a kind of immortality system. Although to some extent the
entire process o f police socialization and integration into the police subculture involves
gaining access to an immortality system, the urge may be especially powerful when a
family tradition o f policing is involved. Whether or not a family tradition is involved,
though, immortality systems are important in policing because they bind generations
together in a continuing allegiance to a set of animating belief systems as well as to the
special traditions, lore and experiences of the police culture.

Policing’s Immortality Systems

In itself, a police career can offer access to a kind of immortality system, but that system
can be especially powerful when a family tradition connects with the sense of biological
immortality. Images o f the child following in the parent’s occupational footsteps can add
meaning and dimension to one’s innate sense of biological immortality: not only do
parent and child share common genes, but they share an occupation and the unique ethos,
values, struggles and world-view the occupational culture entails.

Participants in the

family tradition may experience a sense o f legacy in the idea that the life-work that
played such a powerful role in creating and shaping the parent’s sense of self is being
carried forward by his biological offspring. At some level all the participants are aware
that the occupation will shape the child’s sense of self in a unique way, making it more
like the parent’s, and in taking up a career that will shape his sense of self in this way the
child affirms his esteem and admiration for all that the parent is: he willingly accepts the
challenge of policing with the knowledge it will make him even more like the parent.
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One need not come from a family tradition to experience policing’s immortality system
or to access a sense of biological immortality: we recall that the sense of biological
immortality reaches outward to take on biosocial elements that in this case include the
larger ‘family’ o f policing and the police culture. These biosocial or cultural ties play a
part in the police culture’s solidarity and its tendency to dichotomize the world in terms
o f ‘us versus them,’ and the sense of kinship and connection is reflected in the culture’s
jargon -- cops often speak of their culture in terms of a family and they often refer to
other cops as ‘brother’ or ‘sister’ officers.

Policing’s immortality system can offer further connectedness in terms of the theological
mode, as well as the mode of achieving immortality through creative works, insofar as the
tradition’s participants share a common philosophical doctrine or even a set o f seemingly
eternal ethical principles. Like many members o f the legal and medical professions, for
example, members of the police occupation may share the notion or image of
involvement in a highly principled historic tradition that is altruistically concerned with
justice, integrity, ‘healing’ and the overall betterment of the human condition. A great
deal of the vaunted police solidarity that cuts across ethnic, racial, cultural, national and
agency lines can be attributed in part to a shared (if somewhat simplistic and
romanticized) sense that all police officers everywhere are engaged in a common struggle
to achieve a noble goal. Once again, this sense of struggle on behalf of a noble goal
underlies the images of crusading knights battling metaphorical dragons.
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That struggle is more than just a battle of good against evil -

although that polarity is

important7 — it is a struggle against individual and social stasis, disintegration and
separation. Because this struggle involves personal sacrifice and a potential for danger,
and because it is undertaken on behalf o f others, police see their work as a noble and
selfless endeavor. Commitment to this struggle is yet another basis for the sense of
connectedness cops share, and the struggle’s universality across the spectrum of policing
makes it larger and more important than the individual. The sense of connection to other
cops and the knowledge that one’s work will be carried on by others beyond the
individual life-span gives the officer a certain power over death.

The mode o f symbolic immortality through experiential transcendence can be accessed in
many police activities, especially the risky or dangerous activities that demand an intense
focus on the here and now. Notwithstanding the fact that police work actually provides
many opportunities to engage in dangerous transcendent activities — racing through
streets in a speeding police car, engaging in physical struggles to apprehend criminals,
and perhaps even involvement in mortal combat -- it is important to recognize that these
images are, to a large extent, the public face of policing. The objective likelihood of
regularly engaging in these dangerous activities and experiencing the transcendent
‘adrenaline rush’ they involve may be exaggerated, but to the police aspirant they seem an
important and frequently-experienced part of the job.

Other potential transcendent

images may come from the less risky altruistic adventures of delivering a baby, rendering

7 We can better understand how the police officer’s basic struggle to achieve good and
vanquish evil — a common theme in policing — plays into the idea of symbolic
immortality and the quest to achieve a sense of vitality if we unpack these concepts a bit
and recognize their respective associations with the sub-paradigms of movement versus
stasis, integrity versus disintegration, and connection versus separation. They reflect the
polarity of good and evil to the extent that the life-affirming images and forms of
movement, integrity and connection are typically associated with the concept of good,
and to the extent that images o f stasis, disintegration and separation are associated with
evil. The police officer’s struggle around images, forms and constellations associated
with death — a struggle he undertakes on a personal psychological level as well as on
behalf of others — is part and parcel of the more easily conceptualized quest to advance
the good and overcome evil.
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first-aid to an injured person, or performing a rescue; these and other ‘heroic’ activities,
like the experience o f being recognized and honored for a heroic act, can involve
transcendent images o f ecstasy, psychic unity and perceptual intensity that diminish
temporal and psychological boundaries and bring the individual to a sense he is part of a
larger and more important endeavor. He achieves a sense of immortality in recognizing
that he has in some way affected the course of history and had a powerful impact on the
lives o f others.

One way the sense of biological immortality is expressed in the family tradition is
through the ritual passage of shields or other tangible police symbols (such as nightsticks,
handcuffs or other cherished ‘tools of the trade’) through generations of officers in a
family. Because this ritual of continuity illuminates the immortality system, it merits
some elaboration.

Biological Immortality and the Shield

The officer’s shield is the property of the NYPD, and it must be surrendered upon
promotion to another rank, retirement, or separation from the police service. It connotes
one’s rank and formal status within the agency and the culture. Because each rank’s
shield is identical in every respect but its number, the shield number takes on special
significance as the clearest stamp of individuality in a symbol-laden world of uniforms
and surface uniformity.8 Many officers request that the shield worn by a father, uncle, or
other family member be issued to them, and it is not uncommon for a shield to remain
within a single family for several generations.

Such a request is more than a mere

honorific to the person who wore it before: the ritual passing of the shield through
8 When an NYPD officer is killed in the line of duty, his shield is officially retired and
will not be re-issued except in exceptional circumstances. For example, the shield might
be re-issued upon request to a family member. I am aware of several cases in which the
shield of an officer killed in the line of duty was requested by and re-issued to a brother
or child.
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generations binds the officer psychologically to its previous bearers as well as to their
occupational and personal experiences, tying him historically to the past as well as to the
future. The shield is a tangible symbol and image of continuity in a world and an
occupation marked by fluidity, uncertainty and flux, and it has a powerful symbolic
content. When that symbol of continuity connects with the biological continuity of the
family, it becomes particularly powerful.

Just as the biological mode o f symbolic immortality eventually comes to encompass the
biosocial sphere, the symbolism of the shield can take on important overtones outside the
immediate family. This became quite apparent in at least one documented case involving
a police officer’s profound death encounter. Shortly after investigating a police officer’s
homicide and bringing the case to successful conclusion, a veteran detective retired and
his shield was assigned to a newly-appointed detective. The homicide detective knew the
slain officer and his partner very well before the murder, and in the months following the
murder the detective and the officer’s surviving partner -- bound together by their loss
and by the death immersion they shared — became even closer. When the surviving
officer was eventually promoted to the Detective rank, he requested his retired friend’s
shield be issued to him but learned it had been re-assigned. The detective to whom the
shield had been assigned was contacted, and he gladly returned it so that it could be
issued to the surviving officer. The point here is not that an officer or detective will
easily give up his shield - quite the contrary9 — but that the detective understood the
shield had great significance to the surviving officer, and that giving it to him would
honor both the retired detective and the slain officer (Beaming, 1997).

9 An officer related an anecdote in which the son of a retired officer requested his father’s
shield and learned it had been re-issued to a rookie officer. His father went to the
officer’s precinct and personally asked that he return the shield so that his son could carry
on the family tradition, but the young officer refused. The narrator, alluding that the
young officer had earned an enemy and would eventually suffer some sanction as the
result of his refusal, offered that perhaps the young officer didn’t understand why the
tradition o f the shield was important because “he was Chinese and a rookie.” Certainly
only an ‘outsider’ rookie would fail to comprehend the importance of the tradition.
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Where other police agencies may refer to the emblem o f office as a ‘badge,’ in the NYPD
it is universally called a ‘shield,’ and all the heraldic images and meanings associated
with that term apply to it. For many or most NYPD officers, the shield is more than a
mere insignia of office and rank: it opens the possibility of a shared romanticized vision
o f themselves and o f police work and connects them personally to the vision. For them,
the shield is in every sense a heraldic escutcheon, a coat of arms denoting membership in
a proud band of crusading warrior knights possessed of a principled mission to battle the
dragon. It is a symbol permitting transcendence of the banal realities o f everyday police
work and access to an even greater and more enduring cultural immortality system.10

The primacy of this immortality system to the officer’s overall sense of self can be
glimpsed in the fact that retired officers typically acquire a ‘dupe’ or ‘fugazy’ — a fullsized replica of the shield they surrendered. Often partners or work-mates will present
these ‘dupes’ at a retirement party, symbolizing the recipient’s continued connection to
policing and the police identity. Although Department regulations specifically prohibit
possessing duplicate shields, many active and retired officers nevertheless acquire them.

10 Many officers develop a potent emotional attachment to their shield, and time and
again I have heard the reminiscences of retired officers who struggled with a loss of
identity upon surrendering it. A recurring motif is of that a civilian employee at the
Department’s Shield Desk somehow mishandling the shield, essentially interrupting or
refusing to participate in the officer’s personal ritual of separation, or otherwise treating
the shield’s surrender in a perfunctory manner. That this ritual of separation has great
personal significance is also illustrated in the way some use it as a metaphor for the
agency’s failure to properly value the personal commitment and devotion of its personnel,
as in ‘when you leave they throw your shield in a box and forget you.’
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Symbols and images o f knighthood are pervasive in policing (e.g., Bittner’s allusions to
slaying dragons and especially Wambaugh’s (1972) frequent use of images and
metaphors o f knighthood and chivalry in his novel The Blue Knight),11 and even the
most cynical cops buy into them at one level or another. This imagery figures
prominently in the names officers choose for their work groups and fraternal or social
organizations -- there is, for example, a Blue Knights motorcycle club for officers, and
many officers purchase precinct tee shirts, hats or jackets whose logos incorporate terms
or images relating to chivalry and knighthood.12

11 In the Roman Catholic faith, Saint Michael the Archangel, general of the heavenly
hosts that drove Satan from Heaven at the beginning of time, is designated the patron
saint of knights and police officers. Revelations (12:7-9) says he will again lead the
angels and slay the dragon (Satan) at the end of time. According to the Catholic
Encyclopedia Online, Michael has several offices: to fight against Satan, to rescue the
souls o f the faithful from the powers of evil (especially at the hour of death), to be
champion of Christians and Jews, and to call men’s souls to heavenly judgement. In art
he is “represented as an angelic warrior, fully armed with helmet, sword and shield (often
the shield bears the Latin inscription Quis ut Deus [Who is like God]), standing over the
dragon, whom [sic] he sometimes pierces with a lance. He also holds a pair of scales
with which he weighs the souls of the departed... or the Book of Life, to show he takes
part in the judgement (Catholic Encyclopedia Online, 2001a).” The NYPD’s fraternal
organization for members of the Protestant faiths is the Saint George Association. Saint
George, a martyr and warrior-saint, is similarly depicted in art as a dragon-slayer.
According to apocryphal legend, the errant knight came upon a dragon about to devour
the King o f Libya’s daughter and, although urged to save himself, bravely fought and
transfixed the dragon with his lance. Eschewing the King’s reward, George bade the
people to convert and the King to have pity on the poor before he rode off. Medieval
Crusaders and the English Order of the Garter adopted him as their patron (Catholic
Encyclopedia Online, 2001b).
12 As a general statement, the tendency to purchase and wear these items of apparel
seems especially pronounced among rookies and less tenured officers, and we can infer at
least two reasons for this. First, the rookie’s identity struggle involves, in part, the
outward presentation o f his evolving self, and these items tangibly display his social role.
Secondly, tenured cops who are more comfortable with their role and identity are
concomitantly more aware that these items make them the potential target of a ‘symbolic
assailant’ or a bona fide criminal. In contrast to rookies, they tend to conceal their
occupation as a form o f protection.
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Finally, we might extract additional significance from the passing of shields, nightsticks
and other cherished trappings of police work if we consider the fact that with few
exceptions, these items are the symbolic or actual representation of offensive and
defensive weapons. In line with Bittner’s (1980) observations, they symbolize the police
monopoly on the legitimate use of coercive force. We should also recognize the ritual
and the emphasis so many warrior cultures place upon the ceremonial passing o f weapons
in their rites o f initiation to manhood. From a functionalist anthropological view, we can
see that such rituals develop in warrior cultures precisely to reinforce the culture’s
bellicose orientation and to remind the warrior-initiate of his responsibility to defend the
culture’s way of life.

Altruism, Idealism and Early Images o f Police Work

Notwithstanding the powerful images entailed in policing’s immortality systems and the
potent connection officers may have to them, it is a curious truth that many officers resist
admitting their pride in seeing a son or daughter enter their occupation. It is also a
curious truth that many officers are reticent to initially admit their romanticized feelings
about police work or the altruism that often impelled them toward it. These truths, which
many officers will admit once sufficient trust is gained to lower their mantle of cynicism,
are once again part and parcel of the ambiguity and ambivalence which characterizes their
world as well as the hardened persona they present in an emotionally defensive response
to it. It is not surprising that so many officers formed their altruistic and idealistic image
o f police work in childhood or adolescence, a relatively unsophisticated time o f idealism,
but even most o f those who drift into police work come to embrace some romantic
notions about it.
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Certainly not all officers are initially drawn to police work solely or substantially by pure
or romanticized motives ~ Niederhoffer (1967), for one, observed that most rookies
claim to have entered the field for the pay and job security13 — but for the most part even
those who drift into police work are to some extent eventually won over by idealism and
by the occupation’s potential for performing prosocial or altruistic works. Van Maanen
(1973), too, comments that
the security and salary aspects of the police job have probably been
overrated. Through interviews and experience with [one agency’s]
recruits, a rather pervasive meaningful work theme is apparent as a major
factor in job choice. Virtually all recruits alluded to the opportunity
afforded by a police career to perform in a role which was perceived as
consequential or important to society. While such altruistic motives may
be subject to social desirability considerations, or other biasing factors, it
is my feeling that these high expectations of community service are an
important element in the choice process (p. 409).
As I conducted the interviews, I found that a desire to ‘make a difference in people’s
lives’ was a prominent factor in their decision to enter police work. Some officers were
quite frank and open about this, while some tenured officers adopted a more guarded or
even wistful tone of voice connoting their own awareness that their sense of altruism had
been somewhat eroded during the course of their careers, but my sense in all cases was
that the officers were honest about their innate or acquired sense of commitment to a

13 Niederhoffer (1967) cited Police Department surveys of Police Academy recruits circa
1962 as evidence for this position, noting also that the vast majority of recruits came from
a working-class or lower-class background. He argues elsewhere that recruits are
nevertheless possessed of a fairly high degree o f idealism. Niederhoffer seems to have
accepted the recruits’ self-reports at face value, but it could also be argued that the
surveys were colored to the extent that working-class and lower-class masculine culture
does not facilitate or reward disclosure of idealistic attitudes or altruistic tendencies.
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larger unifying purpose.14 This sense of'making a difference’ is, of course, closely tied to
the mode of symbolic immortality through creative works.

The police aspirant thus possesses an initial understanding of police work that is
amorphous, unsophisticated and often highly idealized.

In general, he values police

work's potential to make a difference in peoples' lives, and he seeks vitalizing
connections with images, experiences and human interactions that can activate the
constellation. At the same time, he may be attracted to the danger, violence and authority
the police role offers, and may pursue experiences that connect him with these images as
well. He is, in brief, uncertain and conflicted about his chosen career, and he seeks to
relieve his sense of ambiguity and estrangement through a transformation o f self.

The Police Academy: Transforming Attitudes and Belief Systems

Coupled with these and other ambiguities, paradoxes and conflicts operating within the
rookie’s world are tremendous pressures to conform his attitudes and behaviors to
standards set officially by the department or unofficially by the occupational culture.
John van Maanen (1978) points out that members of all occupations develop ways to
negotiate and manage the structural strains, contradictions and anomalies inherent in their
roles and tasks and to cope with the emotional realities of their work, but
in police work, with danger, drudgery and dogma as prime occupational
characteristics, these tensions are extreme. Correspondingly, the pressure
on new members to bow to group standards is intense. Few, if any, pass
14 In describing his first day at the Police Academy, unabashed idealist David Durk
relates a telling anecdote about an ice-breaking exercise in which all the recruits in his
class were asked to explain their reasons for joining the agency. The first several recruits
described job security, pay and benefits as the primary factors, but after Durk gave an
impassioned speech about the capacity of the police to make a difference in peoples’
lives, the remaining recruits also spoke of the altruism and concern for social welfare
which motivated them (Lardner, 1996, p. 156). Interestingly, in line with our observations
about chivalry and knighthood, Durk’s biography is entitled Crusader.
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through the socialization cycle without being persuaded — through their
own experience and the sage-like wisdom passed from generation to
generation o f policemen — to accept the occupational accepted frame-ofreference. This ffame-of-reference includes, of course, both broad axioms
related to police work in general (role) and the more specific corollaries
which provide the ground rules o f the workaday world (operations)...
(t)hese perspectives provide the perceptual filter through which a
patrolman views his work life. In a sense, they provide him with
something akin to an occupational ideology. Such an ideology — rooted
in common experience and knowledge — serves to support and maintain
the codes, agreements and habits existing in the work place (p. 117).
From a formative-symbolic perspective, we can see how van Maanen's (1978)
observations emphasize the importance of experiences and images in shaping the officer's
sense of self and his response to the environment.

As the 'occupational frame of

reference' develops it becomes a highly symbolized constellation containing anticipatory
plans ('rules o f the workaday world') that prescribe actions or responses to specific
images the officer may encounter, at the same time it gives a particular kind of meaning
to those images.

Because others who have experienced similar images share the

constellation, it supports and maintains the informal and unstated 'codes, agreements and
habits' that are the stuff of the police subculture.

Pressures to conform and to accept the accepted ffame-of-reference are first brought to
bear in the police academy. Like monasteries, prisons and military boot camps, the
police academy is the sort o f ‘total institution’ described by Erving Gofftnan (1961) as a
vehicle to re-socialize and radically redefine the individual’s sense of self and his place in
society. While the police academy may not be as rigorous or demanding as other total
institutions, it nevertheless shares many o f their characteristics and is certainly a social
system operating to alter and re-mold the professional and personal identity.

The total institution separates the initiate from the larger society, mortifies and strips him
of the artifacts and trappings of individuality and civilian life, and imposes a new set of
rules for behavior, dress, social interaction with peers and superiors, and overall
deportment. Recruits wear a distinctive uniform which somewhat resembles but is not
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identical to the ‘real’ police uniform, and they are not issued a gun or shield until the last
few days o f training. Male recruits must crop their hair short, and female recruits are de
feminized by rules requiring that hair be worn pinned up to fit under the uniform cap.
Jewelry, earrings, makeup and nail polish are also forbidden in the academy, and
instructors informally counsel female recruits to avoid injury in a fight by keeping their
nails trimmed and by forgoing jewelry and earrings while on patrol. Although recruits
are technically sworn police officers with all the legal powers that title implies, they are
repeatedly admonished under threat of termination that department policy forbids recruits
from exercising their arrest or enforcement powers while on- or off-duty.

They are

implicitly assumed not to have amassed sufficient knowledge and experience to use their
powers wisely, and this assumption is frequently communicated to them. The police
recruit exists in an uncomfortable sort of middle ground -- he is no longer a civilian but
not yet a real cop. He is expected to behave like a police officer, but not to take police
action. He is developing a set of forms and constellations that will eventually transform
his sense o f self, but he is strictly warned against enacting any of the anticipatory plans
they may contain.

Within this unfamiliar, artificial and authoritarian police academy environment of
paradox and conflicting roles and identities, and in addition to a rigorous physical fitness
program and an academic curriculum designed to equip the recruit with a large and
specialized body o f cognitive knowledge as well as specific psychomotor skills, the
recruit faces an array of direct and indirect pressures to alter or modify his attitudes,
appearance and belief systems. Moreover, the recruit is under pressure to amass this
knowledge, develop these skills and internalize these attitudes quickly and thoroughly.
Mere completion o f the police academy course of study and assignment to a precinct is
not sufficient for the rookie officer’s acceptance within the subculture, however. The
rookie must also internalize and demonstrate allegiance to the subculture’s norms and
standards, and must demonstrate his technical proficiency in the real-world tasks and
duties of police work. The subculture’s norms and standards are initially transmitted
through Police Academy instructors and field training officers, and subsequently refined
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through interaction with ‘real cops’ in the precinct setting. Under these pressures, the
images provided in the attitudes, assumptions, belief systems and idiosyncratic behaviors
o f Police Academy instructors and early partners become important templates that
recruits wittingly or unwittingly emulate.

The rookie’s socialization process and the quest to define and internalize a viable
professional identity continues after his graduation from the police academy and
assignment to a patrol precinct. Rather than finding resolution, though, the rookie finds
that conflicts, ambiguities and struggles are intensified and brought into sharper and more
realistic focus in the precinct environment. The problem of defining and internalizing an
identity is now complicated by the problem of gaining acceptance in the patrol cop
culture. Relationships developed with peers during the academy experience may have
buffered the recruit’s sense o f social dislocation, since to some extent all the recruits
share the sense of anomic dislocation, but when the rookie is assigned to a patrol duties
he experiences additional discontinuity and estrangement from the precinct’s established
work group. Precinct life involves an entirely new set of personalities and informal rules,
presents him with novel and genuine images of police work, and entails an entirely new
and largely unfamiliar status system. In contrast to the safe and rarefied pseudo-academic
environment o f the academy, precinct life is ‘the real thing’ — the life the young officer
has been looking forward to with anticipation, excitement, and more than likely, some
trepidation.

Most importantly, precinct life is different because performance really

matters. There are no make-up exams or second chances, and some errors can have
serious or even deadly consequences. The rookie’s task — a daunting one -- is to
become a ‘real cop’ by applying the mass of arcane knowledge and the range of untested
skills acquired in the police academy in a realistic environment.
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Precinct Life

In the precinct, the physical and emotional dangers of policing are no longer abstractions.
The rookie soon encounters threatening images of objective danger, and he is realistically
exposed to the public’s hostility, fear, awe and admiration. The social and psychological
variables that operate in the young officer’s personal life continue, and his estrangement
may even intensify in light of the additional disruptions to his ordinary social interaction
patterns caused by rotating shifts, mandatory overtime and other exigencies o f police
work. The variables, along with the conflicts and ambiguities they engender, certainly
become more intense and more salient in his occupational sphere.

As the rookie continues his quest for transformative ‘real’ police experience, senior
officers become important role models, and through their example the rookie acquires
some of the images needed for his evolving identity. We have alluded to the fact that in
order to be an effective officer, one must be capable of flexibly responding to a range of
contingent situations. Frequently, these situations — perhaps especially those involving
the deaths o f others — demand the officer combine a basic competence in the tasks and
skills of police work with empathetic and humane interactive skills. As we shall see in
the next chapter, rookies seem much more comfortable fulfilling a given situation’s
administrative tasks than its interpersonal demands.

In particular, the recent police

academy graduate has a great concern for avoiding any violation o f rules and procedures,
and this concern may constrain his urge to interact compassionately or blind him to the
discretionary options for humane interaction that are available to him.

Because they are, after all, still ‘learning the ropes’ and taking directional cues from more
senior officers, rookies are generally reluctant to take the risky step of going beyond what
is minimally expected o f them. Bayley and Bittner (1984) discuss how police learn the
skills of discretionary decision-making, and they postulate a continuum of situations
ranging from the cut-and-dried to the problematic. Officers have few doubts about what
to do at a vehicle accident, for example, because the appropriate responses are easily
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learned, clearly enumerated in department regulations, and clearly recognized by
everyone involved. Other situations are more complex and involve considerable room for
choice, but even when inexperienced officers recognize the complexity and the demand to
act, they may not perceive that they have a range of discretionary options at their
disposal. They may recognize the need to act but simply do not know what to do to. The
process o f recognizing and acting upon the problematic situations with appropriate
discretion is highly uncertain, Bayley and Bittner (1984) say, because it is shaped by
experience and learned through exposure to other officers.

The type o f skill acquisition process described by Bayley and Bittner (1984) is analogous
to the development of an integrated and multi-faceted police identity, and it points out the
importance o f internalizing new and more flexible modes of response in the process of
transforming identity. As the young officer becomes more conversant with and adept at
fulfilling basic technical tasks and administrative responsibilities, he also has the
opportunity to observe and learn more complex interpersonal skills from observing
seasoned officers. As the skills are acquired, he concomitantly faces greater pressure to
practice them. Seasoned officers may permit a callow rookie to confine his activities to
the simple tasks of preparing paperwork at a death scene, but they would not give a
veteran officer the same leeway to avoid interacting with the deceased’s family and
friends -- an important and necessary part of the job.

In a similar way, the transformation of the police identity progresses from a limited and
rudimentary conception in which the police self is defined in terms of basic task
competence to that of a more complex and flexible police self that is also capable of
responding more humanely and with greater sensitivity to the needs and problems of
others. Again, the process by which the professional self develops and becomes more
complex mirrors the overall process of self development as described by Lifton: through
the accumulation and integration of increasingly sophisticated images, the organism
moves from satisfying its most basic needs toward the development of a more highly
symbolized sense of self. The rookie self is a sort of ‘just the facts, ma’am’ self, but a
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more holistic and integrated sense of the police identity emerges as interactive skills are
observed, learned and practiced. The rookie not only learns that the ‘real cop’ is capable
of deftly exercising both roles, but that the capacity to deal comfortably with more
complex human issues is a desirable police characteristic well worth acquiring. As these
additional skills and elements o f self adhere and as the more complex and multi-faceted
police identity continues to form, the rookie also moves toward greater acceptance among
peers and greater social and psychological comfortability with his police role.

The novel experiences and images required for the transformation of self present
themselves readily enough as the new officer explores police work, but some officers
actively seek out and immerse themselves in the experiences and images as a means of
hastening their transformation. Both in my interviews with collaborators and in less
formal discussions with officers over the years, it became apparent that the differential
urge to seek out transformative police experiences occurs across a kind of continuum.
Certain personality traits and certain motivational, philosophical and dispositional
characteristics seem to correlate with the relative strength of the officer’s impulse to seek
new images and new experiences that will transform the self and bring him closer to a
police identity. At one pole are officers who aggressively seek out the entire range of
potential police experiences and images, seemingly with little regard for the personal or
emotional costs involved, while at the opposite pole are officers who show a more
conservative selectivity in the kind of experiences they seek. To a far greater extent than
the passive recipients of police experience, these officers immerse themselves in novel
police images and experiences and appear to have a more realistic sense o f the moral,
social, intellectual and physical complexities involved in police work.

They have a

rudimentary understanding that by taking in and being affected by a wide range of images
and experiences they will ultimately become better and more effective cops. At some
level of awareness, they understand that absorbing different kinds of images and
experiences permits them to develop the multiple forms and constellations they need to
deal effectively with the complex challenges of policing.
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This is not to say that the experience-seeking officers are oblivious to the physical
dangers and emotional hazards they face, however. On the contrary, they seem quite
attuned to the fact that becoming a competent cop requires some measure of personal
sacrifice, but because they have a generally altruistic nature and a high positive regard for
the police role and identity, they are more than willing to face danger and to suffer the
emotional costs involved in doing a job they see as good and positive and personally
ennobling. At some level, these officers seem to understand that the transformation to a
role, an identity and a sense of self they value so highly can only be achieved through the
crucible o f police experience, and they are more than willing to embrace these
experiences. For these officers, police work can best be described as a vocation, and for
many of them the quest to attain a police self identity takes on an almost spiritual quality.
As a practical matter, the rookies who most actively seek transformation are probably
more likely to volunteer for dangerous or otherwise less desirable assignments, including
those they know will involve a death exposure.

At the other extreme of this polarity are the passive rookies who will, for the most part,
accept and complete the assignments given them but who are less willing to go the extra
yard. Their concept of the police role, at least at this stage of their career, is a narrower
and less complex constellation, and they tend to see police work more as a steady and
secure job with good benefits than as a vocation. As a result, they are less concerned
with achieving the kind o f competence and the kind of police identity so cherished by
some other rookies. They tend also to be more concerned with avoiding the physical
perils of police work than with avoiding its emotional dangers, if only because their
somewhat constricted or unidimensional conceptualization of police work does not
include a well developed appreciation for policing’s unique emotional hazards. Because
these pragmatic rookie officers are far less committed to the kind of high-minded
principles rookies at the other extreme might embrace, from the beginning of their careers
these officers tend to seek the greatest maximization of reward with the least investment
o f self. These rookies often take the path of least resistance, and they generally have a
more bureaucratic and less humanistic orientation.
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All o f this is not to say that rookie police officers are immutably locked into a career-long
pattern of actively seeking or eschewing transformative images and experiences. On the
contrary, some officers progress from passive acceptance of police experiences to a more
active embrace of vitalizing images that transform the self, but this process generally
occurs when early images and exposures animate in them a more comprehensive and
expansive image of policing’s complexities as well as the psychological and social
rewards that can accrue from mastering them.15 One o f the primary distinctions between
the aggressive and passive image seekers, then, is the relative strength of their initial
rudimentary image of police work, and hence the relative strength of the images that
early police experience awakens in them.

The transformation of self-identity during early socialization has both profound and
subtle manifestations that are exhibited both on- and off-duty. Among the more overt
expressions we can glimpse in a young officer’s outward behavior are an increased
tendency to primarily associate or hang out with other officers while off-duty, wearing
police-related clothing like baseball caps or tee shirts bearing police logos, and the
particular attention or deference young officers pay to more experienced cops who offer
them ‘tips of the trade’ or other forms of professional advice. In some young officers, we
see an increased (and perhaps affected) swagger in their walk, or perhaps a change in the
overall demeanor they present to friends and others outside the work environment. In
each of these behaviors, the young officer appears to be ‘trying on’ the attitudes and
characteristics he perceives as cop-like.

15 Two First Grade Detectives I interviewed, for example, said they became police
officers simply because of the pay and benefits, but both stated strongly that once they
experienced police work they were ‘hooked.’ “Within one year,” one said, “I knew this is
the job for me.” Their enthusiasm and commitment is evidenced by the exalted rank they
achieved as well as their unusual tenure in the agency: one detective served thirty-eight
years before reaching mandatory retirement age, and the other retired on a line-of-duty
disability after thirty-two years.
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In a more subtle way, one can observe differences in the young officer’s language, which
he may knowingly or unwittingly pepper with police jargon. Like the use of jargon in
any occupation, conversing in police idioms expresses a kind of connection with other in
group members, but using jargon with family and friends also serves both to socialize or
familiarize the outsider a bit with the police culture and to underscore the officer’s
separateness from them.

The words we use to express ourselves and communicate

information are, o f course, merely commonly accepted symbolizations o f the images we
hold in common. Words alone are often insufficient to fully express our more complex or
amorphous images and forms, and in order to adequately communicate or comprehend
these symbolizations we often rely on contextual cues that have common meaning to the
speaker and the listener. As the young officer is acculturated through police experiences,
his images, forms and constellations become increasingly difficult to communicate to
those outside the culture, since they may not fully appreciate the significance of his words
or the context in which they are spoken. In communicating with each other and in
attempting to convey subtle shades of meaning, officers often rely on context as well as
idiomatic expressions that are particular to the subculture.

An example can be found in the terms ‘police officer’ and ‘cop.’ The terms may seem
synonymous to members o f the public and to the uninitiated rookie; if a distinction is
made it is probably that the term ‘cop’ conveys a kind of disparagement or derision, and
outsiders usually see ‘police officer’ as a more respectful term. To more-fully integrated
members of the police subculture, though, these sets of meaning are inverted: to be a
‘cop’ one must have incorporated sufficient experience to have evolved beyond simply
being a police officer. Within the police culture, anyone who passes the examination, is
hired by the agency and takes the prescribed oath of office can be a ‘police officer’ — in
itself the term contains little or no status, does not implicitly differentiate one member of
the agency from another, and can even be used pejoratively. To ‘be a cop,’ on the other
hand, implicitly expresses that a transformation of self — a process of ‘becoming’ -has taken place. To refer to someone as ‘a good cop’ is to bestow a particular kind of
honorific, characterizing him as someone who has been transformed by police experience
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into a different and special kind o f person who embodies a set of values and attitudes that
are highly esteemed within the group. The term ‘police officer’ thus conveys a somewhat
constricted and uni dimensional image, while ‘cop’ conveys a more fully structured and
richly textured constellation o f meaning. In this construction, the term reflects the police
culture’s staunchly-held conviction that the ‘good cop’ must be a person of many parts -his occupational identity and working personality must be multi-faceted and capable of
dealing effectively with a vast range o f contingencies.

How does the rookie transition from ‘police officer’ to ‘good cop’? Gradually, if at all,
and entirely through the integration of transforming images police experience provides
him. Even the language and idioms of policing thus reflect the importance the subculture
places on transformative images and experiences.

Perhaps a more interesting and, from a continuity-of-life model perspective, a more
illuminative set of related terms is that of ‘the Department’ and ‘the Job.’ Here again, the
terms may seem synonymous to the police initiate or the layman — assuming the layman
is even familiar with the term ‘the Job’ — but they have vastly different meanings within
the occupational culture. More importantly, the terms reflect the dimensions of another
primary immortality system. In discussing the meaning of these terms, it should be made
clear that cops may at times use them interchangeably, and at other times use them with
great specificity.

In their specific meaning, the terms are tied to the polarities of

connection versus separation and integrity versus disintegration.

As tenured cops understand and use the term, ‘the Department’ involves images o f the
structures, policies, procedures and, to some extent, the people that comprise the police
agency at any given time.
ephemeral

Each of these elements is, by its nature, transitory and

-- policies and procedures can and do change with the stroke of a pen,

organizational structures and table of organization are intangible representations, and
people move through and eventually leave the agency at the end of their careers. In the
broadest sense, the construct or constellation of ‘the Department’ captures the superficial
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face o f the agency, and even the most cursory examination of police history reveals how
much and how quickly these surface elements can change. ‘The Department’ is subject to
many social and political influences that shape and influence it.

Because ‘the

Department’ is so ephemeral and because it is subject to political influence, the term can
take on pejorative connotations for cops who see it as fundamentally lacking in integrity.

‘The Job,’ on the other hand, is a more complex constellation representing the
philosophy, the humanity, the ethos and the sense of personal commitment to policing as
a vocation that 'good cops' share. To draw an analogy, one might say ‘the Department’ is
the agency’s skeleton and some of its flesh and blood, but ‘the Job’ is the heart and soul
that gives it life. The Department — the superficial and impermanent dimensions of the
policing enterprise ~ changes on almost a moment-by-moment basis, and in this sense
change and impermanence can provide important images of movement and progress. But
‘the Job’ represents continuity and the enduring principles that tie the individual officer
and his fellows to the past and future, and it represents connection to those, past and
present, who share a commitment to policing’s eternal principles.

As a group, cops are not given to philosophical pronouncement, but when they wax
philosophical they often express a sentiment along the lines of ‘the Job never changes —
cops do the same thing today they did one hundred years ago. They may wear different
uniforms, and today they may drive cars, but the basic Job never changes.’ In a biosocial
sense, this sentiment also extends to cops in other agencies.

The officer's sense of

connection to 'the Job' gives him access to a sense of symbolic immortality because it
affords a sense of continuity and participation in an enterprise that is rooted in the historic
past but extends into the future. There is also a special sense of integrity and wholeness
in sharing or ascribing to the Job’s strong group ethos, particularly when that ethos
explicitly maintains that its adherents operate in service of good, on the side of morality,
and in protection o f the social order. At a fundamental personal level, cops believe that
they and other members o f the Job represent integrity and prevent the disintegration of
civilization.
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Having set forth some o f the processes operating to shape the rookie’s sense of self, and
after emphasizing the importance of images and experiences in the overall formativesymbolic process, we can turn our attention to the more specific psychology of the first
death encounter. As noted earlier, the images and experiences provided in the first death
encounter serve to further forge the young officer’s sense of self and his professional
identity, and in many respects the struggle to integrate and assimilate these same images
and experiences illuminate the larger struggles the officer faces in becoming a police
officer.
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Chapter 6
The Rookie’s Experience: Introduction to Death

The rookie officer’s first professional exposure to the death of another person is a
fundamental rite of passage and a milestone event in his quest to forge a police identity.
As outlined in the preceding chapter, the early days of a police career involve a process of
acquiring new images and forms that combine with existing images in a way that
animates and enriches them, ultimately producing a more complex and multi-faceted
police self identity. In this chapter we will see how exposures to death are one type of
experience that supplies new images and forms to animate and develop the rookie’s initial
sense of self-as-police-officer. Death encounters and death imagery are, in themselves,
very powerful in terms of shaping the sense of self, but the rookie’s death encounters are
made all the more potent by virtue of their relative recency, their relative novelty, and the
fact that the images and forms they will connect with and alter are still amorphous and
evolving. For the most part the rookie’s initial sense o f his professional self, like his
understanding or conception of the police role, is comprised of fairly narrow and
constricted images and forms that contain limited schemas for enactment. But early
professional death encounters supply an abundant quantity of death imagery that
ultimately leads to a more complex and inclusive sense of self, concurrently opening him
to a broader range o f anticipatory possibilities. In other words, the images acquired in
early death encounters function to make the rookie a better and more complete cop.

Because the first death encounter almost always takes place at the earliest stages of the
police career, it also takes place against a larger backdrop of great social and
psychological ambiguity, uncertainly and pressure to demonstrate competence in the
tasks and duties of police work.

These factors are reflected in the way the rookie

experiences the event and in each o f the five themes of survivor psychology, but they are
perhaps most readily discerned in the way they facilitate the natural tendency to distance
oneself psychologically from death events.

To the extent they encourage psychic
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numbing, they are quite functional because they protect the rookie from potentially
overwhelming psychological threats.

This is not to say that rookies cannot be

overwhelmed or traumatized by the novel death-related images they might possibly
encounter, but rather that in the vast majority of cases the rookie is sufficiently detached
to avoid permanent or severe traumatic reaction.

Although I heard dozens of first-

exposure narrations as I conducted this research, none of the collaborators experienced or
knew o f another officer who experienced acute dissociative reactions along the lines of
psychic closing-off. The rookie’s first death encounter is therefore more than simply his
first professional experience with the death of another, since it is also often his first
experience with the constructive dimension of psychic numbing: partial professional
numbing.

Because the various forms of psychic numbing and the impairment of

symbolization they involve are at the core of survivor psychology, it is appropriate to
begin this chapter by exploring the rookie’s experience of psychic numbing and partial
professional numbing before we examine how the other four themes of survivor
psychology also become manifest in the first death encounter.

Although we will examine these five themes sequentially, we must bear in mind that they
cannot be examined discretely.

The five themes of survivor psychology arise

simultaneous with the death event, and because all the themes are related to or
intertwined with each other they cannot easily be disentangled; a specific experience or
image may illuminate more than one theme of survivor psychology and more than one
aspect of the rookie’s quest to transform his self identity. After examining each theme as
it applies to the rookie police officer’s first professional death encounter, we will
conclude this chapter with a more in-depth exploration -

a case study of sorts — of

how each theme was reflected in one young officer’s death encounter.
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Psychic Numbing

The natural tendency toward psychic numbing in the face of a death encounter can
certainly be formidable, but an array of other pressures also operate to enhance distancing
and influence the rookie’s experience of the first death event. Pressures to demonstrate
competence, for example, facilitate distancing by forcing the rookie to focus much of his
cognitive attention on the performance of unfamiliar tasks and duties, rather than on the
death event’s emotional content. The rookie’s sense of ambiguity and uncertainty also
facilitates distancing insofar as they are rooted in his lack of adequate images and forms
that would provide appropriate schemas for enactment and that would give fuller meaning
to his experience. Absent these images and forms, the rookie relies primarily on his
cognitive abilities to puzzle out what he should do and to understand the novel images he
confronts. Each o f these factors operates in service of numbing and dissociation, but the
pressure to demonstrate competence seems especially powerful.

When the Rookies and tenured officers I spoke with reconstructed their first on-the-job
exposure to the death o f another person they universally described a great concern for
properly and completely preparing the paperwork and performing the other duties
required of them, notwithstanding their inclination to give assistance and emotional
support to the deceased’s family and friends.

When faced with the alternatives of

demonstrating administrative competence (and avoiding trouble) or lending potentially
costly emotional support, the urge to manufacture some distance by defaulting to the
prescribed tasks o f the job at hand can be compelling, and in general that urge wins out.

For the most part, rookies are uncomfortable with their new social role and are generally
unpracticed in the kind of behaviors that would allow them to present the appearance of
competence to the public and to other officers. Although Police Academy training to
some extent prepares them for the administrative aspects of police work, it less
effectively equips them to deal with the raft of complex interpersonal issues various
situations present. Every situation rookies encounter prescribes different demands for
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interaction, and we can scarcely expect six months of classroom training to provide the
broad social interactive repertoire necessary to deal with every situation. Moreover, by
retreating to the realm of paperwork, which is not public behavior, the officer can shield
his inadequacies from public view and avoid social embarrassment. If the officer screws
up the paperwork it can be corrected at a later date without damaging his public persona,
but an interpersonal gaffe will immediately make him feel like a fool before his peers as
well as the public.

Paperwork errors do not implicate the officer’s public role in a

potentially negative way.

A Sergeant who is also a former Field Training Officer had ample opportunity to observe
rookie’s behaviors during their initial death encounters, and his comments made it clear
that paying attention to procedural details serves to insulate the young officer from the
encounter’s potential emotional components:
I think the rookies look at it only from the procedural aspect. As in ‘I got through
it and now it’s over.’ In other words, they don’t preoccupy themselves with the
person that’s dead, they preoccupy themselves with ‘Did I handle the job right?
Did I do what I was supposed to do? Did I make the notification, did I identify
the body, did I get the proper complaint number, and aided number? Was the
medical examiner... you know? Is my supervisor or the Job going to say ‘all
right, you handled this one right?’ I think they’re preoccupied with that more than
with the dead body itself. From my point of view. Because as I see them when
they get back in the car, unless it was a tragic death they won’t even comment on
it. They’re thinking ‘Did I do the Aided Card right, did I word it right?’
The partial separation between the affective and cognitive elements o f self at the time of
the death encounter and the preoccupation with administrative details became manifest in
several other ways, including the collaborators’ tendency during our discussions to
initially recall the task-related difficulties they encountered. Generally speaking, when
officers were asked to describe their first death encounter they did not begin by
elaborating on their own and others’ emotional states. Instead, their initial narratives
focused on factual recapitulations of events, and with few exceptions it was only with
gentle prodding that they shifted toward recounting their emotional experiences. In terms
o f reducing the degree of emotional trauma they experienced during the first death
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encounter, this was fortuitous: by focusing cognitively on these novel and unfamiliar
tasks, they had less time or capacity to attend to the emotional aspects of the death
encounter.

The separation of affective and cognitive elements of the self at the time of the first death
encounter can also be glimpsed in the tremendous amount of factual detail many officers
— especially tenured officers -- were able to recall from their first death encounter, and
the slight difficulty some displayed in recalling their emotional state.

Tenured

collaborators frequently closed their eyes as they pictured and described death scenes in
minute detail, and several volunteered they could still picture the scene ‘as if it were
yesterday.’

This tendency to initially recall factual details certainly speaks to the

durability of the death imprint image, an issue we will take up later in this chapter. I also
found that this tendency to recall visual elements of the death scene image occurred with
seemingly little regard for the objective grotesqueness of the scene: especially among
tenured collaborators, officers were generally as apt to provide meticulous depictions of
mundane or ‘ordinary’ death scenes as they were to describe gory or otherwise-unusual
scenes.

The mannerisms collaborators used and the extensive details they provided

indicate the potency and durability of the images involved, and the straightforward
factual manner in which they were presented as well as the relative importance officers
placed on factual events relative to their emotional experiences illustrate the primacy of
the cognitive component o f the self during the first death encounter.

The tendency to recollect the factual details of the first death encounter and the durability
o f the visual image can be glimpsed in the way one veteran officer, a Detective with 32
years o f service, recalled his first exposure to death as a Rookie. The precision with
which he recalled seemingly inconsequential details is all the more remarkable for the
fact that he handled several hundred homicides during his career.

The officer was

assigned to guard the body of a young man of approximately his own age who had died
o f a drug overdose in a bathroom "with a needle still in his arm." The deceased was "a
skinny kid wearing a blue shirt and dungarees" who had a common Hispanic name the
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Detective could not specifically recall. When I asked if he could recall the scene, this
officer closed his eyes and gestured as he visualized it.
Oh, yeah. I can... The door, the bathroom. How he was, where the head was up
near the toilet bowl. "When you come out, there was a door to your right, you see
the railing for the stairs going down. Matter of fact, it was, it was the top floor,
there was a ladder going up to the roof to the skylight. ... It was on 8th Avenue,
between 20th and 21st Street. Yeah, between 20th and 21st Street.
In sharp contrast to the rich factual details he offered, the detective had a bit more
difficulty recalling his emotional state at the time. To some extent his comments also
reflect a commonly observed tendency (discussed more thoroughly below) to thwart
potential identification with the deceased by attributing the death to personality factors or
situational factors he cannot personally identify with.
I think he was about the same age I was, twenty-one years of age. He died with a
needle in his arm. He was dead. I thought, look at this, what a waste. Here’s this
guy, he’s the same age as I am, and this is how he dies. That was really it. There
was nothing, really, more than that.
As we will see later in this chapter, some tenured officers come to recognize the
beneficial aspects o f psychic numbing and they develop elaborate strategies to insulate
themselves from potentially traumatic events. But some Rookies also become aware of
the distancing they experience at their first death event and, recognizing its value, attempt
to enhance it in various ways. A Rookie who responded to the death o f an elderly man
became aware he was identifying with the victim, saw the need to create distance, and
responded by actively seeking to objectify the event and the deceased. The strategy he
used was to focus on completing the paperwork so that he could wrap up the job and
leave the scene and the emotions it conjured. He was asked to describe how he felt
during the assignment:
[pause] Two ways. I don’t know, I don’t want to say I was being cold, but I was
just trying to distance myself from it, personally. You know, I thought of when
my grandfather died and all that, but this was nothing like it. It was like, ‘I don’t
know this person. It’s just a body in the other room on a bed and I never met them
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and I never will again or the wife for that matter.’ And it was like, ‘Lets make
this as easy as possible for everybody and get the heck out of here.’ I mean that
was basically my thoughts.
Pressures to maintain the public illusion o f professional competence through task
proficiency also creates an especially salubrious milieu for temporary partial distancing to
take place.

A Sergeant described such pressures in his first death encounter, which

occurred on his very first tour of duty as a uniformed patrol officer. He was writing his
first parking ticket on a rainy evening when he discovered an elderly man lying
unconscious in the street with his false teeth on the pavement. As was the case in many
other narratives, the competing themes o f concern for the feelings of the deceased’s loved
ones and of maintaining the aura of competence and control, especially in the presence of
civilian onlookers, also took on a special prominence in his account:
I really didn’t know what to do. I wanted to be helpful to the person, but I knew
he was gone already. I was just glad the ambulance responded because it took a
lot o f pressure off of me. Because people look - you’re the cop, you’re supposed
to be doing something. We got the gentleman up on the stretcher and put him in
the ambulance and his teeth were still laying on the floor and the Sergeant said
“Pick up his teeth and put it in a bag.” I had an experience there [laugh], and we
had him in the ambulance. He was an elderly gentleman, maybe in his seventies.
We had to do a search of the body for identification and he had nothing. He was
totally without papers and there was no way of identifying him. The sergeant
instructed me after we conducted the search that I would go with him to the
hospital. And I did. It was kind of a weird situation because you want to do so
much, and yet there’s nothing you can do.
As it turned out, the victim remained unidentified and a few days later the officer saw a
notice in the newspaper that the police were trying to identify the man. He saved the
clipping and put it in his scrapbook. In this officer’s case, the immediate demands of the
situation, the novel activities involved in processing the scene, and his need to maintain
the appearance of competence effectively created a distance which, temporarily at least,
insulated him from emotion. Although he was able to ward off the emotions and did not
identify with the victim at the time of his exposure, a subsequent event reanimated these
images. He continued:
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I wasn’t so much concerned about the death, I just was concerned about what I
had to do as a police officer. So there was a little barrier there for me. I wasn’t
trying to, you know, put myself in his place, or anything else like that at that time.
Later on, when I saw the article in the paper and I saw that he was unidentified
and now they’re trying to identify him, now I started to feel, ‘Boy this guy’s got
no family, he’s laying somewhere in a morgue.’ When I read the article in the
paper I said, ‘Wow, look at this here, that’s my case.’ The only thing I felt was
that here’s a person [inflection], obviously no identification, his family might be
looking for him if he had a family, and nobody knows. So I felt for him in that
way because if it was someone in my family, then I would want to know right
away, you know, that something happened to him or where he is, or how to find
him. Now when I see he was in the newspaper, he’s a person now. Now I’m
being re-introduced back to this person. I kind of like... he went to the hospital, I
finished the case, and I forgot about it. But now when I read this article, and I
said ‘Oh, that’s my case,’ it’s bringing me back to the guy. So now I’m starting
to feel some attachment to it because, hey, I had that case. It was my first, it was
my guy. So I had the attachment there. But the initial part, there was no
attachment. I was just concerned with, like ‘I gotta do the right thing here. I gotta
do the right reports, and I gotta look good.’
Perhaps because other novel experiences of police work commanded his attention, or
perhaps because other forms of numbing or denial took place, the officer never followed
up on the case to determine if the man was ever identified.

Other rookies have less success at separating out from the emotional context o f the event,
especially when they are alone at the death scene. Without the social support, guidance
and company of another officer, and especially when they have no paperwork or other
tasks to perform, there is little to distract these officers from the death event’s emotional
content. I discerned a distinct difference in the narrations of those officers who had at
least one senior officer at the scene to guide or assist them and those who were thrust into
a death encounter without such guidance: when another officer was present and that
officer directed them to perform certain tasks or duties, the rookie typically had some
sense of agency, leading to a kind of enactment. In these cases, the entire experience
generally caused less distress, less death guilt and less overall impairment of his
symbolizing process. Senior officers also typically took the lead in interacting with the
civilians present, relegating the far simpler administrative tasks to the grateful rookies.
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Further, those Rookie officers who were merely assigned to ‘sit on the body’ — to
safeguard the remains and await their removal by the Medical Examiner’s personnel after
all the paperwork had been completed by other officers — generally described a different
quality and quantity of emotional costs. Their exposures tended to be of longer duration,
and because they had no functional tasks to distract them or give them a sense of agency,
they often paid more attention to the corpse and to the deceased’s social circumstances
and manner of death. For the most part, the images involved in reflecting on these details
entailed more profound emotional costs. The experience of ‘sitting on the body’ with
nothing to do for a protracted period reflects elements of separation and stasis and if the
death involves images of grotesqueness or humiliation it may have disintegrative
elements as well. As we might expect, young officers struggle against disintegration,
stasis and separation when they ‘sit’ on a DO A, seeking various forms of integration,
movement and connection.

Numbing: 'Sitting on the Body ’

Another collaborator, a Sergeant, recalled being assigned, alone and on his very first day
o f patrol duties as a Rookie, to safeguard the remains of a woman in her eighties who
died alone in her small apartment in a senior citizens residence complex. While his
experience was somewhat unusual in terms of the severity of its impact and while he
demonstrated uncommon insight into his own emotional state at the time of the incident,
his experience illustrates the type and quality of emotional costs that may accrue to young
officers, especially when they become immersed in the death equivalent states of
separation, stasis and disintegration. The young officer was left alone in the shabby
apartment with no instructions and no tasks to perform. He recalls the scene and his
response to it:
It seemed she went to the bathroom, defecated, and got up still half naked and
collapsed in the living room by the drapes. You could see from the drapes that
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she started to realize death was coming over her and she clawed at the drapes,
almost like she was trying to stay alive. And she shredded the drapes and you
could see the claw marks in the drapes like the grip of death coming over her. An
eighty-year-old woman laying half naked dead on the floor with feces still in the
toilet and on her and I thought, ‘This is fucked up.’
And I remember looking at her and thinking several things. I thought, ‘This lady
is dead, when am I going to die?’ And I thought, ‘What a morbid thought that
was. Why am I thinking about my own mortality?’ But I couldn’t help it and I
remember getting very depressed, despondent. I remember kicking myself for
wanting to be a cop. I was a college graduate and I just didn’t plan my life right.
I remember getting very annoyed at myself for becoming a cop because I’m
sitting there guarding an eighty-year-old dead woman and I saw absolutely no
value to that. The whole scene was morbid. The apartment was dirty because she
lived alone and was old and weak. The kitchen had dirty dishes and a sparse
amount of food and I thought ‘Is this going to happen to me when I get old? If I
die before my wife is she going to live like this the remaining years of her life?
And just keel over and die this way?’ And it was sad and I was sad. And I have
to say it affected me. It affected me emotionally.
This officer, an unusually bright and well educated man who also had several profound
death-related experiences before joining the police department, expressed an acute
awareness that both his discomfort and the distance he actively sought (for example, after
a while he left the apartment and sat in the hallway to physically remove himself from the
images at the scene) were rooted in a confrontation with his own mortality.

In this

respect he was somewhat unique, since few officers articulated any insight into this
important connection. He was also somewhat unique insofar as he articulated a keen
awareness o f the event’s immediate and long-term psychic impact on him.
I remember going over there, it was my first dead body, so not knowing what to
expect but being nervous, maybe even shaking a little. And then blocking out that
it was a dead body. I’ve seen them before as a Marine, dead bodies. I said ‘Fuck
it, it means nothing.’ But obviously it did mean something if I was trying to
convince myself that it didn’t.
VH:

Was any one feeling or combination of feelings more powerful than others?
I guess a feeling o f despair. I guess the feeling of my mortality was the most
prevalent. ‘This person is dead, when am I going to die? Am I going to die the
same way?’ I have to say, any DOA I came across as a cop, that same feeling
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came through. ‘This guy is dead, when am I going to die?’ It never came to me
as a Marine, it never came to me when my brother got killed. It came to me on
every DOA as a cop. Every one. Maybe because none of these deaths had any
meaning for me. There was no social value to their death, and I had no
connection to them. But the recurring theme in all my DOAs was ‘This person is
dead, when am I going to die?’ When you start getting one or two DOAs a week,
as a rookie, it starts bothering you. You start saying... it starts having an impact
on your psyche, on your mental health. You get depressed and despondent and it
changes your outlook on the world. You get cynical.
Being alone at a death scene with no functional or distracting tasks to perform can
certainly cause one to reflect upon death and one’s own mortality, and as evidenced by
the narration above these reflections can have a potent emotional impact on a young
officer.

Some Rookies physically distanced themselves from the remains, but their

concern for following rules and procedures was also evident when several articulated a
concern that they might be violating some arcane rule by failing to keep the body in view.
Many described taking a chair to a hallway outside the apartment, and several even spoke
of sitting on the floor or on stairways outside the residence when a chair is not available.
In a similar vein, others spoke o f their amazement or awe of officers who seemed not at
all upset by the body, to the extent that some of the senior officers they met were so adept
at partial professional numbing they could nap comfortably in close proximity to the
corpse. But just as the absence of others shapes the death experience, the presence of
others can also change the psychological dimensions of the death encounter.

Numbing: The Presence o f Others

Most o f the officers I interviewed described first encounters where other officers were
present, and for the most part that presence helped reduce the rookie’s distress. Senior
officers typically (but not universally) took the time and effort to guide the young officer
in performing the necessary tasks and responsibilities, and the Rookies were grateful for
this and for relieving them of the uncomfortable responsibility to interact with the family
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and friends. This was apparent in the narration provided by a Rookie who responded to a
‘difficulty breathing’ job1on his foot post:
So I walked down about two blocks. There was already [a patrol car], there was
an ambulance there, and the Fire Department. The Fire Department came out and,
uh, I walked up and they were shaking their heads. They said ‘No, it’s a DOA.’ I
said okay and they said there were two officers in there already, you know, you
don’t have to go in. I said ‘Well, I’m out of the Academy less than a month and
I’d like to go in and talk to them and see what’s going on. I can learn from this.’
They said ‘Come on in, we’ll go in with you.’ There were two officers there.
[Someone, the Rookie could not recall who, asked if he had ever seen a dead
body] I said ,‘Well yes. We went to the morgue.’ It wasn’t too long ago, maybe
about three weeks before I was at the morgue. They said ‘Oh, but you never saw
one in its natural state.’ He says ‘Why don’t you come up with me and I’ll show
you so you know what you’re going to see.’ We went up the stairs and, you
know, she was covered, so we pulled the sheet off of her. I think she was 74 or
75. She had just passed away in her sleep and, uh, he just showed me, you know,
he was explaining to me how a body begins to decompose. We went downstairs
and I was just with the officers and, um, they were basically just showing me. We
went through the whole thing together, you know, uh, fill out the ‘61, the Aided
Card. And then he called the ME, then he called the TS.2
The Rookie, who clearly sought out the exposure because he viewed it as a potential
learning experience, went on to explain how the senior officers interacted with the
relatives: they called the deceased’s doctor to ensure he would sign the death certificate,
notified the Medical Examiner’s Office of that fact, and told the family they could notify

1 The Rookie’s confusion about the type of assignment reflects a common rookie
experience. Several officers described having receiving a ‘difficulty breathing’ or
‘unconscious aided’ call and responding rapidly with the expectation of rendering
medical aid to a sick person, only to be surprised when they found a dead body. Tenured
officers tended to describe this in a self-mocking way that poked fun at their own
youthful aggressiveness and lack of sophistication: the assignment cannot be dispatched
as a DOA until the person is officially pronounced dead. One tenured collaborator
recalled becoming irritated when his senior partner did not interrupt his morning coffeeand-donuts ritual and rush off to render medical assistance on an ‘elderly unconscious’
call until it was explained that such early morning calls invariably involve a person who
died in their sleep.
1 Telephone Switchboard, or the precinct’s main telephone line.
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a funeral home to remove the body.3 The Rookie was gratified they took the time and
effort to show him the paperwork, to review the slightly different procedures they would
follow if the deceased had lived alone, and to provide him with various telephone
numbers for notifications.

Numbing and Humane Interaction

Recalling feelings o f uncertainty in their own capacity to interact effectively with the
deceased’s family and friends, rookies nevertheless expressed a will to provide solace and
relief, even if they lacked the skills and experience to do so successfully. They saw this
capacity to synthesize affective and cognitive competence -- to integrate effective crisis
intervention with administrative sophistication — as central to the police officer’s role,
and they saw it a desirable professional attribute worth acquiring. Most Rookies placed a
great value on the capacity to practice both roles, to the extent that some were offended
when senior officers did not display what they believed was the appropriate degree of
concern and compassion. Although they saw the need for this synthesis, in many cases
they lacked the experience to do it effectively themselves: they just didn’t know how.

One Rookie, for example, described how he and another Rookie became upset at the
cavalier attitude displayed by one particular veteran at the scene, at the same time
alluding to his own attempt to gain distance through immersion in paperwork. Their
dismay revolved around this idea of blending empathy and concern for others with
professional competence:

3 If an individual who dies o f apparently natural causes was treated by a physician within
the past thirty days, and if the private physician is willing to attest to the cause of death
and sign the death certificate, the Medical Examiner’s office will often release the body to
a funeral director without further investigation or autopsy. This expedient ‘trick o f the
trade’ can significantly decrease the amount of time an officer is required to spend at the
death scene.
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One officer we that we, we didn’t like very much - he was just, he wasn’t nasty or
anything, he was just, to the point. Like the sergeant walked in and said ‘What
have you got?’ and he said [matter-of-factly] “DOA” right in front o f the wife
and we didn’t think that was very nice. Instead of quietly over to the side. It was
loud and just no emotions, [quietly] ‘We have a DOA, sir.’ And the wife was in
there. I mean the wife was an older woman and she really wasn’t, she probably
didn’t even pick up on it, but someone else could have. So we didn’t think that
was very nice.
Notwithstanding the offense he took at the officer’s nonchalance, the Rookie appreciated
the connection between a cognitive focus on procedures, partial professional numbing,
and the fulfillment of role expectations. He continued, offering an opinion as to the
source o f their numbing:
They’ve done it so many times. You could tell. They’ve done it a lot and like,
going right through the steps. That’s the first thing that popped into my mind —as
soon as [we learned it was a] DOA I started thinking procedure. ‘What did I learn
in Police Science? Who do I have to call and whatever.’ I’m glad they showed
up because I would have been in there forever, lost. Because I knew I had to call
the Patrol Supervisor, and I had to do a ‘61 and an Aided Card but after that I
don’t know who to call. I don’t have the phone numbers for the ME, I don’t have,
I don’t even think we even had the phone numbers for the Desk. So we were like,
‘We’re lost.’ Just wait for someone to get here. I think that’s how I handled it. I
mean mentally, emotionally. I just kicked right into procedure. [My partner, a
female officer] talked to the wife and was being very nice with her, and I just
started with the procedure.
Another tenured officer recalled how a senior officer’s inconsiderate attitude shocked and
appalled him at a death scene early in his career. He described feeling outraged and
deeply embarrassed at a senior officer’s behavior and comments in the presence of
grieving family members when the senior cop, who was apparently quite numb to
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compassionate emotion, made a lewd comment and sexual gesture in relation to a naked
female body:4
In essence, the lady was lying in the bed, totally nude, a young girl, and her
husband -- as you walked into the apartment, the door swung like this [gestures
to illustrate] — he was behind the door. So if you were entering the apartment
you would see the body but you wouldn’t see who was behind the door. I’m next
to the body, and the sergeant - he became a lieutenant - comes in and goes
[gestures with hand] and says [sexual comment], not knowing that the husband’s
behind the door. The comment was... sadistically comical. That’s all I can say.
And I look up and the man was weeping, and you know when you’re startled but
you say, ‘no, it couldn’t have been what I heard?’ And he went back to weeping.
Perhaps as a reflection o f our cultural emphasis on women as nurturers and care-givers,
female Rookies seemed somewhat more comfortable with family interactions than their
male counterparts, and when female officers were present these duties were typically
delegated to them. The female officers’ relative comfortability may also indicate an
evolving police role identity that is less concerned with displaying masculine qualities. A
former Field Training Officer who often witnessed rookies struggling with the tension
between compassion and control also commented on the struggle’s connection to a stoic
masculine identity, which he in turn linked to demands for a professional appearance of
imperturbability:
Cops supposedly have this macho thing, like you know, we’re supposed to be
beyond all emotions these feelings or whatever. But we’re not. We have feelings
like everybody else. We shield a lot of times because people look up to us. If we
go to a scene and we act like the people that are on the scene, then who takes
charge of the scene? So you have to have this, ah, this strength, the ability to
show people that you know how to deal with it. But yet be compassionate and
understand that this isn’t a job, it’s still a human being who’s died or whatever it
4 We have noted that rookies seek to combine compassion with administrative
competence because they correctly perceive this capacity to be part of the effective cop’s
repertoire, and that they may be disturbed by the insensitivity of senior officers. As we
will see, insensitive expressions and macabre humor are part of many police death
encounters, and indeed many cops will engage in such behavior either to shock the
Rookie or to deal with their own death anxiety. An important nuance is that this
insensitive behavior is quite acceptable among police so long as it is ‘backstage’ behavior
that is not open to public view.
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is and still have compassion for the people who lost this person. And try to guide
them and assist them. That’s the way I’ve always... I’ve always, I do for people
what I would expect someone to do for me or my family. I always told the
rookies when I had them, ‘Remember, it’s because of them you have a job.
Without their problems, you wouldn’t have a job.’ So you have to, I think the
word is empathize, empathy, have empathy? and understanding and yet be strong
enough to take charge and do your job and guide the people on through this crisis.
All o f this speaks to the fact that at some level rookies have a rudimentary understanding
that police work requires complex interpersonal skills as well as administrative
proficiency. They also know that in order to become proficient police officers, to acquire
the police self-identity they so avidly desire, and to gain satisfying acceptance in the
police culture, they must develop a complex, multifaceted and flexible repertoire of
attitudes, behaviors and cognitive and emotional skills. In the specific context o f death
scene interactions, young officers perceive the demand to blend compassionate crisis
intervention with administrative competence, although they typically lack the kind of
images and experiences that will permit them to do so effectively and comfortably. Many
officers sought or felt compelled to perform both roles during their first death encounter,
although many also expressed experiencing a tension between a personal urge to act
compassionately toward family members present at a death scene and a reluctance to
engage in behaviors that might potentially violate police procedures. This tension was
often exacerbated by their fundamental lack of familiarity with procedures and their
responsibilities under those procedures.

A Sergeant, for example, explained that in his first job-related death encounter as a rookie
he was assigned alone to safeguard remains in a private residence when the family
arrived. The deceased, an elderly woman, was lying in bed and had been covered with a
sheet by other officers. Because no determination of the cause of death had yet been
made, the room was considered a potential crime scene, and he knew he should not
permit anyone access to it. The family asked if they could view the remains to ‘be alone
with Grandma’ and ‘say goodbye for the last time,’ and the officer was tom between his
humane urge to provide whatever solace the visit might offer and an acute awareness of
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his professional responsibility to maintain the integrity of a crime scene. The humane
urge ultimately won out and he permitted the family access, but the officer was quite
aware that he faced a range o f sanctions if the scene was disturbed and the death was
ruled a homicide.

The presence o f the deceased’s family often adds to a rookie’s distress, especially when
family members are openly grieving or visibly agitated. When others are present, the
rookie is more likely to have to interact with them and he can less easily hide behind
paperwork as a means to facilitate numbing. When others are visibly agitated, the officer
may feel especially compelled to offer the kind of compassionate response he is not
experienced or comfortable in delivering. Rookie collaborators frequently expressed the
tension they felt between the humanistic urge to provide assistance and relief to distressed
family and friends versus professional and personal pressures to create a comfortable
distance from the event.

Numbing and Identification

Many young officers are made uncomfortable as they try to resolve administrative and
procedural requirements with personal demands for compassionate response, but quite a
few nevertheless endeavor to perform both during their the first death encounter.

A

female Rookie, for example, described her concern for the adult son and daughter-in-law
of an elderly woman who died suddenly at home, noting that she was particularly drawn
to the daughter-in-law because her own husband’s mother had recently passed away.
Importantly, the daughter-in-law and the officer shared several other points of
identification:

they were of the same race, both had two young children, and the

daughter-in-law was scheduled to enter the next Police Academy class.

The young

officer drew upon her recent experiences with the deaths of her own family members in
helping the woman, and her overall receptivity to the situation’s emotional components
was also shaped by the fact that her own husband had recently been diagnosed with
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cancer. The officer also demonstrated substantial insight into the similarities between her
own situation and that of the daughter-in-law.
When we got there the son was in the bedroom, um, holding his mother. We
basically tried to get him out of the bedroom so he can, you know, well, gain his
composure, you know. We tried to get him away so he wouldn’t be traumatized
that much but we really couldn’t get him and he just was grieving for his mother.
And it, it was, you know, understandable. You know that he would be grieving. It
would be the last time he was really able to hold his mother so basically we said
just leave him alone. Just leave him in the room with his mother. So that’s what
we did.
But she, [the wife] she basically had to tell everybody that the mother had died
and, you know, answer all the phone calls. And we were trying to comfort her,
you know. We asked her if we could get her something to drink and if she had to
go and check on her kids - she had two sons and they were at a friend’s house.
We told her to sit down for a while, and that she was going to have to be strong
for her husband and stuff, there were a lot of plans they would have to make ...
You know, they were crying. I basically dealt with the wife. She’s supposed to
be coming into the next [Police Academy] class and she said she was due to come
in to the next class and I was comforting her and I told her, you know, I basically
had to go through somewhat the same thing when I had to comfort my husband
when his mother and his brothers had passed away. Just be strong and everything
because he needs you right now.
That’s what basically what’s going on now, you know. My husband, I know he
needs me to be strong and everything, and that’s what I’m doing. I have two
children so I have to basically be strong to help my family out. I can’t, I can’t be
weak right now. With him being in the hospital I have to make sure that I let him
know that I’ll handle everything. Just take care of yourself and be strong. Just
that you want to live and don’t give up, and everything, you know. That’s it.
That’s basically that.

Forced Numbing

Several officers I interviewed described what we might characterize as attempts to force
partial professional numbing and to preclude excessive empathy for the deceased by
focusing their attention on practical, even banal, personal matters. These attempts mirror
the strategies adopted by the rescue personnel described by Ursano and McCarroll (1990),
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which included efforts to avoid looking at a victim’s face and to avoid thinking of the
victim as a person. Rookies showed a particular aversion to looking at the deceased’s
face, which might enhance their identification and increase the potency of the death
imprint image. Empathy and identification with the deceased draws one closer to a
confrontation with one’s own mortality — to the fearful recognition that one day we too
will die — and in making a connection with the deceased, one opens the possibility of
commitment and the related possibility that unpleasant elements of the professional world
will carry over into one’s personal life.

In one first-exposure account, a Rookie described concentrating his thoughts on the
logistical arrangements he would have to make to pick his child up from school that
afternoon in order to actively exclude the unpleasant thoughts, images and emotions
conjured by his proximity to the corpse.

Note also the Rookie’s linguistic

depersonalization and objectification o f the deceased by referring to him as ‘it:’5
I was thinking o f other things besides the actual body laying there ... I thought
about it [arranging to have his child picked up from school] while I was there.
‘Oh, I’ve got to sit in the same room with this body...’ But it wasn’t even... At
that point I didn’t — I blocked out that it was a body. ‘I’m going to sit here and
I’ll make overtime and my wife will have to pick up my son.’ And that’s what I
was thinking. I looked at the body a few times and then I just started to avoid it
because after they did CPR, the face, it just kind of didn’t look right. Someone
told me that happens after CPR, that sometimes the face gets distorted looking
and stuff. ‘That’s in that room and I’ll stay in this room and that’s it.’

5 With time and additional experience the rookie will pick up an informal typology of
police terminology that explicitly depersonalizes, trivializes and objectifies the dead.
These terms generally become more colorful and trivializing as the grotesqueness of the
corpse increases. An ordinary recent death might be called a DOA or a ‘stiff,’ but a
partially decomposed corpse is a ‘ripe DOA,’ a ‘dry floater,’ or in extreme cases a ‘twocanner’ — a reference to the practice of scorching coffee grounds (two cans, in severe
cases) to dispel the odor of putrefaction. A body recovered from the water is a ‘floater,’
and a body mangled in a vehicle accident is often called a ‘road pizza.’ For a more
detailed exploration o f this typology, see Henry (1995).
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VH:

You looked at it a few times, but...
I watched while they were doing the CPR until it started making some strange
noises and then I stopped watching. Supposedly the lungs had filled up with
liquid and it was kind o f gurgling a little bit, and I said ‘That’s enough o f that.’

This somewhat disjointed bit of narrative reflects the confusion and distress rookies
experience when confronted with so many unfamiliar images, particularly when
grotesque or disintegrative death images are involved. Time and repeated exposures to
the deaths of others afford veteran officers the means to integrate and make more
coherent meaning of the images they encounter and to reconstruct them in a less
fragmentary way. This was reflected in their narratives, which were far more coherent
and more highly elaborated than those of rookies.

In the absence of more highly

developed forms, though, the young officer struggles to make sense of his recent
experience. This tendency was generally observed throughout the interviews: tenured
officers’ accounts were generally presented in a more systematic, more complete and
more logical way than Rookies’ narratives.

Tenured officers also evinced generally

greater insight into the feelings and emotions operating during their first death encounter
than rookie cops.

Numbing: Controlling the Environment

Just as the Rookie officer cited above attempted to force partial professional numbing by
actively excluding troubling images from his consciousness, other (generally more
tenured officers) achieve a kind of distance by controlling the environment in ways that
limit the emotional content of the situations they encounter. That is to say, at some level
they are aware the kind o f partial professional numbing they experience at death
encounters is functional, and they actively seek to find or create it in other emotionally
difficult situations. A young officer who had about one and one half years of patrol
experience, for example, described how he and his partner developed tactics of distraction
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and deception to curtail emotional outbursts and achieve control in highly emotional
situations, including those involving deaths. In one of his first death encounters, the
officer answered an ‘unconscious aided’ call in which a man died in a small apartment.
The man’s wife, mother and five children were present, and upon arrival the officers
found a highly agitated and chaotic scene. The wife was particularly hysterical, and in
order to control the frenetic situation the officer told the woman that he felt a pulse, and
that she would have to leave the room while he administered CPR.

The woman

complied. The young officer stated that he knew the man was definitely dead, that he had
no intention of administering CPR, and that he felt no residual guilt in lying to the
woman — it was simply pragmatic to lie in order to curtail her emotional outburst and
gain necessary control over a chaotic situation.

The officer, who was assigned to a very busy precinct that has one of New York City’s
highest rates o f violent crime, said he used similarly deceptive or distracting tactics in
many other tumultuous situations. People who are under great stress, he noted, will often
shift their attention from the immediate problem to some other unimportant issue if a
question is asked sincerely or a direction is given authoritatively. He described applying
these tactics in the case of a hysterical stabbing victim whom he asked what recipe she
used for the chicken cooking on the stove. She stopped wailing and described the recipe
in detail, and after calming her in this way the officer was able to obtain and broadcast a
detailed description of her assailant. The tactic served a useful police function to the
extent that it helped him to quickly obtain a description that might aid in the
apprehension of a criminal, but the officer also volunteered that he uses these tactics
purposefully in order to soften or moderate the emotional impact such events might have
on him. It should be pointed out that these tactics work because they give both the victim
and the officer some degree o f distance from the immediate images that are so upsetting
to them.
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The Death Imprint Image

As we have thus far explored the context and dimensions of numbing among rookie
police officers during their first professional death encounter, we have glimpsed
numbing’s close relationship with the death imprint image. We saw this, for example, in
the case of the officer who recalled the disintegrative image of the woman clawing at her
drapes as she died, and in the case of the officer who avoided watching as paramedics
applied CPR to the gurgling corpse. The death imprint -- the intrusive and enduring
image that continues to evoke and reactivate images and feelings associated with the
death encounter as the survivor struggles to master and integrate it -- lies at the very core
of his impaired symbolization. The death imprint is so durable and has such capacity to
continually conjure images and feelings associated with the death encounter precisely
because it is so difficult to integrate and master: the threat or trauma associated with the
image is so powerful it practically defies full or complete incorporation with existing
images and forms, and can scarcely lead to full and complete enactment. The death
imprint resulting from an extreme or protracted exposure to a particularly grotesque death
can be practically impossible to master.

Almost without exception, the officers I interviewed were able to recall and articulate in
vividly detailed images of the deceased as well as other images associated with the event.
These recollections ranged from such seemingly insignificant details as apartment
numbers and specific addresses, to highly specific sensory images of the sights, sounds
and smells of the corpse or the surroundings in which the exposure occurred. As a rule,
they tended to provide more richly detailed descriptions of the more objectively
unpleasant and distressing exposures.

At the same time, not one of the officers I

interviewed could recall the name of the deceased, and this was indicative of the tendency
to depersonalize the event.

When we examine Rookies’ experiences as they pertain to the death imprint image, we
can discern how it can enhance feelings of disintegration, stasis and separation. We can
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also see how these feeling-states become an impetus to seek and achieve a sense of
connection, movement and integrity. This was perhaps best illustrated in the detailed
account offered by one Rookie for whom the death imprint image was the most salient
and memorable feature of his first death encounter. This Rookie’s narration also makes
clear that the death imprint image need not be an entirely visual image; while most death
imprints somehow involve visual images of grotesqueness, humiliation or mutilation —
these elements can certainly contribute to the imprint’s potency and the survivor’s
inability to fully assimilate or enact it — death imprint images can and often do involve
tactile or olfactory images as well.

The Death Imprint and Gruesomeness

Although at age 35 this officer was older than the typical Rookie,6 he had few prior
experiences with death. Perhaps as a function of his maturity, the officer also displayed
an uncommon degree of insight into his own feelings during and after the death
encounter. He said he understood police work involves exposure to death and was aware
of his own anxiety around the idea of dealing with death, but prior to joining the agency
he managed to avoid this cognitive awareness through a kind o f magical rationalization:
“Maybe I’ll be lucky and not have to deal with gruesome stuff. Maybe I can avoid it and
let other people do it.” His trepidation was in no way eased by his Police Academy
training, where he heard ‘war stories’ of the hours he might have to remain at death
scenes and the sights and smells he might confront.

The officer’s first exposure took place a few days before Christmas and began when a
Sergeant picked him up from his foot post and told him he had an assignment. The
Sergeant did not tell him it involved a DOA until he arrived at the building, at which
point the Rookie’s stomach dropped. His discomfort increased when he learned the DOA
6 The temporary expiration of a federal age discrimination exemption for police agencies
briefly opened a window of opportunity for NYPD applicants over the age of thirty.
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had been dead about a week, and it became extreme when the odor of putrefaction hit him
outside the apartment door. He had “never smelled anything that bad before,” noting that
the apartment’s excessive warmth intensified the odor. He observed a bloodstain on the
carpet where, he was told, the deceased apparently vomited blood before making his way
to bed to die, and a detective showed him a Polaroid photo of the decomposing corpse
which further added to his anxiety and physical distress. Other officers at the scene
observed his discomfort and although one tried to coax him into entering the bedroom to
view the deceased, he resisted greater exposure to the death image.
One cop offered to show me the body but I said ‘No thanks.’ He tried to coax me
in but I was resisting, getting scared. My stomach started to bubble and the smell
started to irritate me. I said ‘I’m just going to try and suck it up, do what I have to
do, and sit here if I have to.’ At that point I’m thinking, ‘Why did I ever take this
job?’7 ... I think at first when I walked through the door it was like, they could
see it on my face from the smell. But after a while I tried to act like one of the
boys. Like, ‘Hey, I’m going to do this too.’ But I didn’t feel like that. All the
funk started going out of me.
The senior officers were somewhat solicitous, but they also tried to desensitize him
through greater immersion in death imagery.

The Rookie’s cognizance of the other

officers’ possible ulterior motives also subtly alludes to an emergent suspicion of
counterfeit nurturance.
I just couldn’t take the smell. So he said ‘Did you get a cigar?’ He said ‘You
should keep a couple of cigars on you because they help you deal with the smell.’
So I ran to the store real quick and got two or three cigars and put them in my
pocket. So I’m lighting the cigar and smoking it, but it really didn’t help.8 ...
7 It is interesting to note the similarities between this officer’s experience and that of the
officer who recalled the image o f the woman clawing at her drapes. Both encounters
involved disintegrative deaths involving elements of separation and stasis, both death
imprint images involved features of grotesqueness. These were the only two collaborators
who mentioned questioning their reasons for joining the police department. The fact that
their doubts were raised so proximate to their confrontation with the death image speaks
to the image’s potency.
8 Later, a morgue attendant observed his distress and produced a bottle o f Brut cologne
with which he could swab his nostrils. Though cognizant of his anxiety, the morgue
attendants nevertheless began joking about the death in a way that intensified his distress.
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One officer was very professional, you know. He did what he had to do with
notifications and whatever. Like I said, he tried to get me to go in the room. But
I don’t think he was maliciously trying to get me in the room. He just wanted me
to be exposed to what was going on, to be exposed to what a DOA is all about and
this is what I’m going to see, you know. Like ‘This guy is bad but he’s not that
bad.’ He said ‘If it was summertime, you really don’t want to come in this place.’
So in a way I think he tried to help me, but at the same time they got a little kick
out of doing it.

The Imprint Image and Identification

The Rookie was at the scene for about five hours in total, and most of this time was spent
alone in the apartment. During this period he avoided going into the deceased’s bedroom
to view the corpse but was nevertheless sickened by the pervasive stench o f decomposing
flesh. At one point the telephone rang and, because the Rookie thought it might be the
Sergeant or Desk Officer, he answered it. It was the deceased’s brother calling from Ohio
with questions about the death. The officer’s description of the conversation illustrates
the somatic impact of the overwhelming stench associated with the death imprint image,
and it points up Rookies’ overall sense of personal and professional inadequacy when
they fail to provide appropriate emotional comfort to bereaved people. Here the Rookie
was also coping with demands for a detached professional demeanor and his own nausea.
The narration further reflects his struggle to make coherent meaning o f the death, to
convey that meaning to another person in a caring way, and to find some sort of
appropriate enactment that is consonant with his incomplete understanding o f and limited
practice in the police role.
He’s asking me how did I think he died and I said I didn’t know. I never talked to
anybody about this before. I was, you know, explaining to him about his
brother’s death and trying to comfort him at the same time. I never had to do that
before. So I’m on the phone with the guy, I’m trying to be caring but I’m getting
ready to throw up. He’s asking me questions they already told his mother, who
was probably distraught and didn’t tell him. So he wants to find out from me and
I’m just the guy sitting on the body. I didn’t see the body, I wasn’t the first one
on the scene. I’m explaining to him what happened, how we found his brother,
what we think happened. Apparently, you know, he threw up some blood and
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went into bed and died. The ME said he probably died from internal bleeding.
And choked on his blood. I said to him the last newspaper in the house was last
Sunday’s so he died between Sunday and Sunday, and he had a few messages on
his machine. From that previous Sunday.9 He’s looking for information, asking if
he can come stay in his brother’s house. I said ‘I don’t think you want to stay
here right now.’
And I talked to him about twenty minutes. He gave me his name, I took his
telephone number and put it in my memo book. I gave him my phone number10
and the precinct’s phone number. After that I ran out the door. And I left the toe
tag behind and just locked the door and left and went downstairs. It was just
before Christmas, and the fact that he died alone, I just felt that everybody needs
somebody by their side. You know, I’m pretty sure before he died he had to have
a headache or nausea and he would call somebody and say ‘Hey I’m not feeling so
good. Why don’t you come over and bring an aspirin or something.’ And it
seems like he didn’t call anybody because nobody knew he was that sick. It was
just the fact that he died alone. That he died alone like that.
When he left the apartment, the Rookie asked the building’s doorman to use a bathroom
where he got sick: “I was feeling really sick, and my stomach started to bubble. And
everything I ate for the past week just came out. It was a relief.” The doorman “asked if
I was OK and I said ‘Yeah, I’m fine. I just have to wait for the morgue guys.’”

9 The Rookie listened to these calls when other officers played them earlier, and this
glimpse into the deceased’s private life added another element of identification to the
situation. He related how the morgue attendants later upset him by joking about the
messages as part o f the display they put on for his benefit. When the attendants entered
the bedroom they played the messages again and spoke to the corpse, saying ‘Hey,
you’ve got some messages! Don’t forget to call Sally because she’s got a friend who
wants to meet you.’
10 That he provided an unknown civilian with his home phone number is unusual, and
would be all the more unusual if he had more police experience. In line with the
‘symbolic assailant’ construct and a general suspiciousness of civilians, officers quickly
leam not to reveal too much about themselves or their private lives to strangers. The vast
majority o f tenured police officers I know have unlisted telephone numbers, and many
cops take pains to conceal or expunge personal information from publicly available
sources. This is often attributed to the need to protect oneself and one’s family from
harassment and danger, but also serves to erect a kind of protective firewall between the
professional and personal self.
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Shortly thereafter, the solicitous officer he dealt with earlier returned with another rookie
to relieve him for his meal period.

The Rookie was in no mood to eat, and

notwithstanding his own discomfort and anxiety he sympathized with the other rookie’s
plight and decided to return with him to the apartment. The other Rookie was also
affected by the odor. “Just from the smell, he turned pale, really pale. I said are you all
right? And I gave him a cigar. He didn’t want to see the body either. It was like, ‘I was
the man. I’ve been through this.’” The morgue attendants came about fifteen minutes
later and both officers were asked to help carry the deceased from the apartment. At that
point, the Rookie took his first direct look at the corpse, and the numbed impairment of
his symbolization process was evident in the way he incompletely assimilated the image
of the man’s face. The Rookie’s ability to recall the deceased’s license picture but not his
face also seems to constitute a protective ‘screen image.’

I remember the guy, on his side, black and blue looking nothing like his drivers
license picture. He was swollen, and I didn’t know if he was black or white but I
just remember his pose when I walked into the room and saw him lying there. It
wasn’t a natural pose, he was laying on his side with one leg cocked up. I
remember the ME saying earlier when he went in there ‘You may want to open a
window because when I move him he may fall apart. It’s going to get really
wretched in there.’ I said okay and opened the living room window. And when I
went in he was laying on his side with his leg up. That’s what I remember. I
can’t remember his face, but I remember his drivers license picture. He didn’t
look nothing like his picture on his license.

The Imprint Image and Guilt

The morgue attendants asked the officers to help move the corpse, who was about six feet
nine inches tall and weighed over three hundred pounds, and help carry it from the
apartment," but at that point the Rookie demurred: “Hey, I ’m on meal. I’m gone.” He
called the Desk Officer, who said he could leave, and he did. Although the Rookie left

" He noted the swollen corpse was too large to fit in a standard body bag and eventually
had to be placed in a special crate and removed by Emergency Service Unit officers.
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the scene, the feelings and emotions associated with the death imprint stayed with him.
As he continued the narrative, elements of death guilt began to emerge but did not
concretize as a conscious awareness of guilt, per se. His amorphous sense of death guilt
was animated by the inadequacy of his response to the brother’s need for compassionate
connection, and therefore his failure to fulfill his perceived role as a competent police
officer. Still immersed in a milieu of separation, stasis and disintegration, he struggled
with competing impulses to once again reach out and connect with the brother in hopes of
achieving enactment and to default to a more distant professionalized police persona.
This struggle combined with a sense of personal and professional inadequacy and resulted
in anger. He described his feelings as he left the scene to return to the stationhouse:
I still felt the tension, I still felt the sadness. I was still thinking about this guy’s
brother, calling me and talking to me. And I’ve got his telephone number in my
memo book. And I’m saying, ‘Maybe when I get home, maybe I could talk to
him again.’ Then I said, ‘Well, I’m not going back to [that precinct], so let them
handle it.’ But I did want to call the brother because I couldn’t really talk to him
while I was in the house because of how I was feeling. Maybe he needed
comforting and maybe I could tell him something that, you know... I don’t know
what, but maybe I could have helped him out.
VH:

So you felt a connection, over the telephone, to this guy you never met?
Yeah, and I felt maybe I should have done more. He called and there was nothing
I could do because, for one, I didn’t know how he died, I didn’t know when he
died, I just know he was dead. And I didn’t know him, but when he called he felt
that I’m a police officer, I should have known his brother. The way he was
talking, maybe I should have known things I didn’t know. I told him I was just a
recruit so he wouldn’t think he was talking to someone who should know. I
remember getting home and being upset with my wife because it was like,
somebody did me wrong by doing that to me. I was just a recruit. I was upset
with her, I don’t know for what reason, but I was upset with her. I told her about
the situation, but I didn’t tell her the whole thing. I was mad because I didn’t
think they should have put me on it that day. Two, it kind of upset me. It was
just eerie, and I just said ‘Why did I take this job?’ I was making more money at
the bank.
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Death Imprint Image: Subjective Differences

In the course of interviewing the collaborators, I was able to interview two Rookies who
attended the same death event but experienced it in very different ways. By juxtaposing
their experiences and their narratives, we can readily discern the durability of the death
imprint image and we can see how two young officers of different backgrounds were
differentially affected by it.

Rookie Nine, a married African-American male in his early twenties, had relatively few
prior exposures to death and no prior exposures in a professional or occupational context.
He became a police officer, he said, because he was deeply concerned with the level of
crime and violence in New York City’s communities, especially in the tough Brooklyn
neighborhood where he grew up. Referring to his young daughter, this earnest young
man said he wanted to make a difference in the community and to make the city a safer
place for children. Rookie Eight, a single White male in his late twenties, had quite a few
previous exposures to death: he witnessed a fatal vehicle accident and also worked at a
renowned cancer hospital. Although his hospital position did not include responsibility
for patient care, he saw dead and actively dying patients on a daily basis and commented
that some of the patients he saw looked worse than any DOA he expected to encounter in
police work.

Both officers were assigned to ‘sit’ on the body of a male who died of AIDS in a rooming
house a day or so earlier, and the situation was objectively revolting: the body was
decomposed to the extent the first officers to arrive required a Scott airpack and
protective clothing to enter the third-floor room and examine the body. Both Rookies
stated they could smell the odor of death from the street. They were both also taken
aback by the nonchalance o f officers at the scene. As Rookie Nine said, “It was like
nothing to them. In fact they had a snowball fight with the Fire Department when we
came. Apparently they’re used to it. I found it strange.”
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The Rookies had quite different reactions when a detective at the scene showed them
photographs o f the deceased. Rookie Eight mentioned the photographs in passing, but
the images were far more memorable to Rookie Nine:
It shook me up. I didn’t particularly care for it. I know he’s a homicide detective
and it meant nothing to him. I mean he’s walking out the door all nonchalant.
And, um, I saw the picture and um, I didn’t even want to see the body. I didn’t
even go inside to see the body. After the photograph I couldn’t even look at it. It
bothered me. It was a young guy. They showed me a picture from his license and
a picture of him dead and it didn’t look like the same person. [Rookie Eight]
didn’t have a problem with it. I can picture it now. His head was so swelled up it
almost exploded, and his trousers were halfway down, part way down.
The officers were at the scene for about five hours in all, and because of the
overpowering stench the Sergeant instructed that they could remain outside the
apartment. The Rookies remained together on the stairwell, but experienced the event
very differently.

During our conversation, Rookie Nine presented a much stiffer

demeanor, his narrative was more fragmented, and he admitted the death encounter was
much more uncomfortable for him than for Rookie Eight.

He was, in essence,

immobilized by the death and his symbolization process was much more impaired. In
contrast, Rookie Eight presented a very relaxed and affable demeanor during the
interview. He studied a Traffic Regulations book as he sat on the stairs and noted that in
the future he will prepare himself for DOA assignments by carrying a more interesting
paperback novel on patrol. He joked about discovering that there is a statute prohibiting
the use of a white-tipped cane by anyone other than a blind person, and in a bit of self
mockery he joked that he could not wait to issue a summons for that particular infraction.
We stayed on the landing and got comfortable. We opened the window and
stayed on the landing one floor below. I checked out the apartment quickly but
didn’t go in. But I went in with the ME. I thought it was interesting the way the
whole body blew up and it was only twenty-four hours old. The ME said to stay
outside so 1 stayed at the door.
My partner, he wasn’t used to death. He was almost frozen in place. He wouldn’t
come upstairs. The only time he saw it was when they showed us the pictures, the
only time he saw the body. The victim was on parole, I don’t know what for, but
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they had pictures from Parole. He was in his mid thirties, a male dark Hispanic.
You really couldn’t tell from the photos, but from the pictures and the name. It
bothered [Rookie Nine] a lot more than it bothered me. I basically sat on the
stairs by the window with the window open, and he basically stood in the comer
and didn’t move too much. It took him about two hours to get his hat off
[laughs]. The smell was getting to him. I asked if he wanted me to get something
for him to eat and he almost turned green. I was trying to crack jokes and get him
to loosen up a bit. I actually got him to move from one spot to another spot, to
move around a bit.
Rookie Nine recognized his partner found it funny the death bothered him so, and he
recognized his partner’s joking manner was intended to help him. He could not really
recall what he did for the five hours he spent at the scene, other than the fact that the
stench of death and the visual image of the death scene photograph sickened and revolted
him. His numbing and residual closing-off can also be observed in the fact that he did
not discuss the event with anyone.

When asked what images stayed with them from the scene, Rookie Nine referred simply
to the death scene photograph and to the odor of death, while Rookie Eight offered more
expansive and more insightful comments:
His tongue and his lips. They swelled up to the size of a baseball. That was the
main thing. And you’ll never forget the smell. The body actually swollen up like
that. It was the first time I’d seen a body that’s, not fresh, lets say. It was sitting
there for fifteen or twenty hours or something. It was a little disgusting. I mean, I
didn’t know a body did that. I just distanced myself from it. I said, ‘It’s dead, it’s
over, I can’t do anything about that.’
Other than mentioning to his wife that he had a DOA assignment and that the images
bothered him, Rookie Nine did not mention the event to anyone. Rookie Eight, on the
other hand, joked about it with friends and his peers at the Police Academy.
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The Death Imprint Image and Lasting Impact

Few collaborators indicated the death imprint image from their first exposure had a
lasting and deleterious psychic impact on them, and indeed many tended to downplay or
minimize the degree o f trauma they experienced. Only one collaborator reported having
nightmares or other sleep disturbances involving residual images from their first death
encounters, and none claimed to have needed or even considered the need for counseling
of any type as a result of the first exposure. This minimal degree of manifest psychic
trauma seems more than mere macho posturing to minimize the need for help, since some
of the tenured officers described troubling death encounters at other points in their careers
which did cause them to seek or consider counseling. These distressing incidents will be
discussed later, but several points should be clearly made at this juncture.

Although collaborators may have downplayed or minimized the first exposure’s lasting
psychic impact, virtually all of them — regardless of rank, experience or the amount of
time elapsed since the first exposure — gave accounts that nevertheless evinced a
powerful and lasting death imprint image. Almost all could recall in great detail images
associated with the first death encounter, but fewer were able to recall the factual and
emotional components of subsequent death encounters with the same clarity. To test the
hypothesis that the first DOA is a defining professional experience or career milestone, I
asked each of the tenured officers if they could recall their first arrest or the first ticket
they wrote

--

experiences which are also central to the police role and which,

importantly, are more closely associated with public and police conceptions of the police
role — and very few could. None could recall emotions associated with writing their
first ticket, and with the exception of a few who recalled strong fear, objective danger or
other compelling emotions, few could recall any emotions surrounding their first arrest.
This again points up the importance and durability of images associated with the first
DOA and the their lasting psychic impact.
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Suspicion o f Counterfeit Nurturance

While outlining the psychology of survival in Chapter 3, we noted that because of
numbing, guilt and devitalization the survivor has special needs and vulnerabilities that
typically include the need for emotional comfort.

The same numbing, guilt and

devitalization, though, hinder his capacity to develop and maintain the kind of
relationships that will give him comfort and restore some sense of vitality. To the extent
the survivor is aware o f his dependency and his special needs, he may also be especially
sensitive to or resentful of actions or events that remind him of his weakness. Lifiton
refers to the survivor’s acute sensitivity to his vulnerabilities and resentment of efforts to
comfort him ‘suspicion o f counterfeit nurturance.’

In listening to Rookie collaborators’ narratives, I was struck by the apparent absence of
this theme o f survivor psychology.

Rookies certainly feel a numbed and guilty

devitalization and may have need of emotional nurturance, but none actively sought
comfort from co-workers, peers or family members. In the case of the senior officer who
advised the Rookie to get some cigars to help deal with the odor of death, as in other
instances where senior cops tried to coax Rookies into viewing the corpse, the assistance
offered was not so much directed toward easing the Rookie’s emotional burden as it was
toward helping him deal with the immediate situation — it was offered in the interest of
overcoming the Rookie’s immediate immobilization and in the interest of administrative
efficiency.

The relative absence o f suspicion of counterfeit nurturance among Rookies can be
attributed to several factors. First, most Rookies did not experience the kind o f profound
death encounter that we would expect to engender a profound kind of numbing, guilt, and
devitalization. This is not to say the Rookies did not experience these things at all, but
that few were so overwhelmed or overpowered by them that they appeared in need of
nurturing. All the Rookies I interviewed had relatively benign first exposures, and all of
those who experienced substantial devitalization tried to maintain the Culturally-
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prescribed aura o f stoic professional detachment. Because they did not seek any out
forms o f emotional assistance from peers or co-workers, there was little actual nurturance
of which the Rookie might be suspicious.

Tenured cops do not, as a rule, pay much attention to rookies’ emotional needs at a death
encounter or at any other emotionally difficult event.

Because at some level they

recognize the first death encounter is an important rite of passage, they do not perceive
the rookies’ upset as a particularly bad thing. If an awareness of the rookie’s plight does
penetrate their own indifference and their numbed attitudes toward the event, there are no
subcultural demands to provide assistance or nurturing, and in fact the opposite may
apply, having experienced similar emotions themselves and having grown professionally
from them, the attitude of tenured cops is along the lines of ‘That’s the way the job is.
Live with it. I got through it, and it made me stronger. You’ll get through it, too.’

Also impacting this indifference is the fact that rookies, who are not fully integrated into
the culture, lack the close working relationships that might induce or compel another
officer to minister to their emotional needs. A tenured cop who is close to his steady
partner could privately confide his troubles, and the trusted partner could also safely
inquire whether a particular incident was troublesome, but the unintegrated rookie cannot
seek or accept such nurturance without unacceptably betraying his own weakness. In the
following section we will glimpse how subcultural beliefs and constructs operate to limit
the provision o f nurturance even when it is recognized, and especially in the chapter on
Police Survivors we will see the types of situations where nurturance and comfort can and
cannot be safely offered.
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Death Guilt

As discussed in Chapter 3, Lifton points out that the theme of death guilt has several
sources or dimensions, including the notion of survival priority and the related survivor’s
question, “Why did I survive while he did not?” To some extent every death encounter
raises this question and results in some measure of death guilt, since at some level of
consciousness every encounter with the death of another is an encounter with our own
mortality leading to a recognition of the fact that we remain alive while another has died.
The sense of death guilt has a complex etiology, but it is always tied to the failed
enactment that results from some combination of numbing, the implicitly inadequate
schemas for enactment contained within one’s limited images and forms, and
circumstances that in some way prevent one from acting out those schemas.

Failed

enactment also inevitably generates a kind of ethical struggle between recognition of
what one should do and should feel and the inadequacy of our actualized behaviors and
feelings.

That basic ethical struggle can in itself be quite complex, as when one

experiences simultaneous countervailing feelings of responsibility for the death of
another as well as a sense of elation or relief that one has survived even though another
died.

The ethical struggle is also important because it animates the quest to make

meaning o f the death event and under some circumstances may become the basis for a
survivor mission.

For the most part, we can say that issues of survival priority are more likely to be raised
to conscious awareness when one is present and somehow causally involved (either
through action or inaction) in the actual death of another person. The problem of survival
priority and death guilt can also become particularly acute when one identifies closely
with the deceased and/or the manner and circumstances of his death, since identification
amplifies the moral imperative to do something on his behalf. This level of involvement
or identification simply does not occur for most rookie officers, and none of the Rookie
collaborators consciously recognized that part of what they felt was death guilt. The
Rookie death encounters we are considering here generally involved strangers, a fact that
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implicitly limits how closely they identify with the deceased. The rookies are also not
typically involved in efforts to resuscitate or to kill the victim, and a host of other factors
operate to distance them from the event and from any rational or conscious sense of
responsibility that might accrue.

For rookies, the sense of death guilt is a much more amorphous, irrational and sub rosa
feeling-state that does not typically infiltrate consciousness as an awareness of guilt, per
se. None of the Rookies felt responsible for the death, articulated an awareness o f guilt,
or in any way consciously connected guilt to the jumble of feelings they experienced.
Indeed, when pressed for detail most Rookies had great difficulty excavating and
articulating their specific emotions.

Anyone might find it difficult to disentangle a

complex web of emotions and precisely identify and articulate those feelings, but the
problem is all the more challenging when the situations and emotions involved are novel
and unfamiliar. The difficulty also speaks to a more general tendency to avoid taking
conscious guilty responsibility for our acts or omissions when that guilt is irrational.

As a corollary to the idea that death guilt arises because the death imprint image can
never find full or complete enactment, we can expect that the degree of death guilt
experienced by a rookie officer varies according to the quantity and quality of the
enactment he can achieve. Those Rookies who experienced some sense of agency by
performing various administrative tasks and/or were able to provide comfort to family
members were generally able to achieve more enactment, concomitantly experiencing a
less formidable death imprint image, less death guilt and less overall emotional trauma
than officers assigned to idly ‘sit on the body.’

We can see traces or elements of death guilt in the uncomfortable feeling-state of the
Rookie who felt compelled by virtue of his professional role and public expectations to
do something for the unidentified dead man and his family (“Because people look you’re the cop, you’re supposed to be doing something.

...

It was kind of a weird

situation because you want to do so much, and yet there’s nothing you can do”). He
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experienced a moral urge to act on the man’s behalf, but his still-developing professional
repertoire did not provide viable strategies or schemas with which to properly enact that
urge. We can also see traces o f death guilt in the Rookie who, due to his nausea and lack
of suitable forms and images with which to enact his urge to provide effective solace,
could not adequately comfort the deceased’s brother from Ohio (“I said I didn’t know. I
never talked to anybody about this before. I was, you know, explaining to him about his
brother’s death and trying to comfort him at the same time.

I never had to do that

before”). In both these cases, the amorphous sense o f death guilt was associated with
failed enactment and the inability to fulfill their own professional and personal
expectations. Later in this chapter, we will examine the case o f a young officer whose
experience provided sufficient images to substantively act upon his urge to do something
for the benefit o f a victim. His death guilt may not have been entirely expiated, but he
did identify and carry out a dedicated course o f action aimed at finding justice for a
victim.

Death Guilt: Limiting Identification

Another factor mediating the quantity and quality of death guilt is the extent to which the
Rookie identified with the victim, and we recall how some officers actively sought to
avoid identification as a means of severing connection with the deceased and allaying the
sense o f moral responsibility to feel for him and/or act on his behalf. (“I thought of when
my grandfather died and all that, but this was nothing like it. It was like, ‘I don’t know
this person. It’s just a body in the other room on a bed and I never met them and I never
will again or the wife for that matter’”). Where identification with the deceased or with
grieving family members is unavoidable, as in the case of the female Rookie who
identified so closely with the young woman who was about to enter the Police Academy,
we can see how the capacity to fulfill personal and professional demands for appropriate
action serves to counterbalance the experience of death guilt.

Notwithstanding the

similarity of their circumstances and the degree to which she identified with the young
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woman, the Rookie officer was able to enact her personal and professional impulse to
render aid and comfort, felt no overt guilt, and overall was quite comfortable with her
emotions. The factual circumstances of the event permit us only to surmise what the
Rookie’s experience might have been if she did not achieve such an admirable degree of
compassionate and appropriate enactment, but it is quite likely her residual death guilt
would have been much greater.

For the most part, collaborators in each of the categories were less affected by the deaths
of those whose actions or deviant lifestyles somehow contributed to their demise, and
Rookies were no exception. Clearly, these actions or lifestyles provide a reasonable basis
for the rookie to consciously reject or dismiss any potential points of identification, to
numb himself to the reality of the death, and to deny or escape any sense of moral
obligation to the victim. The idea that someone somehow contributed to his own death
through criminal activity, a deviant lifestyle or simple stupidity seems to help cops
depersonalize the death and, at the same time, to more easily make meaning of the death
through a logically-simplistic attribution of cause and responsibility. That responsibility,
o f course, is implicitly externalized: ‘I am not responsible; he is.’ These deaths also
seem less tragic because the victims are not truly innocent or because they are perceived
as less entitled to the quality of respect afforded other human beings. The officer is able
to partially block identification by consciously asserting that the victim is not like him —
‘he is not like me,’ the officer reminds himself, ‘because I am a good person - a cop - who
would never do the bad things this person has done to bring about his own death.’ As we
have seen, this tendency toward what we might call ‘identification denial’ was reflected
in the seasoned detective’s narration about the young man who died of a drug overdose
“with a needle in his arm,” as well as in other narratives.
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A young officer who attended the death of a ‘skell’12 who died of a drug overdose in the
common room o f a halfway house for ex-convicts reported feeling absolutely no sense of
guilt, sorrow or affinity for the man. This officer briefly visited the death scene out of
interest rather than as a matter of assignment to it — he was one of those Rookies who
actively pursued transformative experiences and the identity change they facilitate — and
he noted that the other residents who were watching television in the same room seemed
oblivious to the corpse in their midst. The officer also surmised that the other residents
may have robbed the corpse prior to the officers’ arrival, and although he saw this as
ironic he was not offended by the theft — after all, he said, in his view the dead man had
probably deserved it. The death was not a suicide, but because the individual caused his
own demise through his own actions the officer saw him as having less worth as a human
being.

The officer said he experienced no compelling emotion, much less guilt, in

relation to this death event.

The officer’s depersonalization of the skell’s death was not simply a matter of an
insensitive disposition on his part, since he also described another case which deeply
affected him and which motivated a course o f committed actions resembling a survivor
mission. We will examine that particular encounter in greater depth at the end of this
chapter, but at this point it should be noted that identification denial attenuates or
diminishes an officer’s sense of death guilt and substitutes a sense of indifference for any
feeling of connection the Rookie might have for the deceased.

12 The American Heritage Dictionary (3rd Edition) defines ‘skell’ as a slang term for ‘a
homeless person who lives as a derelict,’ and the related term ‘skellum’ (derived from
Scots) as a rascal or rogue, but it has broader and even more derogatory application in the
NYPD officer’s lexicon. It is a generic disparaging term used by NYPD officers to
describe a shiftless, insignificant, obnoxious or inferior person, encompassing vagrants,
low-lifes, social parasites or any other individual who is morally and/or physically
repugnant. The term — actually a constellation of generalized images, forms and
meanings — is broadly applied and inherently dehumanizing. Interestingly, some
officers have told me (apparently incorrectly) that the term derives from Latin and means
a person who does not deserve to live. In a somewhat different context, see Lifton (1986,
pp. 85-89) concerning the links between the concept of “life unworthy of life” and
medicalized killing in Auschwitz and the genocidal mentality in general.
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Because death guilt is always tied up with issues of connection to others and with moral
ideas about what one should or should not do or feel as a result of that connection,
numbing and any kind of psychological strategy that limits identification also diminishes
the moral demand for reciprocity and ultimately reduces death guilt: ‘I don’t know him, I
am not like him, and I owe him nothing.’ Denial o f identification also obviates the
survivor’s question “Why did I survive while another died?” The answer, of course, is
that ‘I survived because I didn’t (and wouldn’t) take a drug overdose, or shoot myself, or
engage in any other behavior a person like this would engage in. I am not in any way
responsible for his death; I am absolved because he is responsible for it through his own
actions.’ By depersonalizing the death, externally fixing responsibility, and limiting their
identification with the deceased, officers avoid emotionally-taxing ethical commitments.

Death Guilt and Attachment

This is not to say, however, that efforts to limit identification are always undertaken or
always successful. A sense of commitment or attachment to a particular victim was fairly
common among the more tenured collaborators, and a similar set of predisposing factors
was almost always present. The most prominent and prevalent feature is the victim’s
perceived innocence or goodness, which appeals to the cop’s identity as protector. These
victims are almost always perceived as innocent, at least in terms of having no complicity
in the cause and circumstances of their death, and often the circumstances do not
adequately permit the officer to denigrate the individual. Because they are perceived as
‘good’ people, rather than skells, these deaths are interpreted as more unfortunate.
Generally speaking, victims whose deaths have the greatest immediate and lasting impact
on officers also tend to be of the same race and socioeconomic background as the officer,
or in some way they remind the officer of another person they knew and cared about.
That is to say, the death encounter conjures and animates pre-existing images and forms
and these associations make the present death encounter more personally meaningful.
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One Rookie, for example, noted that other than the permeating odor of death, the most
distressing thing about his Police Academy visit to the morgue was viewing the body of a
child: “But what hurt me most was that I saw a little girl about my daughter’s age, and
apparently she had overdosed on some pills. I saw the little girl and I almost cried. And I
wanted to walk back out of there.” While death of a child under any circumstances has a
powerful impact, the death of a child by violent means or by misadventure seems
particularly toxic.

The particularly toxic psychological impact of dealing with the death of a child was best
illustrated by the narrative of a Sergeant I interviewed.13 Although his experience was not
that o f a Rookie, his detailed articulation of the images involved and of his emotions
illustrates how several themes of survivor psychology intertwine and his narration
encapsulates the range of conflicts and emotions an officer can experience when a child
dies. Despite the officer’s active resistance to identification with the deceased and with a
surviving family member, the account shows how attempts to deny or limit identification
can ultimately be futile. The account also conveys the frenzied and disintegrative nature
o f so many police death encounters. Although the narrative presented here is interspersed
with some analysis and commentary, it was actually rendered in a continuous
emotionally-infused monologue.
I was a Sergeant in Brooklyn. About five o’clock in the morning, we get a call, a
three-week-old baby just stopped breathing. So we rush to the scene and we
pulled up, and I said to my driver ‘We’re the first on the scene and we’re going
direct to the hospital.’ I remember yelling it because the adrenaline starts
pumping. I remember being really tired because it was five o’clock in the
moming. We pull up in front of the address and we’re the first on the scene. I
could see from a distance that the other cops didn’t go that fast, and my feeling
was they were afraid to see what was really there. They wanted somebody else to
be first to break the ice. Being a Sergeant, I had the dirty task. And standing in
the doorway is this woman, she had a big glass door, holding a baby in her hands.
About three weeks old. I remember jumping out of the car, running to the front
steps and taking the baby from her. She jumped in the back seat and I jumped in
15 None o f the Rookie officers I interviewed happened to experience the death of a child
as their first DOA.
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the front seat and off we went to [a local] Hospital. With a 3 week old baby not
breathing and I started doing mouth-to-mouth. I couldn’t get any movement out
of the chest. It just was not moving. I remember puffing and it wasn’t moving
and I ’m saying ‘Oh shit I’m fucking this up. I don’t know how to do mouth-tomouth.’ And I’m trying to give CPR and blow air into it and it ain’t fucking
working. So I stick my finger in the mouth and tried to do a sweep, thinking
something was blocking it, and I can’t move the jaw.
Here we see the first expression of failed enactment and the first emergence of
what will ultimately become death guilt. The officer recognizes the compelling
demand to fulfill his professional responsibility — to do something — and
although training has provided him with images that contain a very specific and
detailed schema for action as well as the specific skills necessary to enact the
demands, circumstances inexplicably thwart his attempt. The rapidity with which
the events unfolded, his excited somatic state, and the barrage of fairly novel but
very potent death imagery — this was certainly not a typical job — combined to
create a chaotic situation.
We’re flying through the streets like a hundred miles an hour whipping around
comers. I’m on the radio screaming ‘Central we’re two minutes out, Central
we’re 30 seconds out.’ Pulling up in front of the emergency room in [Hospital]
and kicking the door open on the car and barely being able to step out and I
remember having a hard time even standing up. And running over to the
emergency room door where the doctor was waiting and handing him the baby.
He continued CPR and continued to rush inside. I saw him running into the
emergency room and he stopped and he looked at the kid and he just started
walking. Being a doctor, he realized the kid was dead, and the kid was dead for
many hours. Rigor mortis had set in. That’s why I couldn’t get the lungs to
expand and the jaw to move. I didn’t know that, I thought I was doing something
wrong. I thought I could help it, I thought I could save it.
In the doctor’s sudden stop and the realization of finality and failure it brought to the
officer, we see a powerful death imprint image as well as the image’s connection with
failed enactment leading to a contemporaneous manifestation of death guilt (‘I thought I
could help, but I failed’). The officer’s failure is all the more telling because it relates to
a primary professional responsibility.
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Anyway, that was really traumatic, that was probably the most traumatic DOA I
ever had. And several things went through my mind as soon as it was over. How
did the baby die, was it criminal? I’ve got to send a car to the house to
investigate. Maybe the baby died from some virus, and I did mouth-to-mouth on
it. ‘Oh shit, am I going to get sick?’ I had to call the [Police Department’s] Sick
Desk and get a control number. I’m calling around, how do I find out how the
baby died? How do I know what the baby died of? I called the morgue and the
morgue says we’ve got to wait for the toxicology report. Like what the fuck is
that, a toxicology report? At that time AIDS was just kicking in so I thought
about AIDS. So I’ve got all these things going through my head. Holy shit.
Professional and personal concerns like these are part and parcel of the police death
encounter; the officer is, after all, a participant in the transaction and in an emotionallycompelling situation like this his personal interests and issues are likely to come to his
conscious attention, but personal concerns can conflict with the professional
responsibility to represent the agency’s interests and follow its procedures and to put
those interests before his own. He cannot forego or set aside these responsibilities, either
in favor of the victim or for his own benefit. To the extent these responsibilities conflict
with his own needs or his sense of commitment to the victim, they are a potential source
of guilt.
+

So we get back to the precinct and I’m wiped out. Hurting, emotionally hurting.
Maybe the only time I was really emotionally hurting like that as a cop. I
remember getting back to the precinct and thinking I couldn’t do anything for the
kid. It was like 7:30 now, and the tour was changing and everyone at the precinct
knew that I had to rush the dead baby to the hospital and do mouth-to-mouth.
And everyone was staring at me and feeling sorry for me. There’s about forty to
fifty cops standing around. The commander was looking at me and everybody
knew what was going on and they all felt bad and there was a hush in the whole
precinct. I had to write the ’49. I remember sitting down and saying, I’m not
going to rush this, and I started worrying did I do anything wrong that I could get
in trouble? ... I spoke to the two cops who went to the house, and so I finally
write the ’49 and I remember I had to call home and tell my wife I’m going to be
late. ‘I had a dead baby,’ I told her, ‘and I’m going to be late.’
Plagued by death guilt and cognizant o f his need for comfort, the officer was particularly
sensitive to others’ attitudes and behavior toward him. Importantly, none of the forty to
fifty cops took steps to comfort him, but this was probably not a simple matter of
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insensitivity. Perhaps they knew nothing they could say would truly alleviate his pain,
and we might imagine they were also reluctant to deviate from a subcultural ethos of stoic
detachment: although it is quite acceptable within the culture to offer solace to civilians,
officers are often reluctant or embarrassed to offer comforting words to fellow cops.
Indeed, to some extent the acknowledgement or articulation of his distress might in some
way shatter their own magical sense of invulnerability to death-related trauma. Public
acknowledgement of his pain would illuminate his dependency, and public displays of
dependency are anathema to the stoic ‘tough cop’ stereotype (“Cops supposedly have this
macho thing, like you know, we’re supposed to be beyond all emotions these feelings or
whatever”). Although this personal narrative offers little in the way of direct evidence of
their reasons, we might also guess they resisted taking on his death taint and wished to
avoid the ethical responsibilities that further identification with him and his situation
might entail. Had some form of emotional comfort been offered, though, we might see
elements of suspicion of counterfeit nurturance emerge.
And so at that time I had a three-month-old daughter. The baby was three weeks
and my daughter was three months. And as I was going to the hospital and
coming back from the hospital and sitting in the precinct all I could think about
was that it could have been her. It could have been my three-month-old daughter.
I remember being really upset over that. When I was done — I was up all night
on a late tour — driving home and the baby’s face kept flashing in my mind. It
kept flashing in. And I was really upset and I had to pull over on the side of the
highway. I tried to shake it off. I remember saying, ‘Shake it off, shake it off.’ I
had to talk myself into putting the car in gear and driving home. When I finally
got home, I remember going in the house and going upstairs and going into my
bedroom and falling down on the bed and I think I just cried for awhile. And
probably because I was tired, and the trauma and because I myself had a threemonth old kid, and also just the horror of a three-week-old child in my arms dead.
And I couldn’t revive it. I can remember the thoughts I had — they were, I’d
heard in the Academy and from other cops that the worst thing you could come up
against was an injured or dead child, and it was true. It was true, it was really so
true. And I also thought about my younger brother dying, being hit by the car that
time, it came flooding back. And so I fell asleep and I woke up three o f four
hours later and for the next three or four days the child kept coming back. The
child came haunting back into my memory and into my life. There are times
when I’ll be shooting through that part of Brooklyn, and I’ll remember that DOA.
I’ll remember that child. And that was six years ago.
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That was the worst, the most traumatic DOA I had. And that did come back and I
had trouble sleeping for the next couple of days. And every so often I’ll still have
a dream about it. Over the past six years, two or three times I had a dream about
that job. And I remember it hurting, I just remember hurting emotionally. The
other thing I remember, too, was I really didn’t know where to put it. I didn’t
know where to file it. I didn’t know who to tell, how to tell them, but I knew I
had to close it out. So it sits there, it remains there like in limbo.14
Once again we see guilt over failed enactment (“And I couldn’t revive it”) and we see
how the death imprint image triggers associations with a series of intrusive and recurring
images, including images from a previous death encounter (the childhood death of his
brother). The fact that the images continue to resurface in the officer’s dream-life and
continue to be conjured by other images that are only tenuously associated with the death
exposure (while driving through a neighborhood, for example) is evidence of the death

14 The officer’s use o f the term ‘limbo’ conjures some interesting associations in the
meaning it holds for members of the Roman Catholic faith. As a matter of Church
doctrine, Catholic children are taught in the Catechism that the souls o f unbaptized
infants are excluded from Heaven on account of their ‘original sin,’ but a merciful God
does not condemn them to Hell or Purgatory because they are without personal sin.
Instead, their souls go to limbo (the '’limbus infantium' or ipuerorum‘), a place where
they will eternally remain as infants, knowing neither communion with God and the
saints or connection with damned souls. In terms of the continuity-of-life model, Limbo
is a place or state of ultimate death equivalence: stasis, separation and disintegration
prevail and where there is no hope of movement, connection or integrity. Especially in
terms of death-equivalence, the Catholic Encyclopedia [www.newadvent.org/
cathen/09256a.htm] provides an interesting exposition of Catholic doctrine and
theological speculation on Limbo.
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imprint’s potency and the fact that it can never be truly mastered or integrated.15 The
officer expressed this, as well as the absence of coherent meaning in the death, by noting
that he did not know where to “put” or “file” the experience: it did not fit with his
existing images and forms in a way that would neatly categorize or impart meaning to the
experience.
One other thing I remember. I remember the mother, the mother was a young
woman ... I remember when I finally walked out of the emergency room the
mother looking at me. She had a look on her like I thought my mother might have
had when she found out that her five-year-old son died. I remember looking at
her and feeling sorry for the lady and saying to myself ‘I wish I could help you
but it’s not my job to help you,’ and I should be saying to myself ‘Fuck it, nothing
matters.’
The officer’s thoughts (‘it’s not my job to help you’) are an immediate protective
attribution belied by his compassionate feelings and actions. The fact is that the officer
did try to help, and one suspects he would try again —even more vigorously —if he ever
faced a similar situation. Similarly, the pessimism of his derisive dismissal (‘Fuck it,
nothing matters’) is seen as an attempt to limit identification, but it also reflects his
immersion in the death-equivalent state of disintegration and stasis. There is no meaning
to be found in such a death, he is saying, but despite his reflexive protestations we cannot
say the experience meant nothing to him.
15 The capacity of places to conjure associations with past death encounters is quite
common. Although none o f the other collaborators directly referred to this phenomenon,
I have had similar personal experiences and other officers with whom I ’ve worked
frequently pointed out locations where significant death encounters took place. In a
slightly different but related occupational context, death-immersed Emergency Medical
Technician Frank Pierce, the protagonist in Joe Connelly’s bildungsroman Bringing Out
the Dead, frequently makes reference to the ‘ghosts’ that inhabit his psychic world. He
sees the ‘ghosts’ of those he has failed to revive everywhere, and he identifies buildings
and locations in terms o f the deaths that occurred there. Some of these ghosts -especially the innocent Rose — stalk him silently but evaporate when he tries to make a
connection with them. They are “spirits bom unfinished, homicides, suicides, overdoses,
and all the other victims, innocent or not, still grasping at lives so abruptly taken away.
Rose’s ghost was only the last and most visible of so many who seemed to have come
back solely to accuse me —of living and knowing, of being present at their deaths, as if I
had witnessed an obscene humiliation for which they could never forgive (p. 45).”
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The Quest to Make Meaning

The Rookie’s quest to integrate the experience o f his first death encounter and make
immediate and ultimate meaning of it is a complicated struggle. Due to numbing and
failed enactment his immediate images are to some extent fragmented and incomplete,
and his difficulty in connecting them with earlier experiences is compounded by their
novelty and the absence o f similar images and forms. In terms of immediate meanings,
the rookie struggles to attribute causality in order to understand how and why the death
occurred, and at a more ultimate level he looks for universal meanings or lessons he can
take away from the experience.

The rookies’ struggle to incorporate fragmentary images was evident in their narratives,
which were much more disjointed and incomplete than those of tenured cops. Without
exception, Rookies’ narratives flowed less smoothly than those of veterans, who had
more time and experience to make sense of their death encounters and were therefore
better able to render them in a coherent, comprehensive and logically-ordered way.
Experienced cops were better able to separate emotional components from factual events,
and were better able to ‘track’ or sequentially order events as they actually occurred.
Experienced cops showed greater insight into the immediate and ultimate meanings that
could be extracted from the experience, while Rookies almost always said they learned
nothing — other than some procedural information — from the encounters. In point of
fact, the Rookies probably had learned a great deal from the encounter, but they would
not recognize how much they learned until additional experience fleshed out the
constellations that would allow them to make sense of it all.

To determine how much and what kind o f meaning Rookies extracted from their initial
experience, all the collaborators were asked whether the experience had changed them in
any way. Not a single Rookie said the death encounter changed him or his outlook,
notwithstanding evidence to the contrary several provided in their narratives. They did
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not consciously recognize any immediate or ultimate meanings.

Once again, this

contrasted sharply with tenured cops, in whose retrospective view the first death
encounter often led to some alteration of their understanding o f themselves and their
outlook on life and death.

Particularly when the death encounter involves extensive numbing, failed enactment, and
elements o f disintegration, stasis and separation, the destabilized survivor seeks to master
the death imprint image and other related images as a way o f recommencing ‘normal’
symbolization processes that will allow him to return to the ordered and coherent
symbolic world he knew before. Before he can do so he must understand and attribute
causality to the death event. He seeks, in other words, to rationally explain the event in a
way that fits with his previous cognitive and emotional experiences and images.

Notwithstanding their numbing, all of the Rookies sought to clarify and understand how
and why the death took place — to extract a cognitive understanding o f the factual
circumstances o f the death and to attribute causality to it. Regardless of rank or tenure,
every officer I spoke with, in fact, sought a cognitive knowledge of the cause of death.
This is not surprising, since the issue of cause is a matter of professional concern in the
initial death investigation, because they must determine and record the cause of death in
their paperwork, and because there are a finite number of rather easily understood causes
o f death. Unlike the multiform complex of emotions they might experience, these are
simple and rather straightforward cognitive concepts that any adult can readily identify
and understand. By understanding the death in this way, they satisfy the need for rational
explanation and, at the same time, deprive death of some of its mystery, awe and power.
By identifying and attributing cause to a set of external factors rather than his own actions
or inactions, the officer also achieves a kind of moral distance from the event, assuages
his sense of death guilt, and avoids the moral and ethical commitments that might
otherwise accrue.
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At yet another level, we saw that several Rookies actively sought out the death encounter
with the idea that by experiencing and understanding it they would become better and
more competent police officers (‘Well, I’m out of the Academy less than a month and I’d
like to go in and talk to them and see what’s going on. I can learn from this’). These
Rookies certainly sought out the experience in part to achieve a better cognitive
understanding of the technical and administrative tasks involved, but also to integrate this
administrative competence with the emotional components of the event as a means of
forcing the development of the complex police identity they recognize as desirable. The
Rookies who sought out the death encounter also tended to articulate and to demonstrate
a more comprehensive awareness that policing is a complex business requiring a complex
and multi-faceted personality. For example, the female Rookie who identified so closely
with the deceased’s daughter-in-law and who brought her own experience to bear in
providing emotional comfort to the woman had this to say about her visit to the morgue,
which took place several weeks before the encounter described above:
At first I was scared. I was kind of hesitant about, you know, going in and seeing
the dead bodies. But just like I said, I knew we would encounter it so I said ‘Let
me go and get a feel o f it now to see how it would be out there on patrol.’ Instead
o f going out there on patrol where I’d definitely have to be dealing with it by
myself, I might as well get the reaction now on how I would feel.
She recognized the experience would be difficult, but nevertheless sought it out to
become a more effective cop. We also see the pursuit of death encounters as a means of
identity transformation in the words of an eager young officer who also makes clear that
the transformation is vitalizing:
I like to strive and push myself to be the best. And if I said ‘How can I be a better
cop?’ I know I have to work in a bad neighborhood and learn. Because that’s the
only way you’re going to be able to do it. So when I hear that [a radio call
assignment involves a death], I think you kind of look forward to it. ‘Yeah, all
right, I want to go to this scene, I want to see somebody shot, I want to do this, I
want to do it. You look forward to it. You’re young, you want to do it. It
sounds... You kind of look forward to it. ... I thought it would be exciting.
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Also impacting the quest to make meaning of the death encounter is the fact that at some
level the survivor feels personally victimized by the death of another, if only to the extent
that the experience devitalized him by impairing his symbolization process. For reasons
we have discussed, the rookie officer does not generally experience profound impairment
leading to an overwhelming sense of victimization.

No matter the degree of his

impairment and victimization, though, the survivor needs to make sense of the
experience, to attribute causality, and to expurgate his guilt and sense of devitalization
that can become manifest in a propensity to focus blame externally.

This found

expression in officers’ tendency to blame the victim or the Police Department for their
devitalization and emotional distress. The tendency was expressed by the officer whose
dehumanization of the ‘skell’ implicitly placed responsibility and blame on the deceased.
In terms o f blaming the Police Department, we need only look as far as the officers who
took umbrage at the emotionally difficult position the agency placed them in, but there is
also a tendency for a more diffuse and irrational placement of blame (‘I remember getting
home and being upset with my wife because it was like, somebody did me wrong by
doing that to me... I was upset with her, I don’t know for what reason, but I was upset
with her’).

In each case, the young officers found some way to make sense of the

situation, to externalized responsibility for their sense of victimization, and to avoid some
measure o f death guilt.

The Quest fo r Meaning and the Urge to Do Justice

The survivor’s personal sense of victimization can also be reified and transformed into a
compelling urge for justice -- not only for himself but for the actual victim or his family
members. The survivor’s urge to find justice is especially compelling among police
officers since images, ideas and concerns about justice are so central to the constellations
that make up his personal and professional identities. When the factual circumstances of
a death clearly point to an injustice, the officer who is equipped with adequate
professional constellations can easily find a very appropriate kind of personal and
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professional enactment that restores justice to the victim or, by proxy, to the victim’s
family and friends. The officer may seek justice for the victim or other survivors as a
subculturally-acceptable way of expurgating his own sense of devitalized victimization
and of reestablishing viable forms of humane and compasionate connection. Since it is
not always possible to find perfect justice, the urge may be subsumed within the urge to
provide comfort and solace.

The quest to seek meaning or find significance in death is also rooted in a belief that the
manner and circumstances of death should illuminate the manner and circumstances of
life: a death that lacks meaning or significance reflects a life that lacked meaning or
significance. There is a universal fear of death without integrity — o f death that is
disintegrative in its humiliation, incoherence, absurdity or prematurity. To imagine one’s
own death or to witness the death of another in this way is to perceive that life as lacking
completeness or authenticity. In discussing the quest to extract meaning from death,
Lifton (1983, p. 100) cites Octavio Paz:
Tell me how you die and I will tell you who you are...
Our deaths
illuminate our lives. If our deaths have no meaning our lives also lacked
it. Therefore we are apt to say, when someone has died a violent death,
“He got what he was looking for.” Each of us dies the death he is looking
for, the death he has made for himself. A Christian death and a dog’s
death are ways of dying that reflect ways of living. If death betrays us and
we die badly, everyone laments the fact because we should die as we have
lived.
One way for the officer to find enactment and a kind of justice is through actions that
bring real or symbolic closure to the victim or that involve some simple acts of kindness.
Cops may find ways to perform more extraordinary acts on behalf of the victim, but
because these actions involve the use of discretion and are somewhat risky they are not
typically in the rookie’s repertoire.
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The phenomenon of going above and beyond the call o f duty on behalf of the deceased
resembles a survivor mission in many respects, but it would be improper to characterize
these compassionate acts as a survivor mission because they do not typically become a
permanent feature o f the officer’s personality.

An officer might feel a sense of

attachment and act compassionately, but his emotions are relatively ephemeral and they
do not typically galvanize the officer or impel him to undertake a life-long crusade on
behalf of the victim. Rather, the officer usually seeks a more immediate way to find
justice for the victim — to achieve some form o f suitable enactment — and in doing so
to fulfill public and personal role expectations. Once that task is completed the officer,
having fulfilled his role expectations, can usually bring the matter to closure and move
on. Except in atypical cases involving an extreme exposure or extreme identification
with the victim coupled with a sense o f outrage at the circumstances of death, finding
justice for the victim is for the most part an impermanent quest which can be satisfied
through relatively simple professional actions. A true survivor mission is rooted in a
transformative death encounter so profound that closure can scarcely be attained.

Several of the Rookies I spoke with had a fairly strong identification with the deceased,
although most did not go above and beyond what was required of them for the benefit of
the deceased. That their commitment did not spur them to action, though, does not
diminish the fact that they felt the commitment and the need for some sort of enactment.
Indeed, many of the Rookies who saw the need or opportunity to act for the benefit of the
deceased also stated or alluded to the fact that they did not have appropriate resources
within their repertoire, and as a result they felt conflict over their inability to perform
effectively. For the most part, when they failed to act the failure was the result of a
conscious decision not to pursue the risks involved in taking an uncertain course of
action.

A Sergeant who trained many rookies in the Police Academy as well as in the field
operations setting spoke about rookies’ uncomfortability with their new role and with the
difficulty they have in integrating elements of their own backgrounds and experiences
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into the police self identity. In particular, he observed that rookies are often reluctant to
use their personal experiences to comfort family members at death scenes, simply
because they are uncomfortable in the police role and have not yet integrated their
personal and professional identities. In his experience, rookies typically feel a deep sense
o f compassion for victims and for family members but lack the experience to enact their
feelings through appropriate words and behaviors that will bring solace and comfort and
be ‘acceptable’ police behavior.

Rookies, he said, try to emulate the attitudes and

behaviors they observe in senior cops but because they have such little experience and
relatively little opportunity to observe officers closely in a variety of situations, they wind
up emulating a narrow and constricted set of stereotypic behaviors. He described one
Rookie, a female officer with a fairly strong religious background, who was nevertheless
very uncomfortable when family members expressed religious sentiments or engaged in
prayers at a death scene. Although she told him she felt a personal impulse to join with
them in prayer, she did not know if that behavior was compatible with her role as a
professional police officer.16 In time, though, she found that joining or even leading
bereaved people in informal prayer often had a positive impact on them and on her; in
time and with experience, she was able to integrate elements of her personal self and her
professional self. According to the Sergeant,

16 A number of tenured cops admitted, some with a tone of mild embarrassment, that
they often say a silent prayer for the deceased and his family. I’ve known other cops who
carried the Act of Contrition inside the clear plastic pocket that lines their uniform cap. It
is a matter of Roman Catholic doctrine that if a person makes a sincere profession of the
Act (or, by proxy, if another person makes the profession on his behalf before the
immortal soul leaves the body) his sins are absolved and he can enter Heaven in a state of
grace. I once asked a gruff old veteran, in a teasing way, why he carried the prayer in his
hat. “Why do you think?,” he growled, turning the hat over. Perhaps embarrassed at
being ‘caught out’ in his seemingly uncharacteristic charity, he remained brusque with
me for the remainder o f our tour.
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She was initially reluctant to do that because it simply didn’t fit with the
stereotype o f what a cop does. As she got more comfortable with what she was
all about as a cop, she was able to share that part of herself with people. And she
found it had a very positive reaction with people. Before she became comfortable
with herself as a cop, she tried to live up to the stereotype of what a cop does and
doesn’t do ... After a while, you’re able to incorporate your personal emotions,
your personal feelings, with police procedure. But initially it’s a period of big
confusion.
The Sergeant went on to comment that many rookies operating within the stereotype find
it difficult to express their compassionate feelings and especially to express the sorrow
they feel for someone’s loss.
They don’t know how to say to people ‘I’m sorry for your loss. I’m sorry for
what you’re going through.’ That particular word, for many cops, is taboo. In
other words, in the stereotype, being a police officer is never having to say you’re
sorry. They carry it forward in dealing with other people’s tragedies. They just
don’t know how to say it and still be a police officer.

We should also recognize that humane and compassionate behaviors help both the officer
and family members break away from the feelings of stasis, separation and disintegration
that are a part of so many death encounters. The officer’s benevolent expressions of
compassion provide all involved with a sense of connection — they convey the idea that
family members are not alone in their sorrow, that even this stranger shares in their sense
o f loss — and they help the family and the officer move forward in their lives. The
young officer’s conception of the police role may still be fairly undeveloped, but it
contains at least a rudimentary schema for enactment that calls for humane expression;
by following through on the schema he experiences an important sense of vitalizing
connection to others, he finds a kind of integrity or consonance between self-expectations
and actual behavior, and he experiences a sense of movement or growth toward a fuller
and more authentic police identity.
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The Quest to Make Meaning: Integrating Competence and Compassion

Officers who are comfortable in their roles and in exercising their discretion are more
likely to take affirmative steps to act upon their commitment to certain victims. With
time and experience, officers develop a multi-faceted professional identity; in general,
the first elements of professional identity to develop are the simpler ones related to
professional task competence, with the far more complicated and intricate interpersonal
elements accruing later. The officer is thus likely to first acquire elements of what we
might call the ‘self-as-law-enforcer-and-competent-practitioner,’ a self that subsequently
comes to take on elements of the ‘self-as-caring-and-compassionate-human-being.’ Both
in the interviews and in my informal talks with police officers, I heard numerous stories
of officers who acted with great compassion or sensitivity toward the deceased or their
families, and who did so comfortably.

In virtually every case, the officers were

experienced veterans who had fully formed their police identity as one which
simultaneously permitted both compassion for the good and enmity for the bad, and in
virtually every case the victims were ‘innocent’ or infirm. One seasoned officer, for
example, summed up his admiration for his partner by relating how effectively his partner
practiced both roles.

His veteran partner has a crusty disposition and is generally

perceived as a ‘tough’ cop who tolerates no nonsense from peers or the public, but is also
prone to acts o f kindness. He related a case in which an elderly woman who lived with
her infirm husband died. His ‘tough’ partner returned to the man’s home after work and,
on his off-duty time, helped him make funeral and burial arrangements and thereafter
stopped in on the old man from time to time to comfort him in his bereavement. The
officer’s admiration for the ‘best cop he ever knew’ was rooted in precisely that capacity
to embrace and effectively practice both roles.
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A concluding vignette

Throughout this chapter we have delineated and expanded upon the five themes of
survivor psychology as they apply to the rookie’s first death encounter.

For very

practical reasons, most notably to illustrate how a variety of circumstances and situations
affect the rookie’s experience and shape the evolution and transformation of his personal
and professional self, we considered each theme separately. Nevertheless, there was
significant overlap among the themes and experiences: we saw how closely intertwined
the themes are, and we saw that a single image or experience can illuminate and apply to
more than one theme o f survivor psychology. By way o f analogy, one might say that up
to this point the chapter’s structure presented a series of fragmented images that comprise
an incomplete form or constellation. As part of our quest for immediate and ultimate
meanings, the chapter concludes with a more holistic rendering of one officer’s overall
experience in relation to a kind of death event.

The officer in this vignette had been assigned to a high-crime precinct for about one year,
his professional self was rather well-formed and complex, and he was competent in the
administrative and interpersonal spheres. Despite his still-limited tenure, his attitudes,
skills and knowledge o f policing were far more highly developed than those of the
Rookies we have discussed, and his experience permits us to sharpen our understanding
of rookies through comparison and contrast. The fact that the victim in this case did not
actually die is basically beside the point: her injuries were extreme and rather grotesque
and her condition was grave, and the officer did not expect her to survive. These almostdeaths can have traumatic impact as formidable as an actual death, since they evoke the
same kinds of imagery and, in illuminating the fragility and ephemeral nature of life,
evoke a similar confrontation with one’s own mortality. Moreover, the officer himself
articulated that he equated the experience with a death encounter, volunteering that of all
the deaths and violent crimes he attended, this ‘death’ affected him the most.
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The young cop responded to a crime scene in which a young woman was brutally beaten
and sexually assaulted, and his description of her injuries and his reconstruction o f the
sequence o f events leading up to the attack was detailed and graphic. It was quite clear
that the imprint images remained vivid in his memory. Although his narration reflects
elements o f numbing, identification, and an awareness of his own unsuccessful attempt to
achieve distance, the factual situation did not adequately permit him to depersonalize the
experience by limiting identification or by attributing responsibility for the event to the
victim herself. His tone o f voice during our dialogue evinced shock and horror at the
extent of her injuries, and although the woman did not die he was profoundly affected by
the image o f her in seizure as the result of the extensive head injuries she suffered. After
visiting the scene and canvassing the neighborhood for witnesses — a professional
activity that gave him an important sense of agency — he was directed to respond to the
hospital’s Emergency Room to check on the victim’s condition.
I said to the doctor, ‘Oh, she’s conscious?’ He said ‘No.’ She was shaking, she
was moving like a chicken when you cut their head off. She had been through so
much trauma, unconscious her body was shaking and she was moving. And when
I saw that, I was getting nauseous I guess because I was thinking ‘Here’s a girl,
she’s going to a good university, she’s trying, you know? She went out drinking,
but there’s no crime in that, she’s trying. And here some guy does this to her.
She’s probably someone trying to do the right thing with their life, a good
student.’ And this is happening all so quickly, they’re trying to find out who she
is, now it turns out she’s a great student, she grew up in [names town], an
[nationality] girl, she wants to be a teacher, and now she’s... Like you start
thinking, ‘Wow, this could be somebody I know.’ It could be. And it made me
nauseous right there. That made me nauseous. Just because I guess, knowing that
she’s still alive she might die, that she was raped and just the whole fact that it
was so brutal. He banged her head, he raped her, had sex with her. And I was
very nauseous. It was rough. I felt bad for her. Like I said, because I knew that
in my mind she was a student trying to do the right thing and this happened. She
was no dummy. I think maybe when you try to figure out, when you’re on the
scene, in your mind in half a second you’ve got to figure out how this death came
about. And if, maybe if the person, not that they deserved it but this is the type of
life they were leading that led to this... If the person looks bad and they’re dead,
at least they’re dead. But if the person’s looking horrible but they’re still alive, or
they’re going to die any second or are they going to make it, it’s kind of worse.
You’re thinking, this person may look dead, but they’re not.
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Clearly, the cop identified with the young woman, an attractive college student of the
same race, approximate age and level o f education, whose positive and altruistic career
goals were not unlike his own. He volunteered that this was the kind of girl he would
date, and in contrast to every other Rookie I interviewed he could recall her name and a
host o f other personal data about her.

The young cop was deeply affected but not

overwhelmed by the incident: he was able to compartmentalize his feelings and play a
customary game of basketball with some other cops at the end of his tour, and he had no
thoughts of her during the game.17

He recalled the young woman’s plight when he arrived home and was upset enough to
call his mother to talk about the case. He felt some emotional release and received a kind
of authentic nurturance simply by speaking to someone in whom he could safely confide
his emotional upset, and by putting his thoughts and feelings in perspective he achieved a
kind o f mastery over them. He also subsequently discussed bothersome aspects of the
case with his partner. He reported no sleep disturbance or bad dreams, though, and was
not preoccupied with the graphic images he had witnessed.

Although the officer never actually met the woman and has never actually spoken to her,
his connection with her and his commitment to finding justice for her was quite evident.
He followed her case in the news media, repeatedly spoke with detectives handling the
case, and questioned informants and street people for leads in the case. On a number o f
occasions he and his partner left their assigned patrol area — fully aware that they risked
17 The psychological importance of sports or other forms of play extends beyond their
simple capacity to temporarily divert attention: these life-affirming activities offer
connections to others and access to several modes of symbolic immortality. In addition
to providing an immediate sense of physical vitality, vigorous sports or intense play can
stimulate a transcendent state or impart an ecstatic quality to one’s experience, elevating
the player from the ordinary plane of profane existence. Especially when seen as part o f a
dialectical pattern involving death or death equivalents, they represent connection,
movement, integrity and creative self expression in the face of separation, stasis and
disintegration, and they can ‘jump-start’ the creative process in the aftermath o f psychic
numbing. Sports and play can also have a spiritual component insofar as they involve the
individual in an inclusive enterprise that extends beyond the self.
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disciplinary sanction for doing so — and drove several miles across town to check out
leads in the case.

In doing so, he found an appropriate and meaningful kind of

professional and personal enactment -- he actively engaged in a course of committed
action aimed at finding justice for an innocent victim with whom he identified closely.
His more complex and inclusive police identity opened a host of professional
possibilities, making it possible for him to fulfill a well-developed and professionally
appropriate plan of action. To the extent some parts o f the plan lay outside the scope of
his professional duties or were constrained by rules and regulations, he was willing to
knowingly bend or break the rules to achieve a greater good.

The officer’s affinity for the victim and the many points of identification with her
engendered a deep sense o f commitment, which he acted upon by giving special attention
and special effort to her case. His depth of commitment is all the more notable because
he freely assumed it and had no official responsibility for bringing the case to conclusion.
Nevertheless, he followed the case intently:

he was aware of the type of medical

treatment and rehabilitation she underwent, the extent of her residual deficits, and he
knew that she ultimately returned to her college studies. He expressed satisfaction and
relief that someone was arrested for the assault, and felt he contributed to the case even
though the information he provided detectives played a minimal role in their
investigation. In terms of limiting his death guilt and dealing with his numbing and
devitalization, it was more important that he engaged in the actions — that he did
something in a professional way — than that those actions led to actual results.

Although she ultimately survived her injuries, at the time of the incident the young
woman was severely deprived of her future, which the young officer perceived as bright
and virtuous and worthwhile. If the young woman had actually died, her death would
have been all the more tragic for its lack of dignity and integrity. That her innocence was
violated through sexual assault added to the young cop’s outrage, and the humiliation she
suffered and the lack o f coherence or meaning to be found in this ‘senseless’ act made it
difficult to extract any real or life-affirming meaning from it.

All of these factors
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contributed to his quest to pursue justice for an innocent victim he never actually met,
and they also served as the impetus for a committed course of action resembling a
survivor mission. That committed course of action, in turn, satisfied his personal and
professional schemas for enactment, limited his residual devitalization and death guilt,
allowed him to participate more fully in policing’s vitalizing immortality system, and
allowed him to experience movement, connection and a sense of personal and
professional integrity. Had he not recognized or engaged in that course of action, the
event might have had a significantly more traumatic impact and he might have remained
‘stuck’ in the encounter, most likely resulting in significantly greater and more
deleterious psychic impact.
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Chapter 7
Patrol Sergeants: Routinization of the Death Encounter

Several salient psychological and environmental variables operate to distinguish the
quality and psychological impact of the Patrol Sergeant’s experience of job-related death
events from the experience o f Rookies and the other categories of officers we consider in
this dissertation. Because Sergeants have fairly frequent contact with death, and because
the death scenes they visit run the gamut in terms of the type of death and the quality of
death images involved, we might expect their exposures to result in significant trauma
and we might expect that they would manifest the characteristics of survivor psychology
in a profound way. In general, though, Sergeants seem much less affected by the deaths
of others than do officers in other categories. Sergeants experience much less trauma and
exhibit fewer characteristics of survivor psychology in part because they have had many
previous experiences with death in the occupational context, but also because conditions
within their task environment limit the death scene’s traumatic potential: their deathscene duties are essentially administrative in nature, their exposure is usually of relatively
brief duration, and their interactions are primarily with other police personnel.

The Sergeant’s task environment also prescribes a fundamentally different role than the
roles played by other officers: he is, first and foremost, a supervisor who is not so much
responsible for performing tasks or doing work at a death scene, but rather for ensuring
that the officers he commands do things properly. This primary focus upon procedural
and administrative detail, with a secondary focus on the interpersonal factors that may be
present in a given situation, helps the Sergeant to maintain a psychological distance from
the event and its emotional content. The supervisory role also gives the Sergeant greater
discretion than that enjoyed by the patrol officer, and this discretion permits him a variety
of means to negotiate and manage the kind of images to which he is exposed.
Individually and collectively, these factors operate to make the Sergeant’s subjective
experience of a death event significantly less traumatic.
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An important subjective factor in mediating the Sergeant’s experience of the death event
is his own previous experience as a police officer handling DOA jobs. Since New York
City Police Sergeants must have at least five years tenure prior to promotion, they are
likely to have had a significant number o f previous death encounters and to have already
witnessed many types of deaths and death scenes. As a result, the Sergeant is likely to
have developed the protective capacity to invoke selective professional numbing in the
face o f new death encounters, and he is likely to be somewhat inured to death anxiety and
traumatic death imagery. Tenure and police experience also give the Sergeant a more
fully developed sense of his police self,

he has less anxiety about practicing its

procedural and humane dimensions, and he has a greater sense of agency in terms of
fulfilling schemas for enactment in professionally- and subculturally-appropriate ways.
The Sergeant knows what he and others are expected to do when called to a DOA scene - both in terms o f the tasks and duties the Department requires and the interactions he
will have with others — and he is far less concerned than a Rookie might be about his
overall performance there. Sergeants also benefit from a more fully developed repertoire
of interactive skills they can bring to bear in dealing with officers and civilians. Finally,
we can see that tenure and experience equip the Sergeant with a host of images, forms
and constellations that help him to integrate his immediate experience in a way that
imparts some immediate and perhaps ultimate meaning to the death event. Each of these
factors makes the Sergeant less psychologically vulnerable to the disintegrative impact of
death imagery than the inexperienced Rookie.

The narratives provided by Sergeants made it clear that they felt less vulnerable and less
affected by death imagery than Rookies: they described their recent death encounters in
very general, almost business-like terms, and with few exceptions their narratives were
remarkably devoid of emotional content. In many cases, the impassive descriptions they
gave o f their death exposures as Sergeants contrasted sharply with the emotional
narratives they had provided about their Rookie experiences only a few minutes earlier.
Sergeants’ narratives were far less detailed but much more coherent and logically ordered
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than those provided by Rookies, and Sergeants focused almost exclusively on the
administrative and procedural issues their role entails. While Rookies also tended to
initially focus on the procedural difficulties they encountered, with gentle prodding they
could easily shift to a description of the event’s emotional content and its impact upon
them. Sergeants, on the other hand, had greater difficulty recalling and describing any
specific emotion they felt at a typical DOA job, or even at a specific death event. Several
remarked upon the difficulty they had in recalling emotions, commenting that with the
exception of a vague sense of sorrow for the victim and his or her family they really do
not feel much at a typical DOA. This relative difficulty is further evidence that most jobrelated death encounters have far less emotional impact on Sergeants than on Rookies.

Unlike Rookies, Homicide Detectives and Crime Scene Unit technicians, Sergeants had
great difficulty recalling specific images and details of their first DOA assignment as
Sergeants, and some had difficulty distinguishing between particular deaths they
subsequently encountered.

Several Sergeants paused while providing an account to

interject that they were uncertain if a particular detail or image belonged to the experience
they were describing or if they were confusing it with another event. This was not a
feature o f the accounts provided by Rookies or Homicide Detectives, and the tendency to
confuse the details o f particular cases was far more pronounced for Sergeants than for
Crime Scene Unit technicians. As we will see in subsequent chapters, the roles Homicide
Detectives and Crime Scene Unit technicians play and the duties they perform impose
significant demands that important details of one case not be confused with the details of
another. These demands are not as compelling in the Sergeant’s task environment.

On the basis o f this tendency, though, we can say that the images experienced by a
Sergeant at his many death encounters are likely to combine or merge in a kind o f vague
or generic constellation that is conspicuously lacking in specificity and detail. The fact
that they have some difficulty recalling their first DOA job as Sergeants and
distinguishing the details of subsequent death encounters also illuminates the extent of
their numbing at a given scene and shows that they have relatively few struggles around
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the death images they experience and minimal difficulty interacting with family members
and police personnel. It further illustrates that, unlike the Rookie, the Sergeant does not
experience his first DOA in his new task environment as a rite o f passage.

In light of the factors we’ve briefly described, we can see that the Sergeant’s ‘typical’
DOA job does not engender an unusually high degree of psychic trauma and is not
especially troubling to him. The Sergeant’s duties at a typical DOA job are highly
routinized, his exposure to death imagery is fairly brief, and the police experience
resulting from his tenure give him a high level of comfortability with his job as well as
the capacity to numb himself to the event’s emotional content. This is not to say that
Sergeants never experience death events in a traumatic or emotionally costly way, but
rather that such deaths are, in terms of the totality of the death scenes they visit, fairly
infrequent. Like any other operational police officer, Sergeants can respond to deaths
whose circumstances, untimeliness, or grotesqueness are so objectively horrific that
virtually no amount of psychological preparation, numbing or procedural routinization
can adequately insulate them from the death’s traumatic potential. These deaths are of
somewhat greater concern to our exploration of death in contemporary police experience
since they have far greater potential to produce features characteristic of survivor
psychology, and we will examine some of these unusual encounters and their specific
impact on Sergeants later in this chapter. We should also note that these objectively
horrific deaths would be likely to produce extensive numbing and some impairment of
the symbolizing process in practically anyone who experienced them.

Before turning our attention to them, though, and in line with the emphasis the shared
themes approach places upon the similarities and differences in individual experience
resulting from shared historical experience, we will first examine the ‘typical’ or
‘ordinary’ DOAs that comprise the vast majority of deaths in the Sergeant’s task
environment. The goal o f this examination is to elaborate how variables in the Sergeant’s
task environment typically interact with subjective psychological variables, and to
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provide a basis for comparison with the other task environments and collective
experiences we consider elsewhere in this dissertation.

The Sergeant’s Task Environment: the 'Typical' DOA

Except in fairly unusual cases (i.e., when the death is a homicide or suicide or it requires
some additional investigation), the Sergeant’s duties at a death scene have a relatively
limited scope. The Department’s Patrol Guide regulations require that he be present to
supervise an initial investigation into the cause of death and notify detectives if the death
is o f a suspicious nature, that he supervise the assigned officers’ preparation of required
paperwork, and that he supervise the physical search of the remains and inventory of the
deceased’s property. The search becomes more comprehensive when a person who lived
alone dies in his residence, since the officers must inventory and remove all valuables,
and this may require the Sergeant to spend some additional time at the scene.1 After
completing these fairly straightforward supervisory duties (or ensuring they are
completed) and directing the assigned officer to safeguard the scene pending the arrival of
the detectives (if the death is suspicious, an apparent homicide or suicide, or the result of
some other misadventure requiring investigation) the removal of the remains (if the death
is apparently from natural causes), the Sergeant has no operational reason to remain there.

Because in many or most cases the Sergeant typically responds to the scene simply to
witness the search and perhaps the inventory and removal of property, delegating the
other duties to the officers who remain to ‘sit on the body,’ he can often return to his
supervisory patrol duties and endorse the paperwork at a later time. It is very possible, in

1 The New York City Administrative Code requires that the residence of a person who
lived alone must be secured and valuable property including wills, insurance policies and
important personal papers must be inventoried and removed to the precinct where they
are vouchered for safekeeping until the Public Administrator at Surrogate’s Court
designates an Executor for the estate. The premises is sealed after removal of the
remains. If the deceased lived with family or friends, these steps are not required.
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fact, for a Sergeant to comfortably complete all his required duties in less than fifteen
minutes. Death scenes are only one of the many assignments to which Sergeants must
respond, and especially in busier precincts the Sergeant is likely to be called away to an
emergency, a crime in progress, or to another assignment requiring his attention. The
Patrol Sergeant is often the only field supervisor working in the precinct, and he is
responsible and accountable for all police activities taking place in the field during his
tour. Especially in busier precincts, the Patrol Sergeant is simply too busy to remain at a
death scene for a protracted period, and in busy precincts there can be considerable
pressure to complete the assignment and return to other patrol supervisory duties. The
same pressures operate to create a functional distance from the event by forcing the
Sergeant to focus on quickly completing his administrative and supervisory duties in
order to free himself for the next assignment. A Sergeant working in a busy precinct
noted these pressures.
The longest DOA I ever stayed on as a Sergeant, other than a crime scene where
you have murder or something, was just a few minutes. It’s just, ‘OK, did you get
this done?’ As a Sergeant, my attitude is more business-like because I have the
responsibility to make sure things are done right. Certain integrity issues have to
be maintained.2 So I’m like ‘OK, did you get this done? Did you get that
number? Did you do this report? Blah, blah, blah.’ I ’m not so much concerned
with ‘Is everyone emotionally OK.’ I have other business to take care of... The
radio is always calling you so you just get it done.
Another Sergeant commented:
As a Sergeant what you want to hear when you arrive is ‘it’s natural causes, the
family is present so there’s no search of the premises, and the family doctor will

2 The Sergeant’s comment on integrity issues refers to the Department’s cognizance of
the potential for stealing property from the corpse or the premises, and these concerns
underlie the agency’s formal procedural demands that the search be conducted in the
presence o f a supervisor. This integrity issue is apparently not confined to the NYPD
(see, for example, George 2000; Rotting corpses best to rob, inquiry told, 1996; New
South Wales Independent Commission Against Corruption, 1997)
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sign off on it.’ All I have to do then is give the cops a scratch3 and go off to the
next job. You also offer condolences to the family and say ‘I’m sorry for your
loss,’ but it’s almost cold. You just go on to the next job.
The Sergeant’s very routine and relatively simple supervisory duties do not explicitly
require interaction with grieving family members or non-police personnel. Although
some Sergeants take it upon themselves to interact with the deceased’s grieving family or
friends, and in doing so put into practice the humane schemas for enactment called forth
from the compassionate dimension of the police self, they are cautious not to do so in a
way that might substantially increase their own vulnerability. They are, in other words,
motivated by a genuine concern for those in grief, and are comfortable enough to extend
themselves emotionally, but only to a degree. When Sergeants interact with grieving
family or friends they tend to do so in a limited and fairly superficial way that precludes
excessive identification and limits the potential emotional costs. Most of the Sergeants’
interactions, though, are with other officers with whom he is familiar and comfortable.

As in other death work occupations, routinization and the division of labor within the
Sergeant’s task environment, like his role as a supervisor directing the work actually
undertaken by others, provide him with a psychological and often a physical distance
from potentially traumatic images and interactions. For example, several Sergeants noted
that they are not required to physically handle the remains and can delegate this task to
others. As one (S-7) noted, “I had a great aversion to touching the body and one good
thing about being a Sergeant is you don’t have to do the search. It’s ‘OK, Officer, search
the body.’”

In conjunction with partial professional numbing, routinization and the

delegation o f tasks and responsibilities insulates him from a great deal of the event’s
potential emotional impact.

3 ‘Scratch’ is NYPD argot describing a supervisor’s review and endorsement of the
entries in an officer’s Activity Log memo book. The supervisor makes a brief entry in
the memo book and signs it to document his own presence at the scene as well as to attest
to the accuracy of the officer’s entries and the appropriateness of the officer’s actions.
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In summarizing the kind o f exposures Sergeants most frequently encounter and their
subjective psychological impact, we can say that their most remarkable feature is that
they are so unremarkable. Despite their greater frequency vis-a-vis the patrol officer and
especially the Rookie,

these everyday death encounters do not have an especially

powerful traumatic impact on Sergeants and they do not substantially transform the
Sergeant’s well-formed sense of personal or professional self.

Notwithstanding the

exceptional situations we will discuss below, they are for the most part brief, impersonal
and easily managed events that do not present a significant challenge to the Sergeant’s
sense of immortality in the personal or professional sphere. The images involved are not
particularly unusual or unfamiliar to the experienced cop or Sergeant, and a host of
situational and subjective psychological variables often function to further mediate their
impact. For Patrol Sergeants, the demands of the task environment operate to make most
death encounters conventional, prosaic and routinized almost to the point o f being
pedestrian.

The Sergeant’s Task Environment: Subcultural Dimensions

The Sergeant’s death exposures are certainly shaped by formal procedural demands, but
his experience is also mediated by various subcultural factors. We recall, for example,
that Rookies responding to their first DOA often did not recognize that the “ 10-54
Unconscious Aided” call they answered was likely to involve a death, and they were
therefore psychologically unprepared for the situation, the tasks and interactions
involved, and the images they encountered. In the belief that the call actually involves an
unconscious person in need o f medical assistance or first aid, the Rookie may in fact
prepare himself by mobilizing and reviewing an entirely different set of interactions,
skills, and cognitive knowledge than those he will actually use at the DOA scene.
Experienced cops and Sergeants, though, recognize the call’s implicit possibilities and
while responding they can mobilize an appropriate array of preparatory psychological
defenses, including the invocation o f partial professional numbing. Further, as a practical
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matter many or most Sergeants do not usually respond immediately when a sector car
team o f experienced cops is assigned to an ‘Unconscious Aided’ call;

instead they

monitor the radio and wait until the patrol officers summon them after determining that a
death has, in fact, occurred. This delay provides Sergeants with additional time for any
psychological preparation that may be necessary.

Sergeants do not necessarily delay their response with the conscious goal of avoiding a
death scene and its images — although some may — but because they have arguably
more important work to do in supervising other patrol activities. Because it ties them up
in this way, responding to an ordinary DOA job for the formality of witnessing the search
and ‘giving a scratch’ may, in fact, be viewed as a nuisance.

Even before the radio car team calls him, though, the Sergeant has a pretty good idea
whether the ‘ 10-54 Unconscious’ involves a DOA — he picks up subtle hints about the
on-scene condition by monitoring police radio traffic, the radio call dispositions, and
especially the arrival and departure of Emergency Medical Service paramedics: if EMS
departs the scene without removing the victim, a DOA is almost certainly involved.

There are also strong (if informal) subcultural expectations that experienced responding
officers will undertake various activities to further reduce the time the Sergeant must
spend at the scene as well as the difficulty of his tasks and duties. This expectation
generally holds true for all types of assignments requiring a Sergeant’s response, and not
just those involving death. In practice, an experienced team o f ‘heads-up’ patrol officers
who are well integrated into the police culture will typically respond to the scene,
ascertain the condition, make any required notifications and initiate the necessary
paperwork before calling the boss. They undertake these actions in accord with a set of
subcultural reciprocity norms that informally structure relationships between officers and
supervisors. One such norm is encapsulated in the aphorism ‘don’t give up the boss:’ it
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prescribes that if a ranking superior officer — especially a ‘shoofly’4 or Captain from an
overhead supervisory command

—

catches a cop ‘off-base,’ the cop will take

responsibility for his actions in a way that does not implicate his immediate supervisor.
In return, the cop expects his allegiance and loyalty will result in some softening o f the
disciplinary sanction his immediate supervisor will be responsible for imposing.

In

addition to the very practical expectation of reciprocity, this norm ties in to the high value
the subculture places on loyalty and on being a ‘stand-up guy’ — one who stoically takes
responsibility for his own actions without betraying others. By demonstrating allegiance
to these subcultural norms, the officer gains some access to the subculture’s immortality
system, since his reputation as a ‘good cop’ is enhanced.

In a similar way, experienced street cops expect that if they make the boss’ job easier by
taking the brunt o f a difficult assignment, the Sergeant will reciprocate by taking care of
them in some way — the Sergeant may, for example, pick up a Rookie from a foot post
and assign him to ‘sit on the body,’ allowing the radio car team to return to other patrol
duties. On the other hand, if the DOA is ‘fresh,’ the scene is relatively benign, and the
weather is particularly cold or inclement, he may permit the officers to remain at the
scene until the end o f their tour and perhaps even earn some overtime if they desire it.
Like many other subculturally-prescribed behaviors, the expectation that patrol cops will
begin to undertake the tasks and duties required of the Sergeant has a secondary or
collateral impact: by reducing the amount of time the Sergeant must remain at the scene,
it also limits his interactions with civilians and his exposure to death imagery.

4 Lardner and Reppetto (2000, p. 62) note that this term entered NYPD argot in the
1870s, and they say it derives from the song ‘Shoofly, Don’t Bother M e,’ which was
popular at that time. While few cops would be expected to know its exact derivation, the
fact that it remains in use after more than a century illuminates the durability of the police
subculture’s idioms as well as the subculture’s emphasis on maintaining links to the
historic past.
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The foregoing analysis assumes that a conscientious and experienced team of officers
picks up the DOA job and performs according to the Sergeant’s expectations;

the

sequence does not apply in all cases, though.5 The Sergeant may respond sooner if a
Rookie picks up the job, for example, and he may respond sooner if the officers are
inexperienced or otherwise troublesome. If the officers do not perform according to the
Sergeant’s expectations (either in regard to the DOA assignment or in some other sphere),
he may also use his discretion to require that one or both officers remain at the scene ‘sit
on the DOA’ as a form o f ‘attitude adjustment’ or informal discipline.

In order to fully comprehend the apparent contradiction of using the DOA assignment as
a type o f reward or a type of punishment, it is necessary to understand that to a large
extent the police culture views the DOA assignment as ‘Rookie work.’ Beyond the fact
that DOA jobs serve as an important socializing event or rite of passage for young
officers, in a very practical sense the Rookie’s lack of experience makes him the most
expendable o f the Sergeant’s personnel resources:

Rookies require more field

supervision than experienced officers, they are more likely to make errors on patrol that
ultimately cause trouble for the supervisor, and they are generally less productive in terms
o f generating arrests, summonses and reports. Inexperienced Rookies are also devalued

5 Although we did not specifically discuss this issue during the Sergeants’ interviews,
other supervisors and tenured cops have frequently commented that the traditional
practice of cops making the boss’ life easier by performing some of his required duties at
the scene o f any incident is not as common as it once was. There is no need within the
scope o f this dissertation to empirically measure the quality of the expectation or the
extent o f its actual practice, but this theme is quite prevalent in the police culture. The
sentiment is often expressed, in one form or another, that ‘young cops these days are not
as committed / smart / sharp / tough / insightful / skilled / knowledgeable / respectful of
authority as they were in my day.’ Those who voice this sentiment will nevertheless
admit they overheard tenured cops expressing the same thoughts when they were
Rookies. Regardless of its validity, this enduring chestnut is important because it
represents a kind of death anxiety organized around the culture itself — it encapsulates
old-timers’ fears about the perceived disintegration of their culture, the demise of
traditions that connect its members, and the culture’s ability to viably continue into the
future.
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because they are generally the least proficient officers in terms of safe tactical response to
crimes in progress and other dangerous calls that are the substance of ‘real’ police work.
Since the Sergeant must assign someone to ‘sit on the DOA,’ it is usually most expedient
and practical alternative to assign the least valuable officer — the Rookie — so that
more valuable experienced personnel remain available to respond to crimes in progress
and other more important assignments.

Further, partly as a function o f its civil service orientation, the police culture places a
great deal o f emphasis on the notion that rank (or more accurately, experience and
seniority) should have its privileges, and these privileges extend to the type of
assignments one is given. Generally speaking, tenured officers expect to be given the
most desirable assignments. All things being equal, then, the Sergeant who makes the
point of taking a tenured officer off patrol -

away from ‘real’ police work -

and

assigns him to an unimportant or tedious job when a Rookie is available is almost
certainly sending that officer a message. The Sergeant is saying, in essence, that the
Rookie is more valuable (and has greater status and importance in the Sergeant’s
estimation) than the tenured cop. As is the case in any other successful cultural form of
degradation ceremony, the interpretation of the message depends not only on the
circumstances surrounding it but in the way it is publicly communicated and
acknowledged (Garfinkle, 1956).

Although every Sergeant and officer I interviewed was familiar with the practice of using
a DOA assignment as punishment, there were two schools of thought about its
effectiveness as a disciplinary or motivational tool. As one Sergeant put it:
I’ve used it. I had two guys who 1 felt just didn’t work hard enough, and they
were my two main customers when it came to DOAs. And I’m not the only one
to do that. I ’ve also threatened to do it to shake people up. ‘Straighten up your
act or you’ll have to deal with these unpleasant situations all the time.’ I even told
other Sergeants, ‘If I’m not here and you need a cop for a DOA, take one of these
two.’
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Others were aware that ‘sitting on a DOA’ is often used as punishment, but did not chose
to use it as a corrective strategy.
I wouldn’t do that, and not just in DOAs. It’s something I learned in the military:
never assign someone to a duty that’s normally done by other people. An
example is KP -- it’s often used as a punishment, but sometimes it comes up in
the normal rotation. When it comes up in normal rotation, people think ‘What did
I do wrong?’ If you use it as punishment, people are going to see it as
punishment. So everyone takes a turn.
Yet another Sergeant saw the possibility o f punishment but rejected it for practical as well
as humane reasons.
I always tried to be attentive to who is best for the job, but often it’s like, ‘the guy
over there doesn’t have much to do, give it to him.’ Basically, it’s just a matter of
job priority. In terms of punishment, I wouldn’t do that. If you did that, he may
act inappropriate because he’s mad he’s assigned to this DOA. I just find it’s not
a professional way to supervise, and there are other ways to discipline. You’re
punishing someone but you may be punishing the family, too, because you put a
knucklehead on the job.
The highly structured formal demands o f his death-scene task environment, along with
his practiced capacity for partial professional numbing and the informal mediating
practices o f the police subculture, tend to limit and minimize the psychological impact of
the death imagery to which the Sergeant is frequently exposed. The Sergeant’s death
encounters are so frequent, his duties are so routinized, and the images presented are so
familiar that he does not generally experience these ‘ordinary’ deaths as particularly
novel, unusual or traumatic events. ‘Ordinary’ deaths are, on the contrary, one of many
routine assignments to which the Sergeant must respond, and they present him with
relatively few challenges — in terms of either challenges to his sense of professional
competence, his personal or professional identity or his sense of immortality.

As we’ve pointed out, though, some death events transcend the ordinary, and because
they involve exacerbating features of grotesqueness, personal identification or other
factors that challenge the Sergeant’s sense of immortality in a powerful way they are
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more likely to illuminate the themes of survivor psychology.

When Sergeant

collaborators were asked to describe a particularly memorable death event, in every case
they described situations presenting powerful images that challenged one or more of the
subparadigms comprising the personal or professional sense of immortality — they
involved potent images of disintegration, stasis and separation. In the remainder of this
chapter we will examine more specifically how the five themes of survivor psychology
play out in Sergeants’ typical and atypical death encounters, emphasizing how the more
unusual events, while relatively infrequent, especially challenge his sense of immortality.

Psychic numbing

Psychic numbing certainly plays a part in the Sergeant’s death encounters, but its effect is
subtler and in many ways more constructive than the numbing Rookies experience.
While the Rookie tends to experience a fairly profound degree of numbing during and
after the death encounter, insulating him from the event’s emotional content and
moderately impairing his symbolizing process, the Sergeant’s numbing tends more
toward the constructive pole of partial professional numbing. The Sergeant is to some
extent insulated from his own and others’ emotions and his symbolization process is
slightly impaired, but he isn’t nearly as immobilized as the Rookie. Because his capacity
for partial professional numbing was acquired in earlier death encounters and because he
has probably become adept at conjuring it to help deal with many other chaotic,
dangerous or emotion-laden situations, the Sergeant can use distancing in a selective way.
That is, he can partially numb himself to the more disintegrative or immobilizing images
and emotions he confronts while remaining open to others.

The capacity to selectively filter out some aspects of the encounter is quite functional,
since it permits him to remain receptive to images and experiences that connect with his
core police-self and, because his symbolization process is minimally impaired, to find
appropriate enactment for those images. All of this is to say that partial professional
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numbing permits the Sergeant to more easily fulfill the role demands placed on him by
the Department (i.e., demands for administrative competence) as well as those closer to
his sense o f self-as-police-officer (i.e., demands for humane response) if he chooses to do
so. The fact that in practice some Sergeants emphasize one role more fully than the other
has more to do with their conception of the police supervisory role than with an inability
to perform the role.

As John van Maanen (1985) points out, police Sergeants undergo a resocialization
process — albeit a less powerful process than that experienced by the Rookie — when
transitioning to their new rank, and that process of integrating new and old images, forms
and constellations ultimately alters their sense of self and their conception of their own
and others’ roles. For some Sergeants, the new sense of self-as-police-supervisor can be
dramatically different from his old self-as-police-officer — every cop can name one or
more supervisors who ‘used to be a regular guy before the stripes went to his head’ —
but for the most part the contours of the professional self, developed through time and
police experience, remain basically the same: a caring and compassionate cop who acts
charitably toward other cops and toward his civilian clientele will be a caring and
sympathetic boss, and a more detached cop whose orientation tends more toward
administrative efficiency will be a ‘by the book’ boss who places less emphasis on the
humane dimension of policing. The difference in a Sergeant’s role conception and sense
o f self will be reflected in the way he directs and manages the behavior of the cops he
commands, including their behavior at death events.

Because partial professional

numbing does not radically impair their capacity to recognize the range of available
discretionary behaviors and select those most appropriate and most consonant with their
role conception, Sergeants can enter into situations and act in a way that is consistent
with their professional self. They can, in a sense, more easily flow between or put into
practice the administrative and humanistic schemas for enactment prescribed by the
complex professional self. By facilitating or permitting this congruity between selfconcept and actual behavior, to some extent partial professional numbing preserves the
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Sergeant’s sense of integrity and authenticity at the same time it prevents the
disintegrative effects of failed enactment.

We can glimpse these different professional orientations by referring to the narratives of
two particular Sergeant collaborators whose outlooks differed along these lines.

One

Sergeant put it this way: “The primary thing I was concerned about as a supervisor was
to get to the scene, that the cop was there, the family was present, the property secured.
And that the death was natural and not suspicious. Most of the time the people are
elderly, and the family is present.
compliance.”

So I’m mostly concerned with procedures and

In contrast, a Sergeant with a somewhat more benevolent professional

orientation expressed his role in a different way: “My struggle as a Sergeant is not to be
caring and compassionate — I can do that easily enough — but to get my people to be
caring and compassionate.” While both points of view reflect the idea that the Sergeant’s
role is to supervise and direct officers’ work rather than to do it himself, they also reflect
very different perspectives on the nature and quality of appropriate police work.

Sometimes, due to the cumulative effect of frequent death exposures or because a specific
death event is objectively horrific, partial professional numbing insufficiently protects the
Sergeant from death imagery and a more powerful form of numbing takes place. The
inadequacy o f partial professional numbing in the face of multiple death exposures was
illustrated in an account provided by a Sergeant who worked steady late tours -- the
midnight to 8:00 A.M. shift — in a precinct with a fairly high violent crime rate and a
large elderly population.
I hated, I hated to hear on the radio ‘[names Precinct] Sergeant, we have an
unconscious male, an unconscious female.’ Because you knew that that was a
dead body and you had to go. You had to face death, you had to see death, and
you had to see it in a very unnatural way. In a very natural way, but not
antiseptic. I used to hate that. I used to cringe. I remember always feeling sick,
always getting a nauseous feeling in my stomach when I heard an ‘unconscious’
job. I worked late tours for six months, and a lot of people died in the early
morning -- they didn’t wake up. I would say I went to twenty or twenty-five
DOAs in a six month period. I felt a little jealous because as a cop, you didn’t go
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to so many DOAs. Being a cop wasn’t so bad. After a while you start getting
cynical, like, hard. ‘Let me block this out. I don’t give a shit. Fuck it.’
The need to remain aloof and to limit interactions that might lead to excessive
identification can be compelling, and it can easily conflict with the professional self s
urge toward caring and compassionate response. One of the prominent themes to emerge
from interviews with Sergeants was this basic struggle between the protective tendency to
maintain a dispassionate and austere professional persona -- to remain physically distant
and emotionally detached from the death images -- and the tendency to humanely
empathize with the plight of the deceased or his family and friends and engage in
behaviors that might prove emotionally costly. Here again, the Sergeant struggles with
an issue o f integrity — o f achieving consonance between the philosophy of benevolent
regard for those in need and actual behaviors that may entail great personal costs. The
struggle, rooted as it is in the basic duality of the police role, is never easily resolved but
it can be made all the more difficult when administrative rules and regulations limit the
Sergeant’s discretion and his ability to manage the situation. We can see this additional
complication arise when bereaved family members ask for help or advice with some
sensitive personal issues, or when requests conflict directly with police department
policy. An appropriate example can be found in a Sergeants’ comments about family
members seeking advice on the selection of a funeral home, since department policy
generally proscribes recommending any business or service. One Sergeant commented on
this struggle and the benefits of partial professional numbing as a means of resolving it.
Relatives would ask you for help with arranging for the funeral home. ‘Can you
tell me a funeral parlor?’ ‘I don’t know.’ That’s not a good thing.6 After a while,
there’s so many dead bodies, hey give me a break. Most people, you try to put up
a front, you try to become callous in a way but the result is you wind up turning
off citizens. The citizen gets one DOA, maybe two DOAs in their entire life, and
here I was on my twenty-fifth DOA in six months. After a while you have to
build a wall.
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It is quite common for bereaved family members to ask an officer for advice or assistance
in making funeral arrangements, selecting a funeral home, etc. Quite apart from the
psychological barriers they erect to this kind of intimacy, most officers are, justifiably,
quite reluctant to offer such advice because the Department considers it a corruption
hazard — allegations might be made that the officer is ‘steering’ for a particular funeral
home.7 Another Sergeant commented on this conflict, noting that in his predominantly
Jewish and Italian-American precinct many residents had affiliations with religious
institutions. There were only two funeral homes in the neighborhood, one catering to
Italian-Americans and one catering to Jews, and when asked for guidance he would say
that perhaps a clergyman would be in a better position to advise about funeral
arrangements. He would also volunteer to call a clergyman on their behalf and request
that the clergyman visit the family, noting that this strategy served the needs of the family
at the same time it limited his own sense of attachment or commitment to them. What is
most important here is that official demands to avoid the reality or appearance of
impropriety foster a detached and business-like demeanor, and the same demands may
implicate the delivery of compassionate police service.

Partial professional numbing and, in some cases, more profound kinds of numbing play
an important role in preventing excessive empathy and identification, in managing the
conflicts that occur when Sergeants attempt to balance the requirements of their official
role with more personal tendencies toward compassionate response, and in protecting
Sergeants from some of the traumatic death imagery they encounter. Were it not for this
capacity to selectively invoke partial professional numbing, it is likely that Patrol
Sergeants would experience significantly more death-related psychic trauma from their

5 The Sergeant’s reference is to the potential corruption hazard and possible allegations
of ‘steering’ as well as to the kind of personal involvement entailed in such a request.
Neither is a ‘good thing.’
7 Officers I’ve known over the years -- officers who served before and during the 1970
Knapp Commission investigations into police corruption — have said that the practice of
referring customers to particular funeral homes was not uncommon at that time, and cops
would receive a gratuity for each ‘steer’ that resulted in business.
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numerous death encounters and that they would be far more reluctant to engage in
humane interaction.

The Death Imprint Image

Along with the partial professional numbing they selectively use, the brevity of their
exposures and the highly routinized nature o f their task environment usually minimizes
the emotional costs involved in the majority of Sergeants’ death encounters. Not every
death is routine, however, and Sergeants may attend events so objectively horrific that
partial professional numbing inadequately shields them from the death imprint image. In
these cases Sergeants experience a more profound kind of numbing and some
deterioration or impairment of their symbolizing process, although their numbing is still
not as powerful as a vulnerable Rookie might experience under the same set of
circumstances. When these unusual death events occur, the death imprint image is more
potent and more durable.

A collaborator who served as a patrol officer and as a Sergeant in the Transit Division
described two particularly gruesome types of subway assignments known colloquially as
a ‘man under’ job and a ‘space case;’8 both assignments involve grotesque death, literally
in its most disintegrative form. A ‘man under’ involves someone who falls or is pushed
into the path of an oncoming subway train and is crushed beneath it. The body is
typically “all chewed up” and usually dismembered — “you see body parts scattered
around on the tracks and under the car” — and although death is usually instantaneous
some individuals remain alive for a short time. It is not uncommon for an officer to
arrive at the scene while the victim is still alive and conscious.

An episode (“Subway”) in the television series “Homicide: Life on the Street”
portrayed a ‘space case’ in an unusually powerful, sensitive and realistic way, capturing
many of the subtle conflicts and psychological issues officers face at such scenes.
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A space case, that’s where someone gets caught in the space between the train and
the platform. There’s only about four to six inches there, and someone would get
a foot caught in there and the train will drag them and they’ll actually get spiraled
in between the train and the platform. The train will stop but by then it’s too late.
They’re still alive but when you move the train they’ll die.
The grotesque images presented in a ‘space case’ can be difficult enough to deal with, but
the difficulties are compounded because an experienced officer knows the victim will die
in a matter o f minutes: the police and rescue workers will almost certainly kill him when
they lift the train. Physiologically, the sudden release of pressure sealing the victim’s
massive wounds will cause a tremendous drop in blood pressure and a huge gush of
blood. Death is virtually simultaneous with the release of pressure.

The trauma is further intensified when the officer’s efforts lead to an empathetic
connection to the victim.

The certainty of impending death adds a unique ethical

dimension to the ‘space case,’ as does the fact that because a halted subway train strands
thousands o f passengers in remote tunnels and can lead to other medical emergencies,
officers are under tremendous official pressure from the agency to get the trains moving
again quickly. As the Sergeant put it “if you’ve ever seen people coming out of a packed
train that’s been stuck in a tunnel two hours, you know it [getting the trains moving] is
worth it.” Again, department regulations stipulate that officers expeditiously remove the
victim from the scene and restore subway service. Cops who attend a ‘space case’ or a
‘man under’ are in a morally invidious and emotionally difficult position — the dialectic
between the tendency toward compassionate response and the exigent demands of police
procedures is magnified tremendously, but there can be only one outcome.

The traumatic potential o f the ‘space case’ is partially managed through numbing, but
cops also limit their death guilt by clinging to the belief that because the victim cannot be
saved under any circumstances they are not really killing him. The actual lifting of the
train is managed in much the same way as Death Row prison guards manage executions
(Lesy, 1987; Johnson, 1989), soldiers manage massive killing on crew-fired weapons
systems (Bourke, 1999; Grossman, 1996; Pierson, 1999), and medical personnel manage
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the deaths of patients (Bosk, 1979): a division of labor with carefully defined and limited
roles facilitates the diffusion of personal responsibility. Patrol officers on the scene shut
down power to the third rail and close off the area to public view, call for EMS
paramedics, and notify the Emergency Services Unit to respond and perform the actual
extrication. A team o f Emergency Service Unit officers places an airbag under the train
and inflates it “like an accordion” with an air compressor, lifting the train off the victim.
The entire process takes a matter of minutes, and the airbag inflation takes just seconds.
The victim is immediately rushed to a hospital by EMS ambulance, but the attempt to
save his life is invariably futile.

The Sergeant described his first ‘space case’ as a patrol officer, and in his narration we
again see the police officer’s fundamental conflict between demands for detachment and
the will toward humane connection:
The guy was talking to us. We got down there [beneath the train] and the guy’s
talking to us. I was kind of naive. A couple of old-timers were there and the guy
says ‘Hey, I want a cigarette. Anybody got a cigarette?’ Somebody was giving
him a cigarette and I said ‘I don’t think that’s wise’ and they said ‘It doesn’t
matter anyway.’ ‘Why?’ ‘Because they’re going to lift the train off him and he’s
going to fall apart.’ Holy shit. So they were talking to this guy and they’re going
to lift the train. On the side they’re saying ‘Kiss your ass goodbye’ and ‘Better
make your peace with the Lord’ and whatever. People are praying and
everything, but nobody told the guy. Maybe they should have waited for a priest
or something, but nobody called a priest. But you’ve got to take care of business.
They lifted the train and that was it. The guy went ‘Aaah’ and that was it. Dead.
They picked him up, put him on a backboard, and gone. That was an eye-opener.
Holy shit.
When the officer became a Sergeant, his new task environment afforded him greater
discretion which he used to manage space cases differently: he maintained a greater
physical distance from the victim by directing police activities from the platform rather
than the track bed, a strategy that limited his visual image of the victim and precluded
conversation that might lead to identification. He supervised the scene and directed the
activities of the officers under his command, but did so with an emphasis on procedural
compliance. He purposely did not interact with the victim.
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Sergeants can attend other kinds of deaths whose factual circumstances make it difficult
not to identify with the victim, and these deaths also have a lasting psychic impact.
These encounters are not altogether rare: every Sergeant collaborator described one or
more death encounters that upset him greatly, and identification with the deceased was a
factor in every case. As compared with the vague and general descriptions they gave and
the slight difficulty they had in recalling the facts of routine encounters, these exceptional
encounters resulted in unusually detailed accounts and powerful descriptions of the death
imprint images involved.

It is important to note, though, that the majority of these

exceptionally powerful encounters had little to do with the Sergeant’s supervisory role or
task environment per se: the impact resulted from factors, such as the death of a child or
another kind of objectively horrific death, that would likely impact any officer who
happened to attend the event.

One type of situation involving significant identification with the deceased is a police
officer’s suicide or a police-involved shooting, and one Sergeant collaborator noted he
had supervised the initial investigation in at least six such incidents. Police suicides and
shootings are particularly difficult, and not merely because the Sergeant identifies to
some degree with a fellow officer’s plight — he has a specific role and must perform
specific duties that the ordinary cop does not, and these roles and duties mediate his
exposure in a unique way. Because they do identify closely with their fellow officer,
though, Sergeants may be a bit reluctant to treat the preliminary investigation as ‘business
as usual’ and may feel the urge to selectively ‘turn o ff partial professional numbing so as
to be more empathetic to the officer and his situation. This tendency to identify with the
plight and circumstances of another officer operates to enhance empathy, making the
Sergeant more receptive to the death imprint image and at the same time it again sets up
the conflict between his humane inclinations and his professional responsibility as an
impartial fact finder.
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While trying to remain open to the experience in order to make immediate and ultimate
sense of it, this particular Sergeant recognized that his professional responsibility was to
conduct a preliminary investigation, not to determine the underlying reasons for the
suicide. “It’s very business-like,” he said, “I’m as upset as anyone would be to see a
suicide or a cop shot or a cop shooting someone, but you deal with it the best you can.
You have to carry on and be professional, business-like. Maybe it’s experience, but I’m
able to do that.”

Some amount o f identification is inevitable though, and that identification is inevitably
manifested in anger, guilt and conflict. Investigating a police suicide
can be distressing because you identify with the cop and with his family. You
also feel angry. You look at the wife and kids and you say ‘Look at what you did
to them.’ The most traumatizing thing is when you see the family, you see the
kids, and you picture your own kids. You get an emotional attachment in the fact
you could almost picture yourself there. Not that I could picture myself doing
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suicide, but I can picture my own family, how upset they would be at my demise
however it came about. It just sucks. That’s where you feel emotionally upset.9
The suicide o f someone we know or identify with personally is always a particularly
powerful confrontation with our own mortality, and it is perhaps even more so in the
policing context. This is partly due to the high rate of suicide among cops (Nelson, 1970;
Heiman, 1975; Wagner and Brzeczek, 1983; Lester, 1992, 1993; Violanti et al., 1996;
Quinnett, 1998;), but other factors are also at play. As members of the tight-knit police
subculture, almost every tenured cop I interviewed knew or was at least acquainted with
an officer who committed suicide, and even the publicized suicides of cops one doesn’t
know are likely to be the subject of hushed conversation and locker room speculation.
One of the Sergeants who collaborated in this project, in fact, personally knew three
officers who committed suicide in a span of eight years. A police suicide does not
generate quite the same attention or emotion that a line-of-duty death might, but many of

9 The officer’s hasty clarification of his aversion to suicide should be viewed in light of
three factors. First, the general principles o f denial appear operant in many discussions of
suicide, and police discussions are no exception. Second, the social stigma that applies to
suicide and suicidal ideation is somewhat magnified in police culture since it is often seen
as the ‘coward’s way out.’ Finally, many officers are ambivalent about the Police
Department’s policies toward suicide and depression: while they support the idea that
officers should seek help for these issues, they see the agency’s reactive policies as
stigmatizing and draconian, and probably few would voluntarily disclose their own
depression or suicidal ideation unless they reach critical proportion. Indeed, the high rate
o f suicide and attempted suicide among cops suggests that many resist seeking help even
when a true suicidal crisis occurs. In essence, when a cop reveals his suicidal ideation the
agency’s policy is to remove his guns and place him on modified assignment (desk duty)
status pending a psychiatric evaluation — a strategy designed to remove the officer from
stressful situations and to deprive him of the means with which to kill himself. But the
gun is almost as central to the cop’s identity as his shield, and its removal both
stigmatizes the officer in the eyes of his peers and deprives him of an important symbol
o f his police identity. Even if the psychiatric evaluation determines the officer is not
suicidal, he may spend several months on desk duty (in Police Department parlance, ‘on
the rubber-gun squad’) before he is returned to full duty. Rather them confiding their
problems to the Department, a great many officers seek the confidential assistance of a
union-sponsored Members Assistance Program peer support network. The number of
officers seeking assistance under the terms of this program could not be determined, but
intuition and experience leads to the conclusion the number is substantial.
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the same factors of identification and connection that make a line-of-duty death so
personally meaningful apply equally to suicides.

Like anyone who loses a friend or colleague to suicide, part o f the cop’s struggle involves
the need to make meaning and to find some reassurance in understanding why the death
occurred. This need to attribute causality can never be fully satisfied, of course, but when
identification or friendship is a factor the cop invariably questions his own complicity in
terms of a failure to recognize and act upon any tell-tale behaviors or hints the dead
officer might have given. Perhaps because the limited information available also makes
these deaths so difficult to comprehend, cops (as well as the Department in its ‘official
version’ o f the event) often seize upon the simplest viable answer. The very simplicity of
the answer or attribution, however, can easily escalate the cop’s sense of identification:
the ‘typical’ police suicide is usually attributed to some combination of alcohol abuse,
marital difficulties, the recent break-up of a relationship, job stress or disciplinary
problems — problems that are far too common among far too many cops. This Sergeant
noted he felt empathy for many innocent victims
but with a cop I identify a bit more. There are certain things that just bring it
closer. Certain things you hear, and you say ‘Yeah, I ’ve been under some stress at
the precinct, I remember having those kinds of feelings, I know guys with marital
problems who are running around with a wife and a girlfriend. I know people
who have drinking problems.’ Hell, until a few years ago, running around, lots of
girlfriends, drinking and lots of stress were part of my lifestyle. You can see how
it might eventually catch up with you, so in that sense I can identify more.
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Another officer’s suicide resonates with other cops on a variety of levels and has the
potential to raise conflicts around a number of personal and professional issues.10 Due to
the heightened identification and sensitivity that accompanies the death of a fellow cop
under any circumstances, the suicide represents a more powerful and highly personalized
encounter with one’s own mortality than, say, the death of an unknown civilian. In itself,
heightened identification is likely to magnify all the other themes and dimensions of
survivor psychology, but identification also makes the confrontation more powerful
because it shatters the magical sense of invulnerability that supports the police identity
and is so important to officers who deal with death on a daily basis. Police can (and do)
conceive of the possibility of their own death through instrumental violence or even
through line-of-duty accidents, and as much as they compartmentalize these images they
provide a kind of schema for enactment: a cop’s own death by violence or accident is
rendered somewhat less absurd and less incomprehensible simply because it can be (or
has been) imagined. While there is always some psychic resistance to imagining our own
deaths, imagining our own death by suicide is especially difficult because the social and
cultural proscriptions surrounding it can raise particular kinds of guilt.

The sting o f imagining one’s line-of-duty death is also lessened because such a death
provides access to an immortality system: the officer would be heralded as a hero in the
culture, his name would be immortalized and enshrined in the Hall of Heroes in the
Police Headquarters lobby and at the Police Memorial Walls in Washington DC and
Battery Park City, he would be awarded (albeit posthumously) a medal, and the death
would be the subject of discussion by other cops. The line-of-duty death, in other words,
is a glorious and heroic death. The cop will be remembered, and his death will have
10 An NYPD pamphlet on suicide prevention (‘Getting Help’) identifies the “warning
signs o f stress and/or depression: drastic changes in eating habits; difficulty sleeping
and/or nightmares; forgetfulness; hyperactive, either physically or mentally; irritability;
avoiding contact with friends or family; excessive weight gain or loss; preoccupied or
easily distracted; looks sad or cries for no apparent reason; declined interest in activities
that used to give the person pleasure.” Note that with the possible exception of weight
gain or loss, each of the ‘warning signs of suicide’ are behavioral characteristics often
exhibited by survivors.
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meaning for others. The officer who commits suicide, on the other hand, will not have
the benefit o f this immortalizing system; his death may perhaps be seen as unfortunate
and it may engender some sympathy, but he will not be regarded as a hero. On the
contrary, he may be remembered as one who ‘took the coward’s way out.’

Another task or professional responsibility that often causes the Sergeant some distress is
the search for valuables that must take place if the deceased lived alone. The Sergeant’s
official responsibility is merely to supervise and witness the patrol officer’s search and
the removal o f property for safeguarding pending Surrogate’s Court review and
distribution to lawful heirs, but as a practical matter the Sergeant often participates in the
search to expedite the process and hasten his return to patrol supervision. We can learn a
great deal about someone by examining his belongings and personal papers, and the
intimacy o f exploring the artifacts of someone’s life easily facilitates identification."
Thus professional demands for expediency can impede the Sergeant’s struggle to avoid
excessive attachment and identification through professional numbing.

The struggle

around identification, which is not unlike the struggle homicide detectives experience
when they investigate a victim’s background and relationships, can lead to a sense of
commitment to the victim and his family. Rifling through the deceased’s closets and
drawers is a necessary part o f the officer’s duties, but it also violates social and cultural
norms about showing ‘proper respect’ for the dead. The natural tendency to experience
amorphous guilt around the death of another person can be exacerbated or concretized
when we identify with him, and when we have a factual or rational reason — such as the
violation of these social and cultural norms — to feel guilty. Most frequently, the
Sergeant’s sense of guilt crystallizes around the idea that the search is an invasion of the
deceased’s privacy.

11 In Connelly’s novel Bringing O ut the Dead, dissociated paramedic Frank Pierce
scans the family photographs lining a cardiac victim’s bedroom wall and bureau as he
administers CPR, and in his reverie constructs an imaginary narrative of the man’s entire
life story. That reverie and resulting sense of identification and commitment to the man
and his family magnifies Pierce’s immersion in death and facilitates his eventual
disintegration.
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With the searches, it’s really like an invasion of this person’s life, his property.
You’re doing it to secure it, to make sure that no one steals it and it goes to the
proper people, but it is kind of an invasion in this person’s life. You’re going
through their drawers, you’re looking at personal things, wills, bank books. It’s a
necessity to do these things, but its still an invasion of the person’s private life.
Because you didn’t know them but now you’re going through their stuff and
you’re beginning to know more about them. Their wealth, what they were sick
from, their medical history, even their family. Here’s a person that maybe all his
life kept how much money he had to himself, and here you are, Johnny-comelately, and you’re going right through his bankbook. You’re looking for wills,
who he’s leaving his money to or whatever he has... If he was alive you
definitely wouldn’t have a right to know these things.
Searches become all the more uncomfortable if family members arrive at the scene.
Although the officers’ activities are legitimate, necessary, and prescribed by law, to some
extent they still violate social and cultural norms about respect for the dead. The cops’
guilt can be more easily managed when these violations take place in a private
environment among trusted cops who feel the same sense of amorphous guilt, and privacy
also permits some opportunity for levity or humor to expurgate their immediate
discomfort. When family members are present the search is no longer a ‘backstage’
behavior, but rather the cops’ ‘guilty’ behavior takes place in a very public way before an
audience that is particularly sensitive to the norm violations they are committing. The
cops cannot engage in any levity or jokes to mediate their discomfort while family
members are around, and they feel constrained to comport themselves differently and
handle the property with a bit more respect than they might if no audience was present.
While Sergeants and cops are generally sensitive to family members, the search must be
performed and the property must be removed, and they cannot permit the urge for
compassionate action to completely override their professional responsibility.

At the

same time, it is not unheard of for Sergeants to authorize the stretching of rules or even to
turn a blind eye when family members wish to remove small personal items, such as
photographs, that have limited value.
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Several Sergeants noted they always try to explain the reasons for the search to family
members, but they never feel entirely successful at explaining it to the family’s complete
satisfaction.

A collaborator related that despite his explanation of the legalities and

assurances that the property would be returned once the proper heirs were identified, one
family became so upset they called a lawyer to the scene. Tensions between cops and
family can at times escalate to the point of violence, and one Sergeant related an incident
that, although fairly humorous in retrospect, required a call for backup to prevent a
possible assault of officers.

In this incident, a young woman of about thirty years o f age died naked in bed. She was
wearing some rings that had to be removed, and because partial rigor mortis set in the
Rookie assigned to remove them was having some difficulty. The Sergeant directed the
Rookie to get up on the bed in order to get more leverage, and as the Rookie straddled the
body while pulling at the jewelry the sound o f the bedsprings caused a family member to
open the bedroom door and look in at the scene of a uniformed police officer perched
atop the naked corpse o f his relative while three other officers stood around watching and
offering encouragement.

The family’s understandable outrage precipitated a call for

back-up officers while the Sergeant tried to explain the reason for this highly unusual
scene and avoid an assault.

Certainly not every search the Sergeant supervises leads to this level of tension, but there
is always some tension with family members who may arrive on the scene.
If there’s family present, you feel a little more uncomfortable because here you
are coming into the house and you have to explain to them why you’re there. In a
lot of cases I’ve gone on, they don’t understand why we have to be there. So if
it’s necessary I take a few minutes to explain to them why we’re there. People
don’t understand why we have to do searches. And I tell them, because we have
to make sure that the person who’s entitled to the property gets it. Otherwise
there are family members who would come in and raid the apartment, and they’re
not rightfully entitled to it. They just lost a loved one, and now we explain to
them that since the person lived alone I have to go through the closets and take
jewelry, money. And they’re not still quite sure why you’re taking this. I have to
tell them, we’re taking it so that the right person who’s entitled to it gets it. Now
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whether they buy that or not, I don’t know. So its an awkward situation where
you have a job to do and you don’t want to hurt people’s feelings so you try to
explain to them why, even though sometimes they don’t understand.
Another collaborator described a case that was particularly difficult due to its
grotesqueness, the fact it was a suicide, the presence of family members at the scene and
his own bond of identification with the deceased.

A young man of about thirty

committed suicide with a shotgun, blowing off “the entire left side of his head.” The
body was discovered four days after death, and the “unbearable stench” o f putrefaction,
the blood and gore and the grotesque swelling of the body made the premises search and
the preliminary investigation all the more difficult. The young man’s age, occupation,
social situation, physical size and body type were strikingly similar to the Sergeant’s own
brother. “It was traumatizing to see him. He could have been my brother’s twin. I felt
traumatized by the similarities.

My brother even had the same brand o f shotgun at

home.” These similarities were the basis for a particularly close identification with the
deceased.

As difficult as it was to supervise a search in this physical and emotional setting, the
situation worsened when the deceased’s mother and brother arrived on the scene.
Although they were not permitted entry to the apartment, they remained on the street
outside. The Sergeant felt quite awkward in dealing with them, and as we might expect
he also identified with her and imagined how his own mother would feel under similar
circumstances. He became quite angry at the suicide victim for causing her such distress.
Because he felt so awkward, the Sergeant struggled to “remain professional” (i.e.,
detached) while dealing with the mother and brother. He explained they could not enter
the apartment or have access to the young man’s property for an indeterminate period of
time, but tried to offer some solace by giving the mother some photographs of her son he
retrieved from the apartment. The Sergeant retains the image of her sobbing with her
hands covering her face, calling her dead son’s name and holding his photograph. That
image conjured an image of his own mother, and he reflected on how she would feel if
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her son committed suicide.

He also retains the grotesque image o f the dead man,

although he consciously avoided looking directly at the man’s wounds.

These images haunted the Sergeant for several days. He was “very sad” and emotionally
debilitated, and although he had actively avoided looking directly at the dead man’s
wounds had intrusive thoughts of the grotesque injuries for days. He worried he would
have bad dreams about the event, to the extent that for several nights he actively tried to
convince himself not to dream about it.

The Struggle fo r Meaning and the Survivor Mission

Since Sergeants’ death encounters do not typically involve extreme impairment, the
images they experience are rather easily integrated into existing forms and constellations,
and their meaning-making process is not unduly impaired.

Given their enhanced

discretion and the degree of situational control they exercise at death scenes, Sergeants
usually have an adequate sense of agency and their schemas for enactment are more
easily and more fully implemented than for Rookies, or even for experienced patrol
officers. As a result of this appropriate enactment and the availability o f previous images,
forms and constellations that can connect with the immediate images in a meaningful
way, the survivor mission was not a particularly prominent theme among Sergeants. We
can nevertheless discern some elements of survivor mission among Sergeants, especially
after atypical exposures that challenged their integration of images and meaning-making.
We can also see the vestiges o f earlier unresolved death encounters where full and
appropriate enactment was not achieved, and we can see how a limited survivor mission
can tie in to a kind of immortality system.

Some of the more conscientious Sergeants are cognizant that to some extent the
supervisory role involves a responsibility to continually train and develop the patrol
officers they command, and they consciously use death encounters as a vehicle to shape
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officers’ attitudes, skills and knowledge. This day-to-day process of informal on-the-job
training typically involves passing along practical tips and lessons learned through one’s
own police experience, and the relationship between an experienced Sergeant (or an
experienced street cop, for that matter) and a young officer often resembles that of a
mentor and protege. Quite aside from the practical benefits that accrue to the trainee, and
aside from the less tangible but nevertheless important ego boost the Sergeant receives
from conveying the wisdom of his years, these relationships constitute a kind of
immortality system.

They permit both parties to share in the arcane experiential

knowledge that is so esteemed in the police culture and that separates ‘real’ or authentic
cops from Rookies and civilians, they connect the trainee to the historic past, and they
give the mentor a sense that his knowledge and expertise will shape the development of a
successive generation of officers.

The mentor’s knowledge and experience, in other

words, will continue to benefit the enterprise of policing beyond his own limited career;
he will be remembered and valued.

Such relationships are cherished in the police

subculture: police war stories are replete with references to ‘legendary’ cops who passed
along a particularly useful piece or information or taught a young cop an important
lesson. Many or most experienced cops credit a particular mentor with developing their
skills, refining their tactical approach, shaping their professional worldview, and molding
their police personality by taking them under a protective wing.

Two Sergeants noted their affinity for informal mentoring and the training of cops under
their command, and both consciously used death encounters as a vehicle to shape
officers’ attitudes, skills and knowledge. Moreover, they pointed out that they recognized
the need for such training in death-related matters precisely because, as Rookies, they felt
so inadequate and ill-prepared to deal effectively with a death event. The two Sergeants
had very different Rookie experiences and derived very different kinds o f meaning from
their first death encounter, but the meanings they took away from the experience
continued to inform and shape the way they dealt with death throughout their respective
careers. Because their initial (and some subsequent) death encounters entailed elements
of failed enactment, and because the immortalizing effect of the training they provided
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was an attempt to repair the failed enactment and achieve some mastery over it, their
training efforts have all the hallmarks of a survivor mission. The important distinction
here is that the mission is not to find justice for oneself or for a particular victim but to
help other cops deal effectively with their death encounters

Notwithstanding that both Sergeants recognized the importance of training cops to deal
effectively with death events, they differed greatly in the way they used the events for
training purposes. Their two different approaches to training also illustrates two basic
ideological or philosophical positions I discerned among collaborators throughout the
interviews: one Sergeant saw the first death encounter as a necessary and functional rite
o f passage that toughened and made the Rookie less vulnerable to emotions, while the
other embraced the less prevalent notion that the Rookie’s confusion and lack of expertise
is the unintended consequence of inadequate training and preparation, resulting in
unnecessary trauma that eventually leads to poor public service.

When he was a Rookie, the first Sergeant’s struggle revolved primarily around taskrelated duties and paperwork, and because the corpse was removed quickly from a public
place12 and no family or friends were present, he was somewhat less affected by the
event’s emotional content.

Since he managed to deal with the administrative issues,

fulfill his own and others’ expectations, and bring his first encounter to successful
conclusion without help, he reasoned that other Rookies would also emerge from the
struggle as better and more effective cops. As a ‘by the book’ boss, he was particularly
attentive in instructing young officers about procedures and paperwork but otherwise
adopted a kind o f ‘hands-off’ approach, permitting Rookies to experience and make
12 When a death occurs in a public place — on the street or in a subway car, for example
— a police supervisor can request that Emergency Medical Service ambulance personnel
immediately remove the corpse without waiting for the Medical Examiner if the remains
are an ‘affront to public dignity.’ There is also a somewhat obscure and rarely invoked
rule that EMS must remove the body to a hospital if anyone formally contests the
attendant’s pronouncement o f death. Experienced cops or Sergeants may jokingly ‘break
the balls’ of an EMS technician by threatening to assert that the victim (often a
decomposing corpse) may still be alive.
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meaning of the event in their own way and intervening only when he saw a definite
problem emerging. He believed his own confusion had been functional since it forced
him to focus on and learn procedures and because it toughened him. He received little
help from other officers but was not unaware that help might be beneficial to other
rookies. As a result, he saw his role in training Rookies and young cops as “part Father
Flanagan and part Knute Rockne”

--

he sought to combine guidance with tough

supervision, never letting the balance tip too far in either direction:
At a DOA... I let them work just as hard as I worked, but I also work with them
and give them some of the guidance a Rookie needs — or any officer needs. I
make sure everything is done right, and then I leave the scene. But I definitely
find out ‘do you need coffee or anything?’ As a boss you have to take
responsibility for your people, but you also have to take the personality out of it
so its all business. Nothing is personal, it’s all business. You have a role to do,
and you do it. I guess I could be more supportive but it doesn’t bother me when
I’m not.
The second Sergeant, a former Police Academy instructor, was much more concerned
with developing cops’ social skills to make them more aware of and responsive to the
needs o f bereaved family members -- issues that were of great concern to him at his first
DOA. In his view, procedural and administrative responsibilities are important, but far
less important than humane interaction. His rookie DOA experience left him feeling
frustrated and incomplete, but his struggle was very different: while the paperwork posed
little problem, he felt ill-equipped to adequately minister to the needs of bereaved family
members. He subsequently recognized and felt frustrated by the agency’s overriding
concern for administrative efficiency and procedures, cogently articulating his view that
these concerns were often pursued at the expense of compassionate interaction. There is
no reason, he said, that with effective training and ongoing reinforcement a police officer
could not easily achieve both objectives, but when a conflict arises between the two goals
the cop’s superseding moral duty is to act humanely. Although the agency’s impersonal
bureaucracy officially allows the officer little discretion to violate procedures in service
o f compassionate action, he saw his role as supervisor as that of a facilitator and
supporter o f appropriate rule-breaking. Rookies, in particular, are reluctant to use their
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discretion to violate rules, he said, and they must be trained to do so appropriately. This
officer clearly recognized that death events often implicate the implicit duality of
administrative efficiency versus compassionate response, and he spoke at length to the
fact that Rookies have to develop and integrate both in order to become effective cops.

Unlike the first Sergeant, he specifically rejected the idea that the first death encounter
should be a rite of passage; he said some Sergeants and cops “try to make it a rite of
passage, when they should make it a learning experience” that leads to a “more fully
actualized” police officer. He would, for example, regularly inquire as to an officer’s
experience in handling DOA jobs and if necessary review the tasks and duties they would
have to perform, emphasizing and suggesting ways they could make the ordeal less
difficult for the family. He also took it upon himself to interact with family members, to
introduce the assigned officer and to explain what he and other officers would be doing in
the belief this cognitive knowledge and role clarification would make the event more
tolerable for all involved and especially because it would “take some of the heat o ff’ the
officer assigned to remain at the scene. ‘Taking the heat o ff

-- reducing the cop’s

anxiety — would in turn make the officer more receptive to the needs of others as well as
his own feelings.

In all respects, this Sergeant’s combination of experiential training strategies, emphasis
on developing the compassionate elements of the police self, mature acknowledgment of
the difficulties and potentials involved in a death encounter, and overall outlook on death
experiences was quite unique. As we might suspect, his sensitivity toward these issues
and his survivor mission of educating officers about the need for compassionate response
were in part the product of earlier formative death-related experiences. His first death
encounters as a police officer certainly raised concerns about his inability to fully enact
what he perceived to be an important set of professional role expectations, but those
concerns were predated and magnified by earlier death encounters: during his military
service as an Army Captain in the Vietnam War era, he was assigned as a Survivor’s
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Assistance Officer — the liaison to families of soldiers killed in the line of duty — and
was at that time keenly aware of the difficulties involved in adequately fulfilling the role.

This Sergeant was particularly attuned to the problems police officers face in making
death notifications because they had been a substantial part of his job in the military. He
described several notifications he made in police work and the military in terms of his
fear’3 and sense of inadequacy, affirmatively stating that his military experiences were a
significant source of his commitment and concern14for ensuring police death notifications
were made as compassionately as possible.

The Sergeant’s police experience in making death notifications was easily integrated into
a larger and considerably more meaningful constellation rooted in his military experience,
and his descriptions o f police notifications were salted with military references and
images. To his way o f thinking, the two were practically the same. As revealed in his
orderly and insightful analysis, it was also obvious he had given these matters some
thought over the years.

13 The limited training the Army provided him prior to this assignment emphasized that
he might be placed in physical danger: prominent among the “war stories” that
comprised the majority of his training was one relating how a Survivor’s Assistance
Officer had been taken hostage at gunpoint by family members who demanded to know
more information about the circumstances of their son’s death. While none o f my
collaborators were ever physically assaulted making a death notification, most were
aware of the potential for violence and one described how the mother of a young man
“went EDP” (Emotionally Disturbed Person) at the scene and had to be hospitalized. Eth,
Barton and Pinoos (1987) found this fear of physical assault was highly prevalent among
the Los Angeles Police homicide detectives they interviewed. While the actuarial
likelihood of being assaulted during a death notification is an empirical question that lies
beyond the scope of this study, we might refer again to Gamer and Clemmer’s (1986)
observation that the chaos and uncertainty of family disputes — conditions that are often
not unlike those at the chaotic scene of a death notification -- contributes to cops’
perception that these assignments are objectively among the most dangerous.
14 His lasting commitment was evident in the fact that in 1984, twelve years after
completing military service, he visited the Vietnam War Memorial in Washington and
looked up the names of ‘his’ soldiers on the wall. He then contacted their families to let
them know they were not forgotten.
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The hardest part was always just before, standing at the door. Knowing that when
I knock on that door someone’s life is going to change forever, and not knowing
what the reaction will be... There are really three things going on. First is
making the notification, telling someone their loved one is dead. Next is the
counseling, whether and how much you’re going to do. Third is providing
information. People want to know why this person is dead and they look to you
for information. They want you to provide a reason... Those experiences were
the starting point for my sensitivity to death notifications and to dealing
compassionately with people whose loved ones have died.
Unlike any o f the other Sergeants I interviewed, he freely assumed the responsibility to
accompany officers when they made death notifications. Because death notifications
should properly be made in person rather than by telephone, other police agencies often
request that local officers make the notification on their behalf. Problems can arise when
the local officers are given incomplete information about the victim and the
circumstances of his death.

This Sergeant’s method of training cops to make

compassionate notifications was also uniquely powerful because it was based in a
hypothetical but very personal death encounter. Rather than simply equipping them with
words they could use -- a depersonalizing script designed to make the experience easier
on themselves but no less difficult for the family member — he would have each partner
tell the other about someone close to him — a family member, friend or spouse — and
each would in turn role-play the delivery of a notification that the loved one had died. He
would then discuss with them how this hypothetical but very personal encounter made
each one feel and how they could use their insights and feelings to craft a compassionate
notification. The goal o f this and all the other death-related training he provided was not
to give them an effective patter or a set of procedural protocols, but to push them toward
a more genuine expression of their always-evolving police self.

Young officers in

particular, he said, have the urge to act humanely and are almost always motivated by the
will toward compassionate public service, but police procedures too often inhibit humane
self expression by permitting them an easy retreat from the humanity o f police work.
Although administrative procedures are important and necessary, he said, when they
become paramount they can inhibit the development o f an integrated and actualized
police self.
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With the exception of these two individuals, survivor missions were not prominently
reflected in Sergeants’ experiences, and this was due in large measure to the fact that the
duties and responsibilities that are specifically part o f the Sergeant’s task environment
generally provide an adequate and sufficient opportunity for meaning-making.

A llf^

Sergeants related instances where they went ‘above and beyond’ on behalf of a particular
victim or they articulated a particular kind of affinity for certain types of victims, but their
attitudes and behaviors were not unlike those of any experienced police officer: their
commitments were rooted in the kind of unusual or atypical death encounter that any
officer might experience, they were generally transitory and of relatively brief duration,
and they generally occurred when the Sergeant had an unusually high degree of empathy
with the victim, his family and friends, or the specific conditions at the scene. Sergeants’
overall lack of compelling survivor missions, which so resemble those of experienced
cops, is attributable to the same set of factors: partial professional numbing effectively
limits the impact o f most potentially-traumatic death imagery, they can readily integrate
and make meaning of the images they encounter, and they experience rather little death
guilt. From a pragmatic view, this lack of a survivor mission or of excessive empathy is
quite fortuitous for Sergeants: given the sheer number of deaths they typically encounter,
the commitments would certainly prove emotionally exhausting.

Death Guilt:

For many o f the reasons we have reviewed thus far in this section — perhaps most
importantly, the effectiveness o f partial professional numbing — Sergeants do not suffer
from an inordinate amount of death guilt. Some amount of death guilt is incurred in
every death encounter, though, if only from the notion of survivor priority: regardless of
his real or imagined culpability for the death o f another, at some level the Sergeant, like
any other human being who confronts death, recognizes and feels a guilty responsibility
for the fact that he has survived while another has died. Since Sergeants are not typically
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present at the moment of death -

we recall that they usually respond only after other

officers have determined that a death has occurred — their actions or inactions rarely
contributed to the death and they do not typically bear the burden of this more potent
form o f death guilt.

If the circumstances surrounding a particular death led to an

individual Sergeant feeling this more reasonable type of guilt, the guilt would be the
result o f the circumstances and not the Sergeant’s task environment perse.

In fact, certain elements o f the Sergeant’s task environment, most notably their role as an
objective initial investigator of the cause and circumstances o f the death, operate to
insulate or further distance them from death guilt. The fact that Sergeants are responsible
for conducting a preliminary (if, in practice, a cursory) investigation to determine the
circumstances o f the death requires them to gather facts and make an objective
determination. The factual circumstances of a given death are often quite clear, and if
there is some doubt the actual responsibility for further investigation is passed along to
detectives and the Medical Examiner, but the Sergeant must nevertheless gather
information and reach a conclusion.

In routine deaths where the cause is readily

apparent, the Sergeant will usually obtain these facts from the patrol officers and base his
conclusions on those facts. For example, if they learn the deceased had a heart condition,
the physical conditions at the scene are consistent with a coronary, and no physical
evidence at the scene points to foul play, they will likely conclude the death was by
natural causes. The paperwork and reports they prepare will reflect these conclusions.
By determining and attributing causality in this way, Sergeants are — at least at a
conscious level — absolved from complicity or blame: the victim’s medical condition,
rather than any factors over which the Sergeant had control, led to the demise. Similar
dynamics play out in most violent and accidental deaths as well. In some of these violent
or accidental deaths, the Sergeant may have to prepare a supplementary Unusual
Occurrence Report (in the agency’s parlance, a ‘U.F. 49’ or simply a ’49) — a narrative
report detailing the facts and circumstances of the event

--

and this process of

marshalling facts and rendering them in a comprehensible written narrative format may
assist him to make meaning o f the death in a way that further attenuates any rational
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sense of death guilt. These official narratives are invariably composed in the somewhat
stilted and dispassionate summary style that is characteristic of most police reporting: the
reports typically contain an abundance of factual data but few (if any) allusions to an
event’s emotional content.15

As we’ve noted, though, some deaths are objectively more tragic and difficult than others,
and because these deaths may be felt at a deeper and more personal level more death guilt
may accrue. One factor that may make a death seem particularly tragic and difficult is the
perceived innocence of the victim, but several distancing mechanisms help Sergeants
(and other cops as well) attenuate their sense of guilt. One such distancing mechanism is
the objectification or denigration of the victim in some way, and we can see this subtle
denigration in the trivializing, comical or ironic linguistic forms cops use to describe
victims as well as the tendency to recall and describe death events by their circumstances
rather than by the victim’s name (Henry, 1995).16 For example, the Chicago police
officers interviewed by Fletcher (1990, p. 70) referred to the double homicide of an
amputee and an obese person as the “Stubs and Tubs” case,

and the murder of a

homeless man found in a barrel was recalled as the “Bum in a Drum” case; Rachlin
(1990) quotes an NYPD Crime Scene Unit detective who refers to the discovery of a
15The preparation o f an Unusual Occurrence Report must be understood in the context of
what is unusual in a given precinct. Several Sergeants who had been transferred between
high-crime and low-crime precincts commented that an event requiring the report in one
precinct (for example, a shooting incident with relatively minor injuries) would not
necessarily result in a report in another, higher-crime precinct. In other words, what is
informally defined as a major crime of violence in one work environment is considered
commonplace or unworthy o f special mention in another. In practical psychological
terms, this implies that some victims are deemed less worthy of police attention than
others.
16 Like Rookies, Sergeants could rarely recall the names o f specific DO As. Among
Rookies, the failure to recall names resulted from their extreme numbing and perhaps
some active exclusion o f detailed personal information that might lead to enhanced
identification. This exclusion from conscious thought and indifference to personal
information may play out to some degree among Sergeants, but we should also recognize
how difficult it would be to recall the names of so many DOAs, especially when one’s
exposure to them is so brief and impersonal.
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single human buttock as “a half-assed case.” New York City police have an informal
typology for DOAs:

a ‘fresh DOA’ is a relatively recent death, a ‘ripe DOA’ is a

noticeably decomposing corpse, and a ‘floater’ is a body in an advanced state of
decomposition which may or may not have been recovered from the water. While these
terms are used most frequently, there are also other more colorful terms used to describe
various stages of morbidity, and many o f the terms tend to mock the victim, his condition
or the circumstances of death. These terms, which include ‘jelly belly’ (an extremely
swollen corpse), ‘road pizza’ (a corpse mangled in an auto accident), and ‘two canner’ (a
reference to the practice of burning coffee grounds-- in this case, two cans -- to dispel
the odor o f putrefaction), also flaunt the officer’s affected indifference to the victim and
to death itself (Henry, 1995, p. 99).

Ironic humor and trivialization certainly distance the officer from dwelling upon the
objective horror of the death, but the tendency also subtly connotes that the officer is
unaffected by death trauma and death imagery to the extent that he is capable of laughing
at it. Taken a step further, this affected nonchalance implies the officer is superior to, or
at least different from, those people who would be immobilized or made uncomfortable
by the death (i.e., civilians). Since this tendency toward affected nonchalance is seen as a
cop-like behavior shared by so many members of the police subculture, and because the
use of in-group lingo expresses one’s ties to other members, it also serves as an important
form of cultural connection to other officers in the face of death imagery. Perhaps the
greatest irony in the use of these colorful terms, though, lies in the paradoxical fact that
cops immerse and express themselves through an exaggerated kind of grotesque imagery
to protect themselves from that very imagery.

The gallows humor or derisive comments cops use to denigrate the victim (and in a larger
sense to denigrate death itself) illuminate the fact that the linguistic forms are at least
partially motivated by death guilt. This verbal denigration of the victim takes place in
even the most tragic kinds of deaths — indeed, some form o f verbal denigration is
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perhaps most likely to occur when the death is especially tragic.17 Cops may not blatantly
make light o f such deaths and they may not clown around at these kinds of scenes — at
least not in the public view — but even the tendency to refer to the deceased as ‘the
victim’ rather than by his or her name suggests a subtle attempt to depersonalize the death
and to attenuate its impact.

The notion o f a victim’s innocence plays out in the Sergeant’s death encounters, and their
response was not unlike that of the Crime Scene Unit technicians and Homicide
Detectives discussed in subsequent chapters. The victim’s real or perceived innocence
can aggravate the situation and result in greater emotional costs, but Sergeants -- like
other cops — were quick to seize upon a victim’s perceived complicity in his own death
as a means o f denigrating the victim, limiting identification and creating distance from
the event.
Most o f the DOAs in the [names precinct] were not innocent — their actions
caused their own deaths. A lot of times they’d be drug dealers who got in a shoot
out and lost. With those deaths I’d say, it’s hard to say but you’re almost gleeful.
It’s like, ‘Good. You died and you deserved it. You’re walking around with a
gun, you probably shot or killed a lot of people yourself, so now you’re dead.’ So
that part of it didn’t bother me.
The same Sergeant described the details of a death scene in which a drug dealer was
slowly tortured to death, apparently by other drug dealers, expressing his feelings for the
victim in this way: “The sight was hard to take, but I had no feelings for him. It was just
like ‘Good, another dead drug dealer. They should all kill each other.’”

17 In the early 1990s, for example, New York City experienced a highly-publicized spate
o f deaths o f young children who were struck by stray bullets fired in shoot-outs between
drug dealers. Given the randomness of the deaths and the perceived innocence o f the
children, some of whom were shot in their homes or beds by bullets that entered a
window after being fired from a distance, the tragedy of the deaths captured the public’s
attention as well as the attention of police. At that time a new term entered the NYPD
vernacular: a child or other innocent victim of a stray bullet is known as a ‘mushroom.’
While the etymology of the term is obscure, it is believed to refer in part to the fact that,
like mushrooms, these victims ‘pop up’ unexpectedly in dark places.
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The Sergeant’s task environment and his supervisory role and responsibilities also shape
the dimensions o f the humor they witness and express at death scenes. As supervisors,
and in light of their generally business-like demeanor as well as the constraints they face
to quickly wrap up a DOA job and return to other duties, Sergeants are not likely to
witness a great deal of cops’ humor at a death scene. Patrol cops may joke around in the
presence of peers but they do not generally misbehave or engage in horseplay in front o f a
supervisor, and the Sergeant is also unlikely to engage in ‘undignified’ behavior that
would erode his stature and status in the eyes of subordinates. In conformity with his role
and responsibilities, the Sergeant’s brief presence at a scene imposes a certain seriousness
to the event. W e’ve noted that other cops will often tease or provoke Rookies as a kind
of initiation or hazing, but Sergeants are unlikely to directly engage in relaxed comic
behavior that typically takes place among peers.

Indeed, when I ’ve seen Sergeants

perpetrate pranks at death scenes it is typically with tenured officers they consider peers.
Only one Sergeant I interviewed admitted to clowning around with a Rookie at a death
scene, and he attributed the behavior to a kind of performance appraisal.
Sometimes you joke around with them [Rookies] to make it more uncomfortable.
It’s almost like an initiation rite — you say ‘Hey, he’s moving,’ or something like
that to enhance their discomfort. You egg them on or create a little fear. W e’ve
all gone through it and we’re all OK with it, and you want to see this guy’s
reaction to it.
Another Sergeant described the humorous ‘razzing’ of a Rookie subsequent to a death
event, but the teasing had less to do with enhancing the Rookie’s discomfort at the scene
than with his overall level o f anxiety and his precipitous reaction at what should have
been a relatively easy assignment. In this instance, a very anxious Rookie was assigned
alone to ‘sit on a body’ when a cat knocked over a garbage can in the alley outside. The
startled officer panicked at the noise and called a ‘ 10-13’ — the absolute highest priority
‘officer needs assistance’ emergency call one can make — over the radio. Because
cultural loyalty norms require that cops drop everything and respond instantly to a ‘ 1013’ — often endangering their own safety — the call is only transmitted in extreme
cases where the need for immediate help is truly compelling. The Sergeant and other
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cops teased him about his overreaction for days, but his description made it clear that the
ribbing was in service of a normative subcultural goal:

the Rookie, who was

apprehensive and ‘shaky’ about police work in general, had potentially endangered the
safety o f other officers and the ribbing would cease when the young cop became calmer
and more reliable.

Suspicion o f Counterfeit Nurturance

The least-prominent theme of survivor psychology among the Sergeants I interviewed
was suspicion o f counterfeit nurturance, and this lack of prominence can be explained in
terms o f the Sergeant’s capacity for partial professional numbing and his consequent lack
of devitalization and death guilt. We recall that suspicion of counterfeit nurturance is a
sensitivity based in the survivor’s recognition that, as a product of the numbing, guilt and
overall sense o f devitalization that results from his victimization, he has special needs and
special vulnerabilities. The survivor is painfully aware of these needs and vulnerabilities
and o f the death taint he bears, and is resentful of behaviors or offers of assistance that
reinforce his vulnerability. The devitalized survivor struggles to achieve affirmation of
his status as a survivor and to reclaim vitalizing relationships, at the same time he resents
and rejects offers of assistance that reactivate his sense of dependency.

Due to the various environmental and subcultural factors we have discussed in this
section, though, the Sergeant experiences minimal impairment as the result of his death
exposures.

He is, for the most part, not significantly devitalized from his death

encounters, his integration into the police culture provides some means for vitalizing
relationships that diminish his sense of disintegration, stasis and separation, and he
experiences little residual guilt. He does not bear a particularly strong death taint, and his
immersion in death and death imagery is not typically so profound that it brings about a
special dependency or a particularly strong need for sustenance. In essence, the Sergeant
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has minimal or no struggle around the suspicion of counterfeit nurturance because the
factors that give rise to it are largely absent from his experience.

In addition, we should point out that with the possible exception of extreme cases,
policing’s macho ethic generally precludes even genuine offers o f nurturance: cops are
expected to be able to handle, on their own, whatever emotional tribulation comes their
way. There is a certain paradox here, insofar as cops will literally drop everything to
respond to a ‘10-13’ and will often rise to the occasion when another cop needs some
minor help or assistance in the personal sphere (even in terms of such simple acts as
volunteering to help paint one’s house), but they are reluctant to cross the boundary into
another cop’s personal emotional affairs. To do so would be a tacit acknowledgement of
the cop’s emotional weakness, a characteristic that is anathema to the police identity. As
a supervisor, the Sergeant also confronts the additional problem o f a reluctance to violate
the artificial barriers imposed by his rank and responsibilities: in theory (if not always in
practice) the Sergeant is supposed to minister to the professional and perhaps the personal
problems his subordinates face, but there is no demand that subordinates reciprocate. By
way of illustration, we recall the account of the Sergeant (described in the chapter on
Rookies) traumatized by the death of a baby;

cops stood around the stationhouse

watching him and knowing that he was in pain, but none felt comfortable enough to step
forward with an offer of assistance.

Indeed, if Sergeants manifest any feature of the struggle around death taint it is in the way
they subtly expressed the notion of their own survivor exclusiveness — the tendency to
embrace and reify their special knowledge of death in a way that gives them a power over
it and to distinguish between those elites who have been touched by death and those who
have not. While none of the Sergeants I interviewed spoke directly to this perceived
power, their descriptions of their own professional detachment and, at the same time,
their ability to easily connect with bereaved family members in a humane way were
tinged with a certain pride and expressed a kind of integrity. That hint of pride betrayed
their sense of superiority and specialness: unlike many other people (including, in their
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view, most civilians), they possessed the ability to transcend potentially immobilizing
death imagery and act compassionately toward others. They were, in other words, proud
o f their ability to integrate and put into practice the professional and humane dimensions
o f the police role. Here again, the sense of a certain power over death is not unique to
Sergeants and it does not solely result from the unique characteristics of their task
environment: we have seen how, with time and experience in dealing with death, many
other seasoned officers come to possess this ability to flow easily from one dimension to
the other or to practice both at the same time.

Because this ability and sense of

exclusiveness is shared with other experienced cops, and because it is highly esteemed
within the police culture, it provides yet another form of connection to the culture.

Conclusion

In reviewing and summarizing the features of survivor psychology as they exist among
Patrol Sergeants, we can see how the fairly simple and straightforward formal demands of
his task environment, his role as a supervisor and the enhanced discretion and situational
control it affords him, various subcultural norms and practices, and his previous
occupational exposures to death combine to mediate and minimize his vulnerability to
potentially traumatic death imagery. These factors combine in a highly functional way to
effectively distance the Sergeant from the numerous deaths scenes he witnesses, to
protect the contours o f his professional self, and to limit overt manifestation of survivor
psychology. At the same time, elements of these factors provide some opportunities to
experience an immortalizing sense of integrity, movement and connection.

To a large extent, the relative absence of survivor psychology’s other themes and features
can be attributed to the beneficial effects of partial professional numbing: the Sergeant’s
numbing is not so profound as to be immobilizing or disintegrative, but rather it permits
him to function effectively in the face of death trauma and to selectively open himself to
some images while closing off others. In sharp contrast to the Rookie, whose sense of
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self-as-police-officer is still evolving and who generally lacks the capacity to selectively
choose the transformative images to which he is exposed, the experienced Sergeant has a
well-formed and relatively resilient professional identity, so death confrontations do not
challenge his sense of self or his sense of symbolic immortality in quite the same way.
The Sergeant also has greater discretion and can control his environment, as well as the
images presented to him, in ways the Rookie cannot.
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Chapter 8
Crime Scene Detectives: ‘Technicizing’ the Death Encounter

In light of the tremendous number of death scenes they visit as well as the objective
grotesqueness o f the images they often confront at those scenes, one might reasonably
expect to find that the members of the NYPD’s Crime Scene Unit manifest many overt or
pronounced features o f survivor psychology.

In an empirical sense, members of the

Crime Scene Unit (CSU) witness death far more frequently than any other category of
officer we consider in this dissertation, and the images they confront are often o f the most
graphic, violent and disintegrative kind imaginable. Virtually every death scene they
attend, in fact, involves some bodily trauma as the result of violence or tragic
misadventure. Moreover, these officers deal with death in a somewhat more intimate
way than any other category o f officer:

they not only confront extraordinarily

disintegrative visual and olfactory images of death, but they experience tactile images as
well. Their duties often require them to closely examine and handle corpses, body parts
and bodily fluids in ways that would be repulsive and under conditions that would be
revolting to the vast majority o f people, and they are often exposed to these images for a
protracted period of time. Many CSU members perform these duties and witness these
images repeatedly over the course of years o f assignment to the unit, and one might
expect the cumulative impact o f these images and experiences to have powerful and long
term deleterious psychic consequences.

Given these presuppositions or expectations of what CSU members and their task
environment are all about -- a kind of presumed or projected death taint — one could
also easily assume the unit is populated by strangely-behaving ghouls who are entirely
immersed in death. The themes and features of survivor psychology are certainly present
and observable among individual CSU members and within the group’s ethos or culture,
but they are reflected and expressed far more subtly than one might at first imagine.
Indeed, at first glance CSU members seem to be a bright but otherwise fairly ordinary
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collection o f cops, and it is only with a fair amount of exposure to them that features of
survivor psychology become apparent. Only when one probes beneath the surface of
their work and o f the self they present does it become apparent that their task
environment and their professional selves are structured so as to offer an array of
protective psychological devices and processes that attenuate and limit the impact of the
traumatic images they experience.

In terms o f the quantity and quality of death imagery they encounter, we should note that
despite the precipitous decline in violent crime within New York City between 1994 and
the present, the sixty or so men and women of the Crime Scene still witness an
unparalleled level o f death, mayhem and other results of violence.1 In calendar year
2000, for example, one or more Crime Scene teams of two or more detectives attended
the scenes of each of New York City’s 671 murders;

just seven years earlier,

approximately the same number of CSU officers attended the scenes of 1,927 murders,
and ten years earlier they attended the scenes of 2,245 murders including the infamous
and particularly grotesque ‘Happy Land’ nightclub arson-murder in which 83 people
perished.

During calendar year 2000, Crime Scene personnel processed the scenes of more than
3,100 serious crimes. These included 536 deaths known to be homicides at the time the
scenes were processed, 187 other suspicious deaths subsequently deemed to be

1 The number of teams responding to a specific crime scene as well as the length o f time
they remain there depends upon the characteristics of the crime and the difficulty of
processing the scene. A CSU detective described a difficult and highly publicized rapemurder in Central Park — a large, unsecured outdoor crime scene in a public place -that resulted in the dispatch of multiple teams working around the clock for a period of
two weeks. Obviously the corpse did not remain at the scene for this period and the
images they encountered were probably quite benign, but the anecdote illustrates that in
difficult cases CSU technicians can easily be exposed to death imagery for a protracted
period.
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homicides, suicides, CUPPIs,2 or deaths by accidental or natural causes, and 431 serious
assaults in which the victim was likely to die or subsequently did die, as well as five
attempted murders of police officers.

They also processed 275 rape scenes, 527 robbery scenes, 175 burglary scenes, 21
explosions and eleven kidnappings in which one or more victims may have been injured.3
In considering the overall psychological impact of witnessing these deaths and acts of
violence on a daily basis, we should bear in mind that these statistics reflect a single
year’s workload and that some CSU members have tenure of more than fifteen years in
which violent crime rates were substantially higher. By any statistical measure, though, it
is clear that attending this many murders and violent crime scenes is extreme and beyond
the scope of ‘ordinary’ human experience.

These statistics, while informative, cannot adequately convey the quality or quantity of
graphic images of human carnage to which CSU officers are exposed, nor do they
describe the quality and quantity of potential psychological trauma involved. Indeed, one
would be hard pressed to convey — in statistical measures or in words — adequate
details of the shocking, obscene, morbid and gory images these officers confront on a
2 A ‘CUPPI’ or “Cause Undetermined Pending Police Investigation’ is a death in which
the Medical Examiner cannot immediately determine cause based solely on forensic
evidence. CUPPIs typically require additional investigation into the victim’s background
and the events leading up to the death.
3 The NYPD Patrol Guide [PG 116-05] mandates that the Crime Scene Unit be notified
and requested to respond to all homicides, forcible rapes, robberies or hijackings with
injury caused by a firearm, aggravated assaults with a dangerous instrument and the
victim is likely to die, burglaries involving forced safes, circumvented alarms, or cases
referred to the Burglary Squads, and “any crime in which the services of the Crime Scene
Unit will assist in the investigation.” As a practical matter, CSU members tend to resent
being sent to ‘minor’ crimes that fall in the latter catch-all category. On one occasion I
witnessed, a ranking officer requested response on a politically sensitive case involving a
fairly minor crime, and the CSU supervisor demanded that authorization come from the
Forensic Investigation Division’s Commanding Officer, a full Inspector. The technicians
ultimately dispatched on the run were very resentful that their time and expertise, in their
view better utilized on ‘real’ crimes like homicides and rapes, was wasted on a minor
offense.
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daily basis. Certainly every violent crime scene presents officers with disturbing images,
but it would be wrong to imply that every scene is equally shocking: some murders
present objectively less traumatic images, while others present objectively more traumatic
images.

One issue that makes the Crime Scene Unit officer’s job so psychologically difficult is
that the scenes he attends run the gamut from the most innocuous homicides (if such a
thing is possible) to the most extremely disturbing, violent and grotesque homicides
imaginable, and these exposures do not take place in an orderly or predictable fashion.
Teams are dispatched to scenes on a rotating basis — when a call comes in the ‘next-up’
team responds. Because homicides and other violent crimes occur in a somewhat random
fashion, a series of benign homicides that present relatively few technical or psychic
challenges may be followed by an intensive flurry of intensive, difficult and particularly
grotesque events. Their workload, determined by forces beyond their control, can thus
vary greatly in terms of its manageability and intensity.

We must bear in mind that the average (i.e., non-police) person’s image or conception of
a murder scene is typically not based on first-hand experience; most people are rarely, if
ever, exposed to violent death scenes and most have no accurate idea o f the kind of
images involved. To the extent that the average person has a preconceived image of a
murder scene, that image is typically based upon the brief visual or aural images, staged
by television or movie actors and directors, that appear in the popular media after being
‘sanitized’ by network or ratings board censors. The media images do not convey the
odors o f death or the tactile sensations that may be experienced at a crime scene. The
viewer knows the scenes are not real, that he is not actually present, and that he can
always avert his eyes for the few seconds the scene will last.

This is clearly not the case with Crime Scene Unit personnel. The scenes they witness
often assault the senses with objectively revolting and offensive images, to an extent
literally not imaginable to the average person. The corpses they deal with are often
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terribly mangled or actively decomposing, and the images can be, in every sense of the
word, extreme. It is not entirely uncommon, for example, for CSU technicians to attend a
crime scene where they need masks or artificial breathing apparatus, and because the
odors of putrefaction easily permeate clothing they may put on protective jumpsuits.

Some of the horrific visual images CSU members confront can be glimpsed in the crime
scene photographs they take, and in addition to accompanying teams to several homicides
and shootings I had ample opportunity to examine crime scene photographs retained in
files at their office. The CSU also maintains several large binders containing well over a
hundred eight-inch by ten-inch full color photographs of various crime scenes, and they
present these binders so that visitors can get an idea of the work they do. The images
contained in the books are quite graphic and shocking, and when they presented the
books to me my first thought was that they intended to ‘get a rise’ out o f me in the way
tenured patrol cops manipulate a Rookie’s exposure to enhance his discomfort.

The

officer left the room and could not have gauged my reaction, though, and I subsequently
learned the books have another far more utilitarian purpose: the images, including closeups of various unusual wounds, are a kind of reference book or atlas of death the CSU
uses for formal and informal training. I also learned CSU members refer to the books,
with some irony, as ‘the family albums.’

The ‘family album’ photos depict tremendous brutality and some of the most depraved
aspects o f human behavior imaginable, and one’s first inclination is to recoil from them.
Indeed, as a result of my own prior exposures to similar (yet, objectively speaking, not
quite as shocking) images o f death, I literally felt a sense of partial professional numbing
coming upon me as I leafed through the binders. The photos conjured associations and
images of homicide scenes I had experienced long ago, but I would hesitate to
characterize them as intrusive or disturbing flashbacks. Within a few minutes, though,
any residual aversion to looking at the images abated, replaced by a kind o f professional
interest. This experience also brought home the fact that there is a certain paradox about
witnessing death and death images: the photos I examined were graphic and in a visceral
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way somewhat repulsive, but at the same time and at an intellectual and professional
level, they were curiously fascinating. This experience of partial professional numbing
and the concomitant insight into my own powerful sense of fascination with them gave
me a clue to the CSU technician’s psychology: because partial professional numbing
selectively screens out the most traumatic and repelling elements of the images they
encounter, they are free to experience elements that are intellectually stimulating. We
will say more about this later in the chapter, but at this point we might do well to
recognize the latent potential o f death imagery to stimulate professional scientific
curiosity as well as the fact that this intellectual vitalization gives the CSU member a kind
of subtle power over death. That power is all the more important when we recognize it is
not a kind of power possessed by the average person.

The Crime Scene Task Environment

As we have with the other categories of officers we consider in this study, we commence
our exploration o f how the five themes of survivor psychology are manifested among
members of the CSU by examining this unique occupational group’s task environment.
As we have also seen in the task environments we’ve previously examined, the CSU
technician’s environment operates to shape the number, type and quality of death images
these men and women confront. At the same time, the task environment imposes a set of
formal and informal demands and provides the basis for a number of functional processes
that, in conjunction with individual and informal subcultural factors, permit the CSU
technician to manage these images in a way that averts an entirely immobilizing death
immersion. That is, the demands of the environment and the group ethos or culture
generally provides the CSU technician with the means to prevent the images of
disintegration, stasis and separation that pervade their work from completely infiltrating
his identity and worldview.
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In considering the CSU technician’s task environment, we can see that at least four
factors operate to create a functional distance from death images by facilitating the
development of their substantial capacity for partial professional numbing: the process of
becoming a member of CSU screens out officers who are particularly vulnerable to death
imagery; CSU applicants are tenured cops already experienced in dealing with death;
they are highly trained technicians who view their work with scientific detachment; and
their work environment is structured in a highly organized way that narrowly defines
duties and delegates specific tasks to specific individuals.

Because this partial

professional numbing is so readily achieved and so easily maintained, it prevents or
precludes an immobilizing impairment of symbolization, and many of the same factors
also operate to maintain a sense of integrity, movement and connection in the face of
potentially overwhelming death imagery.

Selection and Experience o f CSU Members

First, it should be emphasized that CSU members volunteer for the unit, and this self
selection process culls out those officers with an unusually high degree of death anxiety - those who might be the most psychologically vulnerable to death images and those who
have special difficulty dealing with death simply do not apply for the assignment. Even
within the police culture, the CSU is associated with death, but in this case the death taint
works to the unit’s advantage.

Every cop knows or imagines the kind of exposures

involved, and those with a particular sensitivity to death or to taking on the death taint
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would probably pursue some other avenue of career advancement. If anything, we would
expect those with a fascination or affinity for death images to apply.4

The CSU’s status as part of the elite Forensic Investigations Division o f the elite
Detective Bureau also allows it to maintain high selection standards for those who do
apply, and these selection criteria also tend to assure that applicants who are especially
vulnerable to death imagery and death trauma are not assigned.

An officer who is

‘shaky,’ tentative or reluctant to deal with corpses would not last long in the unit. In
addition to the unit’s formal requirements that members have specific kinds of skills and
knowledge (gained primarily through earlier police experience in assignments related to
evidence collection and crime scene techniques), we recall that the police culture and the
police organization place a high value upon experience and tenure. As a practical matter,
an officer who lacks tenure (and the death-related experiences that go along with it)
would probably not be a successful candidate for the CSU even if he had the requisite
technical skills and/or an academic forensic credential. The unit’s elite status and the fact
that Police Officers assigned to the unit are promoted to Detective in eighteen months
ensures that the pool of qualified applicants is larger than the number of available
positions, and every member earns his position in part by accumulating police
experience.5 This is not to say that a relatively untenured or inexperienced officer with
an influential ‘hook’ or ‘rabbi’ could not conceivably be assigned to the Crime Scene
Unit before a more objectively qualified and psychologically prepared officer, but an

4 As previously noted, Fiefel (1969) argued that death anxiety influences medical
doctors’ choice o f specialization — specifically, that some choices may be motivated by
a counterphobic reaction to death anxiety. I did not specifically test whether this
hypothesis applied to some CSU members, although it should be noted that several CSU
technicians were licensed morticians or embalmers prior to joining the unit. Whether
some have an affinity for death is uncertain, but certainly none engaged in behaviors
demonstrating a clear aversion to dealing with it.
5 In 1994 police unions were successful in lobbying for New York State legislation
requiring the NYPD and other large municipal agencies to promote Police Officers to the
rank o f Detective after serving eighteen months in designated investigative units. An
assignment to CSU puts Police Officers on the fast track to promotion.
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officer with such powerful allies would probably negotiate a ‘contract’ for an assignment
to a less psychologically challenging but equally elite unit.6

Based upon the career narratives of the CSU members I spoke with, it is possible to
sketch out the typical current career path to assignment in the unit. After several years of
patrol experience, officers who demonstrate an interest and affinity for forensic work (and
accumulate sufficient seniority) can apply for assignment to a precinct- or borough-level
fingerprint detail in which they respond to reports o f past burglaries and other crimes to
dust for latent fingerprints.7 After several years, officers who perform well in this
Evidence Collection Team apprenticeship can apply for an interview to join the Crime
Scene Unit, and the most experienced and technically proficient are chosen as vacancies
occur. Others join the unit in a lateral transfer after earning their Detective shield in the
Police Laboratory, the Ballistics Squad, or another unit requiring specialized forensic

6 In the Department’s argot, a ‘hook’ or a ‘rabbi’ (the more dated term) is a powerful
sponsor who uses his influence to orchestrate assignment to a detail, to arrange for some
other perquisite, or to somehow intercede favorably on one’s behalf. The specific
arrangement or deal is called a ‘contract.’ Although these informal arrangements and
relationships are an entrenched part of the NYPD’s history and culture, and although they
are often spoken o f with pejorative overtones — the implication being that someone
gained an unfair advantage in an assignment or received some benefit not generally
available to another through nepotism or raw internal politics — to some extent we see
old-boy networks operating in all modem bureaucratic organizations. Moreover, they are
not always an entirely bad thing. In many cases, ‘hooks’ are motivated to give a qualified
candidate a special push toward a position that benefits the agency as well as the
individual by furthering his career development. A hook’s influence can, in this way,
work to counter the stagnating bureaucratic processes as well as the subculture’s
potentially excessive emphasis on tenure as the primary basis for advancement. As we
saw with some Sergeants, this kind of relationship can resemble that of mentor and
protege. As such, these positive relationships can often work to the agency’s ultimate
advantage at the same time they have immortalizing qualities that connect both parties to
a greater and more noble ideal or tradition.
7 In the past several years, an emphasis on more efficient investigations and more
strategic deployment o f personnel resources led to organizational restructuring and the
formation o f borough-wide Evidence Collection Teams to replace the precinct-level latent
print teams. Evidence Collection Team members receive additional and somewhat more
specialized training than precinct ‘print men,’ but perform essentially the same duties at
the scenes of minor crimes falling within the purview o f the Patrol Bureau.
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skills and training. Because the unit is considered elite, because its standards are high,
and because the work generally permits members to participate in activities they find
personally and professionally stimulating, vacancies are fairly rare: once assigned, CSU
technicians tend to remain in the unit.

The distinction between the Crime Scene Unit and the Evidence Collection Team is
analogous to the ‘farm team’ system in professional sports: the Detective Bureau’s CSU
has higher status because it handles the ‘real’ or ‘serious’ crimes like homicide and rape,
and it draws its members from the Patrol Bureau’s Evidence Collection Teams who
handle past burglaries and other ‘minor’ crimes.

In addition to ensuring that CSU

applicants have street experience as well as the technical and psychomotor skills
necessary to retrieve fingerprints and other forensic evidence, this apprenticeship system
also serves to develop a certain mindset or focus: by focusing his attention on the
immediate task o f lifting a latent print, for example, the Evidence Collection Team officer
learns to screen out distracting images. While the images presented at the scene of a past
residential burglary are likely to be fairly innocuous in terms of their traumatic potential,
the system nevertheless facilitates the development of partial professional numbing.
Similarly, lateral transfers from other forensic units have generally developed a scientific
focus and an objective distance from their work, and this capacity, once developed, is
easily transferred and applied in the CSU context.

Scientific Training and Orientation

Crime Scene Unit members are also highly skilled technicians who have an expertise in
various forensic techniques and, generally speaking, a background in the physical
sciences. In this very specialized area of police work, CSU members find an environment
in which they can experience the vitalizing rewards that derive from integrating and
practicing their personal interests in the professional sphere and from bringing their
specialized knowledge to bear in major criminal investigations of ‘serious’ high-profile
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crimes. Several CSU technicians I spoke with have academic degrees or some sort of
advanced training in the forensic science area, and this education equips them with some
degree of scientific detachment. This scientific orientation is subtly expressed in the
systematic and factually logical way they respond to questions about their work. One can
also discern their scientific and technical orientation in the kind o f books and journals
they read and the off-duty courses they undertake at their own expense: while members
of other detective squads might peruse magazines or read popular novels during their
down time, CSU members can be seen reading books and scientific journals on such
topics as forensic entomology and forensic taphonomy, firearms and terminal ballistics,
gunshot wounds, forensic pathology, criminalistics, forensic anthropology, DNA analysis
and other related topics.8

Crime Scene Unit members tend to belong to various

professional associations in the forensics field, and many attend forensic science
conferences and courses on their own time and at their own expense to further develop
their knowledge and expertise. Their great interest in these fields also becomes apparent
when an interviewer asks a technical question about some seemingly arcane forensic
technique: a question about the use o f a gunshot residue (GSR) test in a specific case
resulted in a lengthy, thorough and quite interesting explication of the test, the techniques
used to conduct it, and its inherent fallibilities and strengths. The CSU technician I asked
this question not only demonstrated a great fascination with and (to my relatively
untutored view) a great knowledge about the scientific technique, but also seemed quite
pleased with my curiosity about a subject of such professional interest to him.

I

witnessed this fascination with various bodies of scientific and technical knowledge on
several occasions, and it was clear that CSU members tend to be enthralled with the
nuances of the forensic sciences.

8 The CSU technicians’ compelling interests in these subjects are made even more
apparent by the fact that they usually purchase these books and journals at their own
considerable expense. Upon inquiry, I learned that the Department’s budget for such
materials is absurdly small. I was acquainted with several of the texts I saw, and knew
that the publisher’s price for each approached $100.
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I also noted the collegial approach they take and the ease with which they will consult
with another technician who is objectively more knowledgeable or experienced in a
particular forensic area;

there are few apparent professional jealousies among CSU

members, and I saw this as indicative o f their own well-formed sense of confidence and
competence.

As individuals and as a group, CSU members place great value upon

technical sophistication and expertise, and the strength of their professional identities can
be seen in the way they are keenly aware of their individual limitations without being
hypersensitive to them.

The CSU technician’s scientific orientation and logical approach helps him to maintain a
dispassionate and objective view of his work and the images it presents, and it helps him
make a particular kind of meaning from his death encounters. To the Crime Scene Unit
technician, each crime scene is a puzzle to be solved using a variety of technical skills
and an acquired body of scientific knowledge.

Properly interpreted, every piece of

physical evidence at a death scene provides a piece of the puzzle leading them to an
understanding o f the totality o f the facts surrounding the death, including its proximate
and ultimate causes. Indeed, while the proximate and ultimate cause of death is formally
determined through a Medical Examiner’s autopsy, it is incumbent upon the CSU
technician to provide the Homicide Detective with a preliminary working hypothesis of
the cause. Properly interpreted, each piece of evidence can also provide potential clues to
the behaviors and motivations of the victim and the killer.

Part of the technician’s

expertise thus lies in the ability to sift through the mass o f evidence, to ‘read’ or decipher
evidence using their special knowledge to uncover its manifest and latent meanings, and
to integrate or combine these images in a way that gives insight into a larger and more
holistic picture o f the crime. The process is, essentially, a formative process in which
individual images combine to create forms and, ultimately, constellations o f meaning. As
a formative process, it is inherently vitalizing and to some extent serves to counter images
and feelings of disintegration, stasis and separation that may be presented at the scene.
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The psychological importance of this special kind of meaning in maintaining a functional
distance from disturbing death images was brought home to me by one veteran
technician. I asked how he managed to view grotesquely mutilated corpses on a daily
basis without becoming overwhelmed, and as he struggled to verbalize his response he
suddenly grabbed one of the ‘family albums’ and opened it to the nude photo of woman
who had apparently been raped and slashed to death. “What do you see?,” he demanded.
I replied, “A female Hispanic, about thirty years old, probably a rape victim. She has
numerous knife wounds...” “That’s not what I see. You see a person, I see a very
interesting piece o f evidence.” He went on to point out a skin discoloration on her
shoulder that appeared to me to be a bruise or abrasion looked to him like a heel print.
Based on the size and configuration of the print, and based on his technical proficiency in
photographing or otherwise memorializing the evidence, the killer’s shoe size might be
deduced and a particular shoe might even be linked to the crime. That forensic work,
which could clinch a prosecution and result in justice for the victim, would be performed
by another expert in the Police Laboratory; it was his ability to recognize the potential
value o f the evidence, though, that mattered at the crime scene. Moreover, the fact that
the killer stepped on the victim is a potentially valuable motivational or behavioral clue
that might give the investigating detective insight into their relationship or the events that
transpired at the scene. ‘If I look at this as a person,’ the technician concluded, ‘I’ll
never see the evidence and I’ll never do my job.’

Another CSU technician expressed the same sentiment in this way:
VH:

Basically, as you said, you’re not looking at a body...
Right. When people say ‘how can you do that work?,’ they are referring to
looking at a bloody, mutilated body. But that’s not what you’re looking at.
You’re looking at an overall scene. At that scene you already know what you
have, you know what you’re walking into, it’s not like you’re happening on a
homicide while you’re strolling down the street. Cops are there, bosses are there,
detectives are there, Homicide is there. When you get there you look at the body,
what type of wounds, bullet wounds, What type of evidence do we have here, do
we have bullets? Do we have a knife, do we have semen or hair? Is there
anything under her fingernails? Was there a struggle? How long ago was the
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death? You know, you’re looking at everything. We’re somewhat medicallyminded, you know. You’re not looking at a bloody body like ‘Oh my God, it’s a
dead body.’ You’re looking at the whole scene.
VH:

I would think that in looking at the whole scene, the skin underneath the
fingernails, et cetera, it takes your mind off the fact that this used to be a human
being.
I imagine it would. I mean, you’re not there as a spectator dwelling on the fact
that it’s a dead body. You’re there to do a crime scene run and part o f your job is
looking at the body and looking for forensic evidence. You don’t really dwell
upon that this was a living, breathing human being. You know it was, but you
don’t dwell on it and you want to do whatever you can to help find out what
happened.

We can see that these larger experiential constellations of meaning are what permit the
technician to read the scene and make holistic sense of it — the immediate images fit
easily into a larger preexisting constellation (based in part on previous experience) that in
turn imparts special meaning to them. At the same time the constellations are a sort of
cognitive template that entails a kind of schema for enactment: they tell him, in essence,
what additional clues will complete the picture and perhaps where to look for them. On
the several occasions I observed CSU technicians decipher the subtleties o f evidence to
construct a more meaningful and comprehensive picture of the scene, I was struck by the
parallel to the fictional Sherlock Holmes’ extraordinary ability to observe an array of
subtle and seemingly disparate clues and immediately infer a more complex meaning
from them. Like Holmes, the CSU technicians did not generally need to engage in a
protracted or tortuous logical process, but rather the conclusions were almost immediately
apparent to them. To expropriate a term from a different school of psychology, the CSU
technicians open themselves to all the available images and quickly grasp a gestalt that is
larger than the sum of the individual images.

The ability to infer motives and hypothesize behaviors based on post hoc examination of
physical evidence is an esteemed attribute among CSU technicians, but it is also an
imprecise art that requires them to venture outside the more comfortable realm of the
empirical physical sciences. This imprecision and related dependence upon inductive
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logic engenders some internal conflict, and many CSU technicians are therefore reluctant
to take excursions into the behavioral realm, or at least to commit themselves to
behavioral conclusions. Some of the more tenured and experienced CSU detectives I
spoke with were very comfortable offering behavioral insights and opinions, while less
tenured members tended to be more guarded. This makes a great deal of sense in light of
the importance they place on their attributed status as experts: if they offer an opinion in
an area outside their area of demonstrated competence and that opinion ultimately proves
to be erroneous, their own sense of expertise is as well as the expertise others perceive in
them will be diminished.9

In all cases, though, technicians were careful to distinguish between the kind of objective
and verifiable empirical facts they found in the physical evidence and the behavioral
inferences and opinions they drew from it.

This primary focus on factual scientific

evidence illuminates and is related to another important element of the CSU technician’s
task environment: at some point he may have to testify in court about his observations at
the scene and the evidence he collected. To withstand a vigorous cross-examination, the
technician must be particularly precise in making and recording his observations and in
justifying his evidence collection decisions and practices with practical logic and
scientific reasoning. The fact that a defense attorney may someday attempt to undermine

9 While I frequently use the term ‘expert’ to characterize the skills and competencies of
CSU members, it should also be pointed out that the term also has a specific legal
meaning with some applicability to our explorations of the CSU technician’s work and
sense o f self. In order to testify in court as an ‘expert witness,’ an individual must be
certified as one by the court. The first few times a technician (or any other prospective
expert giving forensic testimony o f some sort) testifies, the prosecutor will typically elicit
fairly detailed testimony about his education, training and experience, ultimately
petitioning the court to accept the testimony as evidence of his expert status for the
purposes of the trial. Eventually the ‘court certified’ technician can cite this credential
and the approximate number of times his expert status has been recognized, minimizing
the need to continually review his credentials in depth. Notwithstanding certification as
an expert, prosecutors typically review credentials to impress the jury with the quality of
testimony they are about to hear, and defense attorneys typically make at least a half
hearted attempt to diminish his expertise. In some cases, an egregious error in judgement
or conclusions can result in decertification.
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his credibility and attack his expertise — the technician’s stock in trade and a significant
component of his core professional identity ~

causes him to be rather wary about

offering any opinions that are not empirically based. Technicians take care to ensure that
their notes accurately record the facts and circumstances of the scene and they avoid
recording superfluous details or opinions.
I had a case last month, a homicide in Manhattan from two years ago. Every time
you testify, you learn. When you go to a scene you get the victim’s name, date of
birth, address, who’s catching the case, who’s the safeguarding officer. In my
notes from the scene I had the perp’s name and address. I was asked [in court]
‘where did you get that information?’ Well, it was given to me by someone at the
scene. I don’t recall who. Now, at the trial, all the cops at the scene ~ the Patrol
Supervisor, the detectives, everybody — said they didn’t have that information
but it turned up in my notes somewhere along the line. Somebody had it because
somebody gave it to me, but I don’t know who. So now, when I take down
anyone’s name or ask anyone what happened, I write ‘advised by so-and-so.’
Especially at the outset of an investigation, the ability to provide the Homicide Detective
who is ultimately responsible for solving the case with behavioral and motivational
inferences can be quite important because it often sets the direction of the investigation
and can effect its outcome.10 For example, the CSU technician’s examination o f the
wounds inflicted on a corpse may lead to a preliminary opinion (subject to verification by
a qualified Medical Examiner’s autopsy) about the quality and duration o f the struggle
that preceded a stabbing death: particular kinds of defensive wounds on the victim’s
hands and arms, for example, may indicate whether the victim put up a vigorous struggle.
In conjunction with other evidence, this information may indicate whether the victim was

10 Criminal investigators often speak of the unwritten ‘24-hour rule’ — the idea that for
every 24-hour period elapsing from the time of the homicide the likelihood of solution by
arrest decreases by half. This old chestnut has face validity insofar as solvability can be
expected to decline when witnesses are not located or when perpetrators flee, develop an
alibi or ‘lawyer-up’ (i.e., retain an attorney who advises them not to cooperate with or
speak to the police). Police agencies tend to devote more resources at the early stages of
an investigation, and the majority of homicide arrests are effected within a few days of
the crime. In the present context, the rule means that detectives need reliable information
quickly in order to create a viable theory of the crime and to immediately focus on
possible suspects.
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surprised by his killer and, in turn, whether he was likely killed by a stranger or a trusted
acquaintance. The technician may be able to venture a tentative opinion (again, subject to
verification at autopsy) as to the size and configuration of a knife (i.e., the approximate
size of the blade and whether it has a single, double or serrated edge) used in a stabbing
by examining the configuration and apparent depth" of a wound.

Based upon the

appearance o f a gunshot wound and the presence or absence of stippling from unbumed
gunpowder, CSU technicians can often infer with some degree of accuracy the distance
from which a shot was fired. If some gunshot wounds were inflicted from a distance
while others were fired close-up, technicians may be able to hypothesize the order in
which they were fired: did the killer first shoot and immobilize the victim and then
administer a fatal coup-de-grace?

Such evidence and opinion may help lead the

Homicide Detective to reach important preliminary conclusions about the killer’s motive
as well as his specific behavior.

The point here is that the CSU officer often relies upon factual scientific evidence to
reach behavioral and motivational conclusions, carefully and logically selecting from an
array of images to create a particular kind of meaning that is valuable to other
investigators using a process that is intellectually stimulating.

They are, however,

extremely cautious about indulging in formal behavioral profiling or crime scene
reconstruction since these areas generally lie outside the scope of their legitimate
expertise, and they are always careful to couch their conclusions in terms of an opinion
rather than a fact. The CSU technician might inform a detective that a particular wound
appears to be a gunshot entry wound and another appears to be an exit wound, but
because these observations are subject to verification by the more-qualified expertise of
11 Given the possibility that HIV infections or other blood-bome pathogens could be
transmitted through open wounds, the CSU technicians I spoke with were quite reticent to
probe wounds (see, for example, Kennedy, Hotnant and Emery, 1990). All wore latex
gloves while examining corpses. Several technicians mentioned that this reticence was
not always the case, and they described how some ‘old-timers’ in the unit had absolutely
no aversion to probing puncture wounds. In my own experience, I distinctly recall
witnessing CSU detectives at a homicide inserting fingers into a corpse to estimate the
depth of a stab wound.
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the Medical Examiner he will record the location of the wounds on his body diagram
worksheet with the abbreviation ‘BW’ — Bullet Wound. They do not record conjectural
opinions in their notes or their official paperwork, all of which are potential evidence at
trial. If asked about their opinions at trial, the CSU technician may offer his conjectural
conclusions but will always be careful to emphasize that they are opinions based on
experience rather than on scientific fact, and he will probably emphasize that he is not
specifically trained or qualified as an expert in the particular field.12 One CSU technician
was asked if catching detectives ever ask him to make forensic determinations and
conclusions about physical evidence:
Sometimes they ask you. Basically, you know, it’s just common sense, a little bit
of off-the-cuff intelligent reasoning. They’ll ask you ‘are the bullet wounds
entries or exits?’ They will ask you ‘where do you think the guy was standing
when he fired?’ Sometimes they get crazy with themselves - they want to know
the trajectory o f the bullet or something — you know, I wasn’t here, pal. When
you have a running gun battle down the street that kind of stuff is impossible. But
yeah, you run down the scene for them, you kind of run down what you think
might have happened, you try to figure out a scene you think might have
happened, but it’s all basically common sense reasoning. You look at the
evidence, you look at what you’ve got, you get as much information as you can.
What do we know? We know how many shots were fired, but do we know for
sure where the guy was standing? There’s two reasons we’re out there. One
reason is to get the bad guy, the second one is to get a good case to court. So I
never give my opinion. I’ll say ‘you can’t quote me on this. I’ll give you a
package and you walk around with it and figure out what happened.’
VH:

Do they expect you in court to give an opinion that someone in the Lab, for
instance, should be giving?
Yeah, some of them do. I’m not a ballistics expert, and I’m not going to answer
those questions. I’m just going to tell you what I did at the scene. I’m like the
middle man: I go there, I gather evidence, and now it’s up to you to decide what

12 It is not at all uncommon for a defense attorney to try to coax a testifying officer into
venturing an opinion in an area outside his expertise and then attack his overall credibility
or the opinions of bona fide experts testifying in the case. In my own experience, defense
attorneys have attempted to lure me into making definitive ‘expert’ statements about
ballistics, firearms and fingerprint evidence — areas in which I have minimal formal
training — as a means of confusing the jury with testimony that conflicts with that
offered by the prosecution’s real experts.
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to do with that evidence. That’s all I’m going to say - what I did. I ’m not going
to fabricate anything, I’m not going to give you any deductions, I’m not going to
make anything up, I’m not going to tell you a story. I’m going to tell you what I
did. That’s it. When they try to get your opinion, that’s all it is -- your opinion.
In informally reconstructing a series of events at a crime scene, CSU detectives draw
heavily upon their prior experience as well as physical evidence; given the depth o f their
experience and expertise, many can effectively ‘read’ the arcana of a scene using clues
that are simply not apparent to the untutored eye or not sensible to the unschooled mind.
To illustrate this, one technician handed me a sheaf of photos from a crime scene and
asked me to tell him what transpired. After I studied the images and formulated or
hypothesized a series o f events, he pointed out clues and features whose meaning had
eluded me. I had seen and noted the same clues, but either overlooked them or derived a
very different and very superficial kind of meaning from them. His analysis was more
logical, more cogent and, in light of his experience and expertise, far more sensible and
complete than mine.

As we’ve noted, the ‘family album’ binders comprise an encyclopedic depiction of death
by shooting, stabbing, burning, evisceration, fall, electrocution, torture, beheading and a
host o f other unusual causes, and each photo illustrates some unique wound or
evidentiary issue the technician may someday encounter.

It is worthwhile to briefly

digress a bit here and discuss some these photos because they illustrate the CSU
technician’s ability to decipher or ‘read’ physical evidence and behavioral clues that are
not readily apparent to the uninitiated.

One photo is of a rape-homicide victim tied spread-eagle on the floor of an apartment’s
entry foyer. A large knife protrudes from her left chest and ropes are attached to her
wrists and ankles. Upon inquiry, a technician explains how the photo reveals the victim
was bound, tortured and raped in another room before her death, and how the murderer, a
sexual sadist, moved and positioned her body to shock and offend the person discovering
it. He pointed out bits o f evidence showing how the corpse had been moved to stage the
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scene and noted how the scene had all the hallmarks of a sexual sadistic murder. Another
photo shows the parts of a dismembered body arrayed on a morgue gumey like an
unassembled jigsaw puzzle.

The clean cuts at joints showed the victim was

systematically butchered, indicating the murderer probably had some knowledge of
human anatomy or some butchering skills. One photo shows a man’s head with a small
bullet hole and one eyeball popped from the socket. It was explained that the sudden
increase in intra-cranial pressure from a gunshot, rather than the projectile itself, can
cause eyeballs to literally blow out of the head. Another shows a male corpse dressed in
pajamas with numerous stab wounds and minimal bleeding, his severed genitals stuffed
in his mouth. A technician explained that multiple stab wounds, especially post mortem
stab wounds that produce relatively little bleeding, often indicate the killer was in a
frenzied rage and angry with the victim.

The symbolic severing of genitals often

indicates a sexual motive, and in conjunction with other evidence found at the scene the
picture indicates the man was murdered by his homosexual lover.

Another photo

depicting a female corpse seated in a freezer shows the physical effects of death by
freezing. Other photos provide exemplars of different kinds o f stabbing, slashing and
puncture wounds from knives, bullet wounds inflicted at various distances, bodies in
various stages of decomposition, livor mortis and rigor mortis.

Organization o f Work in the Task Environment

Homicide scenes can be chaotic affairs, and part o f the CSU technician’s struggle
involves the imposition or restoration of order.

The need for order in the face of

disintegrative images is compelling not only because the scene can be easily disturbed
and contaminated, making the technician’s job more difficult, but because distractions
interfere with his protective focus and impede his professional numbing. Crime Scene
technicians approach their work in a logical and orderly way, and have rather little
tolerance for any factors that undermine their concentration and focus. This intolerance is
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evident in the highly methodical way they approach their work even before they arrive at
a scene.

When the CSU’s services are required at a scene, procedures mandate that a Detective
Bureau supervisor make the telephone notification to the dispatcher at the CSU office.
The CSU member designated as the dispatcher takes the call and uses a standard run
sheet to gather and record an extensive list of preliminary information about the crime,
the time and location it occurred, the number of victims, whether a suspect is already in
custody, and other items of information particular to the case. The dispatcher’s task is to
gather as much information about the crime and convey it to the team designated to
respond. In repeatedly observing dispatchers going about these tasks, I noted a certain
rigidity or touchiness in some of their interactions. On one occasion, for example, a
dispatcher refused to take a notification from a Patrol Bureau supervisor, demanding
strict compliance with procedures; dispatchers also refused to send a team when the
notifying Detective supervisor provided sketchy or incomplete details of the crime and
could not specify the number of victims or whether one or more had been removed to a
hospital. When I inquired about the need for such detailed information, the explanation
was deceptively simple: a complete rundown of all the available facts ensures a sufficient
number o f teams will be dispatched and that they will bring the equipment necessary to
process the scene. Subsequent observations confirmed there was more to this attribution
than the simple explanation revealed: CSU technicians use this information to begin
planning and organizing their on-scene activities even before they leave the office and as
they travel to the scene. The plans they formulate are based in standard operating
procedures, but from a psychological view it is important to recognize that the superficial
process of mentally reviewing procedures helps to focus attention and invoke partial
professional numbing. To make the most effective use of numbing, CSU technicians rely
on established procedures and protocols, and they want no surprises.

When they arrive at the scene, technicians will briefly confer with detectives to gather
additional information about the crime before setting about their technical work. The
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expectation is that the detectives will have adequately secured the scene, removing any
witnesses or police personnel who might contaminate the scene or distract the
technicians, and technicians can be rather sensitive about any individuals or events that
interfere with their focus. With the exception of the investigating detectives and perhaps
the first patrol officers to arrive at the scene, they have few interactions with others.
VH:

Your job really doesn’t have you interacting much with living people.
No. Other than with cops, not at all. When I get to a scene I first want to know
what happened. What do we know, what happened here? When did this occur,
did someone call 911, did it come in as a robbery, was it a pick-up job? You do
not really deal with other people. We do not interview witnesses, we’re there as a
support unit for the Squad.13 The Squad does all the interacting. They canvass
the area, they do the interviews, they deal with the family... Sometimes you have
scenes where the family gets there when you’re halfway through with the job and
family members come in and start screaming and crying. You might be at the
hospital and all of a sudden the family comes in all hysterical and crying... You
hope there’s a supervisor at the scene who’s on the ball and will move the crowd.
I had a job in Brooklyn where a gunshot victim died on the street and you had to
examine the body in front of a big crowd. His face was covered with blood and I
wiped his face and the mother came up to me and said ‘I want to thank you for
being gentle with my son.’ But that’s basically the only way we interact with
people.

Technicians are intently focused as they go about their business at a scene, but their
professional numbing is not so extreme that they go about as if in a trance or that they
completely exclude all other images and stimuli.

Rather, they seem to operate

simultaneously at two levels: at the same time they intellectually focus on the work, they
may engage in conversation or superficial small-talk about an entirely unrelated subject.
In this sense their behavior and somewhat disjointed conversation resembles that of a
team o f surgeons working at an operating table, or a pilot and co-pilot discussing
weekend plans in the midst of a take-off or landing. Their attention is primarily focused
on the task at hand and on the psychomotor skills they are practicing, but their

13 “The Squad” can refer specifically to members of a Precinct Detective Squad or, as in
this case, be more generally applied to include criminal investigators from such
specialized units as the Homicide or Special Victims Squads.
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conversation flows easily between giving instructions or commenting on the evidence and
whatever other subject they are discussing. The remarkable ease with which they shifted
attention from professional to personal concerns also illuminates the extent of their
professional numbing and how easily they negotiate the boundaries of their personal and
professional identities.

I observed this dynamic taking place as two technicians examined and photographed the
corpse of a male murder victim who died shortly after arriving at a hospital emergency
room. In their division of labor, one took photos and described each shot aloud in clinical
terms (e.g., ‘Number 1, full-length frontal view, feet to head,’ or ‘Number 6, close-up of
thoracic area, waist to neck’) while the other recorded the dictated notes, rolled the corpse
to obtain a specific view, and held a ruler alongside each bullet wound as it was
photographed. A few minutes later they switched, with the first technician taking notes
while the second examined the clothing doctors removed from the victim, counting and
matching holes to wounds.

They performed these tasks and carried on their own

intermittent technical conversation in the midst o f a conversation with me about the risk
o f HIV transmission through bodily fluids, at the same time interjecting explanatory
comments about the meaning they found in particular wounds.

These multi-tasking

capabilities illustrate how easily they divide their labors, work together as a system or
team, and easily shift attention between technical chores and other matters. They seemed
entirely unaffected by the image of a naked bullet-riddled corpse, and their professional
detachment was infectious: I found myself engrossed in the technical aspects of their
work and was easily enlisted to perform some tasks to assist them, experiencing little or
no queasiness in handling the still-warm corpse or in peering into its mouth to observe the
effects o f a penetrating facial wound. Even as an observer with no special training or
extensive knowledge, for a few minutes I also felt a sense of agency from being a useful
part o f the team.

In summary, the CSU technician’s task environment implicitly creates a salubrious
environment for partial professional numbing to take place.

More specifically, the
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technician’s scientific orientation imparts a distinct objectivity in his approach to work
and a definite detachment from the reality and humanity of his experience. Science and
technology provide them with a ‘disconnect’ or, in Lesy’s (1987) term, a ‘cut-out’ that
effectively removes a great deal of the human element from their work. They witness
objectively horrific images o f death not as the remains of a human life, but as “very
interesting pieces of evidence.” This preliminary outline of the forces and factors shaping
the CSU technician’s task environment gives us a basic feeling for their work as well as
some of the important background information we need to explore how these technicians
manifest the themes and features of survivor psychology.

Psychic Numbing

We’ve seen how the CSU technician’s task environment, with its demands for objectivity
and a scientific / technical orientation, facilitates partial professional numbing.

In

conjunction with the natural inclination towards diminution of feeling and emotion in the
face of traumatic death imagery, these factors operate to effectively shield the technician
from a great deal of the potentially immobilizing trauma he encounters and to reduce the
images’ latent capacities to impair his process of ongoing symbolization. The technician
is not entirely numbed, but rather partial professional numbing acts as a kind of selective
filter that screens out the more disintegrative and emotionally difficult elements of the
images while permitting him to experience and make more coherent sense of other
elements.

W e’ve also noted how environmental and individual subjective factors

concomitantly create avenues for creative expression, meaning-making, and the
continuation o f the formative process.

The upshot o f all this is that the CSU technician experiences fairly minimal impairment
and, in turn, few patently obvious manifestations of survivor psychology’s other themes.
The extent and the effectiveness of partial professional numbing to limit the psychic
impact of traumatic images permits the CSU technician to continue functioning in the
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face of the violent images he encounters each day. This is not to say that the technician’s
exposures have no cumulative impact:

partial professional numbing cannot entirely

screen out the most emotionally traumatic elements of these images, and some
impairment o f the formative process inevitably occurs. Cumulatively, repeated exposures
to these traumata over an extended period of time can lead to more a profound kind of
numbing that can easily come to permeate the technician’s professional and personal
identity, and this potential leads to an ongoing struggle to maintain connections to
vitalizing experience in both spheres. In essence, we can say that the greater the quality
and quantity o f traumatic imagery the CSU technician experiences at work, the greater
his need for images of connection, integrity and movement in his personal and
professional life.

The technicians I interviewed and observed managed the professional struggle for a sense
of movement in part by continuing to educate themselves by developing additional
forensic skills and scientific / technical knowledge. This professional development is a
means for additional creative expression, at the same time it enhances the technician’s
sense of connection to the tradition of scientific inquiry and solidifies or reinforces his
professional identity.

Professional development also opens additional avenues for

connection to the important notion ~ central to the overall police identity --

that the

technician is participating in the pursuit of justice. We can also see how the Unit’s
overall mission of seeking objective truth through science, along with individual
members’ overarching awareness that they may some day be called upon to explain their
activities and judgments at a trial, provides the basis for a sense of integrity. The CSU
technician’s sense of professional connection is reflected in the unit’s generally high
morale, its strong group identity and the overall lack of professional jealousies among
members. Technicians work closely with one another under often-difficult conditions,
but nevertheless show little friction: they like and respect each other. To some extent
this sense of connection and community is reinforced by the death taint they bear, by the
elite status o f the group within the subculture of police, and by the sense that they are
different from other people and other cops — they can witness images and can do
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specialized work that few other people could manage. The technicians’ connection to the
larger police culture was also evident among those I interviewed and observed, insofar as
they appeared to be well-integrated into the police culture and, more specifically, the
Detective culture: they frequently participate in fishing trips, family picnics and other
social events sponsored by various Detective Bureau units or by the Police Department’s
fraternal organizations.

The CSU technicians I interviewed and observed found various modes of actualizing their
need for a sense o f vitalizing connection, movement and integrity in the personal sphere,
and the modes varied according to their particular circumstances, relationships and
lifestyles.

Notwithstanding individual differences, all the technicians I spoke with

described their off-duty lives in ways that made clear their connections with others. At
the same time, it was evident that technicians (like many cops) erect a kind of psychic
firewall to keep their work from infiltrating their personal lives — they do not take their
work home with them.
When I get off work at eight o’clock in the morning, I couldn’t tell you what job I
went on that night. I’d have to think,‘Now, wait a second, let me think.’ Maybe
because when you’re in it, crime scenes just run into each other. W e’ve been busy
lately. Last week we went for days and days. You came here and you went right
out on a run. Last week my partner and I had at least two jobs every day. We
were out in Queens, and then the Bronx and back in Brooklyn, and they all run
into each other. I don’t know if it’s any kind of, you know, subconscious thing to
try and close it away but there’s definitely something to what you say. I don’t
know what it has to do with anything, but if I look at my photos two years later,
then it’s like ‘Oh yeah, I remember that one.’ I get off work and that’s it, but I
can pull the report out when I’m going to court two years later and it’s ‘Yeah, I
know this one. You know you were standing over here, and you know who you
were talking to. This is what happened.’ It all comes back.
There is, o f course, no easy way to measure or assess the viability of individual
technicians’ sense o f connectedness, movement and integrity in their personal lives, but I
did notice that several became much more animated when discussing their families and
children and it was clear that many technicians are markedly devoted to their families and
especially to their children. One technician, for example, said that he never thinks about
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his work while off-duty in part because he is so completely focused on the goal of
spending quality time with his son. He described, in animated and quite touching terms,
a caring and nurturing relationship that involved helping his son with homework and
participating in sports activities. He seemed to genuinely enjoy the time spent with his
wife and son, who are clearly a source of vitality in his life. Other technicians avidly
pursue off-duty hobbies and avocations or participate in sports, especially group sports
activities. Without exception, every technician I spoke with seemed to have a full and
viable personal life that included participation in vitalizing activities and relationships.

Quite apart from the CSU technician’s pursuit of vitalizing connections in the personal
and professional spheres, his environment facilitates psychic numbing in many of the
same ways we saw among Patrol Sergeants, both in an immediate sense at the death scene
and especially in terms o f limiting other subsequent manifestations and characteristics of
survivor psychology. The CSU technician’s exposure to traumatic death imagery is of
longer duration than the Sergeant’s and his exposures entail a far more intimate and
multi-sensory experience of those images, but both are to some extent concerned with
making cognitive meaning of the images presented at a scene.

While the Patrol

Sergeant’s meaning-making task is far more limited than the CSU technician’s — the
Sergeant simply assesses the patent images and conducts a cursory and preliminary
investigation to determine whether the death is of apparent natural, accidental or
homicidal cause and whether specialized investigative personnel are therefore necessary
— the technician delves much more deeply into the images to derive a far more complex
set of meanings.

The technician’s ability to make comprehensive meaning of the

evidence is largely predicated on his capacity for screening out various elements through
partial professional numbing, but the comprehensive meaning he makes also functions to
limit his sense of death guilt.
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Death Guilt

Throughout this dissertation, and in line with the precepts of survivor psychology, w e’ve
seen that to some extent every death encounter engenders some form of death guilt. As
Lifiton points out, we can conceptualize death guilt as a kind of continuum, with an
amorphous and irrational type of death guilt arising solely from the notion of survival
priority at one pole and a more rational and genuine sense o f actual responsibility for the
death at the other. Guilt feelings can be magnified when one has a legitimate reason to
believe he is responsible for the death of another through his actions or inactions, and that
sense of responsibility depends largely on the meaning one derives from the event. The
meaning-making process therefore bears upon the type and quantity of death guilt one
experiences: one inevitably seeks to make proximate and ultimate meaning of a death
encounter in part to mediate death guilt and to reassure oneself that one lacks actual
culpability.

Death guilt plays an important part in the psychology of the Crime Scene Unit and its
members, but like other features of survivor psychology it is effectively minimized
through substantial professional numbing and its expressions are subtle. Due, once again,
to the demands of the task environment, the more profound kinds of death guilt — those
involving a rational belief that one is actually complicit in or responsible for the death —
do not seem to affect CSU members. One of the demands of the technician’s job is to use
science and forensic techniques to determine the proximate cause of death

— to

dispassionately and logically examine an array o f physical and perhaps some behavioral
evidence and infer causality from it. The fact that many technicians are reluctant to
publicly espouse an expert opinion about the cause and circumstances of the death is
almost beside the point: whether or not they articulate an opinion, they reach a firm
personal conclusion based on factual evidence as well as their extensive knowledge and
expertise. That is, they make logical sense of the death in a way that implicitly removes
any lingering doubts about their own actual or moral responsibility for it.
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We are left, then, to consider the technician’s potential for experiencing the less acute
forms o f death guilt conjured by the notion of survival priority. This less formidable kind
of guilt is almost impossible to avoid, and its cumulative impact on technicians is
reflected in their individual psychology and the group ethos.

One way death guilt becomes manifest among CSU technicians is in humor, and
especially gallows humor. To some extent we’ve seen gallows humor among Rookies,
who are typically the target o f gallows humor and the butt o f stunts perpetrated by
tenured cops, and to a lesser extent among Sergeants. In both groups, we once again see
that the task environment and individual subjective factors shape the dimensions of
humor: Rookies are generally too numbed, too rule-bound, too self-conscious and too
lacking in a sense o f agency to actually generate any humor, and in their numbed state
many inherently humorous elements of the death scene may elude their comprehension.
These characteristics concomitantly make them the perfect foils for tenured cops. As
supervisors, Sergeants are rarely the butt of any kind o f practical joke and tenured cops
may be reticent to joke or play around in their presence, but they often perceive the
humor or irony in a given death situation. Likewise, the task environment and group
ethos shapes the dimensions and expressions of humor among CSU technicians: their
humor, reflecting their own nature and the seriousness o f their work, is of a more cerebral
kind. Technicians tended toward puns and other verbal asides quietly shared among
technicians and detectives, and I saw no overt flamboyance or grandstanding behavior.
They did not ostentatiously flaunt or trivialize death, but rather treated it with a kind of
mature respect befitting their detached identity and scientific / technical orientation.

The understated and somewhat self-effacing gallows humor in which CSU technicians
indulge is psychologically linked to death guilt, but in many ways it also reflects their
struggles to master the death imprint and their awareness of the death taint they bear as
individuals and as a group. This psychological link is important because, as we discussed
in the chapter outlining the basic tenets and processes of survivor psychology, the theme
of death guilt is closely linked to the indelible and enduring death imprint.
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The Death Imprint

The death imprint’s potential to reactivate prior images and constellations o f separation,
stasis and disintegration — to fundamentally challenge the sense of symbolic immortality
— leads to an ongoing struggle to master death images. The survivor experiences the
need to reconstruct these images in a way that will assert his sense of vitality and will
connect him with vitalizing images of connection, movement and integrity, and this need
is at least partially satisfied among Crime Scene Unit technicians through the particular
kind of humor in which they engage. An analysis o f CSU technicians’ humor in the face
of death imagery is an appropriate window through which to view the struggle to master
death images by reformulating them in a comical and less threatening way. At the same
time, such an analysis permits us to glimpse how particular expressions of humor
communicate and reinforce the group ethos, convey a sense of connection to other group
members, and reinforce the core sense of integrity and objectivity that is so important to
the CSU technician’s professional identity. We can also see that humorous expression,
especially when it takes the form of witty repartee, provides a sense of intellectually
stimulating movement.

Police humor is a complex behavior that often involves, in Pobregin and Poole’s (1988)
term, the use of “jocular aggression” that permits officers to deflect the petty annoyances
of their work, to promote group solidarity (especially through a kind of in-group, ‘you
had to be there’ humor), and to allay tensions. Aggressive humor and ‘ball-breaking’ is
an accepted part of police culture in which officers individually or as a group expose and
magnify another cop’s peculiarities and foibles. Paradoxically, aggressive ‘ball-breaking’
can be used to express one’s esteem and admiration for another cop: since direct and
forthright expressions of positive regard run counter to the culture’s macho ethic, the
culture accommodates by inverting these expressions and presenting them in a seemingly
callous way. At the same time, depending upon the conditions and situations in which it
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takes place, ‘ball-breaking’ can be used to illuminate and punish another cop’s
transgressions. Because this punishment is meted out in the guise of well-intentioned
camaraderie, some o f its overt sting is minimized and it becomes incumbent upon the
recipient to accept the social construction of camaraderie and to present the appearance of
taking the ribbing good-naturedly.

As we noted in Chapter 2, Charmaz (1975; 1980) points out that death workers often
construct a social reality that erects a protective barrier between their work life and their
self-image. In terms of humor, this constructed reality is implicated not only to the
extent that members of the police culture must accept the cultural definition of aggression
as humor, but in the way humor is reflected in the four stances toward death (minimizing,
hiding, flaunting and acknowledging death) Charmaz (1975; 1980) identifies. Within the
CSU culture, it is inauthentic to minimize, hide or flaunt death — death is too much a
part o f their work and their identity to be hidden or minimized, and flaunting death
trivializes it in an unprofessional way — so their sense o f integrity demands that they
acknowledge and deal with it as a reality. In turn, the realistic acknowledgment o f death
that is part and parcel of their professional identity shapes the dimensions and expressions
of their humor.

Crime Scene technicians did not, during my observations, ostentatiously flaunt death to
demonstrate or imply their mastery of it.

To do so, in fact, might at some level

undermine their sense of professional competence, their dispassionate scientific /
technical orientation, and the objective detachment that lies at the core o f their
professional identity. If death is not a serious business, and if death is not treated as a
serious matter, how can they be taken seriously? The humorous expressions I observed
tended to be ironic humor and gentle self-mockery, and this again illuminates the wellformed character of their professional self: the technician’s sense of self is sufficiently
resilient to withstand the threat of mockery. Indeed, at some level this self-mockery
reassures the technician that he is psychologically healthy because he can still see the
humor in life’s difficult situations. At the same time, CSU work is serious business and it
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is important that CSU technicians not lose sight of its seriousness, so their humorous
expressions are finely balanced.

Perhaps the most outrageous expression of humor I saw occurred in the Unit’s lunchroom
when one technician related a news article he had seen: the personal possessions o f the
infamous cannibal and mass murderer Jeffrey Dahmer were scheduled for auction. The
technicians constructed a fairly elaborate tongue-in-cheek scheme to purchase Dahmer’s
kitchen appliances to refurnish their own kitchen.

To possess and use Dahmer’s

refrigerator was particularly important, since Dahmer used it to keep the heads and
various body parts of his victims prior to cooking and consuming them.

In their

humorous analysis, the CSU’s kitchen would be the perfect place to put these historic
artifacts to good use. They joked about stocking the refrigerator with ‘spare parts’ from
crime scenes, noting that such a strategy might deter a particular technician’s penchant
for eating other people’s lunches. The implicit self-mockery and overstated comparison
of CSU members to a notorious cannibal reflects an awareness o f the death taint they
carry as a part of their own identity as well as the group’s perception in the eyes of others,
at the same time it conveys that they are fairly comfortable with bearing that taint.

As many other cops do, CSU members also used humor (albeit not gallows humor per se)
and gently mocking irony to maintain group norms. In one instance I observed, the
victim o f their humor was a relatively untenured technician who, it was subsequently
explained, was ‘a bit too full of himself — in the eyes of his peers, he had a somewhat
overblown perception of his own knowledge and skills, and his manner at crime scenes
was seen as a bit too cavalier. His behavior, in their collective view, bordered on an
unacceptable and immature flaunting of death. Their good-natured ribbing took the form
of a patently overstated and highly laudatory group discussion of his superior abilities and
considerable accomplishments, conducted as if he were not actually present. All the
participants spoke of their admiration for him and all voiced aspirations to someday be
just as good as he was. Their ‘ball-breaking’ was not scathing or mean spirited, though,
and it was not personalized in a way that implied a lack of respect for his actual talents
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and technical proficiency. Rather, it was intended to send a message that would bring
him into line with group norms and to help him maintain a proper perspective on the
serious nature o f CSU work. Their ribbing was certainly intended to deflate his ego a bit,
but its subtext also conveyed the idea that if a CSU technician achieves some authentic
mastery over death he earns it through tenure and experience. To the extent that a hardwon mastery over death is ever achieved it is something to be cherished and respected,
and any illegitimate pretense of having achieved mastery (including the pretense of
mastery by flamboyantly flaunting death) shows a lack of integrity that is unacceptable to
the group ethos.

The Quest to Make Meaning

The survivor’s quest to make meaning of death at a proximate and ultimate level is
certainly a feature o f the CSU technician’s experience. As we’ve discussed, the CSU task
environment demands that the technician bring his knowledge, skills and expertise to bear
to integrate and synthesize images in a way that imparts meaning to the individual images
as well as a to a larger picture of the crime scene. The technician must make immediate
sense o f the images and convey at least part of their overall meaning to detectives at the
scene and perhaps subsequently to a judge and jury. Earlier in this chapter we saw some
of the ways this demand for immediate meaning-making serves to solidify the
technician’s sense of his professional self, provide him with a sense of agency and
vitality, and diminish some o f the images’ traumatic potential.

In Chapter 3’s description o f the basic processes of survivor psychology, we noted that
the quest to make meaning can translate into a compelling urge to bear witness about the
death event the survivor has experienced and the moral wrongs he has seen committed.
Bearing witness can help impart meaning and restore a sense of purpose to the survivor’s
experience, but in the extreme it can also lead to a tendency toward scapegoating and
eventually disintegrate into a sense of amorphous bitterness that further reduces the
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capacity for vitalizing relationships. Because the technician witnesses so many violent
deaths and so many moral wrongs, if the urge to bear witness became fully actualized it
could easily consume his personal and professional life. Crime Scene Unit technicians
are certainly afforded ample opportunity to bear witness in the professional sphere, but
their ethos also demands that they remain impartial witnesses; they cannot permit
themselves to indulge in scapegoating or to permit other personal feelings about a case to
infiltrate their lives or their courtroom testimony.

Once again, we see that the ability to remain impartial rests upon their capacity to focus
on objective fact and to screen out the moral or ethical components of the images they
experience, and so these components barely enter their macula.

I observed several

instances where technicians maintained a moral neutrality and avoided implicating the
moral dimension of an event, even though I personally experienced a sense of outrage or
sadness and an impulse to comprehend how one human being could perpetrate so heinous
an act on another. On one occasion, a technician returned from court after testifying in
the case o f a woman accused o f neglectfully starving one of her children to death, and he
discussed the case and the evidence in very factual and unemotional terms. He showed
me photographs of the scene and of the child’s emaciated body, and to me the images
were shocking and compelling; I tried to grasp some reason or set o f factors that might
explain why a mother would commit such a moral outrage on one of her own children.
When I wondered aloud about what could possess a mother to do such a thing, the
technician’s noncommittal response — along the lines of ‘Yeah, it really is a shame.
You see it from time to time’ — illuminated how easily he separated out the moral and
psychological issues involved and remained focused on empirical fact. The moral and
psychological dimensions were, quite simply, not part of his job. Because technicians’
task environment do not require potentially-taxing excursions into deep ethical,
psychological and philosophical issues, they do not actively seek to raise and explore
them.
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It would be inaccurate and unfair, though, to suggest that CSU technicians entirely lack a
moral compass. They may not immerse themselves in the ethical questions others might
find in their work, but they do have strong intertwined senses of personal and
professional integrity and we can see how a personal philosophical involvement in the
moral issues o f violent death could easily compromise their professional integrity at a
trial. By relying on all the forces and factors that support objectivity, a factual focus and
ethical neutrality, they avoid this dissonance and maintain the essential sense of ethical
integrity. The pride CSU technicians find in their objective stance was revealed in an
anecdote one related. He processed the scene of a highly publicized incident in which a
police officer was tragically wounded by a fellow officer who was subsequently brought
up on criminal charges. Notwithstanding a personal belief that the incident was nothing
more than a tragic accident, and notwithstanding the potential impact of powerful cultural
proscriptions against testifying to the detriment of another cop, the technician testified
honestly as to the evidence he obtained and processed as well as the conditions he
observed at the scene. The jury nevertheless inferred reckless negligence on the part of
the second officer and convicted him. By virtue of the random ‘next-up’ assignment
scheme, about a year later the same technician was called upon to process the scene of a
crime allegedly committed by the first officer, who had recovered from his wounds, and
his testimony played a part in that officer’s conviction as well. The point the technician
was making in relating the anecdote was that CSU members testify honestly, objectively
and factually and do not allow personal feelings, subjective ethical beliefs or other
pressures to color their testimony; he was proud of his integrity even though it led to an
outcome he personally saw as unfortunate. If the facts to which they testify lead to the
conviction of a fellow officer, so be it. By the same token, if their testimony led to the
acquittal of an accused cop-killer, they would probably experience as little dissonance or
sense of responsibility. To do their job effectively and to maintain the sense of integrity
that is so functional and so important a part of their professional identity, they cannot
psychologically afford to be swayed by the moral components of an event or by any other
external pressures.

They cannot afford to become consumed by the tendency to

scapegoat or to indulge in moralizing.
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In a larger sense, though, technicians also grapple with the need to make ultimate sense of
their world — to grasp larger unifying principles and concepts that will give meaning to
their immediate experience and at the same time lead them to a more fundamental and
ordered understanding of human existence. This is a continuous and Sisyphian endeavor
for the CSU technician, since it is apparently never fully resolved. The search for an
ultimate understanding o f death can be difficult under any circumstances, but it is doubly
troublesome because the tremendous number and range of death encounters and death
images they experience collectively tend to defy rational explanation and render the
overall quest absurd. One highly tenured technician, who had also investigated many
murders and violent crimes as a Squad detective prior to his CSU assignment,
summarized this ongoing struggle to find ultimate meaning in death. His words and his
tone of resignation conveyed the ultimate futility of that struggle, at the same time they
illuminate that he has not yet abandoned the quest.
At one time I thought I understood homicides, but the more I see the more I know
I’ll never understand them. You think, ‘Okay, I can understand how this thing
made someone so angry they could kill,’ but I don’t see that anymore. The more I
see the less sense it all makes. I just don’t see any sense in it at all, and I don’t
think I ever will.

Conclusion

The members of the CSU are a unique group of dedicated professionals who do a
psychologically difficult job. They experience the deaths of others more frequently and
more intimately than any other group of officers but nevertheless manage to avoid the
complete and immobilizing immersion in disintegrative death imagery one might expect
to result from these encounters. While they are not entirely unaffected by these death
images, their task environment and the unit’s unique culture or ethos permit them to
manage their experiences with minimal psychic cost and few overt manifestations of
survivor psychology.
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As we have discussed throughout this chapter, features of the technician’s task
environment combine with individual subjective factors to create a remarkably salubrious
environment for partial professional numbing to take place.

Technicians can easily

invoke partial professional numbing to screen out the more toxic and psychologically
harmful elements o f the death images they confront, reducing the potential impact of the
images and permitting them to focus cognitive attention on matters of empirical fact. The
highly technical nature o f their work involves the application of specific psychomotor
skills and a body o f scientific knowledge, providing additional psychic distance from the
distractions o f their own and others’ emotions. The overall viability of this capacity for
partial professional numbing effectively prevents a more profound kind of numbing as
well as the other themes o f survivor psychology from taking hold.

Other environmental, cultural and subjective factors operate to counter the possible
intrusion o f significant threats to their sense of immortality. They are possessed of a
strong professional identity and a sense o f connection to other Unit members, a powerful
sense of personal and professional integrity, and they continually seek the means to
experience a sense o f professional growth and movement. They also counter thr eats to
their sense o f immortality through their philosophical commitment and practical
contribution to the impartial pursuit of justice — a vitalizing enterprise that is greater and
more important than the individual, and one that has important social consequences.
Importantly, their work prescribes that they make meaning of their death encounters at a
variety of levels: they creatively combine and integrate images to ‘read’ the arcana of a
scene in a way that few individuals can (imparting a subtle kind of power over death),
and in doing so they reach preliminary conclusions about the cause and circumstances of
a death in a way that limits their rational death guilt.
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Chapter 9
Homicide Detectives: Emotional Reactions to Violent Death

There is a certain mystique about detectives, especially detectives whose job it is to solve
murders. This mystique molds our conceptions of homicide investigations and Homicide
Detectives, it structures our relationships and interactions with them and theirs with us,
and it has a formidable impact on their worldview and their sense of personal and
professional identity. The powerful mythology surrounding Homicide Detectives is in
large measure shaped by their depiction in the media and in literature, which often take
great dramatic license in emphasizing their heroic involvement in solving violent and
mysterious crimes, but there are nevertheless many elements of objective truth in the
popular image of the Homicide Detective: they do specialize in dealing with deaths that
occur through instrumental violence, they may encounter violent and disintegrative death
imagery on a fairly frequent basis, and they often deal with the most depraved and savage
kind of human behavior. All of these factors -- the mystique and the reality of homicide
investigation — influence the way Homicide Detectives experience and make sense of
the deaths they encounter.

The detective mystique, rooted in part in a fascination for the special knowledge they
seem to possess about matters of life and death and the secrets o f human nature they seem
to hold, often leads members of the public toward simultaneous and countervailing
feelings o f attraction and aversion to them. To the extent that detectives actually do
possess a special experiential knowledge of life and death that is not part of ordinary
human experience, they also possess a kind of power over death. That power — which
is, in a literal sense, an ‘awe-some’ sacral power — also contributes to what many
perceive as detectives’ aura o f aloof conceit. This special knowledge and power exerts a
powerful influence over the detective’s experience of death events, at the same time it
compels our ambivalent attention. The detective’s real or perceived power over death
and his intimate knowledge o f its secrets also confers upon them a kind of death taint,
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albeit not the kind of death taint that merely causes one to recoil. If anything, their power
and knowledge often draws one toward them in order that we might safely glimpse or
participate in their awe-producing experience in a fascinated and vicarious way.

From our discussion of public ambivalence toward police in Chapter 5, we recall that
Bittner (1980) characterized police work in general as a “tainted profession in the public’s
view,” observing that although this stigma has its origins in the distant past, the police
officer is still a character to be viewed with mixed feelings. Because police are “posted
on the perimeters o f order and justice” and are intended to spare the rest of society from
“direct confrontations with the dreadful, perverse, lurid and dangerous,” they are
ambivalently feared and admired. The police “are perceived to have powers and secrets
no one else shares,” their activities are surrounded by “mystery and distrust,” and one is
always left with “the sense that there is somewhat of the dragon in the dragon-slayer (pp.
6-7).” This characterization seems particularly pertinent to Homicide Detectives, since
their roles and mandates place them squarely in the midst of things dreadful, perverse,
lurid and dangerous.

We cannot adequately comprehend Homicide Detectives’ experiences of the deaths they
encounter, nor can we understand how these encounters shape the contours of their
identities and the dimensions of survivor psychology they manifest, unless we explore
and partially deconstruct the mystique to identify and describe the actuality of the
Homicide Detective’s task environment.

At the same time, we must recognize the

importance of the mythology and the misconceptions it involves since it shapes their
world and since, as we will see, detectives often use elements of their mystique in a
functional way to help them solve murders.

The detective mystique has multiple sources, not the least o f which is the notion of
detective work as more glamorous, exciting and dangerous than ordinary police work. In
the media and in popular literature, detectives are typically portrayed as the elite of the
elite -- they are the smartest and the most physically courageous cops who may wear
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disguises and use specialized investigative techniques to solve baffling mysteries, and
they are almost always seen as relying upon their wits and their senses to bring the most
dangerous criminals to justice. This public conception of detectives is to some extent
shared by members of the police culture, and both inside and outside the police culture
detectives enjoy a special status that sets them apart from the ordinary cop.

Niederhoffer’s (1967, p. 82-83) observations about detectives’ position and status in
policing still seem rather accurate today:
A detective’s clothes, mannerisms, easy familiarity with superior officers,
and snobbish aloofness from uniformed patrolmen are all part of his
impressive front, helping him to dramatize his status and work
performance. Within the police hierarchy the detective also enjoys an
exalted status. Almost every cop dreams o f the day he will one day “make
the bureau.” ... All members o f the force know the benefits o f detective
work. Most imagine more than exist, but there are three immediately
apparent advantages: higher salary, more interesting work, and “getting
out of the bag.”1 ... Detectives are the upper class of police society and
they haughtily guard their special status and privileges. Their quarters are
separate from those of the uniformed force. Within this private domain
democratic camaraderie eliminates the social distance that ordinarily
divides the various ranks of a bureaucratic hierarchy. A lower-ranking
detective may call a detective captain by his first name without causing
any surprise; he may walk arm-in-arm with a detective inspector (a very
high superior officer) while discussing an important case.
We can see that being a Homicide Detective is a rewarding job that affords high social
status. Homicide Detectives are admired within the agency and among members of the
public, but being an NYPD Homicide Detective has a special cachet. One collaborator, a
Homicide Squad supervisor for many years, related how an investigation took him to

1 In the argot of the NYPD, ‘the bag’ is the uniform. Being ‘out of the bag’ in a
plainclothes assignment confers a special status in part because of its identification with
detective work, but also because it removes the stigma of identification with police work
and allows one to shed the outward appearance of the police identity. The relative
anonymity o f plainclothes work is also appealing to the extent it allows one to avoid
involvement with the public and with the petty problems they often bring to the
uniformed cop’s attention.
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another jurisdiction and how deferential that agency’s senior homicide investigators were
toward him and his detectives. At that time he was the NYPD’s youngest Homicide
Squad supervisor — a distinction of which he was very proud — and his relative youth
doubly impressed the other agency’s detectives and enhanced his estimation in their eyes.
He described the rewards in this way:
It was a lot o f status. Wherever you went it was ‘Squad, Homicide Squad.’ You
are the elite. I felt, and I mean this to today, it was absolutely the best job. For a
sergeant, I had the most rewarding job in the city and I wouldn’t have changed it
one bit. If you ask me what I want to do as a sergeant, I want to be in the
Homicide Squad. And I want to catch the cases. There was a lot o f status
assigned to it, especially when you catch the cases. And to tell you the truth, my
people didn’t want to give up that responsibility. They didn’t want to schlep it
off. They were all seasoned people, all professionals.
As is the case with so many perspectives on policing, reality and perception do not
always perfectly align. Baker (1985), in an oral history of urban police, points out the
disparity between the media-cultivated myth and the reality of detective work:
The world o f the detective does not glitter. Drug busts are rarely made in
million-dollar penthouses. There are very few diplomats operating houses
o f prostitution and slave trading posts from the back doors of exquisitely
decorated embassies. Heiresses who bump off their favorite designer for a
one-of-a-kind party dress are scarce these days.
The aftermath o f crime is sordid, tragic, ugly. There may be bodies and
coagulated blood, the smells of death and decomposition. There are bound
to be pain and terror. The sounds are the sobs of the violated and the
frenzied cries for justice from families of the victims. To one side are
frightened children with hollow eyes. This is where a detective works (pp.
96-97).
In a more scholarly deconstruction of the mythology surrounding detectives, Herman
Goldstein points out that part
o f the mystique o f detective operations is the impression that a detective
has difficult-to-come-by qualifications and skills, that investigating crime
is a real science, that a detective does much more important work than
other police officers, that all detective work is exciting and that a good
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detective can solve any crime. It borders on heresy to point out that, in
fact, much of what detectives do consists of very routine and rather
elementary chores, including much paper processing; that a good deal of
their work is not only not exciting, it is downright boring; that the
situations they confront are often less challenging and less demanding than
those handled by patrolling police officers; that it is arguable whether
special skills and knowledge are required for police work; that a
considerable amount of detective work is actually undertaken on a hit-ormiss basis; and that the capacity of detectives to solve crimes is greatly
exaggerated (Goldstein, 1977, pp. 55-56).
Goldstein (1977, p. 56) goes on to argue that empirical data does not support the common
perception of detectives as the smartest, most effective and most productive of police
officers. The empirical data he cites may be accurate and the conclusions he draws may
have great validity, but it is almost beside the point in our analysis: what matters here is
that this mystique is accepted as an accurate depiction by detectives, by many members
o f the police subculture, and (even more so, perhaps) by the public. This depiction or
mystique shapes our view of detectives work and our interactions with detectives (and
theirs with us) in a powerful way precisely because it is the accepted perception.

This cursory review and partial deconstruction of the detective mystique permits us to
begin distinguishing reality from the perception, setting the stage for a deeper exploration
of the Homicide Detective’s world. Following the model we have used with other groups
of officers considered in this dissertation, we begin our inquiries by examining Homicide
Detectives’ task environment and the way it structures their exposure to death events
before going on to explore how they individually and collectively manifest the five
themes of survivor psychology.

The Homicide Detective’s Task Environment

In examining the reality o f the Homicide Detective’s professional world, we can see how
at least four primary factors operating in the task environment influence his immediate
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and ultimate experience of a given death event.

First, we can see that Homicide

Detectives are among the most elite and experienced detectives within the elite Detective
Bureau, and have perhaps the highest individual and group status in the subculture of
police. Secondly, in terms o f the specific kind of images to which he is exposed, we
should recognize that the Homicide Detective sees death in its most violent and
disintegrative forms and that he sees these deaths with some frequency. Third, we must
understand that the most important attribute a Homicide Detective can possess and put to
practice is the ability to interact effectively with others to obtain information that will
lead to solving the case, and that he must integrate this information with other images to
achieve a particular kind of meaning.

Finally, there are specific practical and

organizational factors that influence the mechanics of homicide investigation and specific
tasks and required duties detectives undertake to solve a murder. Collectively, these
factors make the Homicide Detective’s experience of death very different from the
experience of the other categories of officers we consider in this dissertation. Moreover,
not only does the detective mystique resonate in each o f these factors in one way or
another, but to some extent his personal and professional identities are bound up in each
of them as well.

Experience and Status

The tremendous status Homicide Detectives enjoy within the police subculture is partially
based in the fact that they investigate what is often viewed as the most serious of crimes,
but it is also based in the fact that they are, almost universally, highly experienced and
highly tenured cops. All o f the Homicide Detectives who collaborated in this research
had a significant amount -- up to fourteen years — of patrol experience prior to their
first investigative assignment, and all developed their skills in some other investigative
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sphere before gaining a valued opportunity for an assignment to homicide investigation.2
While the collaborators had very different career histories, the current formal career path
for detectives illustrates the importance placed upon acquiring police experience.

The NYPD’s current formal career path has been operating since the late 1980s, and it
stipulates specific criteria for advancement. Patrol officers earn career points based upon
their tenure, annual evaluations, medals and the overall level of crime and disorder within
their precincts — in other words, by acquiring ‘real’ police experience. After accruing a
certain number of points, the patrol officer can request an interview for assignment to an
investigative unit or another specialized detail. Those accepted for an investigative unit - typically the Organized Crime Control Bureau’s (OCCB) Narcotics or Vice Divisions,
a Robbery Investigation Program (RIP) team or the Internal Affairs Bureau (IAB) —
serve as ‘white shield investigators’ for eighteen months before an automatic, legally
mandated promotion to the ‘gold shield’ rank of Detective Investigator.

Career path

assignments directly to Precinct Detective Squads in the Detective Bureau are rare;
instead, detectives usually win the coveted transfer to ‘the Squad’ or ‘the Bureau’ as
vacancies occur after they completed several more years of investigative duties in OCCB,
RIP or IAB.
2 Here it is useful to point out the semantic and practical differences between an
assignment to a Precinct Detective Squad and a Homicide Squad. In addition to 76
Precinct Detective Squads (one per patrol precinct), the Detective bureau has a variety of
‘specialty squads’ with shared or exclusive jurisdiction over specified major offenses, and
these currently include six geographically-based Borough Homicide Squads. In the early
and mid 1970s (when some collaborators began investigating murders), Homicide Squad
detectives caught all the murders and Precinct Squads investigated more mundane crimes.
Following a Detective Bureau reorganization, Precinct Squad detectives began catching
homicides but Homicide Squad detectives respond to render ongoing assistance to the
catching detective. In Precinct Squads with high murder rates, one or more highly
experienced detectives are designated as ‘homicide specialists’ and, in addition to
reinvestigating cold homicide cases, they either catch or team up with the catching
detective. In essence, homicide specialists provide the in-house expertise and assistance
that Homicide Squad members might ordinarily provide. Homicide Squad detectives still
respond to all murders within their geographic compass and typically render some form
o f investigative assistance, but they rarely have the ultimate responsibility to bring the
case to closure. We will discuss these exceptions below.
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As a matter of civil service law, and notwithstanding the mandatory promotion after
eighteen months of investigative work, detectives are technically Police Officers
designated to serve as Detectives (at a higher salary and with a distinctive gold shield) at
the discretion o f the Police Commissioner. They do not enjoy the same civil service
protections as Police Officers and can, in theory if not often in practice, be demoted or
‘flopped’ back to Police Officer for poor performance. They have no official supervisory
role over Police Officers, and they are outranked by Sergeants and all other supervisors.
With the exception o f activities at a crime scene — where the Patrol Guide gives them a
vague authority to direct certain activities — they cannot legitimately order anyone
around. In practice, their status allows them a great deal of discretion to direct activities
at a scene, and many or most supervisors will defer to their ‘suggestions’ as to how other
officers’ activities should be directed.

This is a delicate dance -- some Patrol Bureau supervisors resent detective’s status and
prestige, and will do their best to interfere and let the detective know who’s the boss.
Detectives generally rely upon their interactive skills and prestige to negotiate and coax
others to do what they deem necessary, but conflicts between Patrol Bureau supervisors
and detectives (as well as between Patrol and Detective Bureau supervisors) at the scene
o f a crime are not uncommon.3

3 A Homicide Squad supervisor (who was not a collaborator, per se) related some of the
difficulties and conflicts involved when high-ranking Patrol Bureau supervisors show up
and attempt to traipse through a homicide scene. One strategy to deter them was to insist
that a comprehensive official log of all persons entering the scene be maintained — the
‘big bosses,’ fearful that they might be called upon to testify in the case or to explain the
need for their presence, would remain outside the crime scene area.
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Despite their street and investigative experience, Squad detectives may not immediately
begin investigating homicides. Ordinarily cases are assigned on a strict rotation basis: as
crime reports o f robberies, assaults and other less serious crimes come in to the Squad,
they are ‘caught’ by the ‘next-up’ detective who becomes ultimately responsible for
bringing the case to closure. This system is intended to equally allocate the workload
among all the Squad detectives, but it does not apply in homicides. Instead, there is a
separate ‘next-up’ system in place for most homicides, although the Squad supervisor
will often deviate from the rotation to assign particular cases to particular detectives,
based on their experience and expertise and the objective difficulty of the investigation.
A simple ‘ground ball’ homicide (say, a domestic violence homicide in which the facts
immediately and convincingly point to the spouse) will probably be assigned to a
relatively junior detective, who may be partnered with a more experienced detective to
assist and guide him. On the other hand, a more complex ‘mystery’ homicide, or a
murder that is likely to take on a high media profile and therefore greater official
pressures for a ‘good case’ and a quick resolution, will usually be assigned out of rotation
to a seasoned detective with considerable homicide experience. For example, a Homicide
Squad supervisor pointed out that when a cop is shot or killed all the ordinary case
assignment conventions are thrown out and the case is assigned to the best and most
experienced detective; these cases are simply too important to risk entrusting them to
anyone but the best. As we’ll see, the demands of investigating a police officer’s murder
place tremendous formal and informal burdens on the detective who catches it.

When a homicide occurs, the entire Precinct Squad is mobilized to assist and the catching
detective and his partner are usually ‘taken off the chart’ to work on it around the clock.
The detective who catches a lot of homicides can thus earn considerable overtime,
making homicide investigation an even more desirable assignment.

Other squad

members drop their other cases to assume a support role and take informal direction from
the lead detective, conducting canvasses of the area and performing other investigative
duties at his behest. We will consider this and other mechanical aspects of homicide
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investigation below, but the main point here is that the junior detective operating at the
fringes of the investigation has ample opportunity to observe seasoned investigators
before he ever officially catches a murder case. This system also comprises a kind of
apprenticeship program, since there is a clear assumption that the neophyte will leam his
craft under the tutelage of an experiences mentor. Every one of the Homicide Detectives
I interviewed or spoke with evinced a strongly-held conviction that their role
encompassed the training of younger detectives, and all credited their own mentors —
street cops and detectives — for guiding their personal and professional development.
To be chosen, it was to be part o f a team. They [his mentors on patrol] chose me
to be a fill-in partner when one of them was off or on vacation. These guys were
seasoned — they’d seen it all, I mean shoot-outs, the whole thing. These are the
guys you leam from. They’re going to teach you to survive, and they’re going to
teach you to communicate with people. I learned how to communicate with
people from them.
He went on to describe a sense of responsibility to pass on his experience to young cops
and detectives, and in doing so to also transmit and preserve the detective culture’s core
values:
Not to blow my own horn, but there are guys in this office who are seasoned,
qualified, excellent detectives who I broke in here. And it gives me a tremendous
amount of satisfaction because I have been able to pass on some o f my knowledge
and expertise to those guys. They still come to me with a question or whatever,
but they can do the job. When I’m not here they can do the job. A lot of that’s
getting lost because every Squad doesn’t have a [says own name], a senior man
with X number of years who can pass on this stuff. There’s a lot o f jaded cops out
there — you hear them saying ‘twenty and out’ — and young cops are learning
from them and that’s too bad. If a guy gets broken in by a guy who’s bitter or has
an ax to grind, he’ll adopt these attitudes and he’s not going to be a good cop.
He’s not going to be understanding, he’s not going to be able to communicate
with people. And you can’t leam this stuff out of a book. You’ve got to go out
there and say ‘Look, guys, I’m not Professor So-and-So, but you can take what I
say or you can discount it.’ So when I hear young detectives express a negative
attitude I sit them down and say ‘Hey, you’re not going to make it. You’re going
to be a miserable SOB.’
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The role of trainer and mentor to junior detectives confers a sense of symbolic
immortality, at the same time it implicitly recognizes the detective’s expertise and his
superior status even among those who are technically peers.

After a Squad detective acquires substantial experience and a good reputation as a
homicide investigator, he may be tapped as the Squad’s homicide specialist or receive an
assignment with the Borough Homicide Squad. Homicide specialists are usually the best
and most experienced detectives in a Precinct Squad, and they are usually relieved of
other investigative responsibilities to concentrate on homicides. They may catch the most
challenging homicides or simply partner with the detectives who catch the cases in the
normal rotation, but in either case their expertise and specialization casts them in the role
of mentor or coach for less experienced detectives. When homicide specialists are not
actively engaged in a current investigation, they re-investigate old unsolved murders.
Their duties also generally involve the perquisite of flexible tours of duty and steady days
off — a very unusual and highly valued benefit for Squad detectives — making the
assignment even more elite and desirable. Homicide Squad detectives fulfill a similar
role. They are also expert homicide investigators, and they respond to every murder
occurring within their geographic area of responsibility.

They provide additional

manpower and expert assistance to the catching detective and to other Precinct Squad
members involved in the investigation. The Homicide Squad’s level of involvement in a
particular case is determined by several factors that include the difficulty of the case
itself, formal organizational or media pressures to quickly bring the case to closure, the
experience and expertise of the catching detective with whom they partner, and the
availability o f a homicide specialist within the Precinct Squad.

Thus an ‘ordinary’

homicide caught by an experienced detective in a Squad with capable homicide
specialists will require and receive less ongoing assistance from the Homicide Squad than
a difficult case in a precinct where murders are few and no homicide specialist is
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assigned. Absent such extenuating circumstances as a pattern murder4 or a case with an
extremely high media profile, Homicide Squad detectives never catch the case, per se.
They may be involved in every step and every aspect of the investigation, and to some
extent they will be judged on the crime’s successful solution, but the catching detective is
primarily responsible for bringing it to closure.

In wrapping up this brief discussion of detective promotion and deployment policies and
their related status systems, it is worth mentioning that there is an experience- and
expertise-based advancement system within the Detective rank, with a concurrent status
structure. In this system, the best and most productive Detective Investigators (or ‘third
graders’) can be recognized through promotion to the rank of Second Grade Detective,
and the best and most effective of these can be recognized through promotion to the
coveted rank of First Grade Detective. Beyond the salary increase involved (about 300 of
the agency’s cadre o f 3,000 detectives are designated Second Grade and earn a Sergeant’s
salary, and about 100 First Graders earn a salary equal to that of a Lieutenant), ‘having
grade’ entails tremendous prestige.
VH:

There’s a lot of status that goes with being a homicide investigator.
I was very proud. I was very proud of my accomplishments in the Police
Department, and that I was a First Grade Detective. And there were only one
hundred four First Grade Detectives in the entire city. It felt good, really good.
I’m not blowing my own horn, but I worked very hard for it. In all the cases I
ever did, I gave it one hundred percent. I always did my best, and I was rewarded
for it.

In the informal code of the police culture, and especially among members o f ‘the
Bureau,’ it is practically taboo for any supervisor to ‘pull rank’ on a First Grade Detective
or to otherwise give him a hard time, just as it is practically taboo for a detective ‘with
grade’ to immodestly flaunt his status. One First Grade collaborator, a 32-year veteran of

4 Contrary to public perception, serial murders and pattern murders are rare. When
patterns are identified the cases are typically consolidated and a task force consisting of
the catching detectives and Homicide Squad detectives is formed.
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the agency and a 25-year veteran of the Bureau, described a conflict he had with a young
“snot-nosed” Lieutenant recently assigned to his Squad from a Patrol command; the
somewhat insecure Lieutenant challenged his position as the Squad’s de facto leader,
characterizing him as a ‘dinosaur’5 likely to cause the new boss trouble. Beyond the fact
o f the altercation, which was in itself a minor thing, the squabble crystallized for the First
Grader the erosion of essential cultural values he held precious, signaling to him that it
was finally time to retire. It was a matter of personal and professional integrity that he
would not engage the young Lieutenant and become a boss-fighter, so he simply ‘put in
his papers’ and retired.

In summary, this brief analysis allows us to once again glimpse the cultural theme of a
linkage between ‘real’ police experience, advancement, and status systems. We can also
see a kind o f synergy operating: the quantity and quality of a detective’s experience in
homicide investigation affects his status, but it also shapes the quantity and quality o f his
death exposures. That is, the more experience a Homicide Detective has in handling
difficult cases, the more likely he is to be assigned additional murders and gain more
experience and, ultimately, more status. In light of this synergy and the other factors
discussed above, we should not be surprised at the preponderance of First and Second
Grade. Detectives among Precinct Squad homicide specialists and Homicide Squad
members.

Finally, we can see that Homicide Squad members and Precinct Squad

homicide specialists are distinguished from most other detectives by their almostexclusive monopoly over murder investigations.

5 ‘Dinosaur’ is another piece of argot that may paradoxically have complimentary or
pejorative connotations depending on its context. An old-timer who refers to himself as a
dinosaur implicitly acknowledges that his attitudes and beliefs lack currency but are
nevertheless emblematic of his membership in a small, exclusive and highly-experienced
group that ascribes to a different and much stronger cultural code. It is an act of hubris
for an officer with less than, say, twenty years experience to call himself a dinosaur, but
quite a few old detectives and patrol cops who are comfortable with a bit of self-mockery
wear small lapel pins bearing the image of a Tyrannosaurus Rex. In a different context,
the term can be used as an epithet to derisively imply that another cop is a slow, dimwitted and cumbersome anachronism whose time has passed.
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Number and type o f images

It is difficult to categorize or describe the quantity and quality of death imagery Homicide
Detectives encounter in their work because murder rates vary greatly between and among
different geographic areas and because murders can take place in so many types of
locations and under so many divergent conditions. The number of murders occurring in
New York City has fallen precipitously in recent years -- from a record high of 2,245
murders in 1990 to just 671 murders in 2000 -- but we should bear in mind that these
crimes were never evenly distributed among the NYPD’s 76 precincts. A few precincts
once averaged well over one hundred murders per year, while homicides were relatively
infrequent in some other geographic areas. Detectives informally rate their own and other
detectives’ performance on the basis of their homicide solution rate.

In part because murder is seen as a bellwether of the overall level o f violence in a precinct
— and is therefore indicative of the amount of ‘real’ police work done by its officers —
there has evolved a kind of informal murder rate rivalry between certain high-crime
precincts and Squads. In a somewhat perverse way, being assigned to the Squad or (for
patrol cops) the precinct with the greatest number of annual murders became a source of
status and pride, and when murders were more frequent cops would often brag that their
precinct led the city in murders. The recent crime reductions have altered the patterns of
status a bit -- cops may now be as likely to brag that their work led to the greatest
decline in murders and other violent crimes — but these informal bragging rights were
passed among a small group o f high-crime precincts from year to year. An example of
the pride and status can be seen in a sign that hung in the 75th Precinct Squad in
Brooklyn’s East New York section: mimicking the advertising slogan of a local news
radio station, the sign read “you give us twenty-two minutes, we’ll give you a murder.”

In my opinion, homicides are the ultimate investigation you can do in police
work. If you went into a Squad room, I don’t care what Squad room it is, you
would say ‘Hey, how many homicides do you have here?’ Homicide is always
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the topic of conversation because they’re like a score — how many did you catch,
how many did you solve? Yes, homicides are the ultimate case to catch.
Notwithstanding the workload variance among Precinct Squads, the Homicide
Detective’s specialized role gives him ample opportunity to observe violent death taking
place under conditions readily capable o f intensifying its objective traumatic potential.
These conditions can include the on-scene presence or absence of traumatized relatives
and witnesses, the location and weather conditions, and the physical state of the corpse.
While these features are practically impossible to fully enumerate, they directly or
indirectly contribute to the difficulty of solving the case as well as the difficulty of
managing it psychologically. Rather than attempting to explicate all these images and
exacerbating factors, it should suffice to simply say that the Homicide Detective may be
called to a scene involving any of the grotesque and violent images witnessed by Crime
Scene Unit technicians, described in our discussion of the Crime Scene Unit’s ‘Family
Albums,’ or mentioned elsewhere in this dissertation. They do not, however, generally
respond to the scenes of death by natural causes or the other types of deaths we
characterized as relatively benign: almost every death they encounter involves death by
instrumental violence.

We will deal with the specific impact these factors have on the Homicide Detective’s
experience o f the death event later in this chapter, but they certainly include the age and
perceived innocence of the victim, the degree to which his lifestyle and actions
contributed to the death, and myriad other factors that can enhance identification or
compound the images’ traumatic potential. As important as these objective factors are, it
is also important to recognize the less tangible features that shape the Homicide
Detective’s experience. As we will see, the Homicide Detective’s greatest vulnerability
generally lies not in the visual, auditory or olfactory images to which he is rather briefly
exposed, but to the subjective images and experiences involved in his interactions with
others.
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Especially in relation to the Crime Scene Unit technician’s experience and the experience
o f the Rookie officer, the Homicide Detective’s temporal exposure to death imagery may
in some instances be fairly brief. Homicide Detectives certainly need to view a crime
scene and make mental note of the images presented in order to conduct a thorough
investigation and make adequate sense of the crime, but the particular facts ands
circumstances of the case may permit or require them to quickly leave the scene and
pursue leads elsewhere. In describing his investigation of a police officer’s murder, for
example, one Homicide Detective noted that he did not view the indoor crime scene per
se until almost two days after the crime. He responded to the location and took custody
o f the suspects other officers had apprehended, but at that time Emergency Services Unit
officers were still searching the building for additional suspects and it was unsafe to enter
until they finished. After conducting show-ups6 with witnesses and taking some other
basic investigative steps at the scene, he removed the suspects and witnesses to the
precinct where he immediately began what proved to be a protracted series of interviews

6
Show-ups are a kind of on-scene corporeal identification process in which
eyewitnesses confirm that the person in custody is the person they saw engage in a
specific behavior. The show-up, the legitimacy of which is governed by various statutes
and a fairly complex body of case law, establishes the bedrock of probable cause
underlying the custodial detention and the interrogation that follows. A line-up will
subsequently be conducted to verify the eyewitness identification. Absent a lawful showup, probable cause for the custodial interrogation and all the evidence that flows from it
may be excluded at trial. The important point here is that the detective begins building a
viable prosecution virtually from the moment he arrives at the scene, requiring him not
only to focus attention on the immediate images but also to concomitantly consider how
they will influence the final outcome of the investigation as a whole. Because this
requires him to integrate cognitive knowledge with immediate images to make important
judgements, and because it requires him to follow the viable schemas for enactment the
resulting forms and constellations prescribe, he cannot afford any gross formative
impairment. In particular, he cannot afford to become immobilized by powerful personal
feelings about the victim or the suspect.
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and interrogations,7 eventually obtaining valid confessions and verifying the details of
their stories. These more pressing and potentially fruitful investigative issues made it
impossible for him to physically visit the crime scene at that time, so assisting detectives
assumed responsibility for that part of the investigation and kept him apprised.

While this two-day delay may represent an extreme case, it points up the fact that every
homicide has its own unique set of exigent circumstances that make it unlike any other.
To some extent the Crime Scene Unit technician, the Patrol Sergeant and the Rookie fall
back upon routines and rote behaviors as a means o f distancing themselves emotionally
from the deaths they witness, but the dynamic and emergent character of homicide
investigation dictates that there are relatively few routine or standard procedures
operating in the Homicide Detective’s task environment.

Part o f the challenge of

homicide investigations, then, lies in the detective’s ability to quickly assess the available
facts and make decisions about the most productive use o f his time and the resources at
his disposal. He must remain open to the images presented, rapidly integrate and make
meaning of them, and flexibly pursue a course of action geared toward quickly obtaining
additional information that will lead to a more comprehensive constellation of meaning
and, ultimately, to a successful prosecution.

The formative nature of the Homicide

Detective’s work is implicitly vitalizing, and all collaborators agreed that this is one
reason homicide investigation is the most rewarding work a detective can do.

One

Homicide Detective, asked why these investigations were so rewarding, said:
I guess I enjoyed doing investigations, and even more so homicide investigations.
I guess it was taking an investigation all the way through to the conclusion. And
apprehending the person who committed the crime, you know, to finish it all up. I
think that was one of the reasons I really liked homicides. The digging, the
delving, the tracking and whatever. I enjoyed that. The mystery and trying to
7 Detectives are careful to distinguish between the terms ‘interview’ and ‘interrogation,’
which have particular legal meanings and connotations. Without putting too fine a legal
point on it, specific legal rights attach at the moment the detective considers the subject a
suspect in the case and determines the individual is not at liberty to leave. When the
detective decides the suspect is in custody and not free to leave, Miranda rights become
applicable and must be read to him, and the interview becomes an interrogation.
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solve it. To take this jigsaw puzzle and put it together and finally get the whole
picture and come to the final realization of the whole thing.
Detective work, especially homicide investigation, can also be very satisfying work in
terms o f the sub-paradigms and modes of symbolic immortality.

It permits them to

participate in the pursuit o f justice, to experience connection with others, and to integrate
images in a meaningful way that has important social consequences. The detective’s
pursuit o f justice is not only part of a larger ultimate philosophical purpose connecting
him to other cops and permitting him to feel a sense of movement, but at a more
immediate level it permits him to restore something to the victims — to find a kind of
integrity in what he does to counter the disintegrated lives he encounters. As importantly,
each of these activities is highly esteemed within the police culture, and that esteem
reinforces the professional identity.

Another Homicide Detective’s comments illuminate the formative nature of the
investigative process and hint at the immortalizing sense of power over death experienced
when cases are successfully resolved and justice is achieved:
They’re challenging. I’d say it’s two-fold. The challenge and the rewards. The
challenge of the investigation and the rewards o f solving the case. And giving a
sense of closure to the family when you solve the case. So I’m going to give a lot
there. The challenge and solving it and a giving sense of closure to the family.
They lost someone but at least we got the person who did it. And obviously those
times when we didn’t get the killer, you would feel, maybe not upset but you
wouldn’t feel as happy. ... The more challenging it was, the better I liked it. I
had gotten to a point — and I’m not bragging about this — there could be any
homicide, I don’t care what the circumstances were, I could handle it. I felt I
could handle anything. With homicides, building up as you get more expertise in
it, I felt that I could... I don’t care who was murdered, I felt very comfortable
handling the case. All aspects of it.
In line with this need to remain open to images and the lack o f routine procedures, we can
also see how the task environment prescribes a different quality of partial professional
numbing for Homicide Detectives. The Crime Scene Unit technician, for example, can
invoke substantial professional numbing to screen out the emotional content of an event
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and yet do an adequate job o f processing the scene. He does not interact with witnesses
and his specialized task environment does not implicitly require any sensitivity to their
emotions and behaviors.

The Rookie is generally so numbed by the novelty o f the

images and so drawn to the safe refuge of procedure that his interactions are minimal and
largely superficial. By virtue o f his experience as a street cop and investigator, the
detective is able to invoke the constructive dimension of partial professional numbing and
approach difficult or grotesque death images with some detachment, but he cannot afford
to entirely close off the images he confronts. It is important for him to take in and
comprehend visual images since they are important evidentiary matters and because he
may be asked to describe and review them at trial, but the more important images are
those experienced during his interactions with others. The Homicide Detective’s job is
all about interacting with people and paying attention to subtle behavioral clues and
images that may be laden with emotional content.

Interactive skills

One of the most important things to bear in mind about Homicide Detectives is the extent
to which they rely upon their interpersonal skills.

The tasks and responsibilities of

homicide investigation certainly require the detective to possess a body of cognitive
knowledge and perhaps some psychomotor skills, but successful Homicide Detectives are
first and foremost good communicators and good listeners. A Homicide Detective must
have some knowledge of anatomy, for example, in order to understand the cause of a
particular death, and he must also understand the basics of forensics in order to make
meaning o f the physical evidence presented at a crime scene. He should certainly know
the law, especially as it applies to the legally permissible search and seizure o f evidence
and to interrogations and confessions, and he must be able to quickly integrate and apply
this knowledge according to the exigencies of the moment. The Homicide Detective may
also apply tactical knowledge and perhaps some physical prowess while apprehending a
dangerous murderer, but to a large extent the physical demands of homicide investigation
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have been exaggerated in literature and in media depictions of their job.

What the

popular conception of homicide investigation seems to lack, though, is a more
comprehensive representation of the logical capacities and artful ‘people skills’ possessed
by good and effective detectives.

The Homicide Detective’s stock in trade is information, and in a very practical sense his
ability to obtain information rests upon his ability to interact with witnesses, family
members and others — any of whom may be or may become a suspect — in a way that
elicits timely and accurate information.

The inherent difficulty of this task is often

complicated by the fact that the individuals with whom he interacts may legitimately be
in distress or may have a vested interest in concealing the truth, as well as by the fact that
the Homicide Detective often needs to obtain and integrate information quickly. As we
mentioned briefly in the preceding chapter, the unwritten ‘24-hour rule’ (as well as a host
o f other pressures that may include official demands for a quick resolution o f the case or
substantial media attention) compels the Homicide Detective to quickly amass and assess
evidence in order to formulate viable tentative working hypotheses. Once formulated,
these preliminary hypotheses guide the scope and direction of the case, and although they
are constantly revised in light of newly obtained information their initial accuracy
ultimately impacts the case’s solvability.

More abstractly, but importantly to the

detective, their accuracy ultimately impacts his credibility and standing within the
detective culture.

These essential interactive skills are first developed in street experience and eventually
refined through investigative experience, and seasoned detectives justifiably take great
pride in their ability to elicit information. They take particular pride in the ability to
develop an easy rapport and put someone at such ease that he reveals much more than he
intended, but this is by no means the only tool in their extensive repertoire of
interviewing tactics and strategies. Depending upon the situation and the individual they
are interviewing, they draw upon an array of tactics that can range from the classic ‘good
cop / bad cop’ scenario to making a connection based on an apparently sincere concern
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for the individual’s overall well-being, with an entire spectrum of techniques and
variations in between.

Homicide Detectives must be good listeners and good

communicators, but they must also be adept at quickly switching interview tactics and
strategies according to the potentialities of the moment and the subtle clues they pick up.
All o f this requires them to remain open and receptive to the images and emotions
presented, but a receptivity that involves empathy also opens the possibility of
meaningful connection and a host of related emotional costs. Whether they are dealing
with a casual witness, a traumatized relative, or a suspect, many detectives avoid this trap
by skillfully feigning empathy to mask their suspicions.

We will revisit the compelling need to obtain information through interaction when we
examine the dimensions o f psychic numbing below, but we should conclude this section
by pointing out that demands for rapid denouement and the complex cognitive processes
involved in detective-subject interactions interpose significant barriers to real empathetic
connection.

Organizational Factors

We can identify and describe some of the mechanics and processes typically involved in a
homicide investigation, but only in a general way. As we saw when we examined the
task environments o f the Rookie and the Patrol Sergeant, those officers are mandated to
perform certain specified routine tasks and duties that provide an element of distance
from the images and individuals they may encounter.

The Crime Scene Unit’s task

environment had fewer formally prescribed responsibilities, but its technical nature
nevertheless gave technicians a degree of distance from the traumatic images they
witness.

These elements do not operate as potently in the Homicide Detective’s

environment, which is less bound-up in formal agency directives and is not of a strictly
technical character. To be sure, there are certain technical tasks involved and there are
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certain items o f paperwork the Homicide Detective must complete, but they comprise a
very small (and many would say, relatively unimportant) part of his job.

The lion’s share o f paperwork in homicide investigation consists of the narrative case
reports (or DD-5s) he must type up, but other than their number and the fact that they
concern murder they are not substantially different from the reports involved in any other
type o f investigation. Each investigative step is memorialized on a separate DD-5 along
with the information obtained, but most Homicide Detectives use some kind of formal or
informal checklist to ensure their paperwork is complete. There is little pressure to
prepare reports contemporaneous with the completion of each step, and most prepare the
DD-5s when the investigative pace has slowed. Paperwork, then, does not operate as an
immediately available mechanism for retreating from death images or for achieving
distance from an event as it might for Rookies or Patrol Sergeants.

Regulations do require that certain notifications be made to specified department entities,
but they do not specify that the catching detective make them himself — they can easily
be delegated to another detective, freeing the catching detective to pursue the case
without administrative delay. In all, the Homicide Detective’s task environment involves
few official directives or formal regulations that limit his discretion or impede his
involvement in the important matters at hand. While the duties and responsibilities of
Rookies and Patrol Sergeants are prescribed and circumscribed by formal policy
directives, the Homicide Detective enjoys tremendous discretion to pursue his
investigation as he sees fit and as his experience guides him.

The Homicide Detective also typically has substantial resources at his disposal, at least
during the initial phase o f the investigation. Homicides are an all-hands affair, so all
detectives in the Squad drop their other cases to respond and pitch in; they may even be
called in early or held over (on overtime) to work on the case. The detective supervisor is
in titular command of the investigative team, but in practice he and all the other Detective
Bureau personnel marshaled for a homicide investigation willingly perform what are
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essentially support roles: after assigning a lead detective to catch the case, the supervisor
typically (and unofficially) steps back to organize the work o f other detectives in a way
that allows the catching detective sufficient discretion to manage his own investigation
without distraction.

The supervisor will coordinate the assignment of detectives to

systematically canvass the area for witnesses, to conduct background and criminal
records checks on the victim and suspects or witnesses, and to generally manage the
development and flow o f information. Depending upon the facts presented in a given
case, he may for example direct that the license plates of all automobiles parked in the
vicinity be recorded and run through Motor Vehicles to identify their owners; it is
possible the killer’s car may be parked nearby.

Similarly, depending upon the

circumstances and the personnel available, he may have parking tickets and moving
violation summonses issued in the area pulled and reviewed, or he may direct that bus
drivers, subway token booth attendants or postal workers in the vicinity at the time of the
murder be located and interviewed. Mugshots of potential suspects (and/or the victim)
may be retrieved from files in the Squad or at Headquarters, telephone records (‘muds
and luds’) may be subpoenaed and reviewed, search warrant applications may be drawn
up and presented to a judge — in short, many important but time consuming tasks may
be necessary. The goal is to support the lead detective by assigning these potentially
important but tangential pieces of legwork to others so that he can be fully involved and
focused on the most essential parts of the investigation. The extent of the supervisor’s
involvement and the amount of guidance he gives depends not only on the facts of the
case but on the expertise and experience of the catching Homicide Detective. In practice,
all the Squad’s detectives and supervisors work together in a collegial way during an
active homicide investigation, suspending the traditional chain of command and the
formal lines of authority and discretion.

One Homicide Detective described how

consensus decisions are reached and tasks are allotted. After spending a few hours at the
scene to collect information and evidence, detectives will
go back to the office to collate the material we’ve got and see where we’re going
to go. We’ll get coffee and rolls and sit with the boss to talk the case through.
Everyone throws their two-cents in, and we discuss the crime and figure out
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where we’re going from here, what everyone’s going to do... More than anything
else on the Job, it really is a team effort.
In a rule-bound semi-military organization, this suspension of traditional lines of
authority and discretion is significant: it highlights the Homicide Detective’s exalted
status and recognizes his superior expertise in an implicitly rewarding way.

The spirit of collegiality is a source of vitality and connection for all involved. Squad
members and supervisors put aside the kind of petty differences that occur in any work
group, and they put aside the distinctions of rank and position to unite in a common
activity that is in itself vitalizing. The collegiality is also in service of a larger unifying
principle embraced by the police and detective cultures: the pursuit o f justice. All play a
part in the enterprise, and whether one is running license plates through a computer or
interrogating the prime suspect, all parties are important to the ultimate outcome. All feel
the rewarding sense of connection and all participate in the rewarding pursuit of justice,
but the rewards of collegiality are especially powerful for the lead investigator — he sets
the essential direction of the investigation, and he accrues the greatest share of the
accolades, the recognition and the status that result from a successful case. This is yet
another reason homicide work is so attractive and, often, so heady an assignment.

The Homicide Detective, thus generally unencumbered by the formal demands of
paperwork and sundry other petty tasks, is free to begin exploring the facts of the case
and organizing his own work accordingly. Like Crime Scene Unit technicians, Homicide
Detectives said they actually begin organizing and planning the investigation as soon as
they leam a homicide has occurred. They are less rigid than CSU technicians in terms of
insisting that all available facts are provided them prior to departing the office, but they
do review the available facts, monitor the police radio, and discuss a preliminary case
management strategy as they travel to the scene so that they can commence gathering
information upon arrival. One collaborator, a former Homicide Detective, put it this way:
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the way I’m starting to prepare myself for the case. So that when I get to the
scene I can start putting that part into action, getting the facts. What do we have?
Do we have a male, female, how old, what’s the circumstances? Do we know
how the person died yet? Even though there’s a puncture wound, we don’t know
if they’re stabbed or shot. All these things go through your mind as you’re going
to the scene.
The practice of preparing for an investigation en route to the scene, like many other
things they will do upon arrival, is a matter o f discretion shaped by experience. Nowhere
in Department regulations does it specify that detectives must or should do these things.

The main points to be culled from this admittedly cursory review o f the Homicide
Detective’s tasks and duties are that there are few formal requirements or mandated
activities to shape his experience of the death event, that the Homicide Detective’s work
is supported by a division of labor and a related collegial spirit of cooperation from peers
and supervisors, and that he has far more discretion than any other category of officer we
consider in this dissertation.

Each of these environmental factors makes homicide

investigation a particularly rewarding specialty. Each limits the traumatic potential of the
encounter in some way at the same time it opens the possibility of a different kind of
traumatic exposure.

Our brief exploration o f the detective culture and of the primary organizational issues and
task environment factors involved in homicide investigation gives us a rudimentary
understanding of the way Homicide Investigators go about their work and experience
their professional world. More specifically, this basic understanding gives us some clues
about the way their task environment shapes their exposure to death and their experience
of violent death images. Many of these clues will take on additional meaning and lead us
to a more comprehensive understanding of the Homicide Detective’s world in the
remainder of this chapter, where we explore how the themes of survivor psychology play
out in his experience.
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Psychic numbing

Given the number and quality of objectively traumatic images the Homicide Detective
encounters, the capacity to screen out the more visually grotesque elements of death
imagery through partial professional numbing takes on special salience.

Absent this

capacity, the visual images could have a powerful and detrimental impact, effectively
immobilizing him and radically impairing his overall formative process. The essential
formative process o f integrating images, making sense of them, drawing cognitive and
affective judgments from them, and fulfilling the schemas for enactment they create must
remain viable if the Homicide Detective is to perform his job effectively.

Homicide Detectives develop the basic psychological capacity for partial professional
numbing in much the same way other tenured cops do — through the accumulation of
police experience. The attenuated process of gaining police experience that leads to the
Detective designation virtually ensures that he has had numerous prior death encounters
and witnessed numerous violent and grotesque deaths.

The Homicide Detective has

experienced the difficulties encountered by the Rookie officer and transcended them to
achieve the kind of relative comfortability around death that other tenured cops enjoy.
He is likely to have had many DOA assignments and seen many kinds of death as a
police officer — all the Homicide Detective collaborators described numerous exposures
in their patrol career, and all related that they eventually became quite comfortable
dealing with violent and disintegrative deaths — and many also witnessed violence and
death as ‘white shield investigators.’ Once assigned to the Squad, neophyte detectives
assist at the scenes o f murders, suicides and other violent death investigations before they
ever assume the responsibility of catching a homicide. By the time the detective catches
his first homicide he is well inured to the impact of violent and grotesque visual death
images, and, not unlike the Crime Scene Unit technician, he can easily view disturbing
images o f violent death with some degree of professional interest and detachment.
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As we’ve noted throughout this dissertation, the capacity for partial professional numbing
operates to reduce the traumatic potential of visual images, but it also entails a reduced
capacity to feel or experience the emotional elements of the death images he encounters.
Experienced cops can easily become cynical and hardened to the kind of emotions others
display and they might not experience the same quality of emotion the ordinary person
might. This presents a problem for Homicide Detectives, since their job requires they
remain somewhat open to the full range of images and emotions without becoming
overwhelmed or impaired by them. It also presents a problem in that a cynical retraction
from emotion and feeling runs counter to the humane inclination toward genuine
compassionate response.

Insofar as the ability to render compassionate assistance to

those in distress is a valued attribute among members of the detective culture and likely a
personal inclination as well, obstacles to its enactment can challenge the detective’s sense
of integrity at two levels.

Homicide Detectives master this dilemma and retain their sense o f integrity in part
through the skillful application of their interactive skills and perhaps some acting skills,
without sacrificing their investigative goals. Regardless of their true estimation of a
witness, his character and his potential involvement in the crime, seasoned detectives
almost always open their interviews in a friendly yet professional way. They initially
treat witnesses cordially and, if the situation demands it, can easily ‘ratchet-up’ to adopt a
tougher demeanor. They may be solicitous and may articulate a compassionate concern
for the witness’ needs

— especially if they believe it will facilitate the flow of

information — but they always remain surreptitiously and scrupulously suspicious of
him until the investigation proves his innocence and legitimacy. Given the broad palette
of interactive skills and information gathering techniques they’ve acquired and refined
over years of police experience, for the most part this delicate balance is easily achieved.

Throughout the interview process Homicide Detectives continually size-up the witness,
make contemporaneous judgements about his personality and about the veracity and
completeness of the information he provides, and flexibly adapt their technique to elicit
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more information that, in turn, informs their subsequent judgements and tactics.
Invariably, investigative interviewing also involves some deception, if only to the extent
that detectives collect rather than share information, but deceptive tactics often play a
much larger role: Homicide Detectives cannot initially betray their suspicions lest the
witness recognize his jeopardy and stop talking.

A witness’ inconsistencies may

subsequently be raised to essentially coerce a more truthful or complete statement, but at
the early stages o f an interview the witness is generally encouraged to talk without
interruption.8 As we use the term here, deception can extend to the practice of actively
manipulating a witness’ emotions by playing up his submerged guilt or fears, by implying
that his secrets will be revealed through further investigation, or by subtly or overtly
intimating he will face some other sanction if he fails to fully cooperate. Deceptive
tactics are legitimate and legally accepted investigative tools, and detectives may
generally mislead, lie or feed false information to a witness or suspect as part o f a broader
strategy to uncover the truth.9

Deception is thus an integral and frequently used part of the Homicide Detective’s
repertoire, and because it is viewed as a viable, productive and necessary tactic that
achieves the desired results and takes place in service of the worthwhile pursuit of justice,
detectives experience little dissonance or guilt. The use of deception scarcely implicates
the Homicide Detective’s sense of personal or professional integrity.
8 A fine but important distinction should be made here. As one Homicide Squad
supervisor pointed out, the detective should never point out inconsistencies during an
initial interview with a witness or accuse him of equivocating; the idea is to give the
witness the latitude to commit himself to a particular fact pattern that can later be
revisited after additional information is obtained. In sharp contrast, a convention of
tactical interviewing demands that a detective conducting the custodial interrogation of a
suspect immediately ‘call him’ on any lies or factual misrepresentations in order to
maintain and augment the power dimension and the psychological pressures placed on
him.
9 Appellate courts have not significantly eroded the admissibility of evidence obtained
from witnesses or suspects through deception. There is a fairly complex and continually
evolving body of case law governing the use of deception that detectives must know,
integrate and apply during the interview as they make judgements about the appropriate
limits of misleading witnesses and suspects.
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It does not implicate his personal integrity because it takes place in the professional
sphere and is essentially perpetrated by his professional persona while acting out a
particular role like an actor on stage. Detectives have no personal motive for engaging in
deception, and they accrue no tangible personal benefit other than the collateral benefits
o f professional status and peer approbation if it leads to the successful solution of a
murder. Indeed, a detective’s ability to skillfully manipulate a witness or suspect through
deception or other lawful psychological suasion is an esteemed attribute within the
detective culture, and the status and recognition he gains can ameliorate any dissonance
he might feel. Detective lore and individual ‘war stories’ resonate with the theme of the
crafty detective who adeptly manipulates or deceives a suspect into revealing key
evidence that cracks a difficult case or leads to a valid confession.

In a more practical sense, maintaining a balanced and cordial professional relationship
with witnesses (and especially with family members) despite the detective’s suspicions or
estimation of their character is important because the investigator may need their
continued cooperation and can ill-afford to alienate them.

Genuine compassion and

concern for the witness’ well-being, though, can easily translate into internal or external
demands for action and lead to a personal involvement that opens the possibility of a
costly emotional connection. Detectives must exercise caution so as not to become so
involved with a witness that a true bond forms; one collaborator, for example, said he
knew o f more than one detective who became romantically involved with a murder
victim’s spouse and wound up leaving his own spouse for her. The key to avoiding the
emotional trap o f excessive personal involvement is to maintain a completely
professional and detached relationship.

We will discuss the occurrence and outcome of these costly emotional connections in
greater depth below, but we can easily see how a failure of partial professional numbing
and the sense o f objective detachment it supports can lead to extreme identification and
how such connections can complicate or compromise an investigation.
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Homicide Detective summarized how interaction can lead to identification and how an
objective detachment bom of suspicion operates to allay it:
In homicide cases, you get to know a lot about people. You know their family,
you get to meet their friends, their habits. You learn all the good things and all
the bad things. You have to build a rapport because the family’s got to be open to
you, especially in a case where there are no leads. And as a detective, everybody
is suspicious. You trust nobody. The way I looked at it is everybody’s guilty,
everybody’s the perp except me because I know I didn’t do it. And then you start
the process of elimination. If it’s a woman I eliminate the husband or the father or
whatever. It becomes a process of elimination.10 So you can’t occupy yourself
with the person, you’re occupying yourself with the case.
VH:

In some cases you may develop a relationship with the family.
Yes... You become attached. Not to the person who’s dead, but to the
survivors. You feel you owe them something. I want to try and find out
why this happened and who did it and get them. You get to know
everything because you’re constantly interviewing them... You have to
know who your good people are, who your bad people are, who your
suspicious people are. But other than that there’s no real bond between
you and the dead person because it’s a job you have to do. I think you
have a transference from the victim to the family because the victim, he’s
at peace. He’s gone, and there’s nothing I can do to bring him back but I
can give the family peace of mind by bringing the responsible person to
justice. So if I bond, it’s with the family, not the victim. I know I can’t
help him anymore but I can help the family through the crisis by making
an arrest, and try to give them peace of mind. So you really transfer from
the victim to the family with homicides. At least I did.

10 There is a conventional wisdom among detectives, confirmed through statistics on
successful case closures and convictions, that most homicide victims are murdered by a
person known to them. The FBI’s Uniform Crime Report data for 1999, for example,
reveal that among the murders and non-negligent homicides in which a relationship
between the victim and offender is known, almost twenty percent were committed by an
immediate family member, about 46% were committed by other family members, about
fourteen percent were committed by friends, neighbors or coworkers, and slightly less
than twenty percent were committed by strangers. (Sourcebook o f Criminal Justice
Statistics, 1999).
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Absent other factors or information to the contrary, at the initial phase o f their
investigation detectives typically focus upon the victim’s family and friends as potential
suspects. The Homicide Detective is therefore placed in a difficult and divisive position:
in order to fulfill his mandated role and solve the case, the detective must display tact and
compassion in order to develop and sustain an ongoing relationship with the victim’s
family and friends, each of whom is almost certain to become a focus of the investigation
at some point and any one of whom is likely to be eventually arrested and charged in the
murder.

Several collaborators described how their initial interviews with family members
involved communicating what are essentially the ground rules of the relationship.
Homicide Detectives generally communicate the fact that they will work diligently and
impartially to solve the case and find the murderer so as to bring closure to the family and
they say they will need the family’s help and cooperation throughout the investigation,
but they almost always avoid articulating a personal commitment to the case or to the
murder victim.

Sometimes Homicide Detectives wittingly or unwittingly violate this

convention and make a pledge to the secondary victim, and we will see how verbally
solidifying the commitment erodes his professional detachment, complicates the
investigation, and can implicate a constellation o f issues related to the quest to make
meaning and find appropriate enactment.

These ground rules set the stage for subsequent interactions at the same time they
demonstrate the detective’s professionalism and affirm his role and position as the person
controlling the investigation and its progress. Setting up ground rules and prescribing
relationships has a secondary benefit as well: it tacitly negates any expectations that the
detective will be entirely candid and forthcoming in revealing investigative details or that
family members will have a substantive role in setting investigative priorities and
objectives.

These expectations can undermine the investigative process through

distraction, and repeated unnecessary contact can enhance the possibility of additional
connection. Several collaborators described cases where family members continued to
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call the detective for new information on almost a daily basis, long after the investigation
went cold and after the detective’s time and attention was required by newer and more
promising cases. One collaborator’s narrative illustrates how a demeanor o f professional
detachment frames the relationship in a way that protects against personal involvement at
the same time it permits the detective to experience some o f the personal and professional
rewards o f helping people with their problems.11 He was asked if he had much personal
interaction with family members during the investigation.
Not too much. The initial talking with them, it all depended on the circumstances.
Where you would have to find out background on the victim, and go in depth, you
would sit there and talk with the person and find out where he worked, and all the
background. Who were his friends and did he have any enemies, that type of
thing. As far as conversing with them, you’d let them know that you’d made an
arrest, or periodically while you were doing the investigation you would [contact
them and] say ‘I’m still working on it, its not forgotten. We didn’t forget about it,
anything like that. W e’re still working on it.’ Just to give them a little more
encouragement that it’s not in a drawer and that we didn’t forget about it. That
was it, there was not really much more. [He describes making an arrest in an old
homicide and notifying the spouse] I found out where she was and went down to
the house and she threw her arms around me.
The kind o f attachment this detective describes is primarily a professional commitment —
he reassures family members he has not forgotten the case not so much because he has a
personal commitment to them as individuals but because a good detective -- as defined
by their culture — is a tenacious detective. His contacts keep the relationship alive and
tend to ensure continued cooperation, and to the extent any personal commitment is
involved it is subsumed and obscured by the professional quest to pursue justice.
Similarly, the rewards he receives from solving the case, making and arrest and
experiencing the family’s gratitude primarily animate elements of his professional
persona. Notwithstanding these professional rewards, knowing that one has successfully

11 This snippet o f dialogue must be understood in the larger context o f our interview.
The detective did, in fact, develop a commitment to particular cases and particular
victims — a murdered police officer and a murdered child — and we discussed these
cases separately. His remarks here concern the range of ‘ordinary’ homicides he
investigated.
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achieved justice and provided some closure to secondary victims can bring personally
rewarding feelings as well. There is always a fine balance between the two, and because
detectives never know at the beginning of an investigation what the outcome will be they
strive to keep relationships and the commitments they entail within the bounds of the
professional self. When asked if he ever developed a lasting relationship or personal
commitment to a family, one Homicide Detective replied:
No, I wouldn’t. I guess I wouldn’t get involved with the families as much. I’d
keep it at a very low-key type o f level, you know, and keep a professional manner.
You know, its bad enough that the people have lost a loved one. If you really get
close to them you would say, ‘Gee, I’ve got to do something more.’ O f course
you always did the most you could do on a case, but maybe then you’d feel worse
from the fact that you couldn’t do more. Maybe that was one of the reasons I
didn’t, I didn’t get so involved with people. I mean, there were people who’d call
me afterwards, you know ‘Hi, Detective.’ ‘Oh, Hi, how are you doing. How have
you been?’ ‘Oh, good.’ ‘How’s your Mom doing, is everything okay there?’ ‘I
need some professional advice.’ And they would call me for professional advice,
that type o f thing. They would feel free enough that they would call me. I always
left people with a good taste in their mouth, you know, on good terms. That was
the way I worked. I always conducted myself as a professional. Nobody can say
anything else [about my style], and that’s all they can ask of you.
Detectives also invariably withhold certain details from family members so that they may
later be used to manipulate a suspect or to validate a confession.

Information

management, especially the management of information known only to the killer and the
detective, is an essential practical aspect of the investigative process and detectives lose
some control o f the investigation when details of the crime become public. Indeed, one
o f the cautionary tales detectives tell concerns the victim’s friend or family member who
calls the investigator several times a week to stay abreast o f developments. Only after
several months of discussing the case does the friend emerge as the prime suspect — a
suspect who now knows almost as much about the case as the detective who must
interrogate him.

Withholding information also feeds and supports that part of the

detective mystique that portrays the detective as knowing much more than he lets on -what one detective called ‘the Columbo factor.’
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Another way Homicide Detectives manage the dilemmas posed by the tendency toward
excessive connection is by managing information to maintain a clear separation between
their personal and professional lives. They do not share their personal feelings about the
case or any personal details of their own lives with witnesses, since doing so would
complicate the relationship, diminish their power by creating an expectation of
reciprocity, and breach the important protective barriers between their personal and
professional personas.

By the same token, Homicide Detectives (like other cops) are careful not to let the
disturbing images and experiences they encounter in the professional sphere spill over
into their private lives. Much like Crime Scene Unit technicians, Homicide Detectives
easily compartmentalize their two spheres and rarely share disturbing images encountered
at work with their own family. This clear separation of personas certainly operates to
minimize the psychic costs of homicide investigation and permits them to experience
greater vitality in their private relationships, but it also takes place in service of a
prevalent theme I saw operating among all the collaborators, but perhaps especially
among Homicide Detectives: they have a compelling and highly altruistic urge to protect
others -- their loved ones in particular — from the depravities, horrors and dangers they
willingly engage at work.

In describing a homicide — the brutal murder of a child by a parent — that particularly
distressed and consumed him (in part because he had a child o f about the same age), one
Homicide Detective digressed to explain how he always tried to prevent work
experiences from intruding on his family relationships.
VH:

What did you do at the time? When you say it bothered you...
1 have a very understanding wife.

VH:

Did you talk a lot to her about your cases? Some people don’t bring anything
home.
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That thing, that trial, I think I mentioned it to [name]. As far as any other cases,
no, I really didn’t bring anything home. Everything, you know, it stayed at work.
I think that cops, they can’t talk to their wives about certain of these things that
happen at work. So instead they go and talk to a girlfriend [laughs]. Maybe
that’s why there are so many divorces. Or the guys in the office, or whatever the
case may be. But you don’t bring it home.
VH:

Some people make it a point never, under any circumstances, never to bring
anything home.
It was just, especially with my daughter, I wouldn’t say things in front o f her,
because you know... I wouldn’t even tell my wife things I was doing because,
why worry her? Why have her worrying about you? If she thought I was doing
crazy stupid things then she’d start harping at me and aggravating me. ‘Don’t do
that...’ So the best thing is to leave things unsaid.

In the vast majority of cases these mechanisms of partial professional numbing and
related compartmentalization o f personal and professional selves are sufficient to forestall
the

tendency

toward

immoderate

identification,

emotional

involvement

and

compassionate response, but the Homicide Detective can also encounter situations in
which partial professional numbing fails to fully protect him emotionally and he develops
a deep sense o f commitment.

Some homicide cases present images so objectively

compelling that they simply overwhelm the detective’s partial professional numbing, but
some detectives also knowingly permit themselves to experience emotions and images
that forge connections and commitments.

In either case, when partial professional

numbing fails some degree of formative impairment occurs and the detective personalizes
the emotional and visual elements of death imprint images in an especially powerful way.
In a few cases, the murder investigation takes on all the trappings of an obsession as the
detective struggles to make meaning of it.

Death Imprint Image

When we first discussed the death imprint image in Chapter 3 we noted that this theme of
survivor psychology is closely tied to death guilt and that it often complicates the struggle
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to make immediate and ultimate meaning of the death encounter. We also noted that to
some extent the various types of numbing experienced in relation to a death event could
mediate the subjective potency of the death imprint image and we pointed out that the
imprint image’s subjective impact can also be affected by residual images of separation,
stasis and disintegration experienced in previous death encounters. Although to some
degree these and other subjective factors define one’s vulnerability to the death imprint
image, a sufficiently threatening or powerful image can produce an enduring death
imprint image in anyone.

Each o f the Homicide Detectives collaborating in this study experienced one or more
extreme death immersions that led to an unusually powerful and lasting sense of
commitment to the victim (and to a lesser extent to the victim’s family), and several
common threads ran through their narratives.

In every instance, the facts and

circumstances o f the case resonated so profoundly at a personal level that the detectives
either permitted or were unable to prevent the images from penetrating the protective
psychic firewall between the personal and professional self. Images and emotions that
would ordinarily not infiltrate the personal sphere in a meaningful way did so, and they
became inextricably tied up with core elements of the personal self. These immersions
galvanized and profoundly altered the contours of the detective’s personal self to the
extent that they recognized that the experience had changed and debilitated them. Each
death involved gruesome and objectively traumatic imagery that was remarkable in terms
o f the victim’s perceived innocence, the degree of disintegration, and the lack of integrity
or the amount o f humiliation involved. The power o f these images to overwhelm the
detective’s psychic firewall is all the more remarkable when we consider that these
detectives had previously investigated up to four hundred homicides without significant
attachment to a victim or significant impairment of their formative process. Indeed, as
we noted above, if a detective forged any type of commitment it was typically to family
members rather than to the victim himself.
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In some of these cases the detective’s vulnerability can be attributed to remarkable
similarities between his personal experiences and the manner and circumstances o f death
— identification was intensified by the death imagery’s connection to powerful and
unresolved preexisting death-related images of separation, stasis and disintegration in the
detective’s personal sphere. In every case, the detective’ commitment to the victim also
represented an opportunity to master, resolve and make meaning of their own personal
death experience and to experience a sense of vitality by engaging in a principled quest to
find justice or, more simply, to just do something for the victim. In sharp contrast to the
transitory and fairly superficial quests we saw among Sergeants and Rookies, these quests
were durable and lasting. As we will see, the failure to fully actualize that quest’s
demands can also frustrate the detective’s attempt to master and reformulate the imagery.

One Homicide Detective who participated in more than four hundred murder
investigations described two experiences that were, more than ten years after their
occurrence, still capable of reducing him to tears. In the first instance, the objective
horror of the situation was exacerbated by the remarkable similarities between the
victim’s circumstances and the detective’s own experience as well as by his inability to
do something — to fulfill personal and professional expectations — on behalf of the
victim.
Okay, we’re talking ten years ago. I’m driving home with a Department car. [He
describes a highway location] And all o f a sudden, traffic abruptly stops and I see
a commotion.
What had happened was, a young boy, who lived in
[neighborhood], was trying to go across to get to his house. My, my though was
he’s trying to get home to dinner. He had a bike. I pull over, I pull over and the
boy is lying down, okay. The boy was black. There was a white businessman
there who was screaming ‘Somebody, help’ — screaming, he was frantic,
screaming about what happened to this poor boy. And I, I identify myself as a
police officer and I call for an ambulance to immediately get someone over here.
And the boy was lying down and he looked up at me like this [illustrates looking
up over shoulder]. I had been on the job — I was in the Homicide Squad —
there was no blood but you knew this boy was in terrible, terrible shape. Ycvu
couldn’t move him. He looked up like, ‘Can you help me?’ but you knew that his
internal injuries were massive. ... I tried to do the best I can. ... We’ve got a
nine or ten year-old boy, and what upset me about this particular incident was I
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felt helpless that I could not put him in the radio car. I probably would have
killed him. I remembered when the ambulance came, one man saying to the
other, ‘he’s in extremis.’ They brought the flat board and they put him on the flat
board and I didn’t have that in the radio car. I knew you had to do that, I knew
from my experience you had to do that. And I called for Highway, and Highway
came. I went home that night and spoke to my wife. I said, ‘I had a bad one.’
The detective’s somewhat jumpy and fragmented narrative, like his interjected
expressions of an irrational guilt bom of helplessness and incomplete enactment, are
emblematic o f the immediate and lasting impairment he suffered. The ability to make
coherent meaning of a situation and describe images in coherent temporal order is an
important part of being a Homicide Detective, but these powerful images overwhelmed
his ability to do so.
I was really upset, I said ‘I wonder if that boy died. What happened to that boy?’
But I left when Highway came. I called the next morning, I called Highway and
said, ‘Listen, just out o f curiosity,’ I remember exactly where I was sitting. I was
sitting in the den of my house in [town]. And I said ‘How did that boy do?’ and
he said ‘The boy died.’ I sobbed. I sobbed, [pause of 3 seconds, whispers]
Bothers me now. Bothers me now. [pause of 5 seconds] Bothers me now. [he
begins crying]
Approximately two years earlier, the detective’s own 10-year old son fell off his bicycle,
fractured his skull and lapsed into a deep coma for several days. It was, he said, the worst
time o f his life — the doctor told him his son’s condition was “as critical as any human
being can be” — but his son emerged from the coma and survived. This incident
reactivated those powerful personal images of disintegration, stasis and separation, but
the child’s grave condition precluded any real opportunity to repair or master them
through immediate and appropriate enactment. His ongoing struggle to master, integrate
and impart coherent meaning to these images emerges from his narrative, which also
hints at an amorphous guilt and sense of commitment.
I think the problem was that my son had an accident on a bike and he went into a
coma and he almost died. And I had flashes of that going through my mind,
[pause o f 8 seconds] That was ten years ago I still can’t talk about it without
crying [he is crying, wiping his eyes with paper towel]. The boy died. I was even
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thinking o f going to his wake. I didn’t know who the kid is. Didn’t know who he
was. But he died. I knew I couldn’t do a thing for him but, ah... And at that time
I had been to how many homicide scenes? Hundreds. I had seen hundreds and I
never, I never had a problem. I had a problem with that. It was the worst —that
was the only time I cried in my career. The only time I cried in my career. And
as you can see I’m still emotional about it, the tears and that.
The only time that I got upset in terms of breaking down was when that boy...
And that could have been triggered my son’s near-death experience. That was
part of it, I think. The second part was I’ll never forget him looking at me. Lying
down flat, he couldn’t talk. Maybe it was the frustration that I couldn’t, that I
couldn’t help. I knew I couldn’t move that boy. Or else I would have thrown him
in the radio car. But I knew I couldn’t. You know, I’m not a doctor, I’m not an
EMS technician, I’m not qualified. But I could see he had massive internal
injuries and very little bleeding. It was just the circumstance of the boy getting hit
by a car and I felt helpless, and I was thinking o f my son, and everything else.
Beyond the objective horror o f the image and its inherent readiness to seamlessly unite
with and reactivate personally-consequential preexisting imagery, situational variables
compounded his trauma and infused the immediate experience with death-equivalent
elements of disintegration, separation and stasis. Although the detective had literally
hundreds of prior violent death encounters involving disintegrative images not altogether
unlike those presented here, this exposure took place without the kind of supports
provided in his usual task environment. Unlike the other exposures, he had no time to
prepare himself cognitively or emotionally for the images, there was no diffusion of
responsibility through a division of labor or the delegation of tasks, and there were no
collegial supports available at the scene. He was alone and separated from other officers
and although he experienced potent personal and professional demands to do something,
he was effectively deprived o f almost any effective sense of agency. The child’s youth
and perceived innocence certainly contributed to the trauma, as did the fact that he forged
a connection while the child still lived: detectives almost always see the results of violent
death after the fact, and the victims are invariably strangers. Occasions where detectives
actually witness the death or interact with the victim in life (even so much as briefly
looking into the victim’s sentient eyes) are few, and these exposures are particularly
toxic.
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The same detective described another experience involving an especially powerful and
objectively grotesque visual death imprint image that continued to haunt him and evoke
deep emotions years later. He responded to an incident in which a young boy was killed
and partially devoured by polar bears after entering their enclosure at the Prospect Park
Zoo in Brooklyn. He described what he saw:
An angelic face, about a nine or ten year old boy with a just paw mark here
[indicates left side of face]. Everything was intact above the neck. His chest was
like a surgeon ripped it open [illustrates] this way, and part of his internal organs
had been eaten. And this leg [indicates right leg] was just bones. They had eaten
all the flesh. No leg here [indicates left leg], this was pulled off and they [the
bears] were in the den, they had eaten that [indicates left leg]. So you saw a boy,
who from the head up was an angelic nine or ten, maybe eleven, [points to face]
Paw mark. The chest opened like a surgeon. As if a surgeon had [illustrates] -instead of crossways, downward. No leg. Eaten away. I had to talk, I had to talk
about that for two days. At that time I had twenty years on the job, and I’d been
to a lot o f scenes. It affected me and I wasn’t, I hadn’t been, I’d never seen that.
[The Commanding Officer of the Crime Scene Unit] said it was the worst he’d
ever seen. But I was upset and I probably should have gone for counseling on that
one. And in fact, I couldn’t sleep for two nights.
He went on to relate that despite the bright lights illuminating the area and the intrusive
presence of police, rats appeared and began eating the scattered pieces of flesh, an
indignity that compounded the disintegrative nature of the imprint image and continued
to disgust and torment him.

Notwithstanding its capacity to generate compelling

emotions after almost fifteen years, what was perhaps most illustrative of the death
imprint image’s power and durability was the remarkable accuracy with which the
detective recalled it: I ’d seen photographs of the child’s body in the Crime Scene Unit’s
Family Albums about two weeks earlier, and the detective’s description of the wounds’
locations and the position of the boy’s body was perfectly accurate. The wounds were
precisely as he described them.

The death imprint images that had the most profound effect on collaborators and resulted
in the strongest sense of commitment had in common the fact o f immoderate
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identification with the deceased, who were further distinguished from run-of-the-mill
homicide victims by their complete innocence. We’ve seen how easily cops denigrate
and avoid identification with victims who bear some culpability in their own demise —
Sergeant, Crime Scene Unit technician and Homicide Detective collaborators all
specifically mentioned how unperturbed they were when a drug dealer is murdered —
but in each o f the cases that affected a Homicide Detective deeply the victim was truly
innoOcent. In keeping with another theme to emerge in this dissertation, in many cases
the victims were children or infants murdered under particularly brutal circumstances,
including babies left abandoned to die.

Death Guilt

Death guilt is not a particularly prominent feature of the Homicide Detective’s survivor
experience, and this is largely attributable to the fact that in the vast majority of instances
they effectively maintain a professional outlook and effectively screen out especially
toxic elements of the images they witness through partial professional numbing and
adherence to cultural conventions of professional behavior. They can generally prevent
disturbing images that might conjure profound forms of guilt from becoming even more
powerful by infiltrating the personal sphere, and because they experience images through
the objective lens o f professional detachment their resulting impairment is minimal and
largely confined to the professional sphere.

Since they experience rather little

impairment, Homicide Detectives can more easily make meaning of their work-related
death encounters in a way that identifies the objectively guilty party.

The Homicide Detective’s formative process of integrating and making sense of images is
supported by various inductive and deductive logical processes and a body of physical
and especially testimonial evidence that ultimately leads to firm cognitive judgements of
guilt and innocence. The deliberate and methodical process of developing objective facts
that clearly and convincingly establish the guilt of the responsible party and the
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innocence of others is the Homicide Detective’s raison d’etre, and we’ve seen how the
process is fortified by formal and informal organizational and cultural practices. The
investigative process of amassing and assessing objective facts leading to firm
conclusions about guilt or innocence effectively precludes any lingering rational doubts
the Homicide Detective may have about his own complicity in the crime. As reflected in
the words o f the Homicide Detective quoted above, from the beginning of the
investigation they know they are not to blame and every investigative step they take from
that point on is aimed at determining who is responsible.

As is the case with Crime

Scene Unit technicians called to a scene after the victim has died, there is simply no
rational reason for the Homicide Detectives to suppose his actions or inactions
contributed to the death. The rational pole of the death guilt continuum thus has little
bearing on our analysis o f the Homicide Detective’s survivor experience.

Homicide Detectives may struggle a bit with the less rational but universal notion of
survivor priority — traces o f amorphous guilt accompanying the recognition that the
survivor remains alive while another has died — but for the most part he becomes so
immediately and deeply focused on the tasks and intellectual processes of investigation
that he has little time to reflect on such issues. To whatever extent they do occupy him,
the moral and ethical issues they raise are easily subsumed within the highly ethical
professional quest to achieve justice. These thoughts do not inordinately impair him, and
any sense o f reciprocity this irrational form of death guilt conjures also finds appropriate
enactment through the investigative process, the urge to make meaning, and the quest for
justice. Death guilt does not substantially impair the Homicide Detective.

As we discussed in Chapter 3’s outline of survivor psychology, Lifton points out that
regardless o f the relative strength of one’s sense of guilt, those who confront death
universally feel the need to experience vitality through some form of appropriate
enactment and to overcome devitalization through life-affirming connections. In the case
o f the Homicide Detective, the need for vitalizing connection with others is largely
satisfied by the spirit of collegiality and teamwork that accompanies a homicide
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investigation, and the culture also provides other means of experiencing connection,
movement and integrity. Here again, we see how the informal norms and mores of the
detective culture operate to provide necessary support and nurturance in the face of stasis,
separation and disintegrative death encounters.

Suspicion o f Counterfeit Nurturance

A basic tenet o f survivor psychology is that the survivor inevitably experiences guilt,
impairment and a sense of devitalization leading to a struggle to re-experience himself as
a vital and authentic human being. Depending upon the degree of impairment involved,
the circumstances o f the encounter, and a host of other subjective factors, the survivor
may develop specific needs for emotional comfort and support. These needs can impact
his relationships with others, and can result in conflicts over autonomy and dependence.
The survivor’s need for emotional support and his sensitivity to issues of autonomy and
dependence make him particularly sensitive to the motives and behaviors of those
offering emotional sustenance: he becomes suspicious of counterfeit nurturance.

This theme was not particularly pronounced among Homicide Detectives.

They

experience little suspicion o f counterfeit nurturance largely because they experience so
little of the impairment and guilt that might result in substantial devitalization and
emotional need, but also because relatively little nurturance is offered them. They may
not expect and do not receive much nurturance, so they cannot experience it as
counterfeit. Moreover, when other members of the detective culture do offer support it is
for the most part genuine and effective. This is not to say that other detectives will, on an
individual basis, actively seek opportunities or means to identify his issues of
devitalization or his vulnerabilities and seek to ease them through caring and
compassionate response, but that other detectives may recognize and tacitly acknowledge
his emotional difficulties in a manner that is consonant with the subculture’s stoic ethos.
It would be very unusual for one detective to illuminate another’s emotional vulnerability
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through overtly compassionate public gestures or expressions.

A far more common

response would be a quiet and understated expression that implicitly recognizes the need
without stating it and conveys support without requiring an acknowledgement of
dependence.

In a private setting, another detective (especially a partner) might, for

example, put a hand on another’s arm and ask, in a tone laden with significance, ‘Are you
doing OK?’ ‘Yeah, I’m fine.’ ‘If you need anything...’ ‘Thanks.’

Due to the factors that minimize Homicide Detectives’ impairment and guilt, a powerful
sense o f dependence or vulnerability rarely emerges. Detectives are aware that it can
occur, though, and when they perceive it in another detective they have even greater
respect for him. They know he has grappled with profound and personally consequential
issues, they know the same issues might one day affect them (‘there but for the grace of
God go I ... ’) and they have the deepest respect for his struggle and his stoicism.

By participating in the collegial effort to solve the case and by upholding cultural values
in various ways, the Homicide Detective experiences various authentic connections and
relationships that mediate another feature related to the suspicion of counterfeit
nurturance:

the death taint.

The universal tendency to perceive oneself (and be

perceived) as tainted by death can be reinforced when others treat the survivor differently,
especially when their behavior highlights his dependency and undermines his self esteem.
While the death taint often translates into hostility and resentment toward others, in the
case of the Homicide Detective it paradoxically becomes a source of status.

The

Homicide Detective is certainly perceived as one tainted by death — both within and
outside the police culture — but because he has achieved substantial mastery of death he
is perceived as having some power over it. Many Homicide Detectives reify their special
knowledge and power over death, transforming it in a positive way into a kind of survivor
hubris or survivor exclusiveness that is vitalizing and immortalizing. We recall the words
of the Homicide Detective cited above:
I had gotten to a point - and I’m not bragging about this - there could be any
homicide, I don’t care what the circumstances were, I could handle it. I felt I
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could handle anything. With homicides, building up as you get more expertise in
it, I felt that I could... I don’t care who was murdered, I felt very comfortable
handling the case. All aspects of it.
Just as we saw in Chapter 3 that survivor hubris can lead to a fascination with death and
to repeated flirtations with it to reinforce the magical sense of invulnerability, we find a
variation on this theme among Homicide Detectives. Every collaborator articulated that
he felt a palpable excitement or even joy upon learning that a homicide had occurred —
not a perverted joy that someone had died, but the exhilaration at the prospect o f once
again becoming involved in a challenging formative effort. Part of the attraction is the
opportunity to once again test his own mettle.

The attraction others have for the Homicide Detective’s special knowledge and power
over death can also be seen in the respectful and deferential way others treat him in social
settings outside the police culture. Almost every Homicide Detective collaborator related
that they are often the center of attention at parties or social events; most civilians are
fascinated by the work Homicide Detectives do, and as one put it, “there can be Chiefs,
doctors, captains of industry. Everyone wants to talk to you.”

We can easily comprehend how this immortalizing sense of power over death and this
easy familiarity with death’s mysteries shapes the Homicide Detective’s sense of
professional self, and we can see how his confidence can help maintain the viability of his
formative process. It also serves as a special source o f connection with other Homicide
Detectives who share the power and as a source of professional status.

The Quest to Make Meaning

Throughout this chapter we’ve seen how Homicide Detectives make meaning o f a death
encounter through a complex formative process of integrating images to achieve forms
and eventually constellations of meaning. The Homicide Detective’s job, in essence, is to
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take in or experience various images, to cognitively order and logically analyze them, and
to extract a more complete and comprehensive understanding o f the event -- it involves
a quest to make cognitive meaning o f the death.

W e’ve seen the complexity and

difficulty that may be entailed, and we’ve seen how factors operating in the task
environment and the detective culture influence the cognitive process as well as the
event’s impact on the Homicide Detective’s sense of professional and personal self. We
can thus explore this theme o f survivor psychology on two levels: we can examine some
o f the specific cognitive processes involved (and in doing so flesh out the formative
principles to which we’ve alluded), and we can explore how the quest to make meaning
resonates at a deeper level to transform his professional and personal identity. We begin
this section by examining in greater depth how Homicide Detectives make cognitive
meaning from the array of complex images they experience while interacting with others
before concluding with an example of how the struggle to make meaning operates in
terms o f the larger formative-symbolic paradigm.

Specifically, we will conclude by

looking at how difficult the struggle can become when especially powerful images
infiltrate the personal sphere, impair formulation and devitalize the survivor, and lead to a
compelling need ~ a survivor mission — that seeks to reconstruct the images in a way
that reasserts a sense of vitality.

The experience o f the Homicide Detective whose

survivor mission we will explore ties together many of the themes of survivor psychology
and many o f the principles o f the formative-symbolic paradigm we have discussed
throughout this dissertation.

When detectives undertake a homicide investigation they are generally more concerned
with the information they receive through interaction with others than with physical
evidence. The recovery and interpretation of physical evidence can be an important part
o f the investigation, but physical evidence also falls within the province of the Crime
Scene Unit technician, the laboratory analyst or the Medical Examiner.

Homicide

Detectives’ reputations are not built on their skillful handling of physical clues, and
physical evidence alone is often insufficient to obtain a confession.

To develop a

prosecutable case and build or maintain their reputations and status, Homicide Detectives
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typically want to obtain a valid and voluntary confession, so interviewing and
interrogation skills take on a special importance. In terms of survivor psychology, valid
and voluntary confessions are also important because they give the detective a kind of
closure by entirely eliminating any residual guilty feelings of responsibility for the death.

Effective interviewing and interrogation typically involves some degree of strategic
manipulation and tactical deception — if only to the extent that detectives take in much
more information than they reveal and must be careful not to betray surprise or other
reactions -- and it helps to be a good actor. The detective’s ultimate goal of eliciting
information may also require that he operate, almost simultaneously, on multiple
cognitive levels. He must follow the interviewee’s narrative while proficiently directing
its uninterrupted flow, sort objective facts from opinions and surmise, and assess these
pieces o f information in light o f the physical evidence and other objectively verified facts.
He must listen carefully for implied or overt contradictions and factual inconsistencies at
the same time he remains open to the subtle cues of body language and verbal intonation
that may be indicative of deception. He must do all this while appearing focused on the
individual and without betraying the suspicions, deeper analytic thoughts or doubts that
might impede the narrative flow. The overall idea is often to lull the subject into a sense
o f comfortability so that he commits to a particular factual pattern that the detective will
subsequently dismantle by identifying inconsistencies.

Interviewing and interrogation are complex arts, and although numerous books, manuals
and articles have been written about investigative interview methods and strategies, they
provide a general kind of guidance at best. The arts of interviewing and interrogation are
best learned through the application of experience gained by observing other skilled
detectives. With time and experience, proficient detectives develop the Zen-like capacity
to ‘read’ a subject in much the same way as Crime Scene Unit technicians ‘read’ a scene:
immediate images fit (or don’t fit) within a larger constellation that provides meaning at
the same time it presents various schemas for enactment. They are totally focused in the
moment yet completely attentive to all the details

— an experience that can be
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transcendent. The complex cognitive processes involved in an effective and successful
investigative interview — processes that include the ability to continually shift attention
while remaining open to subtle images and other bits of information — provide the
detective with a degree o f distance from his interlocutor. He may appear to be fully
engaged in the conversation and may seem quite solicitous and sympathetic, but
especially at the early stages o f an investigation he is always mindful of the fact that the
subject may become a suspect, and this and other thoughts are always operating in the
background.

A good example o f one complex cognitive process -- essentially, a meaning-making
process — can be found in what one Homicide Squad supervisor described as “listening
for distortions in individual linguistic patterns” to identify deception, inconsistency and
‘hot buttons’ that may later be exploited to obtain additional information or gain a
confession. Each o f us, he pointed out, has particular speech patterns or mannerisms that
characterize our communication with others, and anomalies in the patterns are often
indicative o f some psychological stress. By way o f illustration, he produced the typed
transcript o f an actual interview and pointed out some odd phrases and responses.

The subject, the mother of a child found murdered several days earlier, responded to
several questions in a way that, upon reflection, seemed unusual but not patently evasive
or untrue. Throughout the course of the interview, for example, she never referred to her
murdered child by name but did mention the names of other children and repeatedly (but
without prompting) gave their ages.

After answering a series of fairly innocuous

questions with a definitive ‘yes,’ she responded to a more sensitive question with an ‘uh
huh’ before volunteering information that was not entirely germane to the question. She
did not speak of an urge to find out who killed her child, but rather of a need to find out
why such a terrible thing happened so that she could find closure. The detective pointed
out that none of these things, in themselves, pointed to evasiveness, guilt or involvement
in the crime, but one might legitimately consider whether they seemed typical of the
responses we might expect from the innocent mother of a murdered child. The skilled
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interviewer must be able to discern these linguistic anomalies and consider them in light
of other more probative facts to create a larger and more comprehensive picture o f her
and of the crime as a whole. These latent linguistic anomalies were difficult enough to
pick up from a typed transcript, but the expert Homicide Detective has to be able to pick
them up almost contemporaneous with their utterance during a highly emotional
encounter and immediately incorporate them with other more obvious images to fill out a
larger constellation o f meaning.

The art o f interview and interrogation involves what is essentially a very complex
formative process o f attending to and integrating an array of images, and the process is
further complicated by the legal issues involved.

To be admissible as evidence, a

confession must be valid and voluntary, and the information a suspect provides should
also be objectively verifiable. Detectives apply various legal decisions enshrined in case
law to ensure the confession is valid and voluntary, and because case law sets forth broad
principles rather than bright-line standards he must assess and apply complex abstractions
as part o f the formative process.

Good Homicide Detectives are also acutely aware of the power of images, and so they
manipulate these images in various ways. They make the detective mystique, especially
those elements that contribute to the perception that they are crafty, all-knowing
individuals who ‘always get their man,’ work to their advantage.

For example, one

Homicide Detective pointed out that he always prefaced an interrogation by confidently
telling the suspect that the ‘interview’ the detective was about to conduct (the word
‘interrogation’ has connotations that are to be avoided) would inarguably prove the
suspect’s innocence or his guilt. Detectives generally ‘set the stage’ in an interrogation
room by removing superfluous items and images that might distract the suspect, but they
may also prominently display items o f physical evidence or photographs (or dramatically
produce them at an appropriate moment) if they believe the display will have a desired
psychological impact. They also use the science of proxemics to gain a psychological
advantage, physically moving in from the suspect’s ‘social zone’ (generally, more that
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four feet) to his ‘personal zone’ (between four feet and eighteen inches) and finally into
his ‘intimate zone’ (less than eighteen inches) as the interrogation proceeds and
intensifies — as one Homicide Detective put it, “I want to move in so close our knees are
touching.”

Detectives remove symbolic barriers (such as tables and desks) between

themselves and the suspect, and effective interrogators insist that the suspect must be
seated in a straight-backed chair with no arms — some even prefer to give the suspect a
chair that wobbles — while they generally sit in armed chairs that are larger, taller, and
more comfortable. Even as they implement these tactics and flexibly respond to new
information and changing interpersonal dynamics, Homicide Detectives must be certain
to stay within the boundaries of legally-permissible psychological suasion as defined by a
continually evolving body o f case law. The days o f the so-called ‘third-degree’ involving
the physical or psychological abuse of suspects are definitely over ~

indeed, elite

Homicide Detectives now pride themselves on their ability to lawfully elicit information
without resorting to physical intimidation or threats — but to some extent the bare
interrogation room itself may conjure disconcerting images of detectives with rolled-up
shirt sleeves standing over a sweating suspect and shining a bright light in his eyes to
compel a confession.

Homicide Detectives use these and other techniques to facilitate their own formative
process and to impede or diminish the subject’s attempts at formulation. They may, for
example, ask a suspect to begin his narrative at the middle or end and work backward to
gauge his veracity — it is far easier to describe in reverse order images one has actually
experienced than to sequentially track and relate fabrications in the same way. The point
here is that Homicide Detectives are highly dependent upon and acutely aware of the
formative process as it relates to mentation and cognitive function. They know the power
o f images and manipulate them with great dexterity.

At quite another level, Homicide Detectives are also aware -- often through their own
experiences — of the basic themes of survivor psychology and the dimensions of the
formative-symbolic paradigm.

They certainly do not approach this knowledge in a
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systematic fashion but they are keenly aware that the powerful images they encounter in
their work have the potential to change them personally and professionally. Although
they struggle to maintain firm control over powerful images to prevent their intrusion
upon core elements o f the personal or professional self, there can be occasions when this
struggle fails. One outcome o f the transformation can be the emergence of a survivor
mission.

Like every other theme of survivor psychology, the survivor mission is

mediated and shaped by the immediate circumstances of the death encounter, the task
environment, and the detective culture.

Powerful death images can easily debilitate the survivor and substantially impair his
formative process, so part of his ongoing struggle involves a compelling need to master
and reconstruct them in a way that reasserts the vitalizing sense of immortality. The
survivor can become mired in death imagery -- both the immediate images of separation,
stasis and disintegration he faces and the unresolved images and death-equivalent states
the death encounter reactivates — so he needs to reformulate them, repair the formative
process, and experience vitalizing images of connection, integrity and movement. The
survivor who fails to move beyond the death imprint by recapturing his vitality and
achieving some appropriate form of enactment remains in a static pattern o f guilt and
impairment.

One Homicide Detective collaborator found his way out of this static pattern by devoting
himself — personally and professionally — to solving a murder. His obsessive and asyet-unresolved quest to find justice for the victim and her mother — the case remains
unsolved after almost ten years — has prolonged his struggle, but it nevertheless permits
him to continually experience a vitalizing sense of personal and professional connection,
movement and integrity. Not long before he caught this particular case, the detective
experienced a profound sense o f personal renewal when he recognized his alcoholism and
began to recover from it. In many respects the alcoholic lifestyle represents the death
equivalent states of separation, stasis and disintegration, and like many recovering
alcoholics he also sought the means to experience a new and uplifting sense of vitality
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that might in some way atone for his past, expiate his guilt and repair his damaged sense
of self. Sobriety, he said “was a gift given to me -- the best thing I ever did in my life. I
got a lot of strength out of it. I was able to meet the demon. My life was changed.” Like
any consequential gift, sobriety activated a constellation involving feelings of reciprocity
and he felt the urge, as he put it, “to give something back.” The murder of an innocent
young woman presented a signal opportunity to do just that.

He wholeheartedly

embraced the case and forged both a strong connection with and a commitment to the
victim as well as to a secondary victim. He did not know that despite his best efforts the
case would remain unsolved, and he didn’t know his quest would become what some
might characterize as an obsession.

His experience vividly portrays and ties together many o f the themes w e’ve explored.
The homicide’s impact was intensified and personalized by virtue of the victim’s
innocence; by the fact that the crime took place a few days before the Christmas holiday
(generally a happy time of connection with family and friends); by the fact that he made
the death notification himself and his consequent connection with the vivtim’s mother;
and by the unique intimacy of the relationship he developed with the victim and her
mother. He arrived at the scene — in a remote area frequented by drug addicts -- and
found a dead female in her early twenties with no identification on her person.
My first reaction was, it’s a junkie or prostitute. I wasn’t too concerned about
solving it at the time. I thought ‘Well, we’re not going to get much on this one.’
The ME came and took off the ligature and opened up her clothing. We were
looking at the body and the ME said ‘Detective, we have a well-nourished girl
here. She’s probably from the neighborhood.’ I was looking at her and my
reaction is changing because as I’m looking at the girl I’m thinking ‘Wow, this is
an innocent victim.’ As detectives, we look at victims differently. You look at a
dead Colombian drug dealer and don’t really give a shit but you’ve got to do what
you’ve got to do. And then you’ve got the innocent victim where you’re going to
care about it.
After completing necessary on-scene tasks he and his partners went back to the office to
try to identify the victim and plan the investigation. Shortly thereafter he was notified
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that a woman called the precinct to report her daughter missing. The physical description
and clothing matched the victim’s.
I knew I had to make the notification and that was the hardest notification of my
life because I know, I know this is an innocent victim. I drove out there [to the
girl’s mother’s home] and I said to [my partner] ‘Man, I don’t want to do this.’
As I ’m walking in I didn’t know what I was going to say, and I said a prayer. I
said a prayer.12 Unrehearsed, I took her [the mother’s] hand and I said ‘Do you
believe in God?’ ‘Yes’ ‘Sit down.’ I’m holding her hand and she started to
shake and I started to shake and I said ‘What I’m about to tell you is the worst
thing you can tell a mother.’ She picked up a glass ashtray and threw it across the
room and shattered a mirror. She went crazy. She was hugging me and crying.
‘Is she dead? Is she dead?’ and I said ‘Yes.’ It was a tough notification because it
was an innocent victim.
He embraced the case fully, and the opportunity to work on it exclusively for an
unusually long period o f time allowed his to solidify his relationship with the victim and
her mother.

The intimacy o f that relationship was the basis for a deep sense of

commitment, and he knew that by indulging in this closeness he broke all the established
rules that help detectives keep their work from invading their personal sphere.
The case took on a life o f its own. I was off the chart about six weeks on it.13 I’d
visit her mother every day. I spoke with all her friends. I was given her diary,
and I was given the opportunity to go through her closet. I learned everything
about her life, her education, her boyfriends, her sex life, what she thought about

12 He subsequently noted the prayer was Reinhold Neibuhr’s ‘Serenity Prayer,’ often
recited by members o f Alcoholics Anonymous: ‘God, grant me the serenity to accept the
things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know
the difference.’
13 That is, he was relieved o f all other investigative responsibilities for six weeks to
concentrate solely on this case. Detectives are rarely taken ‘off the chart’ for more than a
week.
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herself, and she became like a partner14 to me. And her mother would call every
day and say ‘[his first name] did you follow up on this?’ What happened was I
made a mistake. I gave her too much but by then it was too late and I couldn’t
stop giving her information. To this day she calls me at least once a month. ... It
became like the case of my career, where I could give all my energy to this and
nothing else. ... I came to a point after about two years where I had to let go of it
a bit. I wanted to solve it. I was in a rage that this was done to her.
W e’ve earlier seen how officers going through a deceased person’s belongings experience
feelings that they are invading the person’s privacy, and we’ve seen how this can
engender some guilt and shame. In this case, the Homicide Detective (a man of deep
religious faith) reified the experience, permitting it to infiltrate his core self in a way that
further solidified his connection and commitment to her. I asked him how he felt going
through her diary and learning all these things about her.
I felt like a priest. Like Confession. I was careful with a squad full of guys to
keep it to myself. Keep it in a comer where they wouldn’t read it. I felt like I was
invading her privacy, and I have to keep it private. And I believe she knows I’m
working on it. Its weird, but I think she knows I’m here trying to do the right
thing by her.
The crusade to solve the case became both a professional quest and a personal one, and it
proved deeply liberating in both spheres. It gave him the professional opportunity to
pursue justice for an innocent victim, it became an opportunity for exploration of self and
a vehicle for movement and growth, and it allowed him the latitude to assert his personal
feelings and convictions in a professionally acceptable way. In particular — and largely
because he broke the detective’s unwritten rules about allowing emotions to infiltrate

14 He is referring here to the special sense of affection, respect and devotion that is often
shared between police partners. The connection between partners is rooted not only in
the fact that they spend a great deal of time together — more time, for example, than one
typically spends with a spouse — but in the deeply personal secrets they share and the
kind of intimate knowledge they have of one another by virtue o f having both participated
in the same dangerous or emotionally-difficult experiences. Within the crucible of ‘real’
police experience, one learns a great deal about a partner’s true character. As one officer
put it, “your partner is the only person who really knows everything about you, and
despite all that, he still likes you.”
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one’s personal life — he experienced a profound sense of personal and professional
integrity.
It was a growing experience for me. It was good for my sobriety. I was able to
show — as cops we don’t show any emotion and I think I showed a lot of
emotion in this. It hurt me but in a positive way. That I was able to mourn for
somebody that I didn’t know. The whole thing was very good for me... Being
honest. Looking at my fears. It was a growing experience to be honest with the
victim’s family. To say [to the victim’s mother] ‘Look, this is what we have, and
I’m working my balls off and I’m not going to give you any excuses.’ If I ever
solve it, it will be the culmination of my career.
VH:

Why is it the most important case of your career?
[Pause] Because she was an innocent victim, because of my interaction with her
family, because it was around the holidays, because I was able to get into her life
like I have never gotten into a person’s life before and because it became personal
and homicides are not supposed to be personal things for detectives. It certainly
became a personal thing.

VH:

Do you regret that?
No. It will be the only one that will be personal with me, but I don’t regret it at
all. It was a good thing for me and it still is.

The detective’s professional commitment to the case was also made clear by the fairly
extreme investigative steps he pursued and the fact that his case file of DD-5s fills six
bulging folders. Among other things, he traced the lot numbers on snack food wrappers
found at the scene back to the neighborhood bodegas where they were sold and
interviewed proprietors and customers, he identified and interviewed graffiti artists whose
‘tags’ were left in the vicinity, and he even went so far as to contact NASA to determine
whether satellite photographs might have been taken of the area that day. The fact that he
pursued the investigation so vigorously was not lost on his fellow detectives, and their
respect for him as a detective and as an individual is evident in the backhanded
compliments they continually give him.
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He continues to work on the case after almost a decade, and although he’s stepped back
from it a bit he still speaks with the victim’s mother at least once each month. His wife
and family know all the details of the case, his children have written college papers about
it (“this is Daddy’s case and he’s going to get the guy”) and his wife accompanied him to
a memorial service he attended at the victim’s high school a few years ago. He speaks of
the victim in endearing terms, and says he would have liked her — she was a person who
was quiet and thoughtful but had a bit of a wild streak, and he says that is something he
can identify with. Although the area where the murder took place has since been fenced
off, he returns there all the time. “Every partner I’ve worked with since then has been to
the scene. Looking for what? I don’t know. But I keep going back.”
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Chapter 10
Police Survivors: Genuine Threats to the Sense of Immortality

In this chapter we consider the formative-symbolic paradigm and the themes of survivor
psychology as they are reflected in the experiences of Police Survivors -- officers who
have had the most profound kind o f line-of-duty encounter with their own mortality. The
officers in each o f the nominal categories and corresponding task environments we've
thus far considered in this dissertation have all had death encounters that to some extent
affected them personally and professionally, and in this regard they all conform to
Lifiton's definition of a survivor:

they've come in close contact with death in some

physical or psychic fashion but managed to remain alive (1967, p. 479). We've seen how
the themes and features of survivor psychology, mediated by their task environment and
the ethos o f their occupational culture and subculture, become manifest in their attitudes,
belief systems and behaviors. We've seen how these death experiences changed their
sense o f self, often in powerful and lasting ways. To varying extent, and depending
greatly upon the specific circumstances involved as well as the demands and constraints
o f their task environment and a host o f subjective factors, each encounter challenged their
sense o f immortality and reminded them, at some level of consciousness, of their own
mortality.

The cops we consider now are also survivors, but their death encounters and the
manifestations of survivor psychology that result from those encounters are of an entirely
different order than we’ve previously seen. Officers in the other categories and task
environments experienced the deaths of others — typically strangers with whom they
had no preexisting relationship or implicit sense of connection

— and therefore

experienced them in a relatively impersonal way. Any death encounter serves to remind
us o f our own mortality, but a close and highly personalized encounter that entails the
realistic prospect of our own demise brings the specter of our own death into considerably
sharper focus. The officers whose death encounters we explore in this chapter have had
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an eminently more profound and personally-consequential immersion in death as the
result o f having witnessed or participated in a mortal combat situation that raised the
objectively realistic prospect of their own mortality. These cops faced the authentic and
genuine possibility of their own death in mortal combat with an armed adversary, they
witnessed the death of another officer or partner, or they took a life in the performance of
police duties. Their experiences differ from those o f the others primarily in terms of the
extreme closeness and personal significance of their physical and psychic contact with
death. While cops in the other categories and task environments experienced exposures
to the deaths of others involving images of disintegration, separation and stasis, these
Police Survivors experienced a more complete and thorough immersion in death
involving powerful death imagery that radically challenged their sense of biological and
symbolic immortality.

Our explorations and our attempts to make sense of Police Survivors’ experiences are
much more complex endeavors than we have undertaken in previous chapters. For one
thing, these officers’ experiences were not shaped by the inherent demands, constraints
and possibilities of a particular task environment: they encountered a profound and
objectively life-threatening death immersion while operating in a variety of assignments
and while engaged in a broad range of police duties. There is a staunchly-held belief in
contemporary urban policing that almost any cop working in almost any assignment at
almost any time can potentially encounter circumstances leading to a mortal combat
situation.

This shared reality or conventional wisdom is closely tied to the cop's

perception o f pervasive danger in the world around him and to the construct of the
symbolic assailant, and it is so central to the police identity that it is virtually futile to
engage cops in dialogue in hopes of changing it.

Knowledge

— really a 'middle

knowledge' that officers fail to fully act upon -- of this shared conventional reality
resonates deeply throughout the police organization and the police culture, and it
resonates deeply at a personal level as well. As we observed in earlier chapters, this
dangerous knowledge shapes cops' behaviors and their sense o f self in complex ways, and
because it is shared by cops it becomes a cohesive source of individual and group identity
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among members of the police culture. For Police Survivors of the close and personallymeaningful encounters we consider in this chapter, this middle knowledge of death and
danger is no longer a transitory abstraction submerged at some lower level of
consciousness — their death immersion has transformed it into a fully perceptible reality
they have squarely faced and continue to recognize.

The fact that we have no single task environment with which to structure our inquiries
poses a bit of a problem, but it is by no means the only difficulty we face. A related
difficulty lies in the fact that these potent death immersions can and do take place under
so many vastly different situations and circumstances. A cop can be thrust into an
objectively life-threatening situation while engaged in the most routine and banal police
activities — sitting in a radio car reading a newspaper, for example — or the most
extraordinary and electrifying — for example, following a prolonged foot pursuit of a
criminal he knows is armed and dangerous — but regardless of his level of physical and
emotional arousal the mortal combat encounter almost invariably takes him by surprise,
overwhelming his formative capacity to fully integrate the images he experiences. The
compelling traumatic power of the images presented in these deadly situations is such
that virtually no amount o f anticipation or psychological preparation can adequately
equip a cop to elude or mediate their immediate and lasting psychic impact.

These life-threatening encounters are exactly the kind of "messy," inchoate, highly
variable and uniquely "hot, frantic, hair-raising, lurid and insane" events to which van
Maanen (1980, p. 146) referred, and we recall his observation that although these events
confound our efforts to neatly classify them, attempts to make meaning of them are
nevertheless undertaken at the individual, collegial and organizational levels. An array of
deadly weapons and instruments of violence may be brought to bear against the cop —
guns and knives being the most common — and he may face one or multiple adversaries.
The cop may be alone or with a partner, on-duty or off, in uniform or plainclothes. The
event may take place indoors or outdoors, at night or during the day. The officer can be a
tenured and highly experienced veteran or a callow rookie. The cop and his adversary
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may be yards apart or they may be desperately grappling in a sweaty hand-to-hand
struggle to seize control o f the same weapon. The officer may be gravely injured, he may
witness the death or severe injury of a partner, or he may emerge physically unscathed.
He may intentionally or accidentally take a human life. He may deliberately try to take a
human life and fail. The entire incident typically unfolds in just a few seconds, but the
particular events that transpire immediately before or after the encounter can easily
exacerbate it’s traumatic potential in highly subjective and unpredictable ways.

What these encounters do have in common is their objective capacity to result in the
officer's death — to challenge his sense of immortality in some of the most fundamental
ways imaginable — and the fact that the officer managed to physically survive the
encounter. Of all the categories o f cops we consider, these Police Survivors of mortal
combat are, in terms o f the psychology of survival's themes and manifestations, the truest
and most authentic survivors. Because their death immersion is so complete, and because
their experiences were not mediated through a single task environment, the
manifestations of survivor psychology among Police Survivors can take many different
forms.

Because their death immersion is so complete and their experiences are so

psychologically compelling, the manifestations of survivor psychology are also
considerably more pronounced among Police Survivors than among other categories of
cops we have considered. As authentic survivors whose transformative death encounter
images and experiences have penetrated to the very core of their identity, the features of
survivor psychology are more readily discerned in their behavior and more actively
articulated in their narratives. At the same time, the themes and features of survivorship
are often intertwined in complex ways, making it somewhat difficult to disentangle and
explore the expressions o f a particular theme without making reference to other themes
and their manifestations.

Because the Police Survivor's death immersions can take place under so many varied
circumstances and can involve so many objective and subjective variables, and because
we lack a single definable task environment with which to structure our inquiries in hopes
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of making sense o f their experiences, we adopt a slightly different approach to this
chapter’s explorations. We begin with a brief review of some objective statistical data
concerning the actual incidence of mortal combat involving NYPD officers, following it
with a substantially abbreviated recapitulation of the factual circumstances surrounding
one officer's line-of-duty death. This explanatory vignette hints at some of the ways an
officer's murder is experienced by individual survivors, but more importantly it sheds
some light on collegial interpretations and cultural meanings as well as formal
organizational responses to a line-of-duty death. Every cop in the agency subjectively
experiences and interprets the death at an individual level, but by virtue of their
preexisting relationship with the murdered officer and their identification with the
circumstances surrounding his death, members of his command are particularly affected
by it. All the murdered cop’s coworkers are in a sense Police Survivors, but some —
most notably his partner and those actually present to witness the death -- can be
expected to be the most profoundly affected and to most actively manifest the features of
survivor psychology. This admittedly cursory outline of the event’s impact at the cultural
and organizational levels serves as a rough sketch or template that informs our
understanding of typical police reactions to an entirely atypical event. By framing our
explorations in this way, we can more easily turn our attention to the experiences of
Police Survivor collaborators and see how the themes of survivor psychology affect them
and their subsequent lives. We can also better appreciate how cultural and organizational
responses shape their experience.

The Incidence o f Mortal Combat Situations

In the interests of objectivity we must once again say that in a purely empirical sense,
cops' perceptions o f the realistic threats to their own mortality are somewhat exaggerated.
Police work is inarguably dangerous, and for many of the reasons we've discussed in
previous chapters the deaths of other officers or the serious injuries other officers suffer
through instrumental criminal violence certainly register deeply with individual officers
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and within their culture. The perceived dangers of police work, as Skolnick (1966) and
others (Westley, 1956; 1970) have described at length, are a source o f cohesion among
cops and an article of faith within their cultural ethos, but the actuarial probability that an
individual officer will be killed or severely injured in the line of duty or will kill another
person in the line o f duty is low. Officers in operational enforcement assignments, in
particular, may frequently encounter objectively dangerous situations that could easily
escalate to the point that they involve the use of deadly physical force, but in reality
police officers usually exercise tremendous restraint and these situations only rarely
escalate to the level o f a true mortal combat situation. Virtually every cop can point to
one or more encounters where he 'almost' killed someone (i.e., he came very close to
using deadly physical force readily capable of causing another person's death), but few
have ever actually killed in the line of duty. These highly subjective 'almost' situations
are psychologically important, especially because some can have a psychic impact almost
as formidable as actual mortal combat, but they are less essential to our analysis than the
situations in which someone — an officer, an adversary or an innocent person

—

actually dies in a deadly force encounter involving a cop.

A rough idea of an NYPD officer's actuarial likelihood of becoming involved in bona fide
mortal combat can be gleaned from a brief review of agency's annual Firearms Discharge
Report (the 'SOP-9' report) which recapitulates statistical trend data specifically for
shooting incidents. These data confirm the fact that, notwithstanding some statistical
variance from year to year, the level of deadly violence involving NYPD officers has
declined substantially and steadily in recent years. For example, in 1971 NYPD officers
shot and wounded 221 adversaries, killing 93 of them, but only 32 adversaries were shot
and wounded and only eleven were killed in 1999. Fifty NYPD officers were shot by
perpetrators in 1973, but only four were shot by perpetrators in 1999. Thirteen NYPD
officers were killed by perpetrators in 1971, but only three were murdered in 1998 and
none were shot and killed in 1999 (although one died after being struck by a speeding
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vehicle as he directed traffic at the scene o f an accident).1 These data should also be
viewed in light of the fact that there were approximately 10,000 fewer officers employed
by the NYPD in 1971 than in 1999.

The most current SOP-9 Report reveals that a total of 155 firearms discharges took place
in 1999, a 38 percent decrease from 1998, when 249 such incidents occurred.

This

statistic reflects every instance where an officer discharged his weapon, including 37
accidental discharges, 43 incidents involving dogs attacking an officer or civilian, four
police suicides, one attempted suicide and eight 'other' incidents not involving a criminal
event. Clearly, the majority of these discharges (about sixty percent) do not involve
mortal combat situations.

O f the more than 40,000 sworn members of the agency in 1999, only 36 were involved in
a total o f 20 gunfights (defined as "any incident during which both the perpetrator and the
member o f the service fired their weapons at each other") in 1999. These gunfights
resulted in the deaths of two adversaries, and six adversaries were wounded; fewer than
half the actual gunfights, then, resulted in a death or injury. Thirteen of the officers
involved in gunfights were assigned to uniformed radio motor patrol, five to plainclothes
Anti-Crime patrol, four were off-duty, and the remainder were performing other
enforcement duties.

1 Similar national declines in the level of violence directed against law enforcement
officers have occurred. The FBI tracks murders and assaults against law enforcement
officers nationwide in its annual Law Enforcement Officers Killed and Assaulted report,
and preliminary statistics released in May 2000 indicate that 42 law enforcement officers
were feloniously slain in 39 line-of-duty incidents in 1999 — the lowest recorded figure
in more than 35 years — and 63 others were accidentally killed in the performance of
their duties. Twenty-five officers were slain with handguns (five of these with their own
weapon), eleven with rifles, five with shotguns, and one was killed with a vehicle. We
should also consider the fact that there are approximately 700,000 law enforcement
officers employed in various capacities throughout the United States.
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In 1999, a total of 56 officers were involved in 41 incidents where an officer fired a
weapon but the perpetrator(s) did not return fire. Again, a preponderance of these cops
(26) were performing uniformed radio motor patrol duties; thirteen were performing
plainclothes Anti-Crime duties, ten were off-duty, five were in undercover assignments
and two were on foot patrol. Nine of these perpetrators were killed and 26 were shot and
injured.

In 1999, a total of 54 officers were involved in 47 incidents in which one or more officers
were assaulted by perpetrators armed with a weapon (including a firearm), but the
officers did not use their service weapons to subdue the assailant(s). Forty of the officers
were injured; seven were shot, ten were struck by vehicles, three were cut by knives, and
the remainder were injured with various other objects.

Clearly, and without minimizing the importance of the collateral psychological impact
other less-deadly violent encounters have upon officers, these shooting incident data
show that NYPD officers engage in far fewer mortal combat situations than one might
imagine. While mortal combat situations arise infrequently and line-of-duty deaths are
relatively rare nowadays, we cannot ignore their capacity to galvanize cops' attention and
the depth to which they infiltrate the agency and culture.

Important methodological and ethical considerations also arise from the fact that line-ofduty mortal combat shootings and deaths of officers are relatively rare. Since the death or
severe injury of a police officer commands other cops' attention, NYPD cops are quite
likely to be familiar with the facts and circumstances surrounding a particular case. It is
thus virtually impossible to describe all the relevant facts of a given encounter without a
de facto identification o f the officer(s) involved and without implicating the assurance of
confidentiality I gave to collaborators.

I could not, for example, credibly maintain

confidentiality if I referred to an officer who, although paralyzed and confined to a
wheelchair as the result of grievous injuries sustained when a young man shot him, took
up a survivor mission involving deep religious faith and forgiveness: every cop (and
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many members o f the general public) would immediately know the officer is Steven
MacDonald. The dilemma -- whether to provide particular factual data that are important
to their narratives and ultimately to our understanding of survivor psychology or to
uphold the pledge o f confidentiality — can only have one ethical outcome: at various
points throughout this chapter I've summarized and abridged substantive facts or elided
important details that might tend to identify a particular collaborator. Although this may
have detracted in some small way from a more comprehensive and nuanced
understanding of their survivor narratives, the experiences are sufficiently compelling in
their own right to accurately represent the themes of survivor psychology without further
elaboration. At no point, though, did I insert deceptive or misleading facts to actively
mask a collaborator's identity.

Collegial and Official Reactions to Line-of-Duty Death

As we discussed earlier, every officer identifies to some degree with the cop who is killed
in the line of duty, and the extent o f identification can be magnified by various features of
the death. Recalling van Maanen's (1980) observation that three versions — official,
collegial and individual subjective versions

— of the deadly force encounter are

constructed and communicated throughout the agency and its occupational culture, we are
also reminded that these versions can differ substantially from each other in terms of the
amount o f objective truth they contain and the extent to which they convey meaningful
symbols and images.

Official versions o f a line-of-duty death reflect the formal organizational needs and the
values it publicly espouses, and they are usually carefully crafted so as not to assign any
blame to the deceased officer or suggest any complicity in his own demise. We must
understand that the death o f a police officer presents the agency with a range of difficult
legal, public- and employee-relations issues. Public statements that could be construed as
imputing an officer's potential errors or culpability would certainly be interpreted within
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the police culture as an affront to the officer's sacred memory and a denigration o f his
sacrifice, and the same statements might later be introduced at a criminal trial or in a civil
liability lawsuit against the agency. Although statements released to the media inevitably
involve some public-relations spin, internal official versions tend to be dry recitations of
fact.2

In sharp contrast to the official versions, collegial narratives capture and convey the
horrors of the event from a cop's perspective, and they emphasize cultural values and
belief systems. Some line-of-duty deaths become the stuff of legend and cautionary tales
because their objective horror fundamentally challenges cops' individual and collective
sense of immortality, its various modes of expression, and the immortality systems that
sustain cops and their culture. Others become part of the enduring cultural narrative
because they convey fundamental lessons or represent belief systems in an especially
dramatic or culturally-meaningful way. By examining a well-documented line-of-duty
death we can identify several themes that resonate at the individual, cultural and
organizational levels.

2 For example, the official Unusual Occurrence Report narrative (or '49') prepared by a
ranking officer will recapitulate, often in excruciating detail, the factually-verifiable
circumstances of the death and the results of the initial on-scene investigation. Every
officer at the scene and every Department official notified will be listed. The shield and
tax ID numbers, the patrol car numbers and sector of assignment, a full description of the
clothing worn by officers and perpetrators, their dates of appointment or promotion, and
the tour o f duty performed by every officer involved will be recounted. Even such
seemingly-obscure facts as the serial number of the deceased officer's flashlight may be
recorded. Conspicuously absent from the narrative, which is typically written in the
rather stilted bureaucratized style of so many police reports, are any subjective inferences
or statements about the traumatic elements affecting any officer. The purpose o f the
Unusual is to memorialize factual information, and so emotions and other subjective
experience are essentially beside the point.
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Almost every NYPD cop knows about the February 1988 murder of Police Officer
Edward Byrne, whose death conveys powerful images and symbols of stasis,
disintegration and separation and ultimately became emblematic of a new and especially
pernicious form o f evil. His death is admittedly an extreme example of the impact a lineof-duty death has on individual cops, their culture and their agency, but its very extremity
captures in an especially revealing way the patterns of response and the organizational
dynamics that play out in the aftermath of a cop's murder.

Eddie Byrne, a 22-year-old rookie sitting alone and in uniform in a marked radio car
during a midnight tour, was guarding the home o f a drug trial witness when he was
deliberately and cold-bloodedly assassinated at the behest of a recently jailed drug dealer.
Using a jailhouse telephone, the drug dealer ordered that a uniformed officer — any
uniformed officer —be randomly murdered as a way of expressing the dealer's contempt
for the justice system, to intimidate potential witnesses, and to reassert the dealer's
presence on the street (Fried, 1988b; New York Times, 1989; Dunlap 1989). Witnesses
later testified the dealer who put out the $8,000 'contract' casually told them "That's the
way it goes. They get one o f ours, we get one of theirs" (Fried, 1988b; New York Times,
1989). The killers drove up behind Byme, exited their vehicle and shot him five times in
the head with a large caliber handgun (Fried, 1988a). News of his murder, which came at
a time o f emerging public concern about the lawlessness and violence accompanying the
so-called 'crack epidemic,' captured national attention and appeared on the front pages of
newspapers of record from coast to coast (Fried, 1988a; Los Angeles Times, 1988).

Beyond the fact of Byrne's youth and perceived innocence, cops identify with him
because at one time or another almost all have had the experience o f sitting alone and
bored on a midnight 'fixer,' and every cop has probably dozed or otherwise dropped his
guard on such routine and prosaic assignments. To be caught unawares in this way, of
course, violates the cardinal rule that a good cop must always be attentive to his
surroundings and alert to the presence or real or symbolic assailants, and so to some
extent their identification stimulates an amorphous sense of residual guilt at their own
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professional lapses and perhaps some defensiveness.3 The callous brutality, seeming
randomness and lack of coherent reason for his death also reinforces the police officer's
perception of the pervasive and unidentifiable danger that is inherent in their work, fitting
easily within this constellation. As one officer put it "It could have happened to anyone
out there, any time" (Lyall, 1988a).

The circumstances o f Eddie Byrne's death also defy cops' meaning-making processes
because they do not easily fit with their preconceived notions or constellations of how
and why a line-of-duty death should occur: Byrne was not involved in the kind of 'real
police work' cops readily associate with objective danger, drug dealers are not 'supposed'
to have uniformed cops assassinated by hired hitmen,4 and the unprecipitated nature of
the ambush gave him no warning and therefore no chance to respond by actualizing a
schema for enactment.

In this sense the death is especially unacceptable and

disintegrative because he was deprived of the important opportunity to defend himself
and to respond courageously to a recognized threat — one theme that emerges from cops'
renditions of his death involves horror at the fact that Byrne never even had the
3 While there is certainly no direct evidence suggesting Byrne actually dozed off or acted
imprudently, cops may reasonably reflect on this possibility in attempting to make sense
of the event. We should also point out that strong subcultural proscriptions operate
against suggesting or insinuating that an officer might be in any way responsible for his
own death, so even if cops privately suspect that Byrne dozed off they are reluctant to
articulate their suspicion to those outside their subculture.
4 NYPD cops were not and are not altogether unfamiliar with the notion of being
randomly targeted for symbolic murder, since the Black Liberation Army waged a
terrorist assassination campaign in New York in the late 1960s and early 1970s that
claimed the lives of six officers. Their names — Piagentini and Jones, Foster and Laurie,
Glover and Reddy — and some details of their deaths remain part of the lore despite the
elapsed years, but that ambush campaign was carried on almost three decades ago by
political terrorists operating under the guise of a 'war,' not by organized crime figures.
The memory o f these crimes has to some degree faded because these murders took place
before many young cops were bom, and relatively few old-timers who were part of the
agency during that era and privy to the details of the murders remain in the agency to
keep this part of the cultural lore alive. Finally, Byrne’s death was made all the more
incomprehensible because it violated a fundamental cultural expectation that members of
organized crime — drug dealers included — do not order the execution of cops (see, for
example, Roberts [1988]).
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opportunity to draw his weapon. In essence, the cowardly ambush rendered him a more
complete and more humiliated victim -- anathema to cops and to the professional
identity that sets them apart from (and somewhat superior to) victims — and deprived
him of the opportunity to recapture some elements of immortality by dying a more
legitimate hero's death. It is also important to note that Byrne was the son of a retired
NYPD Lieutenant, a traumatic element of biological discontinuity that all can recognize
but that is perhaps particularly challenging and meaningful to officers participating in
policing's 'family tradition' immortality system.

We can see how his murder involves potent and obvious images of stasis (sitting for
hours in a parked radio car in an assignment that did not develop significant police skills
or move him closer to a reputation as a ‘good cop,’ as well as being unable to move out of
the line of fire), disintegration (multiple gunshots to the head grotesquely mutilated his
corpse), and separation (he died alone on a quiet street in the early morning hours, unable
to even call for assistance on the radio). Although the specific circumstances implicating
these subparadigms are particularly relevant in the police sphere they also have a more
universal appeal: even those members of the public with little knowledge or
understanding of police work or police culture can easily grasp the symbolism and
identify with the objective horror of Byrne's death.

This may partially explain the

tremendous public and media attention his death generated at the local and national level,
and why his death ultimately became a powerful symbol of the social evils associated
with drug abuse. As part of his own survivor mission, Byrne's father became politically
active on behalf o f stronger drug laws and presented President George Bush with a copy
of his son's shield which the President kept on his desk in the Oval Office. Bush often
invoked Byrne's name and displayed the shield during 'get tough on crime' anti-drug
speeches (Weintraub, 1989), the Department of Justice named its $3.2 billion law
enforcement grant program after him, the house he was guarding was turned into a
community center named for him, the street in front o f his precinct was renamed in his
honor, and a local park was dedicated in his memory (Fried, 1990; New York Times,
1992). Byrne's death also became the impetus for the agency's creation of a new drug
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enforcement initiative — the catchily-named Tactical Narcotics Teams or TNT — in
which several hundred officers were assigned to aggressive street narcotics enforcement.
The initiative began in the South Jamaica neighborhood where Byrne was killed and was
later expanded to other neighborhoods city-wide (Anderson, 1992). Byrne's posthumous
Medal o f Honor -- the agency's highest decoration for heroism -- was presented to his
parents at the Department's annual Medal Day ceremony, a bronze memorial plaque
bearing his likeness and shield was ceremoniously installed at the 103rd Precinct next to
similar plaques honoring other members of the precinct killed in the line of duty, and his
name was inscribed in the Hall of Heroes in the lobby of Police Headquarters (Dunlap,
1989; Fried, 1990). Cops throughout the city wore black mourning bands across their
shields, and those who knew or worked with him affixed unauthorized blue 'In Memory
o f PO Edward Byrne' breast bars to their rack of medals. More than 10,000 cops from the
NYPD and agencies as far away as Texas attended his funeral to demonstrate their
connection and esteem, creating a six-deep line of blue that stretched for more than eight
city blocks (Lyall, 1988a).5

We can imagine, in the broadest terms, the kind o f personal impact Eddie Byme's death
had upon his family, friends and coworkers and can glimpse some of the impact's
expression in the immortalizing survivor missions they undertook. We can see additional
enduring collegial and cultural impact in the way Byme's name continues to evoke
emotion-laden memories or associations even among officers who did not know him
personally more than a decade after his death, and we can understand that the admittedly
amorphous lessons of his death are still transmitted through cautionary tales related to
rookies by veterans. The police culture immortalizes him in its own fashion, reifying his
death in a life-affirming way as a means of imparting lessons that potentially save other

5 The names o f more than 14,000 law enforcement officers killed in the line of duty are
inscribed, in random order, on the walls of the National Law Enforcement Memorial in
Washington, DC. Visitors consult a large directory to determine a particular name’s
location on the walls. On a recent visit to the memorial I was struck by the fact that a
large check mark — the only one in the entire directory — had been inked next to one
name: Edward Byrne.
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cops' lives, at the same time rendering him an enduring symbol, martyr and hero. The
potent latent symbolism of Eddie Byme's tragic death was also appropriated by the
agency and by the political establishment, again transforming the event into a narrative
form that reflected their own goals and objectives.

To some extent the agency's reformulation of an officer's death always reflects its
political and public policy concerns,6 and this becomes a delicate issue that may engender
some resentment among cops. A police line-of-duty death is always highly publicized in
the media, and while the official version — coordinated and transmitted largely through
the press relations office — serves in some respects to strengthen the culture and magnify
some o f its values by portraying the officer in the best possible light and by publicly
communicating the dangers police willingly face on behalf of society, the official version
can also easily subsume or be subsumed by political rhetoric. There is typically some
(albeit fleeting) public recognition of the tragedy and the dangers cops face, and the
public's expressions o f support for cops is rewarding.

Although cops certainly appreciate the articulations of support for them and for their
mission when a cop dies in the line of duty, there is also a bit of resentment at the fact
that these expressions were purchased at so high a price. They feel some ambivalence
and subtle resentment at the fact that a police officer's death essentially becomes a
political event.

6 Political concerns can be glimpsed in the way the brief posthumous citations contained
in the Department's annual Medal Day program booklets generally reflect current
political rhetoric and public discourse about crime and justice issues. The officer's death
is reconstructed in a narrative that serves, in an especially powerful way, to exemplify the
evils of current public and political discourse. It is not a matter of the death becoming a
catalyst for public policy change or o f raising an issue to public consciousness, but of
tailoring the narrative to advance or conform to preexisting political agendas. Again
reflecting the relatively ephemeral concerns of'the Department' as opposed to ‘the Job,’
the event is officially interpreted and communicated in terms o f the prevailing
constellations of political meaning.
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Cops see that elected and appointed political figures almost always appear and are
prominently positioned at the public funeral — New York City's Mayor and Police
Commissioner, all the agency's top brass, various federal law enforcement officials, a
United States Senator and the United States Attorney were among those attending Byme's
funeral (Lyall, 1988a) - but fewer appear at the officer's wake and even fewer, in their
estimation, can seemingly be counted upon to speak out in support of cops in less
politically-advantageous or 'ordinary' times. Indeed, various officials at Byme's funeral
availed themselves o f the opportunity to decry the scourge of drugs by calling for a
Federal crackdown on drug trafficking, stricter penalties for drug dealers, or the
imposition o f the death penalty for those convicted of murdering a police officer (Lyall,
1988a); another memorial ceremony for Byrne served as a forum for political statements
about the abolition o f parole and the removal of telephones from prisons (Dunlap, 1989)
and his name was invoked in the Presidential campaign to generate support for the death
penalty for drug kingpins (Boyd, 1988).

While individual cops may or may not support these conservative political positions, they
are certainly ambivalent about political figures exploiting the tragic death of a fellow
officer — a death they closely equate with their own. Partly as a function of their own
cynicism, and partly due to their heightened suspicion of counterfeit nurturance, they see
these expressions as a kind o f cynical posturing for personal political gain that diminishes
the significance of the officer's (and, by extension, their own) commitment, sacrifice and
death.

Part of the agency's press relations efforts serve to shape the department's public image
by creating a symbolic hero, but some of the efforts are directed internally as well. Police
agencies need symbolic heroes, and in a very practical way police officials -- members
o f the 'management culture' Reuss-Ianni (1983) described -- need the rank-and-file to
see them supporting the ideals of heroism and self-sacrifice that are so much a part of the
'street cop culture' ethos. As Reuss-Ianni (1983) pointed out, management cops are easily
dismissed by cynical street cops as being out of touch with the realities o f 'real police
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work' and preoccupied by self-serving interests. The line-of-duty death represents an
opportunity to demonstrate management's participation in that cultural ethos, but in line
with the survivor's tendency to suspect counterfeit nurturance the rhetoric often falls flat.
Where were the Chiefs and the politicians, cops ask, when the hero they now lionize was
alive?

Eddie Byme's death continues to resonate in the NYPD and its cultural mythos, but we
should recognize that it is the nature of organizations and organizational cultures to
continually evolve and embrace more current symbols and images. As new images and
symbols are presented and integrated into existing forms and constellations, the older and
less compelling images lose some of their power to capture and hold our attention, and as
they lose currency their relative importance fades. This is perhaps especially true at the
organizational level because images of danger and death are less central and less
meaningful to the official organizational identity than to the individuals who comprise its
culture. To whatever extent the police organization can be said to have an identity it is
considerably more ephemeral, less cohesive and more responsive to its external political
and social environment than the cultural identity. The upshot o f all this is that in time the
agency tends to move on and essentially forget the survivor and his needs, while
individual officers and the culture remain more committed to him. As one officer with a
great deal of experience helping and counseling traumatized cops put it, “The hierarchy
doesn’t really help. From the mayor on down, they’ll show up at the hospital and say,
‘Whatever you need...’ But they don’t deliver down the road. They talk a good game,
but the reality is that later when cops say, ‘OK, this is what I need’ do they actually get
it? Most times, no.”

Eddie Byme's immortalizing legacy, like that of other cops killed in the line of duty, lives
on not so much in the official plaques and memorials erected in his honor and certainly
not in the eloquent but ultimately hollow-sounding platitudes o f officially crafted rhetoric
— new names have been added to the Hall o f Heroes and new political issues have
captured the public discourse — but in the minds and hearts o f cops who remember him
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and the difficult lessons of his death. The ultimate and most important meanings cops
extract from the tragedy are communicated and kept alive when veterans pass on his story
to the new generation of rookies they mentor, and the impact of his life and death is most
powerfully felt when rookies think o f a cop they never knew as they struggle to remain
alert on a midnight fixer.

Eddie Byme's murder embodies many exceptional features and qualities that may or may
not be present in the other line-of-duty deaths and mortal combat events, and so other
police deaths and the mortal combat situations officers survive may not always resonate
quite so profoundly at the individual, cultural and organizational levels. Although our
review and analysis o f Byme's death has been admittedly brief, the compelling nature of
the event and the depth o f its impact are such that we can easily recognize the resulting
patterns of individual, cultural and organizational response with some clarity. We will
continue to see these general patterns in one form or another as we turn our attention to
the impact a line-of-duty death has upon members of the dead officer’s command.

Manifestations Among Coworkers

The collegial and cultural manifestations of survivor psychology following the death or
serious injury of an officer first become apparent in the overall sense of numbing cops
feel and in their numbed behaviors. When news that a cop has been killed or seriously
injured is transmitted — either by police radio or through the broadcast news media —
cops will typically stop whatever they’re doing to devote their full attention to it. Only a
limited amount of information about the event and the officer’s identity is available at
this point, so even in their numbed state, cops want to know more about what happened
and who is involved in order to make some coherent meaning of the death. Is the cop
someone they know? Whom do they know who works in that precinct? Is he working
this tour? Radio cars pull to curbs throughout the city as cops learn of the event and alert
others by broadcasting unauthorized messages across neighboring divisions’ radio
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frequencies; cops switch their portable Department radios to the citywide frequency used
by the Emergency Service Unit to learn more; the AM/FM radios in police cars and
police facilities are tuned to all-news stations; telephone calls begin to come in to the
precinct o f occurrence as cops seek the identity of the officers involved. Off-duty cops
learning o f the incident through the news media may call their commands to ascertain
details and identities. Many cops, sensitive to their own loved ones’ reactions to the news
that an unidentified cop has been killed, will also call home to casually let a spouse or
other family members know that they are safe.

Cops effectively cease performing their assigned duties during this initial period, but their
shock is rather quickly transformed into action by the urge to do something.

The

compelling nature o f this demand and the extent to which cops identify with the dead or
wounded officer is seen in the fact that cops in other precincts will often abandon their
assignments and respond to the scene in hopes o f assisting in some way. Others may
respond to the hospital and volunteer to donate blood if the death has not been confirmed,
or they may show up at the cop’s precinct to participate in the search for his assailants.
Off-duty cops, particularly those assigned to the dead or injured cop’s command, may
show up at work in the hope that they can be of assistance. Has the family been notified?
Have the spouse or parents been located, and has someone been dispatched to bring them
to the hospital? Cops who continue their assignments go about their work in a somewhat
numbed way: they complete their tasks in a pro forma or rote fashion, remaining rather
detached from the emotional content o f the jobs they handle. Their attention is divided
between the immediate tasks at hand, their concern for the cop and his family, and the
penetrating knowledge of their own mortality that the death of another cop raises to full
consciousness.

Other and somewhat more lasting collegial manifestations of numbing can be seen among
members o f a murdered officer’s command in the aftermath of the event. They are much
more deeply affected than cops in other precincts because they personally knew and
perhaps worked with the cop from time to time, and this preexisting relationship
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magnifies their psychic trauma. Beyond their personal relationship, though, members of
the cop’s command are also privy to particular details of the incident that cops in other
commands are not, including specific images reflecting elements of stasis, disintegration
and separation. This more detailed and accurate knowledge provides a more complete
and comprehensive picture of the event, of the cop’s actions (and perhaps his tactical
errors) prior to and during the event, and of all the facts and circumstances surrounding it.
Even if they were off-duty at the time and not physically present to witness the scene —
most will visit the location at their first opportunity, though — they can accurately
picture it, and may have even responded to a similar call at the same location themselves.
This more complete, more detailed and more accurate set of images inevitably contains
elements that make the death even more traumatic and personally relevant: the inherent
tendency to identify with the dead cop and imagine themselves in his place becomes all
the more meaningful when these images so easily connect with their own experience.
Importantly, the closeness of the death and their identification with the officer shatters
their magical protective illusions that such events only happen to other people in other
precincts, and they are reminded of their vulnerability in an especially powerful way.

Kardiner and Spiegel (1947, p. 26-27) wrote of an analogous illusion of invulnerability
among soldiers in combat units:
Among the psychological protections is the narcissistic idea of
invulnerability — ‘Nothing can happen to me’ — an idea that is readily
extended to the team. The death of a ‘buddy’ shatters this idea of
invulnerability because it revives the actual possibility of death that is so
strongly contested by the notion of invulnerability. In short, this notion is
an illusion that lasts only as long as nothing happens to any member of a
fighting team or to the particular instrument which is their fighting
weapon.
Several tenured collaborators made the point that other members of their command were
psychologically unprepared for the death because no cop had been murdered or
grievously injured in their precinct for many years. The line-of-duty death of a coworker
was not part o f their experience, allowing them to more easily maintain protective
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illusions that they worked in a ‘safe’ precinct where such things do not and will not
occur. Collaborators who had previously experienced a death in their command had no
such illusions, and they felt their resulting awareness of the potential for death made them
less personally vulnerable when it occurred again. In a similar vein, one Police Survivor
collaborator expressed a belief that he was made more vulnerable by the fact that in all
their years o f working together he and his murdered partner had never discussed the
possibility that one would die in the line o f duty. He thought it odd in retrospect, since
they had discussed other police deaths and each separately knew a cop killed in the line of
duty, and he wished that they had talked about this possibility and what it would mean for
the other.

Anecdotes related by collaborators in several precincts where cops have been killed
illuminate some common themes of shared survivorship among the command’s members.
Most notably, members of the murdered cop’s command experience a profound and
isolating kind o f numbing in the immediate aftermath of the event, leading almost
immediately to other features and manifestations of survivor psychology. Collaborators
universally described the precinct atmosphere in the days following the murder in terms
o f the morose disconnection cops feel from each other and from their work. Everyone
walks around, as one collaborator put it, as if they were in a fog, and there is little interest
in doing police work other than that related to finding the killer.

Cops from other

precincts and from Patrol Borough Task Forces are usually mobilized to patrol the
precinct and handle jobs while precinct personnel remain at the station house. Counselors
from the Employee Relations Section and the Psychological Services Section are called
in to minister to the needs of precinct cops. The dead cop’s partner and others involved
in the incident will be placed on sick report and temporarily assigned to Employee
Relations Section for an indeterminate period until they are assessed and deemed read} to
return to work.
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Handling Personal Effects

The dead officer’s personal effects must be removed from his locker, inventoried, and
eventually delivered to next-of-kin. The locker, symbolic of the cop himself and of all
the important or intimate things he needs to keep secure, is often sealed and left in place
as a perpetual memorial.7 In earlier chapters we saw how emotionally difficult it was for
some officers to examine and handle personal effects belonging to a relatively
anonymous DOA, but the task is all the more difficult when the effects are those o f a
murdered officer. A collaborator described in reverential terms the ritual of emptying his
murdered partner’s locker:
What comes over your mind is, you know he’s gone but you don’t want to accept
he’s gone so you want to protect everything he owns. Like as if he’s going to
need it. You want to right away protect everything he owns. So my main
objective was to get there right away and get and protect his things. You don’t
want anyone else touching his things. Let me go and get everything he owns and
hold it so that nobody can mess with it. Let me take care of this, let me take care
of this. Right away your not accepting of the fact he’s gone so you want to hold
everything he owns, thinking that he’s going to come back. That’s what I thought
when I was cleaning out his locker. I wanted to safeguard everything he had.
When I went to clean out his locker everybody was so worried about me cleaning
out his locker. And I said, ‘No. I’m going up to clean out his locker.’ Everyone
was like ‘Do you want me to come with you?’ ‘No. I want to do it alone.’ So I
went up there with two bags. I knew his combination. I’m basically taking
everything out o f his locker and separating everything. I went right to his house
7 The salience and importance of the locker is made clearer by the fact that although it is
Department property, it is one o f the few places where a cop has some privacy rights.
Lockers can only be searched for cause, and separate male and female locker rooms exist
for Police Officers, Sergeants and Lieutenants. Other than during a cursory inspection of
the locker room each tour by the Desk Officer — who almost always knocks before
entering — it is a strict convention that supervisors never enter the Police Officers’
locker room, nor do Police Officers ever enter a supervisors’ locker room. What is stored
in the locker and what goes on between cops in the locker room, in other words, is
generally not subject to official or unofficial scrutiny. Because the locker symbolically or
actually contains one’s most intimate and secret things, the combination is generally
shared only with one’s trusted partner.
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and [the officer’s spouse] was there and I said ‘These are his things. This is his
uniform. These are some pictures he had pasted on the inside of the door.’ The
night he died, they took off his watch and gave it to me to hold and I asked [the
officer’s spouse] would she mind if I kept it. For a couple o f days I had it and was
afraid to put it on.8
Another collaborator — not a Police Survivor per se but one who worked in a precinct
where a cop was murdered — described how some very personal items recovered from
the dead officer’s body were vouchered at the precinct pending delivery to next-of-kin.
Department regulations require that the officer assigned to property duties must examine
all vouchered property and compare it to the property invoice once each tour, and the
collaborator became aware that the assigned officer was being repeatedly traumatized
when he handled these items. The collaborator expedited the removal of these items to
another storage facility.

Chaos prevails at the station house in the aftermath of the incident as ranking officers
arrive to supervise the official investigation, which necessarily includes interviews of the
officers involved. Depending upon the circumstances of the death (i.e., how ‘clean’ the
shooting is from the agency’s point of view), the tone and direction of the inquiry can
readily antagonize the survivor’s emerging sense o f guilt. In any case the questions
revive and reanimate traumatic images. Once the preliminary investigation is completed,
the agency’s top brass may arrive to address and reassure the members of the command,
but here again they run the risk that their message will fall flat and they will alienate the
cops.

This shooting investigation is quite separate from the criminal investigation

conducted by the Precinct Squad if an officer is murdered or if a police officer shoots and
kills a perpetrator in the line of duty. Precinct Squad members, perhaps especially the
catching detective, feel tremendous pressure to solve the murder, apprehend the suspects
and develop a solid criminal case against them.

8 The officer showed me the watch, which he wears every day. He also noted that other
cops asked him for personal items from the locker as mementos of their fallen comrade,
but although he understood their requests he refused because he felt his partner would
have wanted everything to go to his spouse.
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The inherent difficulty of their task

— both in terms of the technical difficulty of

conducting an intricate homicide investigation and the emotional difficulty of
investigating a cop’s murder — is often exacerbated when top officials (many o f whom
have no investigative experience) insinuate themselves into the investigation and attempt
to influence its direction and scope. A Homicide Detective collaborator who ‘caught’ the
murder o f a police officer angrily described such interfering bosses as “idiots” and went
on to describe the other kinds of pressures involved:
I think the biggest pressure is to make sure you don’t screw up. The investigation,
the thought that some attorney’s going to turn around and get these guys to walk
because o f maybe something you did or didn’t do... I caught the homicide, and it
was like five days later I went sick. I was so run down and wiped out that I
couldn’t even... I couldn’t do anything. I went to the doctor and he gave me
medication and stuff like that because I was really drained. There are not that
many detectives that can handle police homicides and I think, I always thought
that afterwards, that someone should just go and sit down with the powers that be
and say that, ‘You know, there’s a lot of pressure on the detective who handles a
case like this.’ It’s really, it’s a lot of weight. And in reality, it’s not on the boss
in an office, it’s on the detective who is assigned to the case. To make sure that
everything is done, and done right.

Images and Associations

Police Survivors’ numbing is reinforced when innumerable images, some only
tangentially associated with the dead officer, conjure reminders o f him and of the horrors
they witnessed. A collaborator who witnessed the death of a fellow officer described an
experience that took place a few days after the incident.
I was going in my front door, and going in my own front door I was scared. I was
scared shit to walk into my own living room. It’s my own home and I’m scared to
go in. I thought maybe I was losing my mind. I stayed outside to have a smoke
and there was a hose and there was water dripping from the hose and it looked
like a puddle of blood and I freaked. I thought, I thought I was losing my mind.
So later [another cop involved in the incident] called me up and we’re talking and
he says ‘I hate to tell you this but last night I heard two cats fighting in my yard
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and it sounded like that woman screaming. Dude, I couldn’t get to sleep. I had to
sleep with the lights on.’ It’s the trauma. There are things that happen to you that
you can’t control.
These triggering images can arise at the most unexpected times, adding an additional
measure of trauma because the survivor is not psychologically prepared for them. A
collaborator related an incident in which, several years after his partner’s death, he
unexpectedly came across a newspaper clipping with his partner’s photo. He had not
anticipated the image and because he was psychologically unprepared for it he suffered a
particularly devastating emotional reaction along the lines of traumatic flashback. He
was immobilized, became physically ill, and could not complete his tour of duty.

Several collaborators spoke of associating specific places or locations they passed in their
work -- a bagel shop the dead cop frequented, for example, or a street comer where they
had a chance off-duty encounter with him -- that resurrected memories of the dead cop.
These images and associations did not necessarily have any direct connection with the
cop’s death, but rather with his life. Although the memories these places conjure were
for the most part pleasant, the collaborators nevertheless felt some ambivalence about
revisiting them because they were invariably tinged with sadness and a sense of loss.

The lively repartee that ordinarily characterizes so many interactions between cops is
notably absent in the precinct in the days following a death, replaced with a kind of sullen
and irritable self-involvement in which petty conflicts that would ordinarily not cause a
ruffle are magnified, sometimes leading to overt hostility. In turn, these disagreements
may trigger a guilty cycle: the amorphous survivor guilt they feel connects with and is
compounded by a sense of guilt at having squabbled in a time that calls for unity and
connectedness, leading to further isolation and additional guilt. Guilt and hostility can
also be reinforced as cops try to make sense of the event, asking questions that others, in
their own heightened sensitivity, interpret as impugning the dead officer’s courage,
judgment or heroism -- an affront to his cherished memory and cultural status. These
questions or comments can also raise various forms o f rational and personalized guilt
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when an officer entertains thoughts that he may have in some way failed the dead cop or
contributed to the death.9 Partners and cops who were personally involved in the incident
are especially sensitive to these rational forms of guilt and to any questions that
potentially implicate them in the death. In all, these dynamics can and often do lead to
great dissension within the work group.

Guilt, numbed hostility, and a tendency to

compete for survivor status inevitably lead to the formation of divisive cliques and
coalitions within the command.

Competition fo r Survivor Status

This tendency to compete for survivor status is related to cops’ suspicion of counterfeit
nurturance, but more specifically to the need to try and recapture a sense of immortality,
to alleviate or transform their death taint, and to restore a sense of mastery over death by
embracing and reifying it through patterns of survivor exclusiveness. We recall that in
their struggle to overcome devitalization, dependency and guilt, the survivor seeks some
form o f legitimate sustenance that will not continually reactivate these constellations and
undermine his self esteem. Some survivors become embroiled in the ‘Catch 22’ scenario:
they need and accept (and perhaps actively seek) expressions of comfort and sustenance,
but at the same time these expressions reactivate their feelings of guilt and illuminate
their dependence. Moreover, as their emerging victim consciousness takes shape they
may struggle with the death taint others seem so willing to confer on them, questioning
the sincerity and authenticity of consoling expressions.

9 One cop (not a collaborator, per se) related to me that more than twenty years earlier he
had helped arrange a desirable assignment for a friend (in police parlance, he ‘put in a
contract’ for him). After a few days in the new assignment, the officer was murdered,
and the cop still feels an amorphous and largely irrational guilt that his act of friendship
somehow contributed to his friend’s murder. Even after twenty years he was deeply
affected by this guilt.
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Other survivors fully embrace the death and the taint it confers, finding within it the
vitalizing means to distinguish themselves as part of an elite and exclusive group that
possesses a sacred knowledge of death as well as a special power over it. The police
culture’s overall tendency to honor heroes and martyrs and to respect those with
knowledge and power over death confers some legitimacy to the death taint these officers
bear, and these immortalizing status systems have many life-affirming qualities that may
in some way help repair the cop’s damaged self image.

The problem that gives rise to resentment and discord, however, is not so much that some
officers embrace and reify the death of another officer, but that some of them are
perceived as illegitimately claiming and flaunting this hard-earned status. Others may
resent the fact that officers who merely had a casual passing relationship with the dead
cop and were not substantially involved — physically or psychologically — in the death
event exaggerate their own survivor status and ‘wear it on their sleeve.’ While a partner,
a close friend, or a cop who participated in the event might have an authentic claim on
survivor exclusiveness, inevitably some cops who were at most peripherally involved in it
embrace the death and flaunt their survivor status. More than one collaborator pointed
out that a sense of competition emerges for who will be, as one put it, “the moumer-inchief.” This very subtle and paradoxical competition for victim status typically involves
a kind of informal pecking order that also tends to fractionalize the command along shift
and squad lines: partners and those who worked the same shift or squad — those who
ostensibly knew him best — have the greatest claim to the legitimacy o f their trauma and
survivorship, and other individuals and work groups are less entitled to participate in the
immortalizing rites and rituals that ensue.

Those who feel they’ve earned their elite status by virtue of their relationship with the
dead cop or their participation in the fatal event are therefore especially resentful when
another officer becomes the dead cop’s champion and takes up a survivor mission on his
behalf. They feel their own more profound death immersion entitles them to define the
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collegial meaning of the death and to pursue appropriate survivor missions in which all
can participate. They feel it is both their right and their responsibility to represent the
dead cop and the entire command at dedication and memorial ceremonies, for example,
and they feel deprived of recognition and needed sustenance when others assume this
position. Moreover, in line with their survivor’s quest for authenticity and integrity they
are especially sensitive to the idea that those who bear witness to the dead cop’s life and
death must do so honestly and accurately, and they feel this is their responsibility because
they knew him best. Collaborators described how emotionally difficult it was for them to
attend and participate in memorial activities, but as one put it:
You want to go there to make sure he’s honored. You’re going as his partner, and
you always watch out for your partner. You want to make sure it’s right. When
people say, ‘Well, who was he?,’ you say “I’ll tell you who he was. He was my
partner. He did this and he did that.’ It’s something I just can’t explain. You’re
doing what a partner would do if you’re working together. That’s why you do it.
It hurts like hell but you want to do it. To make sure he’s remembered. You’re
doing what a partner would do. You want to do everything for his wife because
you know he’d do it for you. I’ve got to make sure [his spouse] is okay at the
ceremony. You want to carry on the memory.
To the extent their survivor mission and close identification involves the notion that they
must take up and complete the dead officer’s projects or life work, they also believe they
are the appropriate person to bear witness to his life. They, the partners and closest
friends of the dead cop, should be entitled to eulogize him and to describe his personal
qualities and professional achievements to the media and to gatherings of cops.

Several collaborators

— Police Survivors as well as those in other categories

—

therefore commented angrily on the deep enmity they and others felt toward particular
officers who (in their view, at least) illegitimately took up the dead cop’s mission and, in
doing so, accrued personal benefits from the public, political and agency recognition their
efforts received. In several cases related to me, these officers reportedly parlayed the
political and department contacts they made in leading the survivor mission to gain career
advancement or reap some other personal benefit. They not only usurped the attention
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and recognition to which others were entitled, but cheapened the dead cop’s sacrifice by
personally capitalizing on the tragedy.

The point should be made in the strongest terms that these conflicts and the competition
for survivor status are not always a matter of selfish conceit or deficiency o f character.
They may be, on the contrary, a matter of deeply wounded psyches desperately seeking to
somehow repair the damage done to them by finding some way to once again experience
a vitalizing sense o f connection and immortality.

The universal features o f survivor

psychology generated by their profound death encounter result in needs and
vulnerabilities that are specific to the individual, but only limited resources are available
within the culture and the agency to effectively address them. There is only a finite
quantity of attention and authentic consolation to be lavished on the survivor, only so
many ceremonies and memorials to attend, and only so much self involvement to be
tolerated before survivors must put aside these powerful needs and return to the hard
realities o f contemporary urban police work.

At the same time, and notwithstanding the aura of isolation permeating the precinct, cops
are also drawn together by shared grief and by a will to experience a healing sense of
individual and cultural connection to other cops and to vitalizing cultural symbols.
Despite the conflicts that inevitably arise, cops are concomitantly very willing at this time
to forgive past transgressions and put aside differences that separate them in service of
unity and commitment to the murdered cop. In this paradoxical time of countervailing
emotions and behaviors that at once unite and separate, there can be a tremendous feeling
of renewed personal and group commitment to the ideals of good police work as well as
to the ethos o f ‘the Job’ and to it’s cultural immortality systems.

When this commitment connects with or is subsumed by the survivor mission -- as often
occurs -- it can provide an especially rewarding and important sense of personal and
professional connection, integrity and movement. A number of collaborators — both the
Police Survivors who suffered the most profound and personal immersion and those who
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were more casual observers of another cop’s death — articulated a conviction that their
experience transformed them into a better and more caring cop because they consciously
resolved, as part of a survivor mission, to always honor their fallen comrade’s memory by
carrying on his work in an exemplary fashion.

We’ve seen that cops need not be physically present or actively involved in a deadly
encounter to be deeply affected by it, and this is especially true when a partner or a close
friend is severely injured or killed in the line o f duty. The kind o f identification every
cop feels when another cop dies or is badly hurt is immensely magnified when a close
personal friendship is involved, and their psychological participation in the event is
magnified as well. By virtue of their heightened identification and vicarious participation
in the event, cops who lose a close friend or especially a steady partner10 in a line-of-duty
incident manifest each o f the themes of survivor psychology, including substantial
numbing, in especially powerful ways.

Partners

Police partners certainly spend a great deal of time together — they may, in fact spend
more time together at work than either spends with his spouse or with any other
individual in the personal sphere11 - hut more importantly they spend that time in close
proximity to one another during periods that alternate between profound boredom and
extreme excitement.

In order to spend this amount of time together amicably, it is

10 We distinguish here, as the police culture does, between 'steady partners' and partners
who work together occasionally. Cops can and do refer to other officers they have
occasionally worked with as 'partners,' but 'steady partners' are cops who choose to work
together on a permanent basis.
11 In addition to the time partners spend together, the depth and quality of their
connection can cause difficulties in the personal sphere. It is not at all uncommon for
spouses and significant others to experience some jealousy and resentment when they
perceive the relationship between the partners as healthier, more intimate, more trusting,
and more viable than the one they share with the cop.
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practically a prerequisite that partners first like each other — petty differences and
annoying personality traits quickly become a source of conflict and antagonism leading to
the dissolution o f the partnership.

To comprehend the unique dimensions of identification and the depth of psychological
connection often shared between partners, we must recognize that theirs is not the
ordinary kind o f friendly occupational association we might find among coworkers in
most other lines of work, and we should understand how these relationships are
developed and forged.

Many of the formative-symbolic principles we discussed in

relation to the development of the individual's police identity apply as well to the
psychological and social relationships between steady partners.

In essence, the

experiences that comprise and shape the individual's police identity are inextricably
bound-up with the experiences of his steady partner.

Notwithstanding the importance of earlier subjective experiences and the individual
interpretations that partially define the officer’s sense of personal and professional self,
police partners who regularly work together as a team have parallel and simultaneous
exposure to identical work-related images and events. These exposures shape the overall
contours of their personal and professional identities in similar ways, and because they
share similar formative experiences steady partners grow to be more like each other
psychologically. The mutuality of these shared historical experiences — particularly the
exciting, unusual, frightening, novel, emotional and dangerous events that comprise ‘real
police work’ and are therefore most likely to connect with core elements of the police self
— is one of the bases for the special sense of identification and connection between long
term partners.

Beyond the fact that they experience the same spectrum of powerful formative images
and events, partners also depend upon one another for ongoing emotional support and for
their physical safety in objectively dangerous situations.

Quite literally, cops often

entrust their very lives to their partner’s care and rely on the implicit belief that the
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partner will provide back-up without hesitation in dangerous situations even if it requires
putting himself at equal or greater risk. The potential of objectively dangerous situations
to intensify affiliations and stimulate loyalty is evident throughout the literature of
combat psychology, and in the police context it can be glimpsed in an anecdote related by
Robert Leuci.12 A rookie at the time, Leuci (quoted in Kania, 1988) was working with an
admired veteran officer and trying to break up a knife fight when one combatant turned
on him.
My partner pushed me aside. "You move toward my partner again, and I'll kill
you." And all of a sudden I got this feeling. He didn't say "You move toward
me," but he said, "You move toward my partner." Whether he would have killed
this guy or not, had the guy come at him, I don't know. But he would have killed
him if the guy came at me. When hearing that, in that sort of context, you have
this feeling of something very, very special about working with someone when
your life may be in danger. So I was with a guy who was fifteen years my senior
and a wonderful policeman. The first time he went in to get dinner, and came out
with a sandwich I asked, "Did you pay for it?" He answered, "No, it's okay." It
was in fact okay coming from him. It was okay. This man would not do anything
wrong; he would not do anything criminal certainly, and what was so terrible
about this?

The sense of reciprocity and loyalty these situations create underlies one of the police
culture’s strongest and most universal canons: a good cop always puts his partner’s
safety first and does not under any circumstances or in any way betray a partner by
putting him at unnecessary risk. A corollary to this code, followed more in rhetoric and
ideal than in actual practice, is the demand that one never become separated from a
partner. This code is frequently violated in practice quite simply because the exigencies
of a particular situation may demand that the two separate or may somehow preclude
their remaining together.

12 Leuci, a former corrupt NYPD narcotics detective, was the protagonist of Robert
Daley’s (1978) Prince of the City and the Sidney Lumet film of the same name.
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During and after the extreme and emotionally-compelling situations partners face
together, the most intimate and personal details o f the self may be revealed: does the cop
have the physical courage and emotional fortitude to handle whatever comes his way?
Will each partner unfailingly support the other, or will one act primarily in his own selfinterest? Is the cop prone to overreaction or particularly susceptible to certain patterns of
response? In formative-symbolic terms, can one be relied upon to fulfill culturally- and
situationally-appropriate schemas for enactment without becoming immobilized? One’s
partner is generally the only person who really knows these intimate truths and the only
one who sees them tested repeatedly. Quite a few collaborators — Sergeants, Homicide
Detectives and Police Survivors — as well as other cops I’ve known articulated a staunch
belief that their precise and detailed knowledge of a steady partner’s personality,
professional strengths and weaknesses, and behavioral tendencies permit them to predict
his behavior in difficult situations with almost perfect accuracy, and to adapt their own
behavior accordingly. They said that in difficult situations the two thought and acted
virtually as one entity, and that their unspoken connection and communication at such
times was almost telepathic.

Quite apart from the extreme and dangerous situations they face together, partners also
reveal a great deal o f themselves during the hours they spend together handling more
mundane police tasks or awaiting the next assignment. Because the relationship begins
with a sense of personal and professional respect or friendship that is further solidified in
the intense crucible o f police experience, partners feel comfortable sharing personal
details they might never confide in others. Radio car conversations often revolve around
issues and problems in the personal sphere, intimate confidences and personal secrets are
inevitably exchanged, and cops often turn to their trusted partner for various forms of
advice and reassurance. One Police Survivor described how he and his murdered partner
would often discuss personal issues, and each knew all the other’s most intimate secrets.
“All the things I knew, after he died, about his wife and family.

People would talk

sometimes and I’d say ‘Yeah, I knew that.’ I knew all his secrets. But most o f the time
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I’m not saying anything because what I know stays between us, my partner and me. And
that’s where it stays even now.”

Many partners spend a great deal of time together off-duty, attending holiday or family
gatherings at each others’ homes, vacationing together or participating in sports or other
leisure activities.

Because they spend so much time together under such unique

circumstances, partners typically know a great deal about each other and often develop
tremendous respect and esteem for one another. To paraphrase one officer, a partner is a
special person because even though he knows absolutely everything there is to know
about you, he still likes and respects you.

Given the depth o f their friendship, the historical experiences they’ve shared and the fact
that their professional identities are so closely intertwined, the death or serious injury of a
steady partner can be one o f the most profoundly personal survivor experiences a cop can
have. Because the cop’s personal and professional identity is so closely bound to that of
his partner, such an event truly represents one of the most profound kinds of encounter a
cop can have with his own mortality. When these incidents occur the manifestations of
survivor psychology are particularly pronounced even if the cop is personally uninjured
or is not actually physically present to witness his partner’s death. Indeed, the fact that he
was not there at his partner’s moment of greatest need can raise a host of guilty
constellations related to separation, disintegration, abandonment and a sense o f personal
and professional betrayal.

At the same time, a cop who acts heroically to protect his partner in a mortal combat
event ~ especially if he risks his own life to do so — has rather little to feel guilty
about, and the other themes o f survivor psychology he may experience are mediated by
the powerful status conferred upon him by the organization and the police culture. Tales
o f cops who save a partner’s life are the stuff o f cultural legend, and although they may
have a profound and intimate immersion in death by virtue of having killed another
human being their survivor experience is markedly different from those who witness a
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cop’s death. As we will see, a host of organizational and cultural immortality systems
become available to them to help prevent, mediate and repair the damage done to their
self image.

This brief explication of the broad impact a police officer’s line-of-duty death or severe
injury has upon his partner and immediate coworkers sets the stage for our examination
of the extreme features of survivor psychology experienced by Police Survivors.

Psychic Numbing

Because Police Survivors’ physical and psychic contact with death is so much closer than
that of other officers we consider in this dissertation, and because the death images they
experience can so fundamentally challenge their sense of immortality in so many ways,
they are apt to experience a far more debilitating kind o f numbing and considerably more
formative impairment. We recall from earlier discussions that the quality of numbing and
amount of formative impairment survivors experience during and after a death immersion
is generally proportional to the realistic threat potential involved: notwithstanding the
importance o f subjective variables that mediate the experience, the greater the objective
threat to the individual’s biological survival the greater the numbing and impairment that
results. We also recall that numbing is a functional and protective psychic mechanism
that tends to ensure the individual’s biological survival by diminishing the affective
elements o f traumatic experience that could easily distract, overwhelm or immobilize
him, at the same time permitting cognition to remain relatively intact. Although some
immediate and perhaps some residual formative impairment accompanies the numbing,
for the most part the survivor can cognitively assess the threatening event and respond to
it.

He can, in other words, take in traumatic images, separate out their potentially

immobilizing emotional components, adequately process them in a cognitive way, and
generally fulfill schemas for enactment that tend to ensure his biological survival.
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The cops whose task environments and survivor experiences we explored in previous
chapters all experienced some degree of numbing and some formative impairment, but
their death encounters posed little or no realistic threat to the officer’s actual continued
biological existence. The images involved may have raised difficult issues or concerns
about the cop’s mortality, and some subtle elements of real or perceived danger may have
infiltrated his thoughts, but because the situations were not objectively likely to result in
the officer’s actual death the numbing tended toward the constructive dimension o f partial
professional numbing. We also posited that in many cases the basic tendency toward
partial professional numbing is developed at routine death events taking place early in
one’s police career and refined through subsequent death exposures, leading to the
capacity to selectively invoke partial professional numbing at other emotionally-difficult
events. Recalling Marmar’s (1997) observation, we can see how previous dissociative
experiences during less objectively traumatic events facilitate the onset o f more profound
numbing in the face of profoundly threatening psychic trauma.

Because many Police Survivors are involved in mortal combat situations that readily
present a potentially overwhelming flood of emotional images, and because they do face
objectively real threats to their biological existence, their numbing is considerably more
profound and tends toward the debilitating pole of psychic closing-off. They experience
substantially more formative impairment, significantly greater separation of cognition
and emotion, and often some degree of physical and/or psychic immobility. Their loss of
the formative capacity for ongoing symbolization is usually temporary and is most
pronounced at and around the time the death encounter takes place, but with some
exceptions a generalized numbing and a tendency toward chronic despair comes to
characterize their subsequent lifestyles and life experiences.

This tendency toward

chronic despair, as well as the Police Survivors’ tendency to see their lives as having two
distinct phases —a time of vitality that existed before their death immersion and a world
o f emptiness afterward -- was reflected in the words of an officer whose partner was
murdered:
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For some reason, since this happened things just haven’t been going well for me.
Things just haven’t been right. You just wish you could go back to the way
things were before. You find comfort in religion and family and stuff but the
main thing is you just wish you could go back to the way it was. People say ‘Get
back on the horse and ride. Just accept it.’ You want to let it go, but I just can’t.
I just wish I could go back. And it’s the loneliness. The loneliness, the
loneliness. You try to control it but you can’t. That loneliness. You miss him
like you’d miss a spouse. You try to move on but there’s always that thought: ‘I
wish we could go back. Then it would be okay.’ ... It’s hard now because it
seems like everywhere I go it’s just not working out. I’m doing what I’ve got to
do and maybe it’s just a dark cloud. Why? Why should I be going through this?
They tell me it’s part o f the trauma. You’re never the same.

Extreme Forms o f Numbing: Psychic Closing-Off

In some exceptional cases, again depending in part upon the quality and quantity of
objectively threatening images presented in the event and in part upon the individual's
previous subjective experiences, the Police Survivor may undergo the extreme kind of
numbing Lifton calls 'psychic closing-off

— his cognitive and emotional processes

almost entirely shut down and he becomes virtually immobilized in an both emotional
and physical sense. Instances in which an officer completely 'freezes' and fails to respond
to the threatening event as it takes place are, fortunately, quite rare: in the vast majority
of cases the officer is able to at least partially execute the schemas for enactment he has
developed through various formal and informal modalities of police training and has
further refined by reflecting upon various 'what if scenarios. As we might imagine, it is
quite difficult to excavate and explore the experiences of officers who become completely
immobilized since few might be expected to physically survive such an objectively
realistic threat, but even when an officer manages to survive there are also strong cultural
and official proscriptions against discussing these events.

Still, despite their extreme rarity and the degree of delicacy required in discussing them, it
would be intellectually dishonest to maintain that these incidents have never occurred.
They are part of the overall police experience with death, and they deserve some mention.
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None of the Police Survivors I interviewed completely froze during their death encounter,
so we cannot explore the phenomenon through first-person narrative, but by conflating
features of several shared collegial versions that circulate in the NYPD we can generally
discern how the themes of survivor psychology play out for officers who experience the
immobility o f extreme psychic closing-off. We must approach these versions with extra
caution, though, and must concede that they invariably take on rancorous and possibly
apocryphal cultural overlays in their retelling. In fairness to surviving officers who may
be the subject of these tales, we should also bear in mind that psychic closing-off
represents one pole o f a broad continuum of natural and protective human responses to
extreme events that lie well outside the realm of 'ordinary' human experience. Given a
sufficiently threatening and extraordinary event, any individual might experience this
profound immobilization.

We recognize that an officer who fails to achieve some degree of enactment — who fails
to do something in the face of a life-threatening mortal combat event — but nevertheless
manages to survive has committed a cardinal violation of the police culture's ethos: for
all intents and purposes he has acted the coward, and his transgression is all the more
abhorrent for having survived. The gravity of this transgression is also magnified if it
takes place in conjunction with the taboo of putting one's partner at risk by abandoning
him or failing to completely back him up. Especially if another officer died or was
injured as the result o f his inactivation, the immobilized cop's survival is perceived by
other cops as illegitimate, shameful, and purchased at the cost of individual and cultural
betrayal.

The survivor may experience substantial guilt that may be repeatedly

reactivated when other cops shun him or remind him of the incident in various subtle or
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overt ways.13 The survivor certainly constructs a personal version of the event, perhaps
reconstructing it in a way that protects and reinforces core elements of the self, but he is
not likely to be given much opportunity to share his version. His narrative — the one
that perhaps contains the greatest quantity of objective truth - does not inform the
cultural narrative to any great extent, and regardless o f previous or subsequent acts of
bravery he will continue to bear the stigma of cowardice throughout his career. If another
officer also survives the same event, that cop may be reticent to denounce his partner —
although according to cultural definitions he has been grossly betrayed and endangered
by a partner who failed to fully back him up, any articulation of blame would in itself be
a betrayal and a violation (albeit a lesser one) o f the same cultural norms.

At the same time, some other officers may at some level o f awareness recognize that the
immobility was an entirely natural reaction to an extreme and horrific experience (‘there
but for the grace of God...’) and, notwithstanding peer pressures to isolate and ostracize,
be somewhat sympathetic or solicitous toward him. Their well-meaning articulations of
concern can, o f course, ultimately reinforce the survivor's isolation by reanimating
constellations o f rational or irrational guilt, shame and suspicion of counterfeit
nurturance.

Given the implications o f cowardice in our larger culture and the public-relations
dilemmas such events can pose, the agency is unlikely to play up these events in the
media and would almost certainly not publicly castigate the survivor. Official narrations
of the event such as the Unusual Occurrence Report would likely be crafted with
exceptional care, and their distribution would be carefully controlled on a 'need-to-know'
13 In one collegial version, an officer reputedly froze, gun in hand, while another cop
struggled with two assailants. One assailant wrested the other cop’s gun from its holster
and shot him with it, and the other assailant reportedly took the gun from the immobilized
officer’s hand and fled with it. When the uninjured cop was transferred to another
command, cops showed up at roll call with their guns lashed to their holsters and
continually engaged in other forms of torment that pointed up the officer’s alleged
cowardice. The reputation stuck, and subtle snubs and gibes continued over the course of
the immobilized officer’s career.
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basis. The agency might strategically postpone the release o f all relevant information to
the media on the grounds the matter remains under investigation, delaying the release of
information until some point when media attention has flagged and public attention is
captured by some other event.

Absent timely official pronouncements, the collegial

narrative is informed by perceptions and innuendoes as well as by incomplete and often
inaccurate news accounts rather than by objective factual analysis. The agency may in
fact respond to an incipient public-relations crisis by formally honoring the survivor —
especially if another cop is killed the pressure to produce a symbol o f bravery may be
great — but attempts to manufacture a hero in this way are perceived as illegitimate and
deceitful and will engender great resentment among cynical cops who believe they know
the 'real story.'

The officer who freezes in the face of extreme threat but survives the encounter is even
more intensely victimized and devitalized than other Police Survivors.

He is deeply

affected by each of the themes and features of survivor psychology, and he becomes
trapped in the death equivalent states o f separation, stasis and disintegration that come to
infiltrate his overall existence because the police culture continually denies him effective
means to experience an immortalizing sense of connection, movement and integrity that
would be available to a less immobilized cop.

At the other end of the psychic numbing spectrum are those cops who experience little
rather debilitating numbing, immobility or impairment, and thus can easily assess the
threat and respond by fulfilling schemas for enactment during a gunfight. They typically
experience some degree of psychic numbing in terms of perceptual anomalies and often a
transitory narrowing of consciousness that permits them to focus sharply on the event and
the threat, but because the cognitive process is relatively unimpaired they are not unduly
immobilized and can respond effectively. Experience and training kick in and the cop
acts to neutralize the threat or take other situationally-appropriate action. These officers
are generally so focused on the moment that they are not consciously aware of their
owned numbed state, and it is only afterward, when the threat is neutralized and they
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recall or reconstruct the event that they recognize the functional perceptual anomalies that
facilitated their survival.

In sharp contrast to those who become immobilized, these cops can adequately fulfill
appropriate schemas for enactment and, as a result, they are generally regarded and
treated as heroes. They are embraced and lauded by the agency and the culture, and this
provides them with an important sense of connection. They are often rewarded with
accolades, medals and career advancement that imparts a sense o f movement, and their
new-found hero status and peer approbation as a ‘good cop’ who can ‘handle whatever
comes his way’ affirms the cop’s integrity by expressing a consonance between his
reputation and his self image. The unfortunate thing for these cops is that the rewards of
having survived by fulfilling appropriate schemas for enactment are purchased at a fairly
high price: the cop must struggle with the knowledge that he has killed another human
being.

Formative Impairment and Perceptual Anomalies

The acute numbing and formative breakdown Police Survivors experience around the
time of their death encounter accounts for the various perceptual anomalies and sensory
alterations they frequently report. These relatively temporary dissociative phenomena —
which Charles Marmar (1997) referred to as 'peritaumatic dissociation,' and which Reiser
and Geiger (1984) described as occurring frequently among cops involved in highly
traumatic situations ~ can affect several sensory modalities and generally involve a shift
toward an altered state of consciousness that imparts an aura of unreality to the situation.
David Klinger's (2001, forthcoming) recent research empirically measured the frequency
o f these perceptual impairments among a sample of eighty cops involved in a total of 133
shooting incidents, and he determined that nearly all (95%) experienced some form of
perceptual distortion before, during or immediately after the deadly encounter. The most
common perceptual distortion was diminished sound (82%), although many (20%) also
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reported that some sounds were exceptionally loud. Slightly more than half reported a
narrowing o f focus along the lines of tunnel vision, more than half experienced a sense of
heightened visual acuity, more than half perceived the event as if in slow motion, and
about one quarter experienced it as if in fast motion. Klinger (2001, forthcoming) found
great variability in the specific rates and types of perceptual distortion reported in
previous studies o f police deadly force encounters (Campbell, 1992; Solomon and Horn,
1986; Neilsen, 1981; Artwohl and Christensen, 1997), but the important and consistent
finding to emerge from this cluster of research is that substantial formative impairment is
very likely to take place proximate to a mortal combat situation.14

While none o f the Police Survivors I interviewed experienced the extreme forms of
psychic closing-off that entirely immobilized them in a physical way, all reported some
degree of numbing proximate to and after their death encounter.

All were able to

physically respond to the situations they faced, but all experienced some blunting of
emotion. In their numbed state, the Police Survivor’s impaired formative process does
not permit him to adequately process and integrate the flood o f threatening imagery, and
we will see how these fragmentary and often troubling images often become part of the
death imprint.

14 We should exercise caution in generalizing these statistical data directly to the
experience of NYPD officers, especially because the researchers used different
instruments and methods to gather data from officers in various law enforcement
environments and assignments. Klinger (2001, forthcoming), for example, candidly
admits his sample included a disproportionate number of special weapons and tactics
(SWAT) team members as well as deputy sheriffs working in rural and suburban agencies
in four states. These data are cited for illustrative purposes, and no attempt was made in
this dissertation to empirically measure the number or percentage of overall shooting
incidents in which NYPD officers experienced perceptual distortions.
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Manifestations o f Numbing

For those who survive a gunfight, and to somewhat lesser extent for those who witness
the death of another cop, the most salient and most functional manifestation of numbing
is the transitory narrowing of consciousness they often experience at the time of the
event. Police Survivors o f mortal combat events who collaborated in this research all
described, in one way or another, a heightened clarity o f perceptual focus during the
event, but not all experienced it with the same degree of intensity or the same
accompanying features o f perceptual anomaly. This heightened clarity is often, but not
always, accompanied by the perception that time has slowed down, and along with the
fact that none o f the Police Survivors experienced immediate emotions as the deadly
encounter took place these features illuminate their numbed temporary separation of
cognition and affect.
Everything really slows down. My hearing went, everything was like when you
have cotton in your ears. You don’t really hear the way you’re supposed to hear.
It was a hushed, muffled sound. Your vision, you have no peripheral vision at all.
You’re focused in on the gun and the body, on what’s absolutely critical. I could
feel my heart was pounding. And I remember — you’re going to think I’m crazy
— hearing in my mind ‘Step to the left, punch the gun out.’ Exactly the words
they say at the [firearms training] range. I heard it fifty times there, and that’s
what I did.
Police Survivors recalled a host o f specific images and some fairly complex cognitive
assessments and rational judgments during this time, although to some extent their
narratives also reflected a dissociated aura of unreality in the whole experience.
You feel like you’re planted there and it’s an effort to move. Everything is in
slow motion, very deliberate, but I had ample time to do everything because time
slowed down. In my mind I was able to count slowly to four before squeezing off
a round but [my partner later] told me I ran up, pulled my gun out o f the holster
and just fired. It was instantaneous for [my partner] but for me, I was able to look
at the situation, ask myself should I [join in the physical struggle] or should I
shoot. And I said I can’t [join in] because if I do [the situation would be more
dangerous for my partner]. And I had this entire conversation with myself. ...
As he turned with the gun, in my mind I counted to four, slowly, one, two, three,
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four. And I said to myself, ‘Well, here goes’ and I fired a round and it sounded
like a little puff, not like a gunshot. Quieter than when you’re at the range and
wearing ear protectors. And I looked, as if I could see where the bullet was going.
I was able to stand there and have all this going on in my mind and count slowly
to four, but [my partner] said it was [snaps his fingers] instantaneous.
This cop went on to say that he subsequently experienced a comparable sensation of
slowed-down time when his car flipped and rolled over in an automobile accident — the
event “seemed to take forever. You see everything and know exactly what’s happening.”

Another cop noted that after he was shot he felt disembodied — the perspective or point
of view from which he recalls the scene was not that of a man lying slumped against a
wall, but rather from a point on the wall opposite to him. It seemed, in other words, as if
he was watching himself and the scene from a disembodied position several feet from
where he lay. Regardless of his vantage point, he retains the image of himself covered in
blood and lying in a pool of blood — an image that accurately reflected the actuality of
the scene.
I’m ninety-five percent out of the scene by this point. I’m like on another planet.
I’m contemplating my own death now. I actually had those conscious thoughts.
‘How could I do this to my mother,’ and ‘It’s not so bad to die, it’s almost
pleasant.’ What I believe was happening was I lost a lot of blood and went into
shock. I did actually go into shock.
Some portion of this officer’s numbed condition may in fact be attributable to the
physical symptoms o f shock and loss of blood, but he also experienced the same kind of
slowing o f time and other perceptual anomalies uninjured officers experienced.

He

distinctly recalls the excruciatingly slow-motion image of his gun’s hammer coming back
and falling on the cylinder as he returned fire, for example, and he recalls considering
how many rounds of Department-issue ammunition — which he considered under
powered — it would take to neutralize his opponent. He wondered if he could, in fact,
fire a sufficient number o f rounds to neutralize his adversary before lapsing into
unconsciousness. Although he watched his assailant fire at him repeatedly he was so
focused on the assailant’s actions he was not consciously aware o f where or even whether
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the subsequent bullets struck him, and he only learned the full extent of his gunshot
injuries when he was stabilized at the hospital. He took in and cognitively processed the
image o f the assailant firing at him at point-blank range, and the horror of that image
stays with him now, but at the time his emotions were so suppressed or disconnected
from cognition it was experienced without any conscious awareness o f fear or terror. The
conscious realization of his fear and terror followed a few moments later.

We recognize, o f course, that time did not actually slow to allow Police Survivors to
actually take in, process, assess and make rational judgments about all these images, but
rather that their cognitive processes, unencumbered by emotional distraction, went into a
kind o f adaptive overdrive that facilitated their biological survival: they absorbed and
processed the images at a highly accelerated rate. Despite their numbed emotional state,
they were able to assess and respond to the situation and fulfill the schemas for enactment
they developed in training. Although all the death encounters took place in a matter of a
few seconds, I observed that the Police Survivors whose encounters took somewhat
longer to unfold and who were therefore confronted with more images over the course of
the encounter seemed more likely to perceive time as slowing down. We should also
recognize that ‘somewhat longer,’ as used here, is a relative term: like many or most
police mortal combat situations, all the collaborators’ deadly encounters lasted from
about five to fifteen seconds from the point of threat recognition to the point at which the
assailant was killed or neutralized. Despite this exceedingly brief time frame, Police
Survivors provided up to five full minutes of highly detailed and uninterrupted narrative
to describe the event and the images actually presented to them in a matter of a few
seconds.

Numbing and Cognitive Focus

One collaborator described his transitory narrowing of consciousness and constriction of
perception as a “focus,” and the level of abstraction expressed in his description reflects
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the fact that he was speaking both of his perceptual experience at the time of the deadly
encounter as well as in other situations involving physical or psychic threat that took
place before and after that event. The ‘focus’ was particularly intense during the deadly
encounter, but this psychological process was by no means unknown to him.
I ’d describe it as your attention is so focused on a situation, on one point, that you
tend to take everything else around you for granted. So in other words, it’s a
focus where I see all the fine details that I know from experience most people
don’t. Or they can’t. They stand there, and I’m always a step ahead of everyone
else. My gun is always out first, you know, I always see the gun in the car first.
There is like a focus of great intensity ... You see every detail. It’s like moving
a little faster than everyone around you, and everyone around you is moving a
little slower. You see the guy reaching for his waistband but you already saw that
before he started. It’s uncanny. You already have him covered. For example, I
did a car stop once, and there was something about the car that just triggered the
focus. My partner goes to the driver’s side and I went to the passenger’s side.
Something about the car was wrong, and going up to the car I was so focused I
could see him kicking something under the seat and it was a gun. They had just
shot up a club down the block. It’s something that you feel, and you go into like
an overdrive. Experience kicks in and you go into such a fine tuned focus that
you don’t think about the Patrol Guide, you don’t think about anything but the
situation. You’re the good guy and he’s the bad guy. Training, I guess, is what
kicks in at that point. ... It’s like you’re moving faster than everyone so you see
things with more clarity, but some things get blocked. Like you don’t hear the
radio any more. They can be yelling for you on the radio, you’re not going to
hear it.
This collaborator went on to volunteer that he first experienced this “focus” at his first
DOA, where he was left alone at the scene of an obese person’s death to complete the
paperwork and notifications. The partially decomposed body was lying on the floor
beneath the apartment’s only telephone, and in order to reach the wall phone and make
the notifications the officer had to literally straddle the decaying corpse. This proximity
to a decomposing corpse and the powerful visual and olfactory images involved were
emotionally quite difficult for him, but he steeled himself and forced his mind to “block
out” the image — to “put it in another place in my mind and deal with it later.” He had
also described another difficult DOA early on in his career in which he had to pick up and
put evidence tags on multiple body parts strewn along a roadway after an accident. Even
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more that the first DOA, he said, forcing himself to perform those tasks and to confront
those disintegrative images helped him to develop the “focus” he now conjured, in a
functional and adaptive way, at dangerous or emotionally difficult events. Moreover, he
expressed the firm conviction that the ability to call forth this focus — almost at will -to separate out the emotional component o f an experience, to depersonalize it, and to go
into the cognitive “overdrive” he described

— made him a better, safer and more

effective cop.
I think that the experience becomes heightened in time. There was I time when I
would do a car stop, for example, and I would not appreciate the full danger of the
situation. In other words, the more you see and the more you do, the more you
realize the dangers, and you stop trusting people. You treat people nicely, but
things come into sharper focus at that point. Certain guards go up and it’s almost
something physical. Certain guards go up and you become more focused. In a
car stop, with the level o f focus, you still know exactly where your partner is and
you still know where you are, but your attention is into this car and into this
man’s movements. So I think, talking about it now, that there are different levels
o f intensity. In the extreme situations, everything else gets blocked out except
that. When I say it had to do with my first experience, I think it’s because my
first experience was just that — trying to block out. It was the beginning of a
sense that I refined as time went by. And at this point I’m very, very good at what
I do. And I know it, my partner knows it, my bosses know it. It’s something you
refine over time, and something you make better. And you know, in the majority
of cases, ninety-eight percent of the cases where I experience that focus, I find it
difficult afterwards to recall what the guy looked like. I don’t see the face. I
recall everything else, but I don’t see the face. But it’s like a natural high.
Afterwards you’re pumping.
The collaborator’s inability to recall the faces of individuals during these periods of
intense focus reflects both the general tendency toward depersonalization and the overall
impairment o f formative processes that accompanies psychic numbing. The numbed
survivor, deprived of this capacity to integrate and make complete sense of the traumatic
incident, is left with fragmentary images that can be extremely powerful in evoking other
memories and feeling-states associated with the death immersion. We consider these and
other traumatic images associated with the death event in the following section, where we
take up the theme of the death imprint.
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The Death Imprint

In our previous discussions of survivor psychology we saw that the death imprint is a
durable and intrusive image that continues to reactivate other images associated with the
horror o f the death encounter as well as residual feelings of guilt, and it may also
reactivate earlier images and constellations of separation, stasis and disintegration. We
saw the difficulty some survivors face as they attempt to master the image through some
kind o f appropriate enactment or to reconstruct it in a way that will let them once again
experience a sense of vitality by breaking free of these death-equivalent constellations
and guilty feelings. Because the Police Survivor’s death immersion is so profound and
because the death imprint can be so durable and so easily conjured, though, it is
practically impossible to fully integrate the image or to find sufficient appropriate
enactment for it. The survivor remains forever in the imprint’s thrall.

We saw that because the survivor is unable to escape this powerful image he feels forever
changed and forever tainted by his death encounter, and that his tainted sense of being
possessed by death is reinforced when others associate him with death and treat him
differently because of it.

We also noted that the imprint image imparts an acute

sensitivity to death that may take the form of either a heightened sense of vulnerability
toward death or reinforced feelings of invincibility. Some of the collaborators whose
experiences we consider in this chapter were left feeling extremely vulnerable to death, to
death-equivalents and to death imagery, while others seemed strengthened by their death
immersion. Those who fell in the former category had substantial difficulty in resuming
an active police career; they no longer possess that magical sense of invulnerability that is
so important to operational police officers.
shaken, if not shattered.

Their self-confidence was profoundly

One collaborator, for example, wistfully described the self-

confidence and vitalizing sense of purpose he felt before his severe injuries, noting that in
conjunction with his imposing physical presence he felt capable of handling any
eventuality. A great deal of that confidence died, he said, when he was shot and almost
killed. He recovered well enough physically, but the experience left him an emotionally
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changed man.

Other Police Survivors, though, emerged from their struggle with a

stronger and more powerful sense o f both their individual and professional self. Some
Police Survivors expressed a belief that their profound and highly personalized death
encounter — and more specifically, the death taint they bear — ultimately made them a
better cop.

As we observed among collaborators in the task environments explored in earlier
chapters, some survivors achieve a partial but always imperfect sense of mastery over
death by subsuming their death taint within their professional identity. The death taint
that sets them apart from ordinary society is one of the bases for the professional identity
that connects them with similarly-tainted cops. They embrace and reify the taint, using it
as a vehicle to reformulate their identity and achieve satisfying forms o f connection,
movement and integrity.

In a similar way, some Police Survivors experience an

immortalizing sense o f invulnerability to death by fully embracing their death taint and
incorporating it as part of a heroic identity. Like the classical heroes o f myth, these
Police Survivors have ventured into death’s realm, grappled with and overcome it, and
emerged from the struggle with a special and sacral knowledge. In proclaiming them
heroes, we take a great deal of the sting from their death taint: there is always some
ambivalence toward heroes, but for the most part we regard them with respect and awe
rather than revulsion. We are attracted to heroes, not repulsed by them. To the extent
their death taint is contagious, we cautiously seek to get close to it and perhaps become
mildly infected.

As we will see in this section,

the extent and quality of heroic

recognition afforded a Police Survivor mediates in important ways the kind of death taint
he feels and others perceive in him.

Different Manifestations o f the Death Imprint

All o f the Police Survivor collaborators I interviewed were deeply affected by one or
more death imprint image retained from their experience, and in one way or another all
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the imprint images captured the particular horror of their situation in a subjectively
meaningful way.

We recall the officer, quoted above, who consciously believed he

would die as he saw himself slumped against a wall covered in blood, and we can easily
recognize why that horrible and highly personalized disintegrative image — experienced
contemporaneous with the conscious expectation that he would die — would be so
difficult to master or integrate. This officer was grievously wounded, and so it seems
appropriate that this death imprint image is one that powerfully encapsulates the prospect
o f his own mortality. The death imprint images of collaborators who killed an adversary
but were themselves uninjured, on the other hand, were images of the adversary rather
than of themselves. Officers who witness the death of a partner or another cop tend to
retain death imprint images involving the dead officer.

A collaborator whose partner was murdered noted there were three specific images he
retained from the event. The first image was auditory — the electrifying scream o f a
female crime victim calling for the police. The officer, a highly experienced and tenured
street cop, described how the sound galvanized him and immediately evoked the very
specific memory of a scream in a training film he had seen in the Police Academy many
years before. He does not specifically recall the subject of the film, other than that the
female victim was being stabbed to death and that the police arrived too late to prevent
her murder. There was something about that scream that always vaguely bothered and
stayed with him through the years, but none of the other screams he’d ever heard evoked
that specific memory or haunted him in the same way. The auditory image contained an
immediate schema for enactment that was consistent with the police identity: he ran
toward the sound. In doing so, however, he briefly outpaced the other officers with him.
The image remains particularly troubling, he said, not only because he was puzzled that it
revived a specific unintegrated memory from so long ago, but because it continually
reminded him of the guilt he felt at having left his partner.

Perhaps if he hadn’t

responded in that way, he thought, the situation might have unfolded differently and his
partner might have lived. In this particular case, the officer’s guilt was almost certainly
irrational, and he knew it: the fact that he ran toward the sound of screaming had
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absolutely no bearing upon an entirely separate chain of events that subsequently led to
his partner’s death.

Symbolically, though, it subsumed many images tied to guilt,

separation, stasis and personal and professional integrity — issues and themes that the
circumstances o f this death encounter made especially compelling for him.

The second image this collaborator retained was the absolute horror o f seeing his
partner’s body lying in a pool o f blood.

Again, the image contained an immediate

schema for enactment: he and other cops picked the partner up and ran to an ambulance
that had arrived on the scene. Interestingly, in his numbed state the collaborator knew the
wounded officer’s identity, called him by name and spoke to him in the ambulance, but
he has been told by other cops that he kept asking them who had been shot and if they
knew where his partner was. We can easily understand how the horrible image of seeing
one’s partner so badly wounded would have a lasting impact.

Finally, this collaborator recalls the image of his partner in the ambulance on the way to
the hospital, and o f paramedics ripping his uniform off to treat his wounds. Again, in his
numbed state the gravity of the situation did not entirely sink in (“I said ‘What the fuck
are you doing? He’s going to need that uniform again’”). The collaborator helped pull
off his partner’s boots, and he retains the image of how white his partner’s ankles were.
ft

“His ankles were really, really white. I kept looking at them, and I was talking to him
and his eyes rolled back and that’s when I knew it was bad.” The relatively benign screen
image of his partner’s ankles rather than the more alarming image of his eyes rolling back
certainly encapsulates the dreadful recognition of the seriousness of injuries, but also
functions to shield this officer from the full impact o f that moment and of an even more
traumatic image.

Collaborators who killed an adversary typically described a death imprint image
involving their assailant, often at the moment of his death or immediately thereafter. A
collaborator who engaged in a prolonged hand-to-hand struggle before shooting his
opponent retains an image of the adversary turning and bringing a gun to bear on him, as
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well as another image of the man still reaching toward him at the moment of death.
Another recalled his mortally wounded adversary’s futile but nevertheless horrifying
struggle to once again raise and fire his gun at the cop. In the darkness o f the scene he
could barely see his wounded opponent raising his hand, and he could not discern
whether it held a gun. Conscious thoughts -- “Where is the gun? Wait for the gun!
Wait for the gun!” -- ran through his mind that he could not morally fire again until he
was absolutely certain the hand held a gun and that it was pointed at him. The instant it
took for the hand to emerge from the shadows seemed an eternity. The two were little
more than arms-length apart, so his adversary’s collapse before firing spared the officer
the trauma of essentially administering a fatal coup de gras.

To escape the death imprint image and the guilt and/or death-equivalent constellations it
may conjure, survivors struggle to transform it by finding alternative forms o f appropriate
and life-affirming enactment. Some continually dwell on the event and the images, trying
to reconstruct the event in a way that reduces rational guilt and trying to integrate and
make it more comprehensible. Many try to justify or rationalize their actions, offering
detailed explanations why their actions were appropriate and the event unavoidable even
when they are intellectually convinced their actions were reasonable under the
circumstances and even when no one asks them to justify their actions.

The struggle to transform the death imprint image is also tied to the struggle to integrate
the death taint and forge a new identity, and some Police Survivors are more successful
than others in integrating tainted elements o f identity. Generally speaking, the Police
Survivor collaborators who were recognized as heroes by the agency and by their peers
after killing an adversary in a ‘clean shooting’ -- i.e., a clearly justified shooting that
does not result in accusations of excessive force, a protracted legal process that casts
aspersions on the officer’s conduct or character, or scandalous media coverage — fared
better than others in terms of bearing their taint.
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Heroism and the Death Taint

Bona fide heroes enjoy a very special status within the police culture that can function to
diminish many of the death taint’s pejorative elements. They are recognized and admired
as legitimate heroes because they exemplify various values cherished in the police culture
— they performed their duties bravely, they were resolute in the face of compelling
danger, they remained faithful to and protective of their partners, and they vanquished
evil — and because they exemplify these core values all cops can vicariously participate
in their exploits. They have also triumphed in an arena -- the gunfight or mortal combat
situation — that all cops regard with simultaneous dread and attraction. These cops have
truly ‘been there’ as participants in police work’s ultimate experience, they acquitted
themselves well, and they lived to tell of it.

Various tangible and intangible benefits accrue to these heroes, and many or all of the
benefits have immortalizing qualities that help transform the death taint into a personal
and professional attribute. At an organizational level, the hero is typically awarded a
medal that symbolizes his membership in a very exclusive group of survivor cops, and
the Department often gives its heroes enhanced opportunities for coveted assignments
and career advancement. The hero gets to meet dignitaries and ranking officers he would
ordinarily never encounter, and they articulate their respect and admiration for the cop.
Many more positive things happened in connection with this than negative things.
Number one, knowing that I could do my job no matter what came up. There was
also the support I was able to give other cops in other situations — you know,
like the mentoring aspect. Shortly thereafter I got into Anti-Crime, and eventually
I wound up going to [another highly desirable assignment]. I received [a litany of
various awards from the police union, a newspaper, police fraternal groups, and
community groups] and one of those hanging medals at Medal Day.15

15 The officer’s modest mention of “one of those hanging medals” refers euphemistically
to one o f the agency’s top commendations for bravery above and beyond the call of duty.
Although the survivors who’ve won these medals wear them proudly, they never flaunt
them in an immodest way.
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I met people at all these functions, and that plus the different assignments
expanded my horizons by exposing me to a larger understanding of the Job. I
don’t want to say that it made my career because I was always out there making
my collars and ready to mix it up if need be and I already had a good reputation,
but people only looked at me in a more positive light afterwards. I got a lot of
mileage out o f it because I rose to the occasion... [While in uniform] I always
wore my [breast] bar and got a bit of mileage out of it. People recognized what it
means. It was clear I was no empty suit, and I do have credibility. And I’m able
to use it to help other cops, to give them advice and guidance.
Even before the cop is officially recognized as a hero, his coworkers begin to treat him
differently and in many subtle and overt ways they demonstrate their esteem and respect
for him. Given the overall importance o f danger in the police culture and the value the
culture places on be able to handle danger, we can see how surviving and even thriving in
these most dangerous encounters establishes an indisputable track record o f reliability
that leads to high status. One hero collaborator, who had fairly limited tenure at the time
o f his shooting, noted that senior cops in the precinct who previously had little to do with
him suddenly treated him like a celebrity. He was invited to join them for drinks after
work, for example, and their respect was evident in the fact that when one of their steady
partners took a day off he was invited to fill in or ‘take the seat.’ Their respect, he said,
was rooted in the knowledge that this young cop could handle himself — the facts and
circumstances of the incident and his role in the shooting solidified his reputation as a
“good cop” and immediately gained him the kind of acceptance and peer respect young
cops crave. The incident effectively ended his tenure as a rookie and elevated his status
tremendously. Another cop described the heady feeling of attending a racket16 where
cops from other commands who he did not know recognized and addressed him by name.
Other collaborators who were recognized as heroes described similar experiences within
their commands, and all felt a gratifying sense of connection to other cops.
They had all sorts o f nicknames for me, like ‘One Shot Stopping,’ or ‘The Red
Light Killer,’ ‘Stop ‘Em and Drop ‘Em [first name].’ But that’s the cop humor
coming out and it was affectionate. They’re saying ‘We respect him because he
16 Rackets are organized and often quite raucous parties, including retirement or
promotion affairs or fund-raisers, that are attended almost exclusively by cops.
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did what he had to do. He’s one of us, one of the guys.’ So I’m a cop’s cop now.
I can handle all the big things. I had been a very active cop and I liked the Job
and making collars, so I wouldn’t say it made my reputation, but everyone
recognized it. It was like a barometer that everyone judged me with.
As pointed out above, full access to these immortality systems is usually afforded to cops
involved in ‘clean’ shootings in which no officer is killed or severely injured, and the
sense o f movement, connection and integrity they provide goes a long way toward
transforming the death taint into a positive attribute of the professional self. However, a
very different set o f circumstances may unfold when another cop is killed or badly
injured or when the agency and/or the culture withholds approbation and recognition. As
we will when we take up the theme of death guilt, the death or injury of another cop
introduces special elements of guilt to the death taint.

Death Taint and Death Guilt

A collaborator involved in a shooting that was eventually but not immediately deemed
‘clean’ had an entirely different kind of experience, and he described how the adversarial
process affected his self esteem, his personal and professional identities and his
subsequent behaviors as a cop. He was never formally accused or charged with any
wrongdoing or even a procedural violation, but due perhaps to political concerns the
Police Department delayed releasing its official finding for several months. The officer, a
very active and enforcement-oriented cop who was convinced all along that his act was
legally and (more importantly to him) morally appropriate, was neither officially
recognized nor formally disciplined or admonished.

He was in a kind of limbo,

effectively denied the means to transform his taint into a professional virtue or to fully
experience a vitalizing sense o f connection, movement and integrity. Largely because of
the prolonged investigation that followed the incident, members of his command still
refer in a half-joking way to the ‘dark cloud’ that follows him.
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Afterwards I thought, maybe I should have just let the whole thing go. Because
after all you have to go through, afterwards I thought is it really worth it to get
involved? You know something, afterwards I was reluctant to make collars. I
would make collars but I’d look for the easy collars. I just don’t want to go
through that again — the Grand Jury, the shooting investigation — because I feel
that for the flick of a finger I could lose my life, my job. The stigma that would
be attached to me. You cannot work with your partner, they’ll break you up. A
way of life that you’re very comfortable with is taken away just because you’re
doing your job.
One Police Survivor noted that after his partner was murdered other cops with whom he
previously enjoyed a close relationship began to avoid or act coolly toward him at work
and at social events. Sensitive to their actions and keenly aware of his death taint, he
confronted one cop, and his narrative clearly reflects the cycle of taint and guilt, the need
for nurturance, and the sense of despair that comes to permeate many Police Survivors’
existence.
There’ll always be blame. There’ll always be blame. The biggest thing is when
you see people. The biggest thing to hurt, and it still hurts to this day, is when
you see people you worked with and they’re sort of avoiding you. You run into
them or you go somewhere for a drink and after they have a couple in them they
wander over and ‘Hey, how’s it going?’ And you ask them ‘What’s up? Every
time I see you you’re avoiding me.’ One guy asked me to go in the back, and we
got out in the back and he just starts crying. Tears. Crying, crying, crying. He
says ‘[Name], the reason I’m avoiding you is that every time I see you I think of
[your partner]. And I can’t come to terms with the fact he’s dead.’ And I go ‘So
what the hell about me?’ And he says ‘I’m sorry, it’s just that every time I see
you I think of [your partner], and I just can’t deal with it.’ And down the road you
realize there’s a lot o f people feel the same way. When they see me they think of
[my partner] and they get upset so they figure let them avoid [me]. How the hell
do you think that makes me feel? There is nothing, nothing you can do about it.
It hurts you more because you need the comfort from other people and they get
uncomfortable around you. They’re not doing it on purpose, it’s just a reaction
but it’s upsetting. It makes me angry, but you just have to learn to accept it.
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Dreams and the Imprint Image

Because the death imprint image can never be entirely mastered, it often becomes
manifest in the dreams and nightmares many Police Survivors suffer. Interestingly, none
o f the hero survivors who managed to partially transform the imprint image and
incorporate their taint as part o f a viable and vitalizing new identity reported being greatly
troubled by nightmares. They may have had intermittent dreams about their deadly
encounter shortly after it took place, but their dreams were not particularly horrific and
they did not become a recurring feature of their survivor experience. One hero survivor
o f a ‘clean’ shooting, in fact, adamantly denied ever dreaming about the event or losing
any sleep over it. The shooting was a ‘him or me’ situation, and he said he felt absolutely
no guilt in relation to it.

The Police Survivors who most clearly felt a pejorative and guilty death taint, whose
imprint image was least reconstructed, and who experienced the most objectively
profound encounters with their own mortality reported recurring nightmares and
substantial continued sleep disruptions. They re-experienced their death immersion in
their dreams, and in line with the struggle to reconstruct the imprint image often rewrote
the event with a different and more favorable outcome. Moreover, their dream imagery
often reflected their waking fantasies: a cop who witnessed the death o f another cop and
fantasized the cop was still alive often had similar dreams. Another collaborator was
deeply troubled by nightmares about his encounter, but eventually the nightmares took on
highly symbolized guilty overlays of unmerited blame and recrimination. He was also
prone to these recurring dreams after handling such routine death encounters as handling
aDOA.
I have the same dream over and over. Disjointedly, perhaps. Call it a nightmare
if you like. You actually see the life expunged, you imagine the spirit leaving the
body and it stands there looking at you and hating you for what you did even
though I didn’t do that. It hates you and you imagine its family hates you because
you’ve changed someone’s life. Its wife’s life or father or mother, the children.
You ask, ‘Do I have the right to do this?’
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Conclusion: The Death Imprint

None of the Police Survivor collaborators I interviewed were entirely unaffected by the
death imprint, and depending upon the circumstances and magnitude of their death
immersion some remain deeply in its thrall. The death imprint image or images can
never be entirely mastered, and so for some these fragmentary images remain a frequent
and haunting reminder o f their experience and the devitalization it engendered. Similarly,
all the Police Survivor collaborators were affected by a death taint, but those who were
recognized as heroes for having fulfilled culturally valued schemas for enactment had
much greater success transforming the taint into a vehicle for experiencing a vitalizing
sense o f connection, movement and integrity. To a large extent, this sense of vitality
helped repair their damaged identity and offset their immediate and continued
devitalization. As we’ll see in the following section, situations and circumstances that
resurrect the death imprint or illuminate the death taint are readily capable of conjuring
feelings of survivor guilt.

Death Guilt

On several occasions we’ve alluded to the fact that the irrational forms of guilt the
survivor experiences simply for having survived while another died

— that is, an

amorphous guilt related to the notion of survival priority — can be magnified and
reinforced when the survivor has some rational reason to believe that his actions or
inactions may have contributed in some way to the death of another person.

The

Rookies, Sergeants, CSU technicians and Homicide Detectives whose experiences we’ve
examined did not evidence a great deal of rational guilt; they might feel some amorphous
guilt at having joked about or minimized a person’s death, for example, but for the most
part have no conscious and rational basis for imagining their own complicity in the death.
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They are generally called to the scene of a stranger’s death after the death occurred, and
the various process by which they make meaning of the death and determine its
proximate and ultimate causes provides a kind of rational reassurance that they hold no
personal responsibility for it. Their survivor guilt is usually just that: the vague sense of
guilty unease that arises simply because they continue to live while another has died.

This is clearly not the case for Police Survivors who, by definition, participated in the
death and have reason to identify with the victim — either a murdered cop or an
adversary they killed — in a substantially more meaningful way. The formidable death
event these collaborators experienced was either their own near-death encounter, the
death o f a close friend, or a death they actually caused. If the death is that of a friend or
partner and the Police Survivor was physically present at the scene, he can easily become
plagued with doubts about the actions he took or failed to take to prevent it. Regardless
of the factual circumstances, he may feel an irrational and amorphous guilt conjured by
the police subculture’s taboos against abandoning a partner even i f that abandonment is
purely symbolic. If he was not physically present, he may be plagued with lingering guilt
because of something he might have done if only he had been there. We recall the
survivor’s generalized ‘touchiness’ around issues and images that reactivate his sense of
guilt or impairment, and can see how oblique or direct references other cops make to the
death can raise and reinforce patterns of guilt. The same can be said when the cop
actually caused the death of another person or when he is nearly killed.

One collaborator who survived a shooting noted his own sensitivity to comments other
cops made about the event and the tactical decisions he and his partner made.

His

comments also reflect the sense of connection and empathy Police Survivors feel for
other cops murdered or seriously injured in the line of duty.
Months later, people would walk up and say ‘Why did you [pursue a particular
tactical option]?’ Yeah, well tactically maybe it’s not the best thing to do but you
weren’t there. That’s why I’ll never Monday-moming-quarterback another cop.
Like people used to say maybe Byrne fucked up. I say ‘Hey, you weren’t there,
you don’t know. And if he did, so what?’
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This angry theme — ‘You weren’t there. How can you know? Who are you to judge
me?’ -- resonated through death-immersed Police Survivor collaborators’ narratives and
lives.

Police Survivors are hypersensitive to remarks that could be construed as

impugning or minimizing the legitimacy of their survivor credentials, since these
comments reinforce the inescapable death taint they feel and animate the guilty
constellations that lie so close to the surface of their consciousness. One Police Survivor
described his rage when another cop saw him wearing an ‘In Memory Of5 tee-shirt at a
police racket and asked if he knew the murdered cop. The Survivor quietly replied that
the dead cop had been his partner and the officer, who had been drinking, made a casual
remark to the effect o f ‘Wow. That must suck. Were you there?’ To the Survivor, the
offhand nature of the comment minimized his partner’s sacrifice as well as his own, and
the question about his presence evoked such guilty feelings that he lashed out at the
offending officer (‘O f course I was there, he was my partner and I was with him. I did
not abandon him. I was faithful to the canons of our culture’). In retrospect, the Survivor
acknowledged he knew the remark was not intended to minimize his or his partner’s
sacrifice, but he could not contain his outburst. Survivors can easily explode in anger
when offhand comments animate their guilty constellations, or when others who weren’t
there make judgments they are not (in the Police Survivor’s estimation) entitled to make.
A collaborator assigned to a highly desirable detail after the death of his partner — a
detail he characterized as populated largely by cops ‘on a contract’ rather than by cops
who earned the position legitimately through experience and hard work — had this to
say:
The thing that bothered me in [that detail] was when narrow-minded supervisors,
narrow minded detectives and narrow minded cops would say ‘Hey, it’s a terrible
thing you lost your partner but look at so-and-so. He took a bullet in the leg.’
Well, what’s your point? What you’re telling me is that I watched my partner die
and watched him bleed and watched his body turn white and his eyes roll and
blood come out of his mouth and when they took his pants I watched his
underwear covered with blood. I saw the guy die. My best friend die. He turned
to talk to me and he couldn’t talk. I watched him go out of the picture and I had
his blood on my hands and on my face that I didn’t even know. And when we got
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to [the hospital] and they told me he was dead I blacked out and fainted on the
floor. And when I got up again I saw his blood on my face and my hands and I
passed out again. They injected me with some jungle juice that made my blood
pressure so high they wanted to admit me. I went through the whole wake and the
whole funeral, the whole mess, and because he took a bullet in the leg there’s a
difference there? How dare you. How dare you compare me to anyone else
because you think you know. Who the fuck are you? What do you know? Who
the fuck are you to judge me? You know. Yeah, you know. That pissed me the
hell off, when people would say ‘I heard what happened to you and it’s pretty
tragic but life goes on. Look at Joe So-and-so, he was shot.’ Yeah, okay, what
are you trying to tell me? What are you trying to tell me?
This resounding theme — ‘You weren’t there. Who are you to judge me?’ — reflects
the survivor’s belief that only a person who has so profoundly touched and been touched
by death can truly make sense o f their experience, and in this regard it also reflects their
sense of survivor exclusivity and reinforces their ties to other police survivors. They feel
that only other survivors — particularly other cops who are survivors — can really
understand them and their experience, and because they believe that other cop survivors
will be sensitive and nonjudgmental they refrain from judging them. This belief system
binds survivor cops together without fear of judgment or guilt, and so there is a great
affinity between Police Survivors whether or not they are personally acquainted. Police
Survivors feel and subtly express a sense of connection to each other, but they also
identify with cops murdered in the line of duty.

This became evident in the way

collaborators evidenced a marked tendency to physically and temporally locate their own
death encounters in relation to other survivors’ events: “this was about three months after
[officer] was killed and about four blocks from where [another officer] got killed in
[year].” Some collaborators also compared the facts o f their own death encounter to
incidents resulting in another cop’s demise, and it was clear that they knew the details of
these and other deadly incidents. Finally, several collaborators departed briefly from
their narratives to inteiject an anecdote connecting themselves, sometimes in a tenuous
way, to a murdered cop.

Police Survivors’ sensitivity to the needs of other survivors is not limited only to other
police officers, and several collaborators commented that, they felt a special connection to
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certain crime victims or even to individuals they never knew. One, for example, noted
that he remained haunted by a story he read in the newspaper about a child who died a
tragic death. The circumstances of the child’s death were quite unlike the circumstances
o f his own death immersion, however.
To this day I can’t get out of my head the terror that kid felt. I associate with it
because I know that terror. That was just after I was shot and I think I associate it
with my shooting because I had a very long time to consider my own death when
I got shot. And because it was a little kid and it was so avoidable. I’m a father.
Even now when a cop gets shot, certainly when a cop gets killed but even more
when a cop gets shot, it just breaks my heart. Eddie Byrne, for example, I
associate with my own shooting. He was a friend...

Guilt and Integrity

To some extent Police Survivors are reticent to discuss their experiences and reveal their
feelings to others, especially to those who have little insight into police work and police
culture or those who they feel may not appreciate the depth and power o f their
experience. They are generally distrustful of the media, for example, and do not believe
their stories will be accurately related. One Police Survivor noted he declined an offer to
appear on a nationally-broadcast daytime television show to talk about his experiences.
His refusal to participate was based in a distrust of the media, a fear that they would
sensationalize and cheapen the sacrifice he and others made, and an inability to exercise
adequate control over the show’s content. He also rejected requests for interviews from
several prominent national news magazines. Survivors want and need to talk and to bear
witness, and at some level they want the kind of public recognition that may help
alleviate some of their guilt, transform their taint and restore a sense of vitality to their
lives, but they are also very cautious about the venue and the audience.

Suspicion o f counterfeit nurturance makes Police Survivors exceptionally wary of being
compromised or o f gaining attention for the wrong reasons. In order to maintain their
personal and professional integrity (and in some cases to remain faithful to their dead
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partner by upholding his integrity) the actions they undertake must not be for their own
aggrandizement. To do otherwise would be inauthentic, and so we see the tendency to
understate the heroic nature of their own bravery and exploits. None of the Police
Survivor collaborators indulged in even minor braggadocio, but on the contrary they
seemed

very concerned with accurately narrating their experience with

acknowledgement o f their virtues as well as their venality.

full

Police survivors subtly

expressed concerns that I would render their accounts in a fair, honest and accurate way,
often going into great detail to be sure I understood a particular point. Their concern was
not so much that I would fail to portray them in a positive or heroic light, but on the
contrary that I would fail to render their narrative with the integrity and truth it deserved.

Police Survivors’ touchiness about the event that has so fundamentally transformed their
identity subsumes a special sensitivity toward statements that mischaracterize the event or
that could be construed as diminishing the importance of salient facts. Erroneous
statements rankle because they reinforce the survivor’s guilt and may be interpreted as
impugning or subtly implicating his important sense of integrity and dignity, compelling
the cop to continually resurrect and recount his experience in order to defend his fragile
self image. That the survivor feels compelled to defend his actions, integrity and dignity
is a secondary victimization.

Police Survivors’ insistence that all the facts and

circumstances be related completely and accurately was not in service of burnishing their
own reputation or self-image or reducing their death guilt: on several occasions Police
Survivors volunteered details of the event or elements of their own behavior that were
somewhat embarrassing to them. That they raised these issues without prompting and of
their own volition underscores their concerns for factual accuracy -- an accuracy that
helps them to manage and diminish rational survivor guilt -- and to their need to capture
and express a sense of integrity. It also speaks to their integrity needs: if they are to be
judged, let the judgment rest upon a full and truthful accounting of the facts, not
speculation and innuendo.

Finally, it speaks to their sensitivity about being judged

without full consideration of all the salient facts — ‘you weren’t there’ — and their
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discomfort around the disparity between their own experience of a life-altering event and
the less accurate collegial and official versions.

Police Survivors’ reticence to publicly discuss the details of their death immersion is at
least partially due to an inability to fully integrate it as well as the difficulty of
articulating the complex emotions they feel in a way that will not be misconstrued or
taken out of context. Their reluctance also involves the survivor’s basic struggle with
guilt — they avoid situations where guilt-evoking questions might be asked — as well as
a basic need to recapture and assert integrity. Particularly in the immediate aftermath of
their deadly encounter, a time when issues of personal and professional integrity may be
compelling,

Police Survivors become concerned with the factual veracity of media

accounts.
One of the worst things for me was reading the newspapers for the next few days
because there were so many inaccuracies. They were rife with inaccuracies about
where it happened, what happened, how it happened. So after a while I stopped
looking at the papers. You want to look to see what’s happening and what they’re
saying about you, but on the other hand you don’t want to read it. I’m reading it
and thinking, ‘Did it happen this way?’ No, it didn’t happen that way. I was
there and it didn’t happen that way. You start to second-guess yourself after
reading it in the papers.
Another collaborator expressed anger and frustration over media distortions o f the nature
of his injuries and was upset these inaccuracies infiltrated the cultural narrative since they
diminished the scope and nature of his personal sacrifice:
He punched the gun out at me and fired and the first one hit me in the [names
body part]. And to this day I resent totally when people call it a graze wound.
Because you know how bullshit makes the world go round in this job? Well the
initial reports on Live at Five and the other news shows, they had to rush to get
the story on the air and the initial reports said the cop’s wounds weren’t severe.
That wasn’t even fucking close. It was a through and through entry and exit
wound. I needed all kinds of surgery, I had multiple concussions and contusions.
I had transfusions. There was all blood all over. With [this kind of] injury you
bleed more.
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Another officer commented about how upset he became when media reports misstated
some relatively minor facts when he killed an armed adversary. He acknowledged that
the distortions or misstatements were almost immaterial to the overall narrative o f the
event and that the stories portrayed him as a hero — he could quote the various tabloid’s
front page headlines from memory — but these collateral errors of fact nevertheless
troubled him. Once again, this speaks to the survivor’s need to have others understand
the factual circumstances, and in a larger sense it illuminates concerns that their personal
narrative can differ — at times significantly — from collegial and official versions of the
event.

Yet another collaborator, whose partner was murdered, described with great

emotion how troubling it was when initial news stories contained factual inaccuracies
about the event and when, in later renditions during the trial, news summaries elided
details he felt were especially important. In particular, the elided details painted a more
compelling picture of the defendant’s guilt.

Questions and Guilt

Questions that conjure guilt exacerbate the Police Survivor’s touchiness and make him
difficult to deal with, ultimately leading to a vicious cycle that interferes with his need to
develop and maintain satisfying relationships. One collaborator, for example, described
becoming fairly close to certain members of his murdered partner’s family, but in their
own quest to comprehend the event they continually questioned him about his own and
other cops’ actions and inactions. The implication he derived was that they believed he
could have done more to prevent the death.

Although their inquiries aggravated his

amorphous and irrational sense of survivor guilt — he was rationally convinced his and
others’ actions were entirely proper and tactically sound — his feelings o f commitment
to his partner and, by extension, to his partner’s loved ones made him continue
participating in the dialogues. He tried as well as he could to explain the circumstances,
but in their own ignorance of police procedures and tactics (or perhaps in their overriding
need to affix blame) the relatives seemed unable or unwilling to understand.
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Underscoring his sensitivity to guilt and issues of integrity, he was particularly betrayed
when he learned they attempted to verify his account with other cops. Eventually the
guilty feelings aroused by these conversations became untenable, and the relationship
virtually ended.

The point here is not simply that Police Survivors are sensitive to

questions that raise guilty issues or that the death of a cop with whom they identify
closely can lead to a heightened sense of connection and a willingness to act
compassionately toward other survivors even when that compassion hurts, but that the
particular features and manifestations of one individual’s survivorship can easily
antagonize or aggravate features of another’s survivorship.

At the same time, this officer’s relationship with his murdered partner’s spouse deepened
as a result of their shared loss, and this is largely attributable to the spouse’s unquestioned
belief that he did all that was humanly possible on behalf of his partner. The spouse
never intimated any doubt about his culpability, and in fact frequently expressed an
appreciation for all the partners meant to one another, essentially absolving him from a
potential source of guilt. Having been married to a cop for many years, the spouse was
also somewhat more knowledgeable about police procedures and the realities of police
work than other relatives were, and having known the partner for many years was also
more accepting of the idea that he would never do anything to let his partner down. He
tearfully related that when his murdered partner’s spouse was informed of the death, the
spouse’s first question was about his own safety, and so guilt and recrimination were
never part of their relationship. On the other hand, the relatives’ quest to make meaning
o f the event aggravated the survivor’s residual death guilt as well as other touchy
constellations related to separation, stasis and lack of integrity. Underlying this dynamic,
from the officer’s point of view, is the same guilt-tinged theme: ‘You weren’t there.
Who are you to judge me?’
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Guilt and Commitment

The connection and commitment Police Survivors feel for a murdered cop’s spouse or for
other survivors can be partially rooted in guilt and in sense of shared grief, but the
connection can also be vitalizing — it can give Police Survivor the sense that he is
‘doing the right thing’ by contributing to the spouse’s welfare and quality of life. The
connection may help ease or atone for residual guilt emanating from feelings of
separation from the partner, it shows integrity and fidelity to one’s partner, and can be a
way o f symbolically carrying on the partner’s life mission or life activities. Given these
guilty roots, though, the relationship also continually evokes images and reminders of the
death immersion. Embracing the relationship in this way can become exhausting in terms
o f the emotional and physical energy involved as well as the continued contact with
guilt-inducing images and experiences, and in conjunction with the Police Survivor’s
overall touchiness it can ultimately lead to difficulties in the officer’s other relationships.
In light of survivor competition for attention and nurturance among surviving spouse and
other relatives, the Police Survivor can easily get caught in the middle. As we’ve seen,
because all parties have the need to make sense of the death in their own way, they may
continually ask questions (honestly or in anger) that reactivate the partner’s guilt.

Several collaborators, including some with a great deal of experience counseling troubled
cops, observed that some partners, close friends and members of a murdered cop’s
command initially demonstrate great compassion and commitment to his spouse,
children, family and others touched by the tragedy. In time, though, the inherent burden
of sustaining these difficult relationships becomes untenable, and all parties may need to
sever connections associated with the death. Each Police Survivor struggles to find his
own way to deal with the death, and each struggles to find appropriate (but, in the final
analysis, always insufficient) enactment. Both the type of enactment they seek and the
way they seek it differs from person to person. Partners and the cops closest to the dead
cop never seem to completely lose contact, but it can degenerate to the point that contact
is infrequent. The cops involved in these incidents tend to remain closer since they are
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united by their shared experience o f danger as well as by the proximity o f their work and
continual encounters, but it is can be an uneasy relationship.

'Clean ’ Shootings and Guilt

Guilt, especially rational guilt, is considerably less pronounced among cops who kill
armed adversaries in a so-called ‘clean shooting’ — one in which the officer is deemed to
have acted properly in defense o f his own or another’s life. Cops who survive these types
of mortal combat have less reason to feel rational guilt since the situation often involves a
‘kill or be killed’ scenario, and a common refrain in these officers narratives was ‘It was
a matter of him or me. He, not I, created the situation and this was the outcome. I did not
cause this.’
Initially, when you know someone’s dead, it’s like, ‘Wow. I killed somebody. I
killed somebody.’ Then I immediately snapped into ‘Well, look, this wasn’t my
choice. It was his choice.’ It was his choice because he could have stopped. I
had no other choice. If I didn’t do what I did he would have certainly injured or
killed one or both of us. I did what I had to do to protect my partner and myself.
I was kind of matter-of-fact about it at the time. I snapped into a mode of ‘Look, I
did what I had to do,’ and I didn’t have any problem with it.
All of the Police Survivors were performing their jobs and acting in conformity with their
social role and professional identity when circumstances conspired to thrust them into a
situation they would have truly preferred to avoid. They did not actively seek out an
encounter that could result in a death, and in many cases the Police Survivor’s guilt is
also reduced by the knowledge that he exercised great restraint or took extraordinary
steps not to harm or kill his adversary. In every case, though, the cop was a reluctant
participant, and by virtue of the fact that they survived the deadly encounter they acted
appropriately and therefore have little implicit basis for rational forms of guilt.

Guilt is further reduced because for the most part cops who kill an adversary have
previous images and constellations with which to make sense of their experience. All
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cops have imagined themselves in some sort of mortal combat encounter, and all have
participated in training designed to prepare them to use deadly force in defense of their
own or another person’s life.

Although their images and constellations may not

specifically match the situation that actually occurred, the imagined situations and
training provide schemas for enactment at the same time they impart sufficient meaning
to help make some immediate and long-term sense of what happened. Peer approbation
and reassurance that they ‘did the right thing,’ as well as positive media accounts, a
thorough investigation and an official determination that the event was a ‘clean shooting,’
goes a long way toward reducing rational guilt. The accolades that ensue when an officer
is recognized for heroism may not preclude others from asking them questions, but
because the questions are presented in an entirely different context and expressed in an
entirely different tone they do not conjure or implicate guilty images in the same way.

The collaborators who killed an armed adversary in a ‘clean shooting’ and were
recognized as genuine heroes who performed properly, in fact, had almost no rational
guilt about having killed. This is not to say they did not betray a sadness for the fact that
they took another life or did not wish that the event never transpired, but circumstances
placed them in an untenable ‘it’s him or me’ situation, and they had little guilt about the
choice they made.
I felt bad about having to kill somebody, anybody, but not him in particular. Any
human being, because life is so valuable. I didn’t feel bad for him as an
individual, I felt bad for having to take a life. It wasn’t personal, it was the fact
that I killed a human being. I felt bad for having been put into a situation where I
had to take a life but I didn’t personalize it. ... I can’t really say I felt bad for
him. No one goes to work with the idea that they’re going to kill someone, and I
don’t relish what I had to do. It’s not something you look forward to. You hope
you can avoid it but he made the choice and I gave him every opportunity to stop
what he was doing. ... I think now, if it were the same situation, there wouldn’t
be any hesitation at all. In retrospect, having lived through it, there wouldn’t be
any hesitation. If the situation is that clear, someone is pointing a gun screaming
‘I’m going to kill you,’ there’s no reason to hesitate because his intentions are
quite clear.
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This collaborator felt little guilt or affinity for the man he killed but did identify with and
feel sorrow for the individual’s family and loved ones. These feelings were aroused when
another cop made an unkind reference to the dead man’s mother.
And at that moment I felt bad, really bad, not about killing him but about him
dying. I thought, ‘What a way for his mother to receive him. She probably had
hopes he would do better, and maybe she thought he was [doing better].’
Everyone loves their son and I felt bad for her because she’s receiving him back
dead. I felt bad for his mother, but I really can’t say I felt bad for him.

Guilt and the Legal Process

One o f the most powerful and evocative depictions of the trauma, the guilt and the
innumerable indignities a cop can suffer when his partner is murdered is Wambaugh’s
(1973) The Onion Field. Briefly, it recounts how two LAPD officers, Karl Hettinger
and Ian Campbell, were disarmed and kidnapped by two felons who removed them to an
onion field near Bakersfield, California and murdered Campbell.

Hettinger, who

survived by running away from the killers, was essentially branded a coward by the
LAPD and ordered to address roll calls at every precinct to explain himself to his peers.
Moreover, the LAPD promulgated the so-called Hettinger Memorandum forbidding
officers from surrendering their weapons under any circumstances. Hettinger’s guilt at
having survived while his partner died was solidified and magnified by the agency’s
response and by the reactions of other officers, and the prolonged series of trials, appeals
and retrials for Campbell’s killers stimulated additional guilt as defense attorneys
attempted to shift responsibility for Campbell’s death to tactical decisions he and
Hettinger made. The protracted legal proceedings also denied Hettinger any sense of
closure, and he was unable to get on with his life.

He was eventually arrested for

shoplifting — an act Wambaugh (1973) characterized as a symbolic bid to be caught and
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punished — and fired from the LAPD, but he eventually won a psychological disability
pension.17

In its extremity, Hettinger’s experience highlights the dimension, magnitude and etiology
of the guilty feelings many Police Survivors experience, but it also illuminates how the
legal process following many mortal combat situations exacerbates their guilt and
prolongs their suffering. Several collaborators thus experienced great trepidation at the
prospect and the reality of testifying about the event.

As part of the research process I attended the trial of an individual ultimately convicted of
murdering a police officer, and heard the testimony of virtually every police witness. I
was also able to informally discuss the murder with many of the witnesses, and saw how
the process reanimated various themes of survivor psychology, especially their
amorphous feelings of survivor guilt. They almost universally articulated a rage at the
fact that the defense attempted to impugn their proficiency, their tactics and the veracity
of their testimony, implying they were conspiring to cover up their share of the
responsibility for a fellow officer’s death. This defense tactic, along with the fact that
they had to relive and give detailed testimony about the event they witnessed, resulted in
powerful emotions. Indeed, every police witness — with the important exception of the
dispassionate Crime Scene Unit technicians — showed profound emotions and grief on
the witness stand. Because the dead cop’s partner broke down in uncontrollable sobbing
and tears on several occasions (when he described finding his partner’s body, when he
had to handle and identify his partner’s uniform and shield, and at several other
compelling points), he required a number of recesses to regain his composure.

I had several conversations with this officer before the trial began and after it concluded,
and prior to it he voiced great trepidation that the process would rekindle the deep
emotions, including guilt, he struggled with. He nevertheless anxiously looked forward
17 For a more thorough analysis of this case from a formative perspective, including the
elements of survivor psychology it entails, see Henry (1995).
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to putting himself through the ordeal for two related reasons: he sought to bring his
partner’s killer to justice and vindicate his self-blame by formally fixing responsibility,
and he sought some means to put the terrible event behind him.

Subsequent

conversations revealed that to some extent the conviction addressed the former, but
overall the trial did not bring the closure and peace he sought.

The criminal process also affects Police Survivors who kill an adversary, albeit somewhat
differently. Collaborators who killed an adversary in a clean shooting had little difficulty
testifying before a Grand Jury, but these hearings were somewhat pro forma affairs
whose outcomes were readily predictable. Their reputations and judgments were not
assailed and the nature and tone of the prosecutor’s questions did not conjure or imply
any guilty responsibility. This is not to say cops have a cavalier attitude toward the
investigations and or the criminal process. The survivor of a ‘clean’ shooting had this to
say:
They sat me down and read me my [Miranda] rights. That really hit home. It was
like a wake-up call. I was ju s t,‘Wow. This is for real.’ After that, any time I
read someone their rights I never did it the same way because I know what it feels
like to be read your rights when there’s a criminal investigation.
A collaborator who was not immediately cleared of wrongdoing had a very different view
o f the legal process, to the extent that he expressed a tempered reluctance to ever again
become involved in dangerous situations that might lead to his use o f deadly force.
Particularly important to him was the impact the legal hearings had on his self concept
and his sense of integrity.
I don’t want to have to go to the Grand Jury again and hear different sides of the
story. To hear people pick at my conscience. To make me feel, to say that all I
wanted to do was go there and kill somebody. Like as if I got up that day and
said, ‘Hey, I’ve got to go find someone to kill.’ I don’t want to be made to feel
like I have blood on my hands. To go home and wash your hands like Pontius
Pilate, to shower until the hot water runs out. To feel like you’ll never feel clean
again.
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Police Survivors always struggle to incorporate and carry around their guilty knowledge
and some struggle with the self concept as a killer o f men. One collaborator, displaying
an uncommon degree o f introspection and an admittedly unusual philosophical bent,
described how radically different a person he had become as the result of his participation
in the death of another person. His initial conception of himself as someone dedicated to
always being the protector and helper of others was transformed to an identity he saw in
part as a “killer of man.” He clearly struggled with that identity and sought to maintain
the earlier and healthier self concept, and feared that he would again be called upon to
take action that would reinforce the latter.
In this job we are dedicated to valuing human life, and we do, but there are also
times when there is a life you must take. It is a conflict that plays in our minds. It
certainly plays in my mind. And I prefer to value life because if I don’t, if I walk
away from conscience then why don’t you just go all the way? Where do you
stop? The job gives us the choice of the best or the worst we can be and we have
to balance that choice every day. You have to fight to find another option [to
killing] because if you don’t you will become everything you stand against. If I let
myself play God then I’m no better than the guy who’s killing people for fun.
You come to realize it’s like the saying in Indian philosophy: “I am Shiva the
destroyer, death, the shatterer of worlds, the deadly tiger that stalks.” That’s what
you can become and I don’t want to be that. I don’t want to be Shiva, who is the
god of death. But you come to feel death is your companion and is following you
because you have observed death. You made death possible. You don’t want to
be the instrument of death. That’s not what I came to the Job for. I came to make
things better. I came for life, and to protect the weak, but not at the expense of
being the tool o f death.

Conclusion: Death Guilt

In examining the patterns of guilt among Police Survivors we see distinct differences in
the type and quality of guilt survivors feel, and these differences tend to equate with the
actuality of the circumstances involved in the death encounter. Cops who are severely
injured or who witness the death of a partner or another cop are far more consumed with
guilt and far more cognizant o f their death taint than cops who are recognized as heroes
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for having killed someone in a ‘clean’ shooting. This makes a great deal of sense because
cops who survive a ‘clean’ shooting generally have less reason for rational guilt — it was
often a clear case of ‘him or me’ — and greater access to the powerful immortalizing
subparadigms o f movement, connection and integrity the culture and organization
provide. Access to these subparadigms help buffer these survivors’ death taint and death
guilt and permit him to begin repairing his damaged self concept. We will see this
dichotomy operating again as we turn our attention to the theme o f suspicion of
counterfeit nurturance.

Suspicion o f Counterfeit Nurturance

Because they continually dwell on the events that so thoroughly devitalized and impaired
them, because the images with which they contend are so readily susceptible to
reactivation, and because these reactivated images can conjure such powerful emotional
responses, survivors who have been deeply immersed in death and deeply affected by
guilt, death taint other features of survivor psychology can be quite difficult to take.
Survivors, especially those who suffer the greatest impairment, are noticeably touchy
about issues associated with their traumatic immersion, and they are often moody,
morose and prone to explosive anger at their situation as well as at others’ reactions to
them. Because they are so devitalized, survivors may wittingly or unwittingly make great
demands on those around them, and their special needs for emotional and/or physical
support can be very difficult to fulfill. Survivors often have great difficulty developing
and sustaining the kind of nurturing relationships they need to overcome impairment and
manage their tainted identity, and their intensity often alienates those around them.

On one hand Police Survivors appreciate the exalted status and the often deferential
treatment they receive from other members of the culture — and to some extent from
civilians who are awed when they learn of the Survivor’s experience -- and a great deal
of this cultural esteem is based in a genuine respect for their having journeyed to the most
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extreme perimeters o f police experience. They are respected for having participated in
the ultimate experience of ‘real police work’ --

the kind of experience every cop

imagines and at the same time fears. The ambiguity with which others regard them
derives from the taint they carry, which is complex because it symbolizes both the most
honored and the most terrible experiences in which an officer can become involved. Like
the classic hero of myth, the Police Survivor has actually or symbolically journeyed into
the realm o f death and returned bearing a special and sacral knowledge that changes him
in ways that set him apart from others.

Earlier, we identified the irresolvable conflict or ‘Catch 22’ the death immersion creates.
At the same time the survivor needs and seeks out specific forms of emotional and
perhaps physical support to repair his damaged identity and to re-experience a sense of
vitality, at some level he often resents the support he receives and the individuals who
provide it precisely because the nurturance he craves reinforces his death taint and
reminds him of his devitalization.

The need for sustenance and for nurturing

relationships can be compelling, but even the survivor’s recognition of those needs
undermines his self-confidence and damages his self esteem. The survivor finds himself
trapped in a complex struggle over dependence and independence.

Nurturance and Self-Regard

The erosion o f confidence and self esteem can be difficult for any survivor to manage as
he attempts to reformulate a new identity that incorporates his death taint and accounts
for his emotional and/or physical needs at the same time it permits him to re-experience a
sense of vitality, but the erosion can be especially problematic when the survivor is a cop.
As we’ve seen, the cop’s sense of confidence and competence -- the very things that help
define him as a good cop — are a key element in his ability to confront and adequately
respond to dangerous situations.

Absent this level o f confidence and sense of

professional competence, the cop may be plagued with self doubts that in turn inhibit him
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from acting decisively. He may become, in police parlance, ‘shaky.’ The synergistic
spirals of undermined confidence, diminished self esteem and heightened sensitivity to
death taint may take additional turns when others recognize his shakiness and respond to
him differently.

In any case, the devitalized and shaky survivor’s reduced capacity to confront and
respond effectively to dangerous situations strikes at the very core of his ‘good cop’
identity, as does the recognition that he may become a liability to other cops at critical
moments. He may no longer be, or as importantly, no longer be seen as the predictably
dependable cop he once was. Other cops, attuned to his special needs as well as his
shakiness, respond differently to him. Some may subtly attempt to shoulder a larger
share o f dangerous burdens, while others more concerned with their own safety and
effectiveness may avoid working with him altogether.

The hypersensitive Police

Survivor inevitably picks up on these signals, reinforcing his tainted identity and
illuminating his humiliating struggle to overcome devitalization and dependence.

Quite apart from these dangerous professional situations, well-meaning cops may
sincerely inquire about his emotional state. At one level the reassurance that other cops
know and care about his difficulties is gratifying, and genuine expressions o f concern
from peers who have some insight and understanding of what he must be facing paves the
way for a satisfying and vitalizing sense of connection to other cops and to the culture.
Depending upon the way these concerns are articulated and the context in which they are
delivered, they can either bolster or derail the Police Survivor’s attempts to reformulate a
viable identity. They can either partially satisfy his need for a renewed sense of
connection, progress and integrity or they can point up and antagonize his devitalization
and tainted identity.

Similarly, the agency’s formal response to the Police Survivor and his special needs has a
great deal to do with the satisfaction of those needs and, ultimately, his success in
reformulating a new identity. The survivor who is formally recognized as a hero whose
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sacrifice is cherished and respected, who is given the opportunity for career advancement
or a detail assignment that utilizes his skills and abilities, and who is generally afforded
special consideration for his special needs is better able to repair his damaged sense of
self. These important and vitalizing immortality systems help blunt some of the rougher
edges of survivor experience.

The formal agency response, however well-intentioned

and delivered, is scarcely a

panacea. For one thing, it is the nature of complex bureaucratic organizations to develop
generic ‘one size fits all’ programs and policies, and this approach is simply not suitable
for every survivor’s subjective needs. Moreover, several problems identified earlier in
this chapter as applicable to precinct personnel in the aftermath of a police death or
serious injury are also applicable to the individual Police Survivor.

The fact that

department executives and city officials show up at a wounded officer’s bedside can do a
great deal for his self esteem, but depending upon a variety o f factors including the
specific message o f support they articulate, they can also generate resentment — ‘Where
were you before?’ -- and suspicion -- ‘Are you going to exploit my tragedy for political
gain?’ A related issue is that these officials may assure the officer of their continued
support, but are not in fact there for him when he needs help at a later date.

The

organizational memory, especially in terms of the personal commitments its executives
make on its behalf, tends to be short. The Police Survivor who is initially reassured that
the agency will do its best to address his needs and to support him in his struggles can
easily lapse into cynical resentment and a deep sense of betrayal if the sustenance
promised him is not ultimately delivered.

Nurturance and Disciplinary Actions

The issue o f expectations and promises of nurturance is a delicate one since Police
Survivors may be as resentful o f nurturance offered as of nurturance denied. Survivors
can be very touchy about the way minor disciplinary problems are resolved, for example,
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regardless o f whether they perceive they were afforded or denied special treatment.
Several Police Survivors spoke to this issue, and although the circumstances and
outcomes o f their disciplinary problems were quite different, one officer’s treatment
when a supervisor reprimanded him for a minor administrative omission captures this
paradox.

The officer appeared for one o f our interviews in a somewhat agitated state, and in
response to my inquiry he said his boss had given him a hard time over a minor
administrative transgression. Specifically, he was outraged because the boss concluded
by saying, in essence, ‘Look, I know you’ve been through a lot so I’m only giving you a
warning on this.’ As the Survivor saw it, the supervisor should have either ignored the
offense

— a reasonable approach, in his view, given its nature and his overall

conscientiousness — or dealt with it formally or informally without referring to his
profound death immersion. The cop felt it was entirely unnecessary and offensive to
allude to his death encounter since, in his interpretation of the exchange, it implied some
parity between the depth of his trauma and personal sacrifice and the quality of the
‘favor’ being done for him.

He claimed not to want any special treatment, but

nevertheless felt entitled to it and to a degree o f respect he felt was lacking in the
supervisor’s attitude. Underscoring the survivor’s vulnerability to repeated reactivations
of sensitive images and experiences, it was only toward the end o f this conversation that I
learned the exchange between the officer and his supervisor had taken place about a
month earlier. Another image of event apparently triggered this upsetting memory.

Another Police Survivor — one recognized as a hero

— said that his status and

reputation often kept him out of trouble because his bosses respected him and gave him
the benefit o f the doubt when minor disciplinary issues arose. An important difference,
though, is that his bosses never referred to his experience or implied they were letting him
off easy because of it. If they had, his reaction might have been quite different.
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Parenthetically, we might also note that some Police Survivors may be more likely to be
involved in disciplinary matters than other cops simply because their demands for
sustenance and special treatment often puts them in conflict with supervisors and peers.
The survivor’s compelling need to reassert his integrity can also result in an
unwillingness to compromise on matters of personal or professional principle, and along
with demands for everything he believes is his due the Survivor can easily run afoul of
supervisors and other cops.

Personal Relationships

Relationships with family, friends and casual acquaintances outside the professional
sphere can sometimes provide necessary nurturance, but their expressions of concern and
offers o f help can also lead to conflict over identity and dependency issues. The Police
Survivor’s difficulty here is often that those outside the world of policing do not truly
understand the quality or dimension of his needs. The matter-of-fact tone o f condolences
offered by an acquaintance who does not appreciate the depth of a steady partner
relationship, for example, can engender great resentment as well as a sense of isolation.
From the survivor’s perspective, the condolences may seem to minimize his suffering and
loss and underscore his sense that no one truly understands him and his traumatic
experience. A strong subtextual theme in many Police Survivors’ narratives was that
‘people outside the Job just don’t understand me and my needs.’ We noted earlier that
many cops do not discuss their professional experiences with spouses and family
members, but I was surprised when several collaborators said they had never fully shared
the facts of their death immersion with their spouse. They certainly told their spouses
that the event had occurred, but did not share all the details or, in many cases, their
innermost feelings with them. To whatever extent they previously withheld information
or shielded spouses and family members from the knowledge o f police work’s realities
and dangers, their silence may prove to work against their need for understanding and
appropriate comfort.
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Some Police Survivors, notably those who survived a deadly force encounter by killing
an adversary, find that other cops are seemingly attracted to them, to their hero status, and
to their sacral knowledge and power they hold over death. Like those who have lost a
partner and/or been severely injured themselves, they are regarded with awe and respect
but it is an awe and respect of a somewhat different quality. By surviving the encounter
and killing a dangerous assailant, they are confirmed as ‘good cops’ who can handle the
ultimate in danger, violence and trouble in the most extreme situations. Others gravitate
to them in part so that they can vicariously participate in their heroic experience.

Because they see so many compassionate expressions as counterfeit, or at least suspect
the motives o f those who want to share in their experience without having actually earned
or experienced it themselves, Police Survivors are particularly sensitive to issues of
integrity.

This emphasis on integrity, also a response to the constellations of

disintegration and guilt they feel, takes on a particular prominence in their lives and
lifestyles. One reason they demand so much o f those participating in memorials, survivor
missions and other activities aimed at honoring or immortalizing dead or injured cops is
that they insist on honesty and integrity. Their own survivor mission demands that they
maintain a sense of personal integrity, that they maintain fidelity to the cultural ideals of
good police work (being a good cop), and that they demonstrate loyalty and integrity in
what they say about other cops (especially if a partner was killed).

The Quest to Make Meaning

Throughout this chapter we’ve seen how the Police Survivor’s extreme immersion in
death imagery devitalizes and impairs him, effectively shattering his self image and his
world. The profound death encounter alters the type and quality of his relationships with
others, it burdens him with an indelible death imprint that is continually reactivated and
impossible to fully master, it imposes physical and/ or emotional needs that require
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special forms of sustenance, and it leaves him feeling numbed to experiences that would
ordinarily vitalize and animate him. He may be consumed with guilt and rage, tainted by
others’ fears o f death’s contagion, suspicious of those around him, caught up in conflicts
over dependence and independence, and generally estranged from the comfortable and
ordered existence he once knew. Incongruity, detachment and absurdity characterize
Police Survivors’ existence. To overcome their debilitation, Police Survivors struggle to
reformulate a viable identity that accounts for their death immersion but nevertheless
permits them to transcend it, and that restores some semblance o f rational and moral
order to their lives. Part of this struggle involves an attempt to extract significance and
meaning from a devastating situation.

In their ultimately futile attempt to master the death immersion and restore rational and
moral order to their lives, survivors continually struggle to make rational and moral sense
o f the death event and o f their subsequent lives. To recreate such a world, survivors seek
to understand why the event took place and how it so devastated them, and they seek
redress against those who perpetrated the wrongs against them and others. In their quest
to integrate and make coherent meaning of their experience through the formative
process, survivors ultimately seek the means to once again feel fully alive. As we’ve
seen, some Police Survivors -- notably those who are least immersed in death imagery
and who are provided with access to cultural and organizational immortality systems that
facilitate some immediate repair of their damaged identity — are better able than others
to reconstruct their self image and make sense o f their world.

In terms o f making rational sense o f their experience, their world and themselves,
survivors may continually dwell on the death event and may struggle to rewrite it in a
more comprehensible way. They may, in fact, fantasize that the event never occurred or
that it had a different outcome (“You try to move on, but there’s always that thought: ‘I
wish we could go back. Then it would be okay’”). Depending upon the degree of their
death immersion and the potency of their subjective survivor psychology, some Police
Survivors never seem to be capable o f moving beyond the immersion in an emotional
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way, while other less-immersed survivors find some capacity to integrate and reformulate
the experience and ultimately to put a great deal of it behind them. In the broadest sense,
the survivor’s quest to make meaning of his reality involves a quest to reformulate a
sense of self he and others can easily comprehend.

The quest to make meaning has several dimensions. Survivors often become consumed
with a compelling urge for justice: to restore a sense of moral order, they seek to have
those truly responsible for their devitalization and for the absurdity of their existence
acknowledge their culpability and receive punishment for their acts. Because so much of
police work and so much o f the police identity is concerned with the pursuit o f justice
and other moral issues, the need for justice may be especially powerful among Police
Survivors.

The urge for justice, however, can sometimes lead to a scapegoating

formulation in which the Police Survivor narrowly focuses blame upon the person he
perceives as responsible for his death immersion and, ultimately, all his troubles. The
quest to make meaning is also expressed in the survivor’s will to bear witness to his own
experience, to the experience of other survivors, and especially to the lives of those who
died in the event he managed to survive. The will to bear witness can be transformed into
a survivor mission

--

an ongoing project or crusade that permits the survivor to

experience meaning, vitality, and a sense of commitment and connection as he pursues
the restoration o f a morally ordered world.

The Urge fo r Justice

Given the concerns for justice that are present in police work and in the police identity,
the urge to seek justice has particular resonance among Police Survivors. Experienced
cops have well-developed ideas, images and constellations of justice that provide them
with effective schemas for enactment, so it is relatively easy for Police Survivors to fulfill
those schemas and experience the sense of vitality such enactment provides. The Police
Survivor who pursues justice for himself, for other survivors and for the dead can
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reconnect with each o f the life-affirming subparadigms. There is a certain personal and
professional integrity or consonance between philosophical ideal and actual behavior in
bringing the perpetrator to justice, the process o f pursuing justice through the court
system can provide a sense o f movement toward a worthy goal, and the involvement of
others in the process provides an important sense o f connection with other people united
in a common and valuable purpose.

As we observed in the experience of the officer, cited above, who faced the trial of his
partner’s accused murderer with great trepidation, the pursuit of justice through the
judicial system can often be painful because it reactivates so many traumatic images and
guilty constellations. In his need to make sense of the death and to vitiate his own guilt
by publicly fixing responsibility for it, however, the officer felt compelled to put himself
through the ordeal.

To some extent the trial, and especially the difficult chore of

testifying to the facts and circumstances of his partner’s death and his own emotional
state, provided a forum for him to explain and justify himself to the public, to the media
and to his peers. His role as witness rather than defendant confirmed, in a symbolic and
practical way, that he was not on trial -- he was not to be judged — for playing any part
in the death.

Consistent with their professional identity, Police Survivors are often consumed with a
compelling need to bring those responsible for their victimization to justice, and to large
extent they attempt to satisfy the need by bearing witness to the event. Especially in the
police context, bearing witness can take two forms: Police Survivors bear witness in a
formal sense when they testify in criminal court against the persons they hold responsible
for the event, and they also bear witness by creating memorials and pursuing survivor
missions.
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Scapegoating

In the extreme, the urge to seek justice can lead to a scapegoating formulation in which
the survivor seems to lose perspective on the crime committed against him, and he
focuses all blame exclusively on the person or persons they perceive as responsible for
their victimization.

Survivors possessed o f this formulation tend to lack objectivity

insofar as they lay all blame for every real or imagined injustice done to them or others
upon the selected target of their rage, while others manage a more reasoned and rational
approach that allots guilt more equitably.

The urge to lay blame can also be more

generalized and amorphous, and so we see some Police Survivors apportion blame more
equitably and rationally. One collaborator focused a great deal of anger on the person
instrumentally responsible for his victimization but reserved an amorphous but
nevertheless powerful rage for the Police Department and for certain officials he felt
betrayed him after the fact by failing to deliver the promised sustenance he was due. In
his estimation, this was a highly immoral betrayal since he paid dearly to fulfill his
responsibilities but the agency violated the expected reciprocity norms and ignored his
special needs. His quest for personal justice was somewhat satisfied when the person
responsible for the criminal act was convicted and imprisoned, but his rage against the
agency had not abated. His personal crusade to force the agency to accept responsibility
for abusing him and to atone for its transgressions have become a matter of principle, and
he pursues this mission almost entirely without regard for the career consequences.

Other traces of the tendency toward scapegoating can be glimpsed in the case of the
officer, cited above, who was angered when media accounts elided details that pointed
more forcefully toward the guilt of his partner’s accused murderer.

To him, it was

important not only that others knew he was not morally or factually responsible for his
partner’s death, but that they knew all the facts about the horribly immoral crime so they
could share in his vehement rage toward the murderer.
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The Survivor Mission

At various points in this chapter and elsewhere in this dissertation we’ve pointed out
ways the police agency, the police culture and individual Police Survivors pursue
activities that symbolically immortalize slain cops. These expressions of the urge to
immortalize the cop by keeping his memory alive include erecting memorial plaques and
inscribing his name on various walls of honor, wearing ‘In Memory O f tee shits and
breast bars, and dedicating police boats, streets, schools, parks and playgrounds in his
name. Permanent memorials enshrining the slain cop’s name ensure that he receives the
kind of honors reserved for a special few, and to some extent they may symbolically
connect with one or more modes of expressing symbolic immortality.

Parks and

playgrounds, for example, symbolically connect the cop with eternal nature and with
locations we associate with youth and vitality, and the renaming of schools provides
some connection with the immortalizing notion of positively affecting the development of
future generations.

Breast bars and tee shirts demonstrate the individual’s personal

connection with the dead cop and permit them to symbolically represent their own
survivorship, and retiring the officer’s shield also has special significance. These and
other memorials are created partly in service of restoring some moral order to the world:
in a morally ordered universe, the ultimate sacrifice these heroes made would be
celebrated at the same time they are treated with somber respect, and they would always
be remembered.

Each o f these expressions, however, are primarily directed toward

memorializing the cop’s death rather than celebrating his life.

Other immortalizing expressions are more life-affirming insofar as they are geared toward
carrying the officer’s legacy forward through good works, especially those that actually
or symbolically connect with his interests in life, extract lessons from the circumstances
of his death, or define and amplify his relationships with other cops. Thus we see the
creation o f charitable foundations that support injured or traumatized cops, scholarships
that may be earmarked for the children of other cops, political activities to support
various kinds of legislation, and other forms of communal activity that bring people
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together for the dual purpose of effecting positive social change and creating a legacy for
a life cut short. These activities often take on special symbolic features with particular
meaning for the dead cop and/or the survivors: the dollar amount given in one memorial
scholarship, for example, equals the dead officer’s shield number. Finally, we’ve referred
to the creation of annual ‘fun runs,’ golf outings and other sporting events that honor the
slain officer at the same time they promote vitalizing physical activity and group
participation.

What each of these endeavors has in common is the potential for uniting groups of
people, especially cops, in vitalizing activities that permit access to a mode of symbolic
immortality at the same time they honor the officer’s memory and legacy. Paradoxically,
they operate to restore rational order to the world by permitting survivors to imagine or
briefly fantasize that he is still present among them. Especially for those Police Survivors
who dedicate substantial time and effort to organizing and carrying out these events and
activities, they comprise a kind of survivor mission that expresses integrity, connection
and movement.

Individual Police Survivors can also be possessed o f personal and private survivor
missions that tend to reflect their subjective needs, vulnerabilities and particular forms of
devitalization. Perhaps especially in the case o f cops whose partners or close friends
were killed in the line of duty, survivor missions that carry on life projects the dead cop
left unfinished permit them to confirm their fidelity to the culture and the demands it
imposes upon partners. An example o f survivor’s mission to symbolically take up and
complete a dead officer’s professional mission can be seen in the case of one cop whose
story was related by another collaborator. After the cop’s brother was murdered in the
line o f duty, he requested that his brother’s shield be assigned to him, and he requested a
transfer to his brother’s precinct, sector and squad.

These missions to carry on life projects often involve the tremendous sense of
commitment many Police Survivors have to the dead cop’s spouse, children and family.
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To help carry on the dead cop’s life work, for example, cops may take on a special
protective or nurturing role on behalf of their partner’s children, taking them along on
family outings or becoming deeply involved in the children’s education and development.
A collaborator who assumed such a role said he did so because his partner’s children had
been that officer’s most important priority in life, and he felt a special responsibility to
care for them in his partner’s absence. His partner would certainly do the same for his
kids, and to do otherwise would be a symbolic betrayal and abandonment of his partner in
his time of greatest need. The same dynamic applied to his supportive outreach to his
partner’s spouse, who was also included in family activities and with whom he
communicated, often briefly but without fail, on practically a daily basis. These efforts
and activities, he said, were rooted in the eternal and irrevocable bond of police
partnership: “This is just what you do for a partner, and he will always be my partner.”

More Inclusive Survivor Missions

Some death-immersed cops try to reify their experience and translate the death imprint
image into appropriate actions that atone for the guilt they feel, especially actions
involving a commitment to other dead or injured cops, and their sense of commitment
and identification ultimately expands outward to embrace all other Police Survivors.
They may, for example, make special efforts to attend police funerals and memorials for
other slain cops, but as one collaborator with a great deal o f experience counseling
traumatized and injured cops pointed out, attending funerals often brings their own event
back to them. Nevertheless, he said, despite the emotional pain they endure they feel
compelled to attend. We can understand how their emotional distress adds a special kind
of self-sacrifice and integrity to this form of witnessing.

Others get involved with

charitable activities and groups geared toward memorializing fallen cops, helping out
cops in need, or supporting other survivors. All the Police Survivors evinced some kind
o f strengthened connection to the police culture and all participated in some sort of
activities aimed at helping other cops. These connections and behaviors usually included
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a great concern for officer safety, permitting them to carry out their mission and to bear
witness to their own death immersion while experiencing an immortalizing sense that
they have a positive influence in the future of other cops.

Again, although the profound death imprint image can never be truly mastered through
enactment, some survivors feel compelled to seek and carry out survivors missions that
benefit other cops, but they are often frustrated that despite their best efforts and best
intentions they can never do quite enough in service of troubled cops and their physical
and emotional safety. In particular, they want to bear witness to their own suffering and
to carry the dark message that every cop should be prepared for the possibility of a
similar fate.
Is there anyone who goes out there and talks to cops? Is there anyone to go out
there and talk to cops who are partners or just cops in general and tell them?
People don’t want to believe it can happen to them but I’m telling you right now it
can. People say ‘You were partners for [many] years?’ ‘Yeah.’ ‘And you
watched him die?’ ‘Yeah.’ ‘Oh, shit. I can’t talk about this. I’m sorry.’ ‘Hey, no
problem.’ People don’t want to get into it, they don’t want to think about it. It
can happen. I ’m telling you it can happen.
One collaborator noted that although he became a member of an organization of cops
devoted to supporting other traumatized cops, he ultimately drifted away because he
found it too depressing to be continually exposed to cops who had been very badly
injured, who suffered a catastrophic illness, or who experienced other traumatic life
events.

Although the officer remained supportive of the group’s aims, believed its

members were well-intentioned, and was grateful for the support it had given him in his
time o f greatest need, he found the intimate discussions of other cops’ problems too
difficult to handle. This officer also had his own well-founded and very specific survivor
mission, a mission that did not easily fit within the group’s broad mandate to help cops
experiencing a broad range of trauma-related problems. Some Police Survivors become
so caught up in their own mission and have such a compelling need to fulfill it that they
cannot easily deal with the distractions of others’ missions.
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There are, however, limits to the kind of emotional trauma survivors can bear and some
activities conjure especially painful memories. One collaborator noted that although he
never failed to memorials honoring his partner or other cops killed in the line o f duty, he
could not bring himself to visit the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial in
Washington, DC or its annual event to honor cops killed in the line o f duty. Several cops
brought him rubbings o f his partner’s name as it appeared on the memorial wall, but he
and his partner had vacationed together in Washington with their spouses and those
happy memories made the prospect of visiting the city again too painful.

Quiet Missions

Partners and close friends o f a murdered cop often take a high-profile leadership role in
organizing the mission, but almost all of those affected by the death engage in some sort
of altruistic or immortalizing activities. They often go about these activities quietly, and
may not seek to attract attention to themselves or their good deeds. The parents o f one
officer killed in the line of duty, for example, told of visiting their son’s grave site and
finding flowers and various mementos with special symbolic connection to their son’s
life that indicated many others had visited the grave.

They were touched by these

gestures and sought, through various means, to determine which of their son’s friends and
colleagues had visited in order to thank them. The visits eased concerns that their son
would not be remembered.

Over the years I’ve heard of or witnessed many instances in which cops performed quiet,
even anonymous acts o f kindness that benefited a slain officer’s family or preserved his
memory in some way. Interestingly, many of the officers performing these acts did not
know the dead officer well:

their acts represent a larger and more encompassing

connection to the circumstances of the death or to a sense of cultural connection. One
patrol officer I knew, for example, would often park his patrol car at a particular location
between calls for service. When asked why he frequently chose that particular location to
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sit or to drink coffee, he explained, with the slight embarrassment many cops exhibit
when they are caught in the act of a benevolent gesture, that the family o f a cop murdered
in the line o f duty lived on the street and he just wanted to make sure that their block was
particularly safe. Importantly, he always parked so that the marked patrol car could not
be seen from the dead officer’s home, since he was sensitive to the idea that the image of
the patrol car might conjure troubling memories for the family. That he never personally
knew the murdered officer did not deter him from acting as a kind o f unseen guardian
angel watching over the officer’s home and family.

Meaning, Connection and Religious Faith

As they struggle to find meaning and extract value and vitality from the death, survivors
often seek symbols and images that capture and express the deceased officer’s essential
goodness and altruism or that offer a special kind of personal connection to him. There is
certainly always a tendency to reconstruct our memories of a deceased loved one and cast
them in a more positive light, and this tendency goes hand-in-hand with an unwillingness
to tolerate criticisms o f him, but in the case o f a murdered cop there may be more o f these
images available to connect with existing forms and constellations. As we observed
earlier, members o f police families (especially children) view police work in an idealized
light — they are convinced o f the inherent goodness and nobility of police officers and
police work and they believe the police are a powerful moral force acting in the best
interests of society. Their implicit loyalty and commitment to the police culture and its
ideal values are reinforced when official and cultural expressions of support sustain them
and when they participate in police immortality rites and ceremonies. In many cases their
affinity for cops and for the police culture deepens, and in experiencing this connection
they also experience a sense o f immortality for themselves and their loved one.

Police Survivors and family members not only actively seek these immortalizing symbols
and images, but they also tend to invest them with highly personalized special meanings
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and to find significant connections between seemingly disparate events and images.
Police Survivors and family members often take refuge in the comforts of religious faith
— several noted their death immersion led to a deeper and more fulfilling religious or
spiritual life, and many o f the images and symbols they embraced have religious
significance. Several Police Survivors, for example, noted they experienced a kind of
spiritual rebirth after almost being killed. A collaborator who said he’d always been
moderately religious began attending Mass and taking the sacrament of Communion on a
daily basis. When he was unable to attend services, he often stopped at a church for a
few minutes o f silent prayer and quiet reflection that left him feeling more centered, and
he and his spouse frequently went to a local beach for a period of contemplation and
meditation. Sunday Mass became a family event, and while he said he was “certainly not
a holy roller,” he found great comfort and a sense of transcendent connection to his faith,
to his family and to others in religious experience. Consonant with the doctrines of his
faith and because his own near-death made him sensitive to the potential for unexpected
death, he believed it was important to remain in a state of grace.

Several collaborator narratives evidenced a connection between religious faith and eternal
nature, and immortalizing images in nature often took on special significance. A family
member of an officer killed in the line of duty, for example, recalled being in his
backyard a few days after the death, sobbing as he looked at newspaper clippings. He
became aware of a small rabbit sitting quietly at his feet — a symbol of new life, he said
— and took it as a sign his loved one was in a better place. The rabbit has returned to the
yard again and again, and each time he sees it as an affirmation of the connection with the
dead officer. On another occasion shortly after the death he saw a particular symbol —
one he associates with the officer but that also has some religious significance as well as a
tangential association with policing —in the configuration of a cloud, and he went on to
describe how this image has reappeared in various forms at significant events. “Are they
coincidences? I don’t think so. I see them as God’s indicators. They are my connections
and proof that life does not end. It continues, but in different ways. I know that God
cares.”
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This family member’s attempt to reclaim meaning and significance from death mirrored
the kind of attempts many other collaborators made to find something positive to take
away from their profound death immersion, and all ultimately managed to do so. A
common theme among all Police Survivor collaborators was that through their immersion
and struggle with death -- an immersion and struggle that deprived them of the capacity
to fully enjoy life -- they came to a greater appreciation o f the value of life. As we’ve
seen, some come to find a kind of transcendent peace and achieve a world-view that
underscores the importance o f affirming rather than destroying life. As one collaborator
put it:
Something like this makes you appreciate how fragile and valuable human life is
— yours or another person’s. And how easy it is to die or to take a human life.
That’s something you already know, but something like this makes it concrete and
real. It teaches you what is really important in life.
Another collaborator expressed it this way:
Yes, I would say something good came out o f this. It prepared me better for my
career and my life, in that I know I never want to get involved in anything like
this again. Everything I do now is geared toward finding an alternative. Not just
because the department says to find an alternative, but because I never want to go
through this again. As a cop, you must remain committed to life.

Conclusion

The Police Survivors whose experiences we’ve explored in this chapter survived some of
the most horrific kind o f death experiences cops can encounter, and these experiences
resulted in the most penetrating manifestations of survivor psychology we’ve seen in this
dissertation.

Their experiences changed their personal and professional identities in

profound ways, and they continually struggle to manage these identities. Some Police
Survivors fare better than others, and those who have immediate access to powerful
immortality systems are rather quickly able to begin reformulating a new identity that
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allows them to once again experience some vitality. No matter how well some survivors
do, though, they are never quite the same person they were before. They are, to far
greater extent than any of the other survivors we’ve seen, forever tied to the horror of the
death imprint and forever caught up in devitalizing and interlocking cycles of guilt, taint,
formative impairment and damaged identity.

Police Survivors struggle with a myriad of issues, some of which are entirely subjective
and some o f which are particular to the specific facts and circumstances of their death
immersion, but these lasting struggles illuminate how powerfully they are affected by
each o f the five themes of survivor psychology. As we’ve examined these themes, we’ve
seen how closely intertwined and synergistic they are, and how difficult it is to explore
one theme without recognizing how it affects and is affected by other themes.

It would be a disservice to these men and women not to acknowledge again that they bear
their tainted identities, their guilt, their devitalization and the horrors of their experience
with tremendous integrity. They struggle against the rage, the guilt and the taint they
feel, not only because these features of survivorship impair their own capacity to fully
experience the vibrancy and vitality life once offered them, but because their death
immersion ultimately makes them more sensitive to the plight of others and more
committed to activities they can undertake on behalf o f others. Although many they feel
have been horribly wronged by their experience and by the actions and reactions of
others, they struggle against bitterness and despondency, and they fight to maintain an
optimistic view of themselves, their world, and o f others who inhabit it. They remain
deeply committed to the altruism and the idealism that first drew them into policing —
the constellations and values that lie at the core of their police identity and at the core of
police culture

— and in some cases their death immersion has reinforced these

constellations to make them more humane and caring cops.

There is great pathos in their narratives, but none o f the collaborators was in any way
pathetic. They are men and women o f good impulse who have been thrust into extreme
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situations that few human beings ever confront, and despite a fearful knowledge that they
might one day have to confront these situations they did not shrink away. They are, in
every sense of the word, heroic men and women who continue to live heroic lives.

There is rather little to add at this point, and further exposition or analysis would only
serve to make their very human experiences more abstract and intellectualized. Perhaps
the best summary o f the Police Survivor’s experience and the challenges they face are
reflected in the words of one collaborator. Although his remarks specifically concerned
the experience o f spouses and children of officers murdered in the line of duty and the
Police Department’s response to them, the words seem equally descriptive of Police
Survivors in general.
The hierarchy feels they do the best they can. You know, there are scholarships
for the children, there are events and children’s parties they get invited to. They
feel the widows are remembered, there are memorial services. They feel these
individuals are not forgotten. What the hierarchy may not be aware of is the
children who are acting out, who are in therapy, who have nightmares, who are
teased in the schoolyard -- “Oh, you don’t have a daddy.” What the Department
doesn’t get is how their individual lives are impacted every single day. When
they go to the supermarket and walk down the corridor and cry when they see
their husband’s favorite food on the shelf. It all comes back months later. How
they can’t sleep at night. How they are tremendously lonely. And it’s great to
have a support network, it’s great to be able to call another widow on the phone at
one in the morning, but it’s just not enough. Those are the things the Department
just doesn’t realize. That holding four or five events during the year for this
person just doesn’t meet that person’s needs. These are desperately wounded
souls, and there is nothing, nothing you can ever do to restore them.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions and Recommendations

We began our explorations of the psychological impact o f exposure to death in
contemporary urban policing by observing that although exposure to death is a powerful
variable in human psychology, and although police officers may frequently encounter
death in many forms and in all sorts of situations and conditions, we know rather little
about the particular kinds of impact such exposures have upon individual officers or their
occupational culture.

At that time we likened our prospective exploration to an

intellectual journey in which we would undertake to learn more about this terra incognita
— the psychological nexus of death and policing — in order to develop a more complete,
detailed and comprehensive knowledge of it. We undertook this exploration not merely
to expand the field o f knowledge, but to come away with a more sweeping grasp of an
important but often ignored human dimension of policing, and hopefully to gain practical
insights into police psychology and behavior. We did not anticipate that this project
would ultimately answer every question or illuminate every aspect of this complex
subject, and in fact we noted that the research might well raise more questions than it
answered. This dissertation certainly does not represent the final word on exposure to
death in policing, but our intellectual journey has taken us a long way toward a fuller
understanding of the consequential issues we investigated.

It is the nature and part o f the attraction of exploratory research — especially exploratory
research to which one feels a strong sense of personal and professional commitment —
that we never know when we begin precisely where the project will take us physically,
emotionally or intellectually. We go, in essence, where the theory and data lead us, and
we exploit the unanticipated potentials of the moment as they arise. As evidenced by the
length o f this dissertation, the complexity of the paradigm and perspective it involved,
and the compelling nature o f the issues it explored, this dissertation was an intensive and
ambitious research project. One should never embark on such a difficult intellectual
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journey without a sincere commitment to it, and one should be aware that it requires a
tremendous investment of time and intellectual effort. One should also be aware that he
may be profoundly touched and even changed by the experiences of the people he meets
on the journey.

Academicians are quite properly concerned with maintaining an objective view of their
subject, but all too often our concerns for objectivity interpose a psychological and
emotional distance from the human issues with which we must also be concerned. In
undertaking an uncertain intellectual journey of this kind and in dealing so closely with
these human beings and human issues, one is also bound to struggle with objectivity and
commitment. Researcher and collaborator are drawn more closely together when they
mutually explore the kind o f intimate personal experiences that are the substance o f this
work, and the connection that develops can make it difficult to remain detached from
one’s topic. In a project as concerned with significant human issues as this dissertation,
complete detachment is not only a practical impossibility, but also inadvisable.

The

researcher always brings his personal experiences, biases, and intellectual strengths and
weaknesses to the project, so claims to complete objectivity are disingenuous. In the
extreme, complete objective detachment raises the risky prospect o f depriving the study
of its essential humanity, and also denies the humanity of the researcher.

Early on in this dissertation we discussed the stance Lifton calls ‘advocacy and
detachment,’ and it would be wrong and inauthentic of me not to have addressed this
issue or to leave the reader with the impression that I did not become emotionally
engaged with and sympathetic toward many of my collaborators. Although it was often a
struggle to maintain the ‘advocacy and detachment’ stance, I believe I was successful in
mastering that struggle and my acknowledged advocacy for these survivors who shared
their lives and experiences with me did not cloud my objectivity or immoderately
infiltrate my analysis. Because I knew from the beginning that this would be an issue of
concern, I remained aware of its risks throughout the research process and did my best to
maintain fidelity to the principles of objectivity without ignoring my own humanity.
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There are always elements o f uncertainty and ambitious risk in research that ventures into
uncharted intellectual territory, but for several additional reasons this dissertation was
particularly ambitious and particularly risky.

First, this dissertation is concerned with human issues that are of profound psychological,
philosophical and ethical consequence, at the same time they are issues many would
prefer to ignore. There is always some resistance to discussing or even reflecting upon
our own death — our death encounters always remind us of our own mortality — but
even when we get beyond this obstacle to embrace and conceptualize the intricate issues
involved we often find it difficult to articulate our thoughts, feelings and insights in a
meaningful and revealing way. This set of problems operates for the interviewer as well
as for the collaborator, but it is the researcher’s responsibility to bear witness to the
collaborators’ experience in a meaningful and honest way. I did not know at the outset
what quantity or quality o f data I’d collect, nor whether the data would support or refute
my intuitive assumptions about the phenomena under study or about the feasibility of the
paradigm to adequately explain whatever findings I actually obtained.

This project was also ambitious in its complexity and its objectives, since we looked at
the common experiential themes that emerge from police death encounters and examined
these themes at three levels o f analysis.

In essence, we attempted to explore and

explicate, in a logically structured way, phenomena that defy precise measurement,
classification and structure. We looked at the impact police death encounters have upon
the individual officer, upon their occupational culture, and upon the police organization
as a whole. To better grasp how death encounters subjectively affect cops, we needed to
understand who these cops were and how they got to be that way, we needed to
understand the values and belief systems that animate and support their culture, and we
needed to understand something about the specific kinds of work they do in relation to
death events. Grasping how these three forces or factors -- the individual cop, his
culture and his task environment — intersect at a given death event and interact to
mediate his experience o f that event was difficult enough, but from the writer’s point of
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view the need to adequately describe and do justice to each without becoming mired in
minutia or exposition that would lead us too far astray from our primary subject made the
endeavor even more difficult.

Finally, the project was ambitious and complex because it sought to analyze, explain and
make meaning o f police and police work by applying Robert Jay Lifton’s formativesymbolic paradigm and because it sought to analyze, explain and make meaning of police
death encounters by applying Lifton’s psychology of survival perspective. This required
a thorough reconceptualization of police psychology, socialization and culture since
neither the formative-symbolic paradigm nor the psychology of survival had ever been
previously applied in a large-scale study of policing. As a result, there was no extant
literature written from the formative-symbolic viewpoint to directly support many of my
observations and conclusions about police officers or police work. To a large extent, this
dissertation took an entirely new and untested approach to understanding police and
police work, requiring that we reexamine many of the observations others have made and
recast them in language and conceptual forms that aligned with our approach.

Early on in this dissertation we outlined some basic principles about human responses to
death and reactions to death encounters, drawing many of our observations from a fairly
eclectic body of literature dealing with various death work occupations. We refined these
observations by pointing out some similarities and differences between these occupations
and the kind o f death exposures they entail and the realities of contemporary urban
policing. The many points of correspondence and divergence we found illuminated the
fact that police officers encounter death under somewhat different circumstances than
other death workers, and in turn our observations identified several facets of policing that
required further exploration and amplification so that the impact of these similarities and
differences could be better understood. We therefore took a number of excursions along
our intellectual journey, exploring and expanding upon these facets before returning to
our primary subject matter.
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These similarities and differences, along with the absence of an extensive and coherent
body of literature dealing specifically with police death encounters, also hinted at the kind
o f research plan we’d need to excavate data about police experiences with death. We
saw, for example, that a great deal of the research on police death encounters consists of
quantitative research into police shootings and police murders that offers few insights
into cops’ subjective experience of these or other death encounters. More specifically,
the literature pointed to the fact that we would have to obtain our primary data directly
from police officers — to ‘get inside their heads’ to truly understand their experience -using a depth interview method supported by other forms of direct and indirect
observation.

Rather than focusing entirely on the subjective experience of individual officers, we
adopted a ‘shared themes’ approach that allowed us to operate at a certain level of
abstraction and to discern larger and more universal patterns o f psychological response
among officers who experienced somewhat similar death events. The shared themes
approach nevertheless allowed us to maintain a humane and person-focused orientation
and to hear the voices o f collaborators whose narratives expressed these themes in
especially representative, powerful or evocative ways. This multifaceted method was
particularly appropriate insofar as it conforms to the interview style and approach Lifton
used in his studies leading to the development of his paradigm and the psychology of
survival perspective that flows from it. The formative-symbolic paradigm provided us
with a sufficiently broad and adaptable structure to analyze, examine and explain police
behavior in general, and the psychology of survival allowed us to focus more narrowly on
the specific psychological themes or patterns of psychological response that result from
death encounters.

These similarities and differences also helped identify some of our research objectives
and expectations. Based upon the limited data available to us at that point we derived a
number o f research expectations — a fairly generic slate of rough hypotheses that would
guide our intellectual travels. At this point there is little to be gained from attempting to
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thoroughly recapitulate or summarize all the findings, observations and conclusions
contained in the preceding ten chapters, just as there is little to be gained from additional
analysis o f the data. This dissertation contains a tremendous amount of complex data that
is often expressed subtly in the collaborators’ narrative voices, and in trying to succinctly
restate it we run the risk o f eliding important nuances and observations.

Similarly,

additional analysis poses a distinct risk of taking an overly academic approach that would
ultimately impoverish the research and undermine its value by raising essentially human
expressions to an unsuitable level of psychologized abstraction.

We simultaneously pursued a variety of goals and objectives in conducting this research,
but for the purposes of this concluding chapter we can conceptually group these goals and
objectives into three major areas or categories.

First, we sought to explore the

psychological impact o f police death encounters by determining how various objective,
subjective and situational factors influence the event’s traumatic potential and ultimately
affect officers. Second, we sought to apply the formative-symbolic paradigm and the
psychology o f survival in conducting this research, and to assess their viability and
explanatory power for our areas of concern. Finally, we sought to identify areas that
might prove fruitful for future research and to extract some pertinent policy
recommendations that could help address some of the problems and psychological issues
that result from police death encounters.

Factors Influencing the Death Encounter

Our initial review of the literature of death work occupations and the psychology of death
led us to observe that the traumatic potential of a given death event can be aggravated or
mitigated by various factors. These include the individual’s previous experiences with
death and his subjective vulnerability to death trauma, his interaction with others at the
scene, the specific tasks and behaviors in which he engages, the duration of the exposure,
the gruesomeness o f the death and the condition o f the corpse, his physical proximity to
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the corpse, and the extent to which he identifies or has a relationship with the deceased.
We also discovered that death events in which the individual plays an instrumental role in
causing the death are especially traumatic.

We saw how previous death encounters, especially professional encounters, shape the
experience of cops in each task environment. Our Rookie collaborators, for example, had
no earlier professional death encounters and so they lacked adequate images, forms and
constellations with which to integrate and make sense of the encounter, and their related
lack of adequate schemas for enactment further exacerbated their discomfort and unease
at the death scene. Rookies also lacked earlier professional opportunities to develop and
refine their capacity for partial professional numbing, making the encounter all the more
traumatic.

Collaborators in the other task environments, though, had substantial prior professional
dealings with death, sufficient images and constellations that helped them integrate and
make sense o f their encounters, and adequate schemas for enactment to fulfill
organizational roles as well as their personally- and culturally-mandated urge to do
something.

Because earlier encounters helped develop their capacity for partial

professional numbing, their death encounters usually resulted in less psychic trauma.

The roles played by subjective vulnerabilities to death imagery are, by their nature, less
amenable to broad generalizations but we certainly met collaborators whose personal
vulnerabilities made certain deaths more difficult. We recall here the veteran Homicide
Detective reduced to tears — more than ten years after the incident — while discussing
the death o f a child under circumstances that paralleled his own son’s near-death.

The cop’s interactions with others at the death scene certainly influences his experience,
and we saw the influence of different patterns of typical interaction with other cops and
with the deceased’s family and friends. Rookies, who have the potential for a great deal
o f interaction with family and friends, often try to avoid interaction by busying
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themselves with paperwork. Because they want to be ‘good cops’ and generally have a
service orientation, some Rookies force themselves to deal with family and friends as
compassionately as their limited repertoire of experiences and constellations will allow.
Tenured cops are generally more comfortable interacting in this way, and the emotional
costs that accrue may be offset by the sense of personal and professional integrity,
movement and connection they receive from compassionate response as well as by the
reinforcement o f their ‘good cop’ identity. Crime Scene Unit technicians, on the other
hand, are continuously confronting grotesque and violent death and they have neither a
tolerance nor a professional need for interactions with people other than cops
especially emotionally distraught people.

—

Their professional identity is tied up in

objective detachment and technical proficiency, and the nature of their work allows them
to entirely avoid interactions and the complicating emotional connections that might
result.

In terms of specific tasks and behaviors shaping the death encounter experience, we have
seen that the duties the task environment prescribes can either attenuate or exacerbate
psychic threat. Examples are the handling of human remains and the inventorying of
personal effects, tasks typically delegated to the Rookie and supervised by the Patrol
Sergeant, and we saw that officers in both categories specifically cited the handling of
personal effects as a psychologically difficult job that enhanced their sense of
identification with the deceased. This task resulted in an uneasy feeling that they were in
some way violating the deceased’s privacy by snooping around in his most private papers
and possessions. They see it as a superfluous administrative duty of uncertain necessity,
but Homicide Detectives and Crime Scene Unit technicians see the same duties as an
integral part o f the investigative process that helps define their professional self and
achieve their professional goals. It poses less psychic threat for them in part because it
connects with and reinforces their professional identity, in part because partial
professional numbing and prior experiences with the task have inured them to much of its
trauma, and in part because it helps them make meaning of the death and to pursue
justice.

Handling human remains or a deceased person’s possessions may stimulate
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guilty constellations o f separation, stasis and disintegration among Rookies and Patrol
Sergeants, but the same activities provides a sense of professional connection, movement
and integrity for Homicide Detectives and Crime Scene Unit technicians. For Crime
Scene Unit technicians, in fact, the capacity for dispassionate examination of even the
most grotesque human remains to discover evidence is an intrinsic element of their work
and their professional identity.

The death encounter’s traumatic potential is magnified when it involves exposure to
grotesque, violent or particularly disintegrative images, and so we saw that the physical
condition o f the corpse influences the cop’s overall experience. A recent benign death —
a ‘fresh DO A,’ for example — generally involves less traumatic imagery than one
involving a decomposing corpse. These ‘ripe DOAs’ assault the cop’s senses with a host
o f visual, olfactory and perhaps tactile images, and his visceral reaction can be amplified
when his exposure is prolonged. We saw that Rookies required to ‘sit’ on a decomposing
body for extended periods often become physically ill and/or psychologically
immobilized, and we saw that experienced cops in other task environments equip
themselves with cigars and other means to mask the stench of putrefaction.

Death

imprints often involve grotesque or disintegrative imagery, and the numbing these
exposures naturally evoke can be more profound when the officer has to physically
handle gruesome remains. Thus we saw that because all but the most inured cops -notably, Crime Scene Unit technicians -- have a distinct aversion to handling remains,
cultural conventions have evolved to dictate that unless a compelling professional reason
to the contrary exists, such tasks are delegated to the Rookie. In turn, the process of
overcoming reluctance to have physical contact with a corpse

—

especially a

decomposing corpse or detached body parts — represents a rite of passage within the
larger ‘first DOA’ rite o f passage, ultimately helping Rookies develop the capacity for
partial professional numbing. In particular, we recall the collaborator who felt a physical
sense o f dissociated numbing overcome him as he forced himself to straddle a
decomposing corpse and on another occasion forced himself to pick up and tag body parts
strewn along a highway. We also recall the Transit Division Sergeant who, following his
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traumatic experiences dealing with disintegrative death as a patrol cop, exercised his
supervisory discretion not to enter the proximity o f ‘space cases’ and ‘men under.’

A cop’s psychic trauma is often amplified when he has some sense of connection to the
deceased or when some basis exists for a close connection. We saw some evidence that
cops are particularly troubled when they share personal characteristics with the deceased,
including similarities in age, race, sex and social condition, or when they relate to the
circumstances o f the death in especially powerful ways. Here we recall the young cop
who was stirred to special action by the near-death o f a young woman — ‘the kind of girl
he would have dated’ — with whom he shared many points of identification.

These and many other factors or situational variables may be present or absent at a
particular death scene, and to a large extent the officer’s task environment dictates the
quality and quantity of his exposure to them. The same factors may be present at mortal
combat death scenes, and because these situations involve infinitely greater personal
involvement and psychic threat — they are truly encounters with one’s own mortality
rather than casual encounters with the deaths of strangers — their overall impact is likely
to be magnified tremendously.

The Formative-Symbolic Paradigm and the Psychology of Survival

We sought to apply the formative-symbolic paradigm and the psychology of survival
perspective in this dissertation and to assess their viability and explanatory power for the
specific area of police death encounters as well as for a broader conceptualization of
police psychology and behavior at the cultural and organizational levels. In all respects,
the formative-symbolic paradigm and the psychology of survival proved to be
exceptionally powerful analytical tools that gave structure to our explorations and
meaning to our data.
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The formative-symbolic paradigm illuminated a host of individual police behaviors,
organizational activities, and cultural rites, rituals and belief systems that can impart a
vitalizing sense of symbolic immortality: they permit cops to participate, symbolically or
actually, in an endeavor of historic significance that is greater, more important, and more
enduring than the individual. We also saw the five modes o f accessing and expressing
the quest for a sense of immortality in these behaviors, activities, rites and rituals, and we
saw how each mode provides cops with a sense of connection, movement and integrity.
Further, the paradigm allowed us to analyze policing in a way that adds depth and texture
to observations others have made.

Other observers have commented that there is often a family tradition in policing, for
example, but by viewing it as part o f the quest for symbolic immortality we can better
appreciate its power and appeal. The family tradition expresses the biological mode of
symbolic immortality by connecting one’s own history to the history of policing and it
expresses a kind o f integrity or consonance between one’s own activities, aspirations,
beliefs and lifestyle and those of his biological forebears.

The family tradition also

involves a sense of movement in terms of permitting participants to feel they are
continuing the work and fulfilling the legacy of their predecessors, or that their own work
and legacy is being carried on into the future. Biosocial variations on this theme include
the importance and strength o f relationships between police mentors and protegees, and
we saw how the sense o f biohistorical continuity ultimately expands to encompass the
idea of being part o f a durable and eternal police culture. Hence cops subtly distinguish
between ‘the Job,’ a construct with overtones that imply personal and professional
fidelity to a set o f eternal values, truths and belief systems, and the more ephemeral
‘Department’ -

a construct laden with some suspicion and perhaps some cynicism

regarding its integrity and durability.

We saw how expressive symbols like the police officer’s shield permit ties to the past and
future at the same time they represent participation in a powerful romantic tradition
involving honorable, chivalric and self-sacrificing values. The symbolism of the shield
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can be invested with special meaning when it is subsumed within the family tradition, but
even when cops have no access to the family tradition the continuity of the shield and its
passing from officer to officer unites the individual self with the people and the activities
o f the past and future, permitting the cop to feel a special symbolic connection to the
eternal flow and continuity of the policing enterprise.

Another particularly meaningful mode of expressing symbolic immortality is that of
creative works, which involves the urge to affect the lives o f others — especially their
future lives — in positive ways. Again, this mode underlies mentorship relationships and
the formal and informal transmission of cultural values, myths and police ‘tricks of the
trade,’ as well as what we called the ‘urge to do justice.’ To greater or lesser extent this
urge to achieve a sense that one makes a significant and lasting contribution to society
possesses police aspirants and police recruits, and images that accrue through police
experience can either add substance and dimension to these rudimentary and inchoate
constellations or can erode them.

The urge to do justice also shows the specific

manifestations and forms o f expression a universal mode of symbolic immortality can
take when it is shaped and influenced by powerful cultural and organizational precepts
and values.

The symbols and immortality systems that express the quest for symbolic immortality
take on special significance in terms of police death encounters, and we saw how these
symbols and images are used to assert connection, continuity, integrity and vitality in
memorializing murdered cops and other police heroes. The fact that Police Survivors of
extreme death immersions who were afforded access to powerful immortality systems
fared better, in terms of immediately repairing their damaged identities, than cops who
were denied access to the same systems underscores the systems’ tremendous capacity to
impart a healthy sense of vitality and to maintain the viability of the self in the aftermath
o f powerful psychic trauma.
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The biological/biosocial mode and the urge toward creative works are certainly powerful
within the contemporary urban police context, but they are by no means the only ones we
discerned in our explorations. We discovered aspects and features of all five modes, and
each expressed the essential elements o f connection, movement and integrity in ways that
were especially appropriate to police officers. Many of the police behaviors, activities
and belief systems these modes encompass were casually observed by others, but the
formative-symbolic paradigm allowed us to explain them in an entirely new and
especially informative way.

The formative-symbolic paradigm also allowed us to explore the process of police
socialization and the development of a police identity, as well as to extract important new
insights and meanings from them.

The paradigm’s emphasis on the creation of

increasingly complex and meaningful images, forms and constellations within the
formative process — a process that is inherently vitalizing and therefore especially
salient in light o f the cop’s sense of social estrangement --

allowed us to see the

importance of different kinds o f police experience in forging an individual identity, a
police identity, and a cultural identity. Here again, other researchers have stressed the
importance of police experience in identity development and some have even noted how
police officers place extraordinary emphasis on subjective experience as the primary
determiner of truth, but I am aware of no other psychological analysis that described a
specific cognitive/emotional process by which these subjective images and experiences
integrate with earlier forms to create increasingly complex constellations that give
meaning and vitality to individual and group experience.

The formative-symbolic

paradigm also shows us that images, forms and constellations have inherent schemas for
enactment that are often rooted in training and socialization processes, and these schemas
helped us understand how and why police respond to a given event in a particular way.

Finally, the formative-symbolic paradigm gave us some insight into the way police
develop a professional identity that can appear very different from the persona they adopt
outside the work environment. From our early review of the death work literature, for
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example, we posited that cops with the least-developed role identity and the poorest sense
o f agency would experience greater distress in their death encounters.

The Rookie

collaborators’ narratives certainly bore this out, but perhaps more significantly we refined
these concepts to bring them into line with the formative-symbolic paradigm. We saw
how the ‘sense o f agency’ develops once sufficient images are acquired to create
constellations with viable schemas for enactment and once the young cop feels
sufficiently confident to actualize them, and we reworked the concept of role identity by
observing how these images ultimately lead to the emergence of a kind o f dual identity
we called the ‘police s e lf and the ‘personal self.’

The ‘police se lf is an inclusive image that is the sum of all the images experienced in
their occupational lives as well as some elements o f images, forms and constellations
imported from outside their working world. The core elements of the ‘personal se lf are
the basis for the ‘police self,’ but although the personal identity certainly preexists the
police identity, it also inevitably takes on and incorporates some images, forms and
constellations the cop experiences at work. The socialized cop -- certainly the ‘good
cop’ — is a very different person than he was as a police aspirant or a police recruit.
There is substantial overlap and substantial give-and-take between these two identities,
since some images inhabit and infiltrate both spheres, and throughout this dissertation we
saw how cops struggle to manage their identities.

On the one hand we saw cops struggle to compartmentalize their working experiences
and isolate traumatic images so they would not intrude in their personal lives — these
include the cops who rarely if ever inform their families and significant others about their
hard and cynical working life, the violence and inhumanity they witness, or the deaths
they encounter — but at the same time many of these cops struggle to bring the most
humane and caring elements of their personal self to bear at work. We also saw myriad
examples of cops struggling not to let their personal feelings, beliefs, attitudes and urges
adversely affect or implicate their work.
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To some extent cops erect these semi-permeable psychic firewalls between their dual
selves in service of protecting their loved ones from the ugliness they witness and that
ultimately comes to inhabit their professional self, but it is also psychologically necessary
for them to have a kind o f psychic refuge from their hard and cynical working world.
The cop who can adeptly move between these two selves and two worlds can access
rewarding images that connect with and animate many more and many different aspects
or dimensions o f his personality. He can in other words, be a more complete, more
fulfilled, and more genuine human being.

In the extreme, this duality of self could conceivably lead to what Lifiton calls “doubling,”
a concept developed in his studies of Nazi doctors to explain their capacity to engage in
atrocious medical experiments and death camp selections at virtually the same time they
practiced the kind o f ‘good medicine’ we often associate with caring medical
professionals.

Although we did not encounter evidence of doubling among the

collaborators and therefore did not discuss the phenomena in this dissertation, it remains
an area for future research that may help to explain some forms of police corruption and
criminal misconduct. Anecdotal evidence suggests that some officers — some ‘good
cops,’ in fact — are also capable of appalling acts of corruption and brutality.

We also reconceptualized the notion of professional efficacy, recasting it in formativesymbolic terms as the meanings associated with the police-self constellation of a ‘good
cop.’ Part of the ‘good cop’ constellation, of course, involves the urge to do something to
effectively prevent or repair a problematic situation, and we saw how this urge often
intersects with the urge to do justice. Here again, we saw the value of the formativesymbolic paradigm in explaining police psychology, since experienced officers who
developed sufficient images, forms and constellations (with attendant schemas for
enactment) around death events were much better able to utilize these schemas to perform
their duties in a way that conformed to the demands of their personal and professional
identities. As ‘good cops,’ they were capable of flexible responses that allowed them to
do justice (in the police idiom, to ‘do the right thing’) and also met the demands of both
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their personal and professional selves. They could, in other words, fulfill schemas for
enactment that fulfilled the personal urge for a humane and caring response at the same
time they satisfied professional demands to remedy the situation in conformity with
organizational objectives, often through behaviors the culture transmits and defines as
appropriate.

Experienced cops with a well-developed and healthy sense of both selves are generally
able to move back and forth between these personas with some ease, calling forth the
images, forms, constellations, meanings and schemas for enactment required of the ‘good
cop,’ but there is always a certain tension between these two facets of personality that
becomes manifest in the cop’s struggle to manage the two. As evidenced by the Rookies’
struggle to remain aloof and to maintain an austere professional demeanor despite
personal inclinations to import humane elements of their personal selves into a situation,
cops are better able to manage this struggle when they develop a well-defined and robust
sense of self in both spheres.

Throughout this dissertation we saw a general pattern for the emergence and development
of these two senses o f self. To summarize that pattern, we saw that police recruits enter
the agency with some preconceived notions or images of police work and a kind o f vision
or amorphous image of the kind of cop they hope to become, but at this point they lack a
true sense o f themselves as police officers.

The images, forms and constellations

experienced and developed in training and in early experience gradually coalesce to add
substance and dimension to their incipient police identity. The urge to develop and assert
the professional self is impelled in part by the young officer’s generally anomic
experience: his existing ‘civilian’ sense of self is at odds with the new social role he has
taken up. Because he has not yet developed a comfortable identity that fits with his own
or others’ expectations, he attempts to shed older and less valuable elements of his
civilian self that do not, in his estimation, conform to the identity he seeks. He may
consciously or unconsciously adopt behaviors and express attitudes he perceives as ‘cop
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like,’ and this explains in part the hardened and impervious demeanor he adopts at DOAs
and other early career events that call for sympathetic interaction.

In time, and through the accumulation of police experience, the young officer
incorporates images that support and nurture his police identity and eventually that
identity begins to evolve in its own right. This is perhaps the most critical and, in terms
o f the police organization’s role in personnel development, the most ignored phase of
identity formation. As they become comfortable in their new identity, and as that identity
takes on greater depth and dimension, many young cops see that the ‘good cops’ they
emulate can move fluidly between personas, and they begin to follow suit. As young
officers develop the capacity to manage images and selectively permit them to connect
with either the professional or personal self — a capacity supported in part by their
increased capacity for partial professional numbing — they find that some images and
experiences derived at work can enrich their personal sense of self, and that the
importation of some personal images and experiences can make them a better and more
effective cops. In time, the two selves develop in tandem, sharing many of the same
images, forms, constellations and experiences while excluding others. Others fall prey to
the influence o f cynical role models -- who they may misperceive as ‘good cops’ who
are worthy o f emulation — and to images and experiences that do not provide sufficient
access to a sense of movement, connection and integrity.

The formative-symbolic interpretation of the process of ‘becoming a cop’ sheds new light
on police socialization and the development of a police identity.

Like other

interpretations, it recognizes the importance of early police experiences in determining
the quality and direction of the police career, but it also cogently and coherently explains
the interplay o f social and psychological processes in police identity development.
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The Psychology o f Survival

The gist o f this dissertation was the police officer’s psychological response to
professional death encounters, and so we devoted considerable attention to discussing the
psychology of survival and its five constituent themes. We will not attempt to summarize
or recapitulate every facet and nuance of survivor psychology we elicited from
collaborators’ narratives, but rather we will make some general statements about the
psychology of survival’s value in understanding cops, their world, and especially their
death encounters.

Numbing

One of the first observations we can make concerns the significance of numbing,
especially partial professional numbing, as a self-protective phenomena and process. The
capacity to selectively invoke partial professional numbing is a useful attribute that
shields an officer from psychic threat by making him less open to his own emotional
feelings and responses and less receptive to the emotional feelings and responses of
others. Too much emotional involvement in the difficult events he witnesses could easily
prove debilitating and, in the longer term, hasten burnout and cynicism.

Partial

professional numbing also lets him focus cognitively on the task at hand, an especially
valuable capacity in light of the many dangerous situations he encounters. On other
occasions, we saw that by opening themselves to certain emotional experiences, cops can
experience vitality and reinforce elements of their personal and/or professional identity,
so the capacity for selective invocation of partial professional numbing is an essential part
o f identity management.

More profound and often involuntary forms of numbing can accompany severe psychic
threats, and this diminution of feeling and emotion also serves a protective function: by
essentially separating affect from cognition, at the same time leaving cognition largely
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intact and viable, the cop forestalls potential psychic immobilization. He can cognitively
focus on the physical and/or emotional threat, analyze it with some dispassion, and
mobilize appropriate schemas to neutralize or escape the threat. Numbing thus facilitates
his biological survival.

Every collaborator in every category reported some numbing at their first DOA, and
several were quite explicit in asserting the value they found in it: in particular we recall
the insightful Police Survivor who credited his first DOA experience with helping him
develop the “focus” that made him so effective a cop in dangerous situations. Partial
professional numbing was perhaps most pronounced among Crime Scene Unit
technicians, for whom it acted as a kind of perceptual filter: their task environment and
professional identity required that they take in and process cognitive elements of very
gruesome and potentially disturbing images, but the affective elements that are of no
consequence to their investigative analysis are filtered out. They do not see the remains
of a human life, they see “a very interesting piece of evidence.”

Partial professional numbing is also a valuable asset for the Homicide Detective who
separates his personal and professional feelings from cognition while interviewing and
interrogating, but the extreme forms of numbing Police Survivors typically experience
can easily become chronic features of their lifestyles.

Chronic numbing can easily

overtake the Police Survivor and function to prevent him from moving beyond his death
immersion by locking him in to the death equivalent states o f stasis, disconnection and
disintegration.

As we observed throughout this dissertation, there is a continuum of

numbing that ranges from beneficial forms of partial professional numbing that can
protect the self by enhancing cognitive performance to extreme forms that involve
immobility and psychic closing-off. These extreme forms, which are more characteristic
of the profound death immersions Police Survivors experience, enervate the self and
chronically impair the formative process that would otherwise permit an animating sense
of vitality.
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The Death Imprint Image

Cops in each o f the nominal categories were affected by haunting death imprint images,
but we saw some distinct differences in the type and quality of those images depending
upon the cops’ task environments and the objective potency of the threatening images
they encountered.

Every collaborator in every category could recall specific images

associated with their first DOA, for example, regardless o f the circumstances of that
death. Images o f benign and grotesque first DOA deaths were recalled with seemingly
equal ease, although collaborators in all categories were generally able to offer more
detailed and coherent descriptions of benign death scenes: as a function o f the more
extensive numbing cops experience at grotesque deaths, the images they retain from those
encounters are typically more fragmented and incomplete.

As a group, Rookie

collaborators also had greater difficulty offering coherent narratives with complete
descriptions of the images involved, and this occurred precisely because they had
significantly less time to integrate and make sense o f these images than tenured cops in
other task environments.

Subsequent exposures gave tenured cops images and

constellations with which to retrospectively integrate and make sense of their early
professional death encounters, and so despite the passage of time their first DOA
narratives were far more cohesive.

In sharp contrast, Police Survivors offered detailed, comprehensive and coherent
descriptions o f the imprint images involved in their profound death immersion, but their
overall narratives were often quite fragmented.

A tendency toward fairly loose

associations between particular images and events and the highly disintegrative nature o f
the overall experience made Police Survivors’ narratives somewhat jumpy, but they had
spent a great deal o f time dwelling on the powerful death images that so debilitated and
devitalized them, and they had spent considerable time and effort attempting to integrate
and make sense o f them.
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For other collaborator groups, the imprint images retained were of unusually grotesque
deaths, events to which they had an unusual subjective vulnerability, or otherwise
atypical deaths that did not easily integrate with their personal and professional
constellations. Thus we recall the veteran Homicide Detective haunted by the grotesque
and especially disintegrative imprint image o f a child partially consumed by a polar bear,
and we recall the tremendous accuracy of the visual image he retained after more than a
decade.

Integrating the death was especially difficult because there was no real

investigation to be done — although the death had many elements of absurdity, its cause
was immediately apparent and was not criminal in nature — and there was no real
enactment to be had through a pursuit of justice. We also saw that Crime Scene Unit
technicians, who had the greatest facility for partial professional numbing and for whom a
detached response to grotesque death was a valued attribute of professional identity,
seemed least haunted by death imprints.

Death Guilt

To greater or lesser extent, all the collaborators evidenced some quantity of survivor
guilt, and once again the dimensions and specific manifestations o f guilt varied according
to their task environments and the degree o f psychic threat their encounters involved.
Members o f the four task environments dealt primarily with the deaths of others and they
had little or no reason to imagine their own complicity or responsibility for the deaths
they witnessed, so their death guilt was o f an amorphous and irrational type. Police
Survivors, especially those who participated in an event where another cop or a partner
died, had more extraordinary manifestations of guilt and were especially susceptible to
rational forms of death guilt.

Most of the time cops in the four task environments did not actually witness the death
itself, but rather were called to the scene some time after it occurred. Given this lapse of
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time, it is difficult to rationally imagine one’s responsibility for the death. For Homicide
Detective and Crime Scene Unit technicians, the meaning-making involved in the
investigative process reassures them that another person is responsible. Guilt was an
extremely potent manifestation among Police Survivors, since so many other themes and
features of survivor psychology animate and/or exacerbate the rational and irrational
forms they feel. We saw the important influence of the police agency and the legal
system in determining the kind of guilt some survivors feel: those quickly cleared of
wrongdoing by the department and by a Grand Jury feel vindicated and have less rational
or irrational guilt than Police Survivors for whom the process drags on without clear
resolution. These authorities essentially certify that the cop’s actions were justified.
Whether they kill an assailant or not, Police Survivors who witness the death of another
cop have far greater potential to feel rational and irrational guilt. Their tendency for self
blame and self-doubt — was there anything more they could have done to save another
cop’s life? — can be magnified by a host of events or by the questions others ask.

Suspicion o f Counterfeit Nurturance

We did not see very many overt manifestations o f suspicion of counterfeit nurturance
among Rookies, Patrol Sergeants, Crime Scene Unit technicians or Homicide Detectives,
and this was attributable primarily to the simple fact that few forms or expressions of
nurturance are offered them. With few exceptions, tenured cops did not inquire about
Rookies’ feelings or the emotional difficulties they faced in dealing with their first death
encounter, and when inquiries were forthcoming they were almost always directed toward
the Rookie’s comfortability with the procedural tasks and responsibilities required of
him. Indeed, several Patrol Sergeants who supervised rookies articulated a belief that
overcoming emotional difficulties was an important and functional part of the job that
toughened the young officer, and that it was not within the scope of their own
responsibilities to coddle young cops. They’d had similar experiences themselves and
ultimately profited from the experience, so no special forms of nurturance or expressions
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o f concern were necessary.

They recognized the first death encounter was a rite of

passage, but absent an extreme traumatic impact they generally saw no compelling reason
to interfere or to lessen its subjective impact.

With the exception o f Police Survivors, tenured cops in each of the task environments
experienced most death encounters as fairly routine and ordinary events that did not merit
special consideration o f their own or others’ emotions. When fellow officers recognized
that a particular death encounter was especially difficult for another cop, they were
reluctant — embarrassed, almost — to illuminate the cop’s distress by confronting the
issue. We recall, for example, the Sergeant who unsuccessfully attempted to resuscitate a
baby and his memory of cops who stood around uncomfortably, aware of his distress but
unable or unwilling to offer words or gestures o f comfort. In actuality there are few
words or gestures that can truly remedy such distress, but the cultural emphasis on a stoic,
detached and austere demeanor also precluded nurturing expressions. There were no
culturally-acceptable forms o f comfort to offer. We saw that when comforting words
were forthcoming in exceptional cases, they were almost always offered in private by a
trusted partner, and almost always in an understated way.

These subtle forms of

nurturance, in other words, were always offered and taken as sincere and genuine
expressions o f caring regard by and for a trusted friend, and so they did not unduly or
publicly illuminate the cop’s debilitation or undermine his personal or professional self
esteem. They were seen as authentic, not counterfeit.

Police Survivors who witnessed the death of another cop were a different story, though.
Their death immersion and their impairment was so extreme and their need for comfort
was so great that even the most genuine expressions of solace could animate
constellations o f guilty devitalization and suspicious resentment.

Resentment and

suspicion could arise virtually regardless of the relationship with the person offering the
nurturance or the setting in which it took place, but certain relationships and certain
settings could be especially aggravating. These Police Survivors have a compelling need
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for special sustenance, but in whatever form it takes, their overall touchiness ultimately
makes expressions o f comfort risky for the person offering them.

Police Survivors who were lauded as heroes did not exhibit particularly powerful needs
for continued sustenance since individual, cultural and organizational acknowledgments
o f their heroism acted to prevent radical impairment and to quickly repair — even
strengthen — their self image. Inquires as to their state o f mind and physical well-being
were presented in an entirely different way

— they were couched within larger

congratulatory expressions -- and the attitude of respect others displayed did not conjure
guilt or implicate Police Survivors’ impairment, nor did they present much additional
psychic threat.

The Struggle fo r Meaning

Officers in each o f our categories and task environments struggled to integrate and make
meaning o f their death encounters at a proximate and ultimate level, and the particular
forces and factors operating upon them in each category shaped their quest in powerful
ways.

Rookies, who had few constellations of death’s meaning in the professional

context and who were not responsible for reaching many substantive conclusions about
the cause or reason for the death, had great difficulty in extracting any proximate meaning
and almost no success in finding ultimate meaning in it. Their primary concern was in
developing adequate professional constellations of death that could impart some
immediate subjective understanding of their experience and help them make sense of
their own immediate physical and emotional discomfort around death. At that early point
in their careers, finding proximate meaning for their own experience was a more
compelling need than coming to grips with the philosophical and metaphysical issues
involved.
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The Patrol Sergeant’s task environment, on the other hand, involved some demands to
make objective sense o f the death and to use this understanding to make and act upon
various judgement calls: did the facts and circumstances indicate the death was a
homicide, suicide or of a suspicious nature, thereby calling for some further action on his
part? For the most part Patrol Sergeants did not spend a great deal of time at death
scenes, but they did have to view the scene and ask the cops, witnesses and/or family
members various questions. They also had to cognitively assess this information in order
to conduct a brief preliminary investigation. This task requirement was, in essence, a
formal agency demand to make limited meaning of some aspects of the death. Sergeants
did not evince great concern for the philosophical or metaphysical issues death raises, but
even though they were more inured to death they were to some extent possessed o f a
personal and professional philosophical outlook on death that Rookies generally lacked.

The task environments of Homicide Detectives and Crime Scene Unit technicians
involved implicit demands for a meaning-making process and they evidenced tremendous
professional concern for understanding the death. Their concern was not merely to grasp
the proximate cause of the death, but to develop a more complete understanding of the
events that preceded and perhaps followed it. In their investigative role, the construction
o f larger meanings is a primary task responsibility. Their approaches to the meaningmaking process differed somewhat — Crime Scene technicians were concerned with
what the physical evidence could tell them and Homicide Detectives gained their
information about motives and behaviors through human interactions — but both groups
used facts and informed conjecture to construct a particular type of meaning. Homicide
Detectives and Crime Scene Unit technicians also had well-developed and rather complex
preexisting constellations they used to help them make sense o f the situation, and
although they ultimately developed quite different philosophical outlooks on death they
were somewhat more concerned with these issues than either Rookies or Patrol Sergeants.

Police Survivors sought, often desperately, to make proximate and ultimate meaning of
their experience. Because theirs were infinitely more personal encounters with their own
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mortality that could potentially alter the contours of self in profound ways, the need to
understand the ‘how and why’ o f their experience took on special salience. Importantly,
we saw that the Police Survivors who justifiably killed someone in the line of duty
typically fared better in this regard than those who witnessed the death of another cop or
were themselves severely injured in the line of duty. They had existing constellations
that could immediately impart some meaning to the event and they had previously
imagined themselves in analogous mortal combat situations. To some extent they knew
what to expect from the situation they confronted, and these constellations facilitated
their understanding of it at a proximate level. The reactions of other cops, of the culture
and o f the organization also imparted some immediate meaning to their experience,
characterizing them and their behaviors as heroic and creditable. Because they generally
suffered less impairment and because the death event often strengthened their sense of
professional self, their need to repair the self through the meaning-making process was
less compelling.

Cops who witnessed the death o f another cop or were severely wounded had more
difficulty understanding these events, which were more complex both in terms of their
own psychological involvement and in terms of the actual events that transpired. They
struggled to make sense of the event in part to integrate the images in restructured
professional and personal self concepts, and for the most part they did not have existing
well-developed constellations that could give adequate meaning to the kind of event they
survived. The struggle for meaning, and specifically the tendency to reformulate the
event in a less psychically threatening way, was also part o f their struggle to resolve guilt
and to overcome the death imprint image. The struggle to render their absurd death
encounter sensible and to determine proximate and ultimate responsibility for it also
explains their tendency toward scapegoating and their concerns that the person or persons
truly responsible for their impairment are publicly recognized and punished accordingly.

The profoundness of their encounter also raised a host of philosophical issues, including
issues of personal and professional integrity. They were, to far greater extent than any
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other collaborators, concerned with the ultimate truths that could be distilled from their
extreme immersion in death. Although in time most extract some ultimate philosophical
and metaphysical insights from the event -- insights that provided a degree of emotional
comfort and typically resulted in placing great emphasis on their own integrity and on the
sanctity and value of human life ~ they never quite achieve a reassuring understanding
of why they survived the event or how their immersion so profoundly changed them.

Policy Recommendations and Directions for Future Research

As we conclude our exploration of the impact of exposure to death in contemporary urban
policing, it is appropriate and necessary to point up some areas for future research and to
develop some general policy recommendations that may help guide police officers and
police executives in dealing more effectively with the psychic trauma and the psychic
repercussions that ensue from death encounters.

Based upon our findings about the

viability o f the formative-symbolic paradigm and its implications for shaping police
behavior, we can also extract some policy recommendations that may help police
agencies enhance their performance in other areas as well. Given the overwhelmingly
qualitative nature of this study and the limitations we’ve identified, it is also appropriate
and necessary to begin this final section by acknowledging some caveats regarding the
strengths and the limitations of our data and the conclusions that flow from them.

This dissertation was, and is, an exploratory study o f a fairly narrow — albeit critical —
area o f police experience.

It was never intended to establish immutable principles,

conclusions or recommendations that would be entirely applicable across the landscape of
the American policing enterprise. This dissertation was concerned with urban policing,
and we focused almost entirely upon the NYPD, the nation’s largest police agency. That
agency has a rich and vibrant culture, and we glimpsed how the organizational culture,
along with the procedural requirements and prescribed duties that are the substance of the
task environment, mediate officers’ experiences. It would be wrong to assert or to imply
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that the specific results obtained in one agency are automatically and perfectly
generalizable to cops in every large American police department, however. Every agency
has its own unique elements o f occupational culture that distinguish it from others, and
the specific tasks and duties their officers perform can also be expected to differ from
those in the NYPD.

We should also recognize that the internal and external social dynamics in smaller and
non-urban police agencies, as well as the procedures that guide their officers’ duties and
activities, differ substantially from those in larger urban departments. In a small rural
agency, for example, officers might encounter death with greater or lesser frequency than
in New York City, but they are probably much more likely to have a preexisting
relationship with the deceased simply because they tend to be more integrated into the
smaller community in which they often reside. These and a multitude of other factors
that include the incidence o f violent deaths and the lack of specialization that
characterizes many small agencies — in a small agency, for example, forensic and
investigative responsibilities may be separately undertaken by a county or state law
enforcement agency — make it more difficult to generalize our specific findings to them.
These officers certainly deal with death, but probably not the same way as urban police
officers in large agencies. The specific features of these death encounters in other police
contexts and their impact upon the psychology of survival’s outcomes require further
study.

Nevertheless, the shared themes approach gave us a fairly broad brush with which to
depict NYPD cops’ experiences, and it allows us some latitude in generalizing our
findings. There are sufficient similarities between large urban police departments to
permit us to make broad comparisons and to apply our conclusions confidently but in a
general way to other urban police environments. Our observations about the extremely
close relationship between long-term partners and that relationship’s influence in culture
and survivor psychology, for example, may not apply as forcefully within urban agencies
where solo patrol predominates.

Other agencies may also have slightly different
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immortality systems — the symbolism of the shield, for example, may not apply in
precisely the same way — but we can intuitively suppose that some other immortalizing
systems exist to perform an essentially similar function.

Our first call for additional research, then, should be to determine the applicability of our
broad findings in the NYPD and in other venues through some sort o f replication
research. Assuming the basic accuracy o f our findings, replication within the NYPD
would enhance the validity and reliability of this project and add even greater depth and
dimension to it by drawing upon the experiences of additional officers. Consistent results
gleaned from external replications would also enhance confidence in the validity and
*

reliability of this study as well as the generalizability o f our observations and
conclusions, and to whatever extent the results differed they would point up how
subtleties of culture and procedure influence the psychological impact of death
encounters. Applying the formative-symbolic paradigm and the psychology of survival
in another large urban police agency using a similar research method would therefore be
an important test of this project’s observations and conclusions.

The broad findings and observations we elicited from studying the NYPD could also be
refined and strengthened by additional research within that agency and by the use of
alternative strategies o f inquiry. The fact that we examined five categories of officers in
this dissertation and our use of the shared themes approach necessitated that we operate at
a certain level o f abstraction. Given the demands of space and time and our objective of
sketching rather than precisely representing cops’ experience, we could not delve further
into many of the subtleties and nuances of an individual collaborator’s experience or the
potentially important role they play.

Indeed, the interviews yielded a wealth of

information, impressions and data that the constraints of time, space and narrative flow
did not permit me to include. A series of narrower and more highly defined studies
focusing on each of the individual categories would permit us to more fully explore each
area and to pursue these fine variations of individual experience.

For example, the

collaborators in each task environment included male and female officers, but we made
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little or no effort to distinguish particular differences in behavior or experience according
to gender; such a level o f refinement and analysis was unnecessary in our exploratory
work.

It would, however, be of great potential value to explore these and other

differences in future research. We would expect that such other differences as a rookie’s
orientation toward police work (i.e., a ‘service’ versus a ‘law enforcement’ orientation),
the quality o f his rudimentary constellations of police work, previous occupation,
particular life experiences, family background, and a host of other socioeconomic and
demographic variables might impact his experience of the first professional death
encounter, and it is well worth examining the influence of these factors in greater depth.

Similarly, clinical case studies of individual officers’ professional death encounters
would prove extremely illuminating. Because they take a more subjective and personcentered approach, case studies focusing on individual officers in given task
environments would add to our understanding by allowing us to examine the similarities
and differences between particular individuals’ subjective experiences and the somewhat
more objective experiential themes observed in this research. Clinically-oriented case
studies would, in other words, provide expanded insight into the subtle ways that
previous life experiences and the specific objective factors present at a given death
encounter shape individual experience, providing an in-depth understanding of the
individual’s unique psychology. In particular, a detailed and thorough case study o f a
Police Survivor’s experience using the formative-symbolic paradigm and the psychology
of survival as our analytic framework would shed enormous additional light on the utility
of the paradigm and perspective. Such a case study would provide detailed access to the
complexities of the Police Survivor’s psychic world, and the level of intimacy the case
study approach can produce might go a long way toward sensitizing others to the
difficulties Police Survivors face.

There is also a great need for more thorough study of police socialization and the creation
of an individual police identity using the formative process model, and these studies need
not focus entirely upon death encounters. Death encounters were an appropriate window
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through which to view these processes given the death encounter’s centrality in the
psychology of survival and the formative-symbolic paradigm, but there is undoubtedly
plenty of room for the application o f the paradigm to other areas o f police experience.
We sketched out the transmission o f cultural values and belief systems through formative
means, and this would also seem an especially fruitful area for additional research.

Studies that provide a more detailed comprehension o f the specific types of images and
professional experiences that enhance a positive professional self image — one that
places great value on a sense of integrity, for example — as well as the images that
detract from that desirable image would likely yield a host of policy and training
implications.

Instead o f focusing narrowly on death experiences, subsequent studies

might consider the importance of police mentors in transmitting specific police skills,
attitudes and cultural values or in shaping the direction of a rookie’s future career, and
such studies could easily be conducted using a formative-symbolic approach.

Another specific area that would be well served by the application of the formativesymbolic paradigm is police cynicism. We’ve spoken briefly of the role cynicism plays
in shaping cops’ behavior at the individual and cultural levels, and there are a number of
interesting parallels between the formation o f either a cynical or idealistic attitude and the
overall process o f developing a professional self image. Indeed, moderate cynicism is
often a desirable and functional feature of the cop’s professional identity that operates
(much like partial professional numbing) to shield the cop from excessive emotional
involvement in his work, but extreme cynicism may ultimately be attributable to the
agency’s failure to manage identity development among its members. To strengthen the
generally-accepted model of cynicism’s development, we might point out that in
formative terms it involves the integration of images of stasis, disintegration and
disconnection

that

lead

to

increasingly

complex

constellations

involving

an

overshadowing attitude o f cynicism. The analogy to cynicism is clear: death-equivalent
images o f separation, stasis and disintegration, along with excessive numbing, lead to a
loss o f connection with one’s own emotional feelings and the feelings of others and to a
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generalized loss of faith in the integrity and inherent goodness o f self and other. Images
that reinforce idealism and positive self-regard -- images of connection, movement and
integrity -- could just as easily serve to counter these deleterious constellations, but this
would require that police executives take the responsibility for managing their
organizational culture and the formation of their cops’ professional identities.

The formative-symbolic paradigm’s viability as a means o f understanding and
interpreting cops’ self images, their behaviors and their culture provides police executives
with challenges and opportunities to use it as a management tool. First and foremost, the
understanding it provides about the possibilities for managing police culture and identity
is a stellar opportunity to maximize police performance by developing the most positive
elements o f identity and culture.

All too often, police executives approach their

responsibilities in a narrow way: they attempt to modify police behavior and determine
the quality o f police service by promulgating rules, regulations and procedures. We’ve
seen how police culture (the Job) is at least as powerful as the formal rules and
regulations (the Department) in shaping officers’ behavior, but police executives rarely if
ever grasp the opportunity to positively effect the culture. The police executive who uses
his legitimate, coercive and reward power to complement and extend the most positive
elements of the culture and to eliminate or minimize organizational requirements that
stifle them — who aligns the constellations and meanings of the Job with those of the
Department to maximize the potentials of each — can achieve great things, and the
formative symbolic paradigm provides a feasible and practical blueprint. Managing the
development o f police culture, like managing the development of a strong and positive
police identity, is not something most police executives have heretofore attempted in any
systematic way.

This style of management requires that executives recognize the

tremendous importance of symbols, and that they relentlessly provide carefully-chosen
symbols and images o f connection, movement and integrity that will lead cops and their
culture toward organizational goals.
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We might also add at this point that the formative-symbolic paradigm provides a potential
solution for the problem o f low morale. Without delving into a prolonged analysis o f this
recurring problem — an exercise better undertaken in a subsequent paper — low morale
is, in essence, a kind of organizational death equivalent: cops are immersed in images and
constellations o f stasis, disconnection and disintegration.

The solution seems clear:

police executives can raise morale by relentlessly providing and reinforcing viable
images of connection, movement and integrity at the individual, cultural and
organizational levels.

In order for police executives and policy makers to maximize the potential of the many
powerful symbols and images at their disposal

--

the early career images that

fundamentally shape and structure the police self and the ‘good cop’ construct as well as
later images that either sustain or erode them — it is not enough that they merely
understand that images and symbols are important.

To successfully manage police

culture and to nurture individual identities, they must have a thorough grasp o f the
formative process itself before they can hope to develop organizational structures that
ensure the provision of appropriate images, forms and constellations. This observation,
in turn, leads us back to another call for additional research and additional cultural
analyses so that executives can be given practical examples of the kinds of images that
resonate most powerfully among cops.

For all its strength and value, in pragmatic terms we have only a sketchy grasp o f the
formative-symbolic paradigm’s potential use as a management tool, and we need a great
deal o f practical research and organizational analysis before its full potential can be
realized. Further exploration of the psychology of survival as it applies to police officers
is also necessary before we can begin to construct reliable and practicable policies and
procedures based on its lessons. I am reticent at this point to identify specific lapses in
NYPD policy and procedure or to suggest particular policy changes that might address
some o f the needs we’ve identified in this research.

Since we’ve often seen how

struggles over mildly traumatic death encounters ultimately have positive and functional
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outcomes, though, it would probably not be a good idea to effect procedural changes that
substantially mitigate this trauma or substantially interfere with the officer’s struggles.

Moreover, our explorations have revealed that it is not so much the agency’s specific
procedures, per se, that may are problematic. The procedures that officers follow and that
shape the demands and dimensions of their task environment are generally reasonable and
rational prescriptions for achieving valid organizational goals. The law requires, for
example, that the premises and the body must be searched and all valuables removed for
safeguarding when the deceased lived alone;

while this task can engender some

discomfort and trauma for the rookie who physically handles the remains and the
belongings, it is a chore that someone must perform and that ultimately has a possible
psychological outcome.

Substantially altering this task requirement (or any other

prescribed procedural task, for that matter) so as to ameliorate the rookie’s distress would
be both impractical and a mistake.

It has also been my experience that rapid wholesale amendments to policies or
procedures, especially in terms of complex issues shaped by individual, cultural and
organizational factors, are rarely effective in fully achieving their intended results. The
police organization — the ‘Department’ — has a tendency to consider a problem solved
when new procedures are promulgated, and the organization often has great difficulty in
sustaining the kind o f attention these complex issues require. A more measured and
informed process o f evolving policies and/or procedures and carefully assessing their
impact over time (as well as their unanticipated repercussions in other areas) would be
more effective in bringing about lasting change. Such a process also presupposes a
sustained interest and a true organizational commitment to the welfare of cops.

A far more cogent and appropriate avenue for the agency’s consideration lies in better
preparing young cops for the feelings they will experience. Police Academy recruits, for
example, take a field trip to visit the Medical Examiner’s Office and morgue, where they
may become somewhat desensitized to death by witnessing autopsies in progress.
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Several Rookie collaborators noted that this field trip and exposure to the sights and
smells o f death actually increased their apprehensions about professional death
encounters, and almost all said that the visit was not prefaced or followed by any
meaningful lectures or discussions of death with their instructors.

Some instructors

related ‘war stories’ o f their own DOA experiences, but for the most part these stories
focused superficially on the grotesque visual, tactile and olfactory images involved and
the emotional and visceral reactions that often occur.

They did not focus on the

psychology that underlies these responses, nor did they articulate the idea that while these
reactions are apt to occur, they are entirely natural human responses that ultimately have
functional and positive psychological consequences. They did not, in other words, impart
the idea that although the rookie may have a daunting and difficult experience, he will
inevitably overcome and professionally profit from it.

The lectures also did not

adequately impart the idea that interactions at the death scene require good cops to
flexibly combine compassionate response with procedural competence, and none o f the
Police Academy instructors utilized role plays in their presentations or engaged students
with in-depth discussions o f the issues and emotions involved. Properly conveyed, this
kind o f cognitive knowledge and affective awareness would better prepare the rookie for
DOAs by instilling a reassuring sense of informed confidence, without substantially
reducing the traumatic quality o f the sensations and images actually encountered at the
death scene.

The natural inclination toward numbing would still operate at the actual death scene and
the overall experience would still be a rite of passage, but the rookie would recognize it
as a functional rite o f passage and afterward feel the kind of reinforced efficacy and
professional identity that usually takes substantial time and substantial police experience
to recognize. Rather than dreading the experience, rookies who are educated in this way
might, like the conscientious Rookie collaborator who actively sought out transformative
experiences that would make him a better cop, approach their first DOA with the
understanding that it will be a vehicle for professional growth.

Once this sense of

confidence is substituted for the more common feeling of anxious concern and self doubt,
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the rookie may be more likely to attempt to combine compassionate response with
procedural effectiveness.

Practical implementation of this rudimentary outline for converting a necessary but
distressing event into an educational opportunity, of course, requires a sincere
organizational commitment to developing young officers’ sense of their professional self.
It is also predicated on a widespread recognition of the psychological processes and
responses involved in death encounters, as well as an acceptance of the formativesymbolic paradigm as a useful model of identity development. These policy suggestions
require an informed, humane and mature approach to some very delicate psychological
issues, and these issues cannot easily be reduced to a standard lesson plan format or
addressed in a traditional lecture style. Instead, they require frank interactive discussions
aimed at excavating young officers’ attitudes toward and expectations of their first
professional death encounter.

In the broadest terms, the NYPD and other police agencies should utilize the lessons of
this dissertation to develop policies and procedures that are more sensitive to the needs of
cops and more cognizant o f the personal and professional struggles that result from their
death encounters, without necessarily interfering in those struggles. The agency can do a
lot more to support its good cops and to ensure that all its members maximize their own
potential to be good cops, and that support begins with sensitivity and compassion for the
issues cops face rather than standardized and formal written policies or procedures.

I am thinking here in terms of the Patrol Sergeant we met who recognized the death
encounter’s potential as a learning experience and took an uncommon initiative to
influence the experience so that rookies felt a sense o f personal and professional
connection, movement and integrity. He conscientiously assumed the responsibility to
informally structure rookies’ death encounters to maximize their personal and
professional growth, in large measure because his own powerful death experiences
illuminated the need for flexible humane response. He did not relieve them of their
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responsibilities, but rather went to great lengths to ensure they properly performed their
duties while conducting themselves in a caring, professional and humane way. The
rookies and tenured cops he influenced felt some immediate sense of connection,
movement and integrity during their death encounters.

Because he was a good cop

possessed of the urge to positively influence the lives of those around him, and because
he had great insight into his own experiences around death, he was more concerned with
being a good human being than with fulfilling the procedural demands imposed by the
organization. This approach and this type of behavior should be the norm, rather than the
exception.

If this sensitivity and this sensibility was recognized and reinforced by an executive cadre
that understood and utilized the formative-symbolic paradigm’s potential, greater
sensitivity toward cops’ death encounters might eventually infiltrate the culture and
become standard practice. This approach would be all the more effective because it
would be achieved without resorting to the kind of standardized ‘one size fits all’ formal
policy directives that often stifle flexibility and inhibit compassion. A host of agency
practices can be improved, encouraged or discouraged through heightened awareness of
death’s impact and heightened appreciation of the psychology of survival’s formidable
influence in police officers’ personal and professional lives.

We will conclude this dissertation with a call for greater sensitivity — at all levels of
policing -- toward the plight of the police officers who survived profound and personally
consequential death immersions. We’ve seen that some o f these police survivors are
quite properly recognized and publicly applauded for the tremendous personal and
professional sacrifices they willingly made on behalf of others, and we’ve seen that they
tend to emerge from their death immersions with fewer and less profound psychic
consequences.

Others, by virtue o f the extreme features of their death immersion that may be
exacerbated by individual, cultural and organizational failures to support and nurture
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them, have an eminently more difficult ordeal from which they never truly recover. Here
our collaborator’s words resonate:

“these are wounded souls, and there is nothing,

nothing you can ever do to restore them.”

We do not end on a note of resigned futility, though. These are men and women o f heroic
stature, and their real heroism is not for the mere fact o f having survived a deadly
encounter. In many respects these officers resemble the classic heroes of myth, but their
heroism and their experience also differs from that of the classic hero in important ways.
Like the classic hero, they have endured an extreme ordeal, symbolically entered the
underworld o f profound death immersion,

and returned to our world of ‘ordinary’

experience bearing a special knowledge and a special message from which all o f us can
learn. Unlike many police heroes, though, the mythic hero’s return to our world is almost
always heralded and his message is almost always received and acted upon. The classic
hero is vindicated, his tale is communicated with reverence and awe, and the depth of his
sacrifice is understood and cherished by those who hear of it. The classic hero is restored
and empowered by his ordeal and by his return to the rational world of the living.

For far too many police heroes -- those who are heralded and those who are not — the
return to our world o f order, rationality and meaning is never complete. Because they can
never fully escape the extremity and the power of their death immersion, police survivors
remain perpetually in its thrall. Although they struggle to restore order and meaning to
their world, they find that their death experience has rendered that world unalterably
absurd.

Police survivors’ real heroism lies not in merely having survived a death

encounter or having endured a few moments of absolute horror, but in their eternal
Sisyphean struggle against the overpowering weight of the death and the absurdity they
carry with them.
Police survivors’ real heroism, which is too often unrecognized, lies in their courageous
and lifelong struggle to integrate their extreme death immersion experience within a
cohesive and comfortable sense of self, and in their continuing struggle to extract
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meaning, vitality and hope from a terribly shattered existence.

Their heroism and

courage — more a moral courage than a physical courage — imposes on cops, on the
culture and on the police organization a burden of reciprocation and esteem that must be
expressed in caring, perceptive, flexible and humane compassion for them and for their
struggle. We can hope for no less from the organization, we can expect no less from the
culture, and we can demand no less from good cops.
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